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A bstract
The need for citizens with a fundamental knowledge of science who understand the
interconnections between living things as well as the impact of science on society is more
important than ever. To achieve this goal, studies show that major changes to the structure of
science curriculum must be made in order to incorporate all aspects of: 1) inquiry-based
instruction; 2) strategies that elicit students’ prior knowledge; 3) building conceptual
understandings; and 4) integrating an ongoing assessment process that provides feedback to
students and informs instruction. These suggested changes are articulated in the recent Next
Generation Science Standards. In order to construct an elementary science curriculum for the
Yakutat School District, I utilized the Understanding by Design (UBD) framework to develop
individual “investigations” that were formulated around the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS). A place-based framework was constructed for each investigation using the GRASPS
Performance Assessment model and Learning A-Z place-based instructional process. Existing
lessons and activities that aligned with the NGSS and place-based framework were included in
each investigation, and where there were gaps in addressing the standards, I utilized the BSCS
(Biological Science Curriculum Studies) 5Es Learning Model to write a series of lessons for each
investigation. Ultimately, I developed two curricula for the following grade levels: K-2 and 5-6.
Curricula were divided into overarching units that contained between 1-5 investigations, or
subunits, each of which were framed around 1-3 NGSS. This project’s practical importance was
to provide a curriculum for a school district that had no preexisting science curriculum. This
curriculum is important to the field of science education, as it serves as a model that integrates
western science and traditional knowledge in the context of the Next Generation Science
Standards.
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1. Introduction
In this project, I set out to create an NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards)-aligned, placebased science curriculum for the Yakutat School District (YSD). YSD is located in the small,
Alaska Native village of Yakutat (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). When this project commenced, YSD
had neither an approved elementary science curriculum nor updated science content standards
(standards in place were over ten years old). Science-related resources were extremely limited and
textbooks had not been replaced for almost three decades. Teachers were expected to use personal
resources to develop or purchase science curriculum and the necessary materials and supplies
required to implement lessons, which in some cases was not being done. Overall, 75% of the
District’s elementary teachers felt under-qualified to teach science or develop content related
lesson plans in their classroom. The science curriculum also wasn’t entirely place-based, which
the YSD wanted. To help provide high quality science lessons that teachers could easily adopt, I
decided to focus the efforts of my project on developing a K-6 place based science curriculum for
the Yakutat School District. This was accomplished in the following phases, which are thoroughly
described in the Methods Section of this paper.
1. A curricular framework was established that organized the NGSS for each grade band
(K-1, 2 and 5-6) into overarching units that unified standards by theme or domain. The
Understanding by Design (UBD) approach was then utilized to aid the development of
individual investigations around 1-3 standards. After the framework for an investigation
was established using the GRASPS Performance Assessment model and/or the Learning
A-Z project-based instructional process, pre-existing lessons that aligned with the
standard were pulled in from outside curricular resources.
2. Where there were gaps in fully addressing a NGSS, I wrote a series of lessons for each
investigation utilizing the BSCS (Biological Science Curriculum Studies) 5Es Learning
Model. The community became the context for each lesson, which included incorporating
the local knowledge and resources of the area in order to make the learning experience
more relevant and applicable to students’ lives.
3. I tested the lessons in classes and revised them to better reflect the context of the
classroom, using formative evaluation of student responses as a guide.
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2. Background
The persistence of achievement gaps among student groups, as well as the overall mediocre science
level performance across the United States, comes at a time in history where national and global
scientific advancements and rapidly changing systems and climate is dependent on a society
capable of making educated and well thought out decisions (Michaels et al., 2008). Citizens should
be engaged as active participants in the decision-making process and scientific discussions rather
than just observers (North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE), 2012;
National Research Council (NRC), 2007; Michaels et al., 2008). Both the science and education
communities value promoting science literacy in the twenty-first century, and agree that drastic
educational reform is needed. (NRC, 2011, p. 3).
In light of research findings on how people learn, a relatively new framework has been developed
that lays out broad learning goals for achieving science proficiency in education (NRC, 2007). The
framework aims to develop higher levels of proficiency by unifying scientific content and practice
into four, intertwined learning strands. The National Research Council (2007) states the strands of
science proficiency as the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Know, Use, and Interpret Scientific Explanations of the Natural World;
Generate and Evaluate Scientific Evidence and Explanations;
Understand the Nature and Development of Scientific Knowledge; and
Participate Productively in Scientific Practices and Discourse. (p. 2)

While the strands are described separately in the literature, an authentic inquiry experience requires
that all four blend together in the classroom. Literature in cognitive research also supports teaching
content through science practices (NRC, 2007). The objective is to therefore promote science-aspractice in which the four strands form an interconnected framework of the knowledge and
reasoning skills needed to achieve proficiency in science (Michaels et al., 2008).
The four strands framework has been codified with the renewal of the national science standards.
The Next Generation Science Standards® (NGSS), and the overarching Framework from which
they are constructed, emphasize authentic inquiry through the application of scientific practices
and cross-cutting concepts in order to uncover disciplinary core ideas (Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) Lead States, 2013; National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), 2013). The
standards therefore encourage active engagement in science as a process that consistently extends,
refines and revises a body of knowledge that represents our current understanding of the natural
world (NGSS Lead States, 2013; NSTA, 2013). Commonly referred to as performance
expectations, the standards deconstruct the four strands of science proficiency into tangible
concepts and skill sets that interact simultaneously in the classroom. Deeper learning and the
ability to transfer knowledge to new contexts becomes the basis of the learning process. Overtime,
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learners construct and develop a conceptual framework that establishes strong connections
between fundamental understandings (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Overall, these
performance expectations are written to communicate a few big disciplinary core ideas that
combine content from science and engineering practices with crosscutting concepts that are
transferrable across the disciplines (NGSS, 2013; NSTA, 2013).
Integrating the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) into current curricula requires
transitioning away from teaching methods that rely mainly on lecture-based techniques to those
that promote inquiry and collaborative learning. Since the release of the NGSS, more educational
tools and strategies are becoming available that can assist school districts and educators in the
process of reforming how science lessons are structured and taught. The BSCS (Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study) 5E instructional model is designed to help educators approach inquiry
instruction in a meaningful way through a series of five phases (Engage-Explore-Explain-ExtendEvaluate). When incorporated together, the five phases directly challenge as well as assist in
restructuring students’ current conceptions with meaningful activities and experiences (Bybee,
2014). The model is most useful for units that span two to three weeks, with some cycling of
lessons within the phases (Bybee, 2014). Each phase requires scaffolding from the educator as
well as continual (formative) assessment. A supportive learning environment where scientific
norms and communication are explicitly modeled and reiterated during lessons strengthens the
interconnections between the phases (Bass, Contant & Carin, 2008).
Engagement constitutes the first phase, and is responsible for piquing students’ curiosity,
providing a clear vision of the unit’s learning goals and implementing the pre-assessment (Bass,
Contant, & Carin, 2008). If the unit is structured around an authentic problem to be uncovered
over the course of a unit, the educator can outline details of the scenario including students’ role
in addressing the problem. Scientific principles revealed through a flashy demonstration can also
be utilized to generate interest in an upcoming unit (Bybee, 2014). During the Exploration phase,
students participate in hands-on activities that allow them to demonstrate their abilities and current
conceptions while providing them an opportunity to record questions related to the problem as
they develop a level of familiarity with core content (Bybee, 2014). It can also include activities
that focus on planning and conducting simple investigations with the use of tools to collect relevant
data (NRC, 2000). Meanwhile, the educator’s role during these lessons is to provide necessary
materials and supplies, describe appropriate background, and correct any misconceptions. Beyond
these responsibilities, the educator must take a step back and guide students through the process
rather than tell them how it should be done (Bybee, 2014).
Exploration activities are eventually followed-up by the Explanation phase. During this phase, the
concepts and practices students had the opportunity to observe first-hand are identified and
explanations of content-related vocabulary terms, core ideas, and practices are provided. In the
science classroom, students use and refer back to their initial hypotheses, data and scientific
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knowledge in order to generate explanations (NRC, 2000). To augment the learning process
through transfer, students are asked to extend or apply strategies, concepts, principles and
explanations to new problems and questions during the Elaborate phase (NRC, 2000). Activities
should be challenging but achievable by students (Bybee, 2014). While the Evaluation phase is
often listed at the end of the 5E Instructional Model, evaluation should in fact start at the beginning
of the unit and continue throughout. Through evaluation, educators can determine the level of
knowledge, understanding and ability to use science strategies among learners. Summative
assessment occurs at the end, and can be in a variety of formats, such as a scientific argument
where students are expected to articulate how and why something occurred during an investigation
(NRC, 2007), or an exam.

2.1 Connecting Science to Place-based Education
The underlying framework of the Next Generation Science Standards, uncovering content through
using scientific practices, parallels a vision of education by the late John Dewey—namely, placebased education. Place-based education is a methodology that promotes learning while doing by
making connections between classroom content and activities to various domains, such as cultural
and historical investigations, environmental monitoring, and entrepreneurialism, that allows the
learner to explore or contribute to the local community (CO-SEED, 2003-04; Gruenewald, 2003;
Dewey, 1907, Takano et al., 2009; Smith, 2007). It does not look like conventional education and
certain styles or approaches may be used that are not recognized or fit well within the current
public education system (Smith, 2002; Dewey, 1907). For this model to be successful, students
must acquire skills that enable them to search for the answers to their questions and community
issues (Smith, 2002, p. 593). The role of the educator can look different, as well. As the classroom
content becomes more community centered, teachers transform into agents of change and
relinquish some control to members of the community and experts who wish to share their
knowledge with students and work on projects (Smith, 2007). Overall, the utilization of
community as an educational tool not only makes learning more relevant to children but creates
an attachment between student and place that promotes greater civic engagement, inevitably
leading to healthier and more connected communities (Jennings et al., 2005, Takano et al., 2009,
CO-SEED, 2003-04).
Because of the heavy emphasis on connection to community and place in rural Alaska, place-based
education is an ideal approach for these communities. Traditional knowledge in the Alaska Native
cultures is deeply rooted in the long inhabitation of a people in a particular place (Barnhardt &
Kawagley, 1999; Kawagley, 1993). Survival in a harsh, unpredictable environment was the
outcome of empirically based knowledge that was observed and carefully constructed over long
periods. It entailed learning the patterns of order overlain with the irregularities of nature that were
acquired through a keen sense of observation of animal behaviors and environmental conditions
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(Barnhardt & Kawagley, 1999; Kawagley, 1993; Nelson, 1983). This led to the development of
subsistence methods and technologies that were a product of experimentation and an innate sense
of flexibility that allowed communities to adapt as the seasons and conditions changed (Nelson,
1983).
However, this knowledge base is far more than a model of sustainable practice. It is a way of
looking and relating to the natural world and its inhabitants, the universe and each other (Barnhardt
& Kawagley, 1999). In Alaska Native culture, spirituality is not isolated from the science of
knowing and is responsible for establishing a two-way interaction between people and the universe
through acts of reciprocity, customs, and stories (Kawagley, 1993; Nelson, 1983, p. 5). Because
of the fundamental differences in worldview between Western Science and traditional knowledge,
Barnhardt and Kawagley (1999), advocate that the framework of science curriculum in indigenous
communities needs to be integrated into a place-based framework (p.3).
Incorporating traditional knowledge and the unique socioeconomic and environmental features of
a community into curriculum can be accomplished utilizing various educational resources,
including the formats outlined in the GRASPS Performance Assessment model and Project-based
instructional framework. The GRASPS model (Appendix E) utilizes six prompts to guide the
development of performance-based assessment: Goal, Role, Audience, Situation, Products or
Performances, and Standards. This assessment format encourages learners to transfer and apply
knowledge acquired in the classroom to unfamiliar yet realistic tasks they would expect to
encounter in the real-world. According to the GRASPS format, the Goal provides the context for
a specific problem, challenge or obstacle students are responsible for resolving (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2004). After a goal is established, the prompts most important in establishing a
connection to place (Role, Audience, Situation) require identifying students’ role and
responsibilities in relation to the task, defining a target audience that is directly affected by
students’ efforts, and a description of an authentic scenario that can submerse students’ in the task
(Wiggins & McTighe, 2004). The final prompts in the model (Product and Standards) require the
instructor to determine the type of product or performance students will be expected to create for
the target audience as well as a clear set of standards that clearly outline the expectations for the
assessment (Wiggins & McTighe, 2004). While an effective tool for developing performanceassessments, the GRASPs model utility is versatile. Since its format aligns with the place-based
methodology, when used as an instructional framework it can provide cohesion within a unit or
investigation by organizing standalone lesson plans and activities around an authentic task.
While the GRASPS model can be an effective means of integrating local context into curriculum
through performance assessment, project-based learning provides an alternative instructional
framework that enables learners to connect classroom work to their lives, communities and regions
in which they live (Smith, 2002). This format expands the scope of the learning environment
historically dominated by traditional pursuits and academic exercises to include reality-based ideas
and problems (Holm, 2011; Wiggins & McTighe, 2004). Projects become the primary vehicle for
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content learning in the core science domains and are based on questions of importance or driving
questions. Driving questions are constructed around core ideas that are designed to optimize
student engagement as well as promote active intellectual pursuit of solutions (Holm, 2011).
Project-based learning focuses on resolving or investigating real-world dilemmas and tasks which
require students to identify problems, develop and design solutions, and create products (such as
a presentation, report, invention or model) that are shared with the community. As the classroom
transitions, away from traditional lessons into a more project-based model, the educator assumes
the role of a guide and facilitator (Holm, 2011). Learning A-Z (LAZ) offers curricular resources
that supplement a 12-step instructional process (Appendix F). These resources guide educators
through the process of implementing student-driven investigations in classroom that culminate in
a product or performance (LAZ, 2016).
3. M aterials and Methods
It is important to note that the some of the terminology and strategies used to describe as well as
organize curricular components in this study may appear to contradict more universal practices.
For instance, the term ‘investigation’ is synonymous and used in lieu of the term ‘unit,’ referring
it to a series of related lessons and assessments that are based on the designated priority (NGSS)
and supporting (Alaska State Science) standards and can span from two to six weeks. On the other
hand, the term ‘unit’ in the context of this study refers to a series of assembled investigations that
share a topical, skills-based or thematic focus (Ainsworth, 2011). I preface the description of the
methods with a brief overview of the UBD framework in order to highlight an approach to
curricular design that appropriately reflects the education philosophy behind this study.
The body of the K-6 place-based Science Curriculum was developed around the premise and
strategies outlined in the Understanding By Design (UBD) framework, a backward approach to
designing curricular units (or investigations). Backward design requires articulating the desired
outcomes (Stage 1) before developing assessments (Stage 2) and activities (Stage 3) (UBD in
Appendix A). Stage one of the UBD approach instructs the designer to reflect on the desired results
for the unit. This includes identifying the established goals (such as the required standards and/or
objectives), transferable understandings (this includes the big ideas and plausible
misunderstandings), knowledge (what students will know), skills (what students will be able to
do) and finally the overarching and topical essential questions that will guide the unit (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2006). Since each investigation should be developed around one to three standards at
most, under the UBD approach each standard(s) can be identified as the established goal for the
investigation. Overarching questions span across units and subjects, which are capable of
uncovering more than one understanding. Topical questions direct student inquiry to one or more
ideas that are eventually uncovered after students have actively wrestled with the question
(Wiggins & McTighe, 2006, p. 116).
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The second stage of the UBD framework requires developing a well thought out format that allows
students to effectively demonstrate their grasp of the desired understandings and practices as well
as a set of criteria by which students’ performance will be assessed. Ainsworth (2010) broadly
categorizes assessments as formative (assessment for learning) and summative (assessment of
learning). Formative assessments allow students to correct their work or performance after
receiving feedback from the teacher, a process that promotes deeper understanding of content since
students are able to reconstruct misunderstandings or provide evidence for a claim. On the other
hand, summative assessments generally come at the middle or end of a unit and result in a grade
that is recorded (Ainsworth, 2010). The final stage in the UBD approach requires developing a
learning plan that is guided by essential questions and addresses each of the stated learning
objectives (Wiggins & McTigue, 2006).
3.1 Curriculum foundation and fram ew ork for standard-based investigations
Before I could begin the first phase of the UBD framework, I had to establish a solid foundation
for the curriculum. This process included 1) prioritizing the standards and 2) naming units of study
and identifying Alaska State Science Standards that support priority standards (Ainsworth, 2010).
To begin the process of prioritizing the essential standards for the curriculum, I studied and
compared the NGSS to the ASSS (Alaska State Science Standards). To be considered “priority,”
grade-specific standards had to exhibit endurance and leverage, as well as providing the
prerequisite knowledge for the next level of learning (Ainsworth, 2011). Unlike previous standards
that focused on what students should “know” and “understand,” the NGSS are based on
performance expectations, or assessable statements of what students should know and be able to
do by the end of a grade band (NGSS, 2013). The NGSS are based on the progression of a few
disciplinary core ideas with the expectation that all students will master each idea by the time they
graduate from high school. Student understanding of core ideas and level of abstraction progresses
and builds from grades K-12; therefore, it is essential that grade appropriate content be taught each
year since concepts become more complex with time (NGSS, 2013). Since the national
performance expectations meet the aforementioned criteria to a greater extent than the state
standards, which separate content from practice and cover breadth of knowledge over depth, I
concluded that NGSS would serve as the priority standards for this project and the basis for each
investigation.
After identifying the priority standards, I had to establish a framework for the curriculum before
naming the curricular investigations of this study. Since the elementary school operated on a
combined classroom system (two or more grades per class) that consistently changed from year to
year, I organized the curriculum into the following grade bands based on how students were
grouped at the beginning of the study: K-2, 3-4, and 5-6. I determined that each grade-band would
contain two sets of curricula. This would ensure that science could be taught as a core subject yearround and that students would be exposed to new content as they progressed through the
elementary levels. While this foundation required developing a substantial amount of material, my
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teaching assistant asked to assume responsibility for developing the grade-band 3-4 curriculum. I
took this opportunity to hand over a significant portion of the workload to her so that I could focus
solely on developing material for grade-bands K-2 and 5-6.
After vertically aligning the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) for grade band K-2, I
decided to divide the K-1 and grade 2 standards between two separate curricula. On average, one
priority standard was developed into an investigation; however, in some instances two or three
standards were assembled into a single investigation. As stated at the beginning of the section, a
‘unit’ in the context of this study refers to a series of assembled investigations that share a topical,
skills-based or thematic focus (Ainsworth, 2011). For organizational purposes, the standards (or
investigations) were sorted into focus-based “units” (i.e. folders). During the first year of the study,
I established place-based themes for each “unit” of the K-1 curriculum as a means of emphasizing
connections within and between topics of the same discipline. The following themes described the
surrounding landscape and natural systems most important to the community’s subsistence culture:
Forest, Fresh Water Systems and the Sea. The standards were then sorted into the different “units”
depending on the theme they most resembled (See Figure 2.1). However, I found it difficult trying
to relate the content of each standard(s) to the theme of the “unit,” and decided to forgo the
integration of an overarching place-based theme into each investigation. I maintained this
organizational method for the K-1 curriculum since the “units” aligned with grade-level
expectations; Unit 1 had all K-level investigations while Unit 3 had all grade 1-level expectations
(See Table 1.1). Furthermore, the overall organization of the standards (investigations) within each
“unit” demonstrates that the big ideas in each standard can be arranged to form a storyline.

Figure 2.1 Overview of Curriculum Development Process
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A slightly different approach was used to name “units” for grade 2 and grade band 5-6 curricula,
which were developed during the second year of the study. The NGSS for grades 2 and 5 were
vertically aligned by grade and disciplinary core idea (Life Science, Earth Science, Physical
Science). I searched through the Alaska Content and Performance Standards (ACPS) for science
(2006) and identified fifth and sixth grade standards that aligned with each NGSS. Since the State
requires content articulated in ACPS (Alaska Content and Performance Standards) to be taught
from third to twelfth grade, these standards were incorporated into the grade band 5-6 curriculum.
As was done with the K-1 curriculum, the standards (or investigations) were sorted into “units”
(folders); however, a topical focus (Life, Earth and Physical Science) was designated to each
instead of a theme. It was important that the curriculum reinforce science as a way of knowing
while reintroducing students to the practices, technology and applications of science; therefore,
the first “unit” was designed around a thematic focus (Introduction to Science) that concentrated
on the nature and development of scientific knowledge (Strand 3). Since NGSS does not design
performance expectations solely around the third strand of science proficiency, Unit 1 did not
incorporate a NGSS. Determining how to divide grade band 5-6 into two curricula was more
complicated since the NGSS classifies sixth grade as middle school (grades 6-8 standards are
designated as MS) rather than elementary. I considered devising two separate curricula that
integrated fifth-grade standards one year and M S standards the second year. However, this meant
that every other year, fifth graders would be taught content at a higher level of abstraction than
was appropriate for that grade level. I decided to divide the fifth-grade priority (and
supplementary) standards into two curricula, which were labeled Year 1 and Year 2. Since grade
band 5-6 curricula had almost double the amount of academic content standards (due to the
supplementary state standards) than the lower grade levels, more time could be spent on each
investigation.
Once a foundation for the curriculum was established, I referred to the Understanding by Design
(UBD) framework to begin the process of constructing standard-based investigations. The first
stage of the framework requires analyzing the priority standards (in this case NGSS) for assessable
content (Appendix A). I coupled the science practices, core ideas and (occasionally) facts
identified in the standards with cognitive objectives outlined under the revised version of Bloom’s
Taxonomy (Ainsworth, 2010) to formulate learning objectives that would effectively assess a
students’ understanding at the beginning and conclusion of an investigation. I wrote 3-4 learning
objectives for each investigation that targeted a specific audience (or grade level) and included
information pertaining to the behavior being measured, the conditions in which the behavior would
occur and finally the degree of expectation for the given behavior (Jacobsen, 2015). Stage One
was complete only after I had written an overarching essential question(s) that would yield the
investigation’s desired understandings as well as a few topical questions whose purpose was to
guide the learning process and the eventual design of individual lessons (Wiggins & McTighe,
2006). Each investigation in the curriculum was guided by one to three overarching questions,
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which set the stage for the lessons that would eventually be incorporated into the framework and
direct student inquiry through one or two engaging, topical questions. For each standard, I designed
content and practice-based topical questions that built on one another as they clarified certain
components of the overarching questions.
After completing the first stage of the UBD approach, I proceeded with Stage Two and began
designing assessments that addressed the expectations of the original objectives. Since Yakutat
School District educators were strongly encouraged to implement an assessment that could
demonstrate student growth after instruction, I decided to design a mirrored pre-(diagnostic)
assessment that would assess students’ prior knowledge at the beginning of an investigation (unit)
in conjunction with an identical summative assessment. Incorporating a pre-assessment would
provide important feedback for the educator regarding the degree of enabling knowledge and skills
students currently possess that are necessary for an upcoming unit, which would consequently help
inform early instruction (Ainsworth, 2010). Since mirrored pre-assessments contain the exact
number and types of questions as the post-or summative assessment, they can clearly demonstrate
student growth by comparing understanding at the beginning and conclusion of an investigation.
Another positive attribute of the mirrored pre-test is that sharing results with students can promote
engagement in personal growth and lead to the development of student-driven goals. Students in
the lower grades can more easily visualize their overall progress when comparing mirrored
assessments (Ainsworth, 2010). While pre-assessments accessed students’ prior knowledge, post
assessments always concluded an investigation and were used to obtain information about how
well the student grasped the disciplinary core idea and practices that were intertwined throughout
an investigation. Questions on the mirrored pre-and post-assessments were carefully constructed
so that students were required to apply their understandings to new yet authentic contexts.
Assessing student understanding in grades K-2 was difficult since many students were still learning
how to read and write. This led me to develop an oral component of the summative assessment
that was designed to be given in conjunction with and after students completed the notebook or
“written” component of the assessment. While I left it to the teacher’s discretion to determine the
level of mastery on the notebook component, I developed rubrics for each oral assessment that
outlined criteria for three levels of performance: Below Proficient, Proficient and Above
Proficient. Teachers should also be encouraged to reference additional rubrics (Appendix B) that
provide criteria regarding student growth in inquiry related practices such as the design and
implementation of investigations and communicating information.
For the final stage of the UBD approach, I referred to a list of curricular resources that I compiled
for evaluation based on applicability to the project’s objective (Appendix C). In the context of this
project, the term curricular resource refers to published teaching materials that provide a wide
range of lesson plans or activities that can supplement multiple units across various science
disciplines. I approached this step by first searching through the available curricular resources for
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lessons and activities that were relevant to the investigation and directly addressed learning
objectives or content. This included identifying demonstrations of scientific principles that could
actively engage students in content they were about to investigate. Methods of implementing
selected lessons or activities into an investigation varied. A few resources utilized in the K-1
curriculum were modified to include components that I felt helped flush out content more
effectively. Most resources were implemented directly into an investigation without any
modification and attached as a separate document so that the reader could easily refer to it for a
description of the procedure and a list of materials needed to implement the lesson or activity (See
Figure 2.2).

P h a se 3: O utside Curricular Sou rces
L esso n s w e r e re v ie w e d a n d in te g r a te d in to
in v e stig a tio n w h e n a p p r o p r ia te

P h ase 3: GRASPS M odel & S cien ce A-Z P roject-B ased
In stru ction al P ro cess
R e so u rc e s w e re r e fe re n c e d w h e n d e s ig n in g la y o u t of
in v e stig a tio n

P h a se s 1 & 2: U n d erstan d in g by D esign M odel
M odel w a s u se d to c o n s tru c t L ea rn in g O bjectives, E ssen tia l
Q uestions & A sse ssm e n ts fo r ea ch in v e stig a tio n

Figure 2.2 Overview of Resources Used in Curriculum Development Process
3.2 Lesson Development
When I was unable to locate a lesson that sufficiently tied in with an investigation’s overarching
question or address any of the topic questions written previously, I wrote lessons from an inquirybased instruction standpoint. The objective was to include enough detail in each lesson so that
teachers unfamiliar with inquiry-based instruction could still implement it effectively while
becoming more familiar and comfortable with the format. The Science Teacher Inquiry Rubric
(STIR) framework was referenced as a guide (Appendix D) during this process and should be
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utilized by educators interested in adopting, as well as integrating, inquiry-based techniques into
the classroom.
After sorting through various curricular sources and selecting relevant material for an
investigation, I organized lesson plans in chronological order to get an idea of how the
investigation would progress from the first (pre-assessment) to the final (post-assessment) lesson.
Before coming across the Learning A-Z Project-based Instructional Framework, I referred to the
GRASPS Task Designs Prompts template (Appendix: E) to make academic connections between
the classroom and the community. The GRASPS model was originally developed to assist
educators with integrating performance-based assessments into curriculum through a series of six
prompts
(Goal-Role-Audience-Situation-Products/Performances-Standards).
However,
it
provided an effective format that allowed me to construct authentic problems and scenarios that
would serve as the context for the investigation. Consequently, this process helped unify lesson
plans, adapted from various curricular sources, into a cohesive investigation. To begin the process
(Prompt 1 of GRASPS), I utilized the core ideas or concepts embedded in each national science
standard to construct problems and challenges for each investigation. Upper elementary students
responded with more enthusiasm to challenges that were linked to their peers or community
members than to an elaborate problem I had devised. On the other hand, young learners responded
more favorably to problems than challenges. However, scientific concepts do not always lend
themselves equally well to challenge or problem-based tasks, so learners were exposed to both
types.
After establishing the learning goal for an investigation (Prompt 1 of GRASPS), I moved on to
steps 2-4 of the GRASPS model. This involved defining: 1) the students’ role in the task, 2) the
target audience within the context of the scenario, and 3) details about the situation that learners
will submerse themselves in for an extended period of time (Wiggins & McTighe, 2004). Defining
the role (Prompt 2 of GRASPS) of the learner was good a way to engage learners in the task while
providing an opportunity to expose them to various real-world, STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics) related professions. One lesson was usually dedicated to an activity
that encouraged students to assume their new role by thinking and behaving like an expert or
professional from a particular field. To engage students in their role, I would address the class by
their professional title (volcanologists, arborists, mechanical engineers, etc.) and whenever
possible, invite guest speakers to come into the classroom to discuss a particular profession with
students. While the ‘role’ prompt inevitably introduced students to opportunities and interests that
exist outside the community, the overall objective of an investigation was to learn from and within
the context of the community. This was accomplished by focusing the efforts of a task within the
boundaries of the local area (Prompt 4 of GRASPS). This could include monitoring a local
resource or climate conditions, working with an organization to implement a project, or using
traditional knowledge to understand a scientific concept (and vice versa). It was also important
that some investigations went beyond the imaginary to have some tangible effect on the
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community (Jennings et al., 2005; Smith, 2007; Takano et al., 2009; CO-SEED, 2003-04).
Students had to experience firsthand how their efforts contributed to the community or could be
applied to their lives or that of family members and close friends. (Jennings et al., 2005; Smith,
2007; Takano et al., 2009; CO-SEED, 2003-04). To achieve that effect, the audience in some
instances became the students of another classroom, the principal, family members or the
community in general (Prompt 3 of GRASPS).
The final prompts outlined in the GRASPS model focused on clarifying what product (or
performance) the students would create and why (Prompt 5 GRASPS), as well as delineating a
clear set of criteria students could refer to while developing a product or performance (Prompt 6
GRASPS). In this case, products utilized during investigations included lab reports, graphical
displays, travel guides and newspaper articles, while examples of performance tasks included,
radio programs, presentations to younger classes, and skits. Products and performances were
generally assessed through teacher-made rubrics, which allowed students to not only see how well
they met the requirements but were thoroughly reviewed before the class began developing a
product. As the upper elementary students (grades 5-6) became more comfortable with the
expectations and overall format of the performance-assessments, they began participating in the
rubric development process. Working together as a class, students discussed and eventually agreed
to specific criteria they felt should be included on a particular rubric. Overall, the ultimate objective
of the GRASPS performance assessment in this study was to foster deeper learning and the
construction of conceptual frameworks through an opportunity to transfer knowledge to new and
unfamiliar contexts. Students were given time and space during investigations to uncover and
discuss content before being asked to apply their understanding to a new scenario. Performanceassessments were separate from the “mirrored” assessments, which were given at the beginning
and conclusion of each investigation in order to measure students’ growth and overall
comprehension of the content. While I gave an academic grade for performance assessment during
the study, teachers can adapt the activity to meet the needs of their classroom.
An alternative framework with a similar focus to the GRAPS model, came to my attention towards
the end of the study. The digital service, Learning A-Z, recently developed an instructional process
(Appendix F) that aides’ teachers in implementing Project-based Learning (PBL) in the classroom.
The learning environment is dramatically reformed as students learn to investigate collaboratively
in order to solve a real-world question or solve an authentic challenge (LAZ, 2016). Unlike the
GRASPS framework, which was designed to assess understanding rather than guide students
through the process of acquiring it, the Learning A-Z instructional process provides a framework
that is easily integrated into an investigation or unit. The service offers PBL bundles across
multiple units, which provide teachers with all of the materials needed to implement an
investigation in the classroom that same day. While I had access to most of these curricular
resources, I would generally choose a few materials I wanted to use and then refer to the
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instructional process (eleven steps total) in order to construct an original (and more place-based)
investigation.
The GRASPS model and the Learning A-Z PBL instructional process, were resources I used in
this study to modify real-world problems and challenges into work that could be investigated by
elementary students inside the classroom. While the PBL instructional process helped, me reach
the vision I was striving for in the classroom more effectively, in the end, both resources helped
me construct a framework (or skeleton) for each investigation. However, the majority of the
substance was still to come. Part of the framework was filled in with lesson plans I pulled from
outside curricular sources, but when I was unable to locate certain lessons for an investigation I
was developing, major gaps remained. The bulk of the work was still to come and it would require
a separate teaching model (See Figure 3.1).
T H E S C IE N C E A -Z PBL IN S TR U C TIO N A L P R OCESS

Figure 3.1 Science A-Z Project-based Learning Instructional Process
(Source: www.sciencea-z.com)
Once a framework for an investigation had been constructed and the relevant lesson plans pulled
in from outside sources, I would identify the remaining gaps and begin the process of planning and
developing lessons plans using the format outlined by the Biological Science Curriculum Study
(BSCS) 5E Learning Model. Traditional knowledge was incorporated in the curriculum either as
the topic of study of an investigation or as lessons that indirectly supplemented the core activities
of the investigation. Both pedagogies aimed to broaden students’ understanding and connection to
the natural world through regular exposure to cultural interpretations and perspectives that either
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supported or conflicted with scientific knowledge. It was important that authentic components of
the local culture were represented in the curriculum, and while certain culturally based curricular
sources offered lesson plans or materials that were specific to the Tlingit culture, these materials
did not necessarily represent the Yakutat Tlingit culture. To work around this, I decided to offer
two lesson plan options in each investigation. One option would include (if available) a
prefabricated lesson plan from a culturally based curricular resource. The other option involved
inviting an Elder or local community member into the classroom to speak on a topic that aligned
with content from the investigation. Overarching questions pertaining to particular scientific
concepts or practices were coupled with cultural themes adopted from a framework developed by
Sealaska Heritage (Appendix F), to serve as potential discussion starters for guest speakers.
In addition to the diagnostic and summative assessments, I was able to integrate formative
assessment into every lesson with science notebooks. Work completed in the notebooks, aside
from pre-and post-assessments, was never graded, since the purpose was to document the learning
process of each student (Ainsworth, 2010; Fulton & Campbell, 2014; Wiggins & McTighe, 2004).
While notebooks should be viewed as a mechanism that allows the process of learning to naturally
unfold as students wrestle with complex concepts and acquire skills with consistent practice,
teacher intervention should be used with discretion (Fulton & Campbell, 2014; Wiggins &
McTighe, 2006). For instance, I made it a point to require upper elementary students to record the
date, time, weather and the topical question at the top of each new journal entry. This activity was
meant to reflect the behavior of experts in the field while modeling one organizational technique
that consistently reminded students (and the educator) of the current objective. Thus, I wanted
students to get into the habit of recording the weather even if the investigation was conducted
indoors. I found this to be a good practice in becoming more observant. It is left to the teachers’
discretion whether to require an additional organization method for notebooks with the older
students, but educators should keep in mind that the notebook is often a learning tool for the student
and that it is a space for constructive feedback (Fulton & Campbell, 2014). I tried to promote the
use of science notebooks in every lesson and for each assignment, even recommending that
educators attach loose worksheets to empty sheets of notebook paper. By encouraging the use of
notebooks in this manner, I hoped to promote their value in terms of assessing students’ progress
in understanding and as a means informing instruction. Learning is enhanced when lessons reflect
the needs of the class and when students are given the opportunity on a consistent basis to revise
work based on feedback they have received (NRC, 2007). Science notebooks facilitate inquirymethods and provide a reliable avenue for students to continuously practice, and build science and
metacognitive skills as they actively uncover content and reflect on their work (Fulton &
Campbell, 2014).
3.3 Curriculum implementation
The elementary school was grouped by grade into four classrooms (K-1, 2-3, 4, 5-6) during the
2014-2015 school year cycle. That year, I implemented lessons from the curriculum in the K-1
classroom with approximately ten students alongside the certified elementary teacher. Science
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lessons were scheduled three days a week for an hour, and while the certified teacher was always
present in the classroom, she rarely intervened during the lessons. While I designed, and prepared
all the materials and supplies needed to implement each lesson, which included arranging students’
science notebooks with the appropriate worksheets prior to each lesson, I was not responsible for
grading students’ performance. The teacher implemented the summative assessment outside of the
regular science lesson schedule after I provided her with all the assessment materials.
During the 2015-2016 school year, the elementary grades were rearranged into two main
classrooms (K-2 and 3-5). I was scheduled to implement grade 2 and Grade Band 5-6 science
curricula four days a week during two classroom periods. Both classes were relatively small, with
approximately seven students in the second-grade class and ten students in the upper elementary
class. A certified teacher was not required to be in the room with me that year, so I was responsible
for administering summative assessments and reporting quarterly and mid-term grades to the head
elementary teachers. Science notebooks were an essential component of each lesson and eventually
became an extension of the learning process as students actively engaged in activities that required
them to elicit prior knowledge, reflect on the outcome of an activity, record and analyze data during
an experiment, plan and conduct investigations, as well as learn to refine work using feedback
from peers. Gradually, students become more responsible for their learning if they are given the
time and space to work through problems on their own and with peers.

4. Results
The Elementary Place-based Science Curriculum for the Yakutat School District was organized
and developed into three discreet curricula based on the following grade levels: K-1, 2 and 5-6.
Curricula for grades K-1 and 2 were divided into four overarching units that contained between 1
5 investigations, or subunits, each of which were framed around 1-3 Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS). The place-based unit themes for the Grade K-1 curriculum were removed once
I realized that the content addressed in each standard did not correlate with the theme. Units in the
Grade 2 curriculum were labeled with broader subject-based themes (Earth, Physical and Life
Science), which ultimately coincided with investigations that had been sorted by standard into each
unit. The Understanding by Design framework was utilized to design individual investigations,
which contained the usual components of a lesson plan (overarching goal, standard, assessment,
objectives, time-frame, list of materials and procedure) in addition to 1-3 overarching questions
that guided the entire investigation and 1-3 topical questions designed to engage and focus the
effort of each lesson. Tables 1.1-1.2 outline the topical questions and lesson plans that guide and
characterize each investigation. The tables delineate which lesson plans were written as original
material (113 total), which were modified from the original form (31 total), and which lessons
were incorporated from outside curricular resources in original form (40 total). A material (lesson
plan or activity) that was selected from a list of curricular resources (Appendix C) and incorporated
into the K-1 curriculum from an outside curricular resource was cited directly in the lesson that it
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was supplementing. Units 1-3 of the Grade K-1 Curriculum contained lessons that combined
material taken from outside curricular sources with material I had written in order to flesh out
content. This approach made it difficult to decipher the original material from that of published
curricular resources; therefore, lesson plans and activities that were selected for the Grade 2
curriculum were incorporated without modification into the investigation.
Lesson plans written for the K-1 curriculum tended overall to be less organized and structured
around traditional inquiry methods than material I wrote for Grades 2 and 5-6 curriculum. One
factor that influenced these outcomes was the timing. The project spanned over two years, which
resulted in the development of the K-1 curriculum during the first year of the project while I was
still learning the nuances of the Understanding by Design Approach and strategies associated with
inquiry based methods. By the second year, when I developed the curricula for the other grades, I
not only had more experience teaching and developing science curriculum in a formal environment
but I had begun utilizing the GRASPS Performance Assessment and the BSCS 5E’s Learning
Models. Both of these education tools helped organize my ideas, bring a more organized format to
my lesson plans and establish an authentic (community-based) context for the backdrop of each
investigation. Regarding the GRASPS model, I found that upper elementary students responded
with more enthusiasm to challenges that were in some way linked to their peers or community
members than to an elaborate problem I had devised, while the younger learners tended to be open
to both. Since, scientific concepts did not always lend themselves equally well to challenge or
problem-based contexts, learners were exposed to both types of scenarios.
The most significant feedback I received came from students’ positive reactions to the lessons.
Elementary students are generally intrigued with the subject of science, so implementing
engagement activities at the beginning of an investigation (such as demonstrations of scientific
principles, video clips, guest speakers, etc.) got students enthusiastic about class and encouraged
them to ask more questions. But students remained engaged in a topic for a short period if
instruction was solely teacher-centered (passive learning). I therefore strived to make lessons as
student centered as possible, focusing the responsibility of learning on the students. Each
investigation I implemented had an overarching objective (in the form of a product or performance)
that was presented at the start of an investigation. Students knew they were responsible for creating
something using the information they learned. Each lesson was structured around a topical
question that was stated at the beginning of a lesson to clarify an objective and built on one another
over time. Topical questions were only explained or clarified through lecture once students had
extended effort to answer it themselves. Furthermore, I made sure to give every activity meaning,
so that the class understood that my job was to make them think and act more like scientists. I did
my best to not answer questions directly but instead replied with metacognitive questions that
enabled students to voice their thinking aloud in order to resolve their own questions. I found that
structuring lessons in this manner decreased the level of disruption in class caused by off-task
behaviors because students were genuinely engaged in resolving a problem or creating a product
that they were responsible for presenting. For example, one student known for being disruptive in
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class, disrespectful to teachers, and not completing his work, made it a point to mention to me that
he had started watching science programs at home over Christmas break (even though they are not
as fun as science class). This student also completed make-up work I had assigned after he missed
school as well as work in class. Another student, also known to have consistent behavior issues in
other classrooms including refusal to complete assignments, put in a lot of effort into her
assignments during science lessons and would not leave until they were completed.
Overall, I found that inquiry-based teaching methods had significant impacts on students’ level of
engagement, behavior during class and overall perceptions towards science. Students that
generally exhibited behavioral problems in other classrooms were on average better behaved
during science lessons, consistently vocalized their interest in the subject and put more effort into
their work. Lessons were challenging and students were expected to work hard up until the last
day of school, but this did not seem to dissuade their feelings towards the subject or class in
general. Instead, most learners rose to the challenge and tried their best every day. Even though
science class was the last period, students were ready to start as soon as the bell rang. It took
approximately three months for students to get acquainted and feel more comfortable with inquirybased instruction. Initially, many seemed confused and did not know how to react when I asked
them to record prior knowledge and reflect on their understanding after an activity. Participation
was very low at the beginning of the year but midway through, most of the class had a lot to write
about and had no trouble asking questions or contributing to discussions.
Since the District’s elementary teachers were still utilizing traditional instructional methods more
often to deliver material than any other, including lecture-based practices that create a more passive
learning environment for students, I had to determine how to encourage the use of specific
pedagogies that I felt were fundamental components of science education. Strategies included
accessing prior knowledge at the beginning of an investigation, applying metacognitive
questioning methods that encouraged students to recognize their thinking processes, as well as the
application of scientific practices as a means of uncovering the core ideas of an investigation. My
objective was to construct investigations that enabled students to participate in the discipline in an
authentic manner, a strategy that would have intimidated teachers that were not comfortable
teaching the subject to begin with. My approach to this problem was to describe each method I
utilized in-depth so that the reader could visualize and more easily perceive the learning
environment I aimed to achieve. This resulted in lengthy investigations that were perceived as
tedious to read through at times. When a teacher brought this to my attention, I explained that my
approach was geared toward teachers that were uncomfortable teaching science and needed this
level of detail in order to feel confident and better prepared to teach the material. Furthermore, I
would not be able to model these lessons for the District’s teachers in the future, which was the
case with this particular teacher. After hearing this perspective, the teacher agreed this approach
was necessary.
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Table 1.1 Outline of Integrated Lessons by Unit for Grade K -1 Curriculum

Unit 1: Intro to Science
Investigation One
Overarching Question: How can we learn like scientists?
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What is science?
x
Lesson 2: How can we use a hand lens?
x
Lesson 3: How can we record what we see and learn?
Lesson 4: How can we observe like a scientist?
Lesson 5: What is the environment?
x
Lesson 6: How did the Tlingit learn see that world?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M

O
x

x
x

Unit 2: Forests (Original Theme)
Investigation One
O verarching Question: W hat do plants and animals need to live and grow?
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) K-LS1-1 Use observations to describe
patterns of what plants and animals need (including humans) to survive.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge component
x
Lesson 3: What do plants need to live and grow?
x
Lesson 4: What are the parts of a plant?
x
Lesson 5: What do animals need to live and grow?
Lesson 6: What did we learn from our experiment?
x
Lesson 7: How do plants drink water?
x
Lesson 8: What did we learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Investigation Two
Overarching Question: How do plants and animals change the environment to
fit their needs?
[NGSS K-ESS2-2] Construct an argument supported by evidence for how plants
and animals (including humans) can change the environment to fit their needs.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional knowledge component
x
Lesson 3: Can plants and animals change the environment?
Lesson 4: How do plants and animals change the environment?
Lesson 5: What did we learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

1
O
x

x
x
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Investigation Three
Overarching Question: Why do plants and animals live where they live?
[NGSS K-ESS3-1] Use a model to represent the relationship between the needs of
different plants and animals (including humans) and the places they live.
[NGSS K-ESS3-3] Communicate solutions that will reduce the impact of humans
on the land, water, air and other living things in the local environment.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge component
x
Lesson 3: How can we make our own forest diagrams?
x
Lesson 4: What do we use from our environment?
Lesson 5: What did we learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Investigation Four
Overarching Question: How can toys and objects move?
[NGSS K-PS2-1] Plan and conduct an investigation to compare the effects of
different strengths or different directions of pushes and pulls on the motion of an
objects.
[NGSS K-PS2-2] Analyze data to determine if a design solution works as intended
to change the speed or direction of an object with a push or a pull.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
Lesson 2: How do our toys move?
x
Lesson 3: What are pushes and pulls?
x
Lesson 4: How can we push and pull our toys?
x
Lesson 5: What is motion?
x
Lesson 6: What are graphs and how can we use them?
x
Lesson 7: How can I make my ball come back to me?
x
Lesson 8: How can you move a ball without touching it?
x
Lesson 9: What did we learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Investigation Five
Overarching Question: W hat is the purpose of weather forecasting?
[NGSS K-ESS3-2] Ask questions to obtain information about the purpose of
weather forecasting to prepare for, and respond to, severe weather.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: What is weather? (Traditional Knowledge component)
Lesson 3: How can we predict the weather?
x
Lesson 4: What types of really bad weather do we get in Yakutat?
Lesson 5: How can we ask questions like scientists?

O
x

x
x
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Lesson 6: Visit with the National Weather Service
Lesson 7: Visit with Community Member (Traditional Knowledge)
Lesson 8: What did we learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

x
x
x

Unit 3: Freshwater systems (Original Theme)
Investigation One
O verarching Question: W hat patterns do you notice in the sky?
[NGSS 1-ESS1-1] Use observations of the sun, moon & stars to describe patterns
that can be predicted.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
Lesson 2: The Sun, Moon & Stars song!
Lesson 3: What does our Sun do every day?
Lesson 4: How did the Tlingit believe Sun and moon came to be?
Lesson 5: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

1
O
x
x
x
x
x

Investigation Two
O verarching Question: W hat does the Sun do to the E arth ’s surface?
[NGSS K-PS3-1] Make observations to determine the effect of sunlight on the
Earth’s surface.
[NGSS K-PS3-2] Use tools and materials to design and build a structure that will
reduce the warming effect of sunlight on an area.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge component
Lesson 3: What does the Sun do to different we find on the ground?
Lesson 4: How can we solve problems like engineers?
Lesson 5: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

O
x
x
x
x

Investigation Four
Overarching Question: W hat do parents and young do to help young survive?
[NGSS 1-LS1-2] Read texts and use media to determine patterns in behavior of
parents and offspring that help offspring survive.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
Lesson 3: How do baby Emperor penguins survive in Antarctica?
Lesson 4: How do baby hummingbirds survive?
Lesson 5: How are human children taken care of?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?

O
x
x
x
x
x
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Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson

M- Modified Lesson

O- Original Lesson

Investigation Five
Overarching Question: Do young plants and animals look like their parents?
[NGSS 1-LS3-1] Make observations to construct an evidence based account that
young plants and animals are like, but not exactly like, their parents.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
x
Lesson 3: Are you me?
Lesson 4: Do I look like my parent?
Lesson 5: Do all animals and plants look the same?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

O
x

x
x
x

Unit 4: Ocean (Original Theme)
Investigation One
O verarching Question: W hat is sound?
[NGSS 1-ESS1-1] Use observations of the sun, moon & stars to describe patterns
that can be predicted.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
Lesson 2: How is sound made?
Lesson 3: What does sound do to other objects?
Lesson 4: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

1
O
x
x
x
x

Table 1.2 Outline of Integrated Lessons by Unit for Grade 2 Curriculum

Unit 1: Intro to Science
Investigation One
Overarching Question: How can we learn like scientists?
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What is science?
x
Lesson 2: How can we use a hand lens?
x
Lesson 3: How can we record what we see and learn?
Lesson 4: What was the Tlingit worldview?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M

O
x

x

Unit 2: Physical Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
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*How do scientists answer their questions and build knowledge?
*Why do the things we use in our lives have different uses?
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) 2-PS1-1 Plan and conduct an
investigation to describe and classify different kinds of materials by their observable
properties.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do I know?
Lesson 2: What is matter?
x
Lesson 3: How can we use the scientific method to describe
x
materials?
x
Lesson 4: How can we use the scientific method to sort materials?
x
Lesson 5: How can we sort materials in Tlingit?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Investigation Two
Overarching Questions:
*How do scientists answer their questions and build knowledge?
*Why do the things we use in our lives have different uses?
[NGSS 2-PS1-2] Analyze data obtained from testing different materials to determine
which materials have the properties that are best suited for an intended pur]pose
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: How were traditional tools made?
x
Lesson 3: How can we classify objects?
x
Lesson 4: How can we use graphs? (optional)
x
Lesson 5: What materials are these objects made of?
Lesson 6: What did we learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Investigation Three
Overarching Questions:
*What is the of a scientist?
*How are new objects made from old ones?
[NGSS K-ESS3-1] Make observations to construct an evidence-based account of
how an object made of a small set of pieces can be disassembled and made into a
new object.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: What are observations and inferences?
x
Lesson 3: How can we make our own conclusions?
x
Lesson 4: Can toys be assembled into different toys?
x
Lesson 5: Traditional Knowledge
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Lesson 6: What did we learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson

x
M- Modified Lesson

O- Original Lesson

Investigation Four
Overarching Questions:
*How do scientists come to accept an idea about the natural world?
*If something changes, can it ever go back to the way it was before?
[NGSS 2-PS1-4] Construct an argument with evidence that some changes caused by 1
heating or cooling can be reversed and some cannot.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
x
Lesson 3: How can we write out own scientific arguments?
Lesson 4: How does heating and cooling our snacks and drinks
x
change them?
x
Lesson 5: What did we learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Unit 3: Earth Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
*How can we explain how the world works?
*Does change on Earth happen slow or fast?
[NGSS 2-ESS1-1] Use information from several sources to provide evidence that
Earth events can occur quickly or slowly.
M
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
Lesson 2: What is a meteorologist? What is erosion?
Lesson 3: Traditional Knowledge
Lesson 4: How long does it take for the land to change? What are
x
changes we can observe? What are changes we can’t observe?
Lesson 5: How can we write a newspaper?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

1
O
x
x
x

x
x

Investigation Two
Overarching Questions:
*How can we find the best solution to solve a problem?
*What forces can change the land?
1 [NGSS 2-ESS2-1] Compare multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or 1
water from changing the shape of the land.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: How Raven made the Tides (Traditional Knowledge)
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Lesson 3: How does the land change? What causes land to change?
Lesson 4: Does wind or water cause more erosion?
Lesson 5: How can we stop or slow erosion?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

x
x
x
x

Investigation Three
Overarching Questions:
*What do scientists use to show people how the natural world works?
*How would Yakutat look from a bird’s eye view?
*Where would tourists want to go in Yakutat?
[NGSS 2-ESS2-2] Develop a model to represent the shapes and kinds of land and
1
bodies of water in an area.
[NGSS 2-ESS2-3] Obtain information to identify where water is found on Earth and
that is can be solid or liquid.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
Lesson 3: What is an outdoor guide?
x
x
Lesson 4: What are maps?
Lesson 5: What types of water can we find in Yakutat? Where can
x
we go kayaking in Yakutat?
Lesson 6: Where can we go sightseeing in Yakutat? What
x
landforms do we have in Yakutat?
x
Lesson 7: How can we make a travel guide?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Unit 4: Life Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
*How do you explain ideas to family or friends?
*Does life differ from one area to another?
*What does it mean to be alive?
[NGSS 2-LS2-1] Plan and conduct an investigation to determine if plants need
sunlight and water to grow.
[NGSS 2-LS2-2] Develop a simple model that mimics the function of an animal in
dispersing seeds or pollinating plants.
[NGSS 2-LS4-1] Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity
of life in different habitats.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
x
Lesson 3: What is an arborist?
Lesson 4: What do all living things have in common?
x
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Lesson 5: Why is nutrition important for plants? What do plants
need to grow?
Lesson 6: Why is reproduction important for plants? How do plants
reproduce? What are diagrams?
Lesson 7: What is a habitat? Do all habitats have the same types of
plants?
Lesson 8: Sea Week (week one)
x
x
Lesson 9: How can we communicate what we learned? (week two)
Lesson 10: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

x
x

x

x

Table 1.3 Outline of Integrated Lessons by Unit for Grade Band 5-6 Curriculum: Year 1

Unit 1: Intro to Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
*What is knowledge?
*How does science and traditional knowledge help us expand our understanding of
the natural world?
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What is science?
x
Lesson 2: How can we make observations and inferences?
x
Lesson 3: How can we record observations?
Lesson 4: What was the Tlingit worldview?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M

O
x |

x

Unit 2: Physical Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
* How do scientists communicate information they uncover about natural events and
processes to the public?
*How do you interact with the world around you?
*If we cannot see something with our eyes, does it mean it isn’t there?
Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) 5-PS1-1: Students who demonstrate
understanding can develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too
small to be seen.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do I know?
x
Lesson 2: What makes scientific models useful tools to learn from?
Lesson 3: How are scientific models different from the things they
x
represent?
Lesson 4: What is matter?
x
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Lesson 5: How can we make our own diagrams?
x
Lesson 6: What are the building blocks of matter?
Lesson 7: How can we make our own diagrams about the building
blocks of matter?
x
Lesson 8: Traditional Knowledge Component
Lesson 9: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

x
x

x

Investigation Two
Overarching Questions:
*Why is math an important part of science?
*What becomes of the materials and objects we use and see in our lives over time?
*How have materials and tools used in the past changed over time?
*Why is it important to know traditions of the past?
[NGSS 5-PS1-2] Students who demonstrate understanding can measure and graph
quantities to provide evidence that regardless of the type of change that occurs when
heating, cooling or mixing substances, the total weight of matter is conserved.
[NGSS 5-PS1-3] Students who demonstrate understanding can make observations
and measurements to identify materials based on their properties.
[NGSS 5-PS1-4] Students who demonstrate understanding can conduct an
investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or more substances results in
new substances.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: What do chemists do?
x
Lesson 3: How can we measure and graph our data?
x
Lesson 4: What materials were important to the Yakutat Tlingit?
x
Lesson 5: What are rocks and miners and how are they used? How
can we identify the rocks and minerals we need to make paint with?
x
Lesson 6: How did the Yakutat Tlingit make paint? What happens
when we try to combine or change materials?
x
Lesson 7: Presenting Knowledge to the community
Lesson 8: What did we learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Unit 3: Life Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
*How do scientists communicate complex phenomena in a clear and concise way?
*How are organisms in an ecosystem connected to each other and the environment?
*How is work accomplished in groups?
[NGSS 5-LS2-1] Students who demonstrate understanding can develop a model to
describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers and the
environment?
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[NGSS 5-PS3-1] Students who demonstrate understanding can use models to
describe that energy in animal’s food (used for body repair, growth, motion and to
maintain body warmth) was once energy from the sun.
M
Topical Questions
U
O
x
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: What are scientific diagrams? How can we make a
scientific diagram?
x
Lesson 3: In what ways are organisms in aquatic environments
connected to each other?
x
Lesson 4: How do environmental conditions effect a food web?
x
Lesson 5: How can we communicate our ideas to other classrooms?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?
x
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

Table 1.4 Outline of Integrated Lessons by Unit for Grade Band 5-6 Curriculum: Year 2

Unit 1: Intro to Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
*What is knowledge?
*How does science and traditional knowledge help us expand our understanding of
the natural world?
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What is science?
x
Lesson 2: How can we make observations and inferences?
x
Lesson 3: How can we record observations?
Lesson 4: What was the Tlingit worldview?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M

O
x

x

Unit 2: Earth Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
*How does the date collected during scientific investigations become knowledge?
*How can we prove the position and movement of the Earth and moon within the
Solar System?
*Why was the moon important to the Yakutat Tlingit?
[NGSS 5-ESS1-2]: Students who demonstrate understanding can represent graphical
displays to reveal patterns of daily changes in length and direction of shadows, day
and night, and the seasonal appearance of some stars in the sky.
[NGSS 1-ESS1-1] Students who demonstrate understanding use observations of the
sun, moon and stars to describe patterns that can be predicted.
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Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do we know?
x
Lesson 2: How did the Yakutat Tlingit perceive the Sun and moon?
Lesson 3: What do we know about the Sun and moon?
Lesson 4: Can we describe and predict the position of the Sun and
the appearance of the Moon?
Lesson 5: What tools can we use to make our observations?
Lesson 6: How can we draw conclusions from our data?
Lesson 7: How do we know that the Earth moves around the Sun?
x
Lesson 8: What did we learn from our graphs about Earth’s
movement?
Lesson 9: What did we learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M

O
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

Investigation Two
Overarching Questions:
* What types of explanations gain the support of others?
*How can we approximate the distance of objects that are very far away?
[NGSS 5-ESS1-2]: Students who demonstrate understanding can support an
argument that differences in the apparent brightness of the Sun compared to other
stars is due to their relative distances from Earth.
Topical Questions
1: What do we know?
2: Traditional Worldview of the Stars
3: What type of argument gains the support of others?
4: How are objects in space different from one another?
5: If the Sun is a star, why is it bigger and brighter than the

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
others?
Lesson 6: What did we learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson

U

M

O
x

x
x
x
x
x

M- Modified Lesson

O- Original Lesson

Investigation Three
Overarching Questions:
*How do scientists communicate complex phenomena in a clear and concise way?
*Why is it important to communicate effectively with one another?
*How do interactions between Earth’s major systems impact our lives?
[NGSS 5-ESS2-1] Students who demonstrate understanding can develop a model to
describe ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and/or atmosphere interact.
[NGSS 5-ESS2-2] Students who demonstrate understanding can describe and graph
the amounts and percentage of water and fresh water in various reservoirs to provide
evidence about the distribution of water on Earth.
[NGSS 5-ESS3-1] Students who demonstrate understanding can obtain and combine
information about ways individual communities use science ideas to protect Earth’s
resources and environment.
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Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do you know?
Lesson 2: How can we make a scientific diagram?
Lesson 3: In what ways are organisms in aquatic environments
connected to each other?
Lesson 4: How do environmental conditions affect a food web?
Lesson 5: How can we communicate our ideas to other classrooms?
Lesson 6: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M
x
x
x

O

x
x
x

Unit 3: Physical Science
Investigation One
Overarching Questions:
* How do scientists come to conclusions about natural phenomena?
*How do forces impact our lives?
[NGSS 5-LS2-1] Students who demonstrate understanding can support an argument
that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on objects is directed down.
Topical Questions
U
Lesson 1: What do you know?
x
Lesson 2: How do objects move?
x
Lesson 3: What keeps people from floating into space?
Lesson 4: What causes the tide to rise and fall?
Lesson 5: What was the worldview of the moon and tides of the
Yakutat Tlingit?
x
Lesson 6: What is the difference between waves and tides?
Lesson 7: Observing the tides and intertidal organisms
Lesson 8: Using data to estimate the tide
Lesson 9: How can we communicate our knowledge to other
people?
Lesson 10: What did you learn?
Table Key: U- Unmodified Lesson M- Modified Lesson O- Original Lesson

M

O
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

6. Conclusion
The focus of this project was the development of an elementary place-based science curriculum
utilizing the Understanding by Design Approach. This was accomplished by first designing an
overarching foundation for the curriculum that organized elementary levels into two grade bands
(K-2 and 5-6). Each grade band consisted of two curricula that were comprised of standards based
units, called investigations. The priority standards for these investigations were the Next
Generation Science Standard (NGSS). After a place-based framework for an investigation was
established using the GRAPS model or the Learning A-Z Project-based instructional process,
existing lessons aligning with the priority standard(s) were integrated into an investigation. Where
there were gaps in fully addressing a NGSS, a series of lessons were written for each investigation
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utilizing the BSCS 5Es Learning Model. The community became the context for each lesson,
which included incorporating the local knowledge and resources of the area in order to make the
learning experience more relevant and applicable to students’ lives. Lessons from the curriculum
were implemented and revisions were made to better reflect the context of the classroom.
One objective of this study that was never fully achieved was eliciting community perspective on
important themes that I could integrate into the curricular framework and content of lesson plans.
This is a component I would urge school districts to invest in if planning to incorporate more placebased methodologies. Schools must remain flexible and adopt strategies that can maintain strong
relations between the District and community, which can include the formation of a Community
Vision to Action Forum. The Community Vision to Action Forums are facilitated workshops that
encourage participants to first identify the community’s issues and then describe where student
involvement could feasibly mitigate certain aspects of these issues (Antioch University New
England (ANEI), 2014). Place-based education applies academic content and practices to authentic
issues or problems faced at the local level, which can be addressed and resolved through student
involvement. Determining what those authentic issues are as well as ways in which students can
get involved begins with an open discussion with members and stakeholders living and working
in the community (CO-SEED, 2003-04). Questions posed in an interview or Action Forum should
be written with the audience in mind in order to effectively communicate an idea and delivered in
a respectful and professional manner that reflects the local culture.
One of the most difficult aspects of the place-based methodology and its direct effect on the study,
was integrating traditional knowledge into lesson plans. Originally, as each investigation was
completed I planned on consulting the Tlingit language instructors from the Cultural Heritage
Department to discuss how components of the local culture aligned with, and could therefore be
integrated into, the investigation. It was important that this aspect of the curriculum came directly
from the community, since most of the ideas and activities revolving around place were generated
by me. However, this eventually became an unrealistic goal, since developing the investigations
took much longer than was previously predicted and schedules did not always coincide. In any
case, it is important that the traditional knowledge of the area become a norm in the school
curriculum, especially if there are teachers interested in learning more about the cultures and ways
to integrate it into lesson plans. This would require careful planning and communication between
employees from the Yakutat Tlingit Tribe (YTT) and the staff from the Yakutat School District.
The Yakutat Tlingit Tribe and the Cultural Center should devise an immersion program for new
teachers that describes the culture and Tlingit worldview in-depth as well as fundamental aspects
of the language that provide further insight into the culture.
In addition, an immersion program would identify specific cultural components that members from
these organizations would want to see represented in the curriculum. Educators would be invited
to meet with Elders, members from the Tribe and Tlingit language instructors to discuss how this
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could be done. This last component is imperative, since traditional knowledge has been
underrepresented in curricula in the past and requires time to learn, especially for educators who
are unfamiliar with the culture. Furthermore, state and federal organizations based in Yakutat,
especially the U.S. Forest Service and the National Park Service, have worked extensively in the
school and have shown interest in having a larger role in future programs, an opportunity that is
greatly underutilized at this point in time. At the beginning of the academic year, elementary and
secondary teachers should meet with these organizations, including the Tribe and Cultural Center,
to discuss ideas for projects that could immerse students in scientific inquiry while integrating
traditional knowledge. Such meetings should encourage the development of multidisciplinary units
or investigations through coordinated efforts between educators.
However, establishing community-based programs that maintain open discussions between
educators and the community is only part of the solution to integrating place-based methodologies
into curriculum. A scientifically literate citizenry is recognized as having the requisite knowledge
to make informed decisions as active participants in scientific discussion and the decision-making
process (Gallagher, Stepien, Sher, & Workman, 1995; Michaels et al., 2008, NRC, 2007). Before
citizens, from vastly different backgrounds, cultures and beliefs, can make informed decisions that
can affect the lives of others, our science and education institutions must continue to broaden their
understanding of knowledge and its construction. Knowledge is the product of a systematic process
that generates well-established evidence through direct observations or measurements (scientific
claims) and analyzed based on existing principles. If it demonstrates consistency and reliable
occurrence overtime, knowledge is eventually recognized as scientific fact (Michael et al., 2008,
NRC, 2007; Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1991). Intrinsic to the scientific endeavor are underlying
assumptions and limitations, not necessarily evident in its knowledge base, that can never be
avoided completely (NRC, 2007). The degree of bias in which evidence is predisposed can vary
greatly from one study to another depending on how data was chosen, recorded and interpreted
(Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1991). Science will always be a product of humans, each of whom
approach the research process with a unique worldview and perspective on life that ultimately
effects how they choose, collect and analyze data. With the idea that complete objectivity can
never be achieved entirely, scientists acknowledge where biases exist and do their best to minimize
the effects (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1991).
Human has actively pursued an understanding of the natural world for centuries, which has evolved
across cultures as new technology and information about the world became available. The
legitimacy of the information generated by Alaska Native cultures and its peoples was
continuously tested through survivorship. However, empirical knowledge alone was not sufficient
for survival in the Alaskan wilderness. A firmly established worldview strived for, and in some
ways achieved, balance between humans and their environment. Careful observation of
interactions of biotic and abiotic factors within and between different systems set the stage for the
establishment of laws within society (Kawagley, 1993; Nelson, 1983). These laws were derived
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from a fundamental understanding that everything was alive and connected. Laws were upheld
through cooperation between people and their interactions with the environment in order to assure
the availability of resources each year (Kawagley, 1993; Nelson, 1983, p. 5). The years of precise
observation, responsible for constructing and revising the knowledge of indigenous cultures across
around the world, cannot be replaced entirely by modern technologies. Western science and
indigenous communities concede that knowledge is inexhaustible and subject to change with the
generation of new evidence (Barnhardt and Kawagley, 1999; NRC, 2007). Yet, historically and
even today, the traditional knowledge base is discredited (NRC, 2007).
In order to pursue science education reform across the country, the institutions of education and
science in western culture must recognize that as a construct of man, knowledge of the natural
world should not be limited to the western scientific process. Scientific proficiency is currently
viewed as the intercept between four components: understanding scientific explanations,
generating scientific evidence, reflecting on scientific knowledge, and participating productively
in science (Michaels et al., 2008). However, it is the author’s opinion that in order to strive for the
most holistic understanding of the natural world a fifth component needs to be integrated into the
current model of scientific proficiency: traditional ecological knowledge. While traditional
knowledge and western science have conflicting views in certain areas of process, both disciplines
have differing strengths and weaknesses that can supplement one another to enrich an individual’s
understanding of the natural world. Science education should engage learners through emotional
connection and intrigue then guide them as they construct understanding through logical
endeavors.
Barnhardt and Kawagley (1999) suggest that Traditional Knowledge initiate an investigation (or
unit) as a way to connect and engage learners to a new topic, followed by western science practices
and disciplinary core ideas (p. 3). The investigation can conclude by reflecting on the content and
how it encourages people to live sustainability and more harmoniously with the natural world. By
structuring an investigation (unit) in this manner, knowledge becomes useful and applicable to life
outside the classroom and slowly evolves into wisdom that sees life as meaningful. It requires
exposing students to the language of feeling (spiritual) in conjunction with the language of
reasoning (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 1999). Standardized science education has been taught in the
past and still today as a series of compartmentalized units with little attention given to the
relatedness of the themes, a reality that science educators are aiming to change. Instead, units
should be organized and taught in a manner that demonstrates the connections within a knowledge
base and encourages its application (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 1999).
Students responded positively to the pedagogies I incorporated into the curriculum once they
became accustomed to a more active learning environment. It took at least three months before I
saw an increase in students’ level of engagement in class, which included more thorough and wellthought out responses in science notebooks, increased levels of participation in discussions, as well
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as on-task behavior. Overall, students appeared to thrive in a structured environment that required
them to own a greater responsibility for their learning. Lessons were challenging and many times
I questioned whether the material was too abstract, but that did not seem to discourage students.
In fact, they continued to work through it and never complained. The advanced students performed
well consistently and did not have trouble grasping concepts, but I also had a group of students in
each class that had difficulty comprehending the material. Interestingly, learners that had the most
difficulty with the content were in many ways the most enthusiastic about the subject and came to
class with stories of trying to replicate one of the demonstrations at home or applying what they
learned outside of school. Ultimately, it was difficult to determine whether my inexperience as a
teacher or the content covered by the National Standards got in the way of some students’ ability
to meet the performance expectations. Towards the end of the project I was introduced to the
project-based and cooperative learning models and began incorporating these pedagogies within
the framework of the final investigations I was developing. Between the two pedagogies, neither
of which I was able to pilot in the classroom due to time restrictions, important personal and
interpersonal skills can be enforced alongside the four strands of science proficiency while students
learn problem solving skills. I plan to integrate both of these pedagogies into my classroom in the
future, taking care to approach content from an angle that applies to students’ lives while slowly
evolving into a support role as students more independent for their learning.
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3-Page Nutrition Exam ple

3-Page Nutrition Exam ple
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(continued)

Stage 2— Determine Acceptable Evidence

Stage 1— Identify Desired Results
Established Goals:

What evidence will show that students understand?

Standard 6 — Students will understand essential concepts about nutrition and diet.
6a — Students will use an understanding o f nutrition to plan appropriate diets fo r themselves
and others.

©

©

Performance Tasks:
You Are What You E at— S tudents create an illustrated brochure to teach younger children

6 c— Students will understand their own individual eating patterns and ways in which those p a tte rn s may be
improved.

about the importance of good nutrition fo r healthful living. They offer younger students ideas
for breaking bad eating habits.
Chow Down— S tudents develop a three-day menu fo r meals and snacks fo r an upcoming
Outdoor Education camp experience. They write a le tte r to the camp director to explain why

What essential questions will be considered?
• What is healthful eating?
• Are you a heathful eater? How would you know?
• How could a healthy diet fo r one person be
unhealthy fo r another?
• Why are there so many health problems in the
United S ta te s caused by poor nutrition despite
all the available information?

What understandings are desired?
Students will understand that...
• A balanced diet contributes to physical and
mental health.
• The USDA food pyramid presents relative
guidelines fo r nutrition.
• Dietary requirements vary fo r individuals based
on age, activity level, weight, and overall health.
• Healthful living requires an individual to a c t on
available information about good nutrition even
if it means breaking comfortable habits.

their menu should be selected (by showing th a t it meets the USDA food pyramid recommen

0

dations, y e t it is ta s ty enough for the students). They include a t least one modification for a
specific dietary condition (diabetic or vegetarian) or religious consideration.

What other evidence needs to be collected in light of Stage 1 Desired Results?
Other Evidence:
(e.g., tests, quizzes, p ro m p ts, w o rk sam ples, observations)

Quiz— The food groups and the USDA food pyramid
promp t — Describe two health problems th a t could arise as a result of poor nutrition and

explain how these could be avoided.
Skill Check— Interpret nutritional information on food labels.

What key knowledge and skills will students acquire as a result of this unit?
Students will know...
• Key term s— protein, fa t, calorie, carbohydrate,
cholesterol.
• Types of foods in each food group and their
nutritional values.
• The USDA food pyramid guidelines.
• Variables influencing nutritional needs.
• General health problems caused by poor
nutrition.

Students will be able to...
• Read and interpret nutrition information
on food labels.
• Analyze diets fo r nutritional value.
• Plan balanced diets fo r themselves and
others.

Student Self-A ssessm ent and R

e

f l e

c

t i o

n

: __________________ ________

1. Self-assess the brochure, You Are What You Eat.
2. Self-assess the camp menu, Chow Down.
3. Reflect on the extent to which you e a t healthfully a t the end of unit (compared with the

beginning).

p. 4 2 — v
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(continued)

3-Page Nutrition Exam ple
Stage 3— Plan Learning Experiences
What sequence of teaching and learning experiences will equip students to engage with, develop, and
dem onstrate the desired understandings? Use the following sheet to list the key teaching and learning
activities in sequence. Code each entry with the appropriate initials of the WHERETO elem ents.
1. Degin with an entry question (Can the foods you eat cause zits?) to hook students into considering
the effects of nutrition on their lives. H
2. Introduce the Essential Questions and discuss the culminating unit performance tasks (Chow Down and
Eating Action Plan). W
3. Note: Key vocabulary term s are introduced as needed by the various learning activities and performance
tasks. Students read and discuss relevant selections from the Health textbook to support the learning activi
tie s and tasks. As an ongoing activity, students keep a ch a rt of their daily eating and drinking fo r later review
and evaluation. E
4. Present concept attainm ent lesson on the food groups. Then have students practice categorizing pictures
of foods accordingly.
E
5. Introduce the Food Pyramid and identify foods in each group. Students work in groups to develop a poster
of the Food Pyramid containing c u t-o u t pictures of foods in each group. Display the posters in the classroom or
hallway.
E
6 . Give quiz on the food groups and Food Pyramid (matching form at).

Backward

Design

way that a scoring rubric serves students. When presented to students before
they begin their work, the rubric provides them with a performance target by
identifying the important qualities toward which they should strive. Similarly,
the Design Standards specify the qualities of effective units according to the
Understanding by Design framework. Figure 1.4 (p. 28) presents the four UbD
Design Standards with accompanying indicators.
The standards contribute to design work in three ways:
• As a reference point during design—Teachers can periodically check to
see, for example, if the identified understandings are truly big and enduring, or
if the assessment evidence is sufficient. Like a rubric, the questions serve as
reminders of important design elements to include, such as a focus on Essen
tial Questions.
• For use in self-assessment and peer reviews of draft designs—Teachers and
peers can use the criteria to examine their draft units to identify needed refine
ments, such as using the facets to dig deeper into an abstract idea.
• For quality control of completed designs—The standards can then be
applied by independent reviewers (e.g., curriculum committees) to validate
the designs before their distribution to other teachers.

E

7. Review and discuss the nutrition brochure from the USDA. Discussion question: M ust everyone follow the
same diet to be healthy?
R
3. Working in cooperative groups, students analyze a hypothetical family’s diet (deliberately unbalanced) and
make recommendations fo r improved nutrition. Teacher observes and coaches students as they work.
E-2
9. Have groups share their diet analyses and discuss as a class. E, E-2 (Note: Teacher collects and reviews
the diet analyses to look fo r misunderstandings needing instructional attention.)

10. Each stu de nt designs an illustrated nutrition brochure to teach younger children about the importance of
good nutrition fo r healthy living and the problems associated with poor eating. This a ctivity is completed o u t
side of class. E, T
11. Students exchange brochures with members of their group fo r a peer assessment based on a criteria list.
Allow students to make revisions based on feedback. R, E-2
12. Show and discuss the video, “ Nutrition and You.” Discuss the health problems linked to poor eating. E
13. Students listen to, and question, a guest speaker (n u tritio n ist from the local hospital) about health prob
lems caused by poor nutrition. E
14. S tudents respond to w ritten prompt: Describe two health problems th a t could arise as a result of poor
nutrition and explain what changes in eating could help to avoid them. (These are collected and graded by
teacher.)
E-2
15. Teacher models how to read and interpret food label information on nutritional values. Then have students
practice using donated boxes, cans, and bottles (empty!). E
16. Students work independently to develop the three-day camp menu. Evaluate and give feedback on the camp
menu project. Students self- and peer-assess their projects using rubrics. E-2, T
17. A t the conclusion of the unit, students review th eir completed daily eating ch art and self-assess the
healthfulness of their eating. Have they noticed changes? Improvements? Do they notice changes in how they
feel and th eir appearance'?
E-2
13. Students develop a personal “eating action plan” fo r healthful eating. These are saved and presented
a t upcoming student-involved parent conferences. E-2, T

19. Conclude the unit with student self-evaluation regarding their personal eating habits. Have each student
develop a personal action plan fo r th eir “ healthful eating” goal. E-2, T

Our profession rarely subjects teacher-designed units and assessments
to this level of critical review. Nonetheless, we have found structured peer
reviews, guided by design standards, to be enormously beneficial—both to
teachers and their designs (Wiggins, 1996, 1997). Participants in peer review
sessions regularly comment on the value of sharing and discussing curriculum
and assessment designs with colleagues. We believe that such sessions are
a powerful approach to professional development, because the conversations
focus on the heart of teaching and learning.
We cannot stress enough the importance of using design standards to reg
ularly review curriculum—existing units and courses as well as new ones being
developed. It is often difficult for educators, both novice and veteran, to get in
the habit of self-assessing their designs against appropriate criteria. A prevail
ing norm in our profession seems to be, “If I work hard on planning, it must be
good.” The UbD Design Standards help to break that norm by providing a
means for quality control. They help us validate our curriculum’s strengths,
while revealing aspects that need improvement.
In addition to using the UbD Design Standards for self-assessment, the qual
ity of the curriculum product (unit plan, performance assessment, course
design) is invariably enhanced when teachers participate in a structured peer
review in which they examine one another’s unit designs and share feedback
and suggestions for improvement. Such “critical friend” reviews provide feed
back to designers, help teachers internalize the qualities of good design, and
offer opportunities to see alternate design models. (“Gee, I never thought about
beginning a unit with a problem. I think I’ll try that in my next unit.”)

_
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Scientific Inquiry Scoring Guide (Grades K-8)

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY SCORING GUIDE - Grades K-1
D e v e lo p in g
0

D e sig n in g

Q u e s tio n s

Formulates own questions that can
be answered by observations and
interactions with materials.

5

I n v e s tig a tio n s

0

Uses the question as a guide to
plan a way to try out ideas and
observations.

•

Develops a workable plan with
little or no help.

•

Identifies appropriate tools &
equipment necessary to answer
questions.

•

With assistance begins to plan
ways to try out ideas or expand
investigation.

•

Selects appropriate tools and
equipment when given options.

C o n d u c tin g
•

C o m m u n ic a tin g

I n v e s tig a tio n s

Conducts own investigation using
tools, equipment and processes
appropriate to investigation
(observing, comparing,
classifying, measuring,
collecting data) with little or no
assistance.

•

Explains investigation using
pictures, charts, or graphs

6

Uses data to support results of
in v estig atio n .

0

Summarizes and communicates
results to others.

•

Begins spontaneous
investigation of materials.

°

•

Needs assistance in using tools
and equipment.

Communicates with pictures and
or words one or two observations
about investigation.

•

Needs help in using data to
substantiate observations.

•

Cannot explain or describe
investigation (verbally or
nonverbally).

4
•

•
3

With assistance, formulates ideas
on how interactions or changes
occur.
Makes observations regarding
materials manipulated.

Needs encouragement to see
relationships and to continue
investigation.

2
•
1

Needs encouragement to
investigate and manipulate
materials.

•

Shows no plan of investigation.

•

Shows no interest in conducting
investigation.

p. 44
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SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY SCORING GUIDE - Grades 2-3
D e v e lo p in g
•

Q u e s tio n s

Formulates own questions that can
be answered by observations and
interactions with materials.

D e sig n in g

I n v e s tig a tio n s

0

Uses the question as a guide to
plan a way to try out ideas and
observations.

«

Develops a workable plan with
little or no help.

C o n d u c tin g
0

Conducts own investigation using
tools, equipment and processes
appropriate to investigation
(observing, comparing,
classifying, measuring,
collecting data) with little or no
assistance.

•

Communicates in a variety of
ways (written, drawn, spoken)
clear and complete explanation of
investigation and results.

0

Summarizes and communicates
results to others.

•

Investigation demonstrates
accurate observations and data
collection.

•

Uses data to support results of
investigation.

•

Begins to conduct own
investigation; may need help
using tools, equipment and/or
processes above.

°

Communicates results of
investigation with pictures or
words; explanation may be
incom plete.

•

Investigation begins to
demonstrate accurate observations
and data collection.

•

Attempts to summarize and
communicate results to others;
may lack clarity.

0

Partial use of data to explain and
support results of investigation.

•

Is unable to clearly communicate
an explanation of investigation
and results.

0

Cannot summarize.

•

Is unable to use data to construct a
reasonable explanation of
investigation.

5

0
ii

Identifies appropriate tools &
equipment necessary to answer
questions.

C o m m u n ic a tin g

I n v e s tig a tio n s

4
•

Begins to formulate own
questions with assistance.
Makes observations regarding
materials manipulated.

0

Develops a workable plan with
assistance.

•

Selects tools and equipment when
given options.

3

2
*

1

Needs help in choosing a
question.

•

Is unable to develop a plan for a
simple investigation.

0

Is unable to choose appropriate
tools and equipment.

•

Is unable to conduct own
investigation.

p. 45
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SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY SCORING GUIDE - Grades 4-5
D e v e lo p in g

5

D e s ig n in g

Q u e s tio n s

•

Uses observations & scientific
knowledge to form questions &/or
hypotheses

•

Distinguishes testable from nontestable questions

C o n d u c tin g

I n v e s tig a tio n s

°

Identifies a variety of sources for
scientific information,
observations & investigations
necessary to answer question &/or
test hypothesis.

«

Plans a simple investigation that
includes orderly, safe & workable
procedures.

•

Uses 2 or more scientific
processes(observing, classifying,
measuring, inferring, controlling
variables, predicting,
experimenting) for gathering
data.

0

Identifies some sources of
scientific information which may
include observations or
investigations to answer a
question

C o m m u n ic a tin g

I n v e s tig a tio n s

•

Conducts simple investigation
according to plan using science
processes to accurately gather
data.

•

Uses equipment effectively &
safely as part of their
investigation.

•

Can extend old questions or forms
new ones based on findings.

•

Conducts investigations when
monitored by teacher, but does
not always follow plan.

•

Uses equipment with direction
from teacher

0

Uses science processes but dgta
collected is not accurate &/or is
incom plete.

•

Requires constant assistance to
conduct simple investigations.

0

No evidence of consistent data
gathering.

•

Communicates in a variety of
ways (written, drawn, spoken) a
clear & complete explanation of
their investigation & its results
Uses data to support conclusions

•

Makes connections to science
content knowledge using
observations and results of
investigations.

4

3

•

Forms broad general questions
which may or may not reflect
scientific knowledge

•

Distinguishes testable from nontestable questions with
assistance.

0

Begins to develop a plan for a
simple investigation, though may
need help with designing orderly,
safe &/or workable procedures.

•

Is unable to develop a plan for a
simple investigation that is
orderly, safe and has workable
procedures.

•

Offers an explanation of
investigation using more than
one way to communicate
information. Explanation may be
incomplete or lack clarity.

•

Evidence is used to support
explanation, though may
interpret some data incorrectly.

•

Is unable to clearly communicate
explanation of the investigation
and results.

•

Ignores evidence.

2
•

Is unable to develop questions or
questions do not reflect scientific
knowledge.

•

Is unable to distinguish testable
from non-testable questions.

1

•

6-38

Procedures and equipment use is
unsafe.

1
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SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY SCORING GUIDE - Grades 6-8
D e v e lo p in g

5

D e sig n in g

Q u e s tio n s

I n v e s tig a tio n s

C o n d u c tin g

I n v e s tig a tio n s

C o m m u n ic a tin g

•

Formulates a question that clearly
leads to & requires investigation.

0

Develops a plan driven by
question

0

Collects and uses consistent &
unbiased data.

•

Provides logical explanations of
observations.

•

Identifies appropriate scientific
ideas & concepts that relate to
question & will guide the
investigation.

•

Identifies & includes organized,
safe & appropriate procedures

0

Revises when needed

0

Summarizes & justifies all data.

•

Follows good safety procedures

•

•

Designs investigation that
requires systematic observations
& accurate measurements

•

Conducts investigation using
correct procedures

Provides clear & accurate
interpretation of investigation in
well organized & accurate display.

•

Identifies & controls variables

Follows correct procedures using
appropriate tools to gather,
analyze & interpret data

0

•

Communicates in both oral &
written formats.

•

Generates appropriate questions
for further investigations

•

Provides explanations of
observations, but not all are
logical or correct

•

Partial or incomplete
summarization of data.

•

Provides well-organized,
appropriate display of data &
information, may contain some
errors

•

Communicates effectively in one
format

°

Does not present explanation of
observations.

•

Is unable to summarize data.

•

Limited communication and
display of data & information.

0

Develops a focused and well
designed question.

i

4

3

•

Formulates a question that does
not necessarily lead to an
investigation.

•

Develops plan driven by question,
but may include inappropriate
com ponents

0

Follows inconsistent &/or biased
data collection methods.

•

Recognizes needed revisions.

•

Identifies some of the appropriate
scientific ideas & concepts that
relate to the question.

•

Identifies safe procedures, but
lacks organization.

•
•

•

Random observations &
measurements.
Identifies variables with limited
control.

Follows safety procedures
Follows procedure and used some
inappropriate tools to analyze &
interpret data.

«

Develops a focused question but
not well designed.

•

•

Generates questions for further
investigation.

i

2
•
1

0

Does not develop a question for
scientific investigation.
Develops broad, general questions
that lack focus

•

No design present.

°

No data collection or procedure.

•

Variables not identified.

•

No revision.

•

Is unable to use tools to gather,
analyze & interpret data.

Appendix C.
List of C urricular Resources

Science-based Lesson Plans and Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[Life-science] The Alaska Wildlife Curriculum*
[Life-science] Project Wild and Project Wet
[Life-science] Alaska Project Wild Early Childhood Curriculum*
[Life/Earth/Physical-science] Science A-Z*
[Life-science] Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum*
[Life/Earth/Physical-science] Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative
(AKSCI)*
[Life-science] Project Learning Tree*
[Life/Earth/Physical-science] Teachers Pay Teachers: Teaching Resources and
Lesson Plans*
[Life-science] Pacific Education Curriculum*
[Life-science] Pacific Education Institute: Field Investigations Using Outdoor
Environments to Foster Student Learning of Scientific Processes
Traditional Knowledge-based Lesson Plans and Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sealaska Heritage Curriculum*
North Slope Borough Curriculum and Instruction
VIQSAK: Chugach Regional Resources Commission K-12 Science Curriculum
Project
Goldbelt Heritage Foundation Educational Resources
Alaska Native Knowledge Network Culturally-Based Curriculum Resources*
Keepers of the Earth (by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac)*
Keepers of the Animals (by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac)*
Tlingit Moon and Tide Curriculum*
Yukon Flats School District Curriculum
Effie Kokrine Early College Charter
Hawaiian Native Charter School curriculum
Demonstrations o f Scientific Principles

•
•

[Life/Earth/Physical-science] 101 Great Science Experiments (by Neil Ardley)*
[Life/Earth/Physical-science] 356 Simple Science Experiments (by Richard E.
Churchill)*

48

•
•
•
•
•

[Life/Earth/Physical-science] Janice VanCleave’s 101 Easy Experiments that
Really Work (series)*
[Earth-science/Chemistry]National Geographic Crystals Earth Science
Experiment (kit)*
Thames and Kosmos Chemistry C500 (kit)*
[Physical-science/Chemistry] Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste (by Steve
Spangler)*
[Physical-science/Chemistry] Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes (by Steve
Spangler)*
Teaching Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Really Useful Elementary Science Book (by Jeffrey W. Bloom)*
Science Notebooks Second Edition: Writing about Inquiry*
Usborne Illustrated Elementary Science Dictionary (by Sarah Khan and Lisa Jane
Gillespie)*
[Life/Earth/Physical-sciences] 101 Great Science Experiments (by Neil Ardley)*
[Life/Earth/Physical-sciences] Teachers Pay Teachers: Teaching Resources and
Lesson Plans*
Stories in the Land: A Place-based Environmental Education Anthology
Partnerships for Reform through Investigation Science and Math (PRISM)

49
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Science Teacher Inquiry Rubric (STIR)
Directions: Reflect on the science lesson that you taught today. In your reflection, consider each of the following categories and the six statements on the left, written in
bold. After looking at each bold statement, assess today’s science instruction based on the categories delineated for statement. Place one “X’ in the corresponding cell
for each bold-faced statement. If there is no evidence of one of the statements in today’s lesson, place a slash through the bold-faced statement. When you are finished,
you should have 6 total responses.

Teacher Centered

Learner Centered
L earners are engaged by scientifically oriented questions.

Teacher provides an
opportunity for learners
to engage with a
scientifically oriented
question.

Learner is prompted to
formulate own questions or
hypothesis to be tested.

□

Teacher suggests topic
areas or provides samples
to help learners formulate
own questions or
hypothesis.

Teacher offers learners
lists of questions or
hypotheses from which to
select.

a

No evidence observed.

Teacher provides
learners with specific
stated (or implied)
questions or
hypotheses to be
investigated.

□

n

n

L earners give p rio rity to evidence, which allows them to develop and evaluate explanations that address scientifically oriented questions.

Teacher engages learners
in planning
investigations to gather
evidence in response to
questions.

Teacher helps learners
give priority to evidence
which allows them to
draw conclusions and/or
develop and evaluate
explanations that address
scientifically oriented
questions.

Learners develop
procedures and protocols
to independently plan and
conduct a full investigation.

Teacher encourages
learners to plan and
conduct a full investigation,
providing support and
scaffolding with making
decisions.

Teacher provides
guidelines for learners to
plan and conduct part of an
investigation. Some
choices are made by the
learners.

□

n

□

Learners determine what
constitutes evidence and
develop procedures and
protocols for gathering and
analyzing relevant data (as
appropriate).

Teacher directs learners to
collect certain data, or only
provides portion of needed
data. Often provides
protocols for data
collection.

Teacher provides data and
asks learners to analyze.

□

□

□

Teacher provides the
procedures and
protocols for the
students to conduct the
investigation.

n
Teacher provides data
and gives specific
direction on how data
is to be analyzed.

n
No evidence observed.

n
n
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No evidence observed.
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L earn ers form ulate explanations and conclusions from evidence to address scientifically oriented questions.

Learners formulate
conclusions and/or
explanations from
evidence to address
scientifically oriented
questions.

Learner is prompted to
analyze evidence (often in
the form of data) and
formulate own conclusions/
explanations.

n

Teacher prompts learners
to think about how analyzed
evidence leads to
conclusions/explanations,
but does not cite specific
evidence.

Teacher directs learners'
attention (often through
questions) to specific
pieces of analyzed
evidence (often in the form
of data) to draw conclusions
and/or formulate
explanations.

□

□

Teacher directs
learners' attention
(often through
questions) to specific
pieces of analyzed
evidence (often in the
form of data) to lead
learners to
predetermined correct
conclusion/explanation
(verification).

No evidence observed.

n

□
L earners evaluate their explanations in light of alternative explanations, p a rticu la rly those reflecting scientific understanding.

Learners evaluate their
conclusions and/or
explanations in light of
alternative conclusions/
explanations, particularly
those reflecting scientific
understanding.

Teacher provides resources
to relevant scientific
knowledge that may help
identify alternative
conclusions and/or
explanations. Teacher may
or may not direct learners to
examine these resources,
however.

Learner is prompted to
examine other resources
and make connections
and/or explanations
independently.

n

Teacher does not provide
resources to relevant
scientific knowledge to help
learners formulate
alternative conclusions
and/or explanations.
Instead, the teacher
identifies related scientific
knowledge that could lead
to such alternatives, or
suggests possible
connections to such
alternatives.

n

Teacher explicitly
states specific
connections to
alternative conclusions
and/or explanations,
but does not provide
resources.

n

No evidence observed.

n
□

L earn ers com m unicate and justify their proposed explanations.

Learners communicate
and justify their proposed
conclusions and/or
explanations.

Teacher talks about how to
improve communication,
but does not suggest
content or layout.

Learners specify content
and layout to be used to
communicate and justify
their conclusions and
explanations.
□

Teacher provides possible
content to include and/or
layout that might be used.

n

Copyright 2003. Karen Beerer and Alec Bodzin

□

Teacher specifies
content and/or layout
to be used.

n

No evidence observed.

□
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Performance Assessment: GRASPS
When constructing performance assessment tasks, it helps to use the acronym GRASPS:

G
R
A
S
P
S

Real-world Goal

Real-world Role

Real-world Audience

Real-world Situation

Real-world Products or Performances

Standards

GOAL
Provide a statement of the task.
Establish the goal, problem, challenge, or obstacle in the task.
ROLE
Define the role of the students in the task.
State the job of the students for the task.
AUDIENCE
Identify the target audience within the context of the scenario.
Example audiences might include a client or committee.
SITUATION
Set the context of the scenario.
Explain the situation.
PRODUCT
Clarify what the students will create and why they will create it.

STANDARDS and CRITERIA NNDICATORS1
Provide students with a clear picture of success.
Identify specific standards for success.
Issue rubrics to the students or develop them with the students.

p. 52
Adapted From Wiggins, Grant and Jay McTighe. Understanding by Design Professional Development Workbook. Alexandria, VA:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 2004.
March 2011
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Constructing a Performance Task Scenario Using GRASPS
Consider the following set of stem statements as you construct a scenario for a performance task. Refer to
the tables above to help you brainstorm possible scenarios. Note: These are idea starters. Resist the urge to
fill in all of the blanks!
Goal:
>

Your task is _______________________________________________________________________

>

Your goal is t o _____________________________________________________________________

>

The problem or challenge is _________________________________________________________

>

The obstacle to overcome is _________________________________________________________

Role:
>

You are____________________________________________________________________________

>

You have been asked t o ____________________________________________________________

>

Your job is _________________________________________________________________________

Audience:
> Your clients a re ___________________________________________________________________
>

The target audience is _____________________________________________________________

>

You need to convince_____________________________________________________________

Situation:
>

The context you find yourself in is_

>

The challenge involves dealing with

Product, Performance, and Purpose:
>

You will create a ____________________________________________ in order to_

>

You need to develop_______________________________________ so th a t___

Standards and Criteria for Success:
>

Your performance needs to

>

Your work will be judged by

>

Your product must meet the following standard (quality)

>

A successful result will
p. 53

Adapted From Wiggins, Grant and Jay McTighe. Understanding by Design Professional Development Workbook. Alexandria, VA:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 2004.
March 2011
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Appendix F. Page 1 of 6
Sealaska Culturally Responsive & Place-Based Introduction of Science Vocabulary
____________ PREDICT____________
Place-Based Perspective
Show the students the picture o f the fortune cookies
from page 63.' Have them describe the purpose of the
cookies (i.e., to tell one's fortune). Use this to intro
duce “predict” to the students. Have the students cite
other common predictions, such as weather, sports,
and so on.
* Use a real fortune cookie, if available.

OBSERVE
Place-Baaed Perspective
Show the students a pair of binoculars and a magnify
ing glass. Have them tell the use of each—lead this
into observing different things. Have the students
suggest other methods of observing, such as tele
scopes and microscopes.

____________ DESCRIBE__________
Place-Based Perspective
Mount the picture from page 65 on the board. Use
words to describe the picture (c.i., sour, heavy, light,
etc.). The students must identify each picture by its
descriptor. Continue until all of the pictures have
been described and identified.

a

.Sifliflsku Heritage Institute

Source:
SeaAlaska Heritage Science Education Resources- Middle School
Grade 6 Book 1
http://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/science 6 book 1 web.pdf
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Source:
SeaAlaska Heritage Science Education Resources- Middle School
Grade 6 Book 1
http://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/science 6 book 1 web.pdf
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__________COMMUNICATE_________
Place'Baited Perspective
Show the students the picture from page 69 and a
cell phone. Have the students tell how th e two are the
same—they both represent form s of com munication.
You may wish to introduce the SOS signal In Morse
Code a s H a v e th e students name other forms
of com m unication used today.

Heritage Cultural Perspective

""■■■

Native people use totem poles, cnwfs, finose
posts a n d screens, cerem onial hats, a n d other
regalia to com m unicate fa m ily histories an d
origins. W hen Native people com m unicate
through ffadidortiti oratory, recognition a n d
acknow ledgem ent o f the opposite m o iety is
customary.

Source:
SeaAlaska Heritage Science Education Resources- Middle School
Grade 6 Book 1
http://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/science 6 book 1 web.pdf
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Source:
SeaAlaska Heritage Science Education Resources- Middle School
Grade 6 Book 2
http://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/science 6 book 2 web.pdf
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Source:
SeaAlaska Heritage Science Education Resources- Middle School
Grade 6 Book 2
http://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/science 6 book 2 web.pdf
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________ PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Place-Based Perspective
Tell the students you w ant to make cookies, and
ask w hat ingredients you would have to collect
Note the students’ suggestions. Then, relate this
to photosynthesis in plants. There are ingredients
necessary to create photosynthesis: light, water,
carbon dioxide, and chlorophyll. The chlorophyll
gives the plants their green color. Since the plants
take in carbon dioxide and exhale oxygen, have the
students suggest how forests help the environment.

Heritage Cultural Perspective
In the Tlingit Shangukw eidi story “The Sun
C h ild r e n th e sun is recognized as the source
o f life fo r all living things on earth. This
represents a traditional perspective o f an
im portant elem ent o f photosynthesis.

____________ TRANSFER____________
Place-Based Perspective
Show the students a frying pan and an egg. Have the
students suggest how you can fry the egg. Lead the
students to understand that the heat from the stove
is transferred through the frying pan to fry the egg.
Have the students cite other examples of heat transfer,
such as baking and deep frying.

Heritage Cultural Perspective
Traditionally, hot rocks were used to heat
w ater fo r cooking a n d in the m akin g o f
bentw ood boxes and dug o u t canoes. The heat
fr o m the rocks w ould transfer into the water.

Source:
SeaAlaska Heritage Science Education Resources- Middle School
Grade 6 Book 2
http://www.sealaskaheritage.org/sites/default/files/science 6 book 2 web.pdf
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Appendix G. Grades K-1 Place-Based Science Curriculum
Overview
The K-1 Science Curriculum is comprised of thirteen investigations that were developed to support the core
ideas and scientific practices intertwined within the Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS). Each
investigation is guided by an overarching question which is then explored through multiple, consecutive
lessons, each guided by its own topical question. Lessons were either written specifically for the investigation or
carefully selected from published sources. For organizational purposes, investigations were grouped by gradelevel into four units (Figure 4.1). Consequently, investigations backed by Kindergarten standards were arranged
within Unit Two while Unit Three and Unit Four consist of first grade material. Unit One (Introduction to
Science) is unique in that it contains the only investigation that actively groups together all learners within the
grade-band (including second grade). This was meant to help the educator, in a combined classroom setting,
ease into a new school year without having to manage multiple curricula from the start. Since each set of grade
specific standards is designed for implementation within a single school year, the K-1 Curriculum contains
sufficient material for up to two years (Figure 4.2). How the educator decides to implement each investigation
has been left to their discrecion.

Unit I
Investigation I

Lesson 1
Lesson 2
Lesson x
Figure 4.1Basic Organizational Components of K-6 Science Curriculum

Investigations were designed for an audience with minimal to almost no experience engaging in and teaching
science content in the formal education environment. With that in mind, each investigation carefully guides the
reader one step at a time through the learning experience so that any newly encountered pedagogies and
unfamiliar content has been deconstructed into manageable components. While this resulted in lengthy
investigations, the objective was to introduce the educator to best practices in science education while
simultaneously delivering meaningful learning experiences to students.
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Figure 4.2 Overview of K-1 Curriculum

Unit 2

Unit 1
Introduction
to Science

*

Investigation
1
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learn like
scientists

*

*
Investigation
1
W hat do
plants/animal
s need to live
and grow?

Invest. 2
How do
plants and
animals
change
environm
ents to fit
their
needs?

Lesson 1:
What is
science?

Lesson 1:
What do
you know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
we know?

Lesson 2:
How can we
use a hand
lens?

Lesson 2:
Traditional
knowledgeBeaver
Investigatio
n

Lesson 2:
Traditional
Knowledge

Invest. 3
Why do
plants and
animals live
where they
live?

Invest. 4
How can
toys and
objects
move?

Invest. 5
What is
the
purpose
of
weather
forecastin

Lesson 1:
W hat do
we know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
we know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
we
know?

Traditiona
l
Knowledg
eBeaver
investigati
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Lesson 2:
How do
our toys
move?
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What is
weather?

Unit 4

*

*

Invest. 1
What
patterns do
you notice
in the sky?

Invest. 2
What
does the
Sun do
to the
Earth's
surface?

Invest. 3
How do
body parts
and
behaviors
help
animals
and plants?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
you know?

Lesson 1:
What do
we
know?
Lesson 2:
Tradition
al
Knowled

g?

*

Unit 3

Lesson 2:
The Sun,
Moon, and
Stars song!

geLoo-Wit,
The FireKeeper

Invest. 4
What do
parents
and young
do to help
young
survive?

Invest. 5
Do young
plants and
animals
look like
their
parents?

Invest. 1
W hat is
sound?

Lesson 1:
What do
we know?

Lesson 1:
What do
we know?

Lesson 1:
What do
you
know?

Lesson 1:
What do
you know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
you know?

Lesson 2:
Traditional
knowledgeBird Invest.

Lesson 2:
Traditiona
l
Knowledg
e- Salmon
Boy

Lesson 2:
Traditiona
l
knowledg
e: The
Woman
who

Lesson 2:
How is
sound
made?

Lesson 2:
How can
we see that
toy?

*

Invest. 1
Can we
make a
device
using light
or sound
that helps
us
communica
te?

*
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Lesson 3:
How can we
record what
we see and
learn?

Lesson 3:
What do
plants need
to live and
grow?

Lesson 3:
Can plants
and
animals
change the
environme
nt?

Lesson 3
How can
we make
our forest
diagram?

Lesson 3
What are
pushes
and pulls?

Lesson 3:
How can
we
predict
weather?

Lesson 4:
How can
observe like a
scientist?

Lesson 4:
What are
the parts of
a plant?

Lesson 4:
How do
plants and
animals
change
their
environme
nt?

Lesson 5:
W hat did
we learn?

Lesson 4
How can
we push
and pull
our toys?

Lesson 4:
What
types of
bad
weather
do we
get in
Yakutat?

Lesson 5:
What is the
environment?

Lesson 5:
What do
animals
need to live
and grow?

Lesson 4:
W hat did
we learn?

Lesson 5:
What is
motion?

Lesson 5:
How can
we ask a
question
like
scientists
p

Married a
Frog

Lesson 3:
W hat does
our Sun do
every day?

Lesson 4:
How did the
Tlingit
believe the
Sun and
Moon came
to be?

Lesson 5:
W hat did we
learn?

Lesson 3:
What
does the
Sun do
to
different
materials
we find
on the
ground?
Lesson 4:
How can
we solve
problems
like
engineer
s?

Lesson 3:
W hat do
animals
need to live
and stay
safe?

Lesson 3:
How do
baby
Emperor
penguins
survive in
Antarctica
?

Lesson 3:
Are you
me?

Lesson 3:
What does
sound do
to other
objects?

Lesson 3:
W hat does
light do
when it
comes
across
different
materials?

Lesson 4:
How do
butterflies
stay safe?

Lesson 4:
How do
baby
humming
birds
survive?

Lesson 4:
Do I look
like my
parent?

Lesson 4:
W hat did
you learn?

Lesson 5:
W hat did
we
learn?

Lesson 5:
Why are
bird beaks
different?

Lesson 5:
How are
human
children
taken care
of?

Lesson 5:
Do all
plants and
animals
look the
same?

Lesson 4:
How can
you use
one light
source to
light up
three
classrooms
in different
ways?
Lesson 5:
How can
we
communica
te our
ideas to
other
classrooms
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Lesson 6:
How did the
Tlingit see the
world?

Lesson 6:
What did
we learn
from our
experiment
?
Lesson 7:
How do
plants drink
water?

Lesson 8:
What did
we learn?

Lesson 6:
What are
graphs
and how
do we use
them?
Lesson 7
How can 1
make my
ball come
back to
me?

Lesson 6:
Visit
form
National
Weather
Service
Lesson 7:

Lesson 8
How can
you move
a ball
w ithout
touching
it?

Lesson 8:
Visit with
a
communi

Lesson 9
W hat did
we learn?

Lesson 9:
What did
we
learn?

ty
member

Lesson 6:
How do
animals
use their
bodies?

Lesson 6:
W hat did
you learn?

Lesson 6:
W hat did
you learn?

Lesson 6:
What did
you learn?

Lesson 7:
How do the
bodies of
intertidal
animals
keep them
safe?
Lesson 8:
How are
roots and
fur
im portant
to plants
and
animals?
Lesson 9:
W hat did
we learn
from
observing
plants and
animals?
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Table 2.1 Earth Space Science Progression within Grades K-8

K-2
ESS1.A
The universe and its stars
ESS1.B
E arth and the solar system

ESS1.C
The history of planet E arth

ESS2.A
E arth materials and systems

ESS2.B
Plate tectonics and large-scale
system interactions

Patters of movement of the
sun, moon, and stars as seen
from Earth can be observed,
described and predicted

Some events on Earth occur
very quickly; others can
occur very slowly.

Wind and water change the
shape of the land.

Maps show where things are
located. One can map the
shapes and kids of land and
water in any area.

3-5
Stars range greatly in size and
distance from Earth and this can
explain their relative brightness.
The Earth’s orbit and rotation,
and the orbit of the moon around
the Earth cause observable
patterns.
Certain features on Earth can be
used to order events that have
occurred in a landscape.

Four major Earth systems
interact. Rainfall helps to shape
the land and affects the types of
living things found in a region.
Water, ice, wind, organisms and
gravity break rocks, soils and
sediments into smaller pieces and
move them around.
Earth’s physical features occur in
patterns, as do earthquakes and
volcanoes. Maps can be used to
locate feature and determine
patterns in those events.

6-8

The solar system is part of the
Milky Way, which is one of
many billions of galaxies.
Rock strata can the fossil record
can be used as evidence to
organize the relative occurrence
of major historical events in
Earth’s history.
Energy flows and matter cycles
within and among Earth’s
systems, including the sun and
Earth’s interior as primary
energy sources. Plate tectonics
is one result of these processes.

Plate tectonics is the unifying
theory that explains movements
of rocks at Earth’s surface and
geological history. Maps are
used to display evidence of
plate movement.

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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Table 2.2 Life Science Progression within Grades K-8

LS1.A
Structure and
function

K-2
All organisms have external parts
that they use to perform daily
functions.

LS1.B
Growth and
development of
organisms

Parents and offspring often engage in
behaviors that help the offspring
survive.

LS1.C
Organization for
m atter and energy
flow in organisms

Animals obtain food they need from
plants or animals. Plants need water
and light.

LS1.D
Inform ation
Processing

Animals sense and communicate
information and respond to inputs
with behaviors that help them grow
and survive.

LS2.A
Interdependent
relationships in
ecosystems

Plants depend on water and light to
grow, and also depend on animals for
pollination or to move their seeds
around.

3-5
Organisms have both internal and
external macroscopic structures that
allow for growth, survival, behavior and
reproduction.

6-8
All living things are made up of
cells. In organisms, cells work
together to form tissues and
organs that are specialized for
particular body functions.
Animals engage in behaviors that
Reproduction is essential to every kind of
increase the odds of reproduction.
organism. Organisms have unique and
An organism’s growth is affected
diverse life cycles.
by both genetic and environmental
factors.
Plants use the energy from light to
Food provides animals with the materials
make sugars through
and energy they need for body repair,
growth, warmth, and motion. Plants acquire photosynthesis. Within individual
material for growth chiefly from air, water,
organisms, food is broken down
and process matter and obtain energy from
through a series of chemical
sunlight, which is used to maintain
reactions that rearrange molecules
conditions necessary for survival.
and release energy.
Each sense receptor responds to
Different sense receptors are specialized for different inputs, transmitting them
particular kinds of information; Animals use as signals that travel along nerve
cells to the brain; The signals are
their perceptions and memories to guide
their actions.
then processed in the brain,
resulting in immediate behavior or
memories.
Organisms and populations are
dependent on their environmental
The food of almost any animal can be
interactions both with other living
traced back to plants. Organisms are related things and with nonliving factors,
any of which can limit their
in food webs in which some animals eat
growth. Competitive, predatory,
plants for food and other animals eat the
and mutually beneficial
animals that eat plants, while decomposers
interactions vary across
restore some materials back to the soil.
ecosystems but the patterns are
shared.
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LS2.B
Cycles of m atter
and energy transfer
in ecosystems

LS2.C
Ecosystem
dynamics,
functioning, and
resilience
LS2.D
Social interactions
and group behavior
LS3.A
Inheritance of traits

LS3.B
Variation of traits

LS4.A
Evidence of
common ancestry
and diversity

[Content found in LS1.C and
ESS3.A]

N/A

N/A

Young organisms are very much, but
not exactly, like their parents and also
resemble other organisms of the same
kind.

N/A

Matter cycles between the air and soil and
among organisms as they live and die.

When the environment changes some
organisms survive and reproduce, some
move to new locations, some move into the
transformed environment, and some die.
Being part of a group helps animals obtain
food, defend themselves, and cope with
changes.

Different organisms vary in how they look
and function because they have different
inherited information; the environment also
affects the traits that an organism develops.

Some living organisms resemble organisms
that once lived on Earth. Fossils provide
evidence about the types of organisms and
environments that existed long ago.

The atoms that make up the
organisms in an ecosystem are
cycled repeatedly between the
living and nonliving parts of the
ecosystem. Food webs model how
matter and energy are transferred
among producers, consumers, and
decomposers as the three groups
interact within an ecosystem.
Ecosystem characteristics vary
over time. Disruptions to any part
of an ecosystem can lead to shifts
in all of its populations. The
completeness or integrity of an
ecosystem’s biodiversity is often
used as a measure of its health.
N/A
Genes chiefly regulate a specific
protein, which affect an
individual’s traits.
In sexual reproduction, each parent
contributes half of the genes
acquired by the offspring resulting
in variation between parent and
offspring. Genetic information can
be altered because of mutations,
which may result in beneficial,
negative, or no change to proteins
in or traits of an organism.
The fossil record documents the
existence, diversity, extinction, and
change of many life forms and
their environments through Earth’s
history. The fossil record and
comparisons of anatomical
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LS4.B
N atural Selection

LS4.C
Adaptation

LS4.D
Biodiversity and
humans

N/A

N/A

A range of different organisms lives
in different places.

similarities between organisms
enables the inference of lines of
evolutionary descent.
Differences in characteristics between
Both natural and artificial selection
individuals of the same species provide
result from certain traits giving
advantages in surviving and reproducing.
some individuals an advantage in
surviving and reproducing, leading
to predominance of certain traits in
a population.
Species can change over time in
response to changes in
environmental conditions through
Particular organisms can only survive in
adaptation by natural selection
particular environments.
acting over generations. Traits that
support successful survival and
reproduction in the new
environment become more
common.
Populations of organisms live in a variety of Changes in biodiversity can
habitats. Change in those habitats affects the influence humans’ resources and
organisms living there.
ecosystem services they rely on.
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Table 2.3 Physical Science Progression within Grades K-8

PS1.A
Structure of m atter
(includes PS1.C
Nuclear processes)

PS1.B
Chemical reactions

K-2
Because matter exists as particles
that are too small to see, matter is
always conserved even if it seems
to disappear. Measurements of a
variety of observable properties
can be used to identify particular
materials.
Heating and cooling substances
cause changes that are sometimes
reversible and sometimes not.

PS2.A
Forces and motion

PS2.B
Types of interactions
PS2.C
Stability & instability in
physical systems
PS3.A
Definitions of Energy
PS3.B
Conservation of energy
and energy transfer

Pushes and pulls can have
different strengths and directions,
and can change the speed or
direction of its motion or start or
stop it.
N/A

N/A

[Content found in LS1.C and
ESS3.A]

3-5
Because matter exists as particles that are
too small to see, matter is always conserved
even if it seems to disappear. Measurements
of a variety of observable properties can be
used to identify particular materials.

6-8
The fact that matter is composed of
atoms and molecules can be used
to explain the properties of
substances, diversity of materials,
states of matter, phase changes,
and conservation of matter.

Chemical reactions that occur when
substances are mixed can be identified by
the emergence of substances with different
properties; the total mass remains the same.

Reacting substances rearrange to
form different molecules, but the
number of atoms is conserved.
Some reactions release energy and
others absorb energy.
The effect of unbalanced forces on an object The role of the mass of an object
must be qualitatively accounted for
results in a change of motion. Patterns of
motion can be used to predict future motion. in any change of motion due to the
application of a force.
Some forces act through contact, some
forces act even when the objects are not in
Forces that act at a distance
contact. The gravitational force of Earth
involve fields that can be mapped
acting on an object near Earth’s surface
by their relative strength and effect
pulls that object toward the planet’s center.
on an object.
N/A

N/A

Moving objects contain energy. The faster
the object moves, the more energy it has.
Energy can be moved from place to place
by moving objects, or through sound, light,
or electrical currents. Energy can be
converted from one form to another form.

Kinetic energy can be
distinguished from the various
forms of potential energy. Energy
changes to and from each type can
be tracked through physical or
chemical interactions. The
relationship between the
temperature and the total energy of

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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a system depends on the types,
states, and amounts of matter.

PS3.C
Relationship between
energy and forces

PS3.D
Energy in chemical
processes and everyday
life

PS4.A
Wave properties

PS4.B
Electromagnetic
radiation
PS4.C
Inform ation
technologies and
instrum entation

Bigger pushes and pulls cause
bigger changes in an object’s
motion or shape.

When objects collide, contact forces
transfer energy so as to change the objects’
motions.

Sunlight warms Earth’s surface.

Waves can be used to transmit digital
information. Digitized information is
comprised of a pattern of 1s and 0s.

Sound can make matter vibrate,
and vibrating matter can make
sound.

Objects can be seen only when
light is available to illuminate
them.
People use devices to send and
receive information.

When two objects interact, each
one exerts a force on the other, and
these forces can transfer energy
between them.

Waves can be used to transmit
digital information. Digitized
information is comprised of a
pattern of 1s and 0s.
A simple wave model has a
repeating pattern with a specific
Waves are regular patterns of motion, which wavelength, frequency, and
amplitude, and mechanical waves
can be made in water by disturbing the
need a medium through which they
surface. Waves of the same type can differ
are transmitted. This model can
in amplitude and wavelength. Waves can
explain
many phenomena
make objects move.
including sound and light. Waves
can transmit energy.
Object can be seen when light reflected
The construct of a wave is used to
from their surface enters our eyes.
model how light interacts with
objects.
Patterns can encode, send, receive and
Waves can be used to transmit
decode information.
digital information. Digitized
information is comprised of a
pattern of 1s and 0s.

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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GRADE BAND K-1 SCIENCE CURRICULUM
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LESSON MATERIALS ................................................................................................................. 472
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Unit 1: Introduction to Science
Investigation 1: How can we learn like scientists?

Grades: K-1
O verarching Question:
• How can we learn like scientists?
O verarching Goals
(Lesson 1) Students will understand that science is important to learn because it's everywhere, as it tool it helps
people answer questions and explain what is occurring in the world around them by accumulating knowledge,
and with more knowledge come things that can make people's lives better such as technology and medicine.
(Lessons 2-3) Students will understand that observations are information gathered by the senses and with the
help of tools such as hand lenses, which can be recorded as drawings or labels in their science notebooks.
(Lesson 4) Students practice proper outdoor behavior and use their observation skills and compare tree
species, color and shapes.
(Lesson 5) Students will understand that the environment is everything around them which includes manmade elements (roads, buildings, street lamps) and natural elements (plants, animals, people)

Objectives
(Lesson 4)
• Students that demonstrate understanding
collect specimens for classroom activity.
• Students that demonstrate understanding
light, etc.) to describe observations.
(Lesson 5)
• Students that demonstrate understanding
man-made elements.
• Students that demonstrate understanding
their environment.

will display proper outdoor behavior when taken outside to
will apply descriptive words for leaves (rough, smooth, dark,

will explain that the environment is made up of natural and
will identify specific natural and man-made elements from

M aterials
Lesson 1: What is science?
Day 1: What are science notebooks?
• Primary Composition Notebooks (1 per student)
• Materials to decorate notebooks: magazines, stickers, colored pencils/markers/crayons, construction
paper (covers)
• Glue
• Scissors
• Large chart paper
Day 2-3: Why is science important to learn?
• Why is science important? Cards (5 total, 1 set per student pair)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mysterious Water Suspension lesson (pp. 19-23 in Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve
Spangler or PDF attached at end of lesson)
Mason jar
Plastic mesh
Large index card (covers mouth of mason jar)
Bucket
Why is science important? MiniTrapezoid flipbook (1 copyper student)
Why is science important? Cutouts (1 set for each K-1st gradestudent)
Pixie cups (1 for each K-1st grade student)
Large sheet of paper (KWL chart)
(Optional) Why is science important? Readings (1 copy per student)
(Optional book to read) What are Scientists? By Rita Golden Gelman and Susan Kovacs Buxbaum

Lesson 2: How can we use a hand lens?
• A-Z lesson plan: Using a handlens (materials listed)- lesson attached
Lesson 3: How can we record what we see and learn?
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 1 pp. 15-16 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
Day 2: What can you observe about your plants?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 2 pp. 16-17 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
Day 3: What can you observe about your plants?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 3 pp. 17-18 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
Lesson 4: How can we observe like a scientist? (Learning to Look, Learning to See*)
(*Adapted from Alaska Project Wild Early Childhood Curriculum)
Day 1
• Variety of leaves (different shapes, colors and sizes). Any leaves with imperfections, bumps and or
chewed out parts are preferred.
• Bag (to store leaves in)
Day 2
• Magnifying lenses (1 for each student)
Lesson 5: What is the environment?
Day 2
• Student worksheets: What is the environment? (5 in total)
• Zip-lock bags
• Crayons
• Colored pencils
• Markers
• Scissors
• Glue
• Large pieces of construction paper
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Lesson 6: How did the Tlingit see the world?
• Talk with Gloria Wolfe at YTT about who could come into the classroom and talk with students on the
topic.
• Read the Introduction and A Brief Background on Blending "Indigenous" and "Western" Learning Styles,
on pp. 2-4 in A Unit on Predicting Weather by Alysa Loring
• (optional) Lesson 1: An Introduction to Native Ways o f Knowing Science, pp. 6-10 in A Unit on
Predicting Weather

Tim e fram e
> 2.5 Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons
Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: What is science?
Estimated time: 3, forty-minute lessons
Day 1: What are science notebooks?
Teacher Prep: The first lesson will focus on introducing science notebooks while allowing students time to
decorate the covers of their notebook in order to make it their own. Size and glue pieces of colored
construction paper to the front and back covers of the each notebook and collect the available coloring and
decorating utensils to be used during the lesson which can offer students a variety of ways to express their
creative sides which may include: magazines with colorful photographs (i.e. National Geographic, Outside,
Alaska), stickers, colored pencils and/or crayons. Second graders will be expected to begin writing the
following information in their journals: Title, Date, Time and Weather. You may want to model this set-up on
the first page in the second graders notebooks as well as on a large sheet of chart paper:
Title: Why is science important?
Date: September 1, 2015
Time: 8:35 a.m.
Weather: Rainy
For more information on science notebooks, chapters 1-3 in Science Notebooks Second Edition: Writing about
Inquiry provide an informative overview on the set-up, implementation and use of science notebooks as
formative assessment in the classroom.
Procedure:
> Begin lesson by doing an ice-breaker with students which gets them thinking about the subject and
how it relates to their own lives. You may ask students to provide an example of what they like or find
interesting about the outdoors or science topics they would like to learn about.
> Lead into a discussion about science notebooks by posing the following questions to students:
o Who are scientists? (Is there just one type of scientist?)
o What do scientists do for work? (What is the job of a scientist?) (They are curious people who
are always observing the world around them and asking questions about how something works
or why things are the way they are. They main job of a scientist it to try and answer their
questions).
o Are you scientists? (Yes!) Do you like to look at the world (things) around you? Do you ask your
parents, grandparents or teacher questions so that they can explain how something works or
why it is the way it is? (You are all scientists!).
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o

What do scientists, such as ourselves, need so that we can learn about the world around us?
(Science notebook!).
o How might we, as scientists, use a science notebook? (As we are observing the world around us
we can write down things that we see, questions that come into our minds that we want
answered and notes that we take during lessons and experiments!)
> Explain that the class will be using a science notebook just like a professional scientist does for her or
his job.
> Tell the second graders that they will now have one more step to do at the beginning of each science
lesson. Turn their attention to the chart paper, which models the set-up they will include with their
entries. Explain that the title describes what students will strive to answer and learn that day in class.
Ask students why it may be important for scientists to include a title, date, time and the current
weather with their science notebook entries? (As the year goes on, they will continue to add more
entries in their notebooks. Including information such as the date/tim e/w eather will make it easier for
students to look back at information they recorded on a specific day.)
> Pass out the science notebooks and have all students include their name on the front cover. Write the
phrase "Science Notebook" on the board as a reference if students want to include it one of the
covers. Make the other materials available so that students can use the rest of the period to decorate
the covers of their notebooks.
Day 2-3: Why is science important?
Teacher Prep: You will conduct an engagement activity about water suspension at the beginning of the lesson;
directions and materials needed to implement the activity can be found on pp. 19-23 of the book entitled Fire,
Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve Spangler or on the PDF attached at the end of this Unit. Materials
for the activity can be found in the tote and it would be beneficial to utilize a bucket during the demonstration
since it can get a bit wet. Laminated copies of the, Why is science important? Cards (5 cards per set), are
included in the tote, however, make sure there are sufficient copies to supply each student pair during the
lesson's activity with a set. The original version of each card is attached to the end of the unit as well.
Make a KWL chart by dividing a large sheet of chart paper into three columns and label each column with one
of the following: Know, Want to Learn, Learned. Label the "Learned" column 1-5 (for each of the themes that
describe the importance of science) and keep this chart until the end of the lesson to compare how student
responses to the question have evolved. Write out the title of the lesson (Why is science important?) in the K1st grade notebooks while writing out the following headings in the second grade notebooks: Title, Date, Time,
Weather. It may be helpful to model the headings on a large sheet of paper for students to refer to as they fill
out the headings for the lesson in their notebook:
Title: Why is science important?
Date: September 10, 2015
Time: 8:35 a.m.
Weather: Sunny.
Note: Teacher background information- Refer to the Why is science important? reading for additional
information. While the reading is not directly included in the lesson plans, feel free to utilize it as an additional
resource.
Day 2
Elicit (5 minutes)
> Tell students that this week they will be learning about why science is important. Turn their attention
to the KWL chart and ask them the following questions (record their answers under the "Know"
column of the chart):
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o What is science?
o Why is science important to learn?
Engage (5 minutes)
> After recording their ideas on the chart, tell students that you are going to do a demonstration in front
of the class. Explain the process and ask students to predict what they think will happen when you
remove your hand from the index card. Next, have them predict what will happen when you remove
the index card from the overturned jar of what. Note: You can provide students with a sentence starter
to help formulate their predictions: I predict that...because...
> Perform demonstration. Ask students to explain if their predictions were correct, and if not what
happened. Ask students the following then provide a brief explanation of the phenomena:
o Why didn't the water pour out of the jar after I removed my hand?
o Why didn't the water pour out after I removed the index card from the mouth of the jar? Note:
An explanation of the phenomena is written after the activity.
Explore/Explain (15-20 minutes)
> Tell students they are going to break off into pairs and do an activity that will give them clues as to why
science is important to learn. Hold up one of the cards and explain all the pictures on the card
represent one theme about science; the pairs are to study the pictures together in order to unlock the
meaning behind them.
> Pass out Card #5 to students (Learning about science gives up knowledge) and have them discuss in
pairs the meaning behind the pictures. Provide them with sufficient time to observe and discuss before
calling them into a class discussion. Ask them to volunteer ideas about what the pictures represent.
Pull students' ideas together and explain that science allows us learn and gain a lot of knowledge about
the natural world around us. Write this explanation under the first point under the "Learned" Column
of the KWL Chart.
o Card #5: Learning about science gives us knowledge.
> Repeat this process for each card. By the end you should have the following points delineated under
the "Learned" column:
o Card #1: Technology is science and we use it everyday.
o Card #2: Science helps the medical field so people can live better lives.
o Card #3: Science is everywhere.
o Card #4: Science helps us decide if something is true or not.
Day 3
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Why is science important? mini-trapezoid flipbooks, and glue
one flipbook into each science notebook. For the K-1st grade students, make sufficient copies of the Why
science is important? Cut-outs so that each student receives one set. Put one set of cutouts into a pixie cup.
Science notebooks: Write out the title of the lesson (Why is science important?) in the K-1st grade notebooks
while writing out the following headings in the second grade notebooks: Title, Date, Time, Weather. It may be
helpful to model the headings on a large sheet of paper for students to refer to as they fill out the headings for
the lesson in their notebook:
Title: Why is science important?
Date: September 11, 2015
Time: 8:35 a.m.
Weather: Sunny.
On a sheet of large paper, write the title of the lesson (Why is science important?) at the top and draw the
outline of the trapezoid flipbook as if it were flattened out. On a second sheet of large paper, write the title of
the lesson (Why is science important?) at the top of the sheet and number it 1-5. Post both sheets of paper in
front of the classroom so that it is visible to all of the students and have on hand 1 set of the Why is science
important? cards.
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Elaborate
> Tell students that for today's lesson they are going to help remind you why science is important.
> Ask them to recall what they learned about science in the previous lesson, utilizing the cards to help
jog their memory if needed. As each theme is brought up discussed, tape the card onto one of the
"flaps" of the trapezoidal flipbook that was drawn on the first sheet and then write it out as steps on
the second sheet of paper. The final products will look similar to the following:

Why is science important?
1. Technology is science and we use it every
day
2. Learning about science gives us
knowledge.
3. Science is everywhere!
4. Science helps us decide if something is
true or not.
5. It helps the medical field so people can
live better lives.

> After completing the charts as a class, have students open up their notebooks to the page with the
trapezoidal flipbook. Explain that they will use the rest of the lesson to fill in their flipbook with the
information from the charts:
o K-1st graders: Each student will receive a pixie cup filled with the same pictures they saw on the
cards they used today and in the previous class. Using the chart of the flipbook as a model, they
will select one picture at a time from the pixie cup and glue it to the correct side of their
flipbook as seen on the model.
o 2nd graders: Students will fill out each space of their flipbook with a theme that describes why
science is important. They can refer to the chart that was filled out during today's lesson.
Lesson 2: How can we use a hand lens?
Estimated time: 2, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Refer to Science A-Z lesson plan attached.
Lesson 3: How can we record what we see and learn?
*This component of the investigation is comprised of lesson plans that have been directly integrated from
"Science Notebook Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry" by Lori Fulton and Brian Campbell. Photocopies of
each lesson are attached at the end of the investigation and the book can be located in the K-1 education tote.
Estimated time: 3, forty-minute lessons
Note: Lesson plans for this week have been scanned from the book, Science Notebooks Second Edition,
Writing about Inquiry, and attached. If time allows, feel free to complete lessons "Day Four" (pp. 18-19) and
"Day Five" (pp. 19-20).
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
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Teacher prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 1 pp. 15-16 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list of the materials and a description of the
lesson's procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook: lesson's
Title (How do apples vary in appearance?), Date, Time and Weather.
Day 2: What can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 2 pp. 16-17 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a description
of the lesson's procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook:
lesson's Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather.
Day 3: What can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 3 pp. 17-18 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a description
of the lesson's procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook:
lesson's Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather.
Lesson 4: How can we observe like a scientist? (modified from Learning to Look, Learning to See*)
*Lesson was modified from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game's (ADF&G) Alaska Project Wild Early
Childhood Curriculum for this investigation. The curriculum is located in the K-2 science kit and additional
copies can be accessed by contacting ADF&G directly.
Day 1
1. Tell students that they are growing scientists. Ask them what they think it means to be a scientist.
(Listen to students opinions which may range from a firefighter to someone who makes explosions)
2. Tell students that scientists are curious people who like to observe the natural world around them.
They are always asking questions about things that they see or want to know more about.
3. To start acting like scientists we need to learn how to observe the natural world. Observing means to
use our eyes to look, our hands to touch, our noses to smell, our mouths to taste (but only when the
teacher says it's safe!), and our ears to listen. (If helpful use props and examples to show students to
see, touch, smell, taste and listen "looks" like.)
4. Tell students one of the exciting parts of science is getting to go outside and learn. But in order to do
that they must show good outdoor behavior. Ask students what they think good outdoor behavior is.
(Listen to their ideas and then write the following outdoor behavior rules on the board)
a. Respect the natural environment.
b. Listen to the teacher at all times for directions.
5. Discuss with the students what respecting the natural environment means. Once they havegiven some
ideas let students know that good scientists only take what they need from the outside in order to
learn and they leave everything else as it is. Going outside is fun but we must also remember to listen
to any directions that the teacher tells us.
6. Tell students they will be going outside today to collect leaves from nearby trees and shrubs. Collect all
the leaves in the bag to use for the next lesson.
7. Back in the classroom review with students how their outdoor behavior went.
Day 2
Teacher Prep: Have ready magnifying lenses students can use to examine their leaves with and put leaves
gathered from previous lesson into a bag.
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1. Gather students in a circle and tell them that they will continue practicing their observation skills as
growing scientists.
2. Walk around the circle and ask students to select one leaf at a time from the bag without looking into
it.
3. Students should study their leaf carefully. Have students return their leaves to the bag.
4. Shake up the bag a bit, and then dump out the leaves in the middle of the circle.
5. One by one, have the students find their leaves. Ask the students what they did to identify their
particular leaf from the rest. (What senses did they use? Allow them time to describe how they used
each sense to study their leaf) Tell students that they are going to practice using their observation skills
again. Collect leaves and put them back into the bag. This time students can use magnifying glasses to
study their leaves more closely. (Review how to use a magnifying glass with students so that they use
them correctly)
6. Again walk around the circle and have students' select one leaf from the bag without looking at it.
Allow students time to practice using the magnifying lens before collecting the leaves and dumping
them in the middle of the floor.
7. Once students have identified their leaves review that it is important for scientists to have good
observations skills because they are always learning and studying the natural world around them.
8. Collect leaves and save them for the next lesson.
Day 3
Teacher Prep: This is an outdoor lesson, which may require splitting the class into two groups. Assistance from
a teacher aid would be useful if one is available.
1. Tell students that they will be going outside again for today's lesson. They will be using their
observation skills to match the leaves from the last lesson to trees the leaves came from. Ask students
to remind you what proper outdoor behavior looks like (They should say to respect the natural
environment and to listen to directions give by the teacher. Ask them to give examples of respecting
the natural environment looks like. An example could be not taking leaves from trees that they won't
be using for the lesson.)
2. Take a walk outside to where the leaves were originally gathered. If a teacher aid is present split the
class into two groups, and tell students that they are going to find the tree that each leaf belongs to.
Give one student at a time a leaf to examine and direct the rest of the group to its appropriate tree. If a
teacher aid is not present at the time of the lesson, keep the class together and hold up one leaf at a
time and have students take a moment to figure out which tree it matches to. Call on students that
raise their hand.
3. Have students smell the tree or shrub and feel the texture of its bark. Ask them to describe the smell
and texture.
4. Ask students to show with their bodies what the branches look like. Are they straight or bent? Thick or
thin? Smooth or bumpy? Has an animal chewed or snipped of a bite? What animal could it be?
5. Back in the classroom, conclude the lesson with a class discussion. Ask students how they were able to
match the leaves to their trees. What senses did they use to help make observations? Did the sizes of
the trees match the sizes of the leaves? Why is it important that scientists like ourselves learn to
observe? (Students should say that observing helps them learn about the natural world around them)
Extension: Have each student press his or her leaf between pages of thick books, Be sure to label the leaves by
including a sheet of paper. Write each student's name, the season the leaf collected, and the kind of leaf it is.
If you don't know the names of plants, ask someone in your community for help. You can use clear contact
paper to seal and cut leaves for window art. After a couple of weeks, give the students back their leaves for
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window art. After a couple of weeks, give the students back their pressed leaves and create, "Happy Summer"
or "Happy Fall" greeting cards to take home.
Lesson 5: What is the Environment?*
*Lesson was modified and translated from Nuestro Ambiente Andino Curriculum for this investigation. The
curriculum is located in the K-2 science kit.
Estimated time: 2, thirty-forty minute lessons
Day 1
1. Have students sit in a circle on the floor.
2. Write the word "Environment" on the board and ask students if they have heard the word before. Tell
them that today they are going to continue acting like scientists and use their senses to learn more
about the environment.
3. Say that the word Environment is a very long word (As a class count the number of letters in the word)
and since they will be hearing and using that word a lot in class it is important they understand what it
means!
4. Ask students what they think the word means and to provide specific examples from their lives. (Write
these examples on the board) You say that the environment is everything around us and is made of
natural things and things made by people (or man-made).
5. Tell students that that they will be going outside today and in order to act like scientists they will need
to use their senses to understand what the environment is. They will need to look for things made by
people and things that are natural (not made by people). Ask students what sense they will need to use
outdoors? (Sight) What do our mouths, ears and bodies need to be doing while we are observing?
(Mouths are quiet, ears are listening and bodies are still)
6. Outdoors: Take students to the end of the train trail and have them observe and identify man-made
objects. (Road, cars, buildings, train, road signs, light posts, etc.) Next take students to the hill behind
the school. Have them sit and observe natural things around them (rocks, plants, birds, trees, soil, and
insects).
7. Back in the classroom: Ask students what man-made and natural things they saw outside. (Write two
lists on the board) Can anyone say what the environment is in their own words? (If they have a hard
time with this tell them that the environment is ALL of the natural and man-made things that surround
us)
8. Ask students what would happen if you erased one of the letters from the word, Environment. (The
word is incomplete. Every letter in the word is important just like everything around us makes up the
environment)
Day 2
Teacher Prep: Prepare zip-lock bags for each student that contain cut out letters from the word Environment
(found on the Student Worksheet). On the top of large pieces of construction paper write; This is what we
find in our.... (Students will paste the letters and form the word Environment under this). Make copies of the
coloring pages so that each student receives one of each. Have ready clue sticks, coloring utensils (pencils,
crayons, markers) and scissors.
1. Ask students for examples of what they can find in the environment. (If they have a hard time with this
ask for examples of natural and man-made things they saw when they went outside on the Train Trail
and behind the school).
2. Pass out large construction paper, zip-bags and the Environment word examples to each student.
3. Hold up the word environment and a zip-lock bag with the cut up letters so that the entire class can
see it. Tell students that each of them will receive a zip-lock bag with letters that spell the word
environment. Each student will have to take the letters from the zip-lock bag and form the word
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Environment on their papers. Once they have received the OK from the teacher they will glue the
letters onto their papers.
4. Hold up the coloring pages. Tell students that once they have glued on all the letters to form the word
Environment on their papers they will each get coloring pages of some of the natural and man-made
things they have seen in the environment. Students will color in the pictures first before cutting and
gluing each to their papers.
Lesson 6: How did the Tlingit see the world?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Before implementing the lesson, read over the Introduction and A Brief Background on Blending
"Indigenous" and "Western" Learning Styles sections of the "Unit on Predicting Weather" for additional
information regarding the important of integrating traditional knowledge in the Gloria. Talk with Gloria Wolfe
about inviting an Elder or teacher from the language program into the classroom for a lesson to provide an
overview of the Tlingit worldview. Just like scientists try and understand the natural world by making
observations, asking questions and testing hypotheses, the Tlingit accumulated a tremendous knowledge base
about the natural world in Yakutat through thousands of years of observations and testing various practices to
determine what did or did not work. The ultimate conclusions derived from their testing were demonstrated
through survival and was then orally communicated and passed on from generation to generation.
Teacher Prep (optional): If you are unable to find a speaker that is able to come in and discussion the Tlingit
worldview with the class, you can implement Lesson 1: An Introduction to Native Ways o f Knowing Science
(pp. 6-10) from "A Unit on Predicting Weather."
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h e e t : w h a t is t h e e n v i r o n m e n t ?
Note: Cut out each letter individually and put each word into a separate zip-lock back to give to each student.

E n v i r o n m e nt
E n v i r o n m e nt
E n v i r o n m e nt
E n v i r o n m e nt
118

s t u d e n t w o r k s h e e t : w h a t is t h e e n v i r o n m e n t ?

Note: Cut out each word as an example that students can refer to when pasting letters onto their paper. Each student have either have their own work or can
share in pairs.

Environment

Environment
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STUDENT WORKSHEET: W HAT IS THE ENVMONMENT?

STUDENT WORKSHEET: W HAT IS THE ENVIRONMENT?

STUDENT WORKSHEET: W HAT IS THE ENVMONMENT?
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Card #1
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Card #2
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W hy is Science Im p o rta n t? Card #3
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W hy is Science Im p o rta n t? Card #4
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Card #5
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W hy is Science Im p o rta n t? Cutouts

VITAMIN
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What do apples look like?

'What do apples look like?
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UNIT 2
Investigation 1: What do plants and animals need to live and grow?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Molecules to Organisms- Structures and Processes (Grade K)
Overarching Question:
• W hat do plants and animals need to live and grow?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will understand th at plants can make their own food from air, w ater and sunlight to live and
grow while animals (including people) need to eat other animals, plants or both as well as take in w ater
in order to survive.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can illustrate from their observations th at animals
obtain food from plants an d /o r other animals and take in w ater to dem onstrate they understand
w hat animals need to live and grow.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can illustrate from their observations th at plants need
w ater and light to dem onstrate they understand w hat plants need to live and grow.
Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
• Pre-Assessment Worksheet: W hat do Plants and Animals need to Survive? (2 pages in total)
• Student W orksheet (1 in total)
• Trays (one at each student table) OR Pixie cups (1 for each student)
• Glue
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Beaver Investigation
• Refer to ANKN “Beaver” Investigation (attached) for a list of materials or supplies needed to
im plem ent Section One: Physical Characteristics of Beavers
Lesson 3: What do Plants Need to Live and Grow? (experim ent)
• Student Worksheet: Observing Our Plants Data Sheets (2 in total)
• Empty 32oz plastic containers and lids (from yogurt, cottage cheese, etc.) OR small planting pots
• Sharp scissors
• White or colored paper
• Scotch Tape
• Small rocks or pebbles- Not needed if using plant pots
• Potting soil
• Columbine seeds (lettuce seeds will w ork too)
• Spray bottle (depending on num ber of students, you may w ant multiple)
Lesson 4: What are the Parts of a Plant?
• Student Worksheet: Learning the Parts of a Plant (1 page total)
• A spot outside w here plants are around (if w eather is bad, an indoor plant or picture could be
used)
• Scissors and glue needed to complete science notebook activity
Lesson 5: What do Animals Need to Live and Grow?
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Day 1
• Student Worksheet: W hat do Animals Need to Live and Grow?
• Homework: Observing w hat Animals Need to Live and Grow
• Nature Documentary (that shows local wildlife consuming nutrients and w ater in order to live and
grow, Frozen Planet was used during this lesson)
• DVD player
• Television or flat screen (i.e. SmartBoard with a hookup to a laptop)
Day 2
• Teacher Template: W hat do Animals Need to Live and Grow? (3 pages total)
• Teacher Template: Animal Stories (Wolf, Bear, Moose)
• Envelopes
• Large construction paper
• Crayons
• Markers
• Colored pencils
• glue
Lesson 6: What did w e learn from our experim ent?
• Student Worksheet: W hat do Plants Need to Live and Grow? (1 in total)
Lesson 7: How do Plants Drink Water?
• Student Worksheet: How do Plants Drink Water?
• Tall, clear glass or jar (one for each student)
• W ater
• Red or Blue Food coloring
• Scissors
• Celery stalk with leaves (one for each student)
Lesson 8: Post- What did w e learn?
• Post-Assessment Worksheet: W hat do Plants and Animals need to Survive? (2 in total)
• Glue sticks
Time Fram e:_______ , 30-40 minute lessons
Standard:
Next Generation Science Standard
K-LS1-1: Use observations to describe patterns of w hat plants and animals need (including humans) to
survive.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the pre-assessm ent w orksheet and either glue or tape it into each of the
student's notebooks.
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the student w orksheet (one per student) and cut out the images. Images
can either be shared as a group (on a tray in the middle of the table) or given to each student individually
(in a pixie cup). If images are being shared make sure they are all facing down so th at it forces students to
random ly pick and assign the picture to its appropriate category.
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Procedure:
- Tell students they are about to start an investigation to find out w hat plants and animals need in
order to live and grow. Ask students to pose some ideas w hat they think.
- Tell students th at they will be working in their science notebooks today. The first thing they need
to do when they receive their notebook is write their names on the inside of their covers under,
This Science Notebook Belongs to: Once they have w ritten their names they will need to turn to
the activity th at is pasted in their notebook. Tell them th at at their tables or desks are cut out
pictures of different foods th at plants and animals need to live and grow. They are to choose one
picture at a time and glue it next to the appropriate plant or animal th at uses it to live and grow. If
they pick up an image they don't think is needed they can put it back and pick up another one.
- Note: This is a pre-assessm ent, so it's best to either repeat or rephrase the directions. If students
ask your opinion or for help (aside from clarifying directions) tell them you w ant to know w hat
THEY think.
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Beaver Investigation*
*This lesson was adopted from the Alaska Native Knowledge Network (ANKN), which is attached at the
end of this investigation and can be accessed online at: http://ankn.uaf.edu/curriculum/units/beaver.html.
Estim ated time:
Teacher Prep: Read over the procedure for Section One: Physical Characteristics of Beavers of the ANKN
Beaver Investigation and organize any m aterials th at have been listed and are required for the
implem entation of the investigation. Throughout the lesson, continuously ask students to make
connections betw een the physical characteristics of beavers with their ability to live and survive. Section
Two incorporates a reading from a book, The Life Cycle o f a Beaver, which is not available in the education
kit. If you do not have another resource th at can supplem ent this book, you can contact U.S. Forest
Service wildlife biologist, Susan Oehlers, to come and give a lesson in the classroom about the life-cycle of
beavers.
Lesson 3: What do Plants need to Live and Grow? (experim ent)
Estim ated time:
Teacher prep: Gather enough 32oz plastic containers for each student PLUS two extra. Using a sharp
scissors, poke several holes into the bottom of each container (this allows for w ater drainage). Glue or
staple the Student Worksheet: Observing our Plants Data sheets into each of the student's science
notebooks. Cut strips of white or colored paper to a size th at can easily be w rapped around each
container. Your students will decorate this and tape it to their container so th at they can easily
distinguish their plant from other classmates. Set up 2 stations. One station for decorating their plastic
container and one to plant the plants. The first station should have paper, crayons or colored pencils and
tape. The planting station should have small rocks, soil and seeds.
Procedure
- Split the class into two equal groups. Have each group of students spend on equal am ount of time
at each station.
- At station one, provide each student with a container and piece of paper. Have the students
decorate the paper with their idea of w hat the word “plant” means. Make sure th at they also
include their name. When the students are finished help them attach the paper to the outside of
their container using a few pieces of scotch tape.
- The students will plant at station two. They should start by adding a thin layer of small rocks in
the bottom of the container (this helps with drainage and prevents mold from over watering).
Then, they should fill the container so th at it is % full with soil. Next, the students should place a
few seeds on top of the soil. Have them finish by covering the seeds with soil.
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The teacher (or aid if around) should plant an additional 2 plants.
When the students have finished ask them, “Where do you think we should place our plants so
th at they grow the best?” and “Do you think we should give them w ater?” (The students will likely
answ er near the window and th at their plants need w ater (They are likely to have made these
observations in their own homesj, if there are disagreements take a class vote.
Have the students w ater their plants. Spray bottles are a perfect and gentle way to prevent little
hands from overwatering.
Have the students place their plants near the window. The top of the plastic containers can be
placed underneath to catch an excess w ater th at may drip through.
Gather the students back together and tell them th at they are going to use the 2 extra plants to
make sure th at plants need w ater and sun to grow. One plant should be labeled “no w ater” and
one should be labeled “no light”. W ater the “no light” plant and put it in a dark closet or cabinet.
Leave the “no w ater” plant dry and place it next to the students’ plants near the window.
Monitor the plants by making observations and watering them at least every other day
Tell students th at each day they w ater their plants they will have to record the date, time and
draw a picture of the plant's status on the Data Sheets th at are in their science notebooks. (May be
good to show them an example of the data sheet as you discuss it). Ask students why scientists
keep Data Sheets like this when they are doing experiments? (Listen to their ideas) Ask students if
they can rem em ber w hat they ate and at w hat time for breakfast last week? A Month ago? Two
months ago? It is hard to rem em ber things, and scientists know th at so they take down as much
information as they can as they do experiments. Since we are growing scientists we are going to
do the same.
Note: If you plant lettuce seeds students can take them home to their parents.

Lesson 4: What are the Parts of a Plant? (m odified from Plant a Garden) *
*Note: Nikki Sabiston’s “Plant A Garden” activity was modified for this lesson and is attached at the end
of the investigation. It can also be found at WordPress.com
at: https://lblaylock.files.w ordpress.com /2014/05/plantagardenscienceandw riting1.pdf
Teacher Prep: Find a spot outside w here there are plants. If possible find a plant were the stem, leaves
and flower are visible. It may be difficult to find a flowering plant depending on the season. If so, you can
supplem ent with a picture of the plant from a different season. Glue or staple the Student Worksheet:
Learning the Parts o f a Plant, into student's science notebooks.
Procedure
- Start by asking your students w hat they know about parts of a plant. See if your students can name
any of them. (Leaves, seeds, stem, roots, flower)
- Tell your students th at they are going to go outside to explore the different parts of plants.
- Lead your students to the plant th at you have previously selected. Ask your students to raise their
hand if they can point to a p art of the plant and name it. Discuss why each p art is important.
a. Leaves: Leaves are im portant because they capture sunlight and air
b. Stem: The stem helps a plant stand tall
c. Flower: The flower is the protector of the plant's seeds
d. Seeds: Are inside the flower, they hold baby flowers and ensure th at more flowers will
grow next year
e. Roots: You likely w on’t be able to actually see these (unless you w ant to kill the plant)
but the roots are w hat is holding the plant to the ground.
-Once you have discussed the plant, have the students return to the classroom and complete the
student w orksheet in their science notebooks.
Lesson 5: What do Animals Need to Live and Grow?
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Estim ated time:
Day 1
Teacher Prep: Review and choose clips from a nature documentary of your choice th at shows examples
of local wildlife consuming and eating resources to live and grow. Record the times of the clips you w ant
to use in order to reference them more easily during the lesson. Make sure you select clips th at show
animals eating plants as well as other animals. Note: If you use Frozen Planet as the nature documentary
the following episodes provide good examples of Alaskan animals:
o Spring episode: Caterpillars eating flowers and leaves (23 minutes 13 seconds); Wolves
capturing baby ducks and hares to feed their offspring (29 minutes 18 seconds)
o Summer episode: Arctic Terns feeding offspring (10 minutes 30 seconds); Snowy owls and
buntings feeding offspring (13 minutes 40 seconds)
Teacher Prep: Set up the DVD player.
Teacher Prep: Make copies of Student Worksheet: W hat do Animals need to Live and Grow, and paste
them into student journals. Print out Homework: Observing what Animals need to Live and Grow
worksheet. This will be handed to parents the day of the lesson with a statem ent explaining th at they
have a week to observe local wildlife with their kids. The observations will be discussed in class the
following week.
Procedure
- Remind students th at they are doing an experim ent in class with plants to find out w hat they need
to in order to live and grow. Ask students w hat two things they are testing with their plants to see
w hat it is th at they need to live and grow. (Sunlight and water)
- Today they are going to learn more about w hat animals need in order survive in their
environments. Ask the students to provide examples of w hat they think animals from Yakutat
need to live and grow.
- Tell students they are going to be watching a movie today th at shows Alaskan animals in their
environments. Students have to use their observation skills to find out exactly w hat each animal is
eating in order to live and survive. Do students think th at all animals eat the same things? (No)
Because the movie is an hour long students will only get to see parts of it today.
- Play clips from the movie. Before each clip tell students w hat animal they will be observing and
th at they have to watch very closely to see w hat type of food each animal is taking from the
environment. After each clip ask students to recall the animal they were observing and w hat they
noticed they w ere eating. If there is a clip th at shows adults feeding their young ask students w hat
would happen to the offspring if they w eren’t being fed by their parents. (The baby animals would
die)
- Once all clips have been played have students open up their science notebooks and complete the
W orksheet activity.
Day 2
Teacher Prep: Each student will receive two envelopes for the in-class activity. One envelope will have
cut outs from the Teacher Template: W hat do Animals Need to Live and Grow? (Animals). Make copies of
this tem plate and make sure each student receives a picture of each animal (moose, bear and wolf) in
their envelope. The second envelope will consist of food from one specific animal. Make sufficient copies
of the Teacher Template: W hat do Animals Need to Live and Grow? (Wolf, Moose and Bear Food) to fill
the second envelopes for each student.
Teacher Prep: Prepare large (and preferably light colored) pieces of construction paper for each
student. At the top write: I am a ... (this is where they will glue the picture of their animal). Leave some
space and write: I love to eat ... (leave enough room from the bottom of the paper so th at students can
glue the food items th at their animal eats under this).
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Teacher Prep: Print out Teacher Template: Animal Stories. You can use these to read to the class or write
up your own.
Procedure
- Begin lesson by recalling the type of animals the students observed the previous lesson and w hat
the types of foods those animals ate. (Snowy owl eats lemmings, Arctic tern eats fish, Wolves eat
baby ducks and hares, Caterpillars eat leaves and flowers)
- Tell students th at today they will investigate the types of food th at wolves, moose and bears need
in order to live and grow. You will read three small stories about each animal and students have to
use their observation skills of listening to find out w hat each animal needs in order to survive.
- Read the three stories from the Teacher Template: Animal Stories.
- After reading the stories ask students to recall the types of food th at each animal needs in order to
survive. Ask them w hat else each animal needs besides food. (Water)
- To begin activity tell each student th at they will receive two envelopes. The first envelope has the
three animals th at they talked about in the stories (moose, bear and wolf). The second envelope
each student will receive has pictures of food th at only ONE of these animals eats. Students will
have to decide which of the three animals eats those foods and th at will be the animal th at they get
to color in along with the food pictures. (Students may need help deciding between the three
animals. Once they have decided it may be easier to collect the remaining two animals from each
student in order to prevent any confusion).
- One by one as students finish up coloring in their pictures bring them a piece of construction
paper. Have them read (with assistance if needed) the two phrases and decide w hat needs to be
glued where.
Lesson 6: What did w e learn from the experim ent?
*Note: Lesson w ritten by form er AmeriCorps member, Maria Pittner
Teacher Prep: Glue or staple Student Worksheet: W hat do Plants Need to Live and Grow, in science
notebooks.
Procedure
- Start with a discussion. Ask students if plants are alive (They are!).
- Tell students to recall the observations they made of their own plants over the last few weeks.
From those observations, w hat do they think their plants need to live and grow? If students are
having a hard time ask them w hat they were giving their plants every other day (Water). Why did
they put the plants by the window? (Sunlight and air. If they are having a hard time saying air tell
them th at the third things plants need is something th at we can’t see with our eyes but is all
around us. People need it too.)
- Tell students th at plants can make their own food in order to live and grow out of sunlight, air and
water! This is called photosynthesis. Plants are the only living things th at need to make their own
food to survive. Have the students repeat the word a few times.
- Students are now going to complete an activity in their science notebooks. The first three lines
should state “make food from” the yellow blank is for the word ”sun”, the grey blank this for the
word “air”, and the blue blank is for the word “w ater”. You may also w ant to take the time to point
out the arrow s on the sheet. The plants collect w ater through their roots, and collect sunshine and
air through their leaves.
Lesson 7: How do Plants Drink Water? (m odified from Celery and Food Coloring Experiment) *
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*Note: The Education.com, Celery and Food Coloring Experiment, was modified for this lesson and it
attached at the end of the investigation. It can also be found online at:
http://w w w .education.com /activity/article/celery_stick_science_first/
Teacher Prep: Lesson will require 2 sessions at about 20 minutes each (or 4 including extensions). Glue
or staple Student Worksheet: How do Plants Drink Water? into students’ science notebooks.
Procedure
Day 1
- Have each student fill his or her glass about half way with water.
- Add a few drops of red or blue food coloring to each jar and mix (green or yellow coloring will not
w ork for this experiment).
- Trim the bottom of a large stalk of celery. Be sure to keep the leaves on the stalk
- Have each student place their stalk in the glass. Leave the celery in a safe spot overnight.
- Have the students make verbal predictions on w hat they think will happen overnight. (If
necessary, record students' predictions).
- Have the students draw a picture and w rite a sentence describing w hat they see before the celery
stalk drinks the colored w ater (Before portion)
Day 2
- Have students observe their celery sticks. Ask the students w hat has happened. Where has the
w ater gone? How do you know? (Students should say th at the w ater traveled all the way up the
plant into the leaves! They can tell because the leaves changed to the same color as the water.)
- Have the students fill out the after portion of the science notebook sheet.
EXTENSION: Now th at the students have seen how plants absorb water, try this experim ent in a new and
different way!
- Take a celery stalk with the leaves and trim the bottom
- Using a scissors, make a slit up the middle of the stalk stopping an inch below the leaves
- Fill two glasses half-full with water. Add a few drops of red coloring to one glass and a few blue
drops to the second glass.
- Place the glasses next to each other. Put one-half of the celery stalk in one glass and the other half
in the other glass. Leave overnight
- The next morning, observe w hat has happened. Ask the student w hat changes they notice about
the celery and the water? W hat's different about this experim ent compared to the first one? (Each
half of the celery stalk will have absorbed one of the colors of w ater and the two colors will have
blended together as they moved up inside the stalk!)
Lesson 8: Summative A ssessm ent
Teacher Prep: Glue or staple the post assessm ent into student's science notebooks.
Procedure
- Tell students th at they are going to review all that they have learned over the last few lessons
about w hat plants and animals need to live and grow.
- First ask students to give examples of things we can find in the environment. (At this point they
should m ention natural elements and man-made elements.) Then ask students w hat plants need
to live and grow in the environment? (Air, w ater and sunlight) W hat do animals need to live and
grow in the environment? (Some animals need to eat other animals, some eat just plants and some
animals eat both. All animals need water)
- Tell students they are going to complete an activity in their science notebooks.
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Pre/Post Assessm ent W orksheet: What do Plants and Animals Need to Survive?

Paste each food item that you think each plant and animal needs to live and grow!

Brown Bear

Grey Wolf

Person
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?
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Moose
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Blue Lupine
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Student W orksheet: Observing our Plants Data Sheets
Date: October 1, 2014

Date

Time

Water (yes or no)

Drawing
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Date

Time

Water (yes or no)

Drawing
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Student W orksheet: Learning the Parts of a Plant
Date:
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Student W orksheet: What do Animals Need to Live and Grow?

Connect each animal to the food it likes to eat!
A rctic W olf

Snow y Owl

Caterpillar

Arctic Tern
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Hom ew ork: Observing what Animals need to Live and Grow
Directions: With an adult at home observe two (wild) animals and record what you see them eating and
drinking in order to live and grow. Bonus for observing animals that are NOT pets.
1. Name of animal you observed:______________________________________________________
What was the animal eating or drinking?______________________________________________
Draw a picture of what the animal was doing (in the space below):

2. Name of animal you observed:______________________________
What was the animal eating or drinking?_____________________
Draw a picture of what the animal was doing (in the space below):
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Teacher Tem plate: What do Animals Need to Live and Grow?

(Animals)
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Teacher Tem plate: What do Animals Need to Live and Grow?

(Wolf Food)

(Moose Food)
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Teacher Tem plate: What do Animals Need to Live and Grow?

(Bear Food)
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Teacher Tem plate: Animal Stories
Story of the Moose
Did you know that moose are deer? They are largest deer of all! They can come in only two colors, golden brown to
almost black and you can pick out the males because they have antlers that stick out on their head. Moose love to live in
the forests because that is where they can find the things they need to live and grow. Rain that falls from the sky fills up
ponds, rivers and streams that Moose use to get their water. These animals are very big but they only like to eat plants!
In Yakutat a Moose's meal is mostly made up of the leaves and twigs of the willow tree but they will also eat weeds and
grasses that grow around ponds. The mommy and daddy (you can exchange these terms with "female" and "male" if
more appropriate) will only have one baby a year, but if there is a lot of food they can have up to two babies!
Story of the Brown Bear
Don't be confused by their name, brown bears come in many colors! Can you think of some colors that these large
animals come in? Some may be black, brown or red and others have even come in shades of grey and white! Brown
bears have very long claws that they use to dig up roots or small animals to eat. They love to eat a lot of different types
of foods just like people. Some foods they like are berries especially those that come from the blueberry, cranberry and
watermelon/twisted stalk plants. But bears will also eat plants like cow parsnip and sedges. But in order to get very
large, fast and strong brown bears eat meat. Some of their favorite meat include salmon and even Moose! Don't leave
your garbage outside because brown bears love leftovers too. Just like other animals, they need to drink water and will
look for rivers and ponds when they get thirsty.
Story of the Wolf
Wolves live in families just like people. A wolf family usually has 7 members but some can get very big and have 30 wolf
members in it! How many people are in your family? The mommy wolf (or female) can have up to seven babies every
year. A large family needs a lot of food. Wolves only eat meat and in Yakutat like to eat moose. Moose are large animals
so wolves hunt Moose that are very young, very old or sick. Can you think of why they would do that? (These animals
are easier to catch) If Moose are hard to find wolves also eat other animals like deer, squirrels, snowshoe hares, beavers
and sometimes birds. This winter is very hard for wolves and sometimes they may not find food and eat for a week or
more.
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Student W orksheet: What do Plants Need to Live and Grow?
D a te :____________
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s n ee d t o s u r v iv e ?

Student W orksh eet : How do Plants Drink Water?
Date:

Draw a picture and describe what you see before
and after the celery sits in the colored water.

Before

After
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U N IT 2
Investigation II: How do Plants and Animals Change the Environment to fit their Needs?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth Systems (Grade K)

Overarching Question:
• How do plants and animals change the environm ent to fit their needs?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will use observation skills to discover how plants and animals (including people) change the
environm ent to fit their needs and th at people can make choices to help reduce their impact on the
environment.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at plants and animals (including
humans) can change their environments.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can construct an argum ent with evidence how plants
and animals change the environm ent to m eet their needs.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can explain that things th at people do to live
comfortably can affect the world around them but can make choices to reduce those impacts (on
land, water, air and other living things).
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at people use natural resources for
everything they do to dem onstrate they understand the relationship between people’s needs and
the places they live.
Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
• Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Can Plants and Animals Change the Environment to Meet their
Needs? (2 pages in total- 1 copy for every student’s science notebook)
• Glue
• Crayons
• Colored Pencils
• Science Notebooks
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
• Refer to Section 2: Habit and Habitats in ANKN “A Unit on Predicting W eather,” attached at the end
of the investigation
Lesson 3: Can plants and anim als change the environm ent? (m odified from Beautiful Basics)
• The Salamander Room (book) by, Anne Mazer
• Felt story board (or whiteboard)
• Teacher Template: Food, Water, Shelter and Space pictures (Note: It may be helpful to laminate
these pictures for later use)
• Teacher Worksheet: Animal Coloring Page (Salamander)
• Cut out pictures various pictures of food, water, shelter and space from magazines for both wild
animals and pets. (For instance, a dog shelter may be a house, and a wolf shelter may be woods)
Lesson 4: How do Plants and Animals change the Environment?
Day 2
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•

Choose clips from a nature docum entary th at show how plants and animals change the
environm ent in order to survive. Optional: Use following clips from BBC documentary, Frozen
Planet:
o Episode From Pole to Pole: Orcas make waves to turn over icebergs in order to get
preferred prey (34:16)
o Episode Spring: Penguins select rocks from environm ent to make nests (1:30)
o Episode Summer: Terns dive bomb polar bear to protect nests (11:18), Elephant seals kick
up sand and rocks to cool and protect themselves from hot Antarctic sun
Student Worksheet: How Animals Change the Environment to fit their Needs? (1 copy per student)

•
Day 3
• Laminated Materials: How do Plants/Animals Change their Environment to Fit their Needs? (42
pages in total)
Lesson 4: Post-A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
• Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Can Plants and Animals Change the Environment to Meet their
Needs? (2 pages in total- 1 copy for every student’s science notebook)
• Glue
• Crayons
• Colored Pencils
• Science Notebooks
Timeframe:

Standards:
Next Generation Science Standard
K-ESS2-2: Construct an argum ent supported by evidence for how plants and animals (including humans)
can change the environm ent to fit their needs.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Pre-Assessment, one copy for each student. Cut and glue assessm ents
into each student’s science notebook.
Procedure:
- Go over Homework: Observing w hat Animals Need to Live and Grow with students. Ask students to
expand on the observations of different animals they made with an adult from home. Were the
animals drinking or eating anything as they observed them? W hat can the students say th at these
animals need in order to survive?
- Ask students to raise their hands if they think animals and plants can change their environm ent to
get the things they need.
- Tell students th at they have been investigating w hat things plants and animals need to survive.
Ask students to provide examples. (Overall their examples should exemplify th at animals eat
plants as well as other animals in order to survive, plants need air/sunlight, but all organisms
need water).
- Ask students if they think th at animals need to change their environm ent at times in order to get
the things they need to survive. Provide them with an example to clarify w hat it means to change
the environment. (An example can include changing the tem perature in the house if it gets too
cold).
- Open a science notebook with the pre-assessm ent in order to explain today’s activity. Tell
students th at they will take the rest of the class period to complete the worksheet. Next to each
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picture of a plant or an animal there is a box where they can draw a picture of how th at plant
an d /o r animals changes the environm ent in order to get something they need to survive.
Note: Students may need clarification on w hat they are required to do. Since this is a Pre
Assessment do not provide them with specific examples regarding the specific anim al/plant they
are working on. You can clarify by stating th at plants and animals need certain things to survive,
b ut sometimes in order to get w hat they need the plant or animal may have to change the
environment. Use another example relating to people. People need houses to live but in order to
live in a house they m ust build it which requires cutting down trees from the forest (which
changes the environment). Only provide an extra example if students are at a standstill on the
assignment. It is also very helpful to walk around and ask students w hat they are drawing
(otherwise it may be hard to decipher).

Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Beaver Investigation*
*This lesson was adopted from the Alaska Native Knowledge Network (ANKN), which is attached at the
end of this investigation and can be accessed online at: http://ankn.uaf.edu/curriculum/units/beaver.html.
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep: Read over the procedure for Section One: Physical Characteristics of Beavers of the ANKN
Beaver Investigation and organize any m aterials th at have been listed and are required for the
implem entation of the investigation. Throughout the lesson, continuously ask students to make
connections betw een the physical characteristics of beavers with their ability to live and survive. Section
Two incorporates a reading from a book, The Life Cycle o f a Beaver, which is not available in the education
kit. If you do not have another resource th at can supplem ent this book, you can contact U.S. Forest
Service wildlife biologist, Susan Oehlers, to come and give a lesson in the classroom about the life-cycle of
beavers.
Lesson 3: Can plants and anim als change the environm ent? (m odified from Beautiful Basics) *
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Read over and prepare m aterials listed in the Beautiful Basics lesson, which be found in
the Alaska Project Wild Early Childhood Curriculum (pg. 6) and is currently located in the Grade Band K-2
education kit.
Lesson 4: How do Plants and Animals Change the environment?
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep (Day1): Before the lesson go behind the school to find signs of how wildlife and plants
change the environm ent to m eet their needs. Examples may include: broken branches from a moose
(finding food to eat), moss growing on cem ent (sunlight and air), roots from a plant breaking cement
(plant needing space as it was growing), and dug up areas from various animals (either trying to find food
or burying it).
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Make copies of Student Worksheet: How Animals Change the Environment to f it
their Needs? and glue one copy into each student science notebook. Review movie clips th at you w ant to
show to students.
Teacher Prep (Day 3): Make sure th at th at there are 42 laminated copies of the Materials: How do
Plants/Animals change the Environment to Fit their Needs? You will be splitting the students up into 3
groups, so each group should receive 7 laminated photos of animals and plants (i.e. People, Wolf, Bear,
Moose, Beaver, Raven, Sitka Spruce Tree) and 7 laminated photos of different environmental scenes. Each
group will receive the following “pairs” of photographs:
o People -> Cabin
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Wolf -> Den
Bear -> Dug out in soil
Moose -> Broken tree branches
Beaver -> Dam
Raven -> Acorns hidden in tree (i.e. food cache)
Sitka Spruce Tree -> Roots breaking up cement

Day 1
Procedure
- Ask students to recall from previous lesson the things living things need to live (Food, water,
shelter and space).
- Next, ask students to raise their hands if they think animals and plants can change their
environments to m eet their needs. (Just note this as an additional com ponent of the Pre
Assessment)
- Pose the following scenarios to students to dem onstrate w hat it means to “change” the
environm ent in order for plants and animals to m eet their needs.
o You walk into your house after a long day of school during the w inter and the house is very
cold. W hat can you do to change the environm ent inside your cabin so th at you are more
comfortable? (Start a fire in the stove OR turn on the furnace)
o You wake up one morning during the w inter and it has snowed a lot! There is so much
snow th at no one in your house can get the care out of the driveway. W hat can you and
your family do? (Plow the snow from the driveway)
o During the spring a male beaver needs to build a home for his growing family, and he has
found a perfect stream w here he wants build it. W hat does he need to do in order to start
building a dam for his family? (Gather sticks around the stream and cut down small trees)
- Tell students they are going to go outside to find signs of how plants animals can change the
environm ent to m eet their needs. In order to do th at they are going to have to practice their
observation skills. Ask students w hat observation skills they should practice while they are
outside. (If they have a hard time coming up this themselves tell them they are going to use their
eyes to “see” and their ears to “listen.”) Next, ask students w hat are the two outdoor rules they
need show while they are outside? (1. Listen to the teacher 2. Respect the environment)
- Take students outside to the places th at you found earlier. You can ask questions like how the
plant/anim al is changing the environm ent and have students explain why th at plant/anim al needs
to change the environm ent in the first place.
- Back in the classroom have a class discussion about w hat the students saw outside. Ask students
w hat specific plants and animals they saw outside. How did those plants/anim als change the
environm ent to m eet their needs?
Day 2
Procedure
- Ask students w hat kinds of needs plants and animals (including people!) have in order to live.
(Obvious answ ers may be food and water. If students are having a hard time coming up with more
examples tell them to think back on the book they read about the salam anders in class. Do animals
and people need a place to live? Shelter. Do animals and plants need space to get the food and
w ater they need? Yes. Do animals and plants need to protect themselves from predators? Yes.)
- Tell students th at sometimes plants and animals need to change their environm ent to get the
things they need. Pose the following questions:
o What would you do if your house was cold? (Turn on furnace or start wood stove)
o What would a bear need to do to g e t the roots or seeds o f a plant that were underground?
(Dig them up!)
o What would a w olf do if it needed a den? (Dig one up or take another animal’s den)
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Tell students th at they w ent outside the other day to find signs of how local plants and animals
change their environm ent to get something that they needed. Ask students which specific plants
and animals they saw and how they changed the environment.
Tell students they are going to use their observation skills to discover how other animals (and
possibly plants) change the environment.
Play movie clips for students. It may be helpful to preface each clip by telling students to use their
observation skills to watch the animal closely to see w hat it needs or wants and w hat it has to do
to get th at particular thing. After each clip discuss w hat students noticed. (What did the animal
need? How did it get it?)
After reviewing all the clips have students complete the w orksheet in their science notebook.

Day 3
Procedure
- Ask students to think how the animals they’ve learned about so far in class have been able to
change the environm ent to get w hat they need. (If they are having a difficult time doing this
provide an example of an animal th at has been talked about to jog student’s memory).
- Show students 1 laminated photograph at a time of the different animals and plant. Ask them to
name the plant/anim al and give an example of something each would need to live. Ask students
how th at plant/anim al may change to environm ent to get w hat they need. Once students have
provided some ideas, match each photograph of the anim al/plant with the corresponding photo
th at shows how they change the environment.
o People need to live in homes for protection. They change the environm ent by cutting down
trees to build th eir homes.
o Wolves also need to live in dens for protection as well a place to raise their pups. They
change the environm ent by either digging out dens in the soil OR finding an abandoned den
from another animal.
o Bears need to eat a lot of food! They change the environm ent when they dig up roots and
seeds of plants located underground when they get hungry.
o Moose also need food to live. They are big animals and sometimes as they are looking for
willow branches in the woods to eat they will break the branches of trees.
o Beavers need a place to live with their young so th at they are protected from predators as
they grow. To make their homes, called dams, they collect fallen branches or twigs. If there
aren’t enough of those they will cut down trees with their two front teeth!
o Ravens like all animals need food to eat. Since food is hard to find in the w inter they will
either bury or hide it from other animals in order to eat it later.
o Sitka spruce trees need air, w ater and sunlight to grow. These trees can sometimes grow
800 feet tall and if not given enough space to grow are able to break through cement!
- Tell students they will now play an activity. Their job will be to match up each plant and animal
with the picture th at shows how they change their environm ent to fit their needs. (Demonstrate
an example if need be)
- Activity: May be best to conduct activity in the gymnasium or an open area. Split class into three
groups. Each group receives 7 of the laminated anim al/plant photos, which are placed face down.
The environmental pictures are placed on the opposite end of each group and are placed face up.
One at a time, each student is to pick up an anim al/plant photo and walk (it’s also fun to have them
imitate walking like some kind of animal) to the other side of the gym and place their photo in
hand on its match, then walk back, tag the next student in line, who then proceeds with the next
photo. This continues until all of the seven anim al/plant photos have been correctly matched.
- Back in the classroom discuss the results from the activity. Hold up each anim al/plant photo again
and ask students which environmental photo they placed it on top of. At this time you can assess
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and correct any misconceptions or mistakes th at took place as they were going through the
activity.
Lesson 5: Summative A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
Estimated Time
Teacher Prep: Glue or staple the post assessm ent into student’s science notebooks.
Procedure
- Tell students th at they are going to review all that they have learned over the last few lessons
about how animals and plants change the environm ent to get w hat they need to survive.
- First ask students to give examples of different things animals and plants need. (Plants need space
to grow as well as w ater and sun. Animals need w ater as well as food, shelter for protection and a
place to live.) Ask students to recall certain animals th at they learned about in class and how they
can change the environm ent to in order to get those things th at they need.
- Tell students they are going to complete an activity in their science notebooks. Have students take
the rest of the period to complete the summative assessment.
- Note: Since this is the final assessm ent only clarify directions for students if questions arise.
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w o r k s h e e t : h o w d o p l a n t s /a n im a l s c h a n g e e n v ir o n m e n t t o f it t h e ir n e e d s ?

Pre/Post Assessment Worksheet: Can Plants and Animals Change the Environment to meet their Needs?
Directions: Draw a picture to show how each plant or animal can change the environment to help them live.

Person

Brown Bear
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Sitka Spruce Tree

Beaver

Raven
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w o r k s h e e t : h o w d o p l a n t s /a n im a l s c h a n g e e n v ir o n m e n t t o f it t h e ir n e e d s ?

Student W orksheet: Animal Coloring Page

0

3

ft)

Animal Coloring Page
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w o r k s h e e t : h o w d o p l a n t s /a n im a l s c h a n g e e n v ir o n m e n t t o f it t h e ir n e e d s ?

Student W orksheet: How Animals Change the Environment to fit their Needs?

After watching the movie clips, draw how each animal can change the environment around
them to fit their needs!
O RCA W HALE

ARCTIC TERN
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w o r k s h e e t : h o w d o p l a n t s /a n im a l s c h a n g e e n v ir o n m e n t t o f it t h e ir n e e d s ?

ELEPHANT SEAL
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w o r k s h e e t : h o w d o p l a n t s /a n im a l s c h a n g e e n v ir o n m e n t t o f it t h e ir n e e d s ?

N a m e :_______________________________
Hom ew ork: How do People Change the Environment?
Directions: With an adult at home take a walk around the house and make a list of objects

that you find and write what type of natural resource it came and was made from. Example:
Kitchen Table (wooden)^ Trees. Then, brainstorm ways people can reduce their impacts on
the environment. Homework due: October 20th
Household Object

Natural Resource/M aterial

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

Look at Household Object list. Do you think people could live w ithout the environm ent?
Draw a picture (below ) of ONE w ay you think people can help reduce their im pact on the
environm ent in order to live.
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Brown Bear
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m a t e r i a l s : h o w d o p l a n t s / a n i m a l s c h a n g e t h e e n v i r o n m e n t t o f i t t h e i r n e e d s?
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Moose
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Wolf
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People
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Sitka Spruce Tree
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Teacher Template: Food, Water, Shelter and Space

FOOD

WATER
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m a t e r i a l s : h o w d o p l a n t s / a n i m a l s c h a n g e t h e e n v i r o n m e n t t o f i t t h e i r n e e d s?

Teacher Template: Food, Water, Shelter and Space

SHELTER

SPACE
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U N IT 2
Investigation III: Why do Plants and Animals Live w here they Live?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth and Human Activity (Grade K)
Overarching Question:
• Why do plants and animals live where they live?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will be able to use and create models of different ecosystems to show they understand that
plants and animals live in different places in order to get the things they need to live and survive as well
as communicate solutions th at can reduce people's impacts on natural resources.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can use a model th at shows the needs of different plants
or animals (including humans) to dem onstrate they understand th at living things live in places
th at have the things they need.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can explain th at living things need water, air and
resources from the land and they live in places th at have the things they need.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at people use natural resources for
everything they do to dem onstrate they understand the relationship between their needs and the
places they live.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can construct a model an d /o r drawing of a solution to a
problem to dem onstrate th at they understand how people can reduce their impacts on the land,
air, w ater a n d /o r other living things
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can use their model an d /o r drawing to communicate to
their peers th at things people to do live comfortably can affect the world around them.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
• Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Why do Plants and Animals Live where they Live? (1 copy per
student)
• Pre-Assessment W orksheet (Cut-outs): Why do Plants and Animals Live where they Live? (1 sheet
p er student)
• Crayons
• Colored Pencils
• Glue
• Pixie Cups
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Beaver Investigation
• Refer to Section 3: Economic Importance o f Beavers and Section 4: Traditional Stories and Beliefs in
the ANKN “A Unit on Predicting W eather” for a list of m aterials and supplies needed to implem ent
the lesson
Lesson 3: How can w e make our own forest diagram? (Home is a Tree)
Day 1: What are diagrams?
• Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams activity (optional supplem ental lesson)
o Science A-Z Quick Reads: Diagrams (optional supplem ental reading material)
• Large pieces of butcher paper (1 per student)
• Forest Animal Cards (7 in total)
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Day 2:
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Day 3:
•
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•
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•

Student Worksheet: Model of Sitka Spruce Tree
Envelops or Zip-lock bags (1 per student)
Forest Animal Picture Cut-outs (1 set per student)
Crayons
Colored Pencils
How can w e m ake our own diagram?
Large pieces of butcher paper (used from previous lesson)
Forest Animal Cards (7 in total)
Envelopes with Forest Animal Picture Cut-Outs (used from previous lesson)
Crayons
Colored pencils
Glue
How do diagrams help us learn?
Student Worksheet: Coastal Wetlands Diagram (1 copy per student)
Student Worksheet: Ocean System Diagram (1 copy per student)
Student Worksheet: Riparian Wetlands Diagram (1 copy per student)
Student Worksheet: Who lives in the ocean? (1 copy per student)
Student Worksheet: Why do animals live w here they live? (1 copy per student)
Book with an example of a diagram (to show students during lesson introduction)
Science notebooks
Glue
Scissors
Crayons
Colored pencils

Lesson 4: What do We Use from Our Environment?
Day 1: Starting our Natural Resource Poster Boards
• Natural Resource Cards (Wildlife, Trees, W ater and Soil)- 4 in total
• Natural Resource Pictures (Wildlife, Trees, W ater and Soil)- 1 Set per student
• W ater Poster Pictures (1 picture for each student)
• Bathing Poster Pictures (1 picture for each student)
• Small poster boards (1 per student)
• Magazine cut-outs dem onstrating how natural resources are used (at least 1 of each per student)
• Plastic Cups or zip-lock bags
• Glue sticks
Day 2-3: What can w e do to solve environm ental problems?
• Poster boards from previous lesson
• Pad of post-it notes
• Plastic container
• Pencils
• Markers
• Crayons
• Colored Pencils
Day 4: Sharing our inform ation
Lesson 5: Post-A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
• Post-Assessment Worksheet: Why do Plants and Animals Live where they Live? (1 Copy per
student)
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Post-Assessment W orksheet (cut-outs): Why do Plants and animals life where they Live? (1 sheet
p er student)
Pixie Cups
Glue
Colored Pencils
Crayons

Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standard
[K-ESS3-1] Use a model to represent the relationship betw een the needs of different plants and animals
(including humans) and the places they live.
[K-ESS3-3] Communicate solutions th at will reduce the impact of humans on the land, water, air and
other living things in the local environment.
Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Why do Plants and Animals Live where
they Live? and glue one copy in each student science notebook. Make one copy per student of the Pre
Assessment W orksheet Cut-Outs, cut out each of the pictures and put all of the pictures from the
w orksheet into a pixie cup. Each student will receive a pixie cup with all of cut-outs from the w orksheet
to glue onto the Pre-Assessment in their science notebook.
Procedure
- Begin with a review from the previous lessons. Ask students w hat are certain things th at animals
need in order to live? (They need to eat plants, animals or both. All animals need to drink water.)
Ask students how animals can get the things they need to live by changing their environment?
(Beavers can cut down trees to build damns, bears dig up the ground to find roots and seeds to eat,
wolves can dig up areas to make their dens, people cut down trees to make trails or build their
homes, plants can break through man-made objects as they grow, etc.)
- Tell students they now know w hat plants and animals need to live and grow and th at sometimes
they need to change the environm ent in order to get those things. Now students need to answer,
why do animals live w here they live?
- Ask students the following questions before assigning them the Pre-Assessment:
o Do whales live in the forest? (No.) Why don’t they? (They need w ater in order to live.)
o Do brown bears live in the ocean? (No.) Why don’t they live in the ocean? (Listen to
answ ers and ask if bears are shaped like whales to survive in the water. Students should
say no.)
o Do people live on the moon? (No.) Why can’t people live on the moon? (Listen to student
answ ers and ask w hat people need to breathe. Students should said air. Do they think the
air on the moon is the same air we have on earth? Students should say no.)
- Tell students they will be doing an activity today in their science notebooks. Open one of the
notebooks to show the students the activity they will be completing. Ask them w hat the picture
represents. (Forest. Tell them th at it is actually a picture of the type of forest we have here in
Yakutat!) Say th at each student will be receiving a pixie cup th at is filled with different types of
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animals. They are to select ONLY the animals that they think live in the forest, color the animals
and then glue them onto the Forest Worksheet.
Note: Since this is a Pre-Assessment do not tell students which animals do or do not live in the
forest. Instead, encourage to think on their own and decide w hat animals they think live there. It
may be easier for students to put the animals th at don’t belong in the forest back into their pixie
cups and collect them while they are coloring and gluing on their pictures.

Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Beaver Investigation*
*This lesson was adopted from the Alaska Native Knowledge Network (ANKN), which is attached at the
end of this investigation and can be accessed online at: http://ankn.uaf.edu/curriculum/units/beaver.html.
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep: Read over the procedure for Section 3: Economic Importance o f Beavers and Section 4:
Traditional Stories and Beliefs in the ANKN “A Unit on Predicting W eather.” As you begin Section 3 of the
Unit, ask students to discuss why beavers live where they live instead of other places like a mountain,
glacier, or beach. Encourage them to think about where beavers live, w hat they need in order to survive,
and if other places have those same things th at beavers rely on. Then ask students to discuss things they
need as people to live and stay safe in a place like Yakutat, taking into account the w eather conditions.
This would be a good transition into the lesson’s content, focusing on the needs of students and their
families (food, water, shelter) and how they are able to m eet these needs in Yakutat. For instance, Yakutat
has many resources th at people can use for to get the food and w ater they need to live including
freshw ater stream s and lots of rain, salmon, moose, and berries. Families can also use the Spruce and
Hemlock trees to build homes th at will keep them warm and safe during the winter. Ask students to think
about ways in which beavers can help people survive in Yakutat, and vice versa. The reading materials
outlined in this section are not included in the educational kits therefore, unless resources with similar
content are available in the classroom, it is not necessary to include them in the lesson and you can
instead skip to steps 4 & 8. Before diving into content in Section 4 of the Unit, invite an Elder or Gloria
Wolfe (or a Tlingit language instructor from the Cultural Heritage Department) to come into the
classroom to discuss how the Yakutat Tlingit believed th at long animals long ago took on the form of
different animals. If the speaker has knowledge of a local legend th at highlights this concept or any myth
pertaining to beavers, encourage them to share it with students.
Lesson 3: How can w e m ake our own forest diagrams? (m odified from Home is a Tree) *
*Note: The Home is a Tree activity was modified for this lesson and is attached at the end of the
investigation. It can also be found
at: http://w w w 2.gi.alaska.edu/STEP/lessons database/lessons/scan/scandfg k2 LifeScience HomeIsAT
ree.pdf
Day 1: W hat are diagrams?
Teacher Prep: Print out Forest Animal Pictures, each student will receive one set of these pictures. Cut
out pictures and put each set into either an envelope or zip-lock bag. Make 1 copy per student of the
Student W orksheet: Model of Sitka Spruce Tree, students will use these as guides as they draw their
Spruce trees. Collect large pieces of butcher paper, 1 for each student.
Procedure
- Ask students w hat animals they think live in the forest. How do these animals use the forest in
order to live? (Listen to their answers.)
- Distribute envelopes with the Forest Animal Pictures to each student and explain th at these
animals use forests for shelter, food, or nesting sites. Different animals use trees in the forest
for different reasons and at different times of the year.
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Once the Forest Animal Pictures have been distributed, call on one student at a time to pick an
animal th at they would like to learn about as a class. Hold up the Forest Animal Card that
corresponds to the picture and have th at student describe w hat it looks like. Then read the
highlighted sentence on the back of the card to the class about how th at animals uses the forest
in order to live. Do this for each of the Forest Animal Pictures, there are seven in total.
o The Red Squirrel is eaten by marten, hawks and great-horned owls. It uses the branches
of the Sitka Spruce tree to hide from its predators.
o The Steller Tay flies around a lot to look for food such as seeds and berries on different
plants and trees as well as insects! It uses the branches of big trees in the forest in order
to rest.
o The Sitka Black Tailed Deer loves to munch on herbs and shrubs of the forest as well as
blueberry plants. There are many animals th at like to eat them such as people, wolves
and bears. They use the forest floor to find food to eat as well as plants to hide in from
their predators.
o The American Marten makes his w inter den (or home) out of piles of spruce cones that
have been left by red squirrels. He uses the forest floor to make his home for the winter.
o The Lacewing blends into the environm ent so th at it doesn’t get eaten by birds, bats or
shrews! He uses fallen trees to find food as well as the leaves of plants in the forest to
lay its eggs to blend in b etter so th at other animals don’t try to eat them!
o The Lynx is a very white wild cat th at loves to eat hares but is also eaten by wolverines!
He likes to use the forest floor, especially after snow has fallen, to find hares to eat but
also to hide from wolverines!
o People cut down and use trees for many different things like building tools or cabins as
well as collect berries from plants and hunt animals for meat. People like to use all of
the forest for many of these different uses.
- Tell students th at they are going to draw their very own Sitka Spruce Tree from the forest.
Hold up the picture of the model th at they can use when drawing their Sitka Spruce Tree. Ask
them w hat other things they should include around the Spruce Tree th at they could find in the
forest (Listen to their answers. Make sure to mention soil, since trees need soil to grow, fallen
logs and plants like blueberry bushes). Tell students th at they will be gluing on their animals
tom orrow so they should put them back in the envelopes.
- Pass out the large pieces of butcher paper and the Student Worksheet: Model of a Sitka Spruce
Tree to students while collecting envelopes to use for tomorrow.
Note: If there is not enough time to finish the drawings, students can finish them during the next lesson.
Day 2: How can we make our own diagrams?
Teacher Prep: It may be helpful to go through the envelopes/zip-lock bags to make sure there are 7
pictures each.
Procedure
- Tell students th at today they are going to finish their tree drawing from last class. Once they
have completed th at they will color in their Forest Animal Pictures and place them on their
drawing according to how they use the forest. Before they paste their Animal Pictures on they
will have to check with the teacher to make sure all drawings are placed correctly.
- First they will review how each animal uses the forest. Hold up one Forest Animal Card at a
time and call on students to identify the animal and describe how they use the forest. If
students are having a hard time recalling the information, read off the shaded phrase on the
back of the card to refresh their memory.
- Hold up one of the students drawings and have the student indicate where the animal would
go on the drawing.
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o Red Squirrel: Sitting on a tree branch.
o Steller Jay: Sitting on a tree branch.
o Sitka Black Tailed Deer: Forest floor, near or among plants.
o American Marten: Base of the tree.
o Lacewing: On top of a plant or trunk of a fallen tree.
o Lynx: Somewhere on the forest floor (not near the person!).
o Person: Anywhere in the forest.
Distribute student’s tree drawings and envelopes/zip-locks bags with Forest Animal Pictures
contained within each. Have students finish coloring their drawings and pictures.
Once students have finished coloring and drawing go around and make sure they have their
animals placed correctly. If they don’t have the picture(s) placed correctly ask them how each
animal uses the forest, and if they can’t rem em ber you can remind them (this will help them
know where to place the animal on the drawing). Students can glue on their drawings once
they are placed correctly.
Labeling Option: Have students label parts of their diagram such as the different animals, the
tree, the fallen log, etc. (This can be m andatory for older students)
Option to Gluing on animals: Draw with a pencil a box at the spot small than the Forest
Animal Picture. Using scissors, cut three sides of the box on the murals. Then fold the flap back
along the uncut side. The cut flaps should w ork like little doors.
Make a tab for each door b ut cutting a small piece of paper 1 inch long % inch wide. Tape half
of the piece of paper to the back of the door so th at % inch hangs free and forms a tab. Be sure
to tape the piece of paper to the back of the door edge opposite the uncut side. You ca use the
tabs to keep the doors closed by tucking them under the cut edges.
Place the Forest Animal Picture behind their proper “doors” on the mural and glue or tape in
place.
Open the doors to see w hat is underneath the leaves and bark and around the roods and under
the rotting log.

Day 3: How can we learn from diagrams?
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the five student w orksheets listed in the Materials section and glue them
into the student notebooks (students should receive one copy of each). Make sure the w orksheets (Why
do animals live where they live? and Who lives in the ocean?) come after the diagrams in the students’
science notebooks.
Teacher Prep: Find a diagram in a textbook (of a nutrient cycle or food web) th at is a good example of a
diagram. You will use it as a model for students’ during the lesson’s introduction. It should be large
enough for students to see as you hold it up during a brief introduction into diagrams.
Procedure
• (Review) Tell students th at they’ve been learning why certain animals live in the forest. Ask them
to name an animal th at has been talked about in class and why it needs to live in the forest.
• Tell students th at during today’s lesson they will investigate why certain types of animals live in
areas like w etlands (open areas th at are really w et and do not have a lot of trees), rivers and the
ocean.
• Ask students to name examples of m aterials they and their family m embers use to learn more
about something (Internet, books, magazines, etc.). Tell students th at people also use pictures
(also known as diagrams) to learn more about a topic or them e they are interested (hold up a
picture of the diagram from the text). As you go around the room ask students to study the
diagram closely and describe certain things it has on it th at makes it different from a picture they
would draw for fun (it may have a title, labels of the objects, scale, numbers, arrows, etc.)
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Have students open their notebooks to the diagrams. Ask them if a whale could live in the forest.
Why not? Could a brow n bear live in the sea? Why? Explain again th at they will be using these
special pictures and their science observation skills to learn more about where animals live and
why they live there.
Wetland Diagram: Tell students th at this diagram represents a wetland. W hat is a wetland? (Open
area th at is very wet, has very spongy soil and does not have many trees growing in it) Tell
students to look very closely at the picture and have them name an animal th at they see and w hat
it’s doing. If they are having a difficult time with this have them focus on the following animals:
o Mink: Uses tall grass th at grows in the wetland to hide in from animals like bears.
o Bear: Eats the tall grass th at grows in the wetland to grow big and strong.
o Ducks: Uses the ponds in the wetland as a safe place to stop and rest.
Ocean Diagram: Ask students to study the diagram and name the animals th at live in the ocean.
Ask students to name which animals need to live in the w ater at all times otherwise they would
die? (Whales, fish, octopus)
River/pond Diagram: Tell students to use their science observation skills to study the diagram
closely and name some animals th at live in or around rivers and ponds. W hat are these animals
doing? W hat do they need in order to live? If students are having a difficult time with this have
them focus on the following animals:
o M erganser (duck in the forefront of the picture): These ducks use rivers as a safe place to
raise th eir babies.
o Fish (jumping out of w ater): Eat insects th at live near rivers.
o Beaver (in the pond at the right of the river): Beavers live near ponds and rivers because
they can use wood from the forest in order to build their dams.
o Eagle: Use trees (preferably dead ones) near rivers in order to rest. Trees also are a good
place for them to sit and look for fish in the river or w ait until a bear drags up a salmon
onto the river bank.
Activities: Once the class has gone through and discussed the diagrams tell students th at they will
use the rem ainder of the time to complete two worksheets. One w orksheet (Who lives in the
ocean?) asks them to circle only the animals th at live in the ocean. The second w orksheet (Why do
animals live w here they live?) has pictures of three animals th at they observed in the diagrams
(mink, m erganser duck, and river fish). Next to each picture of the animal students are to draw
how each animal uses the environm ent in order to live. It may be helpful to go around and take
notes on w hat students are drawing since it may be difficult to directly interpret
their pictures.

Lesson 4: What do w e use from the environm ent?
Estim ated time:
Day 1: Starting the Natural Resource Poster Boards
Teacher Prep: Print out copies of the Natural Resource Cards (4 in total) and laminate each one. They
will be used as a visual during the lesson (make each card larger if needed). Make copies of the Natural
Resource Pictures so th at each student will receive a set of four. These need to stay their original size in
order to fit side by side on the top of each student poster board.
Teacher Prep: Cut out examples from magazines of how people have taken natural resources (wildlife,
trees, w ater and soil) and made or used them in ways to make their lives more comfortable. Examples for
uses of wildlife can include: leather clothing, food products made of meat, clothing made of fur, etc.
Examples for uses of trees can include: wooden furniture, homes, etc. Examples for uses of w ater can
include: boats showing transportation, people drinking or bathing, damns, etc. (If you are having trouble
finding pictures for drinking and bathing make copies of W ater and Bathing Poster pictures) Examples
for uses using soil can include: food products made of fruits or vegetables, growing crops, etc. Enough
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cut-outs should be so th at each student gets an example of a use of each natural resource. It may be easier
to separate out cut-outs into individual Pixie Cups so th at each student gets their own set of pictures.
Teacher Prep: Make a poster board for each student on 11 in. x 17 in. construction paper. Make four
columns on the paper and glue a Natural Resource Picture at the top of each column, leaving enough
room at the top to title the column accordingly (“Wildlife,” “Trees,” “W ater,” and “Soil”). See example of
poster board form at below:
Student Natural Resource Poster Board (front-side)
Animals
Forests
Water
Soil

.

V

Procedure
• Tape or hang each Natural Resource Card on the board and write the name of each below it.
• Ask students why trees are im portant to the environment. How do people use trees in their lives?
Can they think of things around their homes th at are made out of trees? (Write their answers
under the “Tree” column on the board and initial each idea th at is contributed)
• Ask students why animals are im portant to the environment. How do they and their families use
animals in their everyday lives? Tell students th at you are talking about wild animals, those that
live outside and do not need people to survive unlike our cats and dogs at home. (Write their
answ ers to the questions under the “Animals” column on the board and initial each idea th at is
contributed)
• Ask students w here they can find w ater in the environment? Why is it im portant to the
environment? How do people use w ater in their everyday lives? Who else besides people use
water? (Write answers on the board under the “W ater” column and initial each idea th at is
contributed)
• Finally, ask students why soil is im portant to the environment. Ask students to name some things
they had for breakfast this morning or dinner last night. (They should list some vegetables or
fruits th at they have eaten. Use these as examples for the following question.) Ask students where
fruits and vegetables grow from. (Soil!) Why is soil then im portant to our lives? (W ithout soil
people could not grow the vegetables and fruits th at they eat)
• Tell students th at Wildlife, Trees, W ater and Soil are called Natural Resources. (Have them
repeat the word together as a group) Natural Resources are things th at we find in our
environment. People use natural resources to make their lives more comfortable and better. Ask
students w hat would happen if we didn’t have any more trees? (People could not make houses or
cabins to live in. We would not have furniture or paper to write on in school)
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Tell students are they are going to do an activity. Hold up the poster board and tell them th at each
picture shows a different natural resource th at we can find in the environment. Ask one student at
a time identify w hat natural resource the picture is showing.
Tell students their job today is to fill in each column with pictures th at show how people use
natural resources in their lives. Each student will receive a cup with pictures in it. They are to pick
up one picture at a time from their cups and think hard about which natural resource it is
connected with and glue it in th at natural resources column. Ask students again to name (out
loud) the four different natural resources they have been learning about (Wildlife, Trees, W ater
and Soil). Students are to use all of their pictures.
Note: It may be helpful to do an example out for students. Pick up out a picture and ask students
w hat it is showing. Tell them to think really hard w hat natural resource th at particular object
comes from.

Days 2- 3: W hat can we do to solve environmental problems? (This activity will take 2 class periods)
Teacher Prep: On the back side of each student’s Natural Resource Poster Board w rite at the top of the
paper “Problem” and below it “Solution.”Bring in an aid to assist with lesson (if available). Lesson will
require you to translate students’ ideas of problems they think people can cause to natural resources on
post-it notes and putting them into a container. Each student will then pick a problem out of the
container and be responsible for writing it on their poster board and coming up with a solution for it. As
students are w riting their assigned “Problem” down on the poster board, go around and have each
student think about one way their problem can be solved. Write the solution on a Post-it and have them
record it on their poster board once they’ve finished writing down the problem.
_______ Student Natural Resource Poster Board (back-side)

Problem

Solution

(Student Drawn Picture of Solution)

Procedure:
• Ask students to rem ind you w hat they learned about in their last science class together. If they are
having trouble recalling, rem ind them th at you rem em ber talking about natural resources. W hat
are the four natural resources th at they learned about? (Wildlife, Trees, W ater and Soil)
• Ask students w here we can find these natural resources. (In the environment) Why are natural
resources im portant to us and our families? (We need them in order to live and to make our lives
better)
• Tell students th at they will be working on their poster boards during class today, but this time on
the back side. Before they start working on the poster boards, ask students to use their science
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thinking caps and tell you w hat they think a problem is. After listening to their answers tell them a
problem is something that happens in our lives th at needs to be fixed. Ask students to think about
a problem they have in their lives they would like to volunteer to the class.
After listening to a few problems, tell students a problem you’ve been having is th at after you get
home from w ork the floor of your cabin gets really dirty. Ask students w hat is way you can fix, or
solve, this problem? (Not w ear shoes in the cabin or wipe off shoes really well before entering the
cabin)
Tell students th at every day is filled with small problems like the ones they just talked about, that
need solutions (or ways to be fixed). Problems are a natural p art of life and it is the job like sm art
people like ourselves to find ways to fix these problems.
Explain th at because a lot of people live in Yakutat, and everyone needs many of same things to
live, we can cause problems to our natural resources. Tell students th at for today’s activity we are
going to w rite down problems th at we have seen or think can happen when we use natural
resources and then try to find ways to fix them.
(This is where you or an aid will sta rt recording coherent ideas onto slips of paper) Start with the
natural resource, wildlife. Ask students w hat are problems th at people can cause to this natural
resource. If students are having a hard time coming up with ideas ask w hat happens when people
don’t follow hunting rules. Listen to ideas and summarize them into a coherent problem such as;
when people hunt too many animals there are less animals in the environm ent the next year.
Do the same for the following natural resources (Trees, Water, and Soil) and continue recording
ideas on slips of paper and putting them into the container.
Once completed, show students the backside of the poster board. Tell them on the first line, stated
as “Problem,” they will w rite down a problem people can cause to a natural resource. Explain that
as students w ere thinking of different problems you (or the aid) was writing down their ideas on
slips of paper and putting them into a container. Each student will randomly pick (meaning they
will not get to decide) a slip of paper and write down the problem th at is w ritten on the paper.
Once they have completed th at they, with the help of a teacher an d /o r aid, will think of a solution
to write underneath on the “Solution” line. Once th at is completed they will draw a picture of their
solution to the problem. (Note: It may be helpful to again dem onstrate an example a solution to a
problem)
Tell students they w ant to try their best on their posters because once they are completed they
will do a show and tell of their drawings to the class.
As you hand out poster boards have students pick one question from the container. With a pad of
sticky notes first go around to the older students and ask them to come up with a solution to their
problem. W rite down their solution on a sticky-note and put it under their problem. Do the same
with the younger students. Assist students with writing as needed.

Day 4: Sharing our information
• Tell students th at they have a very exciting day today! Since they have been working on their
poster boards and are now finished they will be presenting their w ork to the whole class. (Note:
You may w ant to tell students th at they will get a sticker after presenting their boards)
• Review the four different types of natural resources. Ask students to name them off and give an
example of how people use them in their everyday lives. Ask students to explain w hat a natural
resource is and then say because people use these resources they can sometimes cause problems.
Tell the class th at each students has w ritten down a problem to one of the natural resources and
come up with a solution to fix th at problem.
• Use the rest of the period to do presentations.
Lesson 5: Post-A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
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Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Post-Assessment Worksheet: Why do Plants and Animals Live
where they Live? (which is the same as the Pre-Assessment worksheet) and glue one copy in each
student science notebook. Make one copy per student of the Post-Assessment W orksheet Cut
Outs, cut out each of the pictures and put all of the pictures from the w orksheet into a pixie cup.
Each student will receive a pixie cup with all of cut-outs from the w orksheet to glue onto the Post
Assessment in their science notebook. Leave a blank page next to the assessm ent w orksheet and
write at the top, Animals that do Not live in the forest.
Tell students th at for today’s activity they will be using their science notebooks. (Open a science
notebook to the assessm ent page) Tell students th at each of them has a w orksheet in their
notebook th at shows the forest. W hat is lacking from this forest picture? (animals)
Hold up a Pixie Cup. Say th at each student will receive a pixie cup filled with pictures of different
animals. They will pick up one picture at a time and decide if it is an animal th at lives in the forest.
If they think the animal lives in the forest they will color it and glue it where it belongs on the
worksheet. If they think the animal does not live in the forest they will not color it and glue it on
the empty notebook page after the worksheet.
Note: Since this is a Post-Assessment, only answ er questions th at clarify the assignment.
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Pre-Assessment Worksheet (Template): Why do Plants and Animals Live where they Live?
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Coastal Rainforest

Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Why do Plants and Animals Live where they Live?
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Forest Animal Pictures (Cut-outs)
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Forest Animal Pictures
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Student W orksheet: M odel of Sitka Spruce Tree
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COASTAL WETLANDS

w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Ocean Ecosystem

Student Worksheet: Coastal Wetlands Diagram
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Student Worksheet: Ocean System Diagram

RIFARIAN WETLANDS
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Student Worksheet: Riparian Wetlands Diagram

Student Worksheet: Who lives in the ocean?
Directions: Circle all the animals and plants that live in the ocean!
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

Student Worksheet: Why do animals live where they live?
Directions: Draw how each animal needs their environment.
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

[Natural Resource pictures: Wildlife (top) and Forest (Bottom)]
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

[Natural Resource pictures: Water (top) and Soil (Bottom)]
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

[Water Poster Pictures]
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w o r k s h e e t : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n i m a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l i v e ?

[Bathing Poster Pictures]
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Steller's Jay
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Steller's Jay Information
Traits: Medium-sized, dark blue and black bird with a
long tail
Habitat: Coastal rainforest, including openings and
edges during summer
Foods: Seeds and berries of trees and shrubs, beetles,
grasshoppers, caterpillars, moths, spiders, eggs, young
birds
Eaten by: Hawks, falcons, owls
Do You Know ? Jays sometimes follow predators

around, or are attracted by predator activities. They
then feed on the scraps left by predators.
The Steller Jay flies around a lot to look for food such
as seeds and berries on different plants and trees as
well as insects! It uses the branches of big trees in the
forest in order to take a much needed rest.
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Forest Animal Card

Lacewing
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Lacewing Information
Traits: Green or brown insects with large, clear wings
with netlike veins; small head with large eyes and
chewing mouthparts; long antennae
Habitat: Leaves of trees and shrubs; Eggs are attached
to a leaf by a thread the female forms.
Larvae spin cocoons.
Foods: Adults eat pollen, nectar, and aphid honeydew.
Larvae prey on mites, aphids, and
other insects.
Eaten by: Thrushes, warblers, chickadees, kinglets,
hornets, dragonflies, bats, shrews
Do You Know ? Green lacewings have glands on their

bodies that emit foul odors when the insect is handled.
The Lacewing blends into the environment so that it
doesn't get eaten by birds, bats or shrews! He uses
fallen trees to find food as well as the leaves of plants
in the forest to lay its eggs to blend in better so that
other animals don't try to eat them!
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Forest Animal Card

Lynx
490

m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Lynx Information
Traits: Medium-sized mammal in the cat family; large
feet, short tail, sharp teeth
Habitat: Mosaic of old conifer and early successional
stage forests where prey is abundant
Foods: Snowshoe hares almost exclusively; small
mammals, birds when hare populations are low
Eaten by: Great horned owls or wolverines may eat
young.
Do You Know ? The lynx is the only cat native to Alaska.

The Lynx is a very white wild cat that loves to eat hares
but is also eaten by wolverines! He likes to use the
forest floor, especially after snow has fallen, to find
hares to eat but also to hide from wolverines!
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Forest Animal Card

Sitka Black-Tailed Deer
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Sitka Black-Tailed Deer Information
Traits: Small, hoofed mammal with long legs; reddish
brown fur; black tail; antlers on male in fall
Habitat: Coastal hemlock-spruce forest; old growth
forest is critical for winter survival.
Foods: Herbs and shrubs (bunchberry and trailing
bramble); blueberry, hemlock, arboreal lichens in
winter
Eaten by: Wolves, brown bears, humans
Do You Know ? This deer is native to Southeast Alaska,

but humans moved some to Yakutat and to Kodiak and
Afognak islands.
The Sitka Black Tailed Deer loves to munch on herbs
and shrubs of the forest as well as blueberry plants.
There are many animals that like to eat them such as
people, wolves and bears. They use the forest floor to
find food to eat as well as plants to hide in from their
predators.
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Forest Animal Card

American Marten
494

m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Marten Information
Traits: Small, furbearing mammal with sharp teeth,
short legs, yellow to brown fur, long tail
Habitat: Conifer forests with high population of voles;
mature conifer trees for cover
Foods: Meadow and red-backed voles, some berries,
small birds, bird eggs, squirrels, and carrion (dead
animals)
Eaten by: Coyotes, red fox, lynx, eagles, great horned
owls
Do You Know ? Martens use squirrel middens (piles of

spruce cone scraps left by squirrels) for winter den
sites.
The American Marten makes his winter den (or home)
out of piles of spruce cones that have been left by red
squirrels. He uses the forest floor to make his home for
the winter.
Forest Animal Card
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

Red Squirrel Information
Traits: Small mammal with long front teeth, short legs,
large bushy tail; red-brown on back, whitish
underneath
Habitat: Conifer forests
Foods: Seeds of spruce and other conifers, berries,
mushrooms, some bird eggs and young
Eaten by: Marten, goshawks, great horned owls
Do You Know ? When carrying and catching its food,

this squirrel helps scatter seeds of spruce and berryproducing plants.
The Red Squirrel is eaten by marten, hawks and great
horned owls. It uses the branches of the Sitka Spruce tree to
hide from its predators.
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Forest Animal Card

People
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

People Information
Traits: Large mammals that walk erect on two legs and
have forelimbs with opposable thumbs
Habitat: Adaptable; variety of environments around
the world
Foods: Moose, caribou, salmon, geese, many plants,
domesticated animals
Eaten by: Wild animals kill people rarely; humans have
no true predators.
People cut down and use trees for many different
things like building tools or cabins as well as collect
berries from plants and hunt animals for meat. People
like to use all of the forest for many of these different
uses.

Forest Animal Card
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[Natural Resource Cards: Wildlife (top) and Trees (bottom)]
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m a t e r ia l s : w h y d o p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l iv e w h e r e t h e y l iv e ?

[Natural Resource Cards: Water (top) and Soil (bottom)]
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U N IT 2
Investigation IV: How can Toys and Objects Move?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Motions and Stability- Forces & Interactions (Grade K)
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will understand th at inanimate objects cannot move on their own and th at a push will move an
object away while a pull will move an object tow ards a person, the degree at which a force is applied can
alter an object's speed and change in direction can occur either when two objects collide or how a push or
pull is being applied.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can explain that pushing or pulling an object can change
the speed or direction of an object and can start or stop it.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at the bigger the push or a pull on an
object the faster or slower th at object moves.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at when objects touch or collide they
push on one another and can change motion.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can analyze data to a design solution to dem onstrate
th at they understand th at the bigger the push or pull on an object the faster or slower th at object
moves.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can plan an investigation with peers th at compares the
effects of different strengths or different directions of pushes.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can carry-out a planned investigation th at compares the
effects of different strengths or different directions of pushes.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent Task- What do w e know?
• Pre-Assessment: Learning to Read Graphs! Sheet 1
• Pre-Assessment: Learning to Read Graphs! Sheet 2
• Science Notebooks
• Dividers for desk (if needed)
Lesson 2: How do our toys move? (m odified from Creepy Mover lesson)
• KWL Chart- Pre/Form ative Assessment
• Toys th at can be pushed
• Toys th at can be pulled
(Materials to make push and pull toys)
• Empty soda bottles with caps (1 per student)
• Colored construction paper (light colors preferred)
• Tape (masking or scotch)
• Stickers
• Yarn an d /o r string (for pull toys)
• Markers
• Elmer's glue (for glitter)
• Super glue (for Fluffy Pompoms)
• Fluffy Pompoms (of assorted sizes and colors)
• Wiggle Eyes (1 pair per student)
• Buttons, beads or small rocks (to put inside soda bottles)
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• Paper plates
• Paper hole punch
• Pipe cleaners (1 per student)
• Glitter (optional)
• Double sided tape (optional)
• Chart paper
Lesson 3: What are Pushes and Pulls?
• Force and Motion booklet (1 per student)
• Push, Pull or Both w orksheet (1 per student)
• Push, Pull or Both cutouts (1 set per student)
• Pixie cups or zip lock bags
• Glue
• Crayons
• Colored Pencils
• Science notebooks
Lesson 4: How can w e push and pull our toys?_(modified from Toys in Motion) *
• KWL Chart- Pre/Form ative Assessment
• Yo-Yo (8)
• Toy with wheels (4)
• Ball (4)
• Teacher aids (if available)
Lesson 5: What is motion?
Day 1
• KWL Chart - Pre/Form ative Assessment
• Various “pull” toys (approximately 4 toys)
• Various “push” toys (approximately 6 toys)
• 6 pieces of construction paper (each a different color)
• Investigation Q uestion/Task Cards (6 in total)
• Teacher aids (if available)
Day 2
• Various “pull” toys (approximately 4 toys)
• Various “push” toys (approximately 6 toys)
• Construction paper (labeled from previous class)
• Investigation Q uestion/Task Cards (6 in total)
• Open area (i.e. gym or courtyard)
• Teacher aids
• Whistle (or some sound making device)
• Summative Assessment Task: Examining Push and Pulls (1 copy per student pair)
Lesson 5: What are graphs and how can w e use them?
Day 1
• Learning to Read Graphs! W orksheet 1 (1 copy per student)
• Lima beans
• Pixie cups (2 per student)
• Lima beans (at least 30 beans per student)
• Chart paper (1 sheet)
• Globe (prop)
• Map (prop)
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• 1-2 books (prop)
Refer to the following Science A-Z reading materials, activities and w orksheets to supplem ent in the
lesson:
• Quick Read: Graphs (available at three comprehension levels)
• Experiment: Using Graphs
• Activity Sheet: Using a Bar Graph
• Activity Sheet: Using a Picture Graph
• Activity Sheet: Making Bar and Picture Graphs
• Science Diagram Teachers Guide
• Science notebooks
Day 2
• Severe W eather Alert! W orksheet 2 (1 copy per student)
• Severe W eather Alert! W orksheet 3 (1 copy per student)
• Chart paper (2 sheets)
• Science Notebooks
Lesson 7: How can I make my ball com e back to me?
Day 1
• 1-foot Ruler
• Post-its or Tape
• Ball
• Chart paper
• How can I make my ball come back to me worksheet? (1 copy per student)
• Science notebooks
Day 2
• Learning to Read Graphs! W orksheet (1 copy per student)- Pre/Form ative Assessment
• Results from my experiment! Sheet 1 w orksheet (1 copy per student)- Formative Assessment
• Results from my experiment! Sheet 2 w orksheet (1 copy per student)- Formative Assessment
• Notebook and pencil
• ruler
• Large Poster boards (3)
• Ball
• Pixie Cups (2 per student)
• Dried beans (larger the better)
• Scientific Method chart paper (from previous class)
Lesson 8: How can you m ove a ball w ithout touching it?
Day 1
Note: Choose one of the bowling pin options. W ant to have at least 3-6 bowling pins for every 2 students.
• Can you move a ball w ithout touching it? W orksheet (1 copy per student)
• W hat procedures will you try? W orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Pixie cups (approximately 12 cups)
• Strands of flagging (6 strands)
• Strands of thick twine (12 strands)
• Markers (6)
• Pieces of cardboard or paper plates (6)
• Science Notebooks
• 6 pages of Construction paper (each a different color)
• Balls (1 per student pair)
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• Chart paper (2 pieces)
Day 2
• 1. Teachers Pay Teachers Bowling Pin w orksheets (with instructions)
• 2. Soda bottles half filled (or less) with water.
• Pixie cups (approximately 12 cups)
• Strands of flagging (6 strands)
• Strands of thick twine (12 strands)
• Markers (6)
• Pieces of cardboard or paper plates (6)
• Open area (gym or classroom)
• 6 pages construction paper with names of stations (from previous class)
• Summative Assessment Task: Can you move a ball w ithout touching it? (1 per student pair)
• Summative Assessment: Reading Graphs w orksheet (1 per student)
Lesson 6: Summative A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
• Summative Assessment: Reading Graphs w orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Summative Assessment Task: Examining Pushes and Pulls (1 copy per student)
• Summative Assessment Task: Can you Move a Ball w ithout Touching it? (1 copy per student)
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standards
[K-PS2-1] Plan and conduct an investigation to compare the effects of different strengths or different
directions of pushes and pulls on the motion of an objects.
[K-PS2-2] Analyze data to determ ine if a design solution works as intended to change the speed or
direction of an object with a push or a pull.
Vocabulary
Force: What makes something move or stop (The push or pull on an object resulting from the interaction with
another object)
Push: Making something move away from you
Pull: Making something move toward you
Motion: When something moves

Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: Pre-assessm ent (What do w e know?)
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Pre-Assessment Learning to Read Graphs! Sheet 1 &
Sheet 2. Glue each w orksheet into students' science notebooks. You may w ant to draw out each
w orksheet on a large sheet of chart paper so th at students have a visual of each question as you read
them aloud during the assessment. These assessm ents are designed to m easure prior knowledge, so
while you can clarify questions do not provide students the answers. Before administering assessment,
tell students they will em bark on a new investigation and provide a brief summary of w hat they will be
learning over the course of the investigation.
Lesson 2: How do our toys move? (m odified from Creepy Mover) *
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*Note: The Creepy Mover lesson was modified for this investigation and is attached. It can also be found
online on the AKSCI website at:
http://www2.gi.alaska.edu/STEP/lessons_database/lessons/scan/scanstep_k2_PhysicalScience_Creepy
Mover.pdf
Estimated Lesson Time: 1, sixty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Get all m aterials together to make push and pull toys. Give each toy a “tail” by using a
paper hole punch to make a hole at the bottom of the soda bottles and then tying on a pipe cleaner. Note:
If punching a hole through the soda bottle is too much effort and time w ait until the toys’ body has been
taped on and punch a hole through the construction paper. Try fitting a piece of construction paper
around a soda bottle and m easure how much of the paper covers the neck of the bottle. Cut each piece of
construction paper so th at each is sized to fit around the center of the bottle (if it becomes a “pull” toy you
will be tying string or yarn around the neck of the bottle and this extra paper may get in the way).
Teacher Prep: Get a large piece of construction paper and label the top of it as Assessment and divide it
into three columns. This will be a KWL chart (Know- What to Learn- Learned) which can be used to
docum ent student’s understanding at the beginning as well as throughout the investigation. Save this for
the end of the Investigation to compare how student’s ideas have changed.
Teacher Prep: Use the other piece of chart paper and divide it into two columns. At the top of one
column write, Toys th at are Pushed, and at the top of the other column write, Toys th at are pulled.

Procedure
• Ask students to sit in a circle. Have a pull toy ready and place in on the floor (or on top of a chair)
in front of the students. Ask students to raise their hands if they like to play with toys. Call on a
couple students to talk about a favorite toy and how they play with it.
• Ask student if they think their toys are alive the way people, animals or trees are. (Our toys are not
alive) Tell them one way we know our toys are not alive is because they do not need to eat or
drink like people, animals or plants do.
• Ask students if the toy can move by itself. (No) Explain th at because the toy is not alive it cannot
move by itself and needs either a person or another moving toy to make it move. Ask students
w hat the toy is doing now. (Not moving or at rest) Pull the toy in front of the students and ask
them w hat it is doing now. (The toy is moving or in motion) Now dem onstrate using a push toy,
first having it stand still and then pushing it in front of the students. Ask a student to explain w hat
they saw using their scientific observation skills.
• Turn tow ards KWL chart and ask students to explain how they are able to move their toys they
have at home and in class. As each student presents an idea write down their initials next to it.
• Explain th at students will be investigating w hat makes the toys they have in their lives move.
Scientists use the word, Force. A force can make the toy move (put it in motion) or make it stop
moving (make it come to a rest). We will learn about two different types of forces, a push and a
pull. A push moves a toy away from you and a pull moves the toy tow ards you. Have two students
dem onstrate with a toy a push and a pull.
• Review vocabulary (motion, force, pull, push). Put another toy in front of students. Is it in motion?
(No) W hat are two difference forces th at can put it into motion? (Push and pull)
• Divide students into pairs (first graders with kindergartners) and distribute several toys that
move by push and pull to each pair. Explain th at students will take the next few minutes to explore
their toys by using the forces of push and pull. Toys are to NOT leave the ground. (Give students
ample time to explore the toys)
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Call students back to the circle. Ask the following questions and add student’s ideas to the chart
(write initials of student next to each idea):
o Which toys did you have to push? Pull?
o How did pushing or pulling change how the toys moved?
o How did the toys move? (straight line, in a circle, zigzag, fast, slow, etc.)
o Why were some toys easier to move than others?
o W hat are some things you have at home th at can be moved using a push? Pull?
Back at their seats tell students they will each get to create a “bug” toy th at can be moved by a
push or a pull. Ask students to decide how their bug will move. Remind students their toy may be
moved by a push, pull or both, but it m ust be able to move at least one way. Distribute materials.
o Example of Bug Toy: Soda caps should be kept on bottles so th at the wiggle eyes can be
placed on the flat side of the cap. Pompoms can be super glued to the rim of the soda cap to
exemplify the bug’s “antennae.” Each student should receive one piece of (light colored)
construction paper to draw on and decorate with stickers (and later with sparkles if you
w ant to venture there!). The construction paper will be w rapped and tapped around the
soda bottle once students have completed decorating their bug’s “body.” If you w ant to
better secure the construction paper place pieces of doubled sided tape around the center
of the bottle and then wrap the piece of construction paper around it. The toy’s “tail” can be
attached by punching a hole through the bottom of the bottle (better done before the
lesson) or by making a hole in the construction paper and attaching the pipe cleaner that
way. For student’s th at w ant pull toys, tie a 2.5- 3 foot long piece of yarn or string around
the neck of the bottle. Added touches: fill bottles with the small rocks or beads so th at they
make noise when the student is playing with it. Optional: For student’s th at w ant glitter on
their toys, once they have finished with all the prior steps, put glitter on a paper plate,
apply glue to glitter zones on construction paper, roll toy in glitter and set it aside to dry.
If time perm its have students share their toys with the class. Student and teacher may ask
question of each presenter.

Lesson 3: What are Pushes and Pulls?
Note: Materials for utilized for this lesson were purchased from the online marketplace,
TeachersPayTeachers®.
Estimated Lesson Time: 1, fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make sufficient copies of the Force and Motion booklet so th at each student receives one.
Put booklets together. Make copies of the Push, Pull or Both worksheet and Push, Pull or Both Cutouts so
th at students get a copy of each. Cut out the Push, Pull or Both cutouts and place each set into a pixie cup
or zip lock bag. Each student will receive a w orksheet and a set of the cutouts.
Procedure
• Ask students to volunteer ideas of how they use pushes and pulls in their lives. Tell them th at over
the next few lessons they will putting their scientist hats in order to learn more pushes and pulls
and why they are important.
• As a class read through the Force and Motion Booklet. When appropriate pause the reading and
have students act out the push or pull action as dem onstrated in the book.
• Once complete hand out to each student the Push, Pull or Both Worksheet and the set of Push, Pull
or Both Cutouts. Tell students th at they are to pick out one cutout at a time from their pixie cup/zip
lock bag, look at it closely and determ ine if the picture is showing children pushing, pulling or
doing both to their toys or different objects in their house. Then they have to glue th at picture into
the box on their worksheet.
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Note: Some of the pictures are a nebulous in which force they are showing. Ask students to
support their decision of the force they chose as you go around and check their work.

Lesson 4: How can w e push and pull our toys? (m odified from Toys in Motion) *
*Note: Toys in Motion was modified for this lesson and is attached at the end of the investigation. It can
also be found online on the Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative website
at: http://w w w 2.gi.alaska.edu/STEP/lessons database/lessons/scan/scanstep k2 PhysicalScience ToysI
nMotion.pdf
Estimated Lesson Time: 1, fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Ask students a day before the lesson to bring a moveable toy to school, but make sure to
bring in sufficient num ber of push and pull toys in case students forget their toy. This lesson will require
students listening to directions from the teacher and breaking off into pairs to complete a task. It may be
helpful to have a teacher aid to assist in keeping students on task as they are performing their tasks.
Tape up the KWL chart in order record content th at was learned from the previous lesson as well as prior
knowledge on new content th at will be addressed.
Procedure:
• Begin by asking students w hat they learned about in the previous lesson and record their answers
on the KWL Chart (Objects can move by either pushing or pulling them). Remember to initial and
date responses of each student.
• Select two volunteers to dem onstrate a push and a pull with the toys you brought for the lesson.
Have the other students use their science observation skills to notice w hat happens to the toy
when it is being pushed or pulled. Once the students are done dem onstrating ask the class to take
a m om ent to think about how they would tell their friend w hat a push or a pull looks like. Have a
student volunteer their ideas. (When you push toy it moves away from you but when you pull a
toy it move tow ards you)
• Ask students the following questions, making sure to record and initial the ideas each student
presents on the KWL chart. (This should be recorded under the “Know” column of the chart).
o Do toys move in just one direction? Why or why not?
o Can toys move fast and slow? How?
o W hat happens if a toy hits another toy or object (like the wall)?
• Tell the class they are going to do an activity in pairs th at will help them answ er these questions.
Each pair is going to get a push or pull toy and be given a special task on w hat they will do with
their toys. W rite the names of the students in each pair on the board and ask which students
brought a toy to school today. One by one call each pair up, assign them one of the tasks, making
sure they have the appropriate push or pull toys (2 toys per pair), and direct them to place in the
classroom w here they can begin the activity. Assign 1 of the following tasks to each pair: (Note: It
may be helpful to first dem onstrate each Task before assigning them) Remind students th at as
growing scientists while it is im portant to perform activities th at help us study the world around
us, it is just as im portant to OBSERVE (by watching very closely) w hat is happening. Pairs need to
do both.
o Task One: One partner keeps a toy at rest (not moving) while the other partner keeps the
other toy in motion (moving). Partners switch roles, always keep one toy at rest and the
other moving.
o Task Two: (2 pull toys) One partner uses their scientific observation skills and watches as
the other partner first pulls the toy lightly across the floor and then pulls it harder. W hat
happens? Partners switch roles.
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Task Three: (2 push toys) One partner uses their scientific observation skills and watches
as the other partner first pushes the toy lightly across the floor and then pushes it harder.
W hat happens? Partners switch roles.
o Task Four: (2 push toys) Partners count to three and push their toys into each other. W hat
happens? Partners should try different types of pushes (light, medium, hard).
o Task Five: (1 pull toy): One partner uses their scientific observation skills and watches as
the other partner tries pulling the toy in different directions. Partners switch roles.
o Task Six: (1 push toy): One partner uses their scientific observation skills and watches as
the other partner tries pushing the toy in different directions. Partners switch roles.
Allow students ample time to complete their tasks. Call them back to the floor for a class
discussion on w hat they observed. Add student’s ideas to the “Learned” column of the chart.
Address following questions to each pair accordingly: (You may begin by posing a more general
question (What did you observe?) to each pair before posing more structured questions)
o Task One: W hat did you observe? How did you get the toy th at was at rest in motion
(moving)? How did you keep one toy always in motion?
o Task Two: W hat did you observe? W hat happened to the toy when you pulled it differently?
Did the toy act the same when you pulled it lightly from when you pulled it harder? How
did it act differently?
o Task Three: W hat did you observe? W hat happened to the toy when you pushed it
differently? Did the toy do the same thing when you pushed it lightly from when you
pushed it harder? How did it act differently?
o Task Four: W hat did you observe? W hat happened when you pushed your toys into each
other? Did the speed the toys were going change before they hit each other?
o Task Five: W hat did you observe? Did your toy change direction when you pulled it? How?
o Task Five: W hat did you observe? Did your toy change direction when you pushed it? How?

Apply
• Divide students into groups of two or three.
• Announce you will be playing a game of charades. Students will dem onstrate some form of pulling
or pushing.
• Allow them three to four minutes to come up with an idea.
• Allow groups to perform and see if the rest of the students can determ ine which force they are
portraying.
• After each group finishes, list their motion on the board. Review all motions at the completion of
the activity.
Lesson 5: What is motion?
Estimated Lesson Time: 1-2, fifty minute lessons
Day 1
Teacher Prep: Label the colored pieces of construction paper with station names (for example: Red
Station, Blue Station, Yellow Station, etc.) Print and laminate (double sided) the 6 Investigation
Question/Task Cards.Tape up the KWL chart in order to record student ideas on content th at is being
reinforced.
Procedure
• Review concepts th at were addressed from last class by posing the following questions to
students. Record their ideas under the “Learned” column of the chart, rem em bering to initial and
date each statem ent.
o Do toys move in just one direction? Why or why not?
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o Can toys move fast and slow? How?
o W hat happens if a toy hits another toy or object (like the wall)?
Tell students th at today and the next class they are really going to start acting like scientists! The
job of the scientist is to ask questions about things they see around them and try to answ er those
questions. In order to act like scientists, the students will be perform ing investigations th at will
test how the motion of different toys change as pushes and pulls (or forces) th at we use on them
change. Students work in pairs and be assigned a station to w ork at. At their stations students will
be trying to answ er 6 different questions. To do so they will complete six different tasks with their
partner.
Tell students th at today as a class they will go over each question and the task each student pair
will perform to try and answ er th at question.
One by one, read off the question from the Investigation Question/Task Card th at students will be
answering and call on volunteers to dem onstrate to their classmates the Task associated with each
question.
o Question: W hat happens when I use different pushes on my toy??
Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be pushed from this spot.
2. Push toy lightly. W hat happens?
3. Push toy a little harder than before. W hat happens?
4. Push toy as hard as you can. W hat happens?
o Question: W hat happens when I use different pulls on my toy?
Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be pulled from this spot.
2. Pull toy lightly. W hat happens?
3. Pull toy a little harder than before. W hat happens?
4. Pull toy as hard as you can. W hat happens?
o Question: W hat happens when I push my toy into the wall or another toy?
Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be pushed from this spot.
2. Push toy. W hat happens?
3. Push toy into the wall. W hat happens?
4. Push toy into another moving toy. W hat happens?
o Question: W hat happens to my toy when it hits the wall or another toy as I pull it?
Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be pulled from this spot.
2. Pull toy. W hat happens?
3. Pull toy and have it hit the wall. W hat happens?
4. Pull toy into another moving toy. W hat happens?
o Question: How can I change the direction of my toy by pushing it?
Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be pushed from this spot.
2. Find different things around the room and push the toy tow ards it. W hat
happens?
3. Make sure to put toy back on the spot before pushing it again.
o Question: How can I change the direction of my toy by pulling it?
Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be pulled from this spot.
2. Find different things around the room and pull toy tow ards it. W hat happens?
3. Makes sure to put toy back on the spot before pulling it again.
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Have a class discussion about each of the questions. Record any prior knowledge th at students
have on the KWL chart on the “Know” column. Remember to initial each response accordingly.
This can be used to compare growth in content knowledge with the Summative Assessment Task:
Examining Pushes and Pulls.
Conclude class by pairing students off for the next day’s activity and the station they will be at.

Day 2
Teacher Prep: This lesson will introduce students to stations. It may be very helpful to have at least one
teacher’s aide (or volunteers) present to assist in keeping students on task. Make sure you have sufficient
push and pull toys for each station (approximately 4 “pull” toys and 6 “push” toys).
Teacher Prep: Take labeled pieces of construction paper (with names of each station) from previous
class and place each in an appropriate spot on the floor in an open area where the majority of the lesson
will take place (may be useful to tape them down). Write the names of students on each sheet th at were
assigned th at particular station. Student pairs will be working at each station so make sure there is
sufficient space betw een them. Print (double sided) and laminate the 6 Investigation Question/Task Cards
to keep on hand.
Teacher Prep: This lesson addresses Learning Objectives 1-3 and should be followed up with the
Summative Assessment Task: Examining Pushes and Pulls once students have completed the lesson’s
activity. This is an oral assessm ent and can be done at the teacher’s discretion after the lesson.
Procedure
• Tell students th at today they will get to perform an experim ent just like real scientists do! Ask
students w hat they think are some im portant things scientists do during an experim ent or
investigation. Remind students th at scientists w ork together and share m aterials during
experiments. Scientists also always use their observation skills; they use their eyes to see and
their ears to listen in order to understand w hat is going on.
• Take students to the open area where the activity is set up and tell them th at they will be broken
off into pairs and sent to their station. Once at their station they are not to touch the toys but to
listen as you read off the question they are trying to answ er and the task they have to perform.
You will dem onstrate the task so they m ust observe (watch and listen very carefully) as you do it.
They are going to get 3-5 minutes at each station to do the task and have to stop w hat they are
doing once they hear the whistle. Once they hear the whistle they will listen for the next question
and task from you.
• Remind students th at the main job of scientists is to answer questions. Break students off into
their pairs and begin activity.
• Class discussion. Back in the classroom have a wrap up discussion with students on the activity.
Review the questions and record student’s answers under the “Learned” column of the KWL chart.
o W hat happened when I used different pushes on my toy?
o W hat happened when I used different pulls on my toy?
o W hat happened when I pushed my toy into the wall or another toy?
o W hat happened to my toy when it hit the wall or another toy as I pulled it?
o How can I change the direction of my toy by pushing it?
o How can I change the direction of my toy by pulling it?
Lesson 6: What are graphs and how can w e use them?
Estimated time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Make copies of Learning to Read Graphs! Worksheet 1 and tape/glue one copy
into each science notebook. Collect enough Pixie Cups so that each student receives a pair as well as a one
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bag of lima beans (or any bean type th at is large enough to be handled easily by students). Each pair of
Pixie Cups should be labeled #1 and #2 and approximately 30 lima beans should be placed into each cup
th at is labeled #1. (Students will be moving beans from cup #1 into cup #2 during the lesson’s activity).
Copy the chart and questions from Learning to Read Graphs! Worksheet 1 onto a piece of chart paper.
Gather different props th at can act as visuals of where we can get information (globe, maps, books, etc).
Remember to write the chart’s title (no need to copy the name of the worksheet).
Teacher prep (Day 2): Make copies of Severe Weather Alert! Worksheets 2 & 3 and tape/glue one copy
into each science notebook. Copy the charts and questions from both w orksheets onto two pieces of chart
paper. Remember to w rite each chart’s title (no need to copy the name of the worksheet).
Day 1
Procedure
• Begin lesson by asking students w hat information is. (Information tells us stuff about different
things so we can learn more about them). Tell students th at there is so much information out
there th at we will never be able to learn it all!
• Tell students th at information can be find in different places and then ask for examples of where
we can find information. (Listen to students ideas and use the props to emphasis these different
sources of information. If they have a hard coming up with different ideas of where information is
located have them look around the room to look for examples. Some examples of sources of
information include: people, globe (a source th at tells us w here countries and oceans are located),
maps, books, posters (from around the classroom), DVDs, new spaper articles, etc.).
• Explain th at another source of information is something called a graph. Ask students to raise their
hand if they have heard the word “graph” before and w hat they think it is. After listening to their
answ ers explain th at scientists love to make and use graphs to show different types of information
so th at people can learn from them. Do all books have the same information inside them? (No)
Graphs are like books in th at each one shows different types of information.
• Turn to the chart paper with the graph on it. Ask students if they were able to read a book the first
time they picked one up. It takes a lot of time and patience to learn how to read a book, the same
goes with a graph. Today they will learn how to read a graph so th at they can get information from
it.
• Point to the graph’s title and say just like books graphs have one too. Have a student with good
reading skills read it out loud. After reading the title out loud, ask the class w hat letter from the
alphabet the graph looks like. (Graphs are in the shape of the letter “L”). Before looking at the
colorful rows on the inside of the L turn student’s attention to the bottom (X axis) and side (Y-axis)
of the graph and have them read and count out-loud each axis together out loud. (It is not
im portant to tell student’s w hat each side of the graph is called, just th at it is im portant to read
each side to learn more about the graph)
• Ask the class if after reading the title and sides of the graph if they know w hat information they
will be learning about. (Students may have a difficult time with this. After listening to a few
answ ers tell them th at they are going to learn how many beans I ate in one month). Ask students
how many weeks are in 1 month.
• Pass out science notebooks and go over the questions about the graph as a class. After each
question w rite the answ er on space on the chart paper and have students do the same on the
w orksheet in their science notebook. As you answ er each question, have students count out the
answ er in num ber of beans (from cup #1) and put them into cup #2. Have them count out the total
num ber of beans in cup #2 to find out how many beans I ate all together in one month.
Day 2
Procedure
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Ask students to recall w hat they learned about last lesson. Have a class discussion, asking students
to recall w hat information is, where it can be found, w hat graphs are and who uses graphs.
(Information tells us about different things so we can learn more about those things;
b ooks/g lo b es/m ap s/p o sters/p eo p le/internet/program s/graphs are different sources of
information; graphs are a way to show information and scientists like to use them)
Go over each graph before answering the questions. Have students read the Title, X-axis and the Yaxis before asking them w hat information they will learn about from the graph. Note: While each
graph is about the num ber of days of severe w eather it is im portant to point out th at the months of
recorded information are different. You may also w ant to point out th at the colors of the rows can
change on each graph too. Have students practice writing the answers on their worksheets.

Lesson 7: How can I make my ball com e back to me?
Estimated time: 2, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Make copies of How can I make my ball come back to me? W orksheet (1 copy per
student) and glue a copy into each science notebook. *Note: these can be used as Pre/Form ative
assessm ents for the learning objective. The summative assessm ent will come at the conclusion of Unit IV.
At the top of the chart paper write, the Scientific Method.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Print out the following w orksheets and glue/staple each into students’ science
notebooks: Learning to Read Graphs!, Results from My Experiment! Sheet 1, Results from My Experiment!
Sheet2. Fill Pixie Cups (1 per student) with dry beans. Students will receive two cups each (one empty).
They will fill their empty cup over the course of the lesson’s activity. Draw graphs from the three
w orksheets onto 3 different poster boards. Put up Scientific Method chart (with the 4 steps) from the
previous lesson. Measure out six feet from a wall in front of a class, and m ark off each foot with either a
piece of tape or a Post-it. You will re-enact the procedure so th at the students can visualize it more easily.
Day 1
Procedure
• Tell students th at you are going to need them to help you solve a problem. Ask them w hat the
num ber one thing th at scientists, like the students themselves since they are growing scientists,
are always trying do. (Scientists are always trying to answ er questions!) You have a question that
you need help solving!
• Tell students th at when no one is home you like to play with a ball by rolling it on the ground. But
after a while you get bored and tired because you have to get up each time after rolling the ball
and bring it back to the spot you were sitting in. You w ant to keep playing with your ball but w ant
to figure out how you can get the ball back to you w ithout having to get up.
• Have students turn their attention to the chart paper. Ask if someone can read w hat it says at the
top of the chart paper and then have all the students say together, The Scientific Method. Ask
students to raise their hand if they have ever heard of this before and if they have w hat they think
it means.
• Tell them th at in order to answ er their questions, scientists need to follow certain steps every
time. The Scientific Method lists all the steps scientists need to do and follow in order to answer
their questions. Just like a chef needs a recipe to tell them the steps on how to make a dish, the
Scientific Method rem inds scientists (especially growing scientists like ourselves!) w hat they need
to do. Today we are going to learn some of those steps to help me answ er my question.
• On the chart paper write Step #1: Ask a question. Tell students th at a lot the questions that
scientists w ant to solve come from observing the world around them. Ask them w hat question that
you would like to solve and write it next to Step #1 (How can I get my ball to roll back to me?).
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On the chart paper write Step #2: Make a Prediction. Have students repeat the word together. Tel
students th at we make predictions based on w hat we already know. People make predictions
every day w ithout even realizing it. For example, ask students to make a prediction of w hat would
happen if you walked outside right now w ithout a coat on. (Get really cold). How did they know
that? (They knew this because when they w ent outside today it was very cold and when they have
gone outside before with a coat on they got really cold! If they have done th at a lot they may have
even gotten sick.) A second example, ask students to predict w hat would happen when they came
to school tom orrow morning. They can make a good prediction about th at because they have a
schedule and do alm ost the same thing every morning at school. Scientists need to do the same
thing before they try to solve a problem. You know th at in order to get the ball to roll back to you
will require pushing it. They have learned about different types of pushes in class over the last few
lessons. Ask students w hat are three types of pushes th at they have learned about in class and
have volunteers come to the front of the class and dem onstrate th at push with a ball against the
wall (The three types of pushes we have learned about are: soft, medium and hard). They have
also learned how to make their toys change direction after pushing it. W hat are some ways we can
do th at (as they just saw)? (Push the toy against another toy or object like a wall). Tell students
th at as a class you are going to make a prediction together about w hat type of push will get the ball
to roll back to you after it has hit the wall, but will on only focus on light and hard (Note: It may be
easier to focus only on soft and hard pushes in order to prevent complication) We will take a vote
but first students need to take a minute to think about which type of push (soft or hard) they will
vote on since they can only vote once! (Stress th at they can only vote one time) Once they have
had some time to think ask students to close their eyes and raise their hand if they think a soft
push will get the ball back them. Hard Push? Tally up the votes and write the prediction next to
Step #2: Mrs. Iver’s class predicts th at a
push will roll the ball back to her.
On the chart paper write Step #3: Plan a Procedure/Experim ent. Tell students th at a procedure
are the steps scientists have to take in order to test their hypothesis (prediction). Provide students
with an example of a procedure, like tying one’s shoe or making a sandwich. Pass out scientific
notebooks to each student and instruct them to open up their notebooks to the page with the
worksheet; How can I make my ball come back to me? Explain th at they will take a few minutes to
draw out no more than four different steps for the Procedure. The top of the w orksheet shows the
m aterials th at will be used in the procedure: a wall, ball, ruler, push and a notebook and pencil.
After giving the students a few minutes to draw out their ideas call their attention and have them
volunteer w hat they drew. From their ideas draw out the following steps next to Step #3:
o Measure out 6_feet (this is w hat is w ritten into the w orksheets th at will be used next class)
from a wall with a ruler.
o Sit down with a ball in a spot 6 feet from the wall.
o Choose a type of push (light or hard) and push the ball tow ards the wall.
o W rite down how many feet away from the wall the ball stops.
On the chart paper write Step #4: Do (Conduct) Procedure. Tell students th at scientists do
(conduct) their procedure many times. Once you have decided on w hat type of push you w ant to
use ask students how many tries they think you should do to make sure each “push” type is tested
well? (4) Write, “Repeat each push four tim es” next to Step #4.
Note: Save Chart Paper with the Four Steps for next class.

Day 2
Procedure:
• Ask students to recall w hat they learned from the previous class. Tell them th at you had a question
you w anted to get answ ered and in order to do th at the class had to review the Scientific Method.
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Ask students how they would describe the Scientific Method. (The Scientific Method lists steps
th at all scientists follow in order to answ er questions they have about the world around them)
Review the four steps of the Scientific Method th at were discussed yesterday and w hat they came
up with as a class so th at you could answ er your question:
o Step #1: Ask a question. How can I get my ball to roll back to me?
o Step #2: Form a Hypothesis. Mrs. Iver’s class thinks a
push will roll the ball back to her.
o Step #3: Plan a Procedure.
1. Measure out 6 feet from a wall with a ruler.
2. Sit down with a ball six feet from the wall.
3. Choose a type of push (light or hard) and push the ball tow ards the wall.
4. W rite down how many feet away from the wall the ball stops.
o Step #4: Do Procedure. Repeat each “push” four times
If needed reenact the procedure so th at the students can visualize w hat it looks like. As you do it
show them how you “record” data (by m easuring how far away from the wall the ball stops after it
made contact) into a notebook. Tell them you first lightly pushed the ball four times into the wall
and then pushed the ball hard into the wall four more times.
Hold up your notebook and tell students th at scientists always have to record information (or
data) from their procedures just like you did. Ask them why scientists do that. (So th at they don’t
forget all their information).
Tell students th at after you collected all the data you sat and w ondered for a long time how you
were going to show the class w hat you found out. You know th at scientists like to use these things
called “graphs” to show other people w hat happened form their procedures, so you made a graph
for the students so th at they can decide which push worked better. Before you show them the
graphs from the experim ent it is im portant th at the students learn how to read a graph.
Pass out science notebooks and instruct students to turn to the Learning to Read Graphs!
W orksheet. Turn to the graph th at you drew on the poster board. Pass out the pixie cups with
dried beans.
Tell students th at the first graph is their practice graph. Tell them each of colored bars on the
graph (point to them on the poster board) represents a num ber or an am ount of something. How
they can figure how much each bar is showing is by looking at where it lines up with the num bers
on the left of the graph. You drew this graph to show students how many beans you ate over four
days. Using your finger label each bar as: “day 1,” “day 2,” “day 3,” and “day 4.”
The first question on the w orksheet asks, “W hat is the value for blue?” Tell students to look at the
blue bar and line it up with the num ber on the left hand side. W hat is the num ber of the blue bar?
(12) So th at means you ate 12 beans th at day. Have students count out 12 beans from one Pixie
Cup and drop it into their empty cup.
The second question on the w orksheet asks, “W hat color bar is shaded 4?” Tell students to look for
the num ber 4 and see w hat bar matches up with it. (Green) Tell them on th at day you ate four
beans, and have them count out four beans and drop it into their empty cup.
Have a student read the third question (What is the total for yellow and red?). W hat num ber is the
yellow bar showing? (10) How much is the red bar showing? (6) Have students count out beans
for each bar.
Have a student read the fourth question (What row is bigger: Yellow or Red?). Which row, yellow
or red, shows more beans? (Yellow) Ask students how they know.
Note: You can have students count how many beans were “eaten” as they return all of them into
the first cup.
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Have students turn to the next worksheet, Results from my experiment! Sheet 1. Tell them th at this
is another graph but instead of showing how many beans were eaten it shows how far the ball
bounced off the wall using a light push. Go through the questions with the students.
o How far did my ball go after Push 1?
o W hat push made my ball go the farthest?
o W hat color bar shows th at my ball w ent 3 feet?
o Did my ball make it back to me? (This question requires students to analyze the graph
overall. You may have to rem ind them th at you were sitting 6 feet away from the wall.)
Have students turn to the final w orksheet in their notebooks, Results from my experiment! Sheet 2.
Again, tell them this graph is showing how far the ball bounded off the wall using a hard push. Go
through the following questions with the students:
o How far did my ball go after Push 1?
o W hat do you think happened to the ball after Push 2 and Push 4?
o Did my ball make it back to me? (This question requires students to analyze the graph
overall)
To conclude lesson ask students which push (light or hard) got the ball back to you? (Hard)

Lesson 8: How can you m ove a ball w ithout touching it? *
*Note: The TeachersPayTeachers® How can you move a ball without touching it? activity was modified
for this lesson and is attached as a separate document at the end of the investigation.
Estimated time: 2-3, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Set up 6 bowling stations around the classroom. Students will be working in
pairs at each station. At each station put the following materials: 2 pixie cups, 1 strand of flagging, 1
marker, 2 strands of thick twine, 1 piece of cardboard or paper plate and a ball. Make copes (1 per
student) of the following worksheets: Can you move a ball without touching it? and What procedures will
you try? Glue or tape each w orksheet into students’ science notebooks. Copy w ritten material from Can
you move a ball without touching it? W orksheet onto a piece of chart paper. On the second piece of chart
paper title it, Scientific Method, and write out the following steps: Step #1: Ask a question, Step #2: Form
a Hypothesis, Step #3: Plan a Procedure, Step #4: Do Procedure.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Set up 6 bowling stations around the open area. Take each labeled sheet of
construction paper and place them around the area. Each station should have between 3-6 bowling pins.
At each station put the following materials: 2 pixie cups, 1 strand of flagging, 1 marker, 2 strands of thick
twine, 1 piece of cardboard or paper plate and a ball. Making bowling pins. You can make bowling pins
from the Teachers Pay Teachers w orksheet or by using soda bottles and filling them %- 1/3 of the way
with water. You will w ant to make betw een 8-10 bowling pins. Set them up in an area th at is away from
the stations. Put a piece of tape down in front of the pins that marks th at minimum distance students are
allowed near the pins. Make copies of Summative Assessment Task: Can you move a ball without touching
it? (1 per student pair). This can be done orally and visually during the lesson as students perform their
procedure. Make copies of Summative Assessment: Reading Graphs (1 per student) and glue them into the
students’ science notebooks. This can be done once the activity is complete.
Day 1
Procedure:
• Tell students th at this is a very exciting lesson because starting today and continuing tom orrow
they will get to carry out their very own experiment! Today they will start planning it and
tom orrow they will get to carry it out. They will be working in pairs.
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Explain th at there are a couple of things th at still need to be done before the fun and excitement of
designing a procedure. Turn to the chart paper labeled, Scientific Method, and rem ind students
th at scientists use the Scientific Method to help them answ er questions about the natural world.
Tell students th at they learned four steps to the Scientific Method and ask if they can rem em ber
the first Step. (Ask a question)
W rite Step #1: Ask a Question on the chart paper. Tell students th at the question they will be
answ ering tom orrow is: Can you move a ball w ithout touching it. Write the question next to Step
#1 and ask students w hat comes after asking a question. (Make a prediction)
On the chart paper write Step #2: Make a prediction. Instruct students to open up their notebooks
to the worksheet, Can you move a ball without touching it? Today they will form a prediction
together as a class. Turn to the chart paper th at shows the enlarged version of the Can you move a
ball without touching it? W orksheet. Tell students th at to make a prediction as a class they will
have to make a yes or no vote. Students th at vote yes think th at it is possible to move a ball
w ithout touching it while students who vote no do not think a ball can be moved w ithout touching
it. Ask students how many times th at are allowed to vote. (Once)
Tell students to take a minute to make a decision and have them close their eyes. Ask them how
many believe they can make a ball move w ithout touching it. After counting, have them open their
eyes, and w rite the appropriate num ber of tally marks within the YES box. Students should do the
same on their worksheets. Again, have students close their eyes and ask how many think it is not
possible to move a ball w ithout touching it. After students have opened their eyes record the
num ber of tally marks in the NO box on the chart paper.
Explain to students th at they will now count the num ber of YES Tally marks and write the total
under the Tally Marks box on their worksheet. They will do the same for the NO Tally marks as
well. As students complete this, complete the Yes and No bar graph on the chart paper.
After students have completed writing in the totals, and you have checked that they added
correctly, have them turn their attention to the chart paper and look at the bar graph. Ask students
if more of their peers think th at it is or is not possible to move a ball w ithout touching it. Have
them explain their reasoning. Next to Step #2 write, Mrs. Iver’s class predicts th at it i s ________ to
move a ball w ithout touching it.
On the chart paper write Step #3: Plan a Procedure. Tell students th at they will now be broken off
into pairs and sent to station to work with the m aterials to figure out how to move the ball.
Tomorrow they will get to test their plan with their partner with actually bowling pins.
Demonstrate the task to provide a visual before pairing off students and sending them to their
station.
Allow sufficient time at the station for students to explore their materials.
Back at their seats instruct students to open their notebooks to the What procedures will you try?
W orksheet. They are to draw 1-2 different ideas they have about moving their ball w ithout their
hands using the given materials.

Day 2
Procedure
• Tell students th at today they will get the chance to perform their procedures to see w hether or not
they can know over bowling pins w ithout touching the ball with their hands. Ask them if they can
recall w hat the class predicted during the previous lesson about w hether they could move a ball
w ithout touching it.
• Explain th at the experim ent will happen in the gym. Students will be working in their pairs from
the previous lesson. Once they get to the gym they will go into their station again (from previous
lesson) and figure out a couple ways they can try to move their ball w ithout touching it. Once they
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hear the whistle students will line up and the teacher will call on one pair at a time to use the
m aterials and try to knock over the bowling pins w ithout moving the ball.
In the open area give students sufficient time in their stations to get acquainted with the materials
again. Remind them th at they have to w ork with their partner in order to try and get the bowling
pins done.
Once time is up call students over to the area where you have set up the bowling pins and the
materials. Call one pair up at a time to dem onstrate 1-2 ideas they have at moving the ball to
knock over the pins. Give each pair enough time to either perfect a tactic or try another one. At this
time you can use Summative Assessment Task: Can you move a ball without touching it? to assess
each pair.
o Note: If this takes more time than expected this can either extend into another lesson OR a
teacher aide (if available) can take half the class to another area to be assessed.
Back in the classroom have a class discussion about the best way to get the ball to move. You can
discuss how different forces affect the motion of the ball and how various objects can affect the
m ovem ent (speed and direction) of the ball as well. The discussion can go as deep as you want!
If there is time have students complete the Summative Assessment: Reading Graphs after the
activity. This can also be done at another time as well.

Lesson 9: Summative A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the following and glue into students’ science notebooks: Summative
Assessment: Reading Graphs worksheet, Summative Assessment Task: Examining Pushes and Pulls,
Summative Assessment Task: Can you Move a Ball w ithout Touching it?.
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Pre-Assessment
Learning to Read Graphs! Sheet 1

How Many Beans did I Eat in 1 Month?
12
10

Number of Beans

8
6
4
2
0

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Number of Weeks

1. How many beans did I eat in Week 1?__________

2. How many beans did I eat in Week 3 ? __________

3. What week shows that I ate 8 beans?__________
4. What color bar shows that I ate 2 beans?__________

5. How many beans did I eat all together in 1 m onth?_________
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Pre- Assessment
Severe W eather Alert! Sheet 2

Month of November 2013
Days of Severe Weather
Number of Days

A

n

*■»

1
1

0
Hi gh Win ds

Sn owstorms

Floods

Type of Severe Weather

1.

How many days with high winds were there?

2.

Which type of severe weather had the most number of days?

3.

What color bar shows three days?________
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NAME:_______________________________________________________________

Summative Assessment: Reading Graphs
Directions: Tell s tu d e n ts you m ade a g rap h of th e ir re sp o n se s after th e exp erim en t w here

th ey tried m oving a ball w ith o u t to u ch in g it. The red b a r show s th e n u m b e r of s tu d e n ts
th a t said a ball could be m oved w ith o u t to u ch in g it, blue b a r show s th e n u m b e r of s tu d e n ts
th a t said no a n d th e green b a r show s th e n u m b e r of s tu d e n ts th a t still w ere n o t su re.
E xplain th e g rap h to th e s tu d e n ts a n d th e n rea d th e following q u e stio n s below th e g rap h .
S tu d e n ts are to resp o n d on th e ir own (th is sh o u ld n o t be done a s a c la ss discussion).

Can You Move a Ball Without Touching it?

I

YES

NO

Do Not
Know

1. How many students think that a ball can be moved without touching
it? _______________
2. What color bar shows 2 students?
Blue
Circle 1: Red

Green

3. How many students do not think a ball can be moved without
touching it? ____________
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Severe W eather Alert! Sheet 3

Month of December 2013
Days of Severe Weather
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Snowstorms

Floods

High Winds

Type of Severe Weather

1.

How many snowstorms were there?___

2.

How many days with floods were there?

3. What color bar shows 7 days?_______
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How can I make my ball come back to me?
• Materials I will use:
Wall

Ball

Ruler

Push

Notebook and Pencil

• Help me think of a plan I can follow!

▼

4
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Results from my experiment! Sheet 1

Light Push
c

c

4A
y

2
2
1
0
Push 1

Push 2

Push 3

Push 4

1. How far did m y ball go after P u sh 1 ? ________
2. W hat p u s h m ade m y ball go th e f a r th e s t? ____
3. W hat color b a r show s th a t m y ball w en t 3 feet?
4.

Did my ball m ake it b a ck to m e ? _________
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Results from my experiment! Sheet 2

Hard Push
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Push 1

Push 2

Push 3

Push 4

1. How far did m y ball go after P u sh 1 ? _________

2. W hat do you th in k h a p p e n e d to th e ball after
P u sh 2 a n d P u sh 4 ? _________

3.

Did my ball m ake it b a ck to m e ? __________
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What Procedures Will You Try?

Procedure 1

Procedure 2
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Question
What happens when I use
different pushes on my toy?

(Investigation Question/Task Card #1)
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Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be
pushed from this spot.
2. Push toy lightly. What happens?
3. Push toy a little harder than before. What
happens?
4. Push toy as hard as you can. What happens?
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Question
What happens when I use
different pulls on my toy?
(Investigation Question/Task Card #2)
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Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be
pulled from this spot.
2. Pull toy lightly. What happens?
3. Pull toy a little harder than before. What
happens?
4. Pull toy as hard as you can. What happens?
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Question
What happens when I push my toy
into the wall or another toy?

(Investigation Question/Task Card #3)
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Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be
pushed from this spot.
2. Push toy. What happens?
3. Push toy into the wall. What happens?
4. Push toy into another moving toy. What
happens?
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Question
What happens to my toy when it
hits another toy as I pull it?

(Investigation Question/Task Card #4)
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Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be
pulled from this spot.
2. Pull toy. What happens?
3. Pull toy and have it hit the wall. What
happens?
4. Pull toy into another moving toy. What
happens?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w

c a n t o y s a n d o b je c t s m o v e ?

Question
How can I change the direction of
my toy by pushing it?

(Investigation Question/Task Card #5)
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w

c a n t o y s a n d o b je c t s m o v e ?

Task
1. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be
pushed from this spot.
2. Find different things around the room and
push toy towards it. What happens?
3. Make sure to put toy back on the spot before
pushing it again.
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w

c a n t o y s a n d o b je c t s m o v e ?

Question
How can I change the direction of
my toy by pulling it?

(Investigation Question/Task Card #6)
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w

c a n t o y s a n d o b je c t s m o v e ?

Task
4. Find a spot on the floor. Toy will only be
pulled from this spot.
5. Find different things around the room and
pull toy towards it. What happens?
6. Make sure to put toy back on the spot before
pulling it again.
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w

c a n t o y s a n d o b je c t s m o v e ?

Summative Assessment Task: Examining Pushes and Pulls

At the end of the Investigation (How can toys and objects move?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This Assessment is designed to be
conducted orally and may yield results that are more representative of student knowledge if performed one on one with each student. Begin assessing each
objective with questions that are more broadly structured (i.e. "Can toys and objects move? How?" Or "How can toys and objects move?") and eventually get
more specific with each question if students require more prompting (i.e. "Can push and pulls move an object? How" or "How can push and pulls move an
object?").
Student Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

The student explains that pushing
and pulling an object can put it in
motion as well as change its speed
and its direction.

K-PS2-1

The student concludes that the
bigger the push or pull on an
object the faster or slower that
object moves.

K-PS2-1

The student concludes that when
an object collides with another
object its direction and speed
changes.

K-PS2-1

Below Proficient

Proficient

The student explains after persistent The student explains after
moderate-persistent prompting that
prompting that a toy cannot move
by itself but will move with a push or a toy cannot move by itself and can
pull (but does not connect change of be put into motion with a push or
pull and agrees that the speed and
speed and direction with push and
direction of a toy can change with a
pull).
push or pull.
Note: Instructor addresses concepts
of push and pull.
The student concludes after
The student concludes after
persistent prompting that a toy can
moderate-persistent prompting that
go fast or slow (but does not
a big push or pull will make a toy go
connect speed with the degree of
fast and a light push or pull will
the push or pull).
make the toy go slow.
Note: Instructor addresses degrees
of push and pull.
The student concludes after
The student concludes after
persistent prompting that
moderate-persistent prompting that
something happens to the toy after
a toy will move slower and change
direction after it hits a wall. Note:
it hits a wall (but does not address
changes in the direction and speed
Instructor addresses toy's collision
of the toy).
with wall.

Above Proficient

The student explains after
minimal-moderate prompting that
a toy cannot move by itself and
that a toy's motion, speed and
direction can change due to a
push or pull.
Note: Student addresses concepts
of push and pull.
The student concludes after
minimal-moderate prompting that
a toy can be made to go faster or
slower depending on how hard it
is pushed or pulled.
Note: Student addresses degrees
of push and pull.
The student concludes after
minimal-moderate prompting that
the speed and direction of a toy
will change after it hits a wall.
Note: Student addresses toy's
collision with wall.
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w

c a n t o y s a n d o b je c t s m o v e ?

Summative Assessment Task: Can You Move a Ball Without Touching it?

At the end of the Investigation (How can toys and objects move?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student pair. This Assessment is designed to
be conducted orally and assesses the work done in student pairs. Assess the first objective before student pairs perform their procedures and the second
objective when the investigation is done and students are working on an assignment in their science notebooks.

Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient

Proficient

Above Proficient

The student plans an investigation
with peers that examines the
effects of different strengths or
different directions of pushes.

K-PS2-2

The student explains how they were
able to knock over the bowling pins
with the ball and with persistent
prompting can identify the direction
the balls needs to go and the type of
force (push or pull) and strength
(light, medium, or hard) that was
applied on the ball.
Note: Students' procedure was not
thought out beforehand.

The student explains a plan to move
the ball in order to knock over the
bowling pins and with moderatepersistent prompting can identify
the direction the ball needs to go
and the type of force (push or pull)
and strength (light, medium or hard)
needed to be applied on the ball.
Note: Student needs assistance
coming up with different plans or
ways to adjust to move the ball.

The student carries out a planned
investigation that compares the
effects of different strengths or
different directions of pushes.

K-PS2-2

The student is unable to explain the
results from the investigation.

The student explains the results
from the investigation and with
moderate-persistent prompting
connects the strength needed to
knock over the bowling pins.

The student explains multiple
plans used to move the ball in
order to knock over the bowling
pins and can identify with
minimal-moderate prompting the
direction the ball needs to go and
the type of force (push or pull)
and strength (light, medium or
hard) needed to be applied on the
ball.
Note: Student can come up with
different plans on their own or
can change things about their
original plan to make it more
effective.
The student explains the results
with detail from the investigation
by comparing the different
procedures utilized and with
minimal-moderate prompting
connects the strength needed to
knock over the bowling pins.
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U N IT 2
Investigation V: What is the Purpose of W eather Forecasting?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth and Human Activity (Grade K)
Overarching Question:
• W hat is the purpose of w eather forecasting?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will understand the different forms of severe w eather th at occur in Yakutat and th at w eather
scientists are responsible for forecasting severe w eather conditions so th at families in the community are
able to prepare and respond to them. Students will be able to construct questions th at allow them to
gather more information about the world around them.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can explain that w eather scientists forecast severe
w eather so th at communities can prepare for and respond to those events to dem onstrate that
they understand the purpose of w eather forecasting.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can construct questions th at enable them to find out
more information on the designed world.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at some kinds of severe w eather are
more likely than others in a given region.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
• KWL Chart- Pre Assessment
• W hat types of severe w eather do we have in Yakutat? W orksheet (1 copy per student) - Pre
Assessment
• Severe W eather Cards (6 in total)
• Science Notebooks
Lesson 2: What is weather?
• KWL- Formative Assessment
• The W eather Science a-z reader (low) or The W eather Science a-z reader (mid) - 1 copy per
student
• Variety of objects having different weights (cotton ball, ping-pong ball, tennis ball, small book,
pencil, etc.)
Lesson 3: How can w e predict the weather?
• Refer to Lesson 6: Traditional Weather Forecasting and Lesson 7: Weather Observation Journal in A
Unit on Predicting W eather
Lesson 4: What types of really bad w eather do w e get in Yakutat?
• KWL Chart- informal assessm ent
• W hat do we do in REALLY bad w eather? W orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Severe W eather cards (6 total)
Lesson 5: How can w e ask questions like scientists?
• KWL- Formative Assessment
• 18-inch long crepe paper or stream ers (2 per student)
• Outdoor clothing (activity will be outside)
• Chart paper
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Lesson 6: Visit with from the National W eather Service
• Question Chart
• Visitor from National W eather Service (Jack Endicott: 784-3253)
• What is weather? For little Kids (1 booklet per student)
• Crayons, Colored Pencils
• Construction paper
Lesson 7: Visit with a Community Member
• Community visitor (Skip Johnson: 784-3337 or 907-350-4178)
• What is weather? For little Kids (1 booklet per student)
• Preparing for Cold W eather w orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Crayons, Colored Pencils
• Construction paper
Lesson 8: Post-A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
• KWL Chart- Pre Assessment
• W hat types of severe w eather do we have in Yakutat? W orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Severe W eather Cards (6 in total)
• Science Notebooks
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standards
[K-ESS3-2] Ask questions to obtain information about the purpose of w eather forecasting to prepare for,
and respond to, severe weather.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
Estimated time: 1, fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make a KWL chart by dividing a piece of chart paper into three columns labeled KnowWant to Know- Learned. The chart will serve as a Pre Assessment for Learning Objective One, so make
sure to save it until the end of the investigation in order to compare prior knowledge with the Summative
Assessment Task: Why do we need w eather forecasting?
Teacher Prep: Make copies of What type o f severe weather do we have in Yakutat? W orksheet (1 copy per
student) and tape or staple a copy into each science notebook. At the top of the next page in the
notebooks write, Questions I have about weather, and num ber two lines where Kindergarteners can
write down questions and three lines where first graders can write their questions. Print and laminate
the Severe Weather Cards (6 in total).
Procedure:
• Start lesson off by asking if someone can describe w hat the w eather was like yesterday? Today?
W hat do they predict the w eather will be tom orrow than?
• After a short discussion turn to the KWL chart and ask students to describe w eather in their own
words. Record and initial their responses under the “Know” column of the chart. Once students
have provided their ideas tell them a brief scenario of your day to day routine. You wake up in the
morning and you ask someone in your house, who got up earlier than you, if it is cold outside. If
they say yes, you ask them how cold. You may also ask if it is snowing or raining. You conclude the
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scenario by asking students to raise their hands if they ask questions like th at when they get up in
the morning.
Turning to the KWL chart you then ask; why do we w ant to know w hat the w eather is doing
outside? Write and initial student's responses under the “Know” column of the chart.
Provide a brief synopsis of w hat the w eather will be like next week. Ask them how you know w hat
the w eather is going to be like before it even happens? How and where did you get this
information? Who are w eather forecasters/scientists? W hat do they do? Are they im portant in our
everyday lives? Why or why not? Make sure to record and initial all student response under the
“Know” column of the KWL chart since this will act as p art of the Pre-Assessment.
Tell students over the next few lessons they are going to learn w hat severe w eather is and why
w eather scientists are im portant. Ask students how severe w eather is different from regular
weather.
Students are now going to do an activity in their science notebooks. Have them turn to the Pre
Assessment. Tell them for this activity you are going to hold up pictures of different kinds of
severe weather. They have to use their best scientific observation skill to listen and look at the
picture you are holding up and then find it on their worksheet. Their job is to then m ark off on
their w orksheet either YES, we do get this kind of w eather in Yakutat, or NO, we do not get this
type of w eather in Yakutat.
Once they have completed the activity tell students they are going to turn to the page in their
notebook th at is labeled, Questions I have about the weather. Kindergartners are going to try and
write TWO questions they have about the w eather and first graders are going to try and come up
with three questions. Ask students if they can provide an example of w hat a question about the
w eather sounds like. If they are having trouble with this provide an example. (How do clouds form
in the sky?)
Start the Pre Assessment by holding up one Severe Weather Card at time and giving a brief
description of w hat it is. Examples of descriptions include:
o Dust Storms: Happen in areas th at are dry. They have very strong and (violent) winds that
pick up lots of dust from the ground and carry it far way. There is so much dust in the air
people cannot see!
o Wildfires: Usually sta rt in wildlands (or areas with lots of trees and plants). They are very
large fires that spread fast and can destroy trees and houses. Mostly caused by people but
lightening and draughts (times with very little water) can also start them.
o Tornadoes: They are a tunnel (or column) of swirling air th at stretch from a thunderstorm
in the sky to the ground. Have very strong winds th at can destroy buildings, uproot tress
and throw vehicles long distances. They look like a slender, dark rope in the sky.
o Heavy Snowstorms: Last for a very long time and have strong winds and lots and lots of
snow! So much snow th at people’s houses and cars get buried in it.
o Flooding: Happen after many days of lots of rain an d /o r melting snows. The w ater in rivers
rise and go over their banks. Sometimes if the w ater in rivers rise very quickly people in
cars can get h u rt or die.
o Windstorm: Wind is air in motion. When there is very fast moving wind th at go up high in
the sky, but little rain, it is called a windstorm.

Lesson 2: What is weather?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Note: The Alaska Departm ent of Fish and Game (ADF&G) Stormy Weather activity was modified for this
investigation. The original version is available in the Alaska Project Wild Early Childhood Curriculum
lesson, located in the K-2 Education Kit.
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Teacher Prep: Choose betw een either The Weather Science a-z reader (low) or The Weather Science a-z
reader (mid) and make enough copies so th at each student receives one booklet. Get a variety of objects
together of different weights (cotton ball, ping-pong ball, tennis ball, small book, etc.). Put up the KWL
chart from the previous lesson.
Procedure:
• Ask students to volunteer w hat types of w eather conditions they like best and why. Once a few
have shared some ideas tell them th at they will be doing a reading as a class together to learn
more weather.
• Before you begin the reading ask students w hat wind is and record and initial their responses
under the “Known” column of the KWL chart.
• Distribute The Weather a-z reader to each student. All students should follow along and those that
can read should be given the opportunity to read aloud. Stop at certain points to discuss w hat was
just read or a picture.
• Once reading it finished have a class discussion about wind and the reading overall. Pose
questions to the students and have a discussion if students need more clarification on certain
points. Write and initial student responses under the “Learned” column of the KWL chart.
o Where is air? Can it be seen? (Air is all around us and cannot be seen)
o W hat is wind? (Wind is moving air th at can blow light or hard)
o Where is weather? Is it always the same? How can the w eather be different? (W eather is all
around us when we are outside. It is not always the same. The w eather can be hot, warm,
cool or cold. Sometimes the w eather has clouds in the sky and sometimes none at all. The
w eather can bring storms, lightening or thunder too).
• Play the wind game: Gather the non-breakable objects of various weights (listed in the materials).
Place one of the objects on a smooth surface such as a tiled floor or a tabletop. Have different
students come up and try blowing objects of different weights across the floor or table.
• During and after the activity ask students the following questions:
o How much “w ind” does it take to move a cotton ball?
o How much wind does it take to move a book?
o Can wind blow with strengths? How do you know?
Lesson 3: How can w e predict the weather?
Estimated time: 2-3, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Lessons for this com ponent of the investigation were adopted from the Alaska Native
Knowledge Network (ANKN) and are available as separate documents or online
at: http://ankn.uaf.edu/curriculum /units/PredictingW eather/PredictingW eather.pdf. Read over and
im plem ent Lesson 6: Traditional Weather Forecasting and Lesson 7: Weather Observation Journal from “A
Unit on Predicting W eather.”
Lesson 4: What types of really bad w eather do w e get in Yakutat?
Estimated time: 1, thirty-m inute lesson
Teacher Prep: Use KWL chart from previous lesson to note student’s prior knowledge of severe w eather
and w hat they learn over the course of the lesson. Make copies of w hat do we do in really bad weather?
Worksheet, and glue/tape one copy into each science notebook. Have ready Severe W eather Cards. For
this lesson you will only be using cards for: high winds, snowstorms and floods.
Procedure
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Ask students w hat they learned during the last lesson. If they need encouragem ent tell them they
talked about w eather and ask them to describe w hat w eather is. (W eather occurs all around us
outside) Record and initial student’s comments under the “Learned” column of the KWL chart.
Ask students to describe (or tell you) w hat type of w eather they have experienced. Does the
w eather stay the same? How would they describe the w eather today? How would they describe
w hat the w eather was like yesterday? (Throughout discussion remind students th at the am ount of
wind they feel, or moving air, and tem perate outside is all a p art of the weather. Wind can blow
soft or really fast. The tem perature can be hot, warm, cold or freezing. W eather is all around them
outside and is always changing. It can be rainy, windy, sunny, cloudy, or snowy. Some days were
see a mixture of all these types of weather!
Tell students th at they are going to learn about severe w eather today. Have them repeat the word
severe together. Severe means really, really bad. Ask them if the w eather is always really, really
bad. (No) But sometimes they have days where the w eather is so bad they have to w ear extra
clothing or maybe they can’t even leave the house! When the w eather gets really bad we have to
make decisions on how we are going to deal with it.
Have students open up their science notebooks to their worksheets. They will complete this
w orksheet as a class. One by one go through each type of weather. Hold up the Severe W eather
Card th at corresponds to the one on their w orksheet and have a student read out loud (if they can)
the type of w eather and describe w hat they see (left side of the worksheet). Read the description
off the back of the Severe W eather Card so th at students learn more about th at particular type of
w eather. Next, have them look to the right column on their worksheet. Each pair of pictures shows
two different ways people can respond during th at type of severe weather. Students are to pick
the best option. The scenarios are:
o Snowstorm pictures: Picking the right type of clothing.
o Floods: Driving into flooded areas in your car or away from flooded areas.
o High Winds: Traveling by plane or staying home and waiting for a better day.

Lesson 5: How can w e ask questions like scientists?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Note: An activity from the ADF&G Stormy Weather was adapted for this investigation. The original
version can be found in the Alaska Project Wild Early Childhood Curriculum lesson, located in the K-2
Education kit.
Procedure
• Tell students th at they are going to get to go outside today and get to behave like the wind! Turn to
the KWL chart and ask students w hat they rem em ber wind is from the previous class. Record and
initial student responses under the “Learned” column of the KWL chart.
• Outside, split students into two groups and give each 2, 18-inch long pieces of crepe paper to hold
in their hands.
• Let one group at a time take turns racing along a path or parking lot flapping their stream ers as if
there w ere strong winds.
• After a couple turns each, have students walk bath and forth across a path or parking lot gently
swaying their stream ers as if there were soft breezes blowing.
• Back in the classroom discuss the differences they observed between racing fast and walking slow
with their stream ers.
• Tell students th at they have some very exciting lessons coming up; two guest speakers will be
coming to class to talk with them about weather! One speaker will be from the US National
W eather Service in Yakutat and h e/she will talk about their duties and the duties of w eather
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scientists, the job of the National W eather Service, w hat is really bad (or severe weather) and
w hat types of really bad w eather occur in Yakutat. The second speaker will be an elder from the
community who will talk about some of the coldest times they and their families have experienced
in Yakutat and how they prepared and dealt with those very cold times.
But before these speakers come in to talk with the class, the students are going to write down
questions th at they w ant to ask them. Since the person from the National W eather Service will be
coming in first they will w rite 2-3 questions for him /her today.
Turn to the chart paper and explain th at it takes practice learning how to write good questions.
Ask students why we ask questions in the first place. (Because we are curious about the things
th at we see around us and w ant to learn more about them)
Tell students th at questions begin with the following words: Who, What, Where, When, Why, How.
W rite these on the chart paper and have students repeat the question words together as a class.
Some examples:
o Who tells us the w eather every day?
o Who is the president of the United States?
o How does snow form?
o How do planes fly?
o W hat is the w eather like outside today?
o W hat kinds of flowers grow in the school yard?
o Why do bears hibernate?
o Why are polar bears white?
o When do salmon sta rt swimming up the rivers?
o When do bears hibernate?
o Why do baby moose leave their mothers?
o Where do straw berry plants grow?
o Where do glaciers forms?
Have students then write 2 (Kindergarteners) to three (1st graders) questions that they would like
to ask the National W eather service person. It can be about their job or about the weather. Tell
students th at National W eather Service is a building in Yakutat th at has lots of instrum ents that
people use to predict the weather.

Lesson 6: Visit with the National W eather Service
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Invite someone from the National W eather Service to come into the classroom and give a
short presentation about the causes of weather, types of severe w eather th at occur in Yakutat, and the
duties of meteorologists. Jack Endicott has been invited to present in the younger grades and is not only a
wealth of information but has a good repour with the students. Make 1 copy per student of the What is
Weather? Booklet to w ork on either before or after the presentation. It may be helpful to complete a
booklet to show as a model for the students to look at while they are working on their own or print out
the completed version (also on the W hat is Weather? Pdf) to read over with the class. They can draw
freehand or you can cut out different shapes (pp. 18-19 of the booklet) from construction paper th at they
can glue onto the pages of their booklet.
Procedure
• Begin the class by rem inding students th at today is a special day because they are going to have a
guest come in to talk about w eather and the job duties of meteorologists. Ask students how they
should behave when they have a special guest take time out of their day to come into the
classroom?
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Take time to review some of the questions they came up with the previous class. Remind students
th at they can ask these or other questions th at come to mind, related to the topic the speaker is
talking about, once the presentation is done.
Guest Speaker Presentation.
Have students w ork on their W hat is Weather? Booket either before or after the presentation if
time allows. Read over your completed version, or the printed version from the PDF, to students
so th at they can have a b etter understanding of the activity at hand. It may also be helpful pass out
one page at a time for students to complete, posting up the same page you either made or printed
so they can focus and be rem inded of w hat they have to draw and not get overwhelmed with the
activity.

Lesson 7: Visit with a Community Member (Traditional Knowledge Component)
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Note: An activity from this lesson was adapted from the Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative lesson,
Oral History
Teacher Prep: Invite an elder for this lesson who can discuss with students w hat life was like for people
in the community during severe w eather and how they prepared for these times. Skip Johnson has been
invited to talk with the younger grades and is a very engaging speaker who can talk on various subjects,
especially those regarding the historical components of the Tlingit culture. Have students’ W hat is
Weather? Booklets ready to w ork on once the presentation is over. Make copies of the Preparing for Cold
W eather w orksheet and glue into students’ science notebooks. Students can complete this w orksheet
after the elder’s presentation.
Procedure:
• Begin the class by rem inding students th at today is a special day because they are going to have a
guest come in to talk about w eather and the job duties of meteorologists. Ask students how they
should behave when they have a special guest take time out of their day to come into the
classroom? Tell students th at they should listen carefully and try to come up with one question to
ask the speaker once they are done with their talk.
• Guest Speaker Presentation.
• At the conclusion of the presentation ask students if they came up with any questions as the
speaker was talking th at they would like to share with the class.
• Have students complete the Preparing for Cold W eather w orksheet in their notebooks, and upon
completion can w ork on and finish their What is Weather? Booklet.
Lesson 8: Post-A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Pre/Post-Assessm ent: W hat types of severe w eather do we have in Yakutat?

Part II: W rite two (Kindergarteners) or three (1st graders) questions you have about weather.
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

What do we do in REALLY bad weather?
Type o f really bad weather:

Choose the best option!
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

H o w d o Y o u r C lo u d s C o m p a re ?

Cirrus Clouds
Cirrus clouds occur high up in the
sky.

These thin, wispy clouds are
often stretched out by high
winds.

Cumulus Clouds
Cumulus clouds are white, puffy
clouds that look like floating cotton
balls.
When they grow larger and taller,
they can become thunderstorm
clouds!

Stratus Clouds
Stratus clouds are thick grey
clouds.
They are lower and can cover the
entire sky!
Light rain or drizzle often falls from
these clouds.
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

DUST STORM

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Description
Dust storms happen in areas that are dry. They have very
strong (and violent) winds that pick up lots of dust from the
ground and carry it far way. There is so much dust in the air
people cannot see!

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

WILDFIRE

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Description
Usually start in wildlands (or areas with lots of trees and
plants). They are very large fires that spread fast and can
destroy trees and houses. Wildfires are mostly caused by
people but lightening and draughts (times with very little
water) can also start them.

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

TORNADO

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Description

They are a tunnel (or column) of swirling air that
stretch from a thunderstorm in the sky all the
way to the ground. Tornadoes have very strong
winds that can destroy buildings, uproot tress
and throw vehicles long distances. They look like
a slender, dark rope in the sky.

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

HEAVY SNOWSTORM

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Description

Snowstorms last for a very long time and have
strong winds and produce lots and lots of snow!
So much snow that people's houses and cars can
get buried in it. It can get very cold so people
need to wear warm clothing when they are
outside.

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

FLOODS

(Severe Weather Card)
714

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Description

Floods happen (or occur) after many days with
lots of rain and/or melting snows. The water in
rivers rise and go over their banks. Sometimes if
the water in rivers rise very quickly people in
cars can get stuck and may get hurt or even die.

(Severe Weather Card)
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MATERIALS: W HAT IS THE PURPOSE OF WEATHER FORECASTING?

Windstorm

(Severe Weather Card)
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Description
Wind is air that is moving (or in motion). When there is very
fast moving wind that goes high up in the sky, and very little
rain, it is called a windstorms. It is very dangerous to travel by
airplane during windstorms, so it's best to wait until the
weather gets better before traveling.

(Severe Weather Card)
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V4. s

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Cirrus Cloud
718

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Cumulus Cloud
719

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Stratus Clouds
721

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t is t h e p u r p o s e o f w e a t h e r f o r e c a s t i n g ?

Summative Assessment Task: Why do we need weather forecasting?

At the end of the Investigation (How can toys and objects move?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. Part of this Assessment is designed to
be conducted orally with students one-on-one for objectives 1 & 2 while Objective 3 will be assessed in students' science notebooks after completing the Post
Assessment: What types of severe weather do we have in Yakutat? worksheet.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

The student explains that weather
scientists forecast severe weather
so that communities can prepare
for and respond to those events

Date:
NGSS

K-ESS3-2

Below Proficient

Proficient

Above Proficient

The student explains that a
weather forecast tells us what the
weather is going to be like or that
weather scientists tell us the
weather so that we can
prepare/respond to it.

The student explains that a weather
forecast tells us what the weather is
going to be like (hour, tomorrow,
week) and weather scientists
(meteorologists) tell people the
forecast so that they can prepare
and respond to very bad weather.

The student explains that a
weather forecast predicts what
the weather will be like in
an hour, tomorrow or a week and
weather scientists
(meteorologists) use
different tools/methods to predict
the weather so that people can
prepare and respond to very bad
weather.

Note: Only one of the components
to the objective are known.

Note: Both components of the
objective are known.

Note: Either one or both of the
components of the objective are
elaborated on.
The student lists 3/3 types of
severe weather that occur in
Yakutat.

The student lists different forms
of severe weather that occur
specifically in Yakutat.

K-ESS3-2

The student lists 1/3 types of
severe weather that occur in
Yakutat.

The student lists 2/3 types of severe
weather that occur in Yakutat.

The student constructs questions
that enable them to find out more
information on the designed
world.

K-ESS3-2

The student needs encouragement
to make observations in order to
formulate questions.

The student constructs questions
about the weather from personal
observations with assistance.

The student constructs questions
about their weather from
personal observations on their
own.
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Unit III

Investigation I: What Patterns do you Notice in the Sky?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth's Place in the Universe (Grade 1)
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will use observation skills to study the sky during the day and at night in order to identify
patterns and make predictions about the appearance and movement of the sun, moon and stars.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can develop predictions about the patterns of the sun,
moon and stars in the sky made from observations (firsthand or from media).
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can explain different patterns of the sun, moon and
stars in the sky made from observations (firsthand or from media) by answering questions.
Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-A ssessm ent (What do you know?)
• Pre-Assessment Worksheet:
Seeing Patterns in the Sun, Moons and Stars (1 copy per student)
• Pre-Assessment Worksheet:
Making Predictions about the Sun, Moon and Stars
• Pixie Cups (1 per student)
• Letter to parents (1 per student)
• Nighttime observation sheet (3 copies per student)
• Daytime observation sheet (6 copies per student)
• Glue sticks (1 per student)
• Large sheets of chart paper (2)
• Science notebooks
Lesson 2: The Sun, Moon & Stars Song!
Day 1
• Large Sheets of chart paper (3-4)
• Coloring Pages for Sun, Moon & Stars Song (3 pages total, 1 set per student)
• Crayons
The following are supplem ental resources through the Science A-Z:
• Experiment: Hypotheses
• Quick Read: W hat is a Hypothesis? (3 reading levels available)
• Activity Sheet: Making a Hypothesis
Day 2
• Chart paper with the lyrics of Sun, Moon & Stars Song
• Coloring Pages for Sun, Moon & Stars Song
• Where is the Sun during the Day? W orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Pixie cups (1 per student)
Lesson 3: What does our Sun do every day?
Day 1-2
• W hat do we do during the day? W orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Pixie cups (1 per student)
• Book: Sun Up, Sun Down by Gail Gibbons
• Large sheet of chart paper
• glue
• (alternative activity) large construction paper (8.5-9” inches x 11 inches), colored pencils, crayons
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Lesson 4: How did the Tlingit believe the Sun and Moon came to be?
• Box of Daylight VHS
o Supplemental: Box of Daylight book by...
• TV
• VHS player
Lesson 5: Post-A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
• Pre-Post Assessm ent Worksheet: Seeing Patterns in the Sun, Moons and Stars (1 copy per student)
• Pre-Post Assessm ent Worksheet: Making Predictions about the Sun, Moon and Stars
• Summative Assessment Task: W hat Patterns do you Notice in the Sky? (optional)
• Large sheets of chart paper (2)
• Science notebooks
• Pixie Cups (1 per student)
• Science notebooks
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standard
1-ESS1-1: Use Observations of the sun, moon & stars to describe patterns th at can be predicted.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
Estimated time: 1, fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make copies (1 sheet per student) of each Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Seeing Patterns in
the Sun, Moon and Stars and Making Predictions about the Sun, Moon and Stars. Glue or tape each
w orksheet into student's science notebooks. Make copies of Daytime Observation Worksheet (6 copies per
student) and staple all six together on one sheet in each student's science notebook. The worksheets
should be stapled at the top so th at the students can w ork and easily flip through the sheets as they are
completed over the investigation.
Teacher Prep: Cut out the pictures at the bottom of the Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Seeing Patterns in
the Sun, Moon and Stars and put each set into its individual pixie cup. Each student will receive one pixie
cup containing a set of these cut-outs along with a glue stick.
Teacher Prep: Write out the Pre-Assessments on each sheet of large chart paper (you are making
enlarged versions of them). Regarding the Worksheet: Seeing Patterns in the Sun, Moon and Stars you do
not have to copy the cartoons at the bottom, only the chart at the top of the worksheet. These enlarged
versions of the assessm ents be used as visuals as you go through and explain the assessm ents to the
students.
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Letter to Parents and the Nighttime observation worksheets (3 copies
per student). These Nighttime observation worksheets will be completed as hom ework over the course of
the week. W rite at the top of each worksheet; Where is the sun in the evening? Staple one letter to three
copies of the worksheets, and on each w orksheet write down the date the homework is due. Try to
coordinate the due date of the hom ework with the scheduled science lessons. You may or may not w ant
to send home with the students, as an attachm ent to the letter, the words to the Sun, Moon & Stars song,
so th at they can practice it with their parents.
Procedure
• Begin the lesson by telling students th at over the next two weeks they will be getting up close and
personal with the sky and the things th at take place within it. Ask the following questions before
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adm inistering the Pre-Assessments: W hat time of day do you see the sun? Moon? The stars? W hat
m ovem ent does the sun make? Does it rise from the same place in the morning? Does it go down
in the same place every night?
Pass out the science notebooks, pixie cups and glue sticks to each student. Have students open
their science notebooks to the Seeing Patterns in the Sun, Moon and Stars worksheet. Turn their
attention to the chart paper you have in the front of the room and tell them th at this is the
enlarged version th at they have in their notebooks. Read aloud the three columns. Tell them for
their first activity today they are going to pick up one picture at a time from their pixie cup, look at
it closely, and decide w hether the picture of the object can be seen in the Day, Night or Both. Once
they have decided they are to glue the picture in the appropriate column. Note: It may be
beneficial to go through w hat all the objects are, since not all of them may be known to the
students, before students commence the assessment. Give students sufficient time to complete this
worksheet.
Once students have completed the first w orksheet have them turn to the second w orksheet in
their science notebooks, Making Predictions about the Sun, Moon and Stars. Ask students w hat a
prediction is. Have them turn their attention to the second sheet of charge paper th at is the
enlarged version of this worksheet. Tell them that they will be working through the w orksheet
together as a class. Ask students how many sentences are on the worksheet? Point out th at there
are three words under each sentence as well. You are going to read the sentence aloud for the
class and say “blank” when there is a word missing from th at sentence. Do a practice sentence for
the students if needed?
o I.e. I wake up in the morning and eat “blank.” Tell students their three choices are:
River, Building or Breakfast.
Students are going to fill in the blank from each sentence with one of the three words th at are
listed below the sentence. That is, they are going to make a prediction (or guess) as to w hat the
best answ er would be. When they have decided on the best answ er they are to circle it.
Go through each sentence one by one and give students sufficient time to think and circle the best
answer.

Lesson 2: The Sun, Moon & Stars Song!
Estimated time: 1, sixty-minute class
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Over the course of this investigation (approximately 2 weeks) take students out
whenever possible to observe the position of the sun in the sky. The objective is to have students
recognize through consistent observation th at the sun rises from the same spot and takes the same route
across the sky every day. It would be best to observations at the same time each day; one observation can
be done in the morning and one in the afternoon in order to compare how the positon of the sun changed
over the course of the day and eventually determ ine over time th at this is a consistent pattern. Review
homework w orksheets to discuss in the beginning of the lesson. Make copies of the coloring pages. Each
student sure receive three pages in total.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Have student coloring pages ready to use and the lyrics to the song set up so that
students can see them while practicing the movements to the song. Review homework sheets to discuss
at the beginning of the lesson.
Day 1
Procedure:
• Tell students th at for the next two weeks they will be looking at the sky and making predictions
about where the sun is going to be. Ask them w hat a prediction is. (A guess). Explain th at the light
from the sun is very strong and can hu rt someone’s eyes if they look directly at it. When they are
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outside they are not to look directly at the sun at all, but can still see where it is in the sky if they
focus on something in front of them (which will be you). *Note: It may be best to bring one of the
sun coloring pages th at they can look at directly while observing the sun from peripheral vision.
Before heading outside to make observations of the sun’s position in the sky, ask students w hat
they saw when they w ent out to look at the sky in the evening. Where was the sun? W hat else did
they see in the sky? Were there clouds in the sky? If they can’t see the moon does th at mean it is
not in the sky?
(outside activity) Take students outside to a spot in front of the school where they can indirectly
observe the sun. (A good spot may be on the left side of the high school parking lot as you come
out of th at small, wooded area.) Remind them again to not look directly at it and to w ait for
directions from you. Have them line up and look at you. Hold up the sun coloring page, at chest
level and have students focus on it. Tell them th at this is where their eyes should be the entire
time until they head back to the classroom. Have them point to where the sun is in the sky while
still keeping their eyes focused on the coloring page. Head back to the classroom.
Back in the classroom pass out the science notebooks and have students open up to the Daytime
Observation Sheet. They are to draw where they saw the sun in the sky today. Before they start
drawing have a short discussion about the sun’s position.
o Was the sun below or above the trees?
o W hat was directly underneath the sun? (Police station, trees, etc.)
Have students do a drawing in their notebooks. As they get done pass out the three coloring pages
and have them start coloring each one in, making sure to write their names on the back of each
page. *Note: They will be practicing the song next class and will be using these pages.
Take a few m inutes before the end of class to go over the song, first by just singing it and then
singing it along with the movements. It may be helpful to hold all the coloring pages in your hand
in a specific order to make the movements more fluid; first with the Sun coloring page then the
Moon and finally the Star coloring page.
1. The Sun Rises in the Morning
And Stays in the Sky All Day!
(With the sun coloring page, start by kneeling above the ground and slowly making
your way up until you are completely standing. By the second line start gently
waving the sun back and forth.
2. The Sun goes to bed in the Evening
And out come the Stars to Play!
(Start making your way back down to the ground, dropping the moon coloring page
so th at the star page is showing. By the fourth line of the song, jump back up quickly
to your feet, holding the star coloring page above your head.
3. The Moon can be seen when we Play in the Day
And is always so Pretty and Bright at Night!
(Drop the Star coloring page before beginning this last p art of the song. Stand and
wave the moon coloring page back and forth.)

Day 2
Procedure
• Begin lesson by asking students w hat they saw when they w ent out to look at the sky in the
evening. Where was the sun? Was it in a different position than the night before? W hat else did
they see in the sky? Were there clouds in the sky? If they can’t see the moon does th at mean it is
not in the sky?
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(outside activity) Take students outside to the same spot in front of the school where they can
indirectly observe the sun. Remind them again to not look directly at it and to w ait for directions
from you. Have them line up and look at you. Hold up the sun coloring page, at chest level and have
students focus on it. Tell them th at this is where their eyes should be the entire time until they
head back to the classroom. Have them point to where the sun is in the sky while still keeping
their eyes focused on the coloring page. Head back to the classroom.
(classroom activity) Back in the classroom pass out student notebooks and have them turn to their
sun observation sheet. Where was the sun today in the sky? Was it in the same place th at it was
yesterday? (Yes) How could they tell? Have students draw where they saw the sun today, in the
sky, making sure to include landm arks th at help show its position. (i.e. above or below the tree
line and to the left or right of the police station building). First graders can w rite 1 sentence under
their drawing.
Once students have finished recording their observations, have them practice the Sun, Moon &
Stars song for the rem ainder of the lesson

Lesson 3: What does our Sun do everyday?
Estimated time: 2, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make copies of What do we do during the day? w orksheet and cut out the small pictures
located at the bottom of the page. Put each set of cut-outs into a pixie cup and glue the rem ainder of the
w orksheet into students’ science notebooks. Note: You can substitute this w orksheet with construction
paper (size 8.5-9” in. x 11 in.) divided into 3 columns with the following headings and a picture depicting
the position of the sun: Morning, Afternoon, Night. The same concept applies (as the worksheet) but
instead students draw in each column one activity they do during th at particular time of day. The bottom
of each column can have sentences draw n in so students can practice describing their drawing.
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Nighttime observation worksheets (3 copies per student). These
Nighttime observation worksheets will be completed as hom ework over the course of the week. Write at
the top of each worksheet, What is in the Sky at Night?, as well as the date the hom ework is due. Try to
coordinate the due date of the hom ework with the scheduled science lessons.
Teacher Prep: On a large sheet of chart paper, draw a graph with two columns. The graph can be as
simple as two columns divided into 12 units each (or depending on the num ber of students in the class),
with one column labeled NO and the other labeled YES. The title of the graph can be: Do You Think the
Sun Will be in the Same Spot?
Procedure
• Tell students they are going to go back outside again to see where the sun is, but this time they are
going to make predictions as to where they think the sun is going to be in the sky. Ask students
w hat a prediction is. (An educated guess) They have to predict (or make a guess) if they think the
sun will be in the same spot, but they only get to raise their hand once! Remind them th at they
have been going out to observe the sun at the same time each class. Have students close their eyes,
with heads on desks, and raise their hands ONLY if they think the sun will be in the same spot as it
was the last time they w ent out as a class. Color in the num ber of units in the YES column that
correspond with the num ber of students th at raised their hands. Keeping their eyes closed, ask
students to raise their hands ONLY if they do NOT think the sun will be in the same spot as it was
the last time they w ent out as a class. Again, color in the num ber of units in the NO column that
correspond with the num ber of students th at raised their hands.
• As a class look over the graphs. Ask how many students think th at the sun will be in the same
position? (Count out the units together) How many students do not think the sun will be in the
same position? (Count out the units together)
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(outside activity) Take students outside to the same spot in front of the school where they can
indirectly observe the sun. Remind them again to not look directly at it and to w ait for directions
from you. Have them line up and look at you. Hold up the sun coloring page, at chest level and have
students focus on it. Tell them th at this is where their eyes should be the entire time until they
head back to the classroom. Have them point to where the sun is in the sky while still keeping
their eyes focused on the coloring page. Head back to the classroom.
(classroom activity) Back in the classroom ask students where was the sun today in the sky? Was
it in the same place th at it was yesterday? (Yes) How could they tell? Have them use landmarks to
help describe the position of the sun (i.e. above/below the tree line and to the left/right of the
police station). Ask students w hat they have seen in the night sky.
Have students sit in a circle and tell them they are going to read a story today as a class called Sun
Up, Sun Down. Review the following vocabulary with students so that they are familiar with some
term s th at they will come across in the story.
o To rise: The sun rises in the morning. (You can have students practice “rising” together just
like the sun does in the morning)
o To set: The sun sets at night. (You can have students practice “setting” together just like the
sun does at night)
o Ask students w hat a shadow is. (Dark shapes cast by objects) When do we see our
shadows? You can dem onstrate a shadow
o W hat does North, South, East and W est mean? Explain th at people use these words to give
directions. Directions tell you how to get somewhere. Could you get to the store if someone
didn’t tell you how to get there? Show them where the North, South, East and West
directions generally are. You can make this into a quick game. Have students stand in the
middle of the room. Tell them you are going to call out one of the four directions and they
are to walk in th at direction until you say stop. You can elaborate with the directions and
say, walk north and pick up a book or walk south and touch the top of a desk.
Read the story aloud. Once the story is completed discuss the following questions as a class:
o The little girl told us the direction th at sun rises from in the morning. W hat direction did
she say? (East) Does this mean th at the sun rises from the same spot every day? (Yes)
o The little girl told us th a t when it is summ er it is hot and she does not w ear as many clothes
as she does in the winter. Is the sun higher in the sky in the w inter or the summer?
(Summer) Are the days longer in the w inter or the summer? (Summer)
o The little girl says th at when the sun is above her in the sky she can no longer see her
shadow. W hat time of day is it when the sky is directly above her? (Afternoon) Ask
students w hat they are doing in the afternoon when the sun is high in the sky?
o The little girl says th at it gets cold outside when the sun is setting. Can you rem em ber w hat
direction the sun sets in? (West) Does the sun set in the same spot every day?
Back at their seats, have students complete. the W hat do we do during the day? activity. If you are
using the w orksheet students should pick up one cut-out at a time from the pixie cup and glue it
into the appropriate column. If you are doing the alternative activity, students draw only one
activity per column with first graders writing one sentence about each activity under the picture
they drew.

Lesson 4: How did the Tlingit believe the Sun and Moon cam e to be?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Procedure
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Begin lesson by asking students w hat they have observed in the night sky over the week with their
family members. W hat comes out in the night sky? Did they see stars? Moon? W hat did they look
like? When could they not see the stars or the moon?
• Take students outside to the same spot in front of the school w here they can indirectly observe the
sun. Remind them again to not look directly at it and to w ait for directions from you. Have them
line up and look at you. Hold up the sun coloring page, at chest level and have students focus on it.
Tell them th at this is where their eyes should be the entire time until they head back to the
classroom. Have them point to where the sun is in the sky while still keeping their eyes focused on
the coloring page. Head back to the classroom.
• Back in the classroom ask students how their parents teach them about things they should or
should not do. Explain th at sometimes our parents and teachers tell us stories that help teach us
why something is the way it is or how to behave well. Provide an example of a story th at you may
have heard growing up or use the one below:
o When I was a child I had many, many toys. I loved my toys and played with them all the
time, b ut I did not like to share them with my other brother or sister. My parents saw th at I
was not sharing my toys with my siblings and said th at it was very im portant to share with
those th at did not have as much as I did. They told me th at the toys of children who did not
learn to share would turn to sand. I did not listen to my parents and continued to play with
my toys by myself, which made my brother and sister very sad. One day coming back from
school, I was excited to go to my room and play with my toys. When I opened the door to
my room I saw th at all my beloved toys had turned to sand.
• Ask students why the toys had turned to sand. W hat could have been done so th at this did not
happen? Why is it im portant to share?
• Tell students th at they are going to watch a video about the Tlingit myth, A box of Daylight. The
myth is about how sunlight came into the world. The Tlingit were some of the first groups of
people to come to Yakutat, and lived on this land for many, many, many years! They loved to tell
myths to their children which would help teach their children (like yourselves) how to be good
people and how to behave. Myths w ere also told to children to teach them about the world around
them.
• Watch the movie.
• Discuss the movie. W hat were in the three boxes? Who was guarding the boxes? Why was this not
a good thing? Who w anted to open the boxes and set free the moon, stars and sunlight? How did
he do this? Why is it im portant to share?
o Note: If a student asks if the story is true, tell them th at a long time ago the Tlingit did
believe this is how sunlight came into the world. Scientists have other ideas today about
how the sun was formed. The im portant p art of the story is to rem em ber to share the
things we have around us.
o
Lesson 5: Post Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

Pre/Post Assessm ent: Seeing Patterns in the Sun, Moon and Stars
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

Pre/Post Assessm ent: Making Predictions about the Sun, Moon and Stars
Complete the sentence by circling/writing the best answer.

I predict (guess) that...
1. The sun will rise in th e ______________ .
Morning
Afternoon
Night

2. The sun is highest in the sky in th e _______________.
Morning
Afternoon
Night

3. The sun will set a t
Morning

.
Afternoon

Night

4. The stars will be out when there are n o ________in the sky.
Clouds
Birds
Rainbows

5. The sun will rise from th e _________ spot every day.
Same
Different

6. The sun will set from th e __________ spot every day.
Same
Different
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

Dear Parent,
The K-1 students began a 2-week investigation today during their science period which will examine the
different patterns the sun, moon and stars exhibit in the day and nighttime sky. It is my hope and plan that much
of the investigation will be conducted through observations made first hand during the day while at school and
continued at home in the evening. I will be sending home with students a total six worksheets over the next two
weeks which will ask students to go outside (with a guardian) at night and observe the sky. They are then
responsible for drawing and recording their observations down on the worksheets. *Note: Parents of
kindergarteners can record their child’s observations while first graders are expected to write down observations
on their own. Please have your child bring the worksheet back to school once it is completed.
Thank you for your assistance in this endeavor!
Sincerely,
Sarah Liben and Velvet Ivers

Dear Parent,
The K-1 students began a 2-week investigation today during their science period which will examine the
different patterns the sun, moon and stars exhibit in the day and nighttime sky. It is my hope and plan that much
of the investigation will be conducted through observations made first hand during the day while at school and
continued at home in the evening. I will be sending home with students a total six worksheets over the next two
weeks which will ask students to go outside (with a guardian) in the evening and observe the sky. They are then
responsible for drawing and recording their observations down on the worksheets. *Note: Parents of
kindergarteners can record their child’s observations while first graders are expected to write down observations
on their own. Please have your child bring the worksheet back to school once it is completed.
Thank you for your assistance in this endeavor!
Sincerely,
Sarah Liben and Velvet Ivers
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

The Sun, Moon and Stars Sons!

The Sun Rises in the Morning,
And Stays in the Sky all Day!
The Sun goes to Bed in the Evening,
And out come the Stars to Play!
The Moon can be seen when we Play in the
Day,
But is always so Pretty and Bright at Night!
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

N a m e :________________________
Nighttime
Go outside at night and observe the sky.

Capyr ght '£■ Z0L4 Lindsay Koegoji

w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

N a m e :________________________
Daytim e
Go outside during the day and observe the sky.
Draw and write your observations.

Copyright (0 20L4 Lindsay Kcoccn

w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

Coloring Pages for Sun, Moon & Stars Song
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

Coloring Pages for Sun, Moon & Stars Song

Coloring Pages for Sun, Moon & Stars Song
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

EQ: What can we observe in the sky and how does it change?

w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?
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w o r k s h e e t : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e in t h e sk y ?

What do we do during the day?

Name:
Go outside as the sun is setting and observe the sky. Draw and write your observations.
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m a t e r ia l s : w h a t p a t t e r n s d o y o u n o t ic e i n t h e s k y ?

Summative Assessment Task: What Patterns do you Notice in the Sky?

At the end of the Investigation (What Patterns do you Notice in the Sky?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This Assessment addresses
Learning Objective 1 and is designed to be conducted orally with students one-on-one.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

The student explains a reliable
pattern of the sun in the sky by
answering questions.

The student explains different
patterns of the moon in the sky
by answering questions.

The student explains reliable
patterns of the stars in the sky by
answering questions.

Date:
NGSS

1-ESS1-1

1-ESS1-1

1-ESS1-1

Below Proficient

The student explains that the sun
is in the sky in the morning and
afternoon and is not in the sky at
night.

Note: The student is only able to
able to explain when they do or do
not see the sun but not the
process of rising and setting.
The student explains that the
moon is seen at night.

Note: Student does not clearly
indicate that the moon can also be
seen during the day.
The student explains that stars can
be seen in the sky.

Proficient

Above Proficient

The student explains that the sun
appears to rise in the sky in the
morning, stays in sky in the
afternoon, and sets at night.

The student explains that the sun
rises in one specific part of the
sky in the morning, moves across
the sky in the afternoon, and sets
in one specific part of the sky at
night.

Note: The student is able to roughly
trace the sun's movement with
gestures.
The student explains that the moon
can be seen during the day and at
night.

Note: The student is able to
correctly trace the sun's
movement with gestures.
The student explains that the
moon can be seen during the day
and at night and that its shape
can change.

The student explains that stars can
be seen only at night but are not
visible when it is very cloudy.

Note: The student is aware that
the moon's shape can change.
The student explains that stars
and other celestial bodies can
only be seen at night but are not
visible when it is very cloudy.

Note: Student does not indicate
that stars are only visible at night.
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Unit III

Investigation II: What does the Sun do to the Earth's surface?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Energy (K)
Overarching Problem:
• W hat does the Sun do to the Earth's surface?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will use observation skills to make comparisons and analyze how sunlight effects different
materials found on the Earth’s surface and later construct a device th at reduces the warm ing effect of the
sun on a given area.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding will compare different materials to dem onstrate they
understand the effect of sunlight on the Earth’s surface.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding will determ ine th at sunlight warm s the Earth’s surface.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can design a device or structure th at reduces the
warm ing effect of sunlight on an area.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can construct a device or structure to dem onstrate that
they understand the warm ing effect of sunlight on an area.
Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
• Pre-assessm ent w orksheet (1 per student)
• Material Cards (8 in total)
• 2 buckets of small rocks
• 2 buckets of fresh w ater
• 2 buckets of sand
• 2 buckets of fertilizer
• 6 small tin-foil trays
• Doubled sided tape
• Flagging (pink preferably)
• Heat bulb
• Heat lamp
• Chart paper
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Loo-Wit, The Fire-Keeper*
• Loo-Wit, The Fire-Keeper myth and Questions; pp. 41-44 in “Keepers of the Earth” by Michael
Caduto and Joseph Brucha (photocopies attached at end of investigation and book can be found in
education totes)
• Care Pairs activity; pp. 46-47 in “Keepers of the Earth” by Michael Caduto and Joesph Brucha
Lesson 3: What does the sun do to different m aterials w e find on the ground?
Day 1 & Day 2
• Tray W orksheets (2 copies per student)
• 2 buckets of fresh w ater
• 2 buckets of sand
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2 buckets of fresh w ater
2 buckets of soil (or fertilizer)
2 buckets of small rocks
6 small tin-foil trays
Double sided tape
Flagging (pink preferably)
Heat lamp
Heat bulb
Chart paper

Lesson 4: How can w e solve problem s like engineers?
Day 1 & 2
• Therm om eter
• 1 bucket of fresh w ater
• 1 bucket of soil (or fertilizer)
• Heat Lamp
• Heat bulb
• Blue construction paper (1 sheet per student)
• White construction paper (1 sheet per group)
• Scrap paper (1 sheet per student)
• Cut out shapes from construction paper (make as many as possible in order to cover a variety of
student designs)
o Large yellow circle (face)
o Small yellow triangle (sun rays)
o Small black circles (eyes)
o Green squares (nose option)
o Purple diamonds (nose option)
o Pink rectangle (nose option)
o Red half circle (mouth)
• Double sided tape an d /o r glue
• Chart paper
• Ziploc bags (1 per student)
• Sharpie m arker
• Glue sticks (1 per student)
• Umbrella
Day 3 & 4
• Flat pieces of tin-foil
• Rolled up pieces of tin-foil
• Pieces of cardboard
• Popsicle sticks
• Straws
• Paper plates
• Cloth material
• Yarn
• Flagging
• Saran wrap
• Tape an d /o r glue
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Large Ziploc bags (1 per student)

Lesson 5: Post-A ssessm ent (What did w e learn?)
• Post-assessm ent (1 copy per student)
• Summative Assessment Task (optional)
• Science notebooks
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standard
K-PS3-1: Make observations to determ ine the effect of sunlight on the Earth’s surface.
K-PS3-2: Use tools and m aterials to design and build a structure th at will reduce the warming effect of
sunlight on an area.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do w e know?)
Estimated Time: 2, forty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Pre-assessm ent w orksheet and glue/tape 1 copy into each student’s
science notebook. Print out the Material Cards (8 in total) and laminate each. Make a KWL chart on the
chart paper.
Teacher Prep: Gather m aterials to do experiment: 2 buckets of small rocks, 2 buckets of fresh water, 2
buckets of sand, 2 buckets of fertilizer, 6 small fin-toil trays, 1 heat bulb and 1 heat lamp. Make enough
space in one area in the classroom to set up the heating lamp and 2 buckets (which will be placed under
the heating lamp). Find space under a table or desk (and away from any light) th at has sufficient space for
2 buckets as well. You will display the m aterials to the students to show them w hat they will be using
during the investigation, b ut only two m aterials at a time will be tested.
Procedure
- Tell students th at they are going to learn more about why we love the sun through an
investigation. Ask them why they love the sun. (The sun gives us light, keeps us warm, tells us
when to wake up and go to bed, etc.)
- Explain th at the sun is very im portant because it keeps us warm. W hat are other things can the
sun w arm up? (Write their answers under the “Know” column of the KWL chart).
- Say th at because you knew very well th at the sun can warm up people you w ondered w hat else
the sun can warm up. To find out you w ent all around Yakutat looking for things to bring to the
classroom today. Show students the materials one at a time, have them identify w hat it is and tell
them where you got it.
o Sand: Cannon Beach
o Soil: Out in the woods across the street
o Fresh Water: Pond
o Rocks: Ankau Beach
- Tell students th at they are going to do an activity in their notebooks. Pass out notebooks and have
them open up the Pre-Assessment page. Go through each pair of pictures on the Assessment, using
the Materials Cards to supplem ent the pictures on the page, and ask students if the particular
Earth material the picture is showing will be w arm er on a sunny day or a cloudy day. They are to
circle only one picture in each pair.
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After the assessment: Explain that tom orrow they will begin their investigation of the sun using
two of Earth’s materials, sand and water. Have students repeat the word m aterials together. Ask
one student to look outside and explain the w eather (do this only if it’s a cloudy day). Is the sun in
the sky? (Yes) W hat is it covered up by? (Clouds) Since clouds cover up the sun a lot of the time it
is best to study the sun inside the classroom. Point to the heat lamp and explain th at it acts a lot
like the sun. (It makes light and heat) If time perm its have students come up, one at a time, to put
their hands under the lamp to feel its warmth.
Explain th at the question they are trying to answ er is if the sun can warm up materials found on
the Earth’s surface. To do this one-bucket of sand and w anted will be placed under the “classroom
sun.” Ask students w here the other two buckets th at you don’t w ant under the sun should be
placed? (Under the desk or in a cupboard)

Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Loo-Wit, The Fire-Keeper*
*Lesson is adopted from the book, “Keepers of the Earth” by Michael Caduto and Joseph Brucha, which is
located in the K-1 educational tote. Photocopies of the traditional myth and activities selected for this
lesson are attached at the end of the investigation.
Estimated time: Two, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Read over the Loo-Wit, The Fire-Keeper myth and the accompanying discussion questions
located on pp. 41-44 of “Keepers of the Earth,” by Michael Caduto and Joseph Brucha. Decide ahead of
time w hether you, an Elder or a Tlingit Language instructor from the Cultural Heritage departm ent will
read the Nisqually myth, Loo-Wit, The Fire-Keeper, to the class, which should be followed up with a
discussion of the main them es in the myth (optional questions are located on p. 44). After concluding a
discussion of the myth, im plem ent the Care Pairs activity (p. 46-47) to help students develop and
maintain empathic relations with another person and with nature.
Lesson 3: What does the sun do to different m aterials w e find on the ground?
Estimated Time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Make 2 copies per student of the Tray W orksheet and glue/tape each at the top
of page in each science notebook, leaving 2-3 lines at the bottom free so th at first graders can write down
their observations. Line 3 (of the 6) aluminum trays with flagging around the tray’s edge using either
double sided tape or a glue stick. Make sure to be continuously turning over the materials (in this case
just the sand) under the heating lamp so th at it all gets exposed at some point. Make sure th at they get
exposed to at least 4 hours (or more) of heat from the lamp. Place two trays (one with flagging and one
without) on each group’s table.
Teacher Prep: On a large piece of chart paper w rite at the top, W hat Material will get Hotter Faster?
Underneath the title draw three columns, labeling one SAND, one WATER, and the other SAME.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Make 2 copies per student of the Tray W orksheet and glue/tape each at the top
of page in each science notebook, leaving 2-3 lines at the bottom free so th at first graders can write down
their observations. Make sure to be continuously turning over the materials (rocks and the soil) under
the heating lamp so th at it all gets exposed at some point. Make sure th at they get exposed to at least 4
hours (or more) of heat from the lamp. Place two trays (one with flagging and one without) on each
group’s table. On a large piece of chart paper write at the top, W hat Material will get Hotter Faster?
Underneath the title draw three columns, labeling one ROCKS, one SOIL, and the other SAME.
Day 1
Procedure
- Tell students th at all good scientists make a prediction to start off their investigation. W hat is a
prediction? (A guess)
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Turn student’s attention to the chart paper and read the title out loud. They are to make a
prediction as to which m aterial will be hotter. If they think sand will be hotter they’ll raise their
hand for sand but if they think the w ater will be hotter they’ll raise their hand for water. If they
think the sand and w ater will not be different they will raise their hand for SAME. They can only
vote once. To make voting fair, have students close their eyes and put their heads on their desks.
Take a vote and write down the num ber of students th at voted for each. As a class, color in the
three columns and reiterate w hat the graph is telling us.
Conducting investigation: remove the m aterials from under the lamp and table. Take the heated
sand and pour it into one tray on each table (making sure th at heated and non-heated are kept in
the same tray type on each table). Do the same for the un-heated sand. First have students look at
the material, w ithout touching. Does one tray of sand look different from another? Can they tell
which one they think was under the “sun lamp?” Next, have students’ touch the material, making
sure it stays within the tray. Have them do this for about 5 minutes or so. Once they are doing
exploring students to point to the tray th at was under the “sun lamp,” and ask how they know this.
(Material is w arm er and dryer) Have them point to the tray th at was not under the sun lamp. How
do they know? (More w et and colder). Pass out science notebooks and have students open up to
the Tray W orksheet. They are to draw w hat they see in the trays on the desks in the appropriate
tray on the worksheet. First graders are to draw and write down their observations.
Repeat the same steps with the water.
Once students have completed the Tray W orksheets turn their attention back to the prediction
graphs. Ask them which m aterial got hotter faster. Ask a student to come up to the chart to read the
graphs out lout for the class. Ask the students how many students were correct with their
predictions?
Bring over the next two m aterials they will be looking at tomorrow: rocks and soil. Tell students
they will be making predictions about these materials tomorrow.

Day 2
Procedure
- Tell students th at all good scientists make a prediction to start off their investigation. W hat is a
prediction? (A guess)
- Turn student’s attention to the chart paper and read the title out loud. They are to make a
prediction as to which m aterial will be hotter. If they think rocks will be hotter they’ll raise their
hand for rocks but if they think the soil will be hotter they’ll raise their hand for soil. If they think
the rocks and soil will not be different they will raise their hand for SAME. They can only vote once.
To make voting fair, have students close their eyes and put their heads on their desks. Take a vote
and w rite down the num ber of students th at voted for each. As a class, color in the three columns
and reiterate w hat the graph is telling us.
- Conducting investigation: remove the m aterials from under the lamp and table. Take the heated
soil and pour it into one tray on each table (making sure th at heated and non-heated are kept in the
same tray type on each table). Do the same for the un-heated soil. First have students look at the
material, w ithout touching. Does one tray of soil look different from another? Can they tell which
one they think was under the “sun lamp?” Next, have students’ touch the material, making sure it
stays within the tray. Have them do this for about 5 minutes or so. Once they are doing exploring
students to point to the tray th at was under the “sun lamp,” and ask how they know this. (Material
is w arm er and dryer) Have them point to the tray th at was not under the sun lamp. How do they
know? (More w et and colder). Pass out science notebooks and have students open up to the Tray
W orksheet. They are to draw w hat they see in the trays on the desks in the appropriate tray on the
worksheet. First graders are to draw and w rite down their observations.
- Repeat the same steps with the rocks.
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Once students have completed the Tray W orksheets turn their attention back to the prediction
graphs. Ask them which m aterial got hotter faster. Ask a student to come up to the chart to read the
graphs out lout for the class. Ask the students how many students were correct with their
predictions?

Lesson 4: How can w e solve problem s like engineers?
Estimated Time: 2, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Set up an area in the classroom w here the heating lamp can be positioned over
the two buckets. For best results with the experiment, turn the lamp on at least four hours before the
class starts and regularly turn over the soil over the course of th at time frame. This will ensure th at the
materials are sufficiently heated.Across the top of a large piece of chart paper write out the following
title: Which m aterial will heat faster? Below the title draw out two bar graphs and label each either Soil or
Water.
Teacher Prep: Students will first design and then construct their own sun faces utilizing only the
presented shapes. They will be expected to draw out their sun faces on a separate sheet of paper and then
have to translate th at design (using cut out shapes) onto the blue construction paper using the shapes
they selected. The shapes for the student designs can be cut out and put into separate bags once they
have drawn out their designs. For this lesson, you have to prepare a “shape sheet” for each group of
students to be shared as they begin drawing. All this entails is cutting and pasting an example of each
shape onto a white piece of construction paper and distributing one piece of paper to each group. Once
students have completed their designs have them come up to you individually in order to count how
many of each type of shape was used in their design. This will be helpful and save prep time since you will
have a more concrete idea of how many shapes will be used. It is also beneficial to design and construct
your own sun face out of the shapes to provide a visual for the students of the lesson’s objectives.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Tally up how many of each shape will be needed for this lesson’s activity. Draw
and cutout the appropriate num ber of shapes needed. It may be beneficial to make a few more than
needed of each just in case some shapes get lost or torn during the activity. Referring back each student’s
design from the previous lesson, separate out the num ber and type of shapes they need into individual
Ziploc bags and w rite the student’s name across the bag. Keep each bag with the student’s design so that
both can be handed back to each student in a relatively organized fashion. Have ready your sun face
designs, the hand draw n as well as the one constructed from the shapes, to use as visuals for the students.
Teacher Prep (Day 3): Gather up all the materials since they will be needed for the next two lessons. It
may be easier to have the m aterials lined up on a table or desk so th at students can come in groups and
view them.
Teacher Prep (Day 4): Refer to the m aterial tally sheet or each student’s specific design in order to sort
out the m aterials needed to construct their invention. Separate materials needed by each student into a
large Ziploc bag along with the student’s invention design. Have glue or tape available on each group’s
desk.
Day 1
Procedure
- Ask students why they love the sun (w hat does the sun do for us)? (Gives us w arm th and light to help
us see. Light from the sun is also used by the plants we eat in order to grow)
- Tell students th at they just learned how the sun can have an im pact on things that are not living. Can
they recall the four types of m aterials they investigated last class? (Soil, water, rocks and sand) W hat
does the sun do for the sand we can find on the beach? W hat does it do to the soil we walk on in the
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woods? (The sun can heat and dry these materials) Are the rocks found on the beach w arm er on a
cloudy or a sunny day? Is the w ater we see in a pond colder on a day th at has a lot of sun or a lot of
clouds?
Tell students th at over the next two days they are going to conduct an experiment. Tell them you got
an idea for this experim ent while taking a hike in the woods near your house one day and stopped to
look at a pond. You noticed th at the ice around the outside of the pond was melting but not the ice in
the middle. Ask students why they think th at was happening?
Tell students th at in order to get a b etter idea about why this might be happening you w anted to find
out which m aterial gets hotter faster: soil or water. To do this experim ent you show the students
where the heating lamp is set up and th at one bucket of soil and one bucket of w ater are placed
beneath it. Ask students if they think both materials are getting the same am ount of heat from their
“sun?” (Yes, both buckets will be under the “classroom sun” for the same am ount of time.)
Tell students they are going to make a prediction about which material they think will get hotter
faster. W hat is a prediction? (Guess) Have students make a prediction about which material they
think will get hotter faster and record this on the chart together as a class. Make sure to reiterate that
they can only vote once since they are going to be comparing the two materials. It is also im portant
to know the tem perature of each m aterial before putting them under the heating lamp. Ask students
w hat is a tool we can use to m easure how hot or cold something is? (Thermometer) W hat is a
therm om eter? (A therm om eter is a device people use to m easure how hot or cold something is) Call
up a student volunteer to read off the tem perature of the w ater and the soil. Record the
tem peratures next to each column of the graph so th at the class can compare the initial tem peratures
of each substance to the tem perature readings after each material has been sitting under the heating
lamp.
Tell students th at for today’s activity they will make their own sun faces on pieces of paper you will
be passing out. The only difference is th at they can only make their sun faces out of the shapes that
you give them. Hold up the white piece of construction paper and tell them th at each group of
students will receive one of these pieces of construction paper. This paper shows the different
shapes the students can use to make their sun faces. Go over each shape together on the construction
paper as a class so th at students are familiar with w hat they can use. Pass out one “shape sheet” to
each group of students.
Next, hold up the drawing of the sun face you made out of the different shapes. Don’t spend too much
time on it because you w ant students to come up with their own ideas. Tell them th at today’s activity
will be to draw out their sun face design and tom orrow they will construct it on a piece of
construction paper using the cut out shapes. Hold up the example of the sun face you constructed
with the cutouts.
As students finish up their designs have them bring them to you so th at you can decipher w hat and
how many shapes they used. Tally up how many of each you will need to cut out for tom orrow ’s
activity. Keep each sun face design because students will be using them for the next lesson’s activity.

Day 2
Procedure
- Begin lesson by reviewing the experim ent the class started yesterday. Ask for a volunteer to explain
w hat they are trying to study with the buckets of soil and water. (Both are being kept under the
heating lamp to find out which m aterials gets hotter faster) Tell students th at in order to find out
which m aterial gets hotter faster they are m easuring tem perature. They started by m easuring the
tem perature of each m aterial before the buckets of soil and w ater w ent under the lamp and now they
will do it again since each m aterial has been sitting under the heating lamp. W hat tool did they use
yesterday to m easure the tem perature? (Thermometer) W hat is a therm om eter? (A tool scientists
and people use to know how hot or cold something is)
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Turn student’s attention to the graph they used yesterday to record their predictions for the
experiment. How many students thought th at the soil would get hotter faster? How many students
thought the w ater would get hotter faster? If needed, count together as a class how many units in
each column are filled in.
Have a volunteer come up and read off the tem peratures of the w ater and soil after being under the
heating lamp. Record the new tem peratures above the old tem peratures on the graph. W hat was the
tem perature for the w ater yesterday? W hat is it now? W hat was the tem perature for the soil
yesterday? W hat is it now? Tell students th at we know each m aterial got hotter because their
tem peratures are higher than they w ere yesterday. Ask students which material got hotter faster?
How do they know?
Tell students th at for the rest of the activity they will be working on constructing their sun faces they
drew out yesterday with different shapes. To do th at they will use their drawings from yesterday to
help them rem em ber w hat their design was. Engineers do this all the time when they are working.
They draw out w hat they w ant to make before actually putting something together. Hold up the sun
face you drew out and then the example of the sun face you constructed out of the cut out shapes. In
order to do this you had to go back to w hat you drew on the piece of paper.
Tell students th at you are going to pass back their drawings from the last class and a Ziplock bag of
all the cut-out shapes they’ll need to construct their drawings with the shapes. Note: Each student
should also receive a glue-stick as well.

Day 3
Procedure
- Tell students th at they now know th at the sun can heat the ground and the different materials that
can be found it.
- For the next two lessons students are going to use their imaginations and act like engineers. W hat is
an engineer? They are going to make their own devices that can help block out the sun! Ask students
w hat are some things th at they have seen in their homes or at school th at block out the sun to make
it less hot or bright? (Write some of their ideas on a separate piece of chart paper)
- Once students have presented their ideas take them over to heating lamp with the umbrella. Turn on
the heating lamp and have students put their hands below it (but not too close to the bulb!). W hat do
they feel? (Heat) Turn off the lamp and have the students again put their hands below it. How does it
feel now th at the lamp is off? (Cooler) Tell students they are going to use their observation skills of
sight now. Place an object (i.e. a m arker or pencil) on the ground below the lamp. Have students
watch very closely w hat happens when you turn the lamp on and off. W hat happens? (It is brighter
when the lamp is on than when it’s off because it gives off light) Ask students if they can see the
object b etter when the light is on or off. Why?
- Now take the umbrella and tell students th at in some places around the world people can go and sit
on the beach for a long time in just their bathing suits! They can do this because the sun in these
parts, while it is the same sun we have, is stronger and hotter. To protect themselves from too much
heat or light people may bring umbrellas to the beach to sit under them. Ask students to predict w hat
happens when you put the umbrella under the lamp?
- Put the umbrella under the lamp. W hat does the umbrella create? (A shadow) Umbrellas were made
to block out the sun and make shadows so th at people could sit under them and not get too hot when
they w ere at the beach.
- Once students are back at their seats tell them they will start acting like engineers today. They are
going to draw out an invention th at blocks out the sun, but they can only use certain materials for
their invention. As you motion tow ard the table with the “pre-selected” materials, tell students that
you laid many different types of m aterials for them to choose from. Go through each one and explain
th at their drawing should show as clearly as possible w hat m aterial they are using.
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Call one group up at a time to view the materials, using only their eyes to observe. Pass out the blank
sheets of paper and have students begin drawing as soon as their group has gotten a turn viewing the
materials.
Note: As students finish their designs have them come up individually and explain their invention
and the types of materials needed to construct it. It may be helpful to w rite out the type and quantity
of the m aterials each student plans on using for their design on a separate sheet of paper. This will
help you so rt the m aterials out for the next lesson.

Day 4
Procedure
- Tell students th a t today is very exciting! They will put together the invention they created on paper
during the last lesson with m aterials th at they specifically selected to make it. Ask students who they
will be acting like today? (Engineers!) Engineers are people who like to create and make all different
types of tools and inventions. Students will start acting like engineers as they put together inventions
to block out the sun.
- You explain th at a very im portant p art of an engineer’s job is to first try out the invention they
planned out on paper. A lot of the time an engineer’s idea doesn’t w ork so they have to fix it or start
over, so students should not get upset if they find the process difficult!
- You tell the students th at they will be getting back their designs today with all the materials they said
w ere needed to make their invention. Students first have to try and make the design they have on
paper. If after trying to make their invention they realize more m aterials are needed they have to call
you over to discuss the next steps in making the invention.
- Pass out the Ziploc bags with the student’s design. Have fun!
Lesson 5: Post-Assessment (What did we learn?)
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

Pre/Post Assessment: This assessment should be done orally as a class. For each pair of
pictures ask students to choose if the earth’s surface is hotter on a sunny day or a cloudy day.

SAND

SOIL

ROCKS

WATER
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

Tray Worksheets

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

SAND
Material Card
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

S O IL
Material Card
842

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

S O IL
Material Card
843

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

RO CKS
Material Card
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

RO CKS
Material Card
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t i L-J

m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

W ATER
Material Card
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

W ATER
Material Card
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m a t e r i a l s : w h a t d o e s t h e s u n d o t o t h e e a r t h ’s s u r f a c e ?

Summative Assessment Task: What Patterns do you Notice in the Sky?

At the end of the Investigation (What Patterns do you Notice in the Sky?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This Assessment addresses
Learning Objective 1 and is designed to be conducted orally with students one-on-one.

Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

The student designs a device or
structure that reduces the
warming effects of sunlight on an
area.

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient

K-PS3-2

The student designs a device or
structure on paper, with
significant assistance, which
reduces the warming effect of the
sun utilizing some of the tools and
materials presented.

Proficient

The student designs a device or
structure on paper, with
moderate/minimal assistance,
which reduces the warming effect
of the sun utilizing the tools and
materials presented.

The student designs a device or
structure on paper, with
minimal/no assistance, which
reduces the warming effect of
the sun utilizing the tools and
materials presented.

The student constructs a device or
structure that mostly follows the
outline of their original design.

Note: Student may think of other
materials and tools to use in their
design.
The student constructs a device
or structure that follows the
outline of their original design.

Note: Student does not grasp the
concept of the task.
The student constructs a device
or structure to demonstrate that
they understand the warming
effect of sunlight on an area.

K-PS3-2

The student constructs a device or
structure that does not follow the
outline of their original design.

Above Proficient
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Unit III
Investigation III: How do Body Parts and Behaviors Help Animals and Plants?
Disciplinary Core Idea: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures & Processes (1)
Overarching Problem:
• How do body parts and behaviors help animals and plants?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will use observations, texts and media of animals and plants to determ ine how the structure and
function of external parts and patterns in certain behaviors enable them to survive, grow and m eet their
needs.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can connect how external parts of different animals
help them survive, grow and m eet their needs (in order to see, grasp objects, protect themselves,
move from place to place, as well as seek, find and take in food, w ater and air).
• Students th at dem onstrate understand can connect how the different external parts of plants
(stems, leaves, roots, fruits) help them survive, grow and m eet their needs.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can create a design to a solution to a human problem
th at dem onstrates how animals a n d /o r plants use external body parts to help them survive, grow
and m eet their needs.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
• Pre-Assessment worksheets: How do body parts and behaviors help animals and plants? (1 per
student)
• Pre-Assessment Note Sheet (1 copy for class)
• Chart paper
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge-Bird Investigation
• Octopus and Ravel myth and Discussion pp. 73-74 (Discussion Questions p. 79)
• Lesson 2: Feathers, Lesson 6: Bird as Food, Lesson 7: Other Traditional Uses o f Birds, Lesson 8: Stories
and Beliefs about Birds in ANKN Bird Investigation
Lesson 3: What do anim als need to live and stay safe? (m odified from Beautiful Basics)
• (book) Granny’s Clan
• Animal Basics Pictures (13 in total)
• Chart paper (2 large sheets)
• Double sided tape
Lesson 4: How do butterflies stay safe? (m odified from How do you hide?)
• (book) How to Hide a Butterfly and Other Insects by Ruth Heller
• Squirrel coloring page (20 copies)
• Hungry Bird (a fellow teacher, aide or principle to assist in the lesson)
• Crayons
• Bird puppet
• Tape
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•

Chart paper

Lesson 5: Why are bird beaks different? (m odified from Hardworking beaks)
• Unbeatable Beaks by Stephen Swinburne
• Student Worksheet: How are these bird beaks different?
• 4-6 sets of chopsticks
• 4-6 plastic spoons
• 4-6 clear straws
• 4-6 plastic combs
• 2-3 turkey basters
• 3-4 small bowls each with the following items: chocolate chips, puffed rice cereal, gummi worms,
sunflower seeds, water, cooked oatmeal
• Science notebook
• Double sided tape
Lesson 6: How do anim als use their bodies?
- Frozen Planet's Summer disk
- DVD player
- Student Worksheet: How do these animals use their bodies? (2 sheets, 1 copy per student)
- Double sided tape or glue
- Science notebooks
Lesson 7: How do the bodies of intertidal anim als keep them safe?
• Bucket
• Good W eather
• Outdoor appropriate clothing (boots, hat, gloves, jacket, snow pants)
Lesson 8: How are roots and fur im portant to plants and animals?
• Hides (at least two if possible)
• Trawl
• Science notebooks
Lesson 9: What did w e learn from observing plants and animals?
Day 1
• Animal Body Parts Cards (13 in total)
• Large piece of chart paper
• Double sided tape
• Student Homework: W hat do you have in your house?
Day 2
• White pieces of construction paper (1 per student)
• Crayons a n d /o r Colored pencils
• Scenarios Slips sheet (1 page)
• Animal Hides (as a visual)
• Rock with Barnacles/Limpets (as a visual)
• Tree with Roots (as a visual)
Lesson 10: Post-A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
• Post-Assessment W orksheet (1 copy per student)
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•

Summative Assessment Task: How Do Body Parts and Behaviors Help Animals and Plants? (1 copy
per student)
Science notebooks

Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standard
1-LS1-1: Use m aterials to design a solution to a human problem by mimicking how plants an d /o r animals
use their external parts to help them survive, grow and m eet their needs.
1-LS1-2: Read text and use media to determ ine patterns in behavior of parents and offspring th at help
offspring survive.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Makes copies of the Pre-Assessment worksheet: How do body parts and behaviors help
animals and plants? Glue or tape one copy of the Pre-Assessment w orksheet into each student’s science
notebook.
Teacher Prep: Make a copy of the Pre Assessment Note Sheet and write student’s names in the left hand
side of the table. While students are filling out the Pre-Assessment w orksheet in their notebooks go
around to each and take notes on w hat they are drawing (use the right hand side of the table to make
notes). Additional notes can be made at the final section of the sheet.

Procedure
- Ask students w hat people need every day in order to live? (Write their answers on the piece of
chart paper. Make sure you get a variety of answers: food, water, house (shelter), protection from
wild animals, etc.)
- Standing in front of the students, point to different body parts and have them name them out loud.
As the students name each body p art ask them w hat th at body p art helps us do (trying to focus
students on ways to help us survive). (Eyes: to see, Hears: to hear, Teeth: to chew food, Nose: to
smell, Arms: to carry/lift things, Hands: hold/m ake things, Legs and feet: m ove/take us places).
- Turning back to the chart read over the examples they gave about w hat people need to live. Ask
students how our body parts help us get w hat we need to live. Give an example if they need
prompting. (Legs/feet help us move from place to place to find food, arms help us cut trees and
build our homes, eyes help us see animals or fish when hunting for food, etc.)
- Hand out assessm ents in science notebooks. Read each scenario out loud and allow ample time for
students to finish drawing before moving on to the next scenario.
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge-Bird Investigation*
*This investigation was adopted from the Alaska Native Knowledge Network and components from it
have been integrated into this lesson. The Bird Investigation it its entirety can be found attached and
online at: http://ankn.uaf.edu/curriculum/units/birdslesson2.html
Estimated Time:
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Teacher Prep: Refer to Octopus and Raven myth and Discussion on pp. 73-74 as well as the Discussion
Questions on p. 79 of the ANKN Bird Investigation. Begin the lesson by reading the Octopus and Raven
myth (which can be done either by you, an Elder or Tlingit Language Instructor) and follow this up with a
discussion of the main them es of the myth (Discussion questions can be found on p. 79). After the
discussion, im plem ent the following lessons from the Bird Investigation: Lesson 2: Feathers, Lesson 6:
Bird as Food, Lesson 7: Other Traditional Uses o f Birds, and Lesson 8: Stories and Beliefs about Birds.
Lesson 3: What do anim als need to live and stay safe? (Beautiful Basics) *
*Note: The Beautiful Basics lesson has been modified for this investigation and can be found in the Alaska
Project Wild Early Childhood Curriculum, located in the Grade Band K-2 education kit.
Estimated time: 2, tw enty minute lessons or 1, sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Print out the Animal Basics Pictures. Before laminating the pictures, w rite on the back of
each picture w hat each represents (Salmon, Seal, Milk from mother, Pod, Cove, Ocean, Kelp, Stingray,
Cabin, Dog food, Bowl of Water). Take chart paper and divide it into four columns. Label the top of each
column the following: Food, Water, Shelter, Space.
Procedure:
- Ask students to rem ind you of some things th at animals need in order to live. Write their answers
down on a piece of chart paper and group the answers into four groups: Food, Water, Shelter,
Space. Describe w hat each one means. Note: Shelter refers to the animal’s home, which gives them
protection. An example of shelter for a squirrel would be a tree. Space refers to the total area an
animal requires in order to fulfill its needs of food, w ater and shelter.
- Tell students th at they are going to play the Animal Needs Game by acting out the four things that
animals need to live. First act out each group alone for the students and then have them practice
with you. (Shelter can be acted out by forming triangle above head with arms. W ater can be acted
out as drinking a jug of water. Food can be acted out by pretending to eat a plate of food. Space can
be acted out by extending arms out). Once students have practiced the four moves tell them that
you are going to start out the game by slowly one of the groups and the students are to act it out.
In time you are going to call out the groups faster and faster and the students are going to have to
keep up. Each student th at makes a mistake (by acting out the wrong group) has to sit under his or
her table. The last student standing, wins!
- After playing the game tell students you are going to read a story out loud to them about orca
whales. Read the title of the book out loud. Before you can read the book tell students there are
some w ords they need to know. Note: Use the laminated Animal Basics cards to help define each
word.
o Pod: A family of killer whales th at are always together.
o Stingray: An animal th at is flat, with eyes on the top of its head and mouth on the bottom so
it can eat animals from the ocean floor.
o Cove: A place where animals can use to rest before swimming out into the ocean. A cove in
Yakutat is the Log Dump.
o Kelp: Long brown and green plants th at grown in the ocean. Otters love to play in them!
- Read the story out loud to the students. Tell students they need to use their scientific observation
skill of listening to find out w hat orcas need for food, water, space and shelter. Notes: Since the
book may be too long to cover in one class either divide it into two lessons or go through it and
note pages th at you can skip over. It also does not specifically mention in the story where or how
orcas get w ater to drink, so you can elaborate in sections that m ention w hat they eat (milk for
baby orcas and salmon for the pod) how these specific foods are filled with lots of w ater th at they
need to live. This can be followed (or proceeded) up by asking students if animals (including

-

people) can drink salt water. Since animals can’t drink salt water, and orcas live in the ocean
which is only filled with salt water, they have to get their fresh w ater in special ways. That special
way is by eating animals th at have lots of fresh w ater inside them.
After completing the story have students turn to the chart with the four columns. Hand out the
laminated photos (but not the pictures of the cabin and the bowls filled with dog food and water).
Read the column labels aloud and tell students th at they are going to be called up, one at a time, to
put their pictures under one of the columns. They need to decide if their pictures represents
something th at the orca needs for food, water, shelter or space. As the students are called up you
can have them face the class to show their picture. If students are having a hard time figuring it out
themselves call on the class to help them out.

Extensions:
1. If time allows tell students th at you have three more pictures to put on the chart but this time they
are doing it for a dog, not an orca. Call on one student at a time and give them a picture to put on
the chart. Once this is completed ask students how pets are different from wild animals like orca
whales. (Wild animals can live entirely on their own w ithout any help from humans).
2. Take students outdoors to discover where a wild animal might find and use food, w ater and
shelter and space near the classroom. This activity can be used to describe w hat certain animals
need to survive.
Lesson 4: How do butterflies stay safe? (How do you hide?) *
*Note: How do you hide? was modified for this lesson and is attached at the end of the investigation. It can
also be found on the Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative website
at: http://w w w 2.gi.alaska.edu/STEP/lessons database/lessons/scan/scan k2 LifeScience HowDoYouHi
de.pdf
Estimated time: 1, sixty-minute lesson
Teacher prep: Make at least 20 copies of the Squirrel Coloring Page.
Procedure:
- Ask students how they protect themselves from danger and list responses on the chart paper.
Write the following vocabulary words on the chart paper: camouflage, predator, prey, survive. Tell
students th at they are going to be reading a story about how animals live but first they need to go
over some words th at can help them understand the story better.
o Camouflage: the method of concealing personnel or equipm ent from an enemy by making
them appear to be p art of the natural surroundings.
o Predator: an organism th at lives by preying (eating) on other organisms.
o Prey: an animal hunted or caught for food.
o Survive: to rem ain alive or in existence.
- Read the story How to Hide a Butterfly and Other Insects, and discuss how the insects protected
themselves. Be sure to include the various ways an animal protects itself (by changing color,
making sounds, matching a surrounding item, changing shape, being the same pattern as another
thing, moving quickly or slowly). W rite students ideas on the chart paper and connect the
vocabulary words to the story.
- Tell students they are going to play The Hungry Bird Game. The Big Hungry Bird will visit the
classroom to hunt for one food in particular, the squirrel. This is a special kind of squirrel because
it comes in a lot of different colors, lives in classroom so it can get the w ater and food it needs, and
has its shelter (home) on the book shelves where it likes to sleep and rest. Some of these squirrels
are yellow, others are green, and some are rainbow in color.
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Pass out the squirrel coloring pages, designating students w hat colors they are to color their
squirrel. Before conducting the activity make sure you have equal num bers the squirrel coloring
pages for each color. Count them aloud as a class so th at students know there are an equal num ber
of each color.
Introduce the “hungry bird.” It may be helpful to tell them to focus collecting the yellow and green
colored squirrels around the room. Send them out of the classroom.
Have students tape their squirrels around the room, focusing on the places they like to use for
shelters (book cases). Tell students the squirrels have to be put on a surface facing the classroom
and not under anything. Pass out squirrel drawings with tape on the back.
Once the squirrels have been posted around the room, have students line up. Invite the hungry
bird in and tell h im /h er th at they only have one minute to find as many squirrels th at they before
having to leave the class and go back home.
After the Hungry Bird has collected all of his squirrels, have students go back to their seats for
their discussion. Count, as a class, how many squirrels of each color w ere collected. Ask students
why only some of the squirrels got eaten and other did not? How would the squirrel have to
change so th at it w ouldn’t get eat so quickly by the hungry bird?

Extensions:
- Take students outside on the train trail and have them observe the colors around them. Back in
the classroom tell them th at another hungry bird eats squirrels on the train trail. Tell students
they get to color their squirrel w hatever colors they want, and once completed the squirrels will
be taped along the trail. Give the Hungry Bird one minute to find as many squirrels as it wants and
discuss the results back in class.
Lesson 5: Why are bird beaks different? (Hardworking Beaks) *
*Note: Hardworking Beaks was modified for this lesson and is attached at the end of the investigation. It
can also be found on the Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative website
at: http://w w w 2.gi.alaska.edu/STEP/lessons database/lessons/scan/scan k2 LifeScience Hardworking
Beaks.pdf
Estimated time: 1, sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Fill bowls with items listed in the materials section. Make copies of the Student
worksheet: How are these Bird Beaks Different and glue/tape one copy into each science notebook.
Procedure:
- Ask students to imagine the following: You are a bird. Close your eyes and fly through the sky
flapping your wings. The day is so nice to fly with a gentle wind. You are getting tired and hungry.
Oh, you see something you like to eat! Swoop down to do that...oh no, your beak will not let you
eat it! W hat will you do now? Have students share w hat would happen if they could not eat.
- Read the book Unbeatable Beaks and discuss the types of beaks in the story. Tell students they are
going to pretend to be birds trying to eat food with a certain type of beak but first they are going to
do a w orksheet together in their science notebook.
- Have students turn to the w orksheet in their science notebooks. Can they name the three birds
th at are shown on this page? (Bald Eagle, Steller’s Jay, Hummingbird) As you go through each one
write the name of the bird on the board and have students write down the name of the bird next to
each picture. Tell students to look at the Bald Eagle picture and as a class show w hat the beak
looks like by putting one hand on top of the other and having the fingertips from their top hand
come slightly over the bottom hand to form a hook. W hat do Bald Eagles eat? (Meat) By looking at
their book how do they eat the meat? (Tearing and shearing the m eat from the dead animal) Next
have students look at the hummingbird and make its beak by extending out their arm. W hat do
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hummingbirds eat? Where do they get their food? (They eat nectar from plants) By looking at the
hummingbird beak, how do they get their food? (By drinking it) Finally have students look at the
Steller’s jay picture and have them clasp their hands together to make the beak. By looking at the
Steller’s jay beak, w hat do they think these birds eat? (Insects and maybe even seeds) How do
these birds eat their food? (By crushing it into small pieces)
Take five minutes and play a Simon Says type game with students practicing the different beak
types they just learned.
Tell students th at for the rest of the class they are going to pretend to be a bird with a very special
type of beak. Some of their beaks will be the same and others will be very different. Different types
of food will be put out at for each group and students will take turns (one at a time) trying to eat
the food. Are birds able to eat all of the same food? (No) Will their beaks be able to eat all the
different types of foods? (No)
Hand out the beaks to the students. With this beak they are going to try to pick up the food in front
of them, and no extra hands are allowed!
Put one plate at a time of each type of food on each table. Call out individual students in each
group to practice using their beak (otherwise you may have complete chaos if everyone does it at
once!) for about a minute before having students switch. Remind them they cannot use their other
hand and they have to use their beak the way it’s m eant to be used. (The comb cuts and tears, the
turkey baster and straw slurp/drink, spoon shovels, and the chopsticks pick up). Note: if students
th at are utilizing the chopsticks are having difficulty picking up food with one hand allow them use
both (as long as they are picking up their food rather than scooping it with the chopsticks).
One all the foods have been tested have a class discussion on w hat they observed. Ask: Which beak
was best to use when picking up the chocolate chips? The cereal? The water? The worms? The
sunflower seeds? The cooked oatmeal? Why did some beaks w ork easier than others? How is this
like birds in real life?

Extension Ideas
- Draw pictures of different types of bird beaks.
- Invite a person who does bird watching to discuss birds with the class.
Lesson 6: How do anim als use their bodies?
Estimated time: 1, sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: The following clips are from the BBCs docum entary series Frozen Planet's Summer
episode. Familiarize yourself with the content from these clips before showing them in class. The
objective of these clips is to visually dem onstrate for students how the structure of certain animals’
external appendages enable them to get w hat they need in order to survive.
• 3’ 02”: This clip dem onstrates how polar bears use their legs and (wide) paws to swim and walk
from place to place in order to find food. The polar bear’s wide paws help them traverse snow
more efficiently, much like how snowshoes enable people to walk on snow more efficiently as
well. You may w ant to mention how the polar bear’s white fur helps them blend in with the snowy
environment, allowing them to sneak up on their prey more easily.
• 18’: In this clip, focus on how the musk oxen use their large bodies and sharp horns to prevent
wolves from eating them and their young.
• 38’01”: This clip dem onstrates how other animals use their external body parts to get from place
to place. Killer whales use their powerful tails (flukes) to swim after their prey, likewise the minke
whale (and prey of the killer whale) uses its tale to try and swim away from its predator in order
to stay alive.
• 42’37”: This clip shows how penguins use their flippers and tails to propel through the water. It is
also interesting to point out th at penguins use their tails to jump out of the w ater onto land, which
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is im portant since they spend m ost of their time on land. The penguins’ beaks are also shaped a
certain way to help them catch and eat fish, and the penguin’s black and white coloring makes
them more inconspicuous to predators such as seals and killer whales.
Teacher Prep: Print out copies of the Student Worksheet: How do these animals use their bodies? Glue
or tape one copy into each science notebook.
Procedure:
- Tell students they have been learning how animals use their body parts to help them get w hat
they need to live. Ask them if all birds eat the same food? How are they able to eat different foods
from one another? (Birds have different shaped beaks th at are geared tow ards different food
sources) How do animals try not to get eaten by other animals? (The color of their fur can help
them blend in with their environment, which makes their detection by predators more difficult)
- Tell students th at today they will be watching a few different clips of animals th at live in the Arctic.
Explain they need to use their science observation skills of looking and listening to figure out w hat
body parts each animal is using to help them get w hat they need.
- It may be helpful to preface each clip by telling students w hat animal they will be observing. To
make the lesson more inquiry based only rem ind students th at they are to observe w hat each
animal is trying to do and how they use their body or a body p art to help them get w hat they want.
- The following are some basic inquiry questions th at can be posed to students after viewing each
clip:
o Polar Bear: W hat w ere the polar bears trying to do? How did they get from place to place?
W hat body parts were they using to help them swim and walk?
o Musk Oxen: W hat w ere the Musk Oxen trying to do? W hat about their bodies helped
protect them from the wolves?
o Killer and Minke whales: W hat did the killer wants? W hat body part were they using to try
and get their prey (the mink whale)? W hat was the minke whale (the killer whale’s prey)
trying to do? W hat body p art was it using to try and get away from the Killer whale?
o Daly Penguins: W hat w ere the penguins doing? W hat body parts were the penguins using
to move through the water? W hat body p art did the penguins use to jump out of the w ater
and onto land? Why did they w ant to be on land?
- After discussing the video’s clips have students return to their desks and open up their science
notebooks to the two worksheets. Explain th at for the rem ainder of the class they will be thinking
about the clips they just saw and filling in their worksheets. Point to the first example on the
w orksheet and ask the class to name the animal th at the picture represents. (Polar bear) W hat
was the polar bear trying to do? (Find food to eat) Explain th at in order to find food the polar had
to move by swimming and walking. W hat body parts did it use to move? (Legs and paws) In the
box next to the Polar bear picture the students are to draw how the polar bear uses its body to
move. They are to do this for each animal. If students need one more example discuss the musk
oxen. W hat w ere the musk oxen trying to do? (Protect itself from the wolves) How did it use its
body to do that? (They used their large size and showed their horns to scare off the wolves)
Lesson 7: How do the bodies of intertidal anim als keep them safe?
Estimated time: 1, sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: If there is a break in the w eather it would be a great opportunity to take student’s to the
lagoon at low tide in order to investigate intertidal invertebrates. The focus of this field trip, which would
be followed up with an in-class discussion of student’s observations, would be to witness firsthand how
these animals have adapted to their environments based on their physical appearance. Be prepared with
a bucket to take a few samples back to the classroom so th at discussion can focus on how each organism’s
physical appearance has enabled them to survive.
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Procedure:
- Preface the field trip by telling students th at are going to go out into the field just like real
scientists today. While it is very exciting and a lot of fun to go outside, rem ind students th at as
growing scientists they have a job to do. They are going practice using their scientific observations
skills while exploring the animals th at live in the intertidal zone. W hat is the intertidal zone? (The
area of the beach th at gets high and low tide. High tide is when the ocean is at its highest and low
tide is when the ocean is at its lowest level th at particular day) Students are to look closely at
where the animals are living and how they look.
- It will be also good to establish some guidelines for proper outdoor etiquette. Ask students w hat
they think is good outdoor behavior? (Keep to a walk when in the intertidal zone. If you turn over
a rock make sure you put it back nicely. If you pick up an animal make sure you put it back exactly
where you found it. Always listen to the adult for directions)
- (Out in the field) Before letting the students roam the intertidal zone review the good outdoor
behaviors they need to show while outside. Allow them to explore the area for different animals. If
they find something very interesting and wish to show you, tell them to stand where they are and
raise their hand and you’ll come over to them.
- While students are exploring, look for specimens you can take back to the classroom for closer
observations. Animals to keep an eye out for are: anything attached to rocks (barnacles, limpets,
muscles, snails), exoskeleton of a crab, chitons, etc.
- (Back in the classroom) Have students make a circle on the floor and take out a rock th at has
animals attached to it. Ask: W hat will happen when I turn this rock over? Will the animals th at are
on it fall off? How do you know? After listening to students’ responses turn the rock upside down
and give it light shake. Is it magic? Name the animals on the rock and explain th at while they are
able to move m ost of the time they prefer to stay cemented to rocks. Unlike people, these animals
have special glue th at helps them stick to rocks very well.
- Pass the rock around so th at the students can see the animals more closely. Explain th at right now
they are using their scientific observation skill of sight, not touch. Ask: W hat do they see? How
would they explain to their brothers an d /o r sisters w hat these animals look like?
- Pass the rock around again but this time students can use their scientific observation skill of touch.
Explain th at they m ust gently touch the animals on the rock because they are living just like all of
them. Ask: W hat does it feel like? How would they explain how these animals feel to their parents?
- Explain th at animals th at attach themselves to rocks and don’t move a lot, if at all, look a little
different than animals th at move around all the time. Ask: Why is it im portant for animal like a
barnacle or a lim pet to look like it does? (After listening to their answers eventually explain th at if
you are an animal th at doesn’t move around a lot you are going to need to protect yourself. You
will first w ant to protect yourself from animals that w ant to eat you so you’ll probably have a
really hard covering to protect your body. You may also try to stay small and be a color th at blends
in with the environm ent around you. If you are going to be an animal th at loves to live in the
ocean, like barnacles and limpets, but p art of the time not be covered up by w ater when the tide is
low you are going to need to have a body shape th at seals up really tight. This helps to keep some
w ater inside your body. This is how the bodies of limpets, barnacles and mussels help them
survive).
- Conclude the lesson by explaining to students th at you took these animals from the beach today
because you are a teacher and are using them so th at students can learn more about them. But,
you are being very careful and respectful of these animals and will return them back to where you
found them after school today. As students why it is im portant to leave animals where we found
them (if we aren’t harvesting them for food)?
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Lesson 8: How are roots and fur im portant to plants and animals?
Estimated time: 1, sixty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Locate two tanned hides whose owners have little issue with them being probed and
caressed by a group of little hands. The Departm ent of Planning (CBY) has a few different hides th at may
be lent out for educational purposes. Locate a small plant or tree near the school (but far enough away to
have a stroll while practicing observation skills) th at you can easily extract from the ground (the idea is
to have students study the roots in order to understand th at their overall purpose is to assist in the
growth and survival of the plant).
Procedure:
- Tell students th at today they are going to investigate a couple more ways how the external parts of
plants and animals help them live. Do a quick review of w hat they have learned so far from
previous lessons. Note: Make sure to rem em ber to bring the traw l outside.
- Take students outside and make sure each has a coat on (for their health as well as for a purposes
of the lesson).
- Go right outside the school for this p art of the activity. Ask students w hat the w eather is like
outside today. Is it warm or cold? W hat do animals use to keep warm? (Fur, feathers, fat/blubber)
W hat kinds of animals use fur to keep warm? Do people have fur like animals to keep warm? W hat
do people use instead of fur in order to keep warm? (Coats, hats, gloves, etc.)
- Ask: If coats are like fur but for people w hat would happen if all of a sudden we didn’t have them?
Tell students th at they are going to a short activity. They are going to take off their coats for less
than a minute to see w hat it would feel like if we didn’t have this very im portant article of clothing.
- Have students remove their coats for a few seconds and then quickly put them back on. Ask: How
did you feel when you didn’t have your coat on anymore? Would people survive very long outside
if they didn’t have coats? W hat would happen to animals like bears, wolves, hares, and m arten do
if they woke up one morning and didn’t have any fur?
- Head over to the plant you located earlier. Have students practice their observation skills on the
walk over. Voices should be quiet as they look, listen and notice all the things around them in the
environment. Encourage students to look for any plants or signs of animals near the school. They
can practice their science observation skills by looking down at the ground, at eye level, as well as
higher up to where they can see the tops of the trees.
- Once you’ve arrived at your destination have students circle around the tree/plant. Ask: W hat do
plants need to grow? (Air, light and water) Have students kneel down to get a closer look at the
plant. Ask: How do plants look? Why do they grow straight up to the sky? (To get sunlight) Tell
students to stay in one place but to look for the tree closest to them. Ask: W hat do trees have
around their trunks? (Bark) Why do all trees have some type of bark around their trunks? (To
protect them and help keep them straight) Turn student’s attention back to the plant. Ask: W hat
p art of the plant can we not see because it underground? (Roots) Why do plants need roots? (To
keep them upright)
- Tell students th at they are going to examine the plant a bit closer in the classroom. Tell them that
as soon as they are done looking at it you will return it to the same spot, safe and sound. Note: you
w ant to keep the root system as in tact as possible when removing it from the ground.
- (Back in the classroom) Have students join you on the floor with the two hides. Ask them w hat
keeps them warm when the go outside to play? Do animals use the same things to keep
themselves warm? W hat do they have on their body th at keeps them w arm in the w inter and on
rainy days?
- Have students practice their observation skill of sight and pass around the hides, one at a time.
They are to not touch the hide, only look at it. Ask: W hat animals are these hides from? How would
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they tell their parents at home w hat the hides look like? Do the hides look different? How do the
hides look the same?
Next, have students practice their observation skill of touch and pass around the hides, one at a
time. Ask: How does it feel? Do the hides feel different or the same? Note: If possible, point out that
animals have to different types of hairs. The long hair that the students can easily see actually
helps to keep rain off the animals as well as protect them from wind. Spread the hairs with your
fingers and show students the fluffier hair th at is hidden underneath. This hair is a lot softer and is
w hat helps keep the animal warm.
If either of the hides still have claws on them and relatively intact paws point these out to
students. Ask: W hat shape are the claws? Are they pointy or soft? W hat do the claws help this
animal do? (If one of the hides happens to be of an animal th at does not hibernate in the w inter
point out the shape of the paw) Ask: W hat is the shape of this animal’s paw? Does it rem ind you of
something people w ear in the snow? (If the paws are round, like th at of lynx or wolverine, you can
explain th at they act like snowshoes for the animals so th at they can m ost easily walk over snow)
Once the students have returned to their desks pass out science notebooks and ask them to turn to
first blank page.
Hold up the plant th at they got from outside and ask w hat would happen if you suddenly decided
to cut off all the plant’s roots? (It would fall over) Plants have roots not only to get some nutrition
(or food) from the soil but so th at they can remain upright above ground. Ask students w hat the
bark does for the plant? (It protects them and also helps keep them standing straight the taller
they grow) Why do plants grow straight? (To reach the sunlight)
Tell students th at they are going to draw a plant with all of its parts (just like the plant th at you
have in your hand) in their science notebooks on an empty page. Go over the parts of the plant
quickly if students need it. (Roots, stem, branches, leaves) Once they are done drawing the plant
they are going to draw in arrow s pointing to some of the parts it needs and uses in order to live
and grow.

Lesson 9: What did w e learn from observing plants and animals?
Estimated time: 2, forty-fifty minute class
Day 1
Teacher Prep: Print out, laminate, and cut out each Animal Body Parts Cards. Take a large piece of chart
paper and w rite the following term s on the left hand side of the chart paper: Food, Protection, Movement
and Warmth. Position chart in front of the class so th at all the students can see it. Have double tape on
hand when you call students up one at a time for the lesson’s activity.
Teacher Prep: Print and make copies (1 per student) of the Homework Worksheet: W hat do you have in
your house? Have the hom ework due for the next class together.
Procedure:
- Begin lesson by rem inding students th at they learned about four things th at animals need to live.
Ask them w hat those four things are, and as students answ er make the hand motions (learned in a
previous lesson) th at are associated with each:
o Food: Eating a plate of food.
o Water: Drinking a jug of water.
o Shelter: Hands meeting together above head to form a roof.
o Space: Arms spread apart.
- Tell students th at animal’s bodies are also designed (shaped) in special ways th at help them
survive. Turn their attention to the chart at the front of the room. As you read off the term s one at
a time have students practice saying each while making hand motions associated with each term.
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o Food: Eating a plate of food.
o Protection: Hugging oneself.
o Movement: Walking in one place.
o Warmth: Rubbing hands together.
Play a quick Simon Says game practicing all the term s and their associated hand motions. Go over
all the motions again and start off by calling out the term s slowly so th at students get a chance to
practice. Tell them th at if they get a term wrong they will have to sit under their table until the
game is over! After a certain point you can begin calling out the term s more rapidly until only one
student is left standing.
Tell students th at they are going to do one more activity. In this activity they are going to be asked
to rem em ber the different types of plants and animals they’ve learned about in class, w hat it
needed (Food, Protection, Movement, and Warmth) and how it used its body parts to get w hat it
needed. Recall an example to help job student’s memories.
Pass out the laminated Animal Body Parts Cards so th at each student receives one card each.
Explain th at you are going to call one student up a time to the front of the class and they are going
to have to hold up their picture and say w hat type of animal is on their card, one thing it needed
th at we learned about, and how they used their body parts to get w hat they needed. They are then
going to turn to the chart (this is where you stick a piece of tape on the back of the laminated
Card) and p ut their animal in one of the four groups depending on how it used its body part.
o Bald Eagle: Have special beaks th at allow them to eat meat.
o Hummingbird: Have special beaks th at allow them to drink the nectar from flowers.
o Steller’s jay: Have special beaks th at allow them to eat insects or seeds.
o Orca Whale: Use their large and powerful tails in order to swim after their prey (like the
Minke Whale).
o Minke Whale: Use their large and powerful tails in order to swim away from their
predators (like the orca).
o Polar Bears: Use their large, round paws and legs in order to swim and walk to find food to
eat.
o Penguin: Use their tails and flippers in order to swim through the w ater and jump onto
land.
o Musk Oxen: Use their large body size and pointy horns in order to scare off their predators
(like the wolf!).
o Wolverine: Use their thick fur in order to stay dry and keep w arm .
o Lynx: Use their thick fur in order to stay dry and keep w arm .
o Barnacles: Use their hard shells in order to protect them from getting eaten!
o Limpets: Use their hard shells in order to protect them from getting eaten!
o Tree: Use their roots in order to protect them from falling over.
o Squirrel: Use the color of their fur in order to blend in with their environment.

Day 2
Teacher Prep: Have chart from the previous lesson in the front of the room so students can refer to the
pictures. If feasible, get a variety of props th at act as visuals for students as they are partake in the
lesson’s activity (animal hides, live plant with intact roots an d /o r rock covered in barnacles a n d /o r
limpets taken from the shore).
Teacher Prep: Print out 2 copies of Scenarios Slips sheet and cut out and store the scenario slips in a
container until needed. The second copy will serve as a backup for students th at finish their other
drawings early. On a separate piece of paper, draw yourself out in the woods wearing a shirt or vest made
out of bark (this will be used as a visual for the lesson’s activity).
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Procedure:
- Ask students w hat are some things animals need to live. (Food, Water, Shelter, Space, Protection,
Movement, Warmth) Referring back to the chart that students help make yesterday in class, point
out an animal and ask how it uses it body to help it get w hat it needs.
- Tell students th at people need the same things th at animals need to live. We also need food and
water, a shelter to live in, space to get the things we need, protection from wild animals, the ability
to move around to get w hat we need and w arm th during the winter. Tell students th at they are
going to do an activity today. Each one of them will get a slip of paper with a problem th at they
have try and solve. The only way they can solve their problem is copy something th at an animal or
plant has or would do (that they have learned about) if they were in a similar position as you.
- Provide students with the following example, using your drawing as a visual. Every sum m er you
run into the same problem over and over again. W henever you go out berry picking you end up
getting scratches all over your arms from the branches of trees and bushes. One day you decided
you w ere going to solve this problem because you were tired of getting scratched up. You started
thinking about the certain things th at plants have th at protect them from getting hu rt from other
animals or plants and suddenly had a brilliant idea! All trees have a special layer called bark
around their trunk th at is light b ut strong, and this helps keep them protected. Why not make a
shirt out of bark? You w ent ahead and did this last sum m er and found th at it worked very well.
- Pass out one scenario slip and separate sheet of paper so th at they can begin working on their
drawings. Note: If students finish ahead of time provide them with another scenario slip to draw
on the back of their papers.
Lesson 10: Post-A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute class
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Post-Assessment Worksheet and glue into students’ science
notebooks. Also make 1 copy per student of the Summative Assessment Task: How Do Body Parts and
Behaviors Help Animals and Plants?, which should be given to each student individually.
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Pre/Post Assessment: Read aloud each scenario to the class and have students draw their
ideas.

Scenario 1: Draw how an animal can use its body parts to get from place to place.

Scenario 2: Draw how an animal can use a body part to protect itself from
other animals that want to eat it.
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Scenario 3: Draw how a plant keeps itself from falling over

Scenario 4: Draw how an animal can use a body part to find or get food to eat.
Pre/Post Assessment Note sheet: As students are working ask them to describe their drawings. Write
down their ideas in order to understand thought processes.
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Date:
Student

Observations/Notes
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Student

Observations/Notes

Additional Comments:
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

How are these bird beaks different?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

How do These Animals Use their Bodies?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

What do You have in Your House?
Homework Directions: We have been learning over the past two weeks how animals use
their bodies to help them get what they need in order to survive. Can you remember how
an animal or plant we talked about in class uses its body to get what it needs? Take a good
look around your home and pick out objects (clothes, tools, materials, etc.) that you are and
your family use and need. Do these objects look like or work in ways that remind you of
how certain animals look or act? (For example: The fur or feathers that line coats are not
only very useful to people but are used for the same purposes in the animals they were
taken from).
Connect as many objects from around the house to a similar animal function. This should
be done family member. Bring homework back to class on Wednesday (March 11th).

Object Found in House

Animal Function

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

What did You Observe?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Basics Pictures
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Basics Pictures
897

MATERIALS: H O W D O BODY BARTS AND BEHAVIORS ETHER ANIMATS ABID PLANTS?

Animal Basics Pictures
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Basics Pictures
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Body Parts Cards
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Animal Body Parts Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Body Parts Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Body Parts Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Animal Body Parts Cards
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Animal Body Parts Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Scenarios Slips
You need to make a tool that can help your family can get more meat for the winter.
You need to make clothing to keep warm in the winter.
You need to make a tool so that your baby sister or brother can drink water out of a cup.
You need to make something to protect your head while riding a bicycle.
You need to make something to put on your boat so that you and your family can go fishing.
You need to make special clothes so that animals won’t see your family when they are hunting.
You need to make a tool to break open clams and oysters so that you and your family can eat them.
You need to make a tool so that can more easily cut up your food and eat it.
You need to make clothes that can help you swim underwater.
You need to make clothes that will keep you dry when it’s raining really hard.
You need to make something that will scare off wild animals that you see in the woods.
You need to make a tool that will help you and your family climb trees to hide in when you are hunting.
You need to put something under your family’s fishing cabin so it won’t blow away or tip over on a
windy day!
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o b o d y p a r t s a n d b e h a v io r s h e l p a n im a l s a n d p l a n t s ?

Summative Assessment Task: How Do Body Parts and Behaviors Help Animals and Plants?

At the end of the Investigation (How do Body Parts and Behaviors Help Animals and Plants?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This
Assessment addresses Learning Objective 1-3 and is designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) after they've completed the Post
Assessment Worksheet in their science notebooks and designing their solution to a human problem.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

The student connects how
external body parts (structure) of
different animals helps them
survive, grow and meet their
needs (function).

Date:
NGSS

1-LS1-1

Below Proficient

The student connects example
(1/3) of external structures
demonstrated in class to its
appropriate function (mobility,
protection and sustenance).

Proficient

The student connects examples
(2/3) of external structures
demonstrated in class to its
appropriate function (mobility,
protection and sustenance) and
how it helps the animal survive,
grow and/or meet certain needs.

The student creates a design to
solution to a human problem
how the external body parts of
animals/plants help them survive,
grow and meet their needs
(structure and function).

1-LS1-1

1-LS1-1

The student does not connect an
example (0/1) of an external
structure demonstrated in class to
its appropriate function.

The student creates a device that
does not utilize the structure and
function of an external part from a
plant/animal.

The student connects examples
(3/3) of external structures to its
appropriate function (mobility,
protection and sustenance) and
how it helps the animal survive,
grow and/or meet certain needs.
Note: Student utilizes examples
from class and those from their
own experiences/observations
outside the classroom.

Note: The student does not
elaborate on how the external
structure helps the animal survive,
grow and/or meet certain needs.
The student connects how an
external structure of plants helps
them meet their needs.

Above Proficient

The student connects an example
(1/1) of an external structure
demonstrated in class to its
appropriate function (stability) and
how it helps the plant meet a
certain need.

The student creates a device that
solves a solution to a human
problem by utilizing the structure
and function of an external part
from a plant/animal demonstrated
in class.

The student connects an example
(1/1) of an external structure to
its appropriate function and how
it helps the plant meet a certain
need.
Note: Students provides an
example taken from their own
experiences/observations.
The student creates a device that
solves a solution to a human
problem by utilizing the structure
and function of an external part
from a plant/animal observed
outside of class.
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Unit III

Investigation IV: What do Parents and Young do to Help Young Survive?
Disciplinary Core Ideas: From Molecules To Organisms- Structures and Processes (Grade 1)
Overarching Question:
• W hat do parents and young do to help young survive?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will use observations from text and media to determ ine patterns in behavior of parents and
offspring th at help offspring survive.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can distinguish patterns from text an d /o r media that
dem onstrate behaviors parents and offspring engage in th at help offspring survive.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can conclude th at parents and offspring engage in
behaviors th at help offspring survive.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
• Pre-Assessment: How do parents and offspring help offspring survive? W orksheet (1 copy per
student)
• Crayons a n d /o r colored pencils
• Double sided tape or glue stick
• Science notebooks
• Chart paper
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Salmon Boy*
• Salmon Boy myth, Discussion and Discussion Questions (pp. 95-77 & p. 101 in “Keepers of the
Animals by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac)- Attached at the end of Investigation
• Circle o f the Sea Activity (p. 104 in “Keepers of the Animals) - attached at the end of Investigation
Lesson 3: How do baby Emperor penguins survive in Antarctica?
Day 1
• A Mother’s Journey by Sandra Markle (book)
• White balls (1 per student pair)
• A Mother’s Journey: Fish Photo Cards (6 copies)
• 2 sheets of chart paper- KWL
Day 2
• A Mother’s Journey by Sandra Markle (book)
• White balls (1 per student pair)
• Baby Emperor Penguin stuffed animals (6 total)
• A Mother’s Journey: fish photo cards (6 copies)
• A Mother’s Journey: krill photo cards (6 copies)
• A Mother’s Journey: squid photo cards (6 copies)
• A Mother’s Journey: leopard seal photo card (1 copies)
• Chart paper
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Lesson 4: How do baby hummingbirds survive?
Day 1
• First Flight: A Mother Hummingbird's Story DVD
• First Flight W orksheet 1
• Crayons a n d /o r colored pencils
• Science notebooks
• Glue or double sided tape
Day 2
• First Flight: A Mother Hummingbird's Story DVD
• First Flight W orksheet 2
• First Flight W orksheet 2 Cutouts
• Glue sticks
• Pixie cups
• Science notebooks
• Double sided tape
Lesson 5: How are human children taken care of?
• Parent Guest Speaker
• How are human children taken care of? W orksheet
• Crayons/colored pencils
• Glue or double sided tape
Lesson 6: Summative A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
• Oral Summative Assessment Task: How do parents and offspring help offspring survive? (1 copy
per student)
• Post Assessment: How do parents and young help young survive?
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standards
1-LS1-2: Read texts and use media to determ ine patterns in behavior of parents and offspring th at help
offspring survive.
Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
Estimated Time: 1, 30 minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment: How do parents and offspring help
offspring survive? W orksheet, and glue or tape each into students’ science notebooks. Divide the sheet of
chart paper into two columns with the following headings, Know and Learned. This will become a revised
version of a KWL chart and can be utilized as a formative assessm ent throughout the investigation.
Procedure:
- Tell students th at are about to start another very exciting investigation. They will be learning how
different types of animals use special kinds of behaviors to protect their young. Explain th at young
is a word scientists use when they are talking about baby animals. Have students practice the new
w ord together in unison. Tell students they will also learn how young (baby animals) use different
behaviors th at also help them live. Ask students w hat behavior means? Why is it im portant that
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animal parents as well as their young have special behaviors th at help the young live? (There are
many things in the environm ent th at cause harm or kill young. Things th at can kill young is
w eather, especially if it’s very cold, predators or animals th at w ant to eat them, or not having food
because baby animals are not big enough or do not know enough to get their own food.)
Ask students the following questions to get them thinking about their own lives: Do their parents
take care of them? W hat types of things do their parents do to make sure they grow up to be happy
and healthy? Do they (the students) help take care of themselves? W hat do they (the students) do
to help make sure they are happy or healthy?
Ask students the following questions and write their ideas on the KWL chart, making sure to initial
their ideas. This chart can be used in every lesson throughout the investigation as a method to
m onitor students’ progress in comprehending the content. Do you know of any animals th at do
certain things (behaviors) to take care of their young? W hat do they do? Do you know of things
(behaviors) baby animals may to do to help keep themselves alive?
Have students’ open up their science notebooks to the Pre-Assessment: How do parents and young
help young live? worksheet. Explain th at they will be drawing different pictures in the two empty
boxes on the worksheet. The question above the first box says, w hat do parents do to help their
babies live? Tell students th at they should think about one way th at an animal will help its young
live and draw this in the first empty box on the worksheet. Give students sufficient time to
complete their drawings while going around to each and asking them to explain their thoughts. It
may be helpful to jot down students’ ideas in a corner of the w orksheet in order to refer back to it
in the future.
Once students’ have completed their first drawing turn their attention to the second empty box on
the w orksheet and read aloud the next question they will have to answer: W hat do animal babies
do to help themselves live? Tell the class they should think about one way in which a baby animal
helps itself live and draw it in this box. Again give students sufficient time to complete their
drawing, and jot down their ideas while they explain the drawing to you.

Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge- Salmon Boy*
*Traditional story and activities included in this lesson are adopted from the book, “Keepers of the
Animals” by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac, which can be found in the K-1 education totes.
Photocopies of each are included at the end of the investigation.
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep: Read through the Salmon Boy myth, Discussion and Discussion Questions on pp. 95-77 & p.
101 in “Keepers of the Animals,” attached at the end of the investigation. Decide ahead of time w hether
you, an Elder or Tlingit Language instructor from the Cultural Heritage Departm ent will read the myth
aloud to the class, which will then be followed up with a discussion of the myths’ major themes. After
discussing the myth, im plem ent the Circle o f the Sea activity found on p. 104.
Lesson 3: How do baby Emperor penguins survive in Antarctica?
Estimated time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Day 1
Teacher Prep: Have ready the book, A Mother's Journey, to read to the class as well as 1 white ball (props
for the lesson’s activity) per student pair. You will be reading pp. 1-20 aloud to students during the
lesson. Write out a KWL chart on a large sheet of paper. On the second sheet of paper write out the
following scenes, questions and activities th at students will have to answ er and act out as a class once the
reading is completed:
Scene 1: Laying the egg
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Ask students: W hat do females do when they first lay their eggs? (Cover it up with their belly flap
once egg is put on top if their feet for protection).
- Action: Have male and female students pair up. Each female student will be given an “egg” (white
ball). They will have to put it on top of their feet and pretend to cover it up with their belly flap.
Scene 2: Passing the egg
- Ask students: W hat does the female have to do before she leaves on her journey? (Pass the egg to
the male to keep it warm.)
- Actions: Have female students pass the “egg” to the males’ feet, being very careful to not let it
touch the ground! Male students cover up the egg with their “belly flap” for w arm th and huddle
together to keep warm themselves. They m ust imagine how cold it is around them, the egg cannot
fall from their feet or be exposed to the elements otherwise it will die. Have students practice
different calls with their partners. Females will need to know how to recognize her mate when she
returns.
Scene 3: Getting w hat they need to live
- Ask students: Why does the female penguins have to leave the daddy penguins and eggs behind?
(Females need to feed themselves and bring back food for the baby penguin, which will get hungry
quick after they hatch.)
- Tell female students to get into a single file line. They will be walking, shuffling and scooting (on
their bellies) tow ard the ocean. Male students stay huddled together.
Scene 4: W eather gets bad
- Ask students: W hat do females have to do when it gets really windy and cold? (They form a group
and pack very close together for warmth.)
- Tell female students to pack together for w arm th very close together because it is very, very cold.
Male students need to also stay huddled together for warmth. Their eggs m ust not fall from their
feet even a second, otherwise it will freeze and die.
Scene 5: Reaching the water
- Ask students: W hat do the female em peror penguins do when they finally reach the water? (They
jump right in!)
- Activity: Tell female students to crowd together like they are on the edge of the ice and then have
them pretend to dive in. Male students should carefully change positions in their huddle; those
th at w ere on the outside now get a chance to be inside the circle to get warmer.
Scene 6: Food finally!
- Ask students: How do females catch their food? W hat do they eat? (They swim very fast in order to
catch fish)
- Activity: Tell boys they can put down the eggs for this part of the activity and give each of them 1
of the Fish Photo Cards. Tell students th at the female penguins m ust swim after their prey (fish) in
order to eat! The fish will do their best to swim away!
Procedure:
- Explain to the students’ th at for today and tom orrow ’s science lesson, they will be reading a book
together called, A Mother's Journey. Ask students the following questions and record their answers
under the “K” column of the chart:
o W hat do m other em peror penguins do to protect their offspring (young/babies) and keep
them healthy?
o W hat do father em peror penguins do to protect their offspring (young/babies) and keep
them healthy?
o W hat do baby em peror penguins do to keep themselves protected and healthy?
- Read story (pp. 1-20) and have students act out the scenes.
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Conclude lesson by posing questions th at were asked at the beginning of the lesson. Record
student’s answers under the “L” column of the chart. Put the chart to the side to use for the next
lesson.

Day 2
Teachers Prep: Have ready the book, A Mother's Journey, to read to the class (pp. 21-30), KWL chart and fish
photo cards from previous lesson as well as 1 white ball (props for the lesson’s activity) and emperor penguin
stuffed animal per student pair. Make six copies each of A Mother’s Journey photo card (krill and squid) and only 1
copy of the leopard seal photo card. On a separate sheet of chart paper write out the following scenes, questions
and activities that students will have to answer and act out as a class once the reading is completed:
Scene 1: Lots of food!
- Ask students: W hat other food does the female em peror penguin eat? (Krill, squid, Antarctic
Jonasfish)
- Activities: Give each male student 1-2 of the photo cards in order to act out other prey th at the
female em peror penguin consumes. Tell female students to chase after the “prey” so th at they can
eat them to stay alive.
Scene 2: Predator alert.
- Ask students: Who tries to eat the female em peror penguins? (Leopard Seal)
- Activity: Tell students you have transform ed into a leopard seal (have Photo Card on hand) who is
very hungry and is looking for yummy em peror penguins to eat! They m ust swim away as quickly
as possible otherwise the hungry seal with eat (tag) them. (Back at home) Male students watch
now as their hard efforts have paid off! Their eggs have hatched and are now replaced by baby
em peror penguins (stuffed animals). They still need to keep them covered with their “belly flap”
because the babies can freeze instantly.
Scene 3: Time to go hom e
- Ask students: How do females know when it’s time to go and return back to their babies? (The sun
starts to set)
- Activity: Have female students form a single file line to begin their journey home by walking,
shuffling and scooting on their bellies. Tell them th at the days are short and dark. Have them
huddle together when the wind starts blowing really strong and the snow begins falling. Male
students continue to watch over the babies, and should be providing them offer food (stored in
their stomach and regurgitated through their beaks) as much as possible.
Scene 4: W here are you?
- Ask students: How does the female know how to locate her mate? (They sing to each other)
- Activity: Tell female students to call out to their partner, who should reciprocate. Once they have
identified their partner pairs should m eet up.
Scene 5: Meeting for the first tim e
- Ask students: How does the m other em peror penguin m eet for the first time? (Her baby chick!)
- Activity: Have male students roll back their “belly flaps” to expose the baby to the m other em peror
penguin. Very carefully the male students should pass the baby penguins to their mothers, who
give the babies food for the first time.
Scene 6: Saying Goodbye!
- Ask students: Now th at the females are back, w hat do the males have to do? (Walk back to the sea
to find food to eat.)
- Activity: Have the male students form a single file line and start walking, shuffling and scooting
(on their bellies) back to the sea.
Procedure:
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Explain to the students’ th at for today science lesson they will finish reading the book, A Mother's
Journey. Ask students the following questions and record/revise their answers under the “L”
column of the chart:
o W hat do m other em peror penguins do to protect their offspring (young/babies) and keep
them healthy?
o W hat do father em peror penguins do to protect their offspring (young/babies) and keep
them healthy?
o W hat do baby em peror penguins do to keep themselves protected and healthy?
Read story (pp. 21-30) and have students act out the scenes.
Conclude lesson by posing questions th at were asked at the beginning of the lesson. Record
student’s answers under the “L” column of the chart. Put the chart to the side to use

Lesson 4: How do baby hummingbirds survive?
Estimated time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Day 1
Teacher Prep: Have ready the First Flight: A Mother Hummingbird's Story DVD to show in class for two
periods. Familiarize yourself with the film before showing it and have questions ready to pose to students
before or during the film so th at they observe and identify behaviors th at the m other hummingbird and
her offspring do in order to increase the survival of the offspring. You will only show approximately 13
minutes of the DVD the first day (stop at “Growing Up” section). Make 1 copy per student of First Flight
W orksheet 1, and glue/tape each into students’ science notebooks. Have ready crayons an d /o r colored
pencils for students to draw in observations after viewing the first half of the DVD.
Procedure:
• Begin lesson by telling students th at for the next two lessons they will get a very special treat.
They will get an up close look at the day and life of a m other hummingbird raising her babies
(offspring). Ask students the following questions to get them ready and excited to view the video:
o Have you ever seen a hummingbird? W hat do they look like? How big are they? W hat do
they eat? Have you seen a hummingbird nest before?
o How do you think m other hummingbirds take care of their babies (offspring)?
o Do the hummingbird babies (offspring) take care of themselves? How?
• Ask students how they can behave like scientists while watching the film? (Eyes watching, voices
quiet)
• Show students film. You may w ant to preface each section by rem inding students to observe the
m other hummingbird and her babies very closely for behaviors that will help her babies
(offspring) survive. After each section you can pause the DVD and ask students to voice w hat they
observed. Stop the DVD once you get to the “Growing Up” section. Tell students you will finish it
tomorrow.
• Back at their seats, have students open up their notebooks to the worksheet. Tell them th at they
made very good observations and just like scientists they will now have to record (write) those
observations down in their notebook. Have them complete the w orksheet and while working ask
student’s to describe their drawings.
Day 2
Teacher Prep: Have ready the First Flight: A Mother Hummingbird's Story DVD. You will start where you
left off the day before (“Growing Up” section) and finish the DVD. Make 1 copy per student of First Flight
W orksheet 2, and glue/tape each into students’ science notebooks. Make sufficient copies of the First
Flight W orksheet 2 Cutouts; each student will receive one set of pictures which will be cut out and put
into a pixie cup.
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Procedure:
• Begin lesson by telling students th at today they will finish watching the DVD. Ask students the
following questions to review w hat they learned yesterday about the behaviors the m other and
her babies (offspring) do to help the babies (offspring) survive:
o How did the m other hummingbird take care of their babies (offspring)? W hat else may she
do to take care of them?
o Do the hummingbird babies (offspring) take care of themselves? How? W hat else may they
do to help take care of themselves?
• Ask students how they can behave like scientists while watching the film? (Eyes watching, voices
quiet)
• Show students film. You may w ant to preface each section by rem inding students to observe the
m other hummingbird and her babies very closely for behaviors that will help her babies
(offspring) survive. After each section you can pause the DVD and ask students to voice w hat they
observed. Finish the film
• Back at their seats, have students open up their notebooks to the worksheet. Tell them th at they
made very good observations and just like scientists they will now have to record (write) those
observations down in their notebook. Explain th at the w orksheet has a picture of the m other
hummingbird and her babies. Each student will get a pixie cup filled with pictures th at show the
different behaviors of the m other hummingbird and the babies (offspring). Students are to pick
one cutout up at a time from their pixie cup and decide if it is showing a behavior of the m other
hummingbird or a behavior of the baby hummingbirds. They will then glue the cutout in the box
next to the correct picture.
Lesson 5: How are human children taken care of?
Estimated time: 1, 30-40 m inute lesson
Teacher Prep: Invite a parent into the classroom to discuss their parental behaviors as well as w hat they
did as youth to take care of themselves. Make 1 copy per student of the What keeps you happy and
healthy? Worksheet and glue/tape each into the science notebooks. On a large sheet of paper write out a
KWL chart (Know-Want to learn-Learned).
Procedure
• Tell students th at they have another exciting lesson today. They have a guest speaker who will join
them for p art of the lesson to talk about w hat they did growing up th at helped keep themselves
happy and safe. The speaker will also talk about w hat they do as a parent today to keep their own
children happy and safe.
• Turn student’s attention to the KWL chart. Ask the following questions and record student’s
answ ers under the “Know” column of the chart:
o How do you take care of yourself?
o How do your parents take care of you?
• Ask students w hat they need to do as scientists during the guest speaker’s talk. (Eyes watching,
voices quiet, ears listening) Present the guest speaker.
• After the presentation pass out science notebooks and have students’ open up to the worksheet.
Describe w hat they are expected to do. You may w ant to go around and take notes of w hat the
student’s are drawing.
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Have a class discussion to wrap up the investigation. Have students’ imagine th at they are either a
daddy or mommy brow n bear. Each one of them has a litter of 2 brown bear cubs. Ask them the
following questions and record their answers under the “Learned” section of the chart:
o W hat do they need to do to keep their brown bear cubs happy and healthy?
o W hat do the brow n bear cubs need to do to keep themselves happy and healthy?

Lesson 6: Summative A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
Estimated Time: 1, fifty-minute period
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Post Assessment: How do parents and young help young
survive? and glue/tape each copy into students’ science notebooks. Directions should be given to
students on how to complete the w orksheet but no assistance on specific content should be provided. It
may be helpful to have student’s explain the significance of their drawings to you once they have
completed the worksheet. An oral assessm ent is also provided should you w ant additional evidence of
students’ comprehension of the content covered. Use the P re/P ost Assessment w orksheets as well as the
Oral Summative Assessment Task to achieve a more well round perspective of student growth and
understanding of the investigation’s content.
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d y o u n g h e l p y o u n g s u r v iv e ?

Pre/Post Assessment: How do Parents and Young Help Young Survive?
DRAW : What do parents do to help their babies live ?

DRAW: What do babies do to help themselves live?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d y o u n g h e l p y o u n g s u r v iv e ?

First Flight Worksheet 1
DRAW: How does the mother hummingbird take care of her offspring?

DRAW: How do the baby hummingbirds help take care of themselves?
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d y o u n g h e l p y o u n g s u r v iv e ?

First Flight Worksheet 2
Directions: Match the mommy and baby hummingbirds to their behaviors.

M om m y
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d y o u n g h e l p y o u n g s u r v iv e ?

First Flight Worksheet 2 Cutouts
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w o r k s h e e t s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d y o u n g h e l p y o u n g s u r v iv e ?

What keeps you healthy and happy? Worksheet

Draw: How do you take care of yourself?

Draw: How do your parents take care of you?
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d o f f s p r in g h e l p o f f s p r in g s u r v iv e ?

A Mother's Journey: Fish Photo Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d o f f s p r in g h e l p o f f s p r in g s u r v iv e ?

A Mother's Journey: Krill Photo Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d o f f s p r in g h e l p o f f s p r in g s u r v iv e ?

A Mother's Journey: Squid Photo Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d o f f s p r in g h e l p o f f s p r in g s u r v iv e ?

A Mother's Journey: Leopard Seal Photo Cards
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A Mother's Journey Photo Cards
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m a t e r ia l s : h o w d o p a r e n t s a n d o f f s p r in g h e l p o f f s p r in g s u r v iv e ?

Summative Assessment Task: How do Parents and Offspring help Offspring Survive?

At the end of Investigation 5 make one copy of the Summative Assessment Task for each student. This Assessment addresses Learning Objectives 1 &2 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) after they've completed the Post Assessment Worksheet. While it addresses the same
content as the Worksheet it provides another avenue to assess students that may be stronger at expressing content orally rather than through a written
component.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

The student distinguishes
patterns that demonstrate
behaviors parents and offspring
engage in that help offspring
survive.

Date:
NGSS

1-LS1-2

Below Proficient

The student distinguishes by
providing 1 behavior (parental or
offspring) that help offspring
survive.

Proficient

The student distinguishes by
providing 1 behavior parents use
and 1 behavior offspring use that
help offspring survive.

Above Proficient

The student distinguishes by
providing 2+ behaviors parents
use and 2+ behaviors offspring
use that help offspring survive.
Note: Student is able to provide
examples demonstrated in the
classroom as well as from their
own lives.

The student concludes that
parents and offspring engage in
behaviors that help offspring
survive.

1-LS1-2

The student concludes that
parents and offspring have
behaviors but does not distinguish
why they are used.

The student concludes that there
are specific behaviors parents and
offspring use that help offspring
survive.
Note: Specific in this case
differentiates behaviors used to
increase offspring's chances of
survival versus general
parental/offspring behaviors.

The student concludes that there
are specific behaviors parents
and offspring use that help
offspring survive and can
differentiate between these and
more general behaviors.
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Unit III

Investigation V: Do young plants and animals look like their parents?
Disciplinary Core Idea: Heredity- Inheritance & Variation of Traits (Grade 1)
Overarching Question:
• Do young plants and animals look like their parents?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will use observations and build an evidence based account to illustrate and explain th at young
plants and animals are similar but not exactly like their parents and th at individuals of the same species
are recognizable as the same but also have differences th at distinguish them from one another.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can connect the juvenile forms of animals and plants to
their adult forms to dem onstrate they understand th at juveniles are very much, but not exactly
like, their parents.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can differentiate the similarities and differences
betw een young animals and plants and their parents to dem onstrate they understand that
juveniles are very much, but not exactly like, their parents.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can explain that individuals for the same kind of plant
or animal are recognizable as similar but can also vary in many ways.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent and Planting (What do you know?)
• P re/P ost Assessm ent Worksheet: Match each Parents to its Young (2 sheets- 1 copy per student)
• P re/P ost Assessm ent Cutouts (1 copy per student)
• How does Your Plant look Today? W orksheet (multiple copies per student)
• How will Your Plant look when it's Grown up? (1 copy per student)
• Science notebooks
• Pixie Cups (1 per student)
• Double sided tape
• Glue
• Maternal Plant Pictures (Nootka Lupine, W estern Columbine or Forget-Me-Not included in kit)
• Planting Directions (for flowing plants: Lupine, Columbine, Forget-Me-Not)
• Flower seeds (Lupine, Columbine, Forget-Me-Not seeds included in kit)
• Planting Pots (1 per student)
• Soil
• Strips of paper (for name tags)
• Grow Lamp
• Small Spray Bottles (2-3)
• Chart paper
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge-The Woman who Married a Frog
• The Woman who Married a Frog, Discussion and Discussion Questions (pp. 107-108 & p. 113 in
“Keepers of the Animals” by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac)
• Two Lives are W etter than One activity (pp. 113-114 in “Keepers of the Animals” by Michael Caduto
and Joseph Bruchac)
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Lesson 3: Are You Me? (Adopted from the Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative)
• Refer to the lesson plan attached at the end of the investigation for a list of materials th at are
needed to im plem ent the lesson.
Lesson 4: Do I Look like My Parent?
Day 1
• Do I look like my parent? (W orksheet 1) w orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Do I look like my parent? (Adult salmon photographs)- 1 copy per student pair
• Do I look like my parent? (Juvenile salmon photographs)- 1 copy per student pair
• Life Stages of Salmon diagram
• Frozen Planet DVD (Summer episode, wolves with babies: 21’ 44”)
• March of the Penguins DVD (Parents with their young, 53’ 43”)
• DVD player/TV or sm artboard/com puter
• Science Notebooks
• Double sided tape or glue stick
• Crayons, colored pencils
Day 2
• 1 Small spruce tree and 1 large spruce tree (preferably located near one another and in walking
distance of school)
• Do I Look Like My Parent? (W orksheet 2)- 1 copy per student
• Chart paper
• Science notebooks
• Red and blue crayons
• Double sided tape or glue stick
• Yarn or ribbon (two pieces)
Day 3
• Guest speaker (invite a student’s p arent to the class, preferably one th at has a younger sibling that
would be willing to bring them in as well)
• How do You Look Compared to Your Parents? w orksheet (1 copy per student)
• Small m irrors (1 per student or 1 per student pair)
• Science notebooks
• Colored pencils, crayons
• Double Sided Tape or glue stick
• KWL chart (made in previous lesson)
Lesson 5: Do all Animals and Plants look the Same?
Day 1
• Scissors and or Leatherman (2 pairs)
• Brown bear picture 1 (2 copies laminated)
• Brown bear picture 2 (1 copy laminated)
• KWL chart
• Chart paper
Day 2
• Students’ plants
• Maternal Plant Pictures (Nootka Lupine, W estern Columbine or Forget-Me-Not included in kit)
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• Brown bear picture 1 (2 copies laminated)
• Brown bear picture 2 (1 copy laminated)
• Sitka Spruce tree clippings (3-4 from previous class)
• KWL chart (from previous class)
Lesson 6: Post-A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
• P re/P ost Assessment Worksheet: Match each Parents to its Young (2 sheets- 1 copy per student)
• P re/P ost Assessm ent Cutouts (1 copy per student)
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standards
1-LS3-1: Make observations to construct an evidence based account th at young plants and animals are
like, but not exactly like, their parents.
Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
Estimated time: 1, 40-50 minute lesson
Teacher Prep: A com ponent of this investigation is to have students’ plant seeds of a flowering plant (i.e.
the offspring) from the same m aternal plant and watch them grow over the course of the investigation, all
the while comparing the seedlings to one another and their “parent plant.” This can be done a few
different ways b ut the im portant thing to keep in mind is th at it may take these plants up to 2-4 months
to grow large enough to where students can make substantial comparisons between their plants and the
m aternal plant (which will be a photograph). Thus, these plantings can be coupled with the What do
Plants and Animals Need in Order to Live and Grow? Investigation (since students are also planting seeds
in order to observe first-hand w hat they need to grow) or can be done as a separate planting, 1-2 months
before delving into this investigation with students. (Note: If planned accordingly plants can be ready to
be taken home as a m other’s day gift). Choose the species you wish to plant with the class, directions on
how to plant each species is included with this lesson plan. These particular species have been chosen as
options for the lesson plan because they are native to Yakutat (Forget-Me-Nots technically do not grow
locally in the area b ut are the state flower). It is im portant for students to recognize the difference
between naturally occurring species versus those th at have been introduced or brought in from another
area, and th at special care needs to be taken when buying or planting nonnative species in our homes
because they could easily proliferate in the wild and outcompete native plants for nutrients and space.
Setup the planting pots with soil, taking special care to keep the soil m oist before the plantation. Cut out
enough strips from tag or construction paper so th at each student will receive one to write their names
on and tape onto their pot. Finally, find an appropriate place in the classroom th at will not be easily
disrupted, allows an easy hook-up for the growing lamp, and where each student’s planting pot can
stored for 3-4 m onths while the plants grow. Make multiple copies per student of the worksheet, How
does Your Plant look Today?, and staple them together at the back of their notebook or on a free sheet of
notebook paper. Over the next few weeks have students map the growth of their plant by drawing how
they look each week. Also make 1 copy per student of the How will Your Plant look when it's Grown Up?
w orksheet and glue (or tape) it into each science notebook after the assessm ent worksheet.
Teacher Prep: After selecting a species of plant to grow in the classroom, print and laminate pictures of
the “m aternal” plant. Students will use this photograph to compare and contrast the similarities and
differences betw een their plants (offspring) and the m aternal plant. Also make 1 copy per student of the
Pre Assessment Worksheet, two pages in total, as well as the Pre Assessment Cutouts page. Glue or tape
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the Pre Assessment W orksheet into students’ science notebooks while cutting out images from each Pre
Assessments Cutouts page and sticking them into a Pixie cup; each student should receive one set of
cutouts, which they will then pair up with each picture on the Assessment worksheet. On a sheet of chart
paper w rite out two bar graphs with the following heading, Do all baby plants and animals look like their
parents? Divide each graph into 10 units and write Yes under one graph and No under the other. On
another piece of chart paper write out two columns with the follow headings: Know and Learned. Save
both of these m aterials until the end of the investigation so you can compare students’ responses.
Procedure:
> Begin lesson by telling students they are about to start a new and exciting investigation. Explain to
them th at over the next two weeks they will be studying how different baby plants and animals
look like their parents. Tell students they will be making a prediction about w hether they think all
baby plants and animals look like their parents. First have students’ recall w hat a prediction is,
then have them all puts their heads down on their desk. They can only vote once by raising their
hand. Ask students to raise their hand if all baby plants and animals look exactly their parents.
(Write the num ber down) Have them put their hands down and ask students to raise their hands if
they think baby plants and animals like, but not exactly like, their parents. (Write the num ber
down)
> Have students raise their heads and together as a class color in the num ber of units in each graph.
How many students voted, Yes? How many students voted, No?
> Flip over to the KWL chart. Ask students th at voted yes to give examples of baby plants and
animals th at look exactly like their parents and note this under the Learned section of the chart.
Ask students th at voted no to give examples of baby plants and animals th at look like, but not
exactly like their parents and note this under the Learned section of the chart.
> Tell students th at they will be doing an activity in their science notebooks. Have them open up to
the assessm ent w orksheet and explain th at there are six different pictures of adult plants and
animals. Each student will also get a pixie cup filled with cutouts of baby plants and animals. They
will pick up one picture at a time from their cups and have to think if parents of th at particular
animal or plant are on the worksheet. If it is they will glue th at cutout next to the picture of the
adult plant or animal. Only ONE cutout belongs in the empty box next to the picture on their
worksheet. Tell students th at they will have cutouts left over, and th at is ok. If they w ant to change
their mind later and put in another picture they can.
> Plantation Activity: This can be done after the assessm ent if the plantations have not been done
yet. Each student should get their own pot with soil, and a few seeds should be distributed over
the top and covered with a small layer of soil. Have students decorate their nametags and tape
each to the side of the pot. Once the students have planted their seeds have them turn to the
worksheet, How will Your Plant look when it's Grown Up? Show the students a picture of the
m aternal plant, and explain th at all of the seeds that they planted came from th at plant. (You can
either put the picture in the front of the room so all the students can see it or put a picture of the
m aternal plant at each student group so th at they can get a better look at it). Explain th at on their
w orksheets students will draw in the box on the right of the w orksheet w hat the parent plant
looks like. In the left box on the w orksheet students will make a prediction and draw a picture of
w hat they think their plant will look like when it’s all grown up.
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge-The Woman who Married a Frog*
*Traditional myth and activities for this lesson were adopted from the book, “Keepers of the Earth” by
Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac, which are attached at the end of this investigation. The book is
located in the K-2 education totes.
Estimated time:
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Teacher Prep: Read over the traditional myth The Woman who Married a Frog, the Discussion as well as
the Discussion Questions located on pp. 107-108 & p. 113 in “Keepers of the Animals” by Michael Caduto
and Joseph Bruchac. Decide ahead of time w hether you, an Elder or a Tlingit Language instructor will
read aloud the myth in class, which will be followed by a discussion of the m yth’s overarching themes.
Wrap up the lesson with the, Two Lives are W etter than One activity, located on pp. 113-114 in “Keepers
of the Earth.”

Lesson 3: Are You Me? *
*Note: The Are You Me? lesson plan has been adopted from the Alaska K-12 Science Curricular Initiative
and is attached at the end of the investigation. It can also be found on the website
at: http://w w w 2.gi.alaska.edu/STEP/lessons database/lessons/scan/scandfg k2 LifeScience AreYouMe.
pdf
Estimated Time: 1, 40-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Refer to the AKSCI Are you me? lesson plan attached to the end of this investigation for a
description of the procedure and a list of m aterials needed to im plem ent the lesson.
Lesson 4: Do I Look Like My Parent?
Estimated Time: 3, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Make 1 copy per student of the Do I look like my parent? (sheet 1), and glue/tape
it into their science notebooks. Also make sufficient copies of the Do I look like m y parent? (Adult and
Juvenile salmon photographs) so th at each student pair receives 1 photograph each to compare and
contrast. It may be best to laminate the photographs so th at they can be reused in the future. Have a DVD
player/TV or Sm artboard/com puter ready to play segments from the Summer episode of Frozen Planet
(21’ 44”) and March of the Penguins (53’ 43”), as well as crayons and color pencils available so that
students can complete their w orksheet after watching segments from both DVDs. Finally, make and
enlarge 1 copy of the Life Stages of Salmon Poster. The poster should be large enough so th at students are
able to see it clearly from their seats as you discuss the different it from the front of the room.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Talk a walk around the schoolyard and select two Spruce trees of comparatively
different sizes (to represent the seedling and the parent tree) th at are in walking distance from the
classroom and tie a piece of ribbon or yarn to each. These trees may not be related, however for the
purpose of this activity students will need to identify only a couple of similarities and differences in their
physical appearances in order to reinforce the objectives of the investigation. In addition, make 1 copy
per student of the Do I Look Like My Parent? (worksheet 2) and either glue or tape each into students’
science notebooks. On a sheet of chart paper draw two graphs under the heading, Do Small Spruce Trees
Look Exactly like their Parents? Divide each graph into 10 units and beneath one graph write YES and
under the other w rite NO.
Teacher Prep (Day 3): Ask a parent, preferably with an infant, of one of your students if they would
come into the classroom with their child for a brief activity. Explain the objective of the investigation
(that offspring look similar but not exactly like their parents) to the parent and th at lesson’s activity will
require them to sit in front of the classroom with their child(ren) as the rest of the students try to point
out the physical similarities and differences betw een them. This should take no longer than 15 minutes.
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Make 1 copy per student of the worksheet, How do you look compared to your parents?, and glue or tape
each into the science notebooks.
Day 1
Procedure:
> Begin lesson by having students recall w hat they learned from the previous lesson.
> Tell them th at they have a very exciting lesson today because they will be using their science
observation skill to look at many different kinds of baby animals and looking for ways they look
like their parents and ways th at they do not look like their parents.
> Bring out the Life Stages of Salmon Poster, and either hold onto it directly in order to point out the
different life stages with the class or hang it up so th at students can see it from their seats. Before
discussing the poster tell students th at scientists use diagrams (or pictures) like the one you are
holding in order to explain something about the natural world. (Locate and turn student’s
attention to a diagram in the room to provide an example). Tell them th at you have a diagram. Ask
the students, by looking at it, w hat they think the diagram is about. Next, read the title of the
poster out loud. Did the title give us more information about the diagram? W hat is it about?
Explain th at just like people salmon go through life stages. Are people born as adults? How big are
people when they are first born? (Have students show with their hands) How big are people have
25 years? (Have students show with their hands) Turn students’ attention back to the poster.
W hat are salmon born as? (Have a student come up and point directly on the poster.) Explain that
salmon are first born as eggs, and after a couple of months they hatch. W hat do they look like
when they hatch? (Have another student come up to the board and point to the “fry” stage). Tell
students th at this is like the baby stage for humans.
> Have students open up their notebooks to the drawings they made of the salmon fry earlier in the
year. (If this was not done skip to the next com ponent of the lesson). Ask students to describe
w hat the fry looked like right after they hatched from their eggs. Why did they have th at big red
sack underneath their body? (Provides them food because they cannot eat yet on their own) How
big were they? W hat colors w ere they? Why were those good colors to be at this stage or time in
their life? (When they are really young they cannot defend themselves or swim fast so they need
to be the color of the river bed in order to blend in) Pass out the picture of the Adult Salmon
Photograph to each student pair and tell them th at this is a picture of their salm on’s parent. Tell
students they are to look at the pictures they drew in their science notebooks of the baby salmon
as well as the photograph of parent salmon (taken in the wild) for a minute with their partner and
figure out how their baby salmon looks alike and how it looks different from the adult salmon.
Discuss their findings as a class. Tell student to close their notebooks.
> Turn student’s attention to the Salmon Life Cycle diagram. Explain th at after a couple months the
small salmon lose their big red food pouches and start to grow a little bigger. Point to the fry stage
and say th at at this point the salmon can start eating on their own. After a few more months, with
all this food they are now eating, the fry get even bigger. W hat stage are they at now? (Have a
student come up to the front of the room and point on the diagram to the parr stage). Explain that
at this stage the salmon are like middle school students, and pass out the Juvenile Salmon
photographs to each student pair. Tell the students to look at the photograph carefully because
you will be passing out a second picture of w hat the adult salmon looks like. (As you pass out the
picture of the Adult Salmon to each student pair explain that it is a picture of their baby salmon’s
parent) Tell students to look at the picture of the baby and its parent and to figure out how they
look different and how they look the same. After the students have had a m om ent to look over
both pictures discuss as a class their similarities and differences.
> Tell students th at they will now be looking at two different types of baby animals on clips from a
movie. They will have to use their science observation skills to figure out how baby arctic fox and
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em peror penguins look like their parents. (Play the DVDs from the designated times as long as you
feel is necessary. It may be helpful to pause either DVD on a frame th at shows the adult and its
offspring for a m om ent so th at students can have time to compare both. Make sure to have a short
discussion betw een each clip to discuss student observations).
> After showing the two clips, have students open up their science notebooks to the Do I look like my
parent? w orksheet th at you previously glued/taped in. Tell students th at their w orksheet has
pictures of two different baby animals they just saw in the movie. W hat are the baby animals that
are on their worksheet? Explain th at for this activity they are to draw the parent of each animal in
the empty box on the right side of the worksheet.
Day 2
Procedure:
> To begin the lesson, ask students w hat animals they learned about in their last science class.
(Salmon, artic fox and em peror penguins) Ask the following questions to review content from the
previous class: Do small salmon look exactly like their parents? How do they look alike? How do
they look different? Do baby arctic fox look exactly like their parents? How do they look alike?
How do they look different? Do baby em peror penguins look exactly like their parents? How do
they look alike? How do they look different?
> Tell students th at they are going to take a short field trip outside to observe two spruce trees. The
bigger tree is the parent while the smaller tree is the baby. Their job as scientists is to figure out if
baby spruce trees look exactly like their parent trees, but before they go outside the class will
make a prediction and put (or color in) the num ber of votes on each of the graphs. Show students
the graphs and read the title out-loud. Have them put their heads on their desks and explain that
they only get to raise (or vote) their hand one time to make a prediction. Repeat the question that
they will vote Yes or No to. Ask students to raise their hands if they think baby Spruce trees look
exactly like their parents. Ask students to raise their hands if they do not think baby Spruce trees
look exactly like their parents. (Record both num bers on the chart) Have students raise their
hands and color in the num ber of units on each graph together as a class. Ask the class: How many
students think th at baby spruce trees look exactly like their parents? How many students think
th at baby spruce trees do not look exactly like their parents?
> (Outside activity) Take students out to the two trees in the schoolyard. Explain that the smaller
tree is the baby of the larger tree. Ask students to use their student observation skills and to look
closely at each tree. Does the smaller tree look exactly like the parent tree? How does it look
different? How does it look the same?
> (Classroom) Back in the classroom have students open up the worksheet, Do I Look Like My
Parents? Have students think back on how the two trees looked the same and how they looked
different. Explain th at on their worksheets, the first graders will write one sentence th at explains
how the two trees looked different and one sentence on how the trees look the same. Tell the
kindergarteners th at with a blue crayon they will first circle parts of the baby tree th at look like
the parent tree. (Provide them sufficient time before giving them directions for the second p art of
the activity. It may be necessary to go around to each kindergartner in order to guide them on the
first p art of the activity.) Once the kindergartners have completed the first task tell them th at with
a red crayon they will now circle the parts of the baby tree th at look different from the parent tree.
Day 3
Procedure:
> Begin lesson by telling students to look around the room at their peers and notice how they look.
(Guiding questions: W hat is their eye or hair color? How tall are they? How big are their hands?)
Once students have taken a m om ent to study their peers, ask the class if they think all people look
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the same. (Guiding questions: W hat are some ways th at they look similar to their peers? W hat are
some ways they look different from their peers?) Guide students through questions th at have
them observe the similarities th at characterize people overall and differences between
individuals. Overall, students should determ ine th at while some of them may look more alike than
others there are certain physical characteristics th at all people share (eyes on the front of their
face, hair on their head, 2 arms, 2 hands to grab things, walk upright on two legs, etc.) and
significant differences (color of eyes, hair and skin as well as height and length of their arms) that
make each student unique from one another.
Ask students to now think about their own families. Do they look like their parents? How do they
look different from their parents?
Tell students th at they have a guest in the classroom today. (Present the guest) The students’ job
today will be to use their science observation skills to look for ways th at the child looks like their
parent and ways th at the child does not look like the parent.
Have the parent and their child sit in front of the classroom so th at they are easily seen by all the
students. Have students take a m om ent to just use their visual observation skills to look for ways
th at the child looks similar to their parent. As a class discuss these similarities. Next, have students
take a m om ent to look for ways th at the child looks different than their parent. Discuss these
differences as a class. Now bring in yourself or another student (unrelated to the guest) to the
front of the room and ask the class if you (or the student) are related to the family. Ask students
how they can tell th at you are not related to the family.
To w rap up the class discussion, ask students if the child looks exactly like their parent. Explain to
the class th at children never look like an exact copy of their parents but there are many ways that
they look a lot alike (summarize the ways that the guest and their child look alike). Follow this up
by asking if you or the child look more like the guest? Why? Explain th at the child is related to the
guest and you are not, which is why they look more alike. Now ask students if all baby animals are
exact copies of their parents? W hat about plants? Explain th at baby animals and plants, just like
human babies, are never exact copies of their parents but do look a lot alike.
Back at their desks have students open up to their science notebooks to the worksheet, How do
you look compared to your parents? Read over the directions on the worksheet. Explain that each
student (or student pair) will be receiving a small m irror th at they can use ONLY to look at
themselves if they need help rem em bering w hat they look like (since they can’t see themselves as
easily as their parents). First graders should write one sentence th at describes how they look
similar to their parents and one sentence th at explains how they look different. It may be helpful
to go around the room to the Kindergartners and ask them to describe the similarities and
differences betw een themselves and their parents.

Lesson 5: Do all anim als and plants look the same?
Estimated Time: 2, thirty-forty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Write out a KWL chart on a piece of chart paper. Split the paper into two columns and at
the top of each column write one of the following headings: Know and Learned. Print out two copies of Brown Bear
Picture 1 and Brown Bear Picture 2 and laminate all three to have for future use. On the second piece of chart paper
draw out two graphs under the heading, Do all Sitka Spruce Trees look the same? Divide each graph into 10 units
and label each graph as YES or NO.
Teacher Prep (Day 2): Once students’ plants have grown sufficiently it is time to compare them to one
another and to their m aternal plant. Have the KWL chart (from previous class) ready in front of the room
since you will be recording students’ ideas learned over the course of the investigation during a class
discussion. Also make 1 lam inated copy per student pair of the maternal plant picture so th at they can
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compare and contrast their plant (offspring) with the adult version (parent). Set up the plants on a table
in the front of the room so th at there is enough space for students to gather around and observe all the
plants in one area. Have ready the Sitka Spruce tree clippings and brown bear pictures 1 & 2 (from
previous class) ready to use as props to reinforce concept th at animals and plants of the same species
look alike but not exactly alike one another.
Day 1
Procedure:
> Begin lesson by asking students if they think all people look exactly the same. Have them explain
their answers and write down their ideas (initializing each) under the Know column of the KWL
chart. Next ask them if all brown bears look exactly the same? If students have a hard time
visualizing w hat you mean by this show them the picture of brown bear picture 1 and explain that
a bear th at looks exactly the same as this one would mean making a copy of it. Bring out the copy
of brown bear picture 1 and show them both around the room. To look exactly the same means
th at there are absolutely no differences between them. Tell students that you had to use a machine
to make an exact copy of the picture of the brown bear. Ask them if this happens in nature. Now
bring out the brown bear picture 2 and ask students w hat type of bear it is. Tell them th at it is also
a brown bear, but it looks a little different. Ask students to give some examples of how these two
brown bears look the same and how they look different.
> Ask students if they think plants look exactly the same, and record their ideas under the Know
column of KWL chart. Tell students they will be taking a short trip outside to investigate w hether
or not Sitka Spruce trees look exactly the same, but before going on their adventure outside the
students will make a prediction as a class. W hat is a prediction? Tell students they will only get to
make one prediction by raising their hand. They will be predicting w hether or not they think all
Sitka Spruce trees look exactly the same. Have them put their heads on their desk and pose one
question at a time, noting the num ber of students th at voted. Ask students to raise their hands if
they think all Sitka Spruce trees look exactly the same. Have students put their hands down and
ask students to raise their hands if they think Sitka Spruce trees a like but not exactly the same.
Have students raise their heads and as a class fill in the graphs together. How many students think
th at all Sitka Spruce trees look the same? How many students think that Sitka Spruce trees look
alike but not exactly the same?
> (Outside activity on Train Trail) If you have an aide divide the class into two groups. Have pairs of
students go and find their favorite spruce tree along the trail. Go around and take small clippings
from the braches to take back into the classroom.
> Back in the classroom have students sit in a circle on the floor to observe the clippings they got
from outside. Put a few clippings in the center of the circle and have students take a minute to
observe them. Tell them th at each of the clippings came from the branches of different Sitka
Spruce trees. Ask them how the branches look the same? How do they look different?
> Tell students to go back to their seats. Ask the class how many think th at Sitka Spruce trees look
exactly the same. (Like they are copies of one another) Have students explain their answers and
record them on the chart under the Learned column of the chart. How many students think Sitka
Spruce trees look alike but not exactly alike one another? Have students explain their answers and
record their ideas under the Learned column of the chart.
> Note: Save the KWL chart for the next second p art of this lesson, which may or may not be the next
consecutive class depending on how far along the students’ plants have grown. Also save 3-4
samples of the Sitka Spruce tree clippings to use a prop for the next class.
Day 2
Procedure:
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> At the beginning of class, tell students they will be observing all of their plants together to see if
look exactly alike or a little different from one another. Ask students if they think all bears look
exactly alike and to explain their answers. Note their ideas under the Learned column of the chart.
Ask students if they think all Sitka Spruce trees look exactly alike and to explain their answers.
Note their ideas under the Learned column of the chart. (If students are still saying th at animals
and plants of the same species look exactly alike have them think back to previous lessons to jog
their memory of w hat they observed. Use brown bear pictures 1 and 2 and clippings from the Sitka
Spruce to reinforce concept th at animals and plants of the same type look alike but not exactly
alike one another). Ask students if they think their plants o f______ look exactly alike?
> Have students gather around the table where all of their plants are situated. Remind them that
these plants are all the same type. Have students use their scientific observation skills to find
similarities betw een the plants. (Shape of the leaf, how the branches grow along the stem, overall
color, how the buds/flow ers look if any have grown at this point, etc.) Next have students use their
scientific observation skills to find how the plants look different from one another. (Various
shades of green, height differences, overall size differences between leaves, etc). After finishing the
discussion pass back the plants to the students and have them take their seats.
> Once back at their desks ask students if a ll_________ plants look exactly the same. Have them
explain their answ ers and write their ideas on the board under the Learned column of the KWL
chart.
> Ask students if all baby plants and animals look exactly the same as their parents. Record their
ideas under the Learned column of the KWL chart. (If student response indicates th at they still not
have grasped the concept th at offspring look alike, but not exactly like their parents, jog their
memory utilizing activities from previous classes. Did the guest speak th at visited look exactly like
their child? Did the baby Sitka Spruce tree look exactly like their parent tree? Did the baby
em peror penguins and arctic wolves look exactly like their parents?)
> Ask students if they think their b a b y _______ plants look exactly like their parents? Record their
ideas under the Learned column of the KWL chart. While passing out the maternal plant picture to
each student pair, tell students th at are to look at the picture of the adult plant and compare it to
the baby plant. How do they look the same? How do they look different?
> Give students sufficient time to compare and contrast their plants with the maternal plant picture.
Ask students if their baby plants look exactly like the m aternal plants and to give examples of
similarities and differences betw een to the two. Record their ideas under the Learned column of
the KWL chart.
Lesson 6: Post-A ssessm ent (What did you learn?)
Estimated time: 1, 40-50 minute lesson
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w o r k s h e e t s : d o y o u n g p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l o o k l ik e t h e i r p a r e n t s ?

Pre/Post Assessment Worksheet: Match each parent to its young.

Parent

Young
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Parent

Young
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w o r k s h e e t s : d o y o u n g p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l o o k l ik e t h e i r p a r e n t s ?

Pre/Post Assessment Cutouts

Predict: How will Your Plant Will Look when it’s Grown Up?
Directions: After looking at a picture of your seed’s parent draw a picture of it. Then draw a
picture of what your plant will look like when its grown up.

Baby Plant

Parent Plant
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w o r k s h e e t s : d o y o u n g p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l o o k l ik e t h e i r p a r e n t s ?

Observe: How does Your Plant look Today?
Directions: Draw and color in a picture of how your plant looks today. First graders should
write one sentence that describes how their plant looks.

Date:
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Observe: How do You Look Compared to Your Parents?
Directions: After looking in a mirror draw a picture of yourself. Then draw a picture of your
parents. How do you look like your parents? How do you look different from your parents?

You

Parents
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w o r k s h e e t s : d o y o u n g p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l o o k l ik e t h e i r p a r e n t s ?

Analyze: Do I look like My Parent? (Worksheet 1)
Directions: After watching the video clips from Frozen Planet, draw the adult Arctic Fox and
Emperor Penguin next to the picture of their babies. Do the parents and babies look alike?
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w o r k s h e e t s : d o y o u n g p l a n t s a n d a n im a l s l o o k l ik e t h e i r p a r e n t s ?

Analyze: Do I look like my parent? (Worksheet 2)
Directions: After going outside and looking a baby Sitka Spruce and its parent, think about how
they look alike and how they look different. Kindergarteners should circle on this worksheet
with a blue crayon parts that are alike and circle with a red crayon parts that look different. First
graders should write one sentence how they look alike and one sentence about how they look
different.
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M aternal Plant Picture: Western Columbine
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M aternal Plant Picture: Nootka Lupine
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m a t e r ia l s : d o y o u n g p a l n t s a n d a n im a l s l o o k l ik e t h e i r p a r e n t s ?

M aternal Plant Picture: Forget-Me-Nots
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Do I look like m y parent? (Adult salm on photographs)
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Do I look like m y parent? (Juvenile salm on photographs)
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Brown Bear Picture 1
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Brown Bear Picture 2
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Summative Assessment Task: Do Young Plants and Animals look like their Parents?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This Assessment addresses Learning Objective 2-3 and is designed to be
conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) after they've completed the Post Assessment Worksheet. You may use the Post Assessment
Worksheet as a visual for the student as they provide examples of how the adult and offspring of each animal are similar and different.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient

Proficient

The student differentiates the
similarities and differences
between young animals and
plants and their parents.

1-LS3-1

The student differentiates by
recognizing that there are
similarities and differences
between young animals and plants
and their parents but does not
provide any examples.

The student differentiates by
providing 1+ examples of the
differences and 1+ examples of the
similarities of at least 2 parents and
their offspring (either plant or
animal).

Above Proficient

The student explains that
individuals of the same kind of
plant or animal are recognizable
as similar but can also vary in
many ways.

1-LS3-1

The student explains that
individuals of the same kind of
plant or animal can look different
but does not provide any
examples.

The student explains that
The student explains that
individuals of the same kind of plant individuals of the same kind of
or animal can look different and
plant or animal can look different
provides 2 examples of the
and provides 2 examples of the
differences for 2+ species.
differences for at least 1 species.

The student differentiates by
providing 2+ examples of the
differences and 2+ examples of
the similarities of 3 parents and
their offspring (either plant or
animal).
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Unit IV
Investigation I: What is sound?
Overall Learning Goal:
Students will plan an investigation collaboratively with their classmates and use the information
gathered th at sound can make m aterials vibrate and th at vibrating m aterials can make sound.
Overall Learning Objectives:
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can plan an investigation collaboratively with
classmates th at aim at answering a question.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can carry-out an investigation collaboratively with
classmates by collecting data.
• Students th at dem onstrate understanding can determ ine from data th at was collected throughout
investigation th at vibrating m aterials can make sound and th at sound can make materials vibrate.
Materials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
• Pre-Assessment: Learning about sound (1 copy per student)
• Glue or double sided tape
• Crayons a n d /o r colored pencils
• Large sheet of paper (1)
• (Optional) Recording of various sounds
Lesson 2: How is sound made? (What happens to objects when they m ake sounds?)
Day 1: W hat question to we w ant to answ er about sound?
• NGSS Sound Vibrations Movie (MP4)
• Large sheet of paper (1)
• Science notebooks
Day 2: How are we going to investigate our question?
• How are we going to investigate our question? W orksheet (1 copy per student- K and Grade 1
versions available)
• Rulers (1 per student pair)
• Drum and drumsticks (1 per student pair)
• Tuning Forks and spoons (1 of each per student pair)
• Glue an d /o r doubled sided tape
• Crayons a n d /o r colored pencils
• Science notebooks
Day 3: Collecting data about how sound is made
• How do objects make sound? W orksheet 1 (1 copy per student)
• How do objects make sounds? W orksheet 2 (1 copy per student)
• Glue an d /o r tape
• Rulers (1 per student pair)
• Tuning forks and spoons (1 of each per student pair)
• Drum and drumsticks (1 of each per student pair)
• Colored pencils a n d /o r crayons
• Science notebooks
Day 4: How do drums make sound?
• Guest speaker: Gloria Wolf or set of drums
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•
•
•
•
Day 5:
•
•
•
•
•

How do objects make sounds? W orksheet 2 (1 copy per student)
Mini drums for students with drumsticks
Glue an d /o r tape
Science notebooks
Communicating our results
Sounds reading (lower and middle reading levels available)
Construction paper (1 per student)
Crayons a n d /o r colored pencils
KWL chart
(Optional for dem onstration) Drum and drumstick, tuning forks and spoon, ruler

Lesson 3: What does sound do to other objects?
Day 1: How are we going to investigate our question?
• How are we going to investigate our question? W orksheet (1 copy per student- K and Grade 1
versions available)
• List of questions
• Cup of sand (2)
• Sheets of notebook paper (2)
• Drum and drum stick (1 of each)
• Stereo
• Tuning fork with spoon (1 of each)
• Bucket of w ater
• Glue an d /o r doubled sided tape
• Crayons a n d /o r colored pencils
• Large sheet of paper (KWL chart)
• Science notebooks
Day 2: Collecting our data
• W hat does sound do to other objects? W orksheets 1-3 (1 copy of each w orksheet per student)
• Glue an d /o r tape
• Cup of sand (2)
• Sheets of notebook paper (2)
• Drum and drum stick (1 of each)
• Stereo
• Tuning fork with spoon (1 of each)
• Bucket of w ater (1)
• Science notebooks
Day 3: Communicating our results
• Construction paper
• Crayons
• Colored pencils
• Markers
Lesson 4: Summative Assessm ent- What did you learn?
• Post Assessment: How can we make sound? (1 copy per student)
• Oral Summative Assessment Task: How can we make sound? (1 copy per student)
• Double sided tape an d /o r glue
• Crayons
• Colored pencils
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Science notebooks
Timeframe:
Standards:
Next Generation Science Standards
1-PS4-1: Plan and conduct investigations to provide evidence th at vibrating m aterials can make sound
and th at sound can make materials vibrate.
Overall Procedure:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent
Estimated time: 30-40 minutes
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment: Learning about sound worksheet, and
glue/tape each into students’ science notebooks. On a large sheet of paper write out a KWL chart (KnowW ant to Know-Learned). (Optional) Have ready a recording of different sounds to engage students in the
investigation.
Procedure:
• Explain to students th at they are going to start a new and exciting investigation, but this time they
will be learning about sound.
• Turn students’ attention to the chart and ask them the following questions, making sure to record
their responses under the “Know” column of the chart:
o W hat is sound?
o How is sound made (produced)?
o W hat does sound do when it hits (comes in contact) different objects?
• Ask students w hat they w ant to learn about sound, or w hat questions do they have about sound at
this point. Record their answ ers under the “W” column of the chart.
• Have students open up their science notebooks to the assessm ent page and explain th at you w ant
them to do their best to think about w hat they know about sound as they complete the worksheet.
Read the directions and have them complete the assessm ent individually. You may clarify w hat is
being asked in each scenario but should not explain the content to the students since the
assessm ent is trying to uncover students’ current understanding of the topic. It may be helpful to
ask students to clarify the significance of their drawing to you, and note this in order to compare
their responses to the post-assessm ent, which will be adm inistered at the end of the investigation.
• (Optional Post Assessment): Play the recording of the various sounds. You may w ant students to
close their eyes in order to visualize the sound they are hearing. After playing each sound, ask
students w hat they thought the sound was or its source, and have them provide evidence to
support their claim. After going through the recording ask students if they came up with any other
questions they would like to have answ ered about topic of sound.
Lesson 2: How is sound made? (What happens to objects when they m ake sounds?)
Estimated time:
Day 1- What question do w e w ant to answ er about sound?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: The idea behind this lesson to encourage students to generate different questions they
have about sound. You will be embarking on two experiments as a class in order to learn th at vibrating
materials produce sound (experim ent 1) and th at sound causes materials to vibrate (experim ent 2).
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Students will be more invested in the experim ent if they or one of their classmates formulates the
question to be studied; this skill will assist students in higher grades where they will be expected to
develop experiments based on their own questions while being capable of deciphering between
questions th at can be studied with m aterials and supplies available in class (investigative questions) and
those th at can only be studied by reading various resources or consulting experts (research questions).
During this lesson, guide students in formulating the questions: How is sound made? and W hat does
sound do to other objects? You will m ost likely need to reconstruct the first question to be studied in
order to make it testable in class (i.e. How do objects make sounds?). Have ready to play for students the
NGSS Sound Vibrations Movie (MP4), and watch it ahead of time to come up with questions th at will help
guide students questions. On a new sheet of large paper create two columns, while leaving room for
headings at the top. This will be used to record and classify student’s questions as either Investigative or
Research. Utilizing the KWL chart from the previous lesson begin classifying students’ questions into the
two columns.
Procedure:
• Tell students th at for the next two weeks they will be conducting two experiments as a class in
order to learn more about sound. Today is the first step in learning how to do an experim ent like a
scientist.
• Ask students the following questions:
o W hat is the goal (or job) of scientists? (Explain how the world around them works)
o In order to do their job w hat is the first thing scientists need to have? (A question to
answer!)
• Turn students’ attention to the chart and read off their questions from the previous lesson. Tell
them you w ant them to come up with more questions today about sound th at they can investigate
as a class. To assist them with this task they will watch a short movie.
• Before watching the movie, guide students’ observations by having them think about w hat they
w ant to learn about sound. You may w ant to stop the movie at different points in order to have
them state any questions they have (this will help them not forget their questions either).
• Back at their seats, ask students to volunteer any more questions th at they have about sound.
Read off the questions th at w ere generated during today’s lesson. Ask students w hat they notice
about how you w rote down their questions. (Questions were divided or classified into two groups)
Ask:
o Why did I divide the questions into two groups?
• Once students have provided their ideas explain th at there are two major types of questions.
There are questions th at can be answ ered in the classroom with materials and supplies, which are
called Investigative Questions. (Write this over the column of investigative questions) There are
questions th at can be answ ered by reading different resources such as books or articles or by
consulting an expert and these are called Research Questions (Write this over the column of
research questions) Explain th at while all these are great questions, today you will only focus on
the questions under the Investigative Column.
• Explain th at the easiest question to investigate in class will be: How is sound made? (Students may
or may not have generated this question, so decide how you w ant introduce it into the list) Explain
th at this will be a good question to investigate because you can bring in a lot of different materials
th at make sound for student to study. Tell students th at good scientists revise their questions so
th at they can study one thing at a time. Demonstrate how this is done be revising the question to
state something along the lines of the following: How do objects make sounds? W hat do objects do
to make sounds? Or, W hat happens to objects when the make sounds?
• Note: Save list o f questions and steps o f an investigation to use in lessons later on.
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Day 2: How are w e going to investigate our question?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the How is we going to investigate our question? Worksheet.
There are two versions of the w orksheet available in order to m eet the needs and abilities of the
combined classroom. Glue and or tape 1 copy into students’ science notebooks. Collect the following
materials and place them on a table in an area th at students will be able to view them from their seats:
rulers of various materials, drums (with drum stick), and tuning forks (with tuning fork sticks). Also have
ready coloring supplies such as crayons and colored pencils. One a new sheet of paper (which you will
use over the next few lessons) w rite out the following at the top of the sheet: Question- How do objects
m ake sounds? (I.e. the question th at you and the class formulated during the previous lesson)
Procedure:
• Tell students th at today they will continue to develop their science experiment. Ask students:
o W hat is the first thing a scientist needs to do an experiment? (They need to have a question
to answer)
o W hat question will the class be trying to answer? (How do objects make sounds?)
o W hat is the next step a scientists needs to do to develop (make) their experiment?
(Prediction. Students may not come up with the on their own so you will have to tell them
after listening to ideas.) Turn to the sheet of paper and under Question write Prediction: I
predict....because...
o W hat is a prediction? (An educated guess, or a statem ent about w hat you think will happen
based on w hat you know and have seen in your life.) Explain th at scientists always predict
w hat they think is going to happen after an experiment. Ask students for some predictions
and write a few down on the board.
o W hat step comes after a prediction? W hat to scientists need to do to answ er their question
and test their prediction? (They need to develop procedure.) On the sheet of paper write
Procedure under the class predictions. Explain th at a procedure is like the directions of an
experiment; it tells the scientist exactly w hat they are going to do.
• Turn students’ attention to the m aterials located on the table in front of the class and explain that
they are going to help develop the procedure of their experiment. Have student’s open up their
science notebooks to the w orksheet and read off the directions.
• Allow five minutes at the end of class to discuss w hat students came up with. Ask:
o W hat m aterials should we use?
o How should we use those materials?
o How should we record w hat we see?
• Listen to student’s ideas and record the m aterials th at will be used for the experiment. (It should
include all all three items). Delineate some basic steps th at students will have to follow during the
experim ent by restructuring their ideas:
o Place the object in front of you.
o Observe object closely when it is not making sound.
o Make sound with the object.
o Observe object closely when is making sound.
o Draw w hat you see.
Day 3: Collecting data about how sound is made
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the How do objects make sounds? W orksheet 1 and 2. Glue
an d /o r tape each w orksheet into students’ science notebooks. Students will collect and record data from
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the experiments on these w orksheets (W orksheet 2 will be utilized next lesson). Have the sheet of paper
with the steps of the experim ent from the previous lessons ready and visible from the front of the room.
Decide how you w ant to procedure to go. One option is to divide the class into pairs and hand out objects
one at a time for pairs to observe and record on their data sheets. Note: The drums will be explored the
following lesson with Gloria Wolfe, however if Gloria is unable to make it into the classroom include the
drums in today’s lesson.
• Tell the class th at today is a very exciting day because they are going to perform their experiment!
Explain th at scientists call this p art of the experim ent a procedure, which is a series of steps that
they have to follow. Ask students the following questions:
o W hat are scientists doing as they are going through the steps of the experiment?
(Observing to see w hat happens.)
o W hat else do they have to do as they are watching w hat is happening? (Record/w rite down
information about w hat they are seeing)
• On the sheet of paper w rite down the following phrase below the procedure: Write down
Observations. Explain th at in order for students to answ er their question they m ust write down
w hat they see! Tell them to open their notebooks and explain th at you made data sheets for them
to use during the experiment. One more object was added (Throat) and the drums will have to
w ait until tom orrow ’s lesson, because a special guest speaker will come in and show them the
drum.
• Tell students to listen carefully to the directions/procedure of the experiment. (Refer back to the
steps w ritten down the previous lesson and reiterate them for the students)
o Place the object in front of you.
o Observe object closely when it is not making sound.
o Make sound with the object.
o Observe object closely when is making sound.
o Draw w hat you see.
o Repeat with new object.
• Have students perform the experiment.
• Take five minute at the end of the lesson to discuss w hat students observed.
Day 4: How do drums m ake sound?
Estimated Time: 1, sixty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Invite Gloria Wolf into classroom to play a traditional song for the students and introduce
them to drums and how sound is made. Explain to Gloria th at students are in the middle of an experim ent
to learn how objects produce sound. She can begin lesson by introducing herself, the drum, and
explaining how the drum is significant to the culture. She is invited to sing a song with the students and
explain the significance of the song to the students. The rest of the lesson can be tailored to
dem onstrating (with the drums) how vibrations from the drum itself produce sound and th at we can feel
those vibrations all over our body.
Procedure
• Tell students they will continue with their experim ent today by observing the last object on their
data sheet, the drum. This time Gloria Wolfe will be in class to introduce students to the drum,
how it is im portant to the culture of Yakutat and then allow time for students to explore how
drums m ake/produce sound. Tell students they will use the last few minutes of the lesson to fill in
their data sheets.
• Tell students they are still gathering information for their experiment. Ask students w hat should
they do to continue getting information they need? (Observing the drum)
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•

•

Introduce Gloria.
After Gloria’s presentation, have students return to their seats and open up their science
notebooks to their second worksheet. They are to draw w hat the drum looked like when it was
making sound.
Allow 5 minutes at the end of the lesson to discuss w hat students observed. Go back to student’s
original predictions th at you w rote down on the steps o f an investigation sheets. Was their
prediction correct? Why or why not? Is it bad if our predictions are wrong? Why or why not?

Day 5: Communicating our results
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Sound reading, there are two versions available depending on the
reading levels of students. Have ready the KWL chart from the first day of the investigation, the steps
from the investigation, as well as construction paper and coloring supplies to make posters. On the top of
the construction paper write: How do objects make sound? Also have available materials from the
experim ent in order to reiterate the point that sound is produced when objects vibrate.
Procedure
• Tell students they did a great job recording the data from their experiment. Now its time for them
to think back on w hat they saw during their investigation and try and answ er their question: How
do objects make sound? W rite Conclusion as the last step of the experim ent process. Explain that
scientists always have to look back on their information (data) and see if they can answ er their
question. This is called a conclusion and usually it is w ritten out. Explain th at students’ w on’t be
writing out their conclusion but instead will be making posters on w hat they discovered from
their experiment.
• Turn students’ attention to KWL chart and asked them w hat they learned about how sound is
formed. Write down their ideas under the “L” section of the chart. If needed, allow students a
couple minutes to look back on w hat their drew on the their worksheets.
• Pass out readings and as a class read about sound. After reading ask students:
o W hat is a vibration? (Have them make an up and down motion with their hands to show
w hat a vibration looks like)
o How do objects make sound? (They vibrate) Go through the different objects again and
have students observe w hat the object is doing before and after it is making sound.
• Tell students th at for the rest of the period they will be making posters to put outside the
classroom to educate other students and teachers about how sound is made.
Lesson 3: What does sound do to other objects?
Estimated time:
Day 1: How are w e going to investigate our question?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of How are we going to investigate our question? Worksheet. Glue
or tape one copy into students’ science notebooks. (Note: There are two versions of the w orksheet
available depending on the needs of the student). Have ready the list of questions generated by the class
from the beginning of the investigation and if needed record the question to be investigated (What does
sound do to other objects?) under the column for Investigative Questions. Gather the following materials
th at will be used during the experim ent and place them on a table in front of that class so th at they are
visible to all the students: 2 cups of sand, 2 sheets of notebook paper, a drum and drumstick, stereo,
tuning fork with spoon and a bucket of water. Get 1 large sheet of paper to w rite out a KWL (Know-What
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to learn-Learned) chart and 2 more large sheets of paper to w rite out the steps of the investigation
process.
Procedure:
• Tell students th at because they did such a good job with the first experim ent they are going to get
to do another experim ent as a class. They will still be investigating sound. Ask students w hat is the
first step th at scientists need to do in order to perform an experiment? (Have a question they w ant
to answer)
• Turn student’s attention to the list of questions they generated at the beginning of the
investigation. Check off the question th at they just answ ered and read off questions under the
investigative column.
• Tell students th at the next question th at they can answ er as a class through an experim ent will be:
W hat does sound do to other objects?
• Put up the KWL chart. Before they conduct their experim ent ask students to volunteer w hat they
know at this point about w hat sound does to other objects. Write their ideas under the “K” column
of the chart.
• Turn students’ attention to the blank sheets of white paper. At the top write: Steps o f Our
Investigation. Under the title write: Question:-What does sound do to other objects. Ask
students the following questions:
o After scientists have their question, w hat is the next step they have to do? (Come up with a
prediction) On the large sheet of paper write: Prediction- I think th at...b ecau se... Ask
students w hat a prediction is and to state their predictions for the investigation. Write
these on the sheet of paper as well.
o W hat is the next step a scientist has to do once they have made a prediction? (Come up
with a procedure or list of steps they will follow to do their experiment) Write Procedure
on the large sheet of paper below the predictions generated by the students.
• Tell students to open up their science notebook to the worksheet. Explain that they will take a few
m inutes to look over the m aterials in front of the room th at will be used for this experim ent and to
come up with a procedure on how they should be used in order to test their question. Go over each
w orksheet since there are two versions.
• Leave five minutes at the end of class to go over w hat students came up with. Use their ideas to
delineate how each set of materials can be used to test the question and w rite them on the large
sheet of paper under Procedure:
o Tuning fork, spoon, bucket of w ater
■ Observe the tuning fork.
■ Hit the tuning fork with spoon.
■ Put the top of tuning fork in bucket of water. W hat happens?
■ Draw w hat you see.
o Speakers, piece of paper, cup of sand
■ Put spoonful of sand on piece of paper.
■ Position piece of paper slightly above speakers. Observe.
■ Turn on speakers. W hat happens?
■ Draw w hat you see.
o Drum, drumstick, piece of paper, cup of sand
■ Put spoonful of sand on piece of paper.
■ Position piece of paper high enough above drum so you can still hit drum. Observe.
■ Play drum. W hat happens?
■ Draw w hat you see.
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Day 2: Collecting our data
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the What does sound do to other objects? Worksheets 1-3.
Glue or tape each w orksheet (3 in total) into students’ science notebooks. Set up three stations around
the room. Station 1: bucket of water, tuning fork and spoon, Station 2: drum, drumstick, sheet of white
notebook paper, cup of sand and Station 3: speakers, sheet of white notebook paper and cup of sand.
Have ready the KWL chart from previous lesson as well as large sheets of paper with steps of the
investigation (at this point the steps recorded should be Question, Prediction, and Procedure).

Procedure
•

•

•
•

Tell students th at they have another very exciting day! Today they will get to perform their
experiments. Turn their attention to the first few steps they came up with from the previous
lesson. Read them over and ask:
o W hat do you need to do during the investigation to try and answ er our question? (Take
down information, record our observations)
o W hat can you use to record your observations? (Data sheets)
Tell students to open up their science notebooks to their data sheets. Explain that each data sheet
has listed the materials they need for the experim ent and the procedure on w hat they need to do
with those materials. Explain that the class will be divided into 3 groups; each group will have 3 or
4 scientists in each. Demonstrate w hat students are to do at each station and th at they will only
get
minutes at each station to complete their procedure and record their observations before
they have to move on to the next station.
Station time! (Approximately 15 minutes)
Class discussion: Once the groups have rotated through all the stations call students back to their
seats to discuss w hat they saw. Record their observations under the “L” column of the KWL chart.

Day 3: Communicating our results
Estimated time: 1, thirty-forty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Collect sheets of construction paper (1 per student) and at the top write: W hat does
sound do to other objects? Have ready coloring supplies since students will be construction posters to
dem onstrate w hat they learned from the experiment. Have materials from the experim ent on hand (I.e.
tuning fork, spoon, bucket of water) in case you need to clarify th at sound makes m aterials vibrate.
• Tell students th at they have learned a lot from their last experiment. They did a very good job
collecting their data by writing down their observations. Now th at they have done their
experim ent w hat is the last step they need to do as scientists? (Conclusion of the results)
• Explain th at all scientists need to communicate with the science community (other scientists)
w hat they found out during their experiment, and they do this by w riting up a conclusion based on
the data or information they collected. In their conclusion they try and answ er their question.
• Tell students th at today they w on’t be writing up a conclusion but they will be making another
poster to communicate w hat they learned. Ask students the following:
o Did they answ er their question? (How does sound do to other objects?)
o W hat does sound do to other objects? (Note: If students are still confused on this
dem onstrate w hat happens when you hit a tuning fork and place it in water. Conclude that
all sound makes other materials th at it contacts vibrate)
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•

Pass out construction paper to students. Tell them they w ant to draw well and communicate their
message clearly so th at people can learn from their posters.

Lesson 4: Summative A ssessm ent
Estimated time: 1, thirty-forty minute period
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Post Assessment: How can we make sound? and glue or
tape it into each science notebook. Also make 1 copy per student of the Oral Summative Assessment Task:
How can we make sound?, which can be conducted with each student individually.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

PRE/POST Assessment: How can we make sound? *Note: 1st graders write 1 sentence with their drawing

Draw/Write: How do you think sound is made?

Draw/Write: W hat do you think happens when sound bumps into objects?
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw: W hat are some of your favorite sounds?
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

How are we going to investigate our question? Worksheet (K)
Draw: Materials we need
1.

2.

3.

4.

Draw: How can we use materials?
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

How are we going to investigate our question? Worksheet (Grade 1)
Write: Materials we need
1.

2.

3.

4.

Draw: How can we use materials?
1.

2.

3.

4.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw/Write: How do objects make sounds? Wkst 1
1. Flick Ruler on the side of table.

2. Put fingers on throat when humming.

1.

2.

3. Hit tuning fork lightly with spoon.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw/Write: How do objects make sounds? Wkst 2
1. Hit a drum with a drumstick.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?
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Iff

you can make your hand
vibrate. Other things around
Us v i b r a t e too, like a phone put
on silent mode or a video
game controller.
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III

forth quickly.
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in
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Sound m o v e s in w a v e s The
vibration of an object moves
in w a v e s and that makes the
sound we hear.

III

w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw/Write: What does sound do to other objects? Wkst 1

Station 1
Materials: Bucket of water

Tuning fork

Spoon

Procedure: Hit tuning fork with spoon. Place tuning fork in water. What happens?
Draw your observations below.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw/Write: What does sound do to other objects? Wkst 2

Station 2
Materials:
Sand

■W. -

■

.

n

Piece of Paper

>

Drum and Drumstick

v■

Procedure: Put a spoonful of sand on the piece of paper. Place the piece of paper
over drum. Play drum, but don't hit paper with drumstick! What happens? Draw
your observations below.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw/Write: What does sound do to other objects? Wkst 3

Station 3
Materials:
Sand

Piece of Paper

Speakers

Procedure: Put a spoonful of sand on the piece of paper. Place the piece of paper
over speakers. Play music. What happens? Draw your observations below.
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

STEM
STARS

?

Sound ofScience
Planning W orksheet
Think about how to put together your design and
put all your information here.

Materials we need:

Steps to make our design:
1.

2.

4.

6.

The Final Design

w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Sound of Science
Planning Worksheet
Draw out the m aterials needed:
1.

3.

2.

4.

Final Design:
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w o r k s h e e t s : w h a t is s o u n d

?

Draw th e R esults o f th e Experiment:

Draw th e R esults o f th e Experiment:
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MATERIALS: H O W C A N WE MAKE SOUND?
Summative Assessment Task: How Can We Make Sound?
At the beginning of the Investigation (How can we make sound?) make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. Objectives 1-2 can be assessed
informally throughout the lessons as students participate in each activity. Objective 1 is designed to be conducted orally with students one-on-one at the
completion of the investigation as students are competing their Post Assessment worksheets in their science notebooks.
Students' Name:
Date:
Rubric:
NGSS
Below Proficient
Proficient
Above Proficient
Objective
The student plans out 3+ ideas on
The student plans out 2 ideas on
1-PS4-1
The student plans out 1 ideas on
The student plans an
their own on how the class can
their own on how the class can
their own on how the class can
investigation collaboratively with
investigate the following
investigate the following questions
investigate the following
classmates that aims at
questions: how does sound
(one idea per question): how does
questions: how does sound
answering a question.
changes things it touches and
sound changes things it touches
changes things it touches and
and what makes sound?
what makes sound?
what makes sound?
Note: The student comes up with
an idea for only 1 questions.
The student carry's-out
investigation by collecting data.

1-PS4-1

Note: This will be done verbally
by kindergarten students written
for 1st graders.

The student explains reliable
patterns of the stars in the sky by
answering questions.
Note: This should be coupled
with the Pre/Post assessment
worksheet.

The student carry's-out
investigation by participating in
activity only.

Note: Kindergarten student is not
able to provide a verbal account of
results they witnessed; 1st graders
do not attempt to fill out
worksheet.

1-PS4-1

The student explains that vibrating
materials can make sound and/or
that sound can make materials
vibrate and is able to draw a
scenario.
Note: Student can only verbally
communicate and draw 1 concept.

The student carry's-out
investigation by collecting data on a
worksheet or recalling results that
they witnessed firsthand.

Note: Kindergarten students should
be given worksheet to try and fill
out but they are not required to do
so.
The student explains that vibrating
materials can make sound and that
sound can make materials vibrate
and is able to draw a scenario for
each.

Note: The student is capable of
generating more than one idea
for either question.
The student carry's-out
investigation by collecting data
on a worksheet or recalling
results that they witnessed
firsthand.
Note: Above proficient for
kindergarten students can be an
attempt to fill out worksheet and
for 1st graders that they complete
worksheet.
The student explains that
vibrating materials can make
sound and that sound can make
materials vibrate and is able to
draw a scenario for each.
Note: Student provides more
examples verbally or through
their drawing.
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M ATERIALS: H O W C A N W E M A K E SOUND?

Unit IV
Investigation II:
Can w e m ake a device using light or sound that helps us com m unicate with one another?
Overarching Questions:

•
•
•

How are we able to see things around us?
How does light interact with different objects?
How do scientists learn new things about the natural world?

Overall Learning Goal:

Students will utilize firsthand observations of the ability of light to illuminate objects, whether light is being
generated from a separate source by the object itself, as well as results from an investigation that demonstrate
how the properties of different materials can obstruct or allow the passage of light in varying degrees in order
resolve a problem.
Overall Learning Objectives:

•

•

•

•

After instruction and firsthand observations, you will be able to explain that toys can only be seen in the
darkness if light from a source shines (illuminates) on them or if the toys are able to give off their own
light, with 80% accuracy.
After instruction and conducting an investigation looking at different types of materials as a class, you
will be able to resolve a problem by choosing a material based on how much light is able to pass through
it, with 80% accuracy.
After instruction and practice constructing hypotheses during an activity and class investigation, you
will be able to construct a hypothesis that tells what you think will happen in a situation and why, with
80% accuracy.
After concluding two investigations and being presented a problem, you will be able to design and build
a device that uses light and sound to communicate with friends over a distance, at the proficient level of
a teacher made rubric.

M aterials:
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- W hat do you know?

Days 1-2: Introduce the Topic
• Pre-Assessment
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 4: KWLS (Part One)
• 2 large sheets of chart paper
• Colored pencils and crayons
• Glue or double sided tape
• Science notebooks
Day 3: Conduct an Entry Event
• Play with Shadows Activity (pp. 38-39 in 101 Great Science Experiments)
Lesson 2: How can we see that toy?

Day 1:
•
•
•

Pre-teach Vocabulary
Science A-Z PBL Sheet 3: PBL Vocabulary
Science A-Z All About Light (Physical Series)- 3 reading levels available (low, mid, high)
Science notebooks
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Days 2-3: Build Background Knowledge
• Science A-Z Quick Read: What is a Hypothesis?
• Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Making a Hypothesis
• (optional) Science A-Z Experiment: Hypotheses
• KWL Charts from other class
• Data Sheet #1
• Room that can get very dark
• Flashlight
• 3-4 different toys
• 3-4 glow in the dark toys
• Colored pencils and crayons
• Glue or double-sided tape
• Science notebooks
Lesson 3: W hat does light do when it com es across different materials?
Day 1: Pre-teach Vocabulary
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 3: PBL Vocabulary
• Science A-Z All About Light (Physical Series)- 3 reading levels available (low, mid, high)
• Science notebooks
Days 2-3: Build Background Knowledge
• Data-Sheet #2
• 3 flashlights
• 2-3 samples of transparent materials (i.e. glass, clear plastic, saran wrap)
• 2-3 samples of translucent materials (i.e. wax paper, tissue paper, frosted glass)
• 2-3 samples of opaque materials (must include 1 sample of a mirror)
• Colored pencils and crayons
• KWL Charts from other Class
• Glue or double sided tape
• Science notebooks
Lesson 4: How can you use one light source to light up three classroom s in different ways?
Days 1-4: Plan the Project
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 6: Project Ideas
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 7: Project Description
• (optional) Science A-Z Sheet 2: Team Project Planner
• 3 Large sheets of Chart Paper
• Colored pencils and Crayons
• Glue and double-sided tape
• Science notebooks
Days 5-6: Pitch the Project
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 8: Pitch Your Project
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 7: Project Description
• Colored pencils and crayons
• Glue and double-sided tape
• Science notebooks
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Days 7-9: Develop and Conduct the Project
• Assorted materials for project (can include:___________ )
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 9: Project Checkup
• Glue or double-sided tape
• Science notebooks
Lesson 5: How can we com m unicate our ideas to other classroom s?
Days 1-2: Practice the Presentation and Complete Peer Review
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 10: Peer Review
• Science notebooks
Days 3-4: Present and Assess the Final Project
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 11: Student Rubric-Team (4 pages)
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 12: Team Reflection
• Science A-Z PBL Sheet 13: Student Rubric-Individual (3 pages)
• Participation from other elementary classroom
• Science notebooks
Lesson 6: Post-Assessm ent
• Post-Assessment
• Colored pencils and crayons
• Glue or double-sided tape
• Science notebooks
Timefram e:

Standards:

Next Generation Science Standards
• 1-PS4-2: Make observations to construct an evidence-based account that objects can be seen only
•
•

when illuminated.
1-PS4-3: Plan and conduct an investigation to determine the effect of placing objects made with
different materials in a path of a beam of light.
1-PS4-4: Use tools and materials to design and build a device that uses light or sound to solve the
problem of communicating over a distance.

Overall Procedure:
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Investigation 2
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent
Estimated time: 2, thirty-forty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: The structure of this investigation is based on the Problem-Based Learning (PBL) framework.
Before implementing this investigation, read over the Science A-Z Overview of Problem-Based Learning PDF,
which provides a concise description of the framework. For more information on PBL refer to the papers that
have been attached at the end of the investigation.
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Pre-assessment and the Science A-Z KWL worksheets, and
glue/tape each into students' science notebooks. On a large sheet of paper write out a KWL (Know-Want to
Know-Learned) chart. Read over the Play with Shadows Activity (pp. 38-39 in 101 Great Science Experiments)
and organize the materials and supplies needed to implement it in class. Photocopies of the activity are
attached as separate documents to the investigation; however, the book can be located in the Grade Band 5-6
Education Kit.
Procedure:
Day 1

Engagement
• Begin the lesson by telling students they are about to embark on an investigation to solve a new
problem. To resolve this problem students' will need to learn a lot about light such as how it helps us
see the world around us and what happens when it comes into contact with different materials.
• Write the word, SCENARIO, on the board and explain that before you can state the problem that the
class will try and resolve together, it is always helpful to know how the problem came out in the first
place. This is also known as the scenario of the problem.
• (Scenario) Every Friday after students leave school to go home for the weekend, the teachers have a
meeting with the superintendent in order to discuss how the week went. This week the superintendent
asked the elementary and secondary teachers to split up and discuss safety plans for the buildings that
each group works in. The teachers discussed plans of how to best react in case of severe weather
conditions (such as a snow storm, icy roads, or very strong winds), flooding in the school, power
outages, or instances of bear sightings on school grounds. The elementary teachers had some very
good ideas for each situation but they were stuck on what to do if the building were to suddenly lose
power in the middle of the day. While there were good ideas on how to keep classes going, the
elementary teachers were having a difficult time figuring out how they would be able to communicate
with each one another in case other problems arose. Normally, teachers could easily pick up the phone
and call another classroom. However, if the power went out suddenly phones would be useless and
teachers would not be able to leave the classroom unattended to go speak with another teacher. So,
the elementary teachers scratched their heads for a bit before deciding that this would be a great
problem for the K-1 students to try and resolve together as a class.
Elicit
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•

Tell the class it is their job to figure out how each teacher can communicate with each other during a
power outage, using only ONE flashlight. Ask the class to volunteer ways in which the problem could be
worded into a question the class could answer. List to answers before writing the following questions
on the board:
o

•

•

How can we use one light source to light up three classroom s in different ways?

Tell the class they will discuss how they will go about resolving this question next class, but first they will
complete a notebook activity to see how much they know about light. This activity is not a test, but a way for the
teacher to determine what types of activities and lessons to use during the investigation.
Have the class complete the pre-assessment in their notebooks.

Day 2
Elicit
• Review the scenario and problem that was discussed during the previous lesson.
• Ask students to open their notebooks to the Science A-Z KWL worksheet. Instruct the class to fill in the box at
the top of the worksheet with everything that they know about light. Once the class has completed this section
of the worksheet have a class discussion. Record students' ideas under the "K" column of the class KWL chart.
• Instruct students to fill in the other box on their worksheet with information they want to know about light that
will help them resolve the question. Give students a few minutes to record ideas on their worksheet before
discussing them as a class. Record their ideas under the "W" column of the chart.
Explore
• Implement the Play with Shadows Activity.
Lesson 2: How does light help us see things?
Estimated time: 4, thirty-forty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Days 1-2): Make one copy per student of the Science A-Z PBL Vocabulary worksheet (p. 4 of

Science A-Z PBL Materials PDF) and glue or tape each into students' notebooks. Also, make one copy per
student of the Science A-Z Physical Series All About Light booklet. There are three reading levels available (low,
mid, high) of the booklet are available, providing you the flexibility to decide how to present the material to
students. Focus on the following vocabulary words for this lesson, whose definitions can be found on in the
Glossary section of the Science A-Z All About Light booklet (high-level):
• Dark: Having little or no light (p. 4)
• Energy: The power to do work, make a change, or move objects (p. 5)
• Light: Energy that helps us see (p. 4)
• Source: A person, place or thing from which something comes (p. 6)
Teacher Prep (Days 3-4): Make one copy per student of the worksheets and glue or tape each into students'
science notebooks: Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Making a Hypothesis and Data Sheet#1. Make one copy per
student of the Science A-Z Quick Read: What is a Hypothesis? Students are re-introduced to the concept of
hypotheses during this lesson as they prepare to conduct an experiment with light using various toys (glow-inthe-dark versus non glow-in-the-dark) as their variables. An optional activity (Science A-Z Experiment:
Hypotheses) is provided if you want students to have more practice constructing hypotheses. For the
experiment make sure you have the capability to dim the lights of the classroom so that students can observe
firsthand how the visibility of object changes as light becomes more limited. This includes getting the room as
dark as possible so that only objects or toys that glow-in-the-dark (which is supposed to represent
bioluminescence) can be seen. Collect for observation purposes three toys that glow-in-the-dark (not available
in the kits) and three regular toys. Also have available the class KWL charts from the first lesson as well as
flashlight and coloring utensils.
Procedure
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Days 1-2: Pre-teach Vocabulary

Explain
• Post the KWL chart on the board in front of the class as well as the problem of the investigation:
o How can we use one flashlight to light up three classroom s in different ways?
• Ask students if this seems like a very big question to try and solve? It definitely is! There is a lot the
class needs to learn about light in order to solve this problem. What are some ways (strategies) the
class can do to try and make this problem a little easier to solve? (Break it up into sm aller questions.)
• Ask students to recall or come up with some smaller questions that they would need to know to solve
this problem (you can gives these "smaller" questions a name to help differentiate them from the
actual problem). Record any new ideas under the "W" column of the chart. If students have not come
up with the following questions, probe them (Do we know why light is important? What happens when
there isn't any light? Do we know where light comes from? What would life be like if we didn't have
the Sun? Do we need light to see? Do we know how light helps us to see the world around us? Do we
know where light comes from?) until they eventually ask the questions in their own words:
o Where does light come from?
o How does light help us see things?
• Write these questions on the chart and instruct students to record it on their KWL worksheets as well.
Tell the class that these are very important questions that need to be answered (star them on the
chart, students can do the same in their notebooks). Ask the class why this would be a very important
question to try and answer.
• Ask the class to describe resources they can use or do to try to answer some of these questions. List
students' ideas on the board then explain that a very important part of a scientist's job is to read, a lot!
Why do scientists want to read a lot? (Scientists do background research in order to learn what is
known about a topic, the types of experiments other scientists have used, as well as other questions
scientists have asked.) Ask the class to pick some questions they want to answer as they do their
research and circle these on the board. (The reading will focus on the question, How does light help us
see things? Circle this question as well)
• The rest of the lesson should involve reviewing the five vocabulary words and reading pp. 3-5 ^ m id level) in Science A-Z A ll About Light booklet. Feel free to structure this component of the lesson in the
manner that is most effective for the students. *Note: If the reader is not challenging enough, try the
higher-level (pp. 4-6 for) for this lesson.
• Before you begin the reading, review the important questions students came up with and tell them
that it is their job as scientists to try and answer them.
• Take a moment to pause after each page of the reading in order to refer back to the questions and ask
students if any of them could be answered. The following are examples of questions you could pose to
students as they read:
o What happens when the lights are turned off? What happens when the lights are turned back
on?
o Can we touch light? How does light help us see things?
o *How does light help us see things? (Remind students that this is one of the very important
questions they need to answer.)
o How can we see some things in the dark? (They can give off their own light and are known as
sources of light)
o Do most objects make their own light? What would we need if we wanted to find something in
the dark?
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Extend
•

Once the reading is completed, ask students if any of their earlier questions were answered then write
the following important questions on the board: Where does light come from? How does light help us
see things? Instruct the class to take a few minutes to answer these questions independently in their
notebooks (they are allowed to draw if they label their drawings). Engage students to use the
vocabulary words they learned earlier. After students have recorded their ideas pair them up with a
partner in order to share what they came up with. Partner A should share their notebook entry while
the job of Partner B is to listen and repeat back what they heard. Partner B is allowed to share their
notebook entry once they've restated in their own words Partner A's ideas to each of the questions.
After each partner has had an opportunity to share, have each student pair present what they
discussed in front of the class. If you want to encourage active listening skills further, ask students to
share the ideas of their partner.

Days 2-3: Build Background Knowledge

Elicit
•

Write the two important questions on the board: Where does light come from? How does light help us
see things? Ask students who feel they know the answers to one or both of the questions to volunteer
their ideas in front of the class and then explain where they got their information to answer these
questions. Tell students that they are doing science just like an actual scientist does! They begin with a
problem or question they want to answer, but before they can begin setting up an experiment
scientists do a lot of research to find out what is already known about their question. Why is doing
research an important part of science? (To learn more) Once scientists have learned as much as they
can on a topic they start getting ready to do an experiment. What do we need to have in order to do an
experiment about light as a class? Write students ideas on the board. Do scientists need to have a
question or problem they want to answer? (Yes) Do we have a question we want to answer? (The class
has two questions they want to answer; Where does light come from? And How does light help us see
things?) Write the two questions on the board.

Explore
Hand out the Science A-Z Quick-Read: What is a Hypothesis? to the class. Ask the class what else they
think is needed to do an experiment. Instruct students to look over the reading by themselves for a
moment. Once students have had a moment to look over the material ask volunteers to share their
ideas in front of the class.
• Explain that the next important thing every experiment must have is a hypothesis. (students should get
a chance to practice the word aloud) What is a hypothesis? Write the question on the board. Instruct
students to do the same in their notebooks and then answer the question as best they can. (You may
want them to draw a line after their answer since they will get a chance to rewrite their response after
the Quick Read). Ask for a few volunteers to share their ideas with the class.

•

Explain
•

Read the Science A-Z: What is a Hypothesis? as a class. Have a brief discussion with the class after
completing the read:
o What is a hypothesis?
o Why is it important to have a hypothesis?
o How can we write a good hypothesis?

Explore
• Tell the class they are going to get a chance to practice writing a few hypotheses before having to write
two for their experiment. Distribute the Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Making a Hypothesis out to each
student. If you want to make this a collaborative activity, you can have students fill out the worksheet
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by themselves before sharing their responses with a partner. Stress active listening skills during this
part of the activity, which could require students to ask their partner at least one question, suggestion
or compliment about his/her hypothesis. Find a student pair who can share their hypotheses with the
class. Once every student has had a chance to complete the activity, ask for a few volunteers to share
their responses in front of the class.

Explain
• Complete this component of the lesson by asking the class to think about how they went about writing
their hypotheses for this activity. (Some students may have known very little about the topics they had
to write a hypothesis about, so they just wrote down a guess. Other students may have had personal
experiences with the topics addressed in the activity, so they used those experiences to help write
their hypotheses. In science, hypotheses are like a guess but are always made after a scientist knows
something about the topic.) Instruct students to write down one sentence in their notebooks that
answers the question they started with at the beginning of the lesson: What is a hypothesis?
Extend
• After the activity, announce that it is time for the class to write their hypotheses for the experiment to
the following questions: Where does light come from? How does light help us see things? Instruct
students to write a hypothesis for each question. You can write the following starter for them on the
board:
o I think....because....
• Have a few students present their hypotheses in front of the class. Ask students to name other things
that may be important for scientists to have when they perform an experiment. (Materials that will be
used during the experiment, pencil to write and colored pencils to draw observations, a list of steps
that tell the scientist how to do the experiment, partner, etc.)
Explore
• Bring out all the toys that students will be observing during the experiment, and call small groups up to
observe them (this is important since it allows students to become more familiar with the materials
they will be using during the experiment). Once every group has had a chance to interact with the toys,
take a few minutes to allow students to describe what they observed.
Explain
• Instruct students to open up their notebooks to Data Sheet One, and explain that they will use this
sheet to record all of their data (or information) during the experiment. Review the data sheet with
students. Ask them why it is important to have a special sheet like this for an experiment (It helps keep
all of the information together and organized).
• Tell students that in future science classes, they will be responsible for writing down the steps of any
experiment they participate in, but today the steps will be written for them. Why is it important for
scientists to write down the steps of their experiment? (Hint: Why do cooks have recipes for dishes
they prepare?)
• Write the following steps on the board and review them with the class:
o One toy will be put in front of the classroom at a time.
o The name of the toy will be written on the data sheet.
o Students will draw toy in a room with a lot of light.
o Students will draw toy in a room with a little light.
o Students will draw toy in a room with almost no light.
o Steps are repeated for the next toy.
Explore
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•

Set-up experiment and perform as a class. Before you begin the experiment point out where the light
in the room is coming from. Make sure that you are able to dim the lights in the room enough so that
there is a noticeable change in the object's appearance. The school gymnasium would be a good option
for this experiment. Likewise, you will need to turn off all the lights in the room so that students can
see firsthand the stark difference between objects that are illuminated compared to those that are
not.

Explain
• At the conclusion of the experimental stage, re-write the questions on the board: Where does light
come from? and How does light help us see things? Ask students to think about the first question and
then review their data sheet independently. Does the information they recorded on their sheet help
them answer the question? Allow students to discuss their ideas with apartner. To make this
transition smoother you can assign each student a turn so that they are aware beforehand when they
will be sharing. The student not currently sharing is expected to listen carefully and then repeat their
partner's idea back to them. Once each student has had a chance to exchange ideas, you can call on a
pair one at a time to present their ideas in front of the class (to make it more cooperative based, each
partner can state the ideas of the other partner). Record students' ideas on the board then summarize
their results in a sentence or two under the initial question. Repeat the same process for the second
question.
Extend
• Explain to the class that they just figured out the results of the experiment! Now it is time to wrap it all
up, which scientists do by writing a conclusion which is a summary of the results from the experiment.
Write the following questions on the board and explain that each student will respond to the question
in their notebooks:
o Was your first hypothesis correct? Why or why not?
o Was your second hypothesis correct? Why or why not?
Evaluate
• After students have recorded ideas down in their notebooks, have a discussion as a class about the
original questions they wanted to answer through the investigation. Review what was learned during
the reading about light and then utilize probing questions to encourage students to make connections
from the reading to the results of the experiment. Ask each student to verbalize their answers in front
of the class regarding the initial questions of the experiment.
Lesson 3: W hat does light do when it com es across different materials?
Estimated time: 4, thirty-forty minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Make one copy per student of the Science A-Z PBL Vocabulary worksheet (p. 4 of

Science A-Z PBL Materials PDF) and glue or tape each into students' notebooks. Have available the Science A-Z
Physical Series All About Light booklet from the previous lesson. Focus on the following vocabulary words for
this lesson, whose definitions can be found on in the Glossary section of the Science A-Z All About Light
booklet (high-level):
• Absorb: to soak up or take in (p. 8)
• Light: Energy that helps us see (p. 4)
• Reflect: To send light, sound, or heat back toward where it came from (p. 8)
Teacher Prep (Days 2-5): Make one copy per student of Data Sheet #2 and glue or tape each into students'
science notebooks. Also have available the class KWL charts from the first lesson. The class will perform
another experiment during this lesson. Set up three stations around the classroom with the accompanying
materials:
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• Station 1: 1 flashlight, 2-3 samples of transparent materials (i.e. glass, clear plastic, saran wrap),
colored pencils, pencils, science notebooks
• Station 2: 1 flashlight, 2-3 samples of translucent materials (i.e. wax paper, tissue paper, frosted glass),
colored pencils, pencils, science notebooks
• Station 3: 1 flashlight, 2-3 samples of opaque materials (must include 1 sample of a mirror), colored
pencils, pencils, science notebooks
Days 1-2: Pre-teach Vocabulary
Explore
• Post the KWL chart on the board in front of the class as well as the problem of the investigation:
o

How can we use one flashlight to light up three classroom s in different ways?

• Tell students that they have learned a lot about light so far. They have learned that light comes many
different sources (including objects and living things) and that without it we would not be able to see
the world around us. But the class is not quite ready to tackle the big problem yet because there are a
couple more things students have to explore and learn about light.
• Ask students to recall some of the smaller questions they came up with during an earlier lesson that
would help the class solve the big problem. (Questions should have been recorded under the "W"
column of the KWL chart) After reviewing these, ask students to think of any new questions that they
think would help them understand this bigger problem and record their ideas under the "W" column of
the chart. If students have not come up with the question recorded below, probe them until they
eventually ask it in their own words (What can we use, besides a flashlight, to light up the classrooms?
Are all materials the same? How are materials different? Does light act the same way when it comes
across different materials? Do we know how light behaves with different materials?)
o What does light do when it comes across different materials?
• Write this question on the chart and instruct students to record it on their KWL worksheets as well. Tell
the class that this is a very important question that will need to be answered (star it on the chart,
students can do the same in their notebooks). Ask the class why this would be a very important
question to try and answer.
Explain
• Tell the class that another experiment is planned for this lesson but there is a one step they have to do
before they can get going with that. Ask the class if anyone can remember what every scientist must
do before conducting an experiment? (Scientists must research the topic of their question. They want
to know everything about it before designing an experiment) Tell the class that they will continue
reading about light from the booklet that was used in an earlier lesson.
• The rest of the lesson should involve reviewing the three vocabulary words and reading pp. 6-9 ^m idlevel) in Science A-Z All About Light booklet. Feel free to structure this component of the lesson in the
manner that is most effective for the students. *Note: If the reader is not challenging enough for
students try the higher-level (pp. 7-9 for this lesson).
• Before you begin the reading, review the important question students came up with and tell them that
it is their job as scientists to try and answer it.
• Take a moment to pause after each page of the reading in order to refer back to the question. The
following are examples of questions you could pose to students as they go through the reading:
o (pg. 6) What do the lines represent? What does the first picture show light doing? What kinds
of materials do you think would allow light to pass through? What does the second picture
show light doing? What kinds of materials do you think would allow some light to pass through?
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o
o
o

What does the third picture show light doing? What kinds of materials do you think would not
allow any light to pass through?
(pg. 7) Does the moon make its own light? If not, how can we see the moon?
(pg. 8) Why are the tires black? Can you think of other objects that absorb light?
(pg. 9) How does light move?

Explore
• Once the reading is completed, write the important question on the board: What does light do when it
comes across different materials? Instruct the class to take a few minutes to answer these questions
independently in their notebooks (they are allowed to draw if they label their drawings). Engage
students to use the vocabulary words they learned earlier. After students have recorded their ideas
pair them up with a partner in order to share what they came up with. Partner A should share their
notebook entry while the job of Partner B is to listen and repeat back what they heard. Partner B is
allowed to share their notebook entry once they've restated in their own words Partner A's ideas to
each of the questions. After each partner has had an opportunity to share, have each student pair
present what they discussed in front of the class. If you want to encourage active listening skills
further, ask students to share the ideas of their partner.
• After the activity, tell the class they are ready to being their experiment. But first, what do all scientists
need to do after they have written down and researched their question? (Write a hypothesis.) What is
a hypothesis? (An educated guess of the results of an experiment.)
• Tell students the time has come for them to write a hypothesis for the experiment (What does light do
when it comes across different materials?) Instruct students to write a hypothesis to the question in
their notebooks. You can write the following starter for them on the board:
o I think....because....
• Have a few students present their hypotheses in front of the class. Ask students to name other things
that may be important for scientists to have when they perform an experiment. (Materials that will be
used during the experiment, pencil to write and colored pencils to draw observations, a list of steps
that tell the scientist how to do the experiment, partner, etc.)
Explore
• Turn students' attention to the three stations that have been set up around the room. Explain that
there are three different materials at each station. Allow the class a couple of minutes to observe the
materials at each station and then ask students to share what was observed.
Explain
• Instruct students to open up their notebooks to Data Sheet Two, and explain that the class will use this
sheet to record all of their data (or information) during the experiment. Review the data sheet with
students. Ask them why it is important to have a special sheet like this for an experiment (It helps keep
all of the information together and organized).
• Tell students that in future science classes, they will be responsible for writing down the steps of any
experiment they participate in, but today the steps will be written for them. Why is it important for
scientists to write down the steps of their experiment? (Hint: Why do cooks have recipes for dishes
they prepare?)
• Write the following steps on the board and review them with the class:
o The class will be divided into three smaller groups.
o Each group will go to a different station for 5-10 minutes.
o Students will select one material at a time.
o They will first write down the name of the material. They will then draw a picture of the
material. Finally the student will put their hand behind the material and draw it again.
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o
o

This process is repeated until students have observed each material.
Groups rotate and repeat the process.

Explore
•

Students perform the experiment.

Explain
•

At the conclusion of the experimental stage, turn students' attention to the question: What does light
do when it comes across different materials?)
• Ask students to think about the question and then review their data sheet independently. Does the
information they recorded on their sheet help them answer the question? Allow students to discuss
their ideas with a partner. To make this transition smoother you can assign each student a turn so that
they are aware beforehand when they will be sharing their ideas. The student not currently sharing is
expected to listen carefully and then repeat their partner's idea back to them. Once each student has
had a chance to exchange ideas, you can call on a pair one at a time to present their ideas in front of
the class (to make it more cooperative based, each partner can state the ideas of the other partner).
Record students' ideas on the board then summarize their results in a sentence or two under the initial
question.

Extend
• Explain to the class that they just figured out the results of the experiment! Now it is time to wrap it all
up, which scientists do by writing a conclusion. Why is important to have a conclusion at the end of an
experiment? Write the following questions on the board and explain that each student will respond to
the question in their notebooks:
o Was your first hypothesis correct? Why or why not?
o Was your second hypothesis correct? Why or why not?

Evaluate
•

After students have recorded ideas down in their notebooks, instruct students to record what they
learned from this experiment about light under the "L" column of the KWL worksheet in their science
notebooks.
• Have a class discussion. Ask students to recall the three different questions that were answered so far
over the course of this investigation and write these on the board. Review what was learned during the
reading about light and utilize probing questions to encourage students to make connections between
the reading and the results of the two experiments. Ask students to verbalize their answers in front of
the class.
Lesson 4: How can you use one light source to light up three classroom s in different ways?
Estimated time: 9, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Days 1-4): Plan the Project
Print and attach the following Science A-Z worksheets in students' science notebooks: Sheet 6: Project Ideas
And Sheet 7: Project Description. The Science A-Z Sheet2: Team Project Planner is an optional resource that
you may want to include in the lesson. Have available three large sheets of chart paper, colored pencils and
crayons.
Teacher Prep (Days 5-6): Pitch the Project
Print and attach the Science A-Z worksheet in students' science notebooks: Sheet 8: Pitch Your Project and
Sheet 7: Project Description. Have available three large sheets of chart paper, colored pencils and crayons.
Refer to the Performance Assessment Rubric and draw an enlarged version on a sheet of chart paper, so that
it is visible to all students.
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Teacher Prep (Days 7-9): Develop and Conduct the Project
Organize an assorted of materials that you feel would be useful in the project, which should include a
flashlight and various materials with different reflective properties. Print and attach the Science A-Z PBL Sheet
9: Project Checkup worksheet in students' science notebooks.
Note: This lesson focuses on the organization and development of students' project regarding the problem
stated at the beginning of the investigation: How can we use one flashlight to light up three classroom s in
different ways? This may be the most challenging component of the investigation if students are being
exposed to the project-based format for the first time, therefore it would be extremely helpful to have either
a teacher's aide, parent or student volunteer in the classroom as students develop their project. You may want
to organize students into cooperative groups, based on how well they work with one another. This would
require assigning essential tasks or roles to each student in the group ahead of time so that everyone is
responsible for contributing an important component to the overall project (i.e. recorder, spokesperson,
engineer, designer). This is of course a lot more work for you, but it would allow students to express their
creative thinking while learning how to work together cooperatively and effectively. You would need to
include a reward (i.e. grade or class party) that would incentivize students to work together and stress their
importance in the success of the end product. It is also important to review the Rubric with students before
they embark on the project so that they are aware of what is expected of them. Remind the class that once
projects are complete, each group (or however you decide to organize the lesson) will be presenting the final
product to another classroom (parents should be invited to partake in this as well). This is an extremely
involved lesson, especially at the elementary level, and may take longer to complete than was originally
estimated (above).

Lesson 5: How can we com m unicate our ideas to other classrooms?
Estimated time: 4, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Days 1-2): Practice the Presentation and Complete Peer Review
Print and attach the Science A-Z PBL Sheet 10: Peer Review worksheet in students' science notebooks.
Teacher Prep (Days 3-4): Present and Assess the Final Project
Print and attached the following Science A-Z worksheets in students' science notebooks: PBL Sheet 11: Student
Rubric-Team (4 pages), PBL Sheet 12: Team Reflection and PBL Sheet 13: Student Rubric-Individual (3 pages).
Coordinate and schedule a time that students can share their projects with another elementary classroom.
Also print out 1 copy per student of the Performance Assessment Rubric.
Note: Schedule ahead of time a day and time that students' projects can be presented in front of another
elementary class. Once a day has been confirmed, communicate this with students parents in case they are
able to stop in as well.
Lesson 6: Post-Assessm ent
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Post Assessment and glue or tape it into each science
notebook. Students' final grade should take into account scores from the Post-assessment as well as the
Performance Assessment Rubric.
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UNIT 4-INVESTIGATION 2

Pre/Post Assessment

Problem 1: Comprehension
You are having a sleepover w ith a friend at your house. Before bed the two
of you play with some toys that your friend brought over. Soon it's time to
shut off the lights and go to sleep. Just as you are about to fall asleep your
friend asks a question. She wants to know w hy some of the toys can be
seen at night while other toys cannot be seen. You look around the room to
see w hat your friend is talking about see some toys an uncle gave you as a
birthday present.

Why can some toys be seen in the dark and other toys cannot be seen in the
dark? Answer your friend's question.
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UNIT 4-INVESTIGATION 2

Pre/Post Assessment

Problem 2: Application
Your parents w ant to build a greenhouse in the yard to grow vegetables. A
greenhouse is a structure (small house) that allows people to grow all
different types of plants. People can control how m uch light, heat and
water their plants get in a greenhouse. One day your dad brings home
three different types of glass materials to build the greenhouse. He knows
you have learned a lot light and w hat plants need to grow. He asks you to
study the different types of glass and choose the best one for the
greenhouse.

Transparent

Translucent

Opaque

Choose one type of glass for the greenhouse. Explain why you chose one
type of glass and not the others.
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UNIT 4-INVESTIGATION 2

Pre/Post Assessment

Problem 3: Comprehension

a Science
A-z
jvcTpnr? sffisr

SCIENCE SKILLS

Making a Hypothesis

N a m e _________________________________________ D a t e _______________
Key Vocabulary
hypothesis (high PAW thuh sist
a good guess abcujb w hat will happen in a science experiment, and why
fjenmp/r.- "If I put a green bean plant inside a dosed bos, it will not sprout because plants need light to live."

1. Will b u tte r m elt fa s te r in th e sun o r u n d e r a la m p ?

I think . . .

b e c a u s e .. .

Teacher Instructions: Read both sample science questions with students. For each question, have
students circle the picture that represents the outcome they predict will take place. Then have
students write or dictate what they think will happen, and why- This will help prepare them to
write a good hypothesis.
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UNIT 4-INVESTIGATION 2

Pre/Post Assessment

Performance Assessment Rubric
Learning Goal

Rough draft
demonstrates a
realistic device that
resolves a problem
of communicating
over a distance
using sound or
light.

Student references
rough draft to
construct device.

Student
demonstrates ability
to refine original
product if it does
not resolve issue.

Final product
demonstrates ability
to communicate
over a distance
using light or
sound.

Target
(3 points)

Acceptable
(2 points)

Needs
Improvement
(1 point)

Device is realistic in
resolving a problem
using either light or
sound through the
use of available
material and
resources. Rough
draft includes labels
of materials student
intends to use to
construct device.
Device resembles
original idea and
student is able to
explain relationship
between rough draft
and the product
including any
revisions that were
made in order to
reach goal.
Student
demonstrates ability
to test and make
multiple and
necessary
adjustments to
device in order to
achieve desirable
result.
Device demonstrates
ability to aide
communication over
the length of the
cafeteria (or more).

After a few
adjustments student
develops a rough
draft that resolves a
problem using light
or sound w ith
available materials
and resources. Most
of the materials
needed to construct
device are labeled.

Even after making
adjustments rough
draft includes
materials or
resources that are
not available to
construct device.
Most of the materials
needed to construct
device are not
labeled.

Device somewhat
resembles original
idea and student can
explain thought
processes behind
their design choices.

Device does not
resemble original
idea and student
cannot explain
thought processes
behind their design
choices.

Student
demonstrates ability
to test and make at
least one necessary
adjustm ent to device
before handing in
final product.
Device demonstrates
ability to aide
communication over
the length of the
classroom.

Students
demonstrates ability
to test device but
does not make the
necessary
adjustments in order
to achieve desirable
result.
Device does not
demonstrate the
ability to aide
communication.
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Unit 4- Investigation 2

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

*Data Sh eet ONE*
N am e o f Toy

R oom w ith
A lot o f Light:
D raw Toy

R oom w ith
L ittle Light:
D raw Toy

R oom w ith No
Light:
D raw Toy
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Unit 4- Investigation 2

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

*Data Sh eet TWO*
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Unit 4- Investigation 2

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

*Data Sh eet TWO*
STATION 3
D escrib e
M aterial

D raw M aterial

P u t H and B eh in d M aterial:
D raw M aterial
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Appendix H. Grade 2 Place-Based Science Curriculum
Overview
The Grade 2 Science Curriculum is comprised of nine investigations that were developed to
support the core ideas and scientific practices intertwined within the Next Generation Science
Standard (NGSS). Since it was uncertain which classroom would be paired with second grade in
the future, I developed a separate set of lesson plans for second grade even though it was
classified under Grade Band K-2. Each investigation is guided by two or more overarching
questions which are explored through the inclusion of multiple lessons that highlight 1-2 topical
questions. Lessons were either written specifically for the investigation or carefully selected
from published sources. For organizational purposes, investigations were grouped by grade-level
into five units (Figure 4.1). Unit One (Introduction to Science) is unique in that it contains the
only investigation that actively groups together all learners within the grade-band (kindergarten
and first grade). This was meant to help the educator, in a combined classroom setting, ease into
a new school year without having to manage multiple curricula from the start. Content in the
Grade 2 curriculum will span over one academic year (Figure 4.2).

Unit I
Investigation I

Lesson 1
Lesson 2
Lesson x
Figure 4.1Basic Organizational Components of K-6 Science Curriculum

Investigations were designed for an audience with minimal to almost no experience engaging in
and teaching science content in the formal education environment. With that in mind, each
investigation carefully guides the reader one step at a time through the learning experience so
that any newly encountered pedagogies and unfamiliar content has been deconstructed into
manageable components. While this resulted in lengthy investigations, the objective was to
introduce the educator to best practices in science education while simultaneously delivering
meaningful learning experiences to students.
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Appendix H
Figure 4.3 Overview of Grade 2 Curriculum

Unit 2:
Physical Science

Unit 1
Introduction
to Science

4r

*
Investigation
1
How can we
learn like
scientists?

1

Investigation
1
M atter and
its
interactions

Invest. 2

Invest. 3

Invest. 4

M atter and its
Interactions

M atter and
its
interactions

M atter and its
Interactions

Lesson 1:
What is
science?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
you know?

Lesson 1:
What do we
know?

Lesson 2:
How can we
use a hand
lens?

Lesson 2:
What is
Matter?

Lesson 2:
How were
traditional
tools made?

r

Lesson 1:
What do we
know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do we
know?

Lesson 2:
W hat are
observation
s and
inferences?

Lesson 2:
Traditional
Knowledge

Unit 3:
Earth Science

Unit 4

L

JL

Investigation 1

Investigation 2

Investigation 3

Earth's Place in the
Universe

Earth's Systems

Earth's Systems

Lesson 1:
What do you
know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do we know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do we
know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do you
know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do
you know?

Lesson 2:
Traditional
KnowledgeLoo-Wit, The FireKeeper

Lesson 2:
Traditional
knowledge- Bird
Invest.

Lesson 2:
How is
sound
made?

Lesson 2:
How can
we see that
toy?

Lesson 2:
The Sun,
Moon, and
Stars song!

I

Invest. 1
What is
sound?

Invest. 1
Can we
make a
device
using light
or sound
that helps
us
communica
__
te?

I
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Appendix H
Lesson 3:
How can we
record what
we see and
learn?

Lesson 3:
How can
we use the
scientific
method to
describe
matter?

Lesson 3:
How can we
classify
objects?

Lesson 3
How do we
make our
own
conclusions?

Lesson 3
How can we
w rite our own
scientific
arguments?

Lesson 4:
How can
observe like a
scientist?

Lesson 4:
How can
we use the
scientific
method to
sort
materials?

Lesson 4:
How can we
use graphs?

Lesson 4:
Can toys be
assembled
into different
toys?

Lesson 4
How does
heating and
cooling our
snacks and
drinks change
them?

Lesson 5:
W hat is the
environment?

Lesson 5:
How can
we sort
materials
in Tlingit?
Lesson 6:
W hat did
we learn
from our
experimen
t?

Lesson 5:
What
materials are
these objects
made of?
Lesson 6:
W hat did we
learn?

Lesson 5:
Traditional
Knowledge

Lesson 5:
What did you
learn?

Lesson 6:
How did the
Tlingit see the
world?

Lesson 6:
What did you
learn?

Lesson 3:
What does our Sun do
every day?

Lesson 3:
What does the Sun
do to different
materials we find
on the ground?

Lesson 3:
W hat do animals
need to live and
stay safe?

Lesson 3:
W hat does
sound do
to other
objects?

Lesson 3:
W hat does
light do
w hen it
comes
across
d ifferent
materials?

Lesson 4:
How did the Tlingit
believe the Sun and
Moon came to be?

Lesson 4:
How can we solve
problems like
engineers?

Lesson 4:
How do
butterflies stay
safe?

Lesson 4:
What did
you learn?

Lesson 4:
How can
you use
one light
source to
light up
three
classrooms
in different
ways?
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Appendix H

Table 2.1 Earth Space Science Progression within Grades K-8

K-2
ESS1.A
The universe and its stars
ESS1.B
E arth and the solar system

ESS1.C
The history of planet E arth

ESS2.A
E arth materials and systems

ESS2.B
Plate tectonics and large-scale
system interactions

Patters of movement of the
sun, moon, and stars as seen
from Earth can be observed,
described and predicted

Some events on Earth occur
very quickly; others can
occur very slowly.

Wind and water change the
shape of the land.

Maps show where things are
located. One can map the
shapes and kids of land and
water in any area.

3-5
Stars range greatly in size and
distance from Earth and this can
explain their relative brightness.
The Earth’s orbit and rotation,
and the orbit of the moon around
the Earth cause observable
patterns.
Certain features on Earth can be
used to order events that have
occurred in a landscape.

Four major Earth systems
interact. Rainfall helps to shape
the land and affects the types of
living things found in a region.
Water, ice, wind, organisms and
gravity break rocks, soils and
sediments into smaller pieces and
move them around.
Earth’s physical features occur in
patterns, as do earthquakes and
volcanoes. Maps can be used to
locate feature and determine
patterns in those events.

6-8

The solar system is part of the
Milky Way, which is one of
many billions of galaxies.
Rock strata can the fossil record
can be used as evidence to
organize the relative occurrence
of major historical events in
Earth’s history.
Energy flows and matter cycles
within and among Earth’s
systems, including the sun and
Earth’s interior as primary
energy sources. Plate tectonics
is one result of these processes.

Plate tectonics is the unifying
theory that explains movements
of rocks at Earth’s surface and
geological history. Maps are
used to display evidence of
plate movement.
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Appendix H
Table 2.2 Life Science Progression within Grades K-8
K-2
LS1.A
Structure and
function
LS1.B
Growth and
development of
organisms
LS1.C
Organization for
m atter and energy
flow in organisms

LS1.D
Inform ation
Processing

LS2.A
Interdependent
relationships in
ecosystems

All organisms have external parts
that they use to perform daily
functions.

Parents and offspring often engage in
behaviors that help the offspring
survive.
Animals obtain food they need from
plants or animals. Plants need water
and light.

Animals sense and communicate
information and respond to inputs
with behaviors that help them grow
and survive.

Plants depend on water and light to
grow, and also depend on animals for
pollination or to move their seeds
around.

3-5

6-8
All living things are made up of
Organisms have both internal and
cells. In organisms, cells work
external macroscopic structures that
together to form tissues and
allow for growth, survival, behavior and organs that are specialized for
reproduction.
particular body functions.
Animals engage in behaviors that
Reproduction is essential to every kind of
increase the odds of reproduction.
organism. Organisms have unique and
An organism’s growth is affected
diverse life cycles.
by both genetic and environmental
factors.
Plants use the energy from light to
Food provides animals with the materials
make sugars through
and energy they need for body repair,
growth, warmth, and motion. Plants acquire photosynthesis. Within individual
material for growth chiefly from air, water,
organisms, food is broken down
through a series of chemical
and process matter and obtain energy from
reactions that rearrange molecules
sunlight, which is used to maintain
and release energy.
conditions necessary for survival.
Each sense receptor responds to
Different sense receptors are specialized for different inputs, transmitting them
particular kinds of information; Animals use as signals that travel along nerve
their perceptions and memories to guide
cells to the brain; The signals are
then processed in the brain,
their actions.
resulting in immediate behavior or
memories.
Organisms and populations are
dependent on their environmental
interactions both with other living
The food of almost any animal can be
traced back to plants. Organisms are related things and with nonliving factors,
any of which can limit their
in food webs in which some animals eat
growth. Competitive, predatory,
plants for food and other animals eat the
animals that eat plants, while decomposers
and mutually beneficial
restore some materials back to the soil.
interactions vary across
ecosystems but the patterns are
shared.
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LS2.B
Cycles of m atter
and energy transfer
in ecosystems

LS2.C
Ecosystem
dynamics,
functioning, and
resilience
LS2.D
Social interactions
and group behavior
LS3.A
Inheritance of traits

LS3.B
Variation of traits

LS4.A
Evidence of
common ancestry
and diversity

[Content found in LS1.C and
ESS3.A]

N/A

N/A

Young organisms are very much, but
not exactly, like their parents and also
resemble other organisms of the same
kind.

N/A

Matter cycles between the air and soil and
among organisms as they live and die.

When the environment changes some
organisms survive and reproduce, some
move to new locations, some move into the
transformed environment, and some die.

Being part of a group helps animals obtain
food, defend themselves, and cope with
changes.

Different organisms vary in how they look
and function because they have different
inherited information; the environment also
affects the traits that an organism develops.

Some living organisms resemble organisms
that once lived on Earth. Fossils provide
evidence about the types of organisms and
environments that existed long ago.

The atoms that make up the
organisms in an ecosystem are
cycled repeatedly between the
living and nonliving parts of the
ecosystem. Food webs model how
matter and energy are transferred
among producers, consumers, and
decomposers as the three groups
interact within an ecosystem.
Ecosystem characteristics vary
over time. Disruptions to any part
of an ecosystem can lead to shifts
in all of its populations. The
completeness or integrity of an
ecosystem’s biodiversity is often
used as a measure of its health.
N/A
Genes chiefly regulate a specific
protein, which affect an
individual’s traits.
In sexual reproduction, each parent
contributes half of the genes
acquired by the offspring resulting
in variation between parent and
offspring. Genetic information can
be altered because of mutations,
which may result in beneficial,
negative, or no change to proteins
in or traits of an organism.
The fossil record documents the
existence, diversity, extinction, and
change of many life forms and
their environments through Earth’s
history. The fossil record and
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LS4.B
N atural Selection

LS4.C
Adaptation

LS4.D
Biodiversity and
humans

N/A

N/A

A range of different organisms lives
in different places.

comparisons of anatomical
similarities between organisms
enables the inference of lines of
evolutionary descent.
Differences in characteristics between
Both natural and artificial selection
individuals of the same species provide
result from certain traits giving
advantages in surviving and reproducing.
some individuals an advantage in
surviving and reproducing, leading
to predominance of certain traits in
a population.
Species can change over time in
response to changes in
environmental conditions through
Particular organisms can only survive in
adaptation by natural selection
particular environments.
acting over generations. Traits that
support successful survival and
reproduction in the new
environment become more
common.
Populations of organisms live in a variety of Changes in biodiversity can
habitats. Change in those habitats affects the influence humans’ resources and
organisms living there.
ecosystem services they rely on.
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Table 2.3 Physical Science Progression within Grades K-8
K-2
3-5
Because matter exists as particles Because matter exists as particles that are
that are too small to see, matter is too small to see, matter is always conserved
PS1.A
always conserved even if it seems even if it seems to disappear. Measurements
Structure of m atter
to disappear. Measurements of a
of a variety of observable properties can be
(includes PS1.C
variety of observable properties
used to identify particular materials.
Nuclear processes)
can be used to identify particular
materials.
Heating and cooling substances
Chemical reactions that occur when
cause changes that are sometimes substances are mixed can be identified by
PS1.B
reversible and sometimes not.
the emergence of substances with different
Chemical reactions
properties; the total mass remains the same.
PS2.A
Forces and motion

PS2.B
Types of interactions
PS2.C
Stability & instability in
physical systems
PS3.A
Definitions of Energy
PS3.B
Conservation of energy
and energy transfer

Pushes and pulls can have
different strengths and directions,
and can change the speed or
direction of its motion or start or
stop it.
N/A

N/A

[Content found in LS1.C and
ESS3.A]

6-8
The fact that matter is composed of
atoms and molecules can be used
to explain the properties of
substances, diversity of materials,
states of matter, phase changes,
and conservation of matter.

Reacting substances rearrange to
form different molecules, but the
number of atoms is conserved.
Some reactions release energy and
others absorb energy.
The effect of unbalanced forces on an object The role of the mass of an object
must be qualitatively accounted for
results in a change of motion. Patterns of
motion can be used to predict future motion. in any change of motion due to the
application of a force.
Some forces act through contact, some
forces act even when the objects are not in
Forces that act at a distance
contact. The gravitational force of Earth
involve fields that can be mapped
acting on an object near Earth’s surface
by their relative strength and effect
pulls that object toward the planet’s center.
on an object.
N/A

N/A

Moving objects contain energy. The faster
the object moves, the more energy it has.
Energy can be moved from place to place
by moving objects, or through sound, light,
or electrical currents. Energy can be
converted from one form to another form.

Kinetic energy can be
distinguished from the various
forms of potential energy. Energy
changes to and from each type can
be tracked through physical or
chemical interactions. The
relationship between the
temperature and the total energy of
a system depends on the types,
states, and amounts of matter.
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PS3.C
Relationship between
energy and forces

PS3.D
Energy in chemical
processes and everyday
life

PS4.A
Wave properties

PS4.B
Electromagnetic
radiation
PS4.C
Inform ation
technologies and
instrum entation

Bigger pushes and pulls cause
bigger changes in an object’s
motion or shape.

When objects collide, contact forces
transfer energy so as to change the objects’
motions.

Sunlight warms Earth’s surface.

Waves can be used to transmit digital
information. Digitized information is
comprised of a pattern of 1s and 0s.

Sound can make matter vibrate,
and vibrating matter can make
sound.

Objects can be seen only when
light is available to illuminate
them.
People use devices to send and
receive information.

When two objects interact, each
one exerts a force on the other, and
these forces can transfer energy
between them.

Waves can be used to transmit
digital information. Digitized
information is comprised of a
pattern of 1s and 0s.

A simple wave model has a
repeating pattern with a specific
Waves are regular patterns of motion, which wavelength, frequency, and
amplitude, and mechanical waves
can be made in water by disturbing the
need a medium through which they
surface. Waves of the same type can differ
are transmitted. This model can
in amplitude and wavelength. Waves can
explain
many phenomena
make objects move.
including sound and light. Waves
can transmit energy.
Object can be seen when light reflected
The construct of a wave is used to
from their surface enters our eyes.
model how light interacts with
objects.
Patterns can encode, send, receive and
Waves can be used to transmit
decode information.
digital information. Digitized
information is comprised of a
pattern of 1s and 0s.
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Grade 2 (Grade Band K-2)
Unit 1: Introduction to Science
O verarching Question:

> How can we learn like scientists?
O verarching Goals
(Week 1) Students will understand that science is important to learn because it's everywhere, as it tool it helps
people answer questions and explain what is occurring in the world around them by accumulating knowledge,
and with more knowledge come things that can make people's lives better such as technology and medicine.
(Week 2) Students will understand that observations are information gathered by the senses and with the help
of tools such as hand lenses, which can be recorded as drawings or labels in their science notebooks.

Objectives
Alaska State Science Standards

M aterials
Lesson 1: What is science?
Day 1: What are science notebooks?
• Primary Composition Notebooks (1 per student)
• Materials to decorate notebooks: magazines, stickers, colored pencils/markers/crayons, construction
paper (covers)
• Glue
• Scissors
• Large chart paper
Day 2-3: Why is science important?
• Why is science important? Cards (5 total, 1 set per student pair)
• Mysterious Water Suspension lesson (pp. 19-23 in Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve
Spangler or PDF attached at end of lesson)
• Mason jar
• Plastic mesh
• Large index card (covers mouth of mason jar)
• Bucket
• Why is science important? Mini Trapezoid flipbook (1 copy per student)
• Why is science important? Cutouts (1set for each K-1st grade student)
• Pixie cups (1 for each K-1st grade student)
• Large sheet of paper (KWL chart)
• (Optional) Why is science important? Readings (1 copy per student)
• (Optional book to read) What are Scientists? By Rita Golden Gelman and Susan Kovacs Buxbaum
Lesson 2: How can we use a hand lens?
• A-Z lesson plan: Using a handlens (materials listed)- lesson attached
Lesson 3: How can we record our observations? (How can we record what we see and learn?)
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
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•
Day 2:
•
Day 3:
•

Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 1 pp. 15-16 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
What can you observe about your plants?
Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 2 pp. 16-17 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
What can you observe about your plants?
Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 3 pp. 17-18 (materials listed)- lesson
attached

Lesson 4: What was the Tlingit worldview?
• Talk with Gloria Wolfe at YTT about who could come into the classroom and talk with students on the
topic.

Tim e fram e
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons
Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: W hy is science important?
Estimated time: 3, forty-minute lessons
Day 1: W hat are science notebooks?
Teacher Prep: The first lesson will focus on introducing science notebooks while allowing students time to

decorate the covers of their notebook in order to make it their own. Size and glue pieces of colored
construction paper to the front and back covers of the each notebook and collect the available coloring and
decorating utensils to be used during the lesson which can offer students a variety of ways to express their
creative sides which may include: magazines with colorful photographs (i.e. National Geographic, Outside,
Alaska), stickers, colored pencils and/or crayons. Second graders will be expected to begin writing the
following information in their journals: Title, Date, Time and Weather. You may want to model this set-up on
the first page in the second graders notebooks as well as on a large sheet of chart paper:
Title: Why is science important?
Date: September 1, 2015
Tim e: 8:35 a.m.
W eather: Rainy
For more information on science notebooks, chapters 1-3 in Science Notebooks Second Edition: Writing about
Inquiry provide an informative overview on the set-up, implementation and use of science notebooks as
formative assessment in the classroom.
Procedure:

> Begin lesson by doing an ice-breaker with students which gets them thinking about the subject and
how it relates to their own lives. You may ask students to provide an example of what they like or find
interesting about the outdoors or science topics they would like to learn about.
> Lead into a discussion about science notebooks by posing the following questions to students:
o Who are scientists? (Is there just one type of scientist?)
o What do scientists do for work? (What is the job of a scientist?) (They are curious people who
are always observing the world around them and asking questions about how something works
or why things are the way they are. They main job of a scientist it to try and answer their
questions).
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o

>
>

>

Are you scientists? (Yes!) Do you like to look at the world (things) around you? Do you ask your
parents, grandparents or teacher questions so that they can explain how something works or
why it is the way it is? (You are all scientists!).
o What do scientists, such as ourselves, need so that we can learn about the world around us?
(Science notebook!).
o How might we, as scientists, use a science notebook? (As we are observing the world around us
we can write down things that we see, questions that come into our minds that we want
answered and notes that we take during lessons and experiments!)
Explain that the class will be using a science notebook just like a professional scientist does for her or
his job.
Tell the second graders that they will now have one more step to do at the beginning of each science
lesson. Turn their attention to the chart paper, which models the set-up they will include with their
entries. Explain that the title describes what students will strive to answer and learn that day in class.
Ask students why it may be important for scientists to include a title, date, time and the current
weather with their science notebook entries? (As the year goes on, they will continue to add more
entries in their notebooks. Including information such as the date/time/weather will make it easier for
students to look back at information they recorded on a specific day.)
Pass out the science notebooks and have all students include their name on the front cover. Write the
phrase "Science Notebook" on the board as a reference if students want to include it one of the
covers. Make the other materials available so that students can use the rest of the period to decorate
the covers of their notebooks.

Day 2-3: W hy is science important?
Teacher Prep: You will conduct an engagement activity about water suspension at the beginning of the lesson;
directions and materials needed to implement the activity can be found on pp. 19-23 of the book entitled Fire,
Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve Spangler or on the PDF attached at the end of this Unit. Materials
for the activity can be found in the tote and it would be beneficial to utilize a bucket during the demonstration
since it can get a bit wet. Laminated copies of the, Why is science important? Cards (5 cards per set), are
included in the tote, however, make sure there are sufficient copies to supply each student pair during the
lesson's activity with a set. The original version of each card is attached to the end of the unit as well.
Make a KWL chart by dividing a large sheet of chart paper into three columns and label each column with one
of the following: Know, Want to Learn, Learned. Label the "Learned" column 1-5 (for each of the themes that
describe the importance of science) and keep this chart until the end of the lesson to compare how student
responses to the question have evolved. Write out the title of the lesson (Why is science important?) in the K1st grade notebooks while writing out the following headings in the second grade notebooks: Title, Date, Time,
Weather. It may be helpful to model the headings on a large sheet of paper for students to refer to as they fill
out the headings for the lesson in their notebook:
Title: Why is science important?
Date: September 10, 2015
Tim e: 8:35 a.m.
W eather: Sunny.
Note: Teacher background information- Refer to the Why is science important? reading for additional
information. While the reading is not directly included in the lesson plans, feel free to utilize it as an additional
resource.
Procedure:
Day 2
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Elicit (5 minutes)
> Tell students that this week they will be learning about why science is important. Turn their attention
to the KWL chart and ask them the following questions (record their answers under the "Know"
column of the chart):
o What is science?
o Why is science important to learn?
Engage (5 minutes)
> After recording their ideas on the chart, tell students that you are going to do a demonstration in front
of the class. Explain the process and ask students to predict what they think will happen when you
remove your hand from the index card. Next, have them predict what will happen when you remove
the index card from the overturned jar of what. Note: You can provide students with a sentence starter
to help formulate their predictions: I predict that...because...
> Perform demonstration. Ask students to explain if their predictions were correct, and if not what
happened. Ask students the following then provide a brief explanation of the phenomena:
o Why didn't the water pour out of the jar after I removed my hand?
o Why didn't the water pour out after I removed the index card from the mouth of the jar? Note:
An explanation of the phenomena is written after the activity.
Explore/Explain (15-20 minutes)
> Tell students they are going to break off into pairs and do an activity that will give them clues as to why
science is important to learn. Hold up one of the cards and explain all the pictures on the card
represent one theme about science; the pairs are to study the pictures together in order to unlock the
meaning behind them.
> Pass out Card #5 to students (Learning about science gives up knowledge) and have them discuss in
pairs the meaning behind the pictures. Provide them with sufficient time to observe and discuss before
calling them into a class discussion. Ask them to volunteer ideas about what the pictures represent.
Pull students' ideas together and explain that science allows us learn and gain a lot of knowledge about
the natural world around us. Write this explanation under the first point under the "Learned" Column
of the KWL Chart.
o Card #5: Learning about science gives us knowledge.
> Repeat this process for each card. By the end you should have the following points delineated under
the "Learned" column:
o Card #1: Technology is science and we use it everyday.
o Card #2: Science helps the medical field so people can live better lives.
o Card #3: Science is everywhere.
o Card #4: Science helps us decide if something is true or not.
Day 3
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Why is science important? mini-trapezoid flipbooks, and glue
one flipbook into each science notebook. For the K-1st grade students, make sufficient copies of the Why
science is important? Cut-outs so that each student receives one set. Put one set of cutouts into a pixie cup.
Science notebooks : Write out the title of the lesson (Why is science important?) in the K-1st grade notebooks
while writing out the following headings in the second grade notebooks: Title, Date, Time, Weather. It may be
helpful to model the headings on a large sheet of paper for students to refer to as they fill out the headings for
the lesson in their notebook:
Title: Why is science important?
Date: September 11, 2015
Tim e: 8:35 a.m.
W eather: Sunny.
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On a sheet of large paper, write the title of the lesson (Why is science important?) at the top and draw the
outline of the trapezoid flipbook as if it were flattened out. On a second sheet of large paper, write the title of
the lesson (Why is science important?) at the top of the sheet and number it 1-5. Post both sheets of paper in
front of the classroom so that it is visible to all of the students and have on hand 1 set of the Why is science
important? cards.

Elaborate
>
>

Tell students that for today's lesson they are going to help remind you why science is important.
Ask them to recall what they learned about science in the previous lesson, utilizing the cards to help
jog their memory if needed. As each theme is brought up discussed, tape the card onto one of the
"flaps" of the trapezoidal flipbook that was drawn on the first sheet and then write it out as steps on
the second sheet of paper. The final products will look similar to the following:

W hy is science important?
1. Technology is science and we use it every
day
2. Learning about science gives us
knowledge.
3. Science is everywhere!
4. Science helps us decide if something is
true or not.
5. It helps the medical field so people can
live better lives.

>

After completing the charts as a class, have students open up their notebooks to the page with the
trapezoidal flipbook. Explain that they will use the rest of the lesson to fill in their flipbook with the
information from the charts:
o K-1st graders: Each student will receive a pixie cup filled with the same pictures they saw on the
cards they used today and in the previous class. Using the chart of the flipbook as a model, they
will select one picture at a time from the pixie cup and glue it to the correct side of their
flipbook as seen on the model.
o 2nd graders: Students will fill out each space of their flipbook with a theme that describes why
science is important. They can refer to the chart that was filled out during today's lesson.

Lesson 2: How can we use a hand lens?
Estimated time: 2, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Refer to Science A-Z lesson plan attached.
Lesson 3: How can we record our observations?
Estimated time: 3, forty-minute lessons
Note: Lesson plans for this week have been scanned from the book, Science Notebooks Second Edition,
Writing about Inquiry, and attached. If time allows, feel free to complete lessons "Day Four" (pp. 18-19) and
"Day Five" (pp. 19-20).
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Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
Teacher prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 1 pp. 15-16 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list of the materials and a description of the
lesson's procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook: lesson's
Title (How do apples vary in appearance?), Date, Time and Weather.
Day 2: W hat can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 2 pp. 16-17 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a description
of the lesson's procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook:
lesson's Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather.
Day 3: W hat can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 3 pp. 17-18 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a description
of the lesson's procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook:
lesson's Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather.
Lesson 4: W hat was the Tlingit W orldview?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep (Option 1): Talk with Gloria Wolfe about inviting an Elder or teacher from the language program
into the classroom for a lesson to provide an overview of the Tlingit worldview. Just like scientists try and
understand the natural world by making observations, asking questions and testing hypotheses, the Tlingit
accumulated a tremendous knowledge base about the natural world in Yakutat through thousands of years of
observations and testing various practices to determine what did or did not work. The ultimate conclusions
derived from their testing was demonstrated through survival and was then orally communicated and passed
on from generation to generation.
Teacher Prep (Option 2): If Elders or Tlingit Language instructors from the Cultural Department of YTT are
unavailable to come into the classroom, you can implement the Alaska Native Knowledge Network lesson, An
Introduction to Native Ways of Knowing Science, from A Unit on Predicting Weather. The lesson is attached as
a separate document and can be found online (http://ankn.uaf.edu/curriculum/units/PredictingW eather/PredictingW eather.pdf ).
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Card #1
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Card #2
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Why is Science Important? Card #3
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W hy is Science Im p o rta n t? Card #4
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Card #5
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W hy is Science Im po rtan t? Cutouts
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What do apples look like?

'What do apples look like?
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Grade 2
Unit 2: Physical Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Matter and its Interactions
Investigation 1

Overarching Questions:
> How do scientists answer their questions and build knowledge?
> W hy do the things we use in our lives have different uses?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand th at objects are made of different materials, which can be described and sorted
by their properties and th at m ost of the things we interact with everyday are made of m atter (liquid and
gas), which can also be described by observable properties. Students will also understand th at scientists
(such as themselves) use the scientific method as a tool to answ er questions about the natural world and
th at this tool is made up of six repeatable steps: Observation, Problem, Hypothesis, Experiment, Results
and Conclusion.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-PS1-1] Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different kinds of m aterials by their
observable properties.
Objectives
After instruction and conducting two experiments as a class, the student will be able to identify the
scientific method as the tool th at scientists use to learn about the world around them, at the proficient
level of a teacher made rubric.

After instruction and practice identifying the properties of various materials, the student will be able to
examine a new set of m aterials and name 3 properties th at describe each material, with 100% accuracy.
After instruction and practice sorting different objects and materials, the student will be able to sort a
new set of m aterials by three different properties, with 80% accuracy.

Materials
Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- W hat do I know?
> Pre-Assessment: 2-PS1-1 (1 copy per student)
> A decent am ount of various coins (pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Lesson 2: W hat is m atter?
> STEP lesson plan: Investigating Matter, Cool Balloons (materials listed)
> Science A-Z book: How things are different (3 different levels available)
> Lesson Materials Vocabulary Posters: Matter, Solid and Liquid (optional)
> Science A-Z book: Work Smart W orksheet- 3 per student (optional)
Lesson 3: How can we use the scientific method to describe materials?
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Day 1- Observations
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Student worksheet: Draw w hat you observe (1-2 sheets per student)
> Hand lenses (optional)
> Construction Materials (2 sets of 10 materials)
> Coloring utensils
> Large sheet of chart paper
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Day 2- Problem
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Science A-Z: Word Smart w orksheet (2 sheets per student)
> Lesson Materials Vocabulary Posters: Material and Property
> Coloring utensils
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline friends coloring book (optional)
Day 3- Hypothesis
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Science A-Z: Word Smart W orksheet (3 sheets per student)
> Lesson Materials Vocabulary Posters: Strong, Fragile, Flexible
> Coloring utensils
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
Days 4-7 Experiment
> TeachersPayTeaches: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Science A-Z: Word Smart W orksheet (3 sheets per student)
> Lesson Materials Vocabulary Posters: Rigid and Texture
> Student Worksheets: Data Sheet (What are the m aterial’s properties?) - 9 sheets per student
> Construction m aterials (2 sets of 10 materials)
> Index Cards (2 sets- 9 cards in each set)
> Large sheets of chart paper (2)
> Coloring utensils
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Day 8-9 Results
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Student Worksheets: Results (How can you describe the materials?) - 1 per student
> Construction m aterials (2 sets of 10 materials)
> Large sheet of chart p a p e r (2)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Student Worksheets: Results Graph Options
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Day 10 Conclusion
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Construction m aterials (2 sets of 10 materials)
> Glue or double-sided tape
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> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Lesson 4: How can we use the scientific method to sort materials?
Day 1- Problem
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Science A-Z: Word Smart w orksheet (1 sheet per student)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Day 2- Hypothesis/Experim ent
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Student worksheets: Materials we need/Procedure (1 copy per student)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Day 3
> STEP lesson plan: Shape, Color and Size (materials listed) - attached at the end of investigation
Days 4-7 Experiment
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Student worksheets: Data sheets (Can you sort your materials?) (4-5 sheets per student)
> Construction Materials (2 sets of 10 materials)
> Index cards (with names of materials)
> Quadrats (2 per group)- optional
> Glue an d /o r double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
Days 6-7 Results
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Student worksheets: Results (How can you sort all the materials?) - 2 copies per student
> Student worksheets: Results 2 Graph Options
> Glue an d /o r double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Day 8 Conclusion
> TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters (7 total)
> Glue an d /o r double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
> Formline Friends coloring book (optional)
Lesson 5: How can we sort m aterials in Tlingit?
> Gloria Wolfe at YTT can give lesson
Lesson 6: Post-Assessment- W hat did you learn?
> Post-Assessments (w ritten and oral components- 3 parts) 1 copy per student
Traditional Materials:
> Moose bone (2 pieces)
> Shells (4)
> Rocks (2)
> Leather pieces (not in kit- need two items for assessment)
> Fur (only 1 item provided in kit- ask Rhonda Coston of CBY Planning Departm ent to borrow a pelt)
> Attribute blocks (optional)
> Science Notebooks
> Formeline Friends coloring book (optional)
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Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment (2 pages) and cut out each of the tables.
In each student's notebook w rite Pre-Assessment at the top of the page followed by the following
question: W hat do scientists do so th at they can learn about the world around them? Leave space after
the questions so th at students can write down a response then glue an d /o r tape each of the charts into
the notebooks. Bring to class a large assortm ent of coins (pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters), enough
so th at each student receives least a small handful of coins for the sorting activity. An optional activity to
have on hand during each lesson for students th at complete an activity ahead of others is the (Tlingit)
Formline Friends coloring book (1 copy per student), which combines literacy, num ber recognition and
critical thinking skills in an artistic and more culturally geared format.
Elicit
> Tell students they have a very im portant project ahead of them. Explain th at you have a friend in
Yakutat who wants to become a construction w orker and is about to start his very first job. Since
he is new to this type of w ork (he was a chef before deciding to get into construction) your friend
does not know a lot about the building materials he is required to w ork with. This is making him
very nervous so has turned to us to help him learn about these materials. Our job will be to
describe the different properties of the materials and then sort them by those properties.
> Tell the class th at in order to help this construction w orker out we have a lot to learn as a class. In
order to learn about those materials, students will have to w ork just as scientists do by using the
scientific method to answ er questions they have about the materials.
> Explain th at today, students will take a pre-assessm ent th at will help determ ine how much they
know already about m aterials and the scientific method. This is not a test! All they are expected to
do is their best.
> Administer the pre-assessm ent. Reminder: This activity is used to gage w hat students know at this
particular point of the investigation which will be compared to w hat they have learned by the
completion of it. You can clarify directions and restate questions but keep it within the confines of
accessing their prior knowledge on the subject.

Lesson 2: What is matter?
Estimated time: 1-2, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: The Shape, Color and Size lesson was adopted from the AKSCI (Alaska K-12 Science
Curricular Initiative); read over the lesson plan th at is attached to the end of the investigation. All
materials needed to im plem ent it are listed, however the reading material th at is m entioned (Solids,
Liquids, and Gas by Ginger Garrett) has been replaced with the Science A-Z reader, How Things are
Different. Three different levels are available (low, medium, and high), so make sufficient copies of each to
address the reading comprehension level of each individual student. A supplem ental guide offers
strategies you can do with students before, during and after the reading, which includes the use of a KWL
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Graphic Organizer as well as a Main Ideas and Details Graphic Organizer (both of which can be glued into
students’ notebooks prior to or during the lesson). Additional materials for the lesson include the
Vocabulary Posters (Matter, Solid and Liquid) as well as the Science A-Z: Word Sm art Worksheet.
Vocabulary term s can be addressed before the reading and students can record each word and its
definition on the Word Sm art Worksheet (1 copy per vocabulary word).
Lesson 3: How can w e use the scientific m ethod to describe materials?
Estimated time: 10, forty-minute lessons
Day 1- Observations
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #1 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Observation. Make copies of the Student
Worksheet: Draw w hat you observe (1-2 copies per student) and glue an d /o r tape each copy into students’
science notebooks under the heading. Set up two stations in the classroom with the construction
materials (10 m aterials at each station) with coloring utensils and hand lenses. Have available the
TeachersPayTeachers: Scientific Method Posters to display during the lesson. Write out a KWL chart by
dividing a large sheet of paper into three columns (Know-What to learn-Learned).
Explore
> Begin lesson by rem inding students of their tasks; they are going to help describe and sort
construction m aterials by their properties. This information will be used by a construction w orker
in town who is new to the job and needs to learn about the materials he will be working with.
> Tell students th at in order for them to learn about these construction m aterials they will perform
their own experim ent using the scientific method. Ask students w hat they know about the scientific
method. (What are the steps of the scientific method?) Record their ideas under the Know column
of the KWL chart. W hat do they w ant to know about the scientific method? Record their ideas under
the Want to Learn column of the chart.
> Take out the Scientific Method poster and read off the definition to students and post it on the board.
Ask students how many steps they think make it up. (six) Can anyone recall w hat the first step of
the method is? (Observation) Post the Observation poster on the board and below the first poster.
Ask students to open their notebooks and write in the word observation next to Step #1. Ask
students w hat it means to observe? (To study something of interest using the five senses: sight,
taste, hearing, touch, smell) Read off the definition on the Observation poster . Tell students th at this
is a very im portant step for scientists because this is when they come up with questions an d /o r
questions they w ant to try and answer.
> Tell students th at today they will get to observe the construction materials. The class will be divided
into two groups and each group will get to observe 9 of the construction materials a t one of the
stations. They will get 5-10 minutes to observe the materials freely, with or w ithout the land lens,
and then will spend another 5 minutes drawing w hat they observed on the sheets glued into their
notebook. Ask students to label their drawings with words th at describe it.
> Break students off into groups and allow them 10-15 minutes to complete their observations.
Explain
> Call students back for a class discussion. Ask them to share their observations of the materials with
the class. W hat they see with their eyes? Smell with their nose? Feel with their hands? Hear with
their ears?
> Ask students to share their drawings with the class. W hat did they draw? How did they draw it? Did
anyone use labels with their pictures th at describe w hat they observed? Why is it im portant to use
labels with drawings?
> Ask students if they had any questions about the materials they just observed.
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Day 2- Problem
> Ask students if they can rem em ber the question they are trying to answ er as a class then write it
out next to the poster: Are materials different from one another? Have students write down the
question under the heading in their notebooks.
Explain
> Tell students th at they are going to take the rest of class to learn two new vocabulary words that
are very im portant to know and understand for this investigation: Material and Property.
> Take the rest of the lesson having students record the vocabulary words, definitions and pictures
displaying the meaning of word on the w orksheets glued into their notebook. Have students
practice saying the vocabulary w ords aloud as well.
> (Optional) If time allows have students write out two sentences utilizing each of the vocabulary
words.
o The m aterial th at makes up my pencil is wood.
o The properties th at describe my pencil are light and rigid.
Day 3- Hypothesis
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #3 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Hypothesis. Make 3 copies per student of the
Science A-Z: Word Sm art worksheet and glue an d /o r tape each sheet into the science notebooks under the
heading, leaving at least 3 sentences spaces between the w orksheets and the heading (students will write
in their hypothesis). Have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total) as well as the Vocabulary Posters
(Strong, Fragile, Flexible), which should include separate posters for the vocabulary word and its
definition. Have available coloring utensils since it the activity will involve drawing pictures on the Word
Smart sheets.
Explain
> Tell students they will continue with their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists use if
they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) W hat is the first step of the Scientific Method th at scientists have to do in
order to start asking questions about things th at interest them? (Observation) Stick the
Observation poster on the board under the first poster and ask students to name the second step of
the scientific method (Problem). Ask students to recall the question they are trying to answer.
(Are materials different from one another?) Review the vocabulary words (material and property)
and ask students to volunteer a sentence they w rote the previous class using one of the
vocabulary words.
Explore
> Tell students they are going to complete the third step of the scientific method today. Ask them
w hat they think the second step may be? (Hypothesis) Stick the Hypothesis Poster on the board
and read aloud the definition on the front of it. Ask students w hat a hypothesis is. (An educated
guess.) Next to the poster write out a sentence starter: I predict th at the materials are different
from one another because... I predict th at the m aterials are not different from each other
because...) Tell students to w rite the word, Hypothesis, next to Step#3 in their notebooks. They
are to write out their hypotheses using one of the sentence starters. Note: Make sure they try and
back up their hypotheses using evidence from their own lives.
Explain
> Tell students th at they are going to take the rest of class to learn three new vocabulary words that
are very im portant to know and understand for this investigation: Strong, Fragile, and Flexible.
> Take the rest of the lesson having students record the vocabulary words, definitions and pictures
displaying the meaning of word on the w orksheets glued into their notebook. Have students
practice saying the vocabulary w ords aloud as well.
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> (Optional) If time allows have students write out two sentences utilizing each of the vocabulary
words.
o My chair is strong because I can sit on it and it will not break.
o The glass window is fragile because it can break if something hits it.
o My stuffed animal is flexible because it can bend and tw ist in different directions.
Day 4-7: Experiment
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #4 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Experiment. Make 2 copies per student of the
Science A-Z: Word Sm art worksheet and glue an d /o r tape each sheet into the science notebooks on a
separate page, leaving sufficient space so th at students can write in the materials and procedure for the
experiment. Have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total) as well as the Vocabulary Posters (Rigid and
Strong), which should include separate posters for the vocabulary word and its definition. Have available
coloring utensils since it the activity will involve drawing pictures on the Word Smart sheets.
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Student Worksheet: Vocabulary Quiz #1 and glue or tape one copy into
each science notebook on the next available page. Also make 10 copies per student of the Data Sheets and
glue or tape each into the science notebooks after the vocabulary quiz. Have ready two stations ready
with a set of construction m aterials (10 objects in each set). Make two sets of 10 index cards and write
out the following term s on each side of a pair of index cards.
Object Name: Plank of Wood
Materials Name: Cellulose Fiber
Object Name: Wire
Material Name: Copper
Object Name: Carpet
Material Name: Vinyl
Object Name: Wall Base
Material Name: Nylon
Object Name: Absorbant Pad
Material Name: Chicken Feathers
Object Name: Bathroom Rack
Material Name: Tin
Object Name: Nails
Material Name: Steel
Object Name: Conduit
Material Name: Plastic
Object Name: Ceiling Tile
Material Name: Mineral Wool
Object Name: Brick
Material Name: Sand and Clay
Teacher Prep: On a large sheet of chart paper w rite out an enlarged version of two of the data sheets. On
the second sheet of chart paper, w rite out the following:
Step # 4 _______________
Materials w e need
• Pencil
• Data Sheets
• 10 different building materials

1.
2.
3.
4.

Procedure (Steps)
Take 1 data sheet and 1 material.
Write the name of the material on the data sheet.
Observe the material.
Circle or record the property th at best describes the material.

Elicit
> Tell students they will continue with their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists use if
they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) W hat is the first step of the Scientific Method th at scientists have to do in
order to start asking questions about things th at interest them? (Observation) Stick the
Observation poster on the board under the first poster and ask students to name the second step of
the scientific method (Problem). Ask students to recall the question they are trying to answer.
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(Are materials different from one another?) Ask students recall the third step of the scientific
m ethod (Hypothesis), and to share their hypotheses from the previous class. Review the
vocabulary words (strong, fragile and flexible) and ask students to volunteer a sentence they
w rote the previous class using one of the vocabulary words.
> Tell students they are going to complete the fourth step of the scientific method today. Ask them
w hat they think the fourth step may be? (Experiment) Stick the Experiment Poster on the board
and read aloud the definition on the front of it. Ask students to recall w hat is involved in this step.
(Gather and list all the m aterials needed to do the experiment. Write out how the experim ent will
be done in steps. This is called the procedure.) Take out the chart paper and tell students to write
the word, Experiment, next to Step#4 in their notebooks. After they have w ritten out the step at
the top of the page, go over the materials th at will be needed to do the experiment. Remind
students th at every experim ent involves writing out a list of materials and have them recall the
m aterials th at they used during pervious experiments in class (i.e. M&Ms or Milk and Soap
experiments). Have students w rite down the list of m aterials in their notebooks, then turn their
attention to the Procedure.
> Ask students why they think scientists like to write down the steps of their experiment. Explain
th at if scientists didn’t do this people (just like this class) wouldn’t be able to repeat and learn
about the interesting things th at they’ve done! The procedure is like the recipe of the favorite
foods our families prepare, it lists exactly w hat is needed and how things need to be done. Read
over the procedure as a class then have students write it down in their notebooks.
Evaluate
> Turn student’s attention to the vocabulary quiz. Explain th at they need to know these vocabulary
w ords very well since they will be used during the experiment. Review and have students
complete the quiz.
Explore
> (Have read the enlarged version of the data sheet) Tell students they are now ready to perform
their experiment. Have them gather around you with their notebooks opened to the data sheets.
Explain th at scientists record all their information during an experim ent on a data sheet. Ask
students to think about why it’s im portant for scientists to have a special place where they keep all
the information from an experiment. (They don’t risk losing any of the information and can refer
back to it easily when they need to.) Go over the data sheets with students and then have them
turn their attention to the enlarged version th at is w ritten on the chart paper.
> Explain th at they will practice the procedure together as a class with two different materials, using
the steps th at w ere w ritten down in the procedure. Tell students th at each material will come with
an index card th at states the name of the material and the object th at it is a p art of. Have two
m aterials ready and go through each step of the procedure while filling out the data sheet on the
chart paper as you go:
1. Take 1 data sheet and 1 material.
2. W rite the name of the material on the data sheet.
3. Observe the material.
4. Circle or record the property th at best describes the material.
> Set up the two stations: Put out 3 of the same materials out at a time, with its corresponding index
card, at each station. Allow students’ time to record their observations.
Explain
> Call students back to the floor to discuss the information they have gathered so far about the three
materials. Hold up one m aterial at a time and ask students w hat they observed about its
properties. (Remind students the definition of the word, property.) This is the time to review any
terminology th at students have not grasped.
Explore
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> Set out the rest of building m aterials with their corresponding index card at each station. Have
students fill out the rest of the data sheets in their notebooks.
Explain
> Once students have finished the experiment, call them back to the floor to discuss the properties of
the rem aining materials.
Day 8-9 Results
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #5 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Results. Make 2 copies per student of the
Student Worksheets: Results (How can you describe the materials?) and glue an d /o r tape each sheet into
the science notebooks under the heading. Have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total) as well as the
construction materials. On the sheet of chart paper, w rite Step #5_________ at the top as well as an
enlarged version of the results table. Print out a copy of the Student Worksheet: Results Graphs Options to
get an idea of how class data can be graphed and on the second sheet of chart paper write out an enlarged
version of the two graphs shown on the w orksheet (wait to fill in the data with students): the X and Y-axis
as well as the title.
Elicit
> Tell students they will continue with their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists use if
they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) W hat is the first step of the Scientific Method th at scientists have to do in
order to start asking questions about things th at interest them? (Observation) Stick the
Observation poster on the board under the first poster and ask students to name the second step of
the scientific method (Problem). Ask students to recall the question they are trying to answer.
(Are materials different from one another?) Ask students recall the third and fourth steps of the
scientific method (Hypothesis and Experiment), and post those up on the board as well. Have
students recall w hat they did during the experiment.
Extend
> Tell students they are now on the fifth step of the scientific method. Put the Results Poster up on
the board and turn their attention to the enlarged version of the results table. Explain th at as
scientists they now need to look at all the information they collected (which scientists call data) to
try and answ er their question. Ask students to recall the question they are trying to answer.
> Demonstrate to students how to fill in the chart with two examples: they are to pick one material
at a time and w rite the name of it in the left column of the chart. After writing down the name they
are to write down all the different properties th at describes the material, using the data sheets to
recall the information they collected during the experim ent’s procedure.
> Once students have transferred the data to their results’ tables, turn their attention to the graph
outlines drawn up on the large sheets of chart paper. Explain to students th at once scientists have
organized all of their data they then put it into graphs, which helps them look at the data in a
different way. All graphs have a title, which helps explain to us w hat the information in the graph
is about. The bottom p art of graph is called the X-axis, which shows the information th at is being
studied while the vertical side of the graph counts the information. Have students read over the
title of the first graph (Are the building m aterials different from one another?) and ask students
w hat the graph is trying to answ er with the information collected from the experiment. Next, have
students read the information on the X-axis (Color; gold, black, grey, beige, white) and ask w hat
information they need to collect from their data sheets to fill in the graph. (Color of the materials)
> As a class fill in the first graph. Have students look through the data sheets and share the color for
each material (no material should be repeated more than once on the graph); if there is a
discrepancy on color take out the material and have a class vote on its color.
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> Repeat the same procedure for the second graph; making sure to note th at this graph lists more
than one property unlike the first graph which only shows one property (color).
> Once both graphs have been filled in go over the information th at is being displayed, noting that
m aterials are different from one another because they have different properties. Tell students
th at they are doing science just like professional scientists; they collected data and have organized
it in a way th at can help them answ er the question more easily.
> Save the graphs to review during the next lesson.
Day 10- Conclusion
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #6 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Conclusion. Have ready the Scientific Method
Posters (7 total), building materials as well as the result graphs from the previous class.
Elicit
> Tell students they will conclude their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists’ use if they
w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) Have students recall the first five steps of the scientific method. Take a
m om ent to review Step#5 and w hat was learned from the results of the experiment, referring to
the graphs constructed during the previous class.
Extend
> Tell students they are now on the sixth step of the scientific method. Put the Conclusion Poster up
on the board and read the definition off the front of it. Explain th at as scientists they now need to
look at all the information they collected (which scientists call data) to try and answ er their
question. Ask students to recall the question they are trying to answer. Explain th at the conclusion
is the step in the scientific method where the scientists have to now describe w hat they learned.
They can do this by looking at their results.
> Have students write conclusion next to Step#6 at the top of the page in their notebooks. Tell
students they will now w rite about w hat they learned from their experim ent by answering two
questions (which can be w ritten on the board):
o Are materials th at we use in our lives different from one another?
■ Sentence starters:
• Materials are different from one another b e c a u s e .
• Materials are not different from one another because...
o Was your hypothesis correct?
■ Sentence starters:
• My hypothesis was correct b e c a u s e .
• My hypothesis was not correct b e c a u s e .
Lesson 4: How can w e use the scientific m ethod to sort materials?
Estimated time: 8, forty-minute lesson plans

Day 1- Problem
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #2 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Problem. Make 1 copy per student of the Science
A-Z: Word Sm art worksheet and glue a n d /o r tape each sheet into the science notebooks under the
heading, leaving at least 3 sentences spaces between the w orksheets and the heading (students will write
in the question they are trying to answer). Have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total) as well as the
Vocabulary Posters (Sort), which should include separate posters for the vocabulary word and it’s
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definition. Have available coloring utensils since it the activity will involve drawing pictures on the Word
Smart sheets.
Elicit
> Tell students they did such a good job answering the first question th at the construction w orker in
Yakutat has asked the class to solve another question th at he has about the building materials. He
needs m aterials for many different reasons when building houses such as the outside (frame or
the walls) or inside the home itself (ceiling or floor). The properties of the materials determine
w hat area of the house they are used for and he has been wondering if some materials can be used
for more than one purpose. The best way to determ ine this is to ask the question: Can m aterials be
sorted into groups? Tell students th at they will be embarking on another investigation to answer
this very question.
> Ask students w hat tool scientists’ use if they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question?
(Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and
ask students how many steps make up the scientific method? (6) W hat is the first step of the
Scientific Method th at scientists have to do in order to start asking questions about things that
interest them? (Observation) Stick the Observation Poster on the board and ask students w hat
senses they use to observe the building m aterials (sight, touch, taste, smell, hear)
> Tell students they are going to complete the second step of the scientific method today. Ask them
w hat they think the second step may be? (Problem) Stick the Problem Poster on the board and
read aloud the definition on front of it. Tell students th at this is a very im portant step for scientists
because they are stating aloud w hat it is they w ant to learn about. Students should w rite the word,
Problem, next to Step#2 in their notebooks as well as the problem they will be trying to answer:
Can materials be sorted into groups?
Explain
> Tell students th at they are going to take the rest of class to learn a new vocabulary word that will
be very im portant to know and understand for this investigation: Sort.
> Take the rest of the lesson having students record the vocabulary word, definition and picture
displaying the meaning of word on the w orksheets glued into their notebook. Have students
practice saying the vocabulary w ords aloud as well.
> (Optional) If time allows have students write out two sentences utilizing each of the vocabulary
words.
o I can so rt my scissors into groups by color.

Day 2- Hypothesis/Experim ent
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #3 as the heading
on one page and Step #4 on another page, leaving enough room for students to w rite in, Problem and
Experiment. Make 1 copy per student of the Student Worksheet: Materials we need and glue an d /o r tape
each sheet into the science notebooks after Step#4 heading. Make an enlarged version of the Materials we
need w orksheet and have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total).
Elicit
> Ask students w hat tool scientists’ use if they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question?
(Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and
ask students how many steps make up the scientific method? (6) W hat are the first two steps of
the Scientific Method? (Observation and Problem) Stick the Observation and Problem Posters on
the board and ask students w hat problem they are trying to answ er with this investigation (Can
m aterials be sorted into different groups?)
> Tell students they are going to complete the third and fourth steps of the scientific method today.
Ask them w hat they think the third step may be after Problem? (Hypothesis) Stick the Hypothesis
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Poster on the board and ask students to say the word aloud and define w hat it means (An educated
guess.). Tell students th at this is a very im portant step because they have to state, using
experience’s from their own lives, w hat they think is going to result from the experiment. Students
should w rite the word, Hypothesis, next to Step#2 as you write out the problem of the
investigation on the board: Can m aterials be sorted into groups? Have students write out a
hypothesis for this experim ent using one of the two starters:
o I predict th at the m aterials can be sorted because...
o I predict th at the m aterials cannot be sorted b e c a u s e .
> Once students have completed their hypotheses turn their attention to the board and have them
recall Step #4 of the scientific method (Experiment). Tell students th at there are two parts of the
experim ent step, writing down a list of materials and steps of the procedure, but they only have
one p art completed. Which is it? (Materials section) As a class come up with four materials needed
in order to carry out the experim ent (Pencil, Data Sheets, Building Materials, Partner), and write
them on the enlarged version of the Materials we need sheets. Students should do the same in their
science notebooks. Next, ask students to name the second p art of the experim ent step they have to
review as a class (Procedure). Read through the steps of the procedure as a class.

Day 3- “Shape, Color and Size”
Teacher Prep: Refer to STEP lesson plan (Shape, Color and Size) attached at the end of the investigation
for a list of m aterials and the procedure.
Days 4-7 Experiment
Teacher Prep: Make 10 copies per student of the Student Worksheet: Data Sheet (Canyou sort you r
materials?) and glue an d /o r tape each into the science notebooks. Make 4 enlarged versions of the Data
Sheet on 2 large sheets of chart paper and have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total). Set up two
stations in the classroom, each with a set of construction materials (10), index cards with material names
(from previous lesson) and quadrats (2).
Elicit
> Tell students they will continue with their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists use if
they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) Ask students to recall the first three steps of the Scientific Method and as
each is m entioned stick it on the board.
> Tell students they are going to complete the fourth step of the scientific method today. Ask them
w hat they think the fourth step may be? (Experiment) Stick the Experiment Poster on the board
and read aloud the definition on the front of it. Ask students to recall w hat is involved in this step.
(Gather and list all the m aterials needed to do the experiment. Write out how the experim ent will
be done in steps. This is called the procedure.) As a class, review the list of materials needed for
the experim ent as well as the procedure students will follow as record their data.
Explore
> (Have ready the enlarged version of the data sheet) Tell students they are now ready to perform
their experiment. Have them gather around you with their notebooks opened to the data sheets.
Explain th at scientists record all their information during an experim ent on a data sheet. Ask
students to think about why it’s im portant for scientists to have a special place where they keep all
the information from an experiment. (They don’t risk losing any of the information and can refer
back to it easily when they need to.) Go over the data sheets with students and then have them
turn their attention to the enlarged version th at is w ritten on the chart paper.
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> Explain th at they will practice the procedure together as a class using the steps th at were w ritten
down in the procedure. Put out one set of construction materials in front of you along with two
quadrats and go through each step of the procedure:
1. At the top of the data sheet w rite the name of one property th at we learned about.
2. Sort the m aterials into two groups in each quadrat. One group will have the materials with
th at property. The other group will have all the materials th at do not have th at property.
3. On your data sheet w rite only the names of the materials th at have th at property.
4. Repeat the procedure.
> Do at least two examples in front of the class. Students should record the information on their data
sheets as well.
> Explain th at students will be paired off for this activity and the class will be split between two
stations, each with one set of m aterials and index cards which display the names of the materials.
Each pair will also receive two quadrats to help them sort the materials into two groups.
> Activity: Allow students’ time to record their observations and complete 1-2 data sheets.
Explain
> Call students back to the floor to discuss the information they have gathered so far. Have each pair
volunteer 1 property th at they sorted their materials by and dem onstrate how they w ent about
sorting the m aterials by th at property. (Remind students the definition of the word, property.)
This is the time to review any terminology th at students still have questions about.
Explore
> Have students fill out at least 2-4 more data sheets in their notebook.
Explain
> Once students have finished the experiment, call them back to the floor and have each pair again
share a new way they sorted their materials.
> Have a short discussion with students about the experiment. Could m aterials be sorted into
groups? Why or why not? W hat did observe as they sorted the materials? Did they learn
something new about the materials?
Day 6-7 Results
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #5 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to w rite in, Results. Make 2 copies per student of the
Student Worksheets: Results (How can you sort all the materials?) and glue an d /o r tape each sheet into the
science notebooks under the heading. Have ready the Scientific Method Posters (7 total) as well as the
construction materials. On the sheet of chart paper, write Step #5_________ at the top as well as an
enlarged version of the results table. Print out a copy of the Student Worksheet: Results 2 Graphs Options
to get an idea of how class data can be graphed and on the second sheet of chart paper write out an
enlarged version of the two graphs shown on the w orksheet (wait to fill in the data with students): the X
and Y-axis as well as the title. Note: you may w ant to look back at students’ notebooks before writing out
the outlines of the graphs in order to have an idea which properties students used to sort their materials.
Elicit
> Tell students they will continue with their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists use if
they w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) Ask students to recall the first four steps of the scientific method and post
them on the board.
Extend
> Tell students they have completed the experim ent phase of the investigation and are now on Step
#5 of the scientific method. Have students recall the fifth step of the scientific method, post the
Results Poster up on the board and turn their attention to the enlarged version of the results table.
W rite results at the top of the sheet and have students do the same in their science notebooks.
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>
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>

Explain th at as scientists they now need to look at all the information they collected (which
scientists call data) to try and answ er their question. Ask students to recall the question they are
trying to answ er (Can we so rt our m aterials in different groups?).
Lay out the construction m aterials in front of the students.
Demonstrate how to fill in the chart with two examples: they to look back on their data sheets,
choose one property at a time and write it in the left column of the chart. After writing down the
property students are to record the names of the materials th at had th at exact property in the
right-hand column, using the data sheets to recall the information they collected during the
experim ent’s procedure. Have students transfer all of the information from their data sheets into
the chart.
Once students have transferred the data to their results’ tables, turn their attention to the graph
outlines drawn up on the large sheets of chart paper. Explain to students th at once scientists have
organized all of their data they then put it into graphs, which helps them look at the data in a
different way. All graphs have a title, which helps explain to us w hat the information in the graph
is about. The bottom p art of graph is called the X-axis, which shows the information th at is being
studied while the vertical side of the graph counts the information. Have students read over the
title of the first graph (Can we sort out m aterials into different groups?) and ask students w hat the
graph is trying to answer with the information collected from the experiment. Next, have students
read the information on the X-axis (Color) and ask w hat information they need to collect from
their data sheets to fill in the graph. (Color of the materials) Ask students to volunteer information
they gathered about particular colors and fill in the graph (to get the num ber of m aterials th at did
exhibit a particular color just subtract by 10).
As a class fill in the first graph.
Repeat the same procedure for the second graph; making sure to note th at this graph lists more
than one property unlike the first graph which only shows one property (color).
Once both graphs have been filled in go over the information th at is being displayed, noting that
materials can be sorted into groups because some share the same properties. Tell students that
they are doing science just like professional scientists; they collected data and have organized it in
a way th at can help them answ er the question more easily.
Save the graphs to review during the next lesson.

Day 8- Conclusion
Teacher Prep: At the top of a new page in each of the science notebooks write out Step #6 as the
heading, b ut leave enough room for students to write in, Conclusion. Have ready the Scientific Method
Posters (7 total), building materials as well as the result graphs from the previous class.
Elicit
> Tell students they will conclude their investigation today. Ask them w hat tool scientists’ use if they
w ant to solve a problem or answ er a question? (Scientific Method) Stick the Scientific Method
poster on the board, read aloud its definition, and ask students how many steps make up the
scientific method? (6) Have students recall the first five steps of the scientific method and put the
posters on the board. Take a m om ent to review Step#5 and w hat was learned from the results of
the experiment, referring to the graphs constructed during the previous class.
Extend
> Tell students they are now on the sixth step of the scientific method. Have students recall the step
then put the Conclusion Poster up on the board and read the definition off the front of it. Explain
th at as scientists they now need to look at all the information they collected (which scientists call
data) to try and answ er their question. Ask students to recall the question they are trying to
answer. Explain th at the conclusion is the step in the scientific method w here the scientists have
to now describe w hat they learned. They can do this by looking at their results.
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> Have students write conclusion next to Step#6 at the top of the page in their notebooks. Tell
students they will now w rite about w hat they learned from their experim ent by answering two
questions (which can be w ritten on the board):
o Can materials be sorted into different groups?
■ Sentence starters:
• Materials can be sorted into different groups b e c a u s e .
• Materials cannot be sorted into different groups because...
o Was your hypothesis correct? (Have students go back to their hypothesis to review w hat
they wrote.)
■ Sentence starters:
• My hypothesis was correct b e c a u s e .
• My hypothesis was not correct b e c a u s e .
Lesson 5: How can w e sort m aterials in Tlingit?
Estimated time: 3, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Contact Gloria Wolfe at YTT to im plem ent lesson.
Lesson 6: Post-Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated time: 1-2, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of each chart on the w ritten portion of the post-assessm ent
and glue or tape each into students’ notebooks. In order to evaluate the transfer of concepts and scientific
practices while incorporating a traditional knowledge component, a new set of m aterials is listed for this
assessm ent which include the following: moose bone (2 pieces included in kit), shells (4 included in kit),
rocks (2 included in kit), leather (not included in kit and would need to be brought in by educator), and
fur (only 1 item included in kit, an additional item can be borrow ed from Rhonda Coston at the
Departm ent of Planning or from personal belongings of educator). Since there are a limited am ount of
materials provided in the kit for this particular assessment, which would potentially require students to
share, an optional set of m aterials to replace these could include attribute blocks or any other set of
objects. It is up the educator’s discretion w hat set of objects to use, however it would be more effective to
utilize m aterials th at students have not been introduced to over the course of the investigation. An
additional oral com ponent of the post-assessm ent is also provided, which can be adm inistered before or
after the w ritten com ponent and may be beneficial for students th at have a more difficult time expressing
comprehension through writing.
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1126 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-1)

Pre-Assessment: 2-PS1-1
Part 1:
Ask question aloud and have students respond in their notebooks.
> What do scientists (like ourselves) do so that they can learn about the world around them?

Part 2:
Explain to the class th at scientists use charts, like the one students have in their science notebooks, to
collect information. Today students are going to fill in the chart the best they can. There are no wrong
answers; this is just a way to find out w hat we need to learn as a class before starting our project.
Directions:
1. The heading in the right column of our chart says, Material. In each empty box under the heading write
the name of a different material th at you use everyday.
2. The heading in the left column of our chart says, Property. In each empty box under the heading write
w ords th at describe the m aterial th at is w ritten in the box next to it.

Material Name
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Property

Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessments (2-PS1-1)
Directions:
Give each student a handful of different coins (pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters). Ask students to first sort
the objects by a single property and then fill in the table. In the left column they should w rite the name of
a property th at they sorted their m aterials by and in the right column draw how they sorted their
materials.

Property

Objects
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1128 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-1)

Post-Assessment
Part 1:
Explain to the class th at the Tlingit used many different materials to build their homes and canoes as well
to make tools for everyday living (such as baskets) or weapons to hunt for food (such as halibut hooks
and spears). Most of the m aterials the Tlingit used came directly from Yaktuat. In order to compare the
materials we have today (which come from Yakutat as well as many other places much farther away) to
those th at w ere used by the Tlingit people hundreds and hundreds of years ago we are going to describe
and classify some m aterials th at the Tlingit used a very long time ago.
Directions:
Fill out the table. In the left column write the name of the material in each box. In the right column write
the properties th at describe each material in the box next to it.

Material Name
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Properties

Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessments (2-PS1-1)

Directions:
Fill out the table. In the left column write the name of a property in each box. In the right column write
the names of m aterials th at have th at property.

Property

Materials

Part 2:
Ask question aloud or write it out in students’ notebooks ahead of time so th at they can respond it.
> What is the scientific method?
> Why it the scientific m ethod im portant for us (and scientists) to use?
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1130 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-1)

Part 3:
Once students are done with Parts 1 and 2 of the assessment, you can have them bring up their
notebooks and adm inister the oral com ponent of the summative assessment.
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in v e s t ig a t io n : h o w c a n w e u se t h e s c ie n t if ic m e t h o d t o l e a r n a b o u t m a t e r ia l s ?

Summative Assessment Task: How can we use the Scientific Method to describe different materials?
At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-PS1-1 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective
The student explains that
scientists use the scientific
method to learn about the world
around them through various and
repeatable steps.

Date:
NGSS
2-PS1-1

Below Proficient (1 pt.)
Proficient (2 pts)
The student explains that scientists
The student understands that
scientists use the scientific method use the scientific method to learn
but is unable to explain its purpose about the world around them
through certain steps that are
or its basic structure.
repeated each time a new question
is asked.

Above Proficient (3 pts)
The student explains that
scientists use the scientific
method to learn about the world
around them that are repeated
each time a new question is
asked and cites specific steps.

The student connects specific
steps of the scientific method to
its appropriate role.

1-LS1-1

The student connects 2 steps or
less of the scientific method to its
appropriate role.

The student connects at least 3
steps of the scientific method to its
appropriate role.

The student connects 4 or more
steps of the scientific method to
its appropriate roles.

The student explains that not all
materials are the same because
they have different properties.

1-LS1-1

The student understands that
materials are different but cannot
explain that it is due to their
properties.

The student explains that not all
materials are the same because
they can have different properties.

The student explains that some
materials are different because
they have different properties,
but some are similar because
they share similar properties.

The student explains that matter
makes up everything around us
and in the universe (except
energy) and it comes in different
forms (solid and liquid).

1-LS1-1

The student understands that
matter make up many things but
cannot explain that it makes up
everything (except light) or that it
comes in different forms.

The student explains that matter
makes up everything around us in
in the universe (except light) and it
comes in different forms (solid and
liquid).

The student explains that matter
makes up everything around us in
the universe (except light) and it
comes in different forms (solid
and liquid) and can explain the
difference between the two
forms.
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st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i - i )

1132

s t u d e n t w o r k s h e e t s g - p s i -1)

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?

M ATERIAL NAME:
> W HAT IS ITS C O LO R ?
> W HAT IS ITS TEXTURE?
> IS IT: (CIRCLE 1)

SHINY

DULL

> IS IT FLEXIBLE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT FRAGILE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
M ATERIAL NAME:
> W HAT IS ITS C O LO R ?
> W HAT IS ITS TEXTURE?
> IS IT: (CIRCLE 1):

SHINY

DULL

> IS IT FLEXIBLE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT FRAGILE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO
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st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i - i )

Results: How can you describe the
materials?
Material

Properties
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Data Sheet: Can you sort your materials?

Data Sheet: Can you sort your materials?

Data Sheet: How do you sort your materials?

1135

s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Results: How can you sort all the materials?
Property

Materials
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Materials we need

The Steps of our Procedure
1. At the top of your data sheet write the name of one
property that we learned about.
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

2. Sort the materials into two groups in each quadrat. One
group will have the materials with that property. The
other group will have all the materials that do not have
that property.
3. On your data sheet write only the names of the
materials that have that property.
4. Repeat the procedure.
Vocabulary Quiz #1
Word Bank
Material
Strong

Property
Flexible
Texture

Fragile
Rigid

Directions: Fill in each sentence with one of the vocabulary words listed
above.
1. Mom told me to be careful with the glass cup because it is
_____________________ . It broke into many pieces when I dropped it.
2. The rope i s _________________________because I can fold it up into a ball or
twist it around things.

3. T h e______________________ that make up a pencil are lead, wood and
metal.
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

4. The soda can is ______________________ because it did not break when
dropped it.

5. W hat_____________________would you use to tell a friend about a pet at
home?

6. T h e______________________ of my cat’s fur is smooth and soft.

7. Buttons are v ery ______________________ because they cannot be bent,
squashed or squeezed.

Results: Graph Options
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i -

Are materials different from one another?
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Dull

Shiny

Strong ■ Not Strong ■ Fragile ■ Not Fragile ■ Flexible ■ Not Flexible

Results 2: Graph Options

Can we sort our materials into different groups?
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

W hite

Not W hite

G rey

Not G rey

Gold

Not Gold

1140

s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Can we sort our materials into different groups?
9 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Soft
Not Soft
Fragile
Not Fragile
Strong
Not Strong
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st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i - i )

1132

st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i - i )

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?

M ATERIAL NAME:
> W HAT IS ITS C O LO R ?
> W HAT IS ITS TEXTURE?
> IS IT: (CIRCLE 1)

SHINY

DULL

> IS IT FLEXIBLE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT FRAGILE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
M ATERIAL NAME:
> W HAT IS ITS C O LO R ?
> W HAT IS ITS TEXTURE?
> IS IT: (CIRCLE 1):

SHINY

DULL

> IS IT FLEXIBLE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT FRAGILE? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h e e t s g - p s i -1)

Results: How can you describe the
materials?
Material

Properties

1134

s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Data Sheet: Can you sort your materials?

Data Sheet: Can you sort your materials?

Data Sheet: How do you sort your materials?

1135

s t u d e n t w o r k s h e e t s g - p s i -1)

Results: How can you sort all the materials?
Property

Materials

1136

s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Materials we need

The Steps of our Procedure
1. At the top of your data sheet write the name of one
property that we learned about.
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

2. Sort the materials into two groups in each quadrat. One
group will have the materials with that property. The
other group will have all the materials that do not have
that property.
3. On your data sheet write only the names of the
materials that have that property.
4. Repeat the procedure.
Vocabulary Quiz #1
Word Bank
Material
Strong

Property
Flexible
Texture

Fragile
Rigid

Directions: Fill in each sentence with one of the vocabulary words listed
above.
1. Mom told me to be careful with the glass cup because it is
_____________________ . It broke into many pieces when I dropped it.
2. The rope i s _________________________because I can fold it up into a ball or
twist it around things.

3. T h e______________________ that make up a pencil are lead, wood and
metal.
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

4. The soda can is ______________________ because it did not break when
dropped it.

5. W hat_____________________would you use to tell a friend about a pet at
home?

6. T h e______________________ of my cat’s fur is smooth and soft.

7. Buttons are v ery ______________________ because they cannot be bent,
squashed or squeezed.

Results: Graph Options
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i -

Are materials different from one another?
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Dull

Shiny

Strong ■ Not Strong ■ Fragile ■ Not Fragile ■ Flexible ■ Not Flexible

Results 2: Graph Options

Can we sort our materials into different groups?
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

W hite

Not W hite

G rey

Not G rey

Gold

Not Gold
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i - i)

Can we sort our materials into different groups?
9 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Soft
Not Soft
Fragile
Not Fragile
Strong
Not Strong
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Grade 2 (Grade Band K-2)
Unit 2: Physical Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Matter and its interactions
Investigation 2

Overarching Questions:
> How do scientists answer their questions and build knowledge?
> W hy do the things we use in our lives have different uses?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand th at objects are made to fit our needs which can be described by observable
properties using different senses (sight, smell, touch, hear), and th at we choose to make objects out of
specific m aterials based on their properties. Students will also understand th at they can use the scientific
method as a tool to answ er questions by about the world around them and will be able to collect data and
analyze it using graphs.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-PS1-2] Analyze data obtained from testing different m aterials to determ ine which materials have the
properties th at are best suited for an intended purpose (Investigation 2).
Objectives
After instruction and group practice constructing and interpreting different graphs, the student will be
able to analyze a graph with unfamiliar data, with 60% accuracy.

After instruction and practice testing the materials of different objects during a group experiment, the
student will be able to examine a new set of objects and name the properties and materials th at make up
3 different objects, with 80% accuracy.
After instruction and practice identifying the materials of different objects as a group, the student will be
able to compare the properties of different m aterials and choose the object th at is best suited for an
intended purpose based on its properties, with 80% accuracy.

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- W hat do you know?
> Pre-assessment: 2-PS1-2 (w ritten component) - 1 copy per student
> Chart paper (3-4 sheets)
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: How w ere traditional tools made? (Engagement)
> Invite an elder into class to discuss how a traditional tool is made.
o Jennie W heeler (spruce root baskets): 784-3337
o Skip Johnson (drums):
> Note: If there is no one available to come into the classroom you can view a segment from the
following DVD: Qayaqs and Canoes Native Ways of Knowing
> Student worksheet: Observation Sheet (1 copy per student)
Lesson 3: How can we classify objects? (Science A-Z Classifying Objects)
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> Science A-Z: Classifying Objects lesson plan (materials listed)- attached at the end of the
investigation
> Science A-Z Quick Reads Graphs (three different levels available)
> Sample m aterial from previous lesson (i.e. spruce roots)
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: How can we use graphs? - OPTIONAL
> Science A-Z: Constructing Graphs lesson plan (materials listed)- attached at the end of the
investigation
> Science A-Z: Graphs reading (3 levels available)
Lesson 5: W hat m aterials are these objects made of?
Day 1- Observation
> Observation sheets (3 copies per student)
> Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe sheet (2 copies)
> Traditional Clothing sheet (2 copies)
> Traditional scrapers sheet (2 copies)
> Scientific Method posters (7 pages total)
> Hand lenses
> Color pencils an d /o r crayons
> Glue an d /o r doubled sided tape
> Science notebooks
Day 2- Problem /Hypothesis
> Scientific Method posters (7 pages total)
> Science notebooks
Days 3-5- Experiment
> Experiment: Materials and Procedure w orksheet (1 per student)
> Traditional Canoe Data Sheets (1 per student)
> Reading Passage: Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe
> Materials (2 samples of each): spruce, steel, plastic (conduit)
> Plastic totes (2)
> Traditional Robes Data Sheets (1 per student)
> Reading Passage: Traditional Robes
> Materials (2 sets of each): Fur*, Cotton , Styrofoam
*Furs can be borrow ed from the Dept. of Planning (CBY)
> Traditional Scrapers Data Sheets (1 per student)
> Reading Passage: Traditional Scrapers
> Materials (2 sets of each): Bone, glass, brick
> Photographs from previous lesson: Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe, Traditional Robes, and
Traditional Scrapers
> Chart paper (3 sheets)
> Scientific Method posters (7 pages total)
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Day 6-8 Results
> Science A-Z: Graphs reading (3 levels available- 1 copy per student)
> Clothing Results Table (1 table per student)
> Traditional Robes Graphs (3 graphs per student)
> Scraper Results Table (1 table per student)
> Traditional Scrapers Graphs (3 graphs per student)
> Canoe Results Table (1 table per student)
> Traditional Canoe Graphs (3 graphs per student)
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> Coloring utensils
> Scientific Method posters (7 pages total)
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Day 9 Conclusion
> Scientific Method posters (7 pages total)
> Science notebooks
Lesson 6: Post-Assessment- W hat did we learn?
> Post-Assessment-written (1 per student)
> Summative Assessment Task (1 per student)
> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation 2
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-assessment worksheet: 2-PS1-2 (written component). In
students’ notebooks, write out the following headings at the top of each page: Part 1 Questions, Part 2
Tables, Part 3 Graphs, and Part 4 Scenario. In each notebook, cut and paste the table under the Part 2
heading and the graph (with questions) under the Part 3 heading. You can either write out an enlarged
version of the table and graph (with questions) on 2 separate sheets of chart paper to refer to during the
lesson or make large print-outs of each. Finally, on the top of a third sheet of chart paper w rite out Part 1:
Questions followed by the two questions (written on the worksheet) th at students will answ er in their
notebooks.
Part 1 Questions
1. W hat tool do scientists (like
ourselves) use to answer
questions about the world
around them?
2. W hat is something that
scientists use to help them
study their data from
investigations?

Part 2 Tables
C>bjri>cl S : j i .

■: =

H jb a rliL .

Elicit
^ Tell students they will be embarking on a new investigation over the next two weeks. They will
use the scientific method in order to learn about the different tools the Yakutat Tlingit used
hundreds of years ago and the m aterials th at were used to construct these tools. Ask students
w hat they know about traditional methods from stories told by their parents an d /o r grandparents
and to share with the class.
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^

^

^

^

^

^

^

Explain to the class th at before they can begin this new investigation, students will complete an
activity in their science books th at will help get them thinking about the topic of the investigation:
W hat m aterials are objects made of? It is always im portant for students to review beforehand
w hat they know before diving into a new topic. This is a really good time for students to start
thinking about any questions they w ant answered. Reiterate th at this activity is not a test but
instead a way for the teacher to determ ine how much students already know so th at the lessons
th at follow will be more effective.
Begin by asking students to turn to Part 1: Questions in their notebooks. Have students write down
#1 on the left-hand side of their notebooks under the heading and then turn their attention to the
chart paper: Part 1 Questions. Explain th at you will read the questions aloud one at a time and
each student is expected to answ er it to the best of their ability.
Once students complete the first question ask them to write #2 below the w ritten answ er on the
left hand side of the notebook page. Read over the second question and have students answer it to
the best of their ability in at least one complete sentence.
Ask students to turn to Part 2: Tables in their notebooks and then focus their attention on the
chart paper with the corresponding title. Read over the directions and give students sufficient
time to fill out the table on their own (if there is a constraint on time have students fill in
information for only three objects).
After completing p art two, ask students to now turn to Part 3: Graphs in their notebooks and then
focus their attention on the chart paper with the corresponding title. Ask students to study the
graph silently for a minute on their own, making sure to read over the title carefully. Go over each
question as a class, allowing students sufficient time to answ er each before moving on to the next
question.
After completing p art three, ask students to now turn to Part 4: Scenario in their notebooks.
Explain th at you will be reading a short scenario aloud to them. They are to listen very carefully
because they will be expected to answ er questions in their notebook once it is finished.
Read scenario aloud and have students respond to the question in their notebooks.

Lesson 2: How w ere traditional objects m ade long ago? (Engagem ent)
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Invite an elder or community mem ber into the classroom to discuss and potentially
dem onstrate how a specific traditional object (drums, ulo, spruce root basket, carvings) was made, the
materials used in its construction as well as its use in the past compared to today. The following
community m embers have been willing to come into the classroom in the past:
1. Jennie Wheeler: 784-3338
2. Skip Johnson: 784-3337
Make copies (1 per student) of the Observation worksheet and glue/tape one into students’ science
notebooks. If time allows, students can draw and label w hat they observed during the lesson on the
worksheet.
Optional: Choose a segm ent from the video, Qayaqs and Canoes Native Ways o f Knowing, as an
engagem ent activity for students th at dem onstrates/explains how or why certain materials were chosen
to construct traditional objects. After viewing the video clip ask students to recall the names of the
objects th at w ere made and specific properties th at describe those objects. Then ask students to
volunteer the names of the materials th at were used to construct those objects and explain why those
particular m aterials were chosen. W hat was special about the properties of those materials? The idea is
to have students start thinking about and eventually connecting how the inherent properties of materials
are described and selected in order to construct specific objects th at need to have those same properties.
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Lesson 3: How can w e classify Objects? (Science A-Z Classifying Objects)
Estimated time: 2-3, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Print and read over the Science A-Z: Classifying Objects lesson plan in order to familiarize
yourself with the procedure and organize the materials necessary to im plem ent it. The lesson is divided
into three parts, Parts 1 and 2 should be a review for students while Part 3 will introduce them to the
concept and construction of graphs. Make one copy per student of the Science A-Z Quick Reads: Graphs,
which are available in three comprehension levels (low, mid, high). While this lesson utilizes the “mid”
level reader, since it will be read and discussed as a class, feel free to differentiate the reading material in
order m eet the needs of the students. Have on hand a sample of spruce roots (or a sample of the materials
discussed in the previous lesson) to review the following concepts: materials, properties, and objects. It
may be easier to cut (and glue) the data sheets and graph tem plates into student’s notebooks before the
lesson.
Elicit
> Begin lesson by asking students w hat they learned from the guest speaker (or video) during the
previous class.
> Ask students to define the word material and to volunteer the name of the m aterial the guest
speaker (or video) discussed with the class. Bring out the sample material and ask students to
recall the definition of the word, property. Have students volunteer different properties that
describe the material.
Explore/Explain
> Remind students th at they will be embarking on a new investigation, which will involve using the
scientific method in order to describe the properties of various traditional objects used by the
Tlingit people hundreds of years ago. They will follow the same steps of the scientific method as in
the previous investigation, b ut this time students will have to organize their data into graphs in
order to study their data more closely.
> Before they can begin their new investigation, students will have to review some information they
learned over the course of the previous investigation as well as how to construct graphs.
> Begin the procedure from the Science A-Z: Classifying Objects lesson plan.
> Before starting Part 3 of the lesson plan read over the Science A-Z Quick Reads: Graphs as a class,
taking time to analyze and in terpret the two graphs on the page as well. If you would like students
time to practice constructing graphs on their own, model it one more time before allowing
students to break off into small graphs in order to discuss and construct a third graph with their
peers from the data they collected during the lesson’s activity. You can then call students back
together to discuss as a class how each group w ent about constructing their graphs, w hat they
found difficult and easy about the task, as well as new things each group learned after constructing
the graphs.

Lesson 4: How can w e use graphs? - OPTIONAL
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: The Science A-Z Using Graphs lesson will provide students more time to practice
constructing graphs from data they have collected before embarking on the new investigation. Feel free
to utilize this lesson if you feel more practice is necessary. If you decide to im plement this lesson it may
be helpful to begin by reading over the Science A-Z: Graphs (available in three levels: low, mid and high),
focusing on why scientists use graphs (to compare data they have collected during an experiment) and
then analyzing and interpreting two graph examples th at are provided on the reading.
Lesson 5: What m aterials are th ese objects m ade of?
Estimated time:
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Day 1- Observation
Teacher Prep: Print and laminate two copies each of the following materials: Traditional Yakutat Sealing
Canoe, Traditional Robes, and Traditional Scrapers photographs. Write Step #1 at the top of the first
available sheet in students’ notebooks. Make 3 copies per student of the Observation Sheet and glue/tape
each in notebook below Step #1. Have on hand color utensils, hand lenses as well as the Scientific Method
Posters.
Explore
> Tell students th at they are now ready to start their new investigation. They will be learning about
different objects th at the Yakutat Tlingit used a long time ago before there were cars, televisions
and grocery stores! Life back then was very different, and in many ways a lot more difficult than it
is today because the Tlingit only had the materials from the environm ent to make everything they
needed to live such as food, clothing and shelter. Explain to students th at their role as scientists
will be to figure out exactly w hat m aterials different traditional objects were made from. This will
take a lot of patience and time so students are going to have to use very good listening skills as
they w ork together on this task.
> Ask students to recall a tool th at scientists’ use each and every time they w ant to answ er a
question about the world around them. (Scientific method) Post the Scientific Method poster at the
top of the board.
> Remind students th at there are 6 very im portant steps th at scientists have to follow when they use
this Scientific Method. Ask students to recall the first step of the scientific method (Observation)
and to describe it on their own words (Use the five senses to learn about the world around you:
sight, sound, taste, touch, smell). Post the Observation poster on the board and have students
w rite down the name of the step beside Step #1 in their notebooks. Ask students why it is
im portant for scientists like themselves to always start off an investigation with observing their
topic of interest (this is the time when scientists start thinking and asking questions about the
things th at they see).
> Explain to students th at for the rem ainder of the lesson they will be observing photographs in
small groups of different tools the Yakutat Tlingit used to make and use. The reason they can’t
observe the real objects in class is because a lot of these very old tools have been stored away in
museums for safekeeping and to put on display so th at the public can learn about the culture of
the Yakutat Tlingit. Point out th at each student has three observation sheets in their notebook.
They are going to observe the photograph, draw a picture of w hat they observed on the sheet, and
finally label each drawing with w ords or phrases th at describe w hat they saw. By the end of the
lesson students should have drawings for the following objects: canoe, robe, and scraper. Tell
students th at after recording an observation they are going to write one question th at came to
mind as they w ere observing it just below the observation sheet. They should have three
questions in total, one question for each object they observed.
> Tell students th at they can use hand lenses to view the pictures more carefully if they want.
Review the steps on the proper use of hand lenses:
o Put lens close to your right eye.
o Close your left eye.
o Bring the object tow ard the lens until you can see it clearly.
o Observe the photograph and draw.
> Pass out 1 photograph to each student and begin the activity. Switch out the photographs as
students complete their drawings.
Explain
> Allow five minutes at the end of the lesson to have a discussion with students. Ask them to share
w hat they observed about the objects. How did they record their observations? W hat did they
draw and w rite down on the observation sheets?
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Day 2- Problem /Hypothesis
Teacher Prep: Have available the Scientific Method posters (7 total) as well as well as students’ science
notebooks. At the top of two sheets of paper in students science notebooks w rite Step #2 and Step #3 as
the heading, leaving enough space for students to write in the name of the step.
Explore
> Tell students th at they will continue their investigation today. Ask them to recall the scientific tool
they are using to study certain objects the Yakutat Tlingit used long ago in order to figure out w hat
m aterials these objects were made out of (Scientific Method). Post the Scientific Method poster on
the board and ask students to recall the first step of this process which they completed the
previous lesson (Observation). Post the Observation poster on the board and tell students that
they will be completing Steps #2 and #3 today in their notebooks.
> Ask students to open up their notebooks and to recall the second step of the scientific method.
Remind them th at this is a very im portant step since scientists cannot start an experim ent unless
they have something clearly w ritten out (Problem). Post the Problem poster on the board while
students write it next to Step #2 in their notebooks.
> Tell students th at scientists usually w rite out the problem they w ant to solve as a question. Tell
students th at they are going to have to write out three different questions because the class will be
studying three objects the Yakutat Tlingit used hundreds of years ago: canoes, robes and scrapers.
W rite the names of the three objects on the board and explain th at each question needs to focus on
the types of m aterials the Yakutat Tlingit used to construct one of the objects. Brainstorm as a
class. The questions should be similar to the following:
o W hat m aterials were canoes made out of?
o W hat m aterials were robes made out of?
o W hat m aterials were scrapers made out of?
> Have students write down the investigation’s questions under Step #2 in their notebooks.
> Ask students to now recall the third step of the scientific method. Remind them th at every scientist
have one of these because they have to use w hat they know to try and determ ine the results of the
experiment. (Hypothesis) Post the Hypothesis poster on the board and have students write down
the term next to Step #3 in their notebooks. Ask a student to volunteer the meaning of the word
aloud for the class (An educated guess...you use w hat you already know about the topic to predict
w hat is going to happen.)
> Tell students th at since they will be investigating three different questions, how many hypotheses
do they need to w rite out? (Three, one hypothesis for each question)
> Tell students they will w rite out three hypotheses th at state w hat each of the objects the class will
be studying was made out of (canoe, robe and scraper). How are hypotheses started? (I p re d ic t.)
Write out the following sentence starters on the board to start students off, rem em bering to
reinforce th at each hypothesis m ust explain their thinking:
o I predict th at canoes were made o f_________________ because. .
o I predict th at robes were made o f__________________ because.
o I predict th at scrapers we made o f_________________ because.
Days 3-5- Experiment
Teacher Prep: At the top left-hand side of a blank sheet of paper in students’ science notebooks write
Step#4, leaving sufficient space for students to write in, Experiment. Print out the following worksheets
and glue a n d /o r tape each into students’ science notebooks in this order: Experiment: Materials and
Procedure (1 copy per student) and Traditional Canoe Data Sheets (3 copies per student). Print out the
following reading passages and have them ready to read to students over the course of the lesson:
Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe, Traditional Robes, and Traditional Scrapers. Organize two sets of the
following materials, many of which can be taken from the set of materials examined during the previous
investigation: sample of spruce wood, steel (nail or screws), plastic conduit, fur, vinyl (wall base),
Styrofoam, bone, glass and brick. Regarding the fur, you can either bring in personal samples or ask the
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City Planner at CBY (currently Rhonda Coston) to borrow two pelts from the office. Have available 2
plastic totes (filled halfway with water), the Scientific Method posters as well as the photographs that
were used in the previous class (Step #1 Observation): Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe, Traditional
Robes, and Traditional Scrapers. Set up two stations in the classroom where a small group of 3-4 students
can w ork at and place 1 plastic tote (filled halfway with water) at each station. Note: Students will only
need to use the tote (with water) for the traditional canoe portion of the experim ent as they test the
buoyancy of different materials.
Make enlarged printouts or w ritten versions on chart paper of student w orksheets so th at you can easily
refer to each during the lesson:
Teacher Versions (enlarged)
Traditional Canoe Data Sheet
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Explore/Explain
Part 1
> Begin the lesson by telling students they are alm ost ready to start their experim ent but there is
one more step they have to review as a class because they can begin. Ask students to recall the
fourth step of the scientific method (Experiment) and to w rite it down beside Step #4 in their
notebooks. Remind the class that the experiment step is broken down into two parts, both of
which help make the whole experiment run smoothly, and ask them to volunteer what these two
smaller steps are called. (Material section: lists all of the experim ent th at is needed to run the
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experiment. Procedure: Lists the steps the scientists has to take in order to complete the
experiment).
> Have students turn their attention to the Materials section of their w orksheet and explain that
each of them will list the m aterials on their w orksheet next to each bullet point. Write down the
following materials under this section and have students to their same in their notebooks.
o 2 sets of 9 different building materials
o Reading on Yakutat Sealing Canoe
o Reading on Tradition Robes
o Reading on Traditional Scrapers
> Ask students to look carefully at the list of materials and to volunteer ideas on materials they
could be missing from the list. Examples could be: data sheets, pencil, an d /o r partner. Add these
the m aterials to the list and ask students to do the same on their worksheets.
> Once the m aterial’s list is completed, ask students to study their w orksheet carefully and to
volunteer the second section they have to go over as a class. (Procedure) Read over the steps
together as a class and rem ind students th at they are going to pay careful attention to these steps
as they go about the experiment. You may w ant to have students reiterate the object of the
investigation in their own w ords to make sure the class is on the same page.
Part 2
> Ask students to form a circle on the floor. Bring Teacher Versions of Step #4: Experiment and
Traditional Canoe Data Sheets (refer to each as the class proceeds with the experiment) as well as
the Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe photographs and Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe reading
passage to the circle. Also have ready the first 2 sets of materials (steel nail, sample of spruce
wood, piece of plastic conduit) to pass out to each group as they split off to w ork at the two
stations.
> Tell the class th at over the course of the experim ent you will read aloud three different passages,
one at a time, about each of the traditional objects students will be exploring. Explain th at after a
passage is read aloud students will w rite the name of the object at the top of their data sheet then
re-observe photographs of th at specific object in order to come up with different properties that
they think describes it. Students will then be split into two stations where they will w ork as a
group to describe the properties of different materials. Model how each material will be observed
and its properties recorded on the data sheet. Once both groups are done describing the
properties of their m aterials the class will m eet back up in a circle and the second passage will be
read.
> Begin the experim ent by reading aloud the Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe passage to the class.
Have students think about different properties th at describe the Yakutat Sealing Canoe and to
define the word Traditional (“the handing down of information, beliefs, or customs from one
generation to another” - m erriam w ebster.com ). After completing the passage, pass out the
Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe photographs for students to observe, reminding students to
think about the different properties th at describe these particular types of canoes.
> Call students’ attention again for a brief discussion on their thoughts about the canoes. Ask
students to volunteer the names of different properties that came to mind while listening to the
excerpt and observing the photograph th at describe the traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe. Write
the properties down and go over the meaning of each. As a class decide on one property from this
list th at students will use to describe their set of materials. Write the name of the property on the
Teacher Version of the enlarged data sheet ( Traditional Canoe Data Sheets) and have students
follow suit on their own data sheets. Before breaking students off into the different stations go
over the data sheet and the different materials each group will be examining for the first round.
Model again how students will be expected to interact with each material (referring the
Experiment’s Procedure), taking time describe buoyancy and how this particular property will be
observed (students will put each m aterial into a rubber tote half filled with water).
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> Split students into two groups and pass out 1 set of materials to each group. Allow students time
to observe and describe the materials.
Day 6-8 Results
Teacher Prep: Science notebooks: At the top left-hand side of a blank sheet of paper write the heading,
Step #5, in each notebook leaving enough room for students to write out, Results. Make 1 copy per
student of the Science A-Z: Graphs reading (high level). Make 1 copy per student of the Canoe Results Table
w orksheets and glue an d /o r tape each into students’ science. Make three copies per student of the
Traditional Canoe Graphs w orksheets and glue an d /o r tape each into students’ science notebooks after its
corresponding table: The set-up for each notebook should look like the following:
Traditional Canoe Clns: Results
Rapd

S m i;

Buoyant

Steel

Spruce

Plastic

Teacher Prep: Make enlarged versions of each of the worksheets. Have available the Scientific Method
posters as well as coloring utensils for students to use as they fill out the graphs in their notebooks.
Explain/Extend
> Begin the lesson by placing the Scientific Method Posters facedown on an area of the floor where
students can sit. Ask students to name the process scientists use when they w ant to answ er a
problem they have about the natural world. (Scientific Method) How many steps are in the
scientific method? (Six) Have two volunteers put the posters in the correct order (Scientific
Method, Observation, Problem, Hypothesis, Experiment, Results, Conclusion). Once the posters
have been put in order, ask the class (preferably one student at a time) to confirm if the steps are
in the correct order. Once this has been confirmed ask which step they just completed as a class
(Experiment). Ask students to name the next step they are ready to start today (Results), and have
a student read off the poster. Post the Results poster on the board and have students go back to
their seats.
> Tell students th at they are now ready to start Step #5 of their investigation and have them write it
down next to Step #5 in their notebooks.
> Ask students w hat is one tool scientists like themselves use th at helps them analyze (study real
closely) data more easily. (Graphs) Explain to students th at they will be making separate graphs
for each of the materials th at students observed. Before the data on these sheets can be
transferred over to a graph, all of the students’ data needs to be put into a single table. Have
students open their notebooks to the page with the following table, Traditional Canoe Class Results,
as you p ut the enlarged version on the board. Write in the fourth property th at students observed
in the fourth column of the table and ask students to do the same in their notebooks. Then quickly
go over the form at of the table so th at students are more familiar with its functions.
> Remind students th at they are trying to determ ine w hat material the Yakutat Tlingit used to
construct their Sealing Canoes hundreds of years ago. To do this students recorded data from their
observations on the properties of three different materials: Steel, Spruce Wood, and Plastic. Ask
students to recall the four properties th at the class came up with to describe these sealing canoes:
rigid, strong, buoyant a n d _____________. Write these out so th at students can be rem inded of
w hat they are looking for in the data. Explain th at by collecting data on the three different
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m aterials and then putting it into graph form the class will be able to determ ine which of the
m aterials fits these exact properties.
Begin by modeling how to fill in the Traditional Canoe Class Results table by tallying up the num ber
of observations for one of the materials. Call up student volunteers one at a time to assist filling in
the rest of the table. Once the enlarged table is complete make sure students fill in their own table.
Call students to the floor for reading time. Explain th at scientists, just like themselves, are always
reading in order to learn new things. Pass out 1 copy of the Science A-Z: Graphs reading to each
student and call on one student at a time to reading 1 paragraph out loud. Discuss the following as
a class:
o Picture Graph: W hat is this graph telling us about? (Favorite smells) How do we know this?
(From reading the title). W hat were students in Mrs. Frink’s favorite smell and how do we
know? W hat were students least favorite smell?
o Bar Graph: W hat is this graph telling us about? (Plant Growth) How do we know this?
(From reading the title) This graph is comparing two different types of information. W hat
are they? (Plant height and Time Since Planting) When was the plant height the smallest?
When was plant height the greatest?
Have return to the seats and turn to the first graph in their notebooks. Post the enlarged version
on the board. Go over the structure of the graph with students so they become more familiar with
its functions. Fill in the title of the enlarged version of the first graph (Properties of Steel) and then
have students watch as you refer to the table to fill in in the first bar on the graph. Call students up
one at a time and have them draw in the next bar on the graph. After the first graph is complete,
students should take a few minutes to fill in the graph in on their worksheets. Repeat the same
procedure with the two other graphs, each time asking students to come up and dem onstrate for
the class how to draw the bar on the graph. Tell students they finished Step 5 of the Scientific
Method.
Save the enlarged version of the graphs for next class.

Day 9 Conclusion
Teacher Prep: Have available the Scientific Method posters as well as the 3 enlarged versions of the
graphs th at w ere constructed during the previous class. At the top left-hand side on a blank sheet of
paper in students’ science notebooks w rite Step #6, leaving enough room so th at students can w rite in,
Conclusion.
Extend
> Begin the lesson by placing the Scientific Method Posters facedown on an area of the floor where
students can sit. Ask students to name the process scientists use when they w ant to answ er a
problem they have about the natural world. (Scientific Method) How many steps are in the
scientific method? (Six) Have two volunteers put the posters in the correct order (Scientific
Method, Observation, Problem, Hypothesis, Experiment, Results, Conclusion). Once the posters
have been put in order, ask the class (preferably one student at a time) to confirm if the steps are
in the correct order. Once this has been confirmed ask which step they just completed as a class
(Results). Ask students to name the next step they are ready to start today (Conclusion), and have
a student read off the poster. Post the Conclusion poster on the board and have students’ return to
their seats and write Conclusion next to Step 6 in their notebooks.
> Explain th at because all three graphs have been constructed it is time now time to analyze the
graphs in order to determ ine which of the materials exhibits all the properties as the Yakutat
Sealing Canoes. Ask students to recall the problem they were trying to answ er with their
experim ent (What w ere traditional Tlingit canoes made of?) as well as the four properties the
class used to describe the Yakutat Sealing Canoes (Rigid, Strong, Buoyant a n d ________ ). Write
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these term s on the board. Reiterate th at the material they choose m ust have all of these
properties.
Post the three graphs (enlarged versions) on the board. Ask students study the graphs carefully
and to then explain w hy, using evidence from the graphs, which m aterial would be the best choice
out of the three m aterials to construct a Yakutat Sealing Canoe.
o Note: Students should note from the graphs th at Spruce Wood displays all
the properties th a t are needed to make a Yaktuat Sealing Canoe. Ask students w hat would
happen if the canoes w ere made out of steel? (It would sink because it isn’t buoyant!) Ask
students w hat would happen if the canoes were made out of plastic?
Ask students w hat properties of the wood would make it the best material for the Tlingit Sealing
Canoes and to provide a reason for each.
o Rigid: It will maintain its shape in the w ater even when it bumps against the ice or gets
throw n around by waves.
o Strong: It will not break easily when the w eather gets bad or when it hits ice.
o Buoyant: It will float on water, which would allow people to travel all the way to the ice
flows to find seals.
Tell students it is time to w rite up their conclusions. Write out the following questions on the
board:
1. Were your hypotheses correct? Why or why not? (1 sentence)
2. How did the Yakutat Tlingit know which m aterial to use for their Sealing Canoes?
Read over the first question and ask students to return to Step 3 from the experim ent and read
over their hypotheses. W hat did they predict the canoes would be made from? Were their
predictions correct? In once sentence students should explain if their hypothesis was correct and
explain how they know it was.
Read over the second sentence as a class. Students need to think about w hat each graph showed.
How did they know th at spruce wood was the best material? W hat properties does spruce wood
have? W hat properties did the Tlingit Sealing Canoe need to have? Do the properties of the
m aterial and the object match up? (Yes!)

Note: Repeat this process of the two other traditional objects: robes and scrapers. The materials for each
object are as follows:
Traditional Robes
• Fur* (You can bring in your own or ask Rhonda Coston at the Planning Departm ent to borrow 2
pelts)
• Absorbent pad
• Cotton
Note: When discussing a fourth property that describes traditional robes have students think of a word
or phrase th at relates to w ater resistance. You w ant to make sure th at fur stands out from the cotton. To
test this property will require a source of w ater and assistance from you so th at students do not
completely dunk the fur in water.
Traditional Scrapers
• Bone
• Glass (m irrors work)
• Brick
Lesson 6: Post-Assessm ent- What did w e learn?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher: Print and make 1 copy per student of the Post-Assessment (w ritten component), which should
be glued into science notebooks, as well as the Summative Assessment Task.
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1294 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-1)

Pre-/Post assessm ent worksheet: 2-PS1-2
Part 1: Questions
Read each question aloud as a class and ask students to answ er each in their science notebooks.
^ What tool do scientists (like ourselves) use to answ er questions about the world around
them?
> What is som ething that scientists use to help them study their data?
Part 2: Table
Explain to the class th at scientists use tables, like the one students have in their science notebooks, to
collect data (information). Today students are going to fill in the chart the best they can. There are no
wrong answers; this is just a way to find out w hat we need to learn as a class before starting our project.
Directions:
1. The heading in the left column of our chart says, Object Name. In each empty box under the heading
write the names of 4 different objects found in the classroom.
2. The heading in the middle column of our chart says, Object Properties. In each empty box under the
heading w rite different properties th at describe each object.
3. The heading on the right column says, Materials. In each empty box under the heading write the
materials th at objects is made of.______________________________ ________________________________

Object Name

Object Properties

Materials
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Part 3: Graph
Have students analyze the graph and answ er the questions th at follow in their science notebooks.

Properties of a Steel Wire
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Properties
■ Silver

■ Grey

■ Strong

■ Fragile

■ Flexible

■ Rigid

1. What does this graph tell you about?

2. What color did most students use to describe steel wire?

3. What three properties best describe steel wire?

4. Which of the objects do you think is made of steel wire?
a. Marble
b. Playing card
c. Pencil
d. Paper clip
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Part 4: Scenario
Directions: Read aloud to students and then have them respond in their notebooks.
Explain to the class th at you need their assistance. You are going to Cannon Beach this coming weekend
for a family picnic. Your aunt will be serving your favorite dish: spaghetti with moose meat. You have
been given the task of buying plates from the store, which will be used to serve the food on. There are two
options at the store: paper plates and plastic plates. You know th at the food will be served hot and is
pretty heavy, especially for the younger cousins. Think about the properties of a paper plate and a plastic
plate. Which type of plate should you buy, paper or plastic? Explain why you chose your answer.
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Summative Assessment Task: What materials can these objects be made from?
At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-PS1-2 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective
The student distinguishes the
difference between an object and
a material.

Date:
NGSS
2-PS1-2

Below Proficient (1 pt.)
The student cannot distinguish the
difference between objects and
materials.

Proficient (2 pts)
The student distinguishes that
objects are made and used to fit
our needs and constructed from
different materials.

Above Proficient (3 pts)
The student distinguishes that
objects are made and used to fit
our needs and constructed from
different materials. Student can
provide at least one example of
each.

The student illustrates that
objects are constructed from
certain materials based on its
properties.

2-PS1-2

The student cannot illustrate that
objects are constructed from
specific materials due to the
inherent properties of the
materials.

The student illustrates that ^object
is constructed from specific
materials due to the inherent
properties of the materials.

The student illustrates
that 2+ objects are constructed
from specific materials due to the
inherent properties of the
materials.

The student explains that the
scientific method is a tool used in
science to answer questions
about the natural world.

2-PS1-2

The student cannot explain that
the scientific method is used by
scientists in order to answer
questions about the natural world.

The student explains that the
scientific method is used by
scientists in order to answer
questions about the natural world.

The student connects a graphical
display to the set of data it
represents.

2-PS1-2

The student cannot connect a
graphical display to the set of data
it represents.

The student connects a graphical
display to the set of data it
represents.

The student explains that the
scientific method is used by
scientists in order to answer
questions about the natural
world and can provide at
least 1step of the process.
The student connects a graphical
display to the set of data it
represents and its use as a tool to
analyze (understand) data.
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Observation Sheet

STUDENT WORKSHEETS: [2-PS1-2]

Experiment: M aterials and Procedure

List of Materials

2.

5.

3.

6.

Steps of Our Procedure
1. Listen to a reading passage about a traditional object used by the
Tlingit as a class.
2. Write the name of the object we are studying at the top of the data
sheet.
3. Split up into groups. Pick up one material at a time and write its name
on the data sheet.
4. Observe the properties of the material as a group. Record the properties
of the material on the data sheet.
5. Repeat steps for the next material.
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Traditional Canoe Data Sheets

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
O BJECT NAM E:
M ATERIAL N A M E :

> IS IT BOUYANT? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRONG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

? (CIRCLE 1) YES

NO

> IS IT

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
O BJECT NAM E:
M ATERIAL N A M E :

> IS IT BOUYANT? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

? (CIRCLE 1) YES

NO

> IS IT
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Traditional Canoe Graphs

Student Observatons

Title: Properties o f _________
6

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

5

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

3

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Properties
■ Rigid

■ Strong

■ Bouyant

■

Title: Properties o f _________
6

Student Observatons

5
4
3

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
1
0
Properties
■ Rigid

■ Strong

■ Bouyant

■
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Canoe Results Table

Class Results
Rigid

Strong Buoyant

Steel
Spruce
Plastic
Class Results
Rigid

Strong Buoyant

Steel
Spruce
Plastic
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Traditional Robes Data-Sheets

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
OBJECT NAME:
M ATERIAL N A M E :

> IS IT SOFT? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT FLEXIBLE? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> DOES IT INSULATE? (CIRLCE 1) YES

NO

? (CIRCLE 1) YES

NO

>

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
O BJECT NAM E:
M ATERIAL N A M E :

> IS IT SOFT? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT FLEXIBLE? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> DOES IT INSULATE? (CIRLCE 1) YES

NO

? (CIRCLE 1) YES

NO

>
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Traditional Robes Graphs

Title: Properties of ,

Student Observatons

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Properties
Soft

Flexible

■ Insulate

Title: Properties of
6

Student Observatons

5
4
3
2
1

0
Properties
Soft

■ Flexible

■ Insulate
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Clothing Results Table

Class Results
Soft Flexible Insulate
Fur
Cotton
Styrofoam

Class Results
Soft Flexible Insulate
Fur
Cotton
Styrofoam
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Traditional Scrapers Data-Sheet

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
O BJECT NAM E:
M ATERIAL N A M E :

> IS IT SHARP? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

? (CIRCLE 1) YES

NO

>

Data Sheet: What are the material’s properties?
O BJECT NAME:
M ATERIAL N A M E :

> IS IT SHARP? (CIRCLE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT RIGID? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

> IS IT STRO NG? (CIRLCE 1)

YES

NO

? (CIRCLE 1) YES

NO

>
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Scrapers Results Table

Results Table
Sharp

Rigid

Strong

Bone
Glass
Brick

Results Table
Sharp

Rigid

Strong

Bone
Glass
Brick
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Traditional Scrapers Graphs

Title: Properties o f _________

Student Observatons

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Properties
Sharp

■ Ridgid

■ Strong

Title: Properties of
6

Student Observatons

5
4
3
2
1

0
Properties
Sharp

■ Ridgid

■ Strong
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How traditional drums were made
Science
The following is a list of drum-related science questions / topics which a teacher could use to explain various aspects
of the technology used in making a drum and in the function of the completed drum. These topics could be answered
in a simple form or could be used to launch a full investigation into the scientific principles and their related topics.
The teacher may give the students the included prompt, or students may discover the principle in the prompt through
research and / or deductive reasoning.
1. Investigate: Which woods have a high degree of bendability and Why?

Prompt: Some woods have a long grain structure which enables them to bend further than short-grained woods.
(related to question number two)
2. Investigate: W hy does wood bend when hot and wet, yet will break when cold and dry?

Prompt: The tubular grain structure of the wood allows water to penetrate the wood. The water molecules adhere to
vascular tissues and they increase the bond distance between the cells of the vascular tissues. This allows slippage
within the structure of the wood and allows the wood to bend without breaking. Heat and steam cause further
expansion between the tissues.
3. Investigate: Which woods have a high degree of resonance and why?

Prompt: When the xylem section (central woody section) of a tree dies, the cells in some species of wood eventually
become completely hollow (form a skeleton cell frame). When other woods die, the cell structure remains mostly in
tact.
4. Investigate: W hy do gut drum heads stretch when wet and then shrink when dry?

Prompt: Water fills the center of the dead cells in the gut. This causes a dramatic expansion. When the head dries, the
cells empty.
5. Investigate: W hy do cloth (aircraft fabric) drum heads shrink (tighten) when heat is is applied to them?

Prompt: The cotton cloth is made entirely of cellulose. Heat causes cellulose molecules to coil.
6. Investigate: W hy do uncoated synthetic (aircraft fabric) heads only produce a dull thud when struck,
while the same head coated with a varnish will produce an extrem ely loud "boom " sound?

Prompt: All sound is produced by the movement of air. When an uncoated head is struck, most of the air
goes through the head.
7. Investigate: W hy will fresh green wood break if an attempt is made to steam and bend it, while wood
that has been dried and then soaked in water will successfully bend when steamed?

Prompt: When wood dies and is dried out, "pits" form in the cell structure. These pits, or holes, in the cells allow
water / steam to penetrate thoroughly throughout the wood. Green wood still has a "closed" cells which are not
broken down and will not allow water to penetrate into all parts of the wood structure
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www.Alaskool.org

*
Online materials about Alaska Native history, education, languages, and cultures
For rsacfisrs, students, and anyone interested in

first people

KEET
This legend tells the origin of Killerwhales.
There once was a young man named Naatsilanei. He was a very good hunter. Because he was such a good
hunter his brother-in-law were jealous of him.
So one day they took him away out to a large bare rock in the sea. There were many seals and sealions on that
rock. While Naatsilanei was on the rock the brothers-in-law started paddling away in their canoe. All except the
youngest brother-in-law wanted to leave Naatsilanei on the big rock. The youngest man tried to help him by
getting the brothers-in-law to go back. But they finally did leave Naatsilanei and went back to their camp.
Not having anything to do Naatsilanei slept a lot. One day while he was still sleeping he heard someone come
up to him. He heard, "I've come to help you."
When he looked, there was no one around. So he pulled the blanket up over his head again. Again he heard the
same voice, "I have come to help you." Now he knew that something was there that would help him.
He made a little peekhole in his blanket. Through the hole he saw a seagull coming toward him. Before the
seagull could speak, Naatsilanei said, "I have seen you already!" Then the seagull told Naatsilanei that he would
be asked to cure somebody. He would be asked to help a sick person. If he cured the sick person, he would be
rewarded.
At low tide Naatsilanei went down to find seafood. Seafood was the only food he could find on this rock. While
he was looking around the rocks, lifting the wide kelp hunting for food, he found a place that seemed to be a
door. He entered the door and was inside a large house.
At the back of the house was a sick man-the chiefs son. As soon as Naatsilanei looked at the sealion, he could
see why he was sick. There was a broken spearhead in his back. Asked if he could cure him, he replied, "Yes."
He began to act like a medicine man. He asked for water. Singing like a medicine man, he circled around the
dying young man. After using the water to wash the wound, he took hold of the spearhead. He gave it a little
turn and pulled it out. That's all there was to that. He could easily see why the sealions had not been able to see
the spearhead themselves.
When he was asked what he wanted for payment the seagull advised him to accept one of the bags hanging
from the ceiling. So he asked for one of the bags, which is the west wind bag.
The sealions gave it to him, telling him the bag would take him ashore from this rock. He was warned not to
think of this island where he was at. He was only to think of his home at all times. So he got inside the bag. He
was pretty much on his way toward land when he thought of the island. He felt the bag bumping on the rocks.
There he was right back on the island again!
The sealion people came out, put him in the bag again and set him adrift. He drifted towards land again. But this
1310
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time he thought and thought only of land. Very soon he was bumping against the beach on the mainland.
At night when everyone was asleep he came to his wife. He asked her for his carving tools. That was all he
took. Then he went back to a place where he set up his dwelling.
Then he started carving killerwhales. First he used cottonwood. He carved eight of them. Eight different
killerwhales. When he finished carving he dug a big hole like a pond in front of his dwelling. He set them there
on the beach. He told them to go out and bring him all the fish, seals, or whatever food they could get. The
killerwhales jumped into the pond. There was a lot of commotion, a lot of foam in the pond. But very soon the
killerwhales came drifting up again out of the water.
Next he carved from red cedar. Again when he finished carving he set them on the beach. Again he instructed
them to go after food. And again the same thing happened. The killerwhales just drifted back to shore.
Next he tried hemlock. The same thing happened. Then he tried other kinds of wood.
Finally he tried yellow cedar. Again he carved eight killerwhales. He lined them up on the beach. He talked to
them. When he had finished talking they jumped into the water and swam out to sea. This time they stayed
underwater. They brought back to him codfish, red snapper, king salmon, halibut, seals, or whatever they could
get hold of because those killerwhales were made to be good hunters. Every day they brought back a lot of
seafood. Before too long Naatsilanei had filled his house full of food. Whatever the killerwhales had brought for
him.
Then one day he saw his brothers'-in-law clan moving to another camp in their canoes. He set the killerwhales
on the beach. He lined them up. Then he instructed them to swim out and wreck all the canoes. "Let those
people drown because they were the people who left me on the rock to die. All except the youngest. He was the
only one who tried to paddle back to help me."
Then the killerwhales went out and wrecked all the canoes. The young boy was thrown on the wreckage by the
killerwhales. Two killerwhales had the wreckage behind their fins and brought him back to shore.
After this happened Naatsilanei again lined up the killerwhales on the beach. He started talking to them, as if
they were human beings. Finally he told them even though they were made to kill they should not harm human
beings because it was a human being who had carved them. So to this day killerwhales will not harm any people
at all even though they can kill anything that is in the water or in the sea.
Whenever Tlingits see them going by at sea, they consider them as hunters going out hunting. They ask them to
bring food.
Whenever killerwhale fat is thrown into the fire it crackles like yellow cedar burning.
To this day, people who belong to Naatsilanei's clan may use the killerwhale as their crest. They call themselves
the killerwhale people. The crest may be used on their blankets, shirts, moccasins, dancing hats and helmets,
totem poles. The crest may be identified by the dorsal fin and the sharp teeth.
At Klawock you can see a totem pole which shows Naatsilanei with the killerwhales he had carved.
Tlingits call the killerwhale "KEET."
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Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe photographs

P L A T E 107
M odels of Y u k u tu i canoes (gudiyjs) for sealing in th e ice. T op, M odel, 49 cm . long, p ro b a b ly collected on th e H a rriin a n A laska Ex*
p ed itio n a t Y a k u ta t in 1S99; th e fo rew ard th w a r t is m issing (U S N M 274,417). Center, M odel, 39 cm . long, ca rv e d in o ne p iece an d
p a in te d to suggest th w arta, p ro b a b ly collected on th e H a rrim a n A lask a E x p e d itio n a t Y a k u ta t in 1899 (U S N M 274,414). Bottom ,
M odel, 24.5 cm . long, originally w ith tw o figures s e a te d on th e th w a rts, o b ta in e d b y W illiam H . D ali fro m L. S h eeran y , a n d u n 
d o u b te d ly collected a t Y a k u ta t (U S N M 76,276).

Ficonz 27.— "Yakutat fcalioc CAnoe,” sketched among llie icedcnrs of Disenchantment Bay, near the sealing camp above Point
Lstouche, during July of 1899. (After Grmnell, 1901, vol. 1, p. 161.)
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PLATE SB
T lin g it w om an, L itu y a Bt^y, 17SIL ‘'F a n in e du Port, dea F ra ii^ a js.IJ (.After

Cfiinard,

1H
J 37, p j. o p p Hp , 4S-)
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Traditional Scrapers photographs

PLATE 124
Implements for working skins. Top, Ulo, with wooden handle and iron blade, collected by George T. Emmons at Y akutat before 1909,
life size (TBM/WSM 1047). Bottom, Bone skin scrapers, also used as knives for skinning small animals; collected by Emmons a t Dry
Bay and Y akutat before 1888; scale in centimeters and inches (AMNH E/377, 379, 2120 a, b).
265-517— 72— vol. V II, pt. 3------ 10

i:'

\r \ r l ' i ■ l t z 1 i.11\ri. « t t j. »7;-x - ™i,

* « * ? . J . . . I . . J * . i . I . . . I . t . I . . . 1*1. 1. . . I . I I . > .,.1 .,

_

P L A T E 124
I m p le m e n ts fo r w o rk in g sk in s . Top, U lo, w ith w o o d e n h a n d le a n d iro n b la d e , c o lle c te d b y G e o rg e T . E m m o n s a t Y a k u t a t b e fo re 1909,
life size ( T B M /W S M 1047). B ottom , B o n e sk in sc ra p e rs , also u se d a s k n iv e s fo r s k in n in g sm a ll a n im a ls ; c o lle c te d b y E m m o n s a t D ry
B a y a n d Y a k u t a t b e fo re 1888; sc ale in c e n tim e te r s a n d in c h e s (A M N H E /3 7 7 , 379, 2 1 2 0 a , b ) .
265-517—72— vol. V II, pt. 3------ 10
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Reading Passages
Traditional Yakutat Sealing Canoe

Many years ago the Yakutat Tlingit had many different types of canoes in order to sail the seas
and rivers. They didn't have the cars and trucks we use today, so canoes were very important
in getting them from place to place. Some very old canoes used to be made out of patches of
sealskin that were sewn together with porpoise sinew (tendons that connect muscle to bone
or bone-to-bone) and could hold 1-3 people inside. During bad storms the Tlingit would duck
under the skin to protect themselves from the rain and wind. The largest canoe was the "war
canoe," which was built to hold up to 60 people at a time. It was used to for long voyages,
trade and hunting and would sometimes have a sail attached when traveling great distances.
There was also a very special canoe made only in Yakutat to hunt for seals in Yakutat and Ice
Bays. It was called the sealing canoe and was built to be very strong and rigid so that it
wouldn't get crushed when passing through icy waters. Attached to the front of the canoe
(bow) was a short, round post that helped push away ice-flows that got too close. It was also
made to travel very fast and smoothly. The two men paddling would sit on shelves that were
attached inside the canoe. When they got near the seals, the hunter would lay down in the
bottom of the canoe and get very still. He would switch his normal paddle for one that could
fit in just one hand. Sometimes he would place a chunk of ice on the shelf that he had been
sitting on. This helped to keep the hunter hidden from the seals he was after. He would push
ice bergs away and even paddle the canoe with his mittened hands to copy the movements of
a seal until he got close enough to club his prey.
Can you think what properties describe the sealing canoe?
Traditional Robes

Many years ago the Yakutat Tlingit did not have indoor heating like our homes do today or the
internet to buy clothes whenever a new jacket or pair of shoes was needed. Everything they
wore was made by hand and taken from the local environment. The Tlingit were experts in
knowing what types of plants and animals to take from the environment in order to meet their
needs. They always remembered to give thanks to every living thing they used. Clothing had to
made very well so that Tlingit men and women were protected from the weather, especially
during the long cold winter months. Clothing also had to be flexible and comfortable since
people were always moving around as they went about their daily activities which included;
fishing, hunting, preparing food, and taking caring of the children. One piece of clothing that
both men and women wore was a cape that tied around their necks and hung from their
shoulders all the way to their knees. While each cape had a different pattern of colors they all
were very comfortable to wear. This was because they were soft to the touch and helped to
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insulate the person wearing it very well. With this robe the Tlingit were able to keep warm and

still move around freely to do the things that needed to get done every day.
Can you think what properties describe this traditional robe?
Traditional Scrapers

Have you ever watched your parents working around the house? Does the meat and fish that
gets served during meals come fresh off the land or packaged from the grocery store? If some
meals are fresh, how were your parents able to catch all the fish and meat you love to eat?
What types of tools do they use to prepare the family's meals? Many years ago, the Yakutat
Tlingit were responsible for not only catching and killing all of the food that was put on the
table but they also had to prepare it all themselves. Sometimes if our parents don't have time
to prepare a meal they can go to the store and buy food that is ready to eat. This saves a lot of
work for them. The Tlingit were not able to do this and the tools they used long ago looked
much different than they do today. Tlingit women worked mainly in the home and were
responsible for preparing the animals that were caught for food to be eaten by the family.
They also spent a lot of time making baskets out of spruce roots. These baskets were made so
well that water would not leak out of them!
A very special tool used by Tlingit women was called the scraper. It was used in more than one
way because it had a rounded handle that was easy to hold and a sharp end. It was strong
enough to scrape the sweet inner bark from a hemlock. The scraper could also be used to
remove (take off) the skin off of small animals in pieces. Women did this by pushing the
sharpened end of the scraper away from their body. Tlingit women were very busy making
sure things were getting done in the home, so it was important that they had a tool that was
rigid and didn't get bent as they were going through their work.
Can you think what properties describe this traditional scraper?
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Grade 2 (Grade Band K-2)
Unit 2: Physical Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Matter and its interactions
Investigation 3

Overarching Questions
> What is the job of a scientist?
> How are new objects made from old ones?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand th at objects are built from a small set of pieces th at can be reassem bled to
make new objects. Students will also understand th at science tries to explain how the natural world
works by asking questions and using observations to answ er those questions with inferences.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-PS1-3] Make observations to construct an evidence-based account of how an object made of a small set
of pieces can be disassembled and made into a new object.
• After instruction and firsthand observations of 3 different objects made of a small set of pieces the
student will be able to accurately identify examples of inferences and observations and explain
why the examples are either an inference or observation, at the proficient level of a teacher made
rubric.

•

Given a scenario th at presents a question the student will be able to conclude th at the younger
sibling should not throw out their toys since each is made from a small set of pieces th at can be
reassembled, at the 'proficient' level of a teacher made rubric.

•

After instruction and firsthand observations of 3 different objects made of a small set of pieces the
student will be able to illustrate how the small pieces of 3 objects can be reassembled and made
into new objects, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment (What do you know?)
> Pre-Assessment- 2-PS1-2 w ritten (1 per student)
> Sample of toys (assembled and not assembled)
> Crayons an d /o r colored pencils
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: W hat are observations and inferences?
> Science A-Z Exploration: Making Observations and Inferences (lesson plan)
> Science A-Z Quick Read: Observations and Inferences (3 reading levels available)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
> Coloring utensils
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 3: How do we make our own conclusions?
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> Science A-Z Quick Read: Conclusions (3 reading levels available)
> Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Conclusions
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: Can toys be assembled into different toys?
> Scientific Method posters
> Science A-Z Quick Reads: Conclusions
> Observation Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Experiment Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Pattern Blocks Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Wild Wheels Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Safari Kingdom Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Flock of Fun Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Stuffed Animal Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Plastic Figurine Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Basketball Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Class Results Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Stuffed animals (1 per student pair)
> Plastic figurines (1 per student pair)
> Basketballs (1 per student pair)
> Artec Safari Kingdom Set (2 sets available)
> Tinkertoy Wild Wheels Building Set
> Artec Educational Flock of Fun Set (2 sets available)
> Pattern Blocks
> Chart paper (4 large sheets)
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Science notebooks
Lesson 5: Traditional Knowledge
> Guest SpeakerLesson 6: Post Assessment- W hat did you learn?
> Post-Assessment- w ritten (1 per student)
> Summative Assessment Task- oral (optional)
> Object made out of Legos
> Crayons an d /o r colored pencils
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation 3
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent (What do you know?)
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Pre-Assessment2-PS1-2. In students’ science notebooks
leave 1 page free for them to complete Parts 1 & 2 (you may w ant to write these headings on the page to
help organize responses) and glue/tape Part 3 directly into their notebooks. The assessm ent requires a
mixed sample of toys (2-4) th at are made of individual parts and those th at are not. Have available
crayons a n d /o r colored pencils. Write Part 2 of the Assessment on the board:
1. The kitchen is a lot colder than my room.
2. Someone m ust have forgotten to close the door when they w ent outside.
Elicit
> Begin the lesson by telling students they are about to begin a whole new investigation! Explain
th at you need their help answering the following question: Can toys be made into different toys?
Show students the sample of toys you brought into class and ask them to think about the toys they
have at home. Some of the toys you brought in may be the same or very similar to w hat they have
at home. Ask students if they think it is possible for toys to made into something different. Record
their ideas on the board.
> Pass out science notebooks and ask students to open their notebook to the page w here they will
complete parts 1 & 2 of the assessment.
> (Assessment Scenario) Explain th at this question came up because your nephew is a huge fan of
toys. He has collected many different types of toys and loves playing with them everyday. You
have even bought a lot of these toys for him during birthdays and other celebrations. Just the other
day your nephew surprised the whole family that he was ready to get rid of his toys. When asked
why, he said th at he was bored because his toys never changed. They were always the same. You
told him to hold off on throw ing them away because this may not be true and th at you would get
the help of your second grade class to help you figure the question out.
> (Part 1 Scenario) Ask students to write down their thoughts at this time about the question. Can
toys be rem ade (reassembled) into something else?
> (Part 2 Short Answers) Tell students th at before they can begin the investigation they are going to
have to learn two very im portant words: Observations and Inferences. Turn their attention to the
board and read off the two examples. Tell students they are to write the word Observation under
the example th at they think dem onstrates it and Inference under the other example. They then
have to explain their thinking with at least one sentence.
> (Part 3 Table) When students have completed the first two parts of the assessm ent have them
focus on the table glued in their notebook. After explaining the directions ask students to complete
the table.

Lesson 2: What are observations and inferences?
Estimated time: 2, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Read and familiarize yourself with the Science A-Z Exploration: Making Observations and
Inferences since you will be implementing this lesson and utilizing the w orksheets attached. Make 1 copy
per student of the Science A-Z Quick Read: Observations and Inferences (3 different reading levels are
available), Part 1: Observing Animal Tracks w orksheet (p. 4), Part 2: Making Inferences with Animal Tracks
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worksheet, as well as sufficient copies of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Sm art so th at each
student receives 3 worksheets. Cut and glue/tape the w orksheets into students’ science notebooks in the
following order: 3 Word Sm art worksheets, 1 copy of Part 1: Observing Animal Tracks worksheet, and 1
copy of Part 2: Making Inferences with Animal Tracks. Have available coloring utensils. Write the following
vocabulary words and their definitions on the board:
Vocabulary Words
Observation: information we gather using our five senses (sight, smell, hearing, taste, touch)
Inference: explanations we form from things we observe
Assemble: to put or fit together
Explore
> Begin the lesson by rem inding students th at they are about to start a whole new investigation. Ask
them to recall the question they are going to try and answ er (Can toys be made into something
different?) and reiterate the scenario discussed during the previous lesson.
> Tell students th at before they can begin the investigation there are a few scientific vocabulary
w ords and practices they will have to learn first. Explain th at they will start acting even more like
scientists because they will hear these vocabulary words and science practices throughout the
investigation.
> Turn students’ attention to the vocabulary words and definitions w ritten on the board and review
by practicing the pronunciation of each word as a class and asking students to provide examples
for each word.
> Ask students to open their notebooks to the three Word Sm art w orksheets and have them fill out
the sheets for each vocabulary word. Reiterate th at they are to label their drawings with words
th at describe the picture. If some students finish ahead of time they can write sentences in their
notebooks using each of the words. Once the class has completed the Word Sm art sheets ask
students to share with the class a drawing they are proud of. If you notice th at a student labeled
one of their drawings well, ask them to show it to the class and explain w hat they did.
> Implem ent the Science A-Z Exploration: Making Observations and Inferences lesson.
Explain
> After completing the lesson review the vocabulary words. If students are still having a difficult
time with the concepts pass out 1 copy of the Science A-Z Quick Read: Observations and Inferences
to each student. Review the title and diagrams on the sheet before reading it over as a class.
> After the reading review a few more examples of observations and inferences.
> Conclude activity by explaining to students th at they are going to see how making observations
and inferences will help them with coming up with hypotheses.

Lesson 3: How can w e m ake our own conclusions?
Estimated time: 2, forty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Read over and familiarize yourself with the Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Conclusions. You
may w ant to make copies of the student w orksheet (p. 2) and glue it into students’ notebooks. You will
im plem ent this activity before beginning the experim ent so th at students can have more practice drawing
conclusions from experiments. Make one copy per student of the Science A-Z Quick Read: Conclusions,
which is available in three different reading levels. Divide a large sheet of chart paper into three columns:
Kn o w /What to Know/Learned.
Explore
> Explain to students th at before they start the experim ent there is one more activity they are going
to do as a class. This activity will help them become better scientists because students will gain a
better understanding about conclusions. Ask students the following question and record their
responses on the chart paper under the Know column:
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o
o
o

When do we use conclusions in science? (Step 6 of Scientific Method)
W hat are conclusions?
Why is it im portant we write conclusions? (It lets you know and other scientists know w hat
you learned from the experiment.)
o W hat do you w ant to learn about conclusions?
> Pass out the Science A-Z Quick Read . Review the passage (title and pictures) before reading it as a
class. After the reading ask students w hat they learned. Note: Save the chart paper.
> Begin the Science A-Z Activity.
> Refer students back to the KWL chart. Pose the same questions from earlier and write their
responses under the Learned column of the chart.
Lesson 4: Can toys be assem bled into different toys?
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep: Write Steps 1-5 in students' notebooks at the top of four separate pages. Make 1 copy per
student of the following worksheets and resize each before gluing/taping them into students' science
notebooks: Observation Sheet, Experiment sheet, Pattern Blocks Data Sheet, Wild Wheels Data Sheet, Safari
Kingdom Data Sheet, Flock o f Fun Data Sheet, Stuffed Animal Data Sheet, Plastic Figurine Data Sheet and
Basketball Data Sheet and Class Results sheet. Glue the w orksheets under the following steps in students’
science notebooks: Observation Sheet under Step 1, Experiment and all the Data Sheets (7 total) under
Step 4 and Class Results sheet under Step 5. On two large sheets of chart paper make enlarged versions of
the Experiment, Pattern Blocks and Stuffed Animal Data Sheets and Class Results worksheets:
Step 5: Results
Class Results
Name of Toy

Number of Parts

Could it be
made into a
new toy?

1.
2.

Step 4: Experiment
List of Materials
4.
5.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Steps for Our Procedure
Observe the toy. Is the toy made of small
parts? Circle YES or NO on the data sheet.
How many parts is it made of? Write down
your answer.
Draw what the toy looks on the data sheet.
If the toy is made up of small parts make
sure to draw the different parts.
Ask yourself if the toy can be made into a
new toy.
If your answer is NO
Write on the dotted line: Toy cannot be
made into a new toy. Draw the toy again.
If your answer is YES
Write on the dotted line: Toy can be made
into a new toy. Draw the new toy.

Pattern Blocks Data Sheet
W hat is the nam e o f your toy?

Is the toy m ade up o f sm all parts?
Yes
No
H ow m any parts is it m ade of?
Draw Toy
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Stuffed Animal Data Sheet
Draw New Toy

W hat is the nam e o f your toy?

Draw New Toy

Is the toy m ade up o f sm all parts?
Yes
No
How m any parts is it m ade of?
___________
Draw Toy

Can the toy b e m ade into a n ew toy?

Teacher Prep: Set-up three stations in the room: Pattern blocks, Artec Flock of Fun and Wild Wheels. If
there are more than 6 students in class set-up a fourth station (Artec Safari Kingdom), otherwise this toy
can be used for students th at finish their w ork early. The objective is to not mix toy types within the
stations (so as not to spoil the exploration!) and to have one toy available per student. This activity will
not be as successful if students are required to share as they disassemble and reassemble the various
toys. Assemble (at your discretion) at least 2 toys of each type (Pattern blocks, Artec Flock of Fun and
Wild Wheels) at the appropriate station. Also have available at each station 2 toys for students to observe
th at cannot be reassem bled (stuff animals, plastic figurine, basketballs); once students have recorded
observations for the first toy they will be given a second toy to observe th at will serve as a comparison.
Students are only allowed to move on to the next station after they have recorded observations on the
appropriate data sheets for 2 toys: one th at can be reassembled and one th at cannot be reassembled. An
example of the station set-up can be the following:
Toys m ade of Small Parts (2)
tr a in

Station 1:
Pattern Blocks

Station 2:
Artec Flock of Fun

3#

i

Toys not Made of Small Parts (2)

f|FRq

V
-

r

%

♦

inf

(TO
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Teacher Prep: Have available the Scientific Method posters, Science A-Z Quick Reads: Conclusions (1 copy
per student), coloring utensils and science notebooks.
Explore
> Note: Have at least 2 toys ready (1 made of small parts and one th at is not) for students to observe
as they complete the Observation worksheet.
> Tell students they are now ready to begin their investigation! Have the students sit in a circle on
the floor and ask them to rem ind you the name of the process all scientists, such as themselves,
have to follow when they w ant to learn and answ er a question about the world around them.
(Scientific Method) Scramble the Scientific Method posters on the ground face down and ask two
students to put the Steps in order. Once the student volunteers have organized the steps in
chronological order go around the circle and ask each student to confirm the order and change
anything th at seems out of place. After every student has had a chance to give their input,
rearrange any steps (if needed) and ask students to name the very first step of the scientific
method (Observation). Remove all the posters except the Observation poster and ask students
w hat it means to observe something or make an observation. (To gather information about the
world around us using the five senses: touch, smell, sight, taste, hear).
> Tell students they will begin the first step of the scientific method together as a class and will
complete it by recording observations in their science notebooks. Bring out the sample of toys and
pass them out one at a time. Each student should provide at least one observation using his or her
senses before passing it on to a classmate. After everyone has observed at least 2 toys ask the class
to return to their seats and open their science notebooks to the Observation worksheet. Students
need to write Observation next to Step 1 at the top of the page and then draw a labeled picture of
one of the toys observed earlier. Labels should describe observations th at are hard to display with
a drawing such as the texture, smell or sound of the toy.
> Once the class has completed Step 1 in their notebooks ask students to recall Step 2 of the
scientific method. (Problem) As students write the name of the step in their notebooks, post the
Problem poster on the board and ask students w hat they need to do for this particular step.
(Scientists state the question they w ant to answer)
> Remind students th at your nephew wants to throw away his toys because he thinks they are
boring. Your nephew does not think the toys can be assembled (made into) into something new
and different, so its best to just get rid of them completely. You don’t w ant him to throw all his toys
away before the second grade class has a chance investigating the problem. Ask students to state
the problem the class is going to try and answer. Encourage students to use one of the new
vocabulary works they learned the other day. Write their ideas on the board before coming up
with a question th at resem bles the following:
o Can toys be reassem bled into new forms?
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Students should w rite down the question in their notebooks under Step 2.
After the class has completed the second step of the scientific method ask students to recall Step 3.
(Hypothesis). W hat is a hypothesis? (It explains w hat you think is going to happen based on what
you already know). Tell students th at the experim ent is set up to test their hypotheses. Ask them
to think back to Step 1 and the different observations the class made as they examined the toys as
well as the observations each student recorded in their notebooks as a drawing with labels. All of
the observations students made of the different toys can now be used to make an inference, or an
explanation to the question using observations. Call on students one at a time to volunteer at least
one observation they made of the toys, and write them on the board. Post the following questions:
o W hat can we infer about toys from our observations? Do you think toys can be assembled
into new forms? Why or why not?
Ask students one at time to make an inference based on these observations, plus anything else
they know about toys, and state their inference out loud and proud to the class. Tell students all
they have to do now is to w rite their inference as a hypothesis. Write the following sentence
starters on the board:
o I predict th at toys can be assembled into new forms because...
o I predict th at toys cannot be assembled into new forms b e c a u s e .
After the class has completed the third step of the scientific method ask students to recall Step 3.
(Experiment). Tell the class to write ‘experim ent’ next to Step 4 in their notebooks and ask them to
recall the two parts th at make up an experiment. (List of m aterials and the procedure). Post the
chart paper labeled Step 4 on the board and have students read over the Experiment w orksheet
silently. As a class, come up with a list of m aterials needed for the experiment. As you write out the
m aterials on the chart paper have students do the same in their notebooks. The list should include
the following materials:
o Pencil
o Data Sheets
o 6 different toys
*Note: That is for each student. You could also write 12 toys total.
o 3 stations
o 3 sets of colored pencils
Before reading over the Procedure with students, post the chart labeled Pattern Blocks Data Sheet
on the board. Tell students th at their data sheets will look a little different than w hat they have
used in other experim ents so it is im portant to go over it together as a class. As you go through the
following steps of the procedure with the class refer to the data sheet and dem onstrate how
students will fill it out as they observe each toy:
1. Observe the toy. Is the toy made of small parts? Circle YES or NO on the data sheet. How many
parts is it made of? Write down your answer.
2. Draw what the toy looks on the data sheet. If the toy is made up of small parts make sure to draw
the different parts.
3. Ask yourself if the toy can be made into a new toy.
If your answer is NO
4. Write on the dotted line: Toy cannot be made into a new toy. Draw the toy again.
If your answer is YES
5. Write on the dotted line: Toy can be made into a new toy. Draw the new toy.
After going through the steps of the procedure with students post the Stuffed Animal Data Sheet on
the board and point out the slight differences between it and the data sheet the class just went over.
Tell students that they will be using both types of data sheets for this experiment.
Explain that the toys are divided between three different stations around the classroom and by the end
of the experiment students will have worked at each station. Only two students can work at a station
at a time and each student will be responsible for observing two different toys at each station and
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recording their observations on the correct data sheet. Students can move on to the next station only
when after they have completed both data sheets for each toy. Students will begin working with the
toys that are currently available at their station but once they have completed their work for the first
toy a second toy will be brought out for them to observe. By the end of the experiment each student
will have observed and recorded information for 6 different toys!
o Notes: For each station, students will first observe and complete a data sheet for toys that are
assembled from small parts. Once they have completed a data sheet for the assembled toys,
you can hand out the non-assembled toys for them to observe. Check that each student is
filling in the appropriate data sheet for each toy and that each data sheet is completed before
they move on to the next station.
o Before students move to a new station, you will need to reassemble the toys to their initial
forms before being disassembled by students. The toys at each station should therefore be
presented to in the same form to each student. This will make filling out the Class Results table
much easier.
Explain
> Provide sufficient time for students to complete experimental portion of the investigation. Be sure to
continuously ask them to state what they are observing:
o Are all
toys the same? How are they similar? How are they different?
o Whichtoys are made of small parts? Which toys are not made of smaller parts?
o Whichtoys can be assembled into different forms?
o Whichtoys cannot be assembled into different forms?
> Once students have completed the investigation tell them they are ready to move on to the next step
of the scientific method. Ask students to recall the fifth step of the scientific method (Results) and post
the Results poster on the board as students write it next to Step 5 in their notebooks. Post the chart
paper labeled Step 5: Results on the board and ask students to recall the name of the tool scientists use
to write in all of the data they collected during an experiment (Table). Tell students that they will be
expected to fill in the table pasted in their notebooks as the class fills in the larger table together.
> Table: Call on one student at a time to help you fill in one row of the table. Make sure that each of the
following categories is represented on the table:
o Pattern Blocks
o Wild Wheels
o Flock of Fun
o Stuff animals
o Plastic Figurines
o Toy Balls
> After filling out the table as a class allow students time to complete the table in their notebooks.
> Tell students that they have done a lot of work and that they are almost done with the entire
experiment! There is just one more step they have to complete before they can inform your nephew of
the results from the experiment. Ask students to recall the last step of the scientific method
(Conclusion). Post the Conclusion poster on the board and have students write it next to Step 6 in their
science notebooks. Ask students why it's so important to have a conclusion at the end of their
experiment. Listen to their ideas and write them on the board.
Extend
> Pass out 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Quick Read: Conclusions and tell students that before
they dive into writing their own conclusions for this experiment they are going to get a refresher about
conclusions with a reading passage. Tell them that they have read this passage before as a class but
sometimes it's important to read things more than once because it sticks better in your mind.
> As a class read over the A-Z Quick Read. Go over the Brain Check questions at the end of the passage.
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Tell students they are ready to go back to their experiment and finish the last step. Ask students to
recall the question they were trying to answer with the experiment and write it on the board. (Can toys
be reassembled into new forms?) Turn students' attention to the table. Explain that the whole reason
that scientists like themselves do experiments is because they want to collect data (or information).
The table shows the results of all of the hard work the class had to put in in order to collect their data.
Ask students to look over the experiment's question again and then at the data in the table. Can they
answer the question? Tell them to look very carefully because the answer their question is in front of
their eyes.
Give students a moment to look over the table in silence.
Call students' attention and ask if any of them think they know the answer to the question. Encourage
them to use evidence from the table to back their responses. Listen to their responses then read over
the entire table. Explain that toys can be reassembled into new forms only when they are made up of
smaller parts. When toys are not made of smaller parts they cannot be reassembled into new forms,
for that reason they always stay the same. Highlight the areas in the table that support this concept.
Ask students if they can think of any more examples in their own lives where objects made of smaller
parts (other than toys) can be reassembled into different forms.
Tell students it's now time to write their conclusion. You will use these conclusions to explain these
findings to your nephew. Write the following questions on the board. Students are to answer them in
their science notebooks:
1. What is the answer to our question?
2. Did our results match your hypothesis?
3. Why can I reassemble my necklace made of beads into a bracelet but not my necklace made
out of a silver chain?
4. New questions and ideas:

Lesson 4: Traditional Knowledge
Estimated time:
Estimated time: 2-3, forty-fifty minute lessons
Note: Feel free to choose one of the two options (or both) provided in this particular lesson.
Teacher Prep (Option 1):
Teacher Prep (Option 2): Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or community
into the classroom to speak on them es related to the Overarching Question an d /o r Cultural Perspectives
(heat/substances) stated below. It is im portant to note that the ‘heritage cultural perspectives’ were
adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an overall context as well as
connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to reflect the culture of
Yakutat.
Overarching Investigative Question 1: How do people try to rem em ber things?
Heritage Cultural Perspective (Data)
Survival in Southeast Alaska involved the recording of data relating to natural resources. For example,
people would collect data related to a season’s fishing, hunting, and harvesting statistics. This would tell if
there w ere enough resources to survive the winter.
Lesson 5: Post-Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Post-Assessment2-PS1-2 (written component). An oral
com ponent of the assessm ent is available and can b used in conjunction with the w ritten component or as
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an alternative. In students’ science notebooks leave 1 page free for them to complete Parts 1 & 2 (you
may w ant to write these headings on the page to help organize responses) and glue/tape Part 3 directly
into their notebooks. Have available crayons an d /o r colored pencils. Write Part 2 of the Assessment on
the board:
1. The kitchen is a lot colder than my room.
2. Someone m ust have forgotten to close the door when they w ent outside.
Evaluate
> Tell students the time has come for a small test to see all of the things they just learned! Explain
th at there are three parts to the test.
> Pass out science notebooks and ask students to open their notebook to the page w here they will
complete parts 1 & 2 of the assessment.
> (Post Assessm ent Scenario) Read over the Post Assessment scenario to students.
> (Part 1 Scenario) Ask students to write down their thoughts at this time about the question. Which
friend can reassem ble their bridge and make a house using the same materials? Sarah or Sam? Tell
students they have to explain their answers.
> (Part 2 Short Answers) Tell students th at before they can begin the investigation they are going to
have to learn two very im portant words: Observations and Inferences. Turn their attention to the
board and read off the two examples. Tell students they are to write the word Observation under
the example th at they think dem onstrates it and Inference under the other example. They then
have to explain their thinking with at least one sentence.
> (Part 3 Table) When students have completed the first two parts of the assessm ent have them
focus on the table glued in their notebook. After explaining the directions ask students to complete
the table.
Lesson 6: Post Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Post-Assessment, which should be glued into their science
notebooks, as well as 1 copy per student if you w ant to adm inister the Summative Assessment Task (oral
com ponent of assessment). Construct an object made of Legos for each student, which they will use
during the assessment.
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Grade 2: Pre/Post-A ssessm ents (2-PS1-3)

Pre-/Post assessm ent worksheet: 2-PS1-3 (written component)
Part 1: Scenarios
Read the scenario aloud as a class and ask students to respond to it in their notebooks. Post-Assessment:
Draw a necklace
1. (Pre-Assessment Scenario) Your nephew plays with his toys every day. He is finally bored with the
toys and told you to throw them away. He said he can't make them do anything else. You decided
to observe these toys for yourself. Can they be made in (reassembled) into different toys?
2. (Post-Assessment Scenario) Explain th at you have two friends th at love to build things out of
different materials. They recently got into a competition with one another as to who could make
the strongest bridge out of m aterial found in their homes. Your friend Sam made his bridge out of
Popsicle sticks and your other friend Sarah her bridge out of a large piece of Styrofoam found on
the beach. After the competition the friends decided to start from scratch and reassemble the
m aterials to make a new object, this time a m iniature house. Which friend can reassemble their
bridge and make a house using the same materials?

Part 2: Short answ ers
Write the following examples on the board. Read them aloud as a class then have students identify the set
as either Observations or Inference. Have students explain their reasoning.
1. The kitchen is a lot colder than my room.
2. Som eone m ust have forgotten to close the door when they w ent outside.
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Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-3)
Part 2: Table
Explain to the class th at scientists use tables, like the one students have in their science notebooks, to
collect data (information). Today students are going to fill in the table the best they can. There are no
w rong answers; this is just a way to find out w hat we need to learn as a class before starting our project.
Directions:
1. Observe the object carefully.
2. Write the object's name in the middle column.
3. Can the object be made into something different? Draw a picture of a new object in column on the right.

Object

Name of Object

New Object

X
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Grade 2: Post-Assessment (2-PS1-3)

Summative Assessment Task: How can objects change?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-PS1-2 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient (1 pt.)

Proficient (2 pts)

Above Proficient (3 pts)

The student distinguishes
observations from inferences.

2-PS1-3

The student cannot distinguish
observations from inferences and
is unable to provide examples of
either.

The student distinguishes
observations from inferences or can
give at least one example of each.

The student distinguishes
observations from inferences and
can give at least one example of
each.

The student connects the
resemblance of objects to the
small pieces that make it up.

2-PS1-3

The student cannot connect the
resemblance of objects to the
smaller pieces that make it up.

The student connects that objects
can be reassembled into other
forms because it is made up of
smaller pieces and can cite
examples from class.

The student connects that objects
can be reassembled into other
forms because it is made of
smaller pieces and can cite
examples outside of class.

The student explains that the goal
of scientists is to ask/answer
questions about the natural
world.

2-PS1-3

The student cannot explain that
the goal of scientists is to
ask/answer questions about the
natural world.

The student explains that the goal
of scientists is to ask or answer
questions about the natural world.

The student explains that the goal
of scientists is to ask questions
about the natural
world and answer those
questions.
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st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i -3)

Pattern Blocks Data Sheet
W hat is the nam e of your toy?
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made of?

Draw Toy

Draw New Toy

Draw New Toy
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st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i -3)

Wild Wheels Data Sheet
W hat is the nam e of your t o y ? _____________________________
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made o f ? __________________________

Draw Toy

Draw New Toy
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i -3)

Safari Kingdom Data Sheet
W hat is the name of your t o y ? _____________________________
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made o f ? __________________________

Draw Toy

Draw New Toy
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-p s i -3)

Flock of Fun Data Sheet
W hat is the name of your t o y ? _____________________________
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made o f ? __________________________

Draw Toy

Draw New Toy
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-PS1-3)

Stuffed Animal Data Sheet
W hat is the name of your t o y ? _________________________
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made of?

Draw Toy

Can the toy be made into a new toy?
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-PS1-3)

Plastic Figurine Data Sheet
W hat is the name of your t o y ? _____________________________
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made o f ? __________________________

Draw Toy

Can the toy be made into a new toy?
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-PS1-3)

Toy Ball Data Sheet
W hat is the name of your t o y ? _____________________________
Is the toy made up of sm all parts?

Yes

No

How m any parts is it made o f ? __________________________

Draw Toy

Can the toy be made into a new toy?
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-PS1-3)
Observation Sheet

st u d e n t w o rk sh eets

(2-p s i -3)

Experiment: M aterials and Procedure

List of Materials
1

2.

5.

3.

6.

Steps for O ur Procedure
1. Observe the toy. Is the toy made of small parts? Circle YES or
NO on the data sheet. How many parts is it made of? Write
down your answer.
2. Draw what the toy looks on the data sheet. If the toy is made
up of small parts make sure to draw the different parts.
3. Ask yourself if the toy can be made into a new toy.
If your answer is NO
4. Write on the dotted line: Toy cannot be made into a new toy.
Draw the toy again.
If your answer is YES
5. Write on the dotted line: Toy can be made into a new toy.
Draw the new toy.
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s t u d e n t w o r k s h eets

(2-PS1-3)

Class Results
Name of Toy

Number of Parts

Could it be made
into a new t0y?
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Grade 2 (Grade Band K-2)
Unit 2: Physical Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Matter and its interactions
Investigation 4

Overarching Questions
^
^

How do scientists come to accept an idea about how the natural world works?
If something changes, can it ever go back to the way it was before?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand th at heating or cooling a substance can cause observable changes, which may or
may not be reversible. Students will also understand th at scientists use scientific argum entation to come
to agreem ents about how the natural world works and will be able to construct a scientific argum ent that
clearly states their claim and is supported by evidence th at was observed and recorded during class.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-PS1-4] Construct an argum ent with evidence th at some changes caused by heating or cooling can be
reversed and some cannot.
• Given a scenario and firsthand observations of multiple reactions the student will be able
to construct a claim supported by illustrations th at heating and cooling materials can cause
reversible and irreversible changes, at the 'proficient' level of a teacher made rubric.
•

After instruction students will be able to explain th at scientific argum entation is a process
scientists use to come to an agreem ent about how something in nature works, at the 'proficient'
level of a teacher made rubric.

•

Given a scenario based on content from a previous investigation the student will be able to
construct a scientific argum ent th at uses evidence from class during a previous investigation to
support a claim, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.

Vocabulary
Substance- is another name for material. Objects, liquids and powders are all substances.
Reversible- Something th at can be undone
Irreversible- Something th at cannot be undone.
Opinion- A person’s ideas or feelings th at cannot be proven. Key Words: Think, Believe, Best, Awful,
Great, Should, Never.
Facts- Something th at actually happened and can be proven. Key Words: Dates, Times, Numbers,
Statistics

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- W hat do you know?
> Pre-Assessment- 2-PS1-4 w ritten (1 per student)
> Un-labeled juice or snack (optional)
> Crayons an d /o r colored pencils
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
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Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
> Pp. 7-17 & 41-46 in “Keepers of the Earth” by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac
Lesson 3: How can we w rite our own scientific arguments?
Days 1-2: Fact vs. Opinion
> TeachersPayTeachers: It's a Fact! (Fact vs. Opinion) - lesson plan attached
> Sorting Activity (Teachers Pay Teachers: It's a Fact! pp. 8-12)
> “Scoot” (Teachers Pay Teachers: It's a Fact! pp. 13-19)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
> (Optional items): string/yarn and a hole punch
> Science notebooks
Days 3-5: Constructing science argum ents
> TeachersPayTeachers: Don’t Hate me Because I’m Beautiful - lesson plan attached
> Non-fiction reading m aterial for each student about animals th at look dangerous (but are mostly
harmless). Included in the kit:
o “Owls, Bats, Wolves and other Nocturnal Animals” by Kris Hirschmann
o “Spidermania: Friends on the Web” by Alexandra Siy
> Daddy Long Legs or Cellar Spider Photo Card
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: How does heating and cooling our snacks and drinks change them?
Day 1: The Role of a Chemist
> Science A-Z Career File: Chemist (1 copy per student)
> Student worksheet: Scientist Profile (1 copy per student)
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Double sided tape/glue
> Science notebooks
> Optional Materials: Heating and Cooling Matter: Can it be reversed? (TeachersPayTeachers
resource)
Day 2- W hat is Energy?
> Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher’s Guide: Energy is Everywhere
> Science A-Z Nonfiction Book: Energy is Everywhere! (3 levels provided)
> Scicne A-Z W ordsm art w orksheets (optional)
Day 3- O bservations/Problem
> Student worksheet: Tem perature-controlled vehicle (1 copy per student)
> Student worksheet: Food4Kids (1 copy per student)
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Hand lenses
> Small plastic cups (7) and napkins
> Science notebooks
> Food and beverages:
• Marshmallows
• Sliced Bread
• Banana (slices)
• Grape Juice
• Popcorn (kernels)
• Chocolate bar
• Pudding
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Day 4-5: Hypothesis/Procedure
> Scientific Method Posters
> Science notebooks
Days 6-8: Experiment
> Student worksheet: Data Sheets1 (2 copies per student)
> Student worksheet: Data Sheets2 (2 copies per student)
> Oven
> Freezer
> Tin/m etal cups (2)
> Pixie cups
> Tin foil trays (4)
> napkins
> Double sided tape/Glue
> Student notebooks
> Food and beverages (enough for the experim ent and for each student to have a serving)
• Marshmallows
• Sliced Bread
• Banana (sliced)
• Grape Juice
• Popcorn (kernels)
• Chocolate bar
• Pudding
Days 9-10: Results/Conclusion
Lesson 5: Post Assessment- W hat did you learn?
> Post-Assessment- w ritten (1 per student)
> Summative Assessment Task- oral com ponent (optional)
> Crayons an d /o r colored pencils
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation 4
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Students will complete Parts I-III of the Pre-Assessment (2-PS1-4). Label three pages in
students’ science notebooks with the following headings: Part 1- Fill in the Blank and Short Answer, Part
2- Critical Thinking and Part 3- Scenario. Make sufficient copies of Part 1 and glue/tape 1 w orksheet
under the appropriate heading in each science notebook. Make sufficient copies of Part 3 (just the 2
tables) and glue/tape both tables under the appropriate heading in the science notebooks but rem em ber
to leave a full page available before gluing in the tables. The assessm ent requires students to write down
their claim to a question before filling in the tables. During the investigation students will assume the role
of a chemist who has been recently hired by a company called, Food4Kids. The students will work
collectively as a team for the company to examine how shifts in tem perature during transportation can
affect the properties of different products (food and beverage). As an engagem ent com ponent of the
investigation, you may w ant to bring in a sample of the company's food an d /o r beverage “product” to
serve to students so th at they can begin thinking like a professional chemist. For more background
information refer to pp. 46-61 in Usborne Illustrated Elementary Science Dictionary).
Engagement/Elicit
> Begin the lesson by telling students th at they will be embarking on a new investigation over the
next couple of weeks examining different food and beverage products. Explain that for this
investigation they will take on the role of a chemist who has just recently graduated from the
University of Fairbanks, Alaska. Ask students to volunteer ideas of w hat they think a chemist is or
does. List to students’ ideas and then fill in any gaps:
o In order to understand the role of a chemist it is im portant to review w hat we know about
materials. Everything in the universe from a grain of sand to the biggest star is made of
stuff. In science, types of stuff are called materials. W hat are some materials th at w e’ve
learned about in class? (Wood, aluminum, plastic, fabric, copper, Styrofoam, steel, etc). We
know th at m aterials can be described by their properties. W hat is a property? W hat are
some properties we observed during our investigation with materials? (Rigid, fragile, color,
insulate, shiny, slippery, reflective, transparent, etc). Why was it im portant th at we learned
about the properties of different types of materials? It is im portant because materials can
be used for different jobs. Knowing their properties can help us know w hat material to use
for which purpose. The people th at help us do th at are chemists. They love to study the
properties and the small parts that describe all different kinds of materials. The
information they gather from their investigations helps people understand how to use
m aterials in many areas such medicine, construction, and technology. To make it easier,
scientists use one w ord to lump all the materials in the world and universe together,
m atter. (pp. 46-47 in Illustrated Elementary Science Dictionary).
> Tell students th at over the investigation they will think of each other as a team th at works for a
company called, Food4Kids, th at is based in Fairbanks. Explain th at the company is going to start
selling its food and drinks in states outside of Alaska such as Florida. The problem is th at the
ow ner is thinking of ignoring transportation rules other companies use to keep their food safe
during long journeys. Explain th at this would be like loading up all the food in your house onto a
ferry going to Anchorage, transferring th at food onto a plane headed for Florida, and finally
storing th at food on a truck for 6 more hours before it finally arrives at a store where it will be
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sold to people. Ask students how long they think this process would take. Would the food be the
same after a long journey? W hat are some things th at could change the food? Explain th at many
people at the company are w orried about this and need our help collecting some data. Chemists
will then have to write up a scientific argum ent and present it to the company owner.
Tell students th at their boss at Food4Kids wants them to complete an activity before getting to
work.
Ask students to open their notebooks to Part 1 of the assessment. Read over the directions and
have students complete questions 1-2.
Once students have completed Part 1 read over the directions and scenario for Part 2. Students
are to construct a scientific argum ent based on the scenario. Remind them th at this is not a test
b ut a way to find out how much they know about the topic so th at lessons can be planned better.
They are only expected to do their best.
Part 3 of the assessm ent only requires th at you read over the Pre-Assessment Scenario component
to students. This will give them more background about the investigation. After you have read
over the scenario students are to write down a claim, which is a statem ent about they think based
on w hat they know, to the question: How does heating and cooling our snacks change them? Tell
them to take a m om ent to think about the question and decide w hat they feel about it. Before they
w rite their claim students should also think about the reasons (or evidence) th at helped them
form their claim. Once students have w ritten their claim they will draw their reasons, based on
w hat they have seen or read about, in the tables. Go over each table with the class.

Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
Estimated time: 2-3, forty-fifty minute lessons
Note: Feel free to choose one of the two options (or both) provided in this particular lesson.
Teacher Prep (Option 1): Read and familiarize yourself with the Parts 1 & 2 of Keepers of the Earth,
which provides guidance on how to successfully im plement the stories and activities in the text. In
addition, read over the following story and activities th at will be used throughout the lesson: Loo-Wit, The
Fire-Keeper (pp. 41-44), Activities: The Energy Experience -Procedure A only (pp. 44-45) and Care PairProcedure A &B (pg. 46).
Teacher Prep (Option 2): Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or community
into the classroom to speak on them es related to the Overarching Question an d /o r Cultural Perspectives
(heat/substances) stated below. It is im portant to note that the ‘heritage cultural perspectives’ were
adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an overall context as well as
connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to reflect the culture of
Yakutat.
Overarching Question 1: How did tem perature change the properties of materials?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Heat)
Traditionally, one way to cook foods involved the digging of a pit. Food would be w rapped in skunk
cabbage and covered with a layer of soil. Then, hot rocks would be placed over the soil. The heat from the
rocks would cook the food quickly. This method was used to cook fish and meats.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on substances)
Traditionally, Native people rendered substances such as seal fat and hooligan into oil. While this
changed the state of the fat from solid to liquid, the oil still had all the elements of the fat.
Overarching Question 2: How did the Tlingit com e to agree with one another about natural
phenomena?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Facts)
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Since Native peoples lived in tune with their environment, they established many facts related to natural
phenomena. For example, after a dry summer, they knew there would be fewer salmon to harvest.
Consequently, there would be fewer salmon returning to the spawning grounds. This in turn would cause
the bears to seek food in other locations, such as berry patches and smoke houses.
Lesson 3: How can w e w rite our own scientific arguments?
Estimated Time: 5-6, forty-fifty minute lessons
*Note: The objective of Lesson 2 is to introduce the concept and fram ework of scientific argum ent
through a series of interactive activities and lecture, which ultimately guide students through the process
of constructing an argum ent based on facts rather than opinion. The materials utilized in this lesson were
purchased from web-based marketplace, TeachersPayTeachers, and are attached at the end of the
investigation. Feel free to utilize the m aterials in a m anner th at is m ost useful for the classroom since the
lesson provided (below) dem onstrates only in which the materials can be implemented.

Days 1-2: Fact vs. Opinion
Teacher Prep: Days 1-2 of the lesson will introduce students to the factors th at distinguish fact from
opinion through hands on activities using the TeachersPayTeachers resource, It’s a Fact! Read over pp. 8
12 and familiarize yourself with the Sorting Activity then print and laminate materials on the following:
pp. 4-7, pp. 9 (make four copies of this sheet), pp. 10-12 (make 4 copies of these sheets). Print and make 1
copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Sm art worksheet. Cut out the previously
laminated m aterials (p. 9 and pp. 10-12) and organize the materials into four separate piles (each pile
should have one copy of the Fact and Opinion sheets).
Teacher Prep: Read over pp. 13-19 and familiarize yourself with the Scoot activity then print and
laminate pp. 14-17. Cut up the sheets into the individual scoot cards and distribute them around the
room in areas th at will be visible to students. One method to do this can include tying each card to a piece
of yarn or string (which would require a hole puncher) then hanging each card from the ceiling from an
appropriate height where students can easily read them. Make 1 copy per student of the Fact vs. Opinion
Recording Sheet (p. 18).
Engagement
> Ask students to think about a time when they had an argum ent with a friend, classmate or sibling.
W hat was the argum ent about? W hat did they say to convince the other person th at they were
right? How would their argum ent end? Was one person more convincing then the other?
> Ask the class if they have ever tried to convince their parents to let them have/do X? (This can be
any topic ranging from ice-cream before bed, skipping school, getting a pet, not wash their hands,
etc.) Invite a willing student up to the front of the class to have a mock argum ent about a specific
topic where the student represents him /herself and you represent their parent. The student
wants X and needs to convince you th at it is a good idea. Before engaging in the argum ent tell the
class they m ust listen very carefully to the points each side makes. Engage in a short argum ent
with the student, making sure to present facts related to the topic.
> After the argument, turn to the class and ask the class to volunteer good points from the argument,
starting with the student then you. Write down examples from the argum ent on the board in two
columns; one column should represent the facts while the other column presents the opinions.
(Don’t label the columns yet!)
Explore
> Tell the class you separated the points from the argum ent into two columns; one column
represents opinions and the other represents facts. Tell the class they will figure out which is
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which later on b ut first students have to know w hat the differences are between the two. Ask
students why it may im portant for them to learn about facts and opinions in the first place? Do
scientists prefer to use facts or opinions? Ask students to volunteer ideas of some differences
betw een facts and opinions. Record their ideas on the board.
Explain to the class th at they will w ork in groups on a sorting activity.
Separate the class into four small groups. Each group should receive 1 set of the laminated Fact
and Opinion cards (p. 9 in It's a Fact!) as well as 1 set of the fact and opinion example cards (pp.
10-12 in It's a Fact!). Ask students to keep these cards facedown for now.
Tell the class th at each group has been given 24 different statem ents th at can be classified as fact
or an opinion. Groups are to w ork together and sort the statem ents one at a time into one of these
categories. (It may be easier if students pick up one statem ent at a time so th at they don’t get
overwhelmed and frustrated by the task).
Give the class sufficient time to complete the activity.

Explain
> At the completion of the activity call students back to their seats and ask them to turn to the
W ordsmart Worksheets glued into their notebooks. Post and read over the Fact and Fact Keywords
posters (p. 4 and 6 in It's a Fact! teacher resource) up in front of the class and provide a few
examples before asking students to volunteer other examples of facts. Have students record the
new vocabulary word in their notebooks on the W ordsmart Worksheets before introducing the
Opinion and Opinion Keywords posters (p. 5 and 7 in It's a Fact! teacher resource).
Explore/Extend
> Tell students th at with their new knowledge the class will complete the sorting activity. Each
group is to look over the statem ents they sorted earlier into Fact and Opinion piles and change
anything th at doesn’t look right. Once students have had an opportunity to look over and change
the statem ents, call the class over and review the statem ents together.
Extend (optional)
> Play Scoot (pp. 13-19 of It's a Fact! teacher resource).

Days 3-7: W hat are Scientific Arguments?
Teacher Prep: Days 3-6 of the lesson will introduce students to the concept of scientific argum entation
and will take them through the process of writing their first argument. Read over the following to
familiarize yourself with the material: Don 't Hate Me because I 'm Beautiful (pp. 2-6). This component of
the lesson will require reading material for each student about an animal th at appears dangerous but is
actually quite harmless. The following books would be good resources for students to use for the lesson’s
activity but feel free to utilize other materials th at are available: “Owls, Bats, Wolves and other Nocturnal
Animals” by Kris Hirschmann and “Spiderania: Friends on the Web” by Alexandra Siy. Print and make 1
copy per student of the following from Don't Hate Me because I'm Beautiful: pp. 2-6. Leave at least 2
notebook sheets available before gluing/taping pp. 5-6 into students’ notebooks. You may also w ant to
print and laminate the Daddy Long Legs/Cellar Spider Photo Card to use as a visual during the lesson.
Write the following question on the board: W hat are Scientific Arguments?
Engagement/Elicit
> Tell students th at as chemists working for the company, Food4Kids, they are going to write and
present a scientific argum ent to the owner of the company. The owner is thinking of doing away
with safety practices th at have to do with tem perature control. This could have a big effect on food
and beverages th at travel long distances to get to the place where they will be sold.
> Before students can write their own scientific arguments, w hat do they have to learn first? (What
a scientific argum ent is!)
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> Ask students w hat comes to mind when they hear the word argument. You can write their ideas
on the board. W hat is a scientific argument? Tell students to take a few minutes to write down
their ideas in their scientific notebooks.
Explore
> Write the following statem ent on the board, All animals th at look scary are dangerous. Ask the
students w hat they think about this statem ent and then explain you heard it on a commercial the
other day while watching television. This got you thinking. Could this be true? It doesn’t seem like
it would be but if it was said on the television maybe it is. Tell the class you decided to do some
research about the Daddy Long Legs (also known as the Cellar Spider) since it is a very scary
looking animal. Go around the room and show students the Daddy Long Legs/Cellar Spider Photo
Card . After gathering some evidence and strong facts put together a scientific argument.
> Read the Daddy Long Legs argum ent (p. 2 of Don 't Hate Me because I'm Beautiful teaching
resource) to the class at least two times. Before reading it a second time ask students to really
listen for your claim , which they will be writing down in their notebooks.
Explain
> Explain th at a claim is som eone’s statem ent (or ideas) about something they think is true.
> You may w ant to model w hat a claim is for students. Write down a basic statem ent (i.e. Dogs are
always larger than cats.) on the board and explain th at it represents the idea of either your friend
or a group of people. Tell students th at w henever we hear an idea, either from one person or a
group of people, it usually takes a m om ent for us to decide w hat we think about it. This is our
claim, and it can be w ritten down or stay in our heads. Our claims don’t always agree with w hat
we hear or w hat other people think, and th at is OK! Write down your claim to the statem ent on the
board (i.e. Dogs are not always larger than cats). A scientific argum ent always starts off with a
claim, and it usually w ritten in a simple ways because all the evidence and facts th at support it
comes later. Have students state their claims to the statem ent too.
> Return to your argum ent about Daddy Long Legs. Turn students attention to the statem ent you
w rote earlier on the board, All animals th at look scary are dangerous. Reiterate th at your claim
will respond to this idea. Read over the Daddy Long Legs argum ent slowly to the class a second
time then have students w rite down the claim in their notebooks. Discuss students’ ideas as a
class, and then w rite your claim on the board under the original statem ent.
Explore
> If students are having a difficult time identifying the claim in the argument, provide additional
practice th at requires them to identify and record claims to various statem ents in their science
notebooks. Examples of statem ents can include:
o All clouds are the same.
o Plants only need soil to grow and live.
o In the animal world, parents don’t take care of their young.
o The Sun does not rise and set everyday.
> As students are w riting their claims, make sure they are writing statem ents to the idea and not
providing details.
> Tell students you will read your argum ent again. They are to listen carefully and figure out w hat
comes after a claim in a scientific argument. Read the argum ent again slowly to the class.
> After re-reading the argum ent ask students to volunteer ideas of w hat came after the claim.
Students will m ost likely re-state facts they heard in the argument; record these on the board
under the claim. The end result may look similar to the following:

All anim als that look scary are dangerous. (Idea from commercial)
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Not all anim als that look poisonous or scary are dangerous. (Claim)
The Daddy Long Legs has never harm ed a human. (FACT)
There is no evidence th at this spider is harmful. (FACT)
The fangs of this spider are not long enough to penetrate the skin. (FACT)
A bite from a Daddy Long Legs can cause a tem porary burning feeling, but th at is all. (FACT)
The Daddy Long Legs helps control the populations of other spiders because they eat them.
(FACT)

Explain
> Ask students w hat comes after a claim in a scientific argument. (Facts) Explain th at when
scientists w rite an argum ent they not only have to write their claim th at states w hat they think but
need to include facts. Tell the class th at before you w ent and did research on the topic you w eren’t
sure w hat to think because you did not have all the facts. After reading about the Daddy Long Legs
you knew th at the idea from the commercial (All animals th at look scary are dangerous) was not
true. To many people, the Daddy Long Legs is a scary looking animal. But is this spider dangerous?
(No!)
Explore
> Tell students they are going to practice recording facts. Pass out the student w orksheets (pp. 3 &4
of Don't Hate Me Because I'm Beautiful teaching resource) one at a time.
Extend
> Students will practice writing a scientific argument. Have available books on animals for students
to look through during this portion of the lesson. Students are to respond to the idea from the
commercial: All animals th at are scary looking are dangerous. Their arguments will include their
claim and 3-4 facts about a particular scary looking animal th at is not dangerous. Facts found
through research can be recorded on page 5 of Don't Hate Me Because I'm Beautiful teaching
resource and final argum ents w ritten on p. 6. Both w orksheets should be glued into students’
science notebooks.

Lesson 4: How do heating and cooling snacks and beverages change them?
Estimated Time:
Note: An optional source of m aterials is attached at the end of the investigation: Heating and Cooling
Matter: Can it be reversed? (TeachersPayTeachers resource). Feel free to substitute w orksheets an d /o r
activities with those described in this resource.

Day 1: The role of a Chemist
Teacher Prep : Read over the background information th at is included with this investigation. Make 1
copy per student of the Science A-Z Career File: Chemist and Student Worksheet: Scientist Profile, which
should be glued/taped in students' notebooks. Have available coloring utensils and students’ science
notebooks.
Engage/Elicit
> Begin the lesson by reiterating the project students will be working on over the next two weeks:
> Students will assume the role o f a chemist that works fo r a company called Food4Kids. Food4Kids
began by making and selling healthy and tasty snacks fo r schools around Fairbanks. Overtime time
the company grew and started selling its products all over the state o f Alaska a t stores like Fred
Myers! The company has done so well that the owner now wants to begin selling its healthy snacks
and drinks a t stores in other states like California and Florida. But there is a problem that needs to be
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resolved. Since Alaska is very big and fa r aw ay from other states the snacks and drinks will spend a
lot o f time traveling by the van. Sometimes the tem perature in the van can g e t as hot as an oven (200
degrees Fahrenheit) or as cold as a freezer (_
degrees Fahrenheit)! The owner o f the company
is not worried about this and thinks people are overreacting. In fact, he is thinking o f telling
employees to ignore the safety practices all companies follow when they have to transport food long
distances. Many employees a t the company are worried about this because they don't know how the
snacks and beverages will hold up if the tem perature is not controlled. Your job as the company's
team o f chemists is to figure out: Does heating and cooling the snacks and drinks cause irreversible
changes? Results from you r experiment will be written as an argument and presented to the
company's owner.
> Ask students w hat things they need to know in order to complete this task. Write their ideas on
the board.
> Tell students th at to play the p art of a chemist they are going to have to learn more about w hat a
chemist does. Ask the class to volunteer ideas of the role of a chemist in science and write their
ideas on the board.
Explore
> Pass out the Science A-Z Career File to each student. Have students take a m om ent to look over the
title, pictures and captions of the reader before making predictions on w hat it is about. Read the
file together as a class and then discuss its main points.
> After discussing the Career File each student is to complete the Scientist Profile w orksheet th at is
glued inside his or her notebooks.

Day 2- What is Heat?
Teacher Prep: Review the concept of energy with the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book: Energy is Everywhere!
Is available in three different reading levels. Refer to the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher's Guide:
Energy is Everywhere for suggestions and ideas on how to present the reading m aterial in class. Focus on
the concepts of heat and energy during the reading. It would be beneficial to have students review the
following vocabulary words before they begin the nonfiction book (the Science A-Z W ordsmart
w orksheets can be copied and pasted into students notebooks and used to review vocabulary):
• Reversible- Something th at can be undone
• Irreversible- Something th at cannot be undone.
• Energy- The ability to do w ork or make a change.
• Heat- energy th at brings w arm th you can feel
• Change- To make something different or to become different.
Day 3-4 Observations/Question/Hypothesis
Teacher Prep: Print 1 copy per student of the following worksheets: Temperature-controlled vehicle
and Food4Kids. Today students will make and record observations of the following “Food4Kids” products
th at will be tested in the experiment: Marshmallows, sliced bread, banana slices, grape juice, popcorn
kernels, chocolate bar and pudding. Decide the best set-up for the observation stations but make sure to
put each “product” into a different container than w hat the food/beverage came in originally (i.e. napkin
or small plastic cup). You will need to have a sufficient supply of the snacks/beverage so that students are
able to have a sample of each. This is an im portant com ponent of the investigation since students will
study w hether the products have been perm anently changed after being subjected to heat. Also have
available hand lenses and colored pencils/crayons at the observation station as well as the Scientific
Method Posters to use as visuals throughout the investigation.
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Explore
> Tell students they are ready to begin their investigation today! Ask them to recall the type of
scientist they represent and the company they are working for. (Chemist, Food4Kids)
> Put the Scientific Method Cards face down on the floor and ask 2 volunteers to arrange them in
order. Once the cards are arranged in order ask the rest of the class to provide input if they think
any cards need to be arranged differently (Correct Order: Observation, Problem, Hypothesis,
Experiment, Results, Conclusion).
> Ask the class to name the first step of the scientific method (Observation). Students should w rite
Step #1 Observation at the top of the page in their scientific notebooks. Explain to the classroom
of chemists th at over the course of the investigation they will study 7 different types of Food4Kids
items, which are set up at stations around the room. Most of the items are snacks while 1 is a
beverage. Chemists are to use their senses to observe each item one at a time and then construct a
diagram of each (drawing + labels) in their notebooks. Hand lenses are available to get a closer
look and the chemists' are allowed to sample each item. The team will record observations as
labeled diagrams, w rite down any questions th at come to mind during their process, then come
together to discuss their findings.
> Allow sufficient time for students to observe and construct their diagrams.
Explain
> Call the chemists back to discuss their findings. How did they record their observations? W hat
senses did they use? W hat did the items looks, feel and taste like?
> Tell the team they have completed the first step of the investigation. Ask them to recall the step
th at follows the observation phase. (Problem) At the top of the next available page chemists
should w rite Step #2 Problem. Ask the team to recall the problem th at they are trying figure out
over the course of this investigation. You may have to provide a brief synopsis of the scenario
through probing questions to jostle the chemists’ memories since there is a lot of information to
grapple with in this investigation. Questions can include:
o W hat role are the students’ playing in this investigation?
o W hat is the name of the company they w ork for?
o W hat does the company do? Where is the company located?
o W hat does the ow ner w ant to do with the company?
o Does the tem perature in the van stay the same?
o Why are people w orried about selling items in places th at are farther away?
o W hat is the job of the chemists?
o W hat does it mean if something is reversible? Irreversible?
> W rite the question of the investigation on the board and have the team write it down in their
notebooks: Does heating and cooling snacks and drinks cause irreversible changes?
> Tell the team they are going to learn a little bit more about the problem. Pass out the TemperatureControlled Vehicle and Food4Kids Vehicle worksheets to the chemists and read them over together.
Discuss the readings with the class:
o How many types of vehicles did the readings discuss?
o W hat can a tem perature controlled vehicle do?
o How is the Food4Kids van different from the tem perature controlled vehicle?
o W hat problems is the Food4Kids van having? How hot can the van get? How cold can the
van get?
> Ask the chemists to study the pictures on both sheets closely on their own or with a partner.
After a moment, ask chemists w hat they notice is different between the Foods4Kids van and the
tem perature controlled vehicle. (Students may say th at the tem perature controlled vehicle has a
refrigerator, insulation and fans).
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> Tell the team of chemists th at they have just completed step 2 of the scientific method. W hat is the
third step of the scientific method? (Hypothesis) Ask the team to recall the meaning of a
hypothesis. Before the students write out their hypothesis to the question have them think back to
their observations of the various Food4Kids items and recall the different types of food and
beverages th at w ere observed and recorded in their notebooks. Were any of these items similar to
food and beverages they have at home? W hat have they observed at home when a family member
or friend applies heat to different foods when cooking? W hat can we infer will happen when food
is heated? Can changes to food be reversed after it’s heated? W hat can we infer will happen when
food is cooled? Can changes to food be reversed after it is cooled?
> Tell students to use their inferences to write out a hypothesis:
o I predict th at heating food w ill______________________ (reversible/irreversible) because
o

I predict th at cooling food w ill_______________________ (reversible/irreversible) because

Day 5-6: Procedure
Teacher Prep: Have available the scientific m ethod posters and science notebooks.
Explain
> Tell the team of chemists they will start planning the experim ent today and put it into action by
next class.
> Put the Scientific Method Cards face down on the floor and ask 2 volunteers to arrange them in
order. Once the cards are arranged in order ask the rest of the class to provide input if they think
any cards need to be arranged differently (Correct Order: Observation, Problem, Hypothesis,
Experiment, Results, Conclusion). Tell the team th at they completed the first three steps of the
scientific method and are ready to begin the fourth step. Ask chemists to volunteer the name of the
fourth step and the two components th at make it up. (Experiment; Material List and Procedure)
> Chemists should w rite Step #4: Experiment at the top of the page in their science notebooks. Do
the same on the board.
> Beneath the heading on the board, write: Material List. Chemists should do the same in their
notebooks. As a team, discuss the types of materials th at the team will need in order to carry out
the procedure of the experiment. Tell the team to think about w hat they know so far about the
investigation and the question they are trying to answer. Write down students ideas on the board
and instruct them to do the same in their notebooks. The material list should look similar to the
following:
o Pencils
o Data sheets (1 to test for hot, 1 to test for cold)
o 5 different foot items and 1 beverage from Food4Kids (Marshmallows, Sliced Bread,
Banana (sliced), Grape Juice, Chocolate bar, Pudding)
o Oven
o Freezer
o Timer
o Tin foil trays (to put the food on-4)
o Napkins/small
> Ask the team w hat comes next after the list of materials has been written. Remind the team that
this is similar to the steps of a recipe, which tell the Chef how to prepare a dish. (Procedure) Write
“Procedure” under the list of m aterials on the board, and have the chemists do the same in their
notebooks. As a team, come up with a few steps to carry out the procedure. You may w ant to have
chemists brainstorm in their notebooks first and then call a team discussion so th at chemists can
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present their ideas in front of the group. Listen to students’ ideas and construct a list of steps on
the board th at should look similar to the following (you may w ant to dem onstrate the setup to the
class as you write steps down):

Procedure
Day 1 of Experiment
1. Preheat school oven to 200° F.
2. Make 3 groups of the items: Heated Items (Set 1), Cooled Items (Set 2), Items to
be observed/tasted (Set 3).
3. Divide Set 1 between two aluminum pans. Do the same for Set 2.
4. Put Set 1 in school oven for 20 minutes. Put Set 2 in school freezer overnight.
5. Observe Set 3 items. Record observations on Data Sheet1 and Data Sheet2
(column 1).
6. (after 20 minutes) Remove Set 1 aluminum pans from oven. Observe items and
record on Data Sheet 1. Do not eat! Leave overnight.

Day 2 of Experiment
7. Observe Set 1 and complete Data Sheet1. Do final taste test.
8. Remove Set 2 from school freezer. Record observations on Data Sheet3. Leave
overnight.

Day 3 of Experiment
9. Observe Set 2 and record observations on Data Sheet3. Do final taste test.
> Chemists should record steps of procedure into notebooks.
> Record the steps of the procedure on a large sheet of chart paper to refer to during the next lesson.

Days 6-8: Experiment
Teacher Prep: Print 1 copy per student of Data Sheet1 and Data Sheet2 w orksheets and paste into
student' science notebooks. You will need to have access to the school’s oven and freezer so coordinate
accordingly. Have a sufficient am ount of the food and beverage items (Marshmallows, Sliced bread, sliced
bananas, grape juice, chocolate bar, pudding) to divide into three groups (as stated in the experiment's
procedure above). Divide Sets 1&2 betw een two aluminum pans. You may w ant to make the pans with a
perm anent marker. Juice can go in a tin/m etal cup. Refer to the following diagram for clarification:

Set 1: Heated Items
Sliced Bananas 4 !uf

Marshmallows

,

jv _

;
Set 2:

■•

■' ■

■

wpi« 1111pm i i
Sliced Bread

■ " - ’ ■.I

^y

K:V

Sliced Bananas

■ ■■■.Chocolate Bar

'

Cooled Items
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Puddin

Grape Juice

k iU M M X A iilB a

-

-

Set 3: Items to be Observed and Eaten!

r

Marshmallows

(1 serving per student to observe & sample)

Sliced Bread

(1 serving per student to observe & sample)

Popcorn Kernels
Sliced Banana

(1 serving per student to observe & sample)

Chocolate Bar

(1 piece for each student to observe & sample)

Pudding

(1 serving per student to observe & sample)

Grape Juice

(1 small cup per student to observe & sample)
J

Explore

> Preheat oven to 200° F.
> Tell the team of chemists they will begin their investigation today! Ask the team to recall the
question they are trying to answer. (Does heating and cooling snacks and drinks cause irreversible
changes?) What does it mean to heat something? (To make something warmer by increasing the
energy). What does it mean to cool something? (To making something cooler by decreasing/taking
away energy). What does it mean to if something is reversible? Give an example. What does it
mean if something is irreversible? Give an example(s).
> Post the steps of the procedure on the board and review it as a team as well as the 6 items the
chemists will be investigating.
> Tell the team that you have already started to preheat the oven at 200°F (step 1 of procedure).
Show the team the two sets of aluminum pans. Explain that each set of pans has the same type and
amount of food and beverage items. Why is this important? Set 1 will be the items that get heated
in the oven, Set 2 will be the items that get cooled in the freezer and Set 3 will be the items that the
chemists get to observe (including taste!) and record in column 1 of their data sheets (step 2 and 3
of procedure). Tell the chemists it is time to put Set 1 in the oven for 20 minutes and Set 2 in the
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freezer, which will stay overnight. If chemists ask why Set 1 doesn’t get to stay in the oven as long
as Set 2 stays in the freezer, explain th at you only get a limited am ount of time to use the oven.
> Put Set 1 in oven and Set 2 in freezer (Step 4 of Procedure).
> Back in the classroom set the chemists up so th at they can sample and draw all 6 food and
beverage items in the first column of Data Sheet1 and Data Sheet2. Explain th at the items are at
room tem perature. W hat does it mean to be at room tem perature? (The items are the same
tem perature as the air around them. They are not any hotter or colder than the air at this time.)
You may need to review the structure of the data sheets since they distinguish between the heated
and cooled items. Chemists are to record the appearance and taste of each item before it was
heated and cooled (Step 5 of procedure).
> Remove Set 1 from the oven after 20 minutes. Have chemists record their observations of the food
and beverage items in the second column of Data Sheet1. (Step 6 of procedure) Chemists will need
to determ ine w hether each food item can be reversed after heating. Chemists will need to focus on
the appearance and taste of each item and compare it how the food looked and tasted before it
was heated.
> Tell the team they will w ait to fill in the last column of the data sheet for the following day. Why is
it im portant for the team to wait? (The food and beverage items are still very hot and therefore
need time to get back to room tem perature. Once the items are at room tem perature it’s easier to
see if the changes are reversible or irreversible.)
Following Day
> Continue with experiment. Have chemists record observations (including taste!) of the food
and beverage items from Set 1 in the last column of Data Sheet1 (Step 7 of procedure)
Chemists will need to determ ine w hether each food item can be reversed after heating. To do
this they need to focus on the appearance and taste of each item and compare it how the food
looked and tasted before it was heated.
> Remove Set 2 from the freezer and have chemists’ record observations (including taste) of the
food and beverage items in the second column of Data Sheet2 (Step 8 of procedure).
> Tell the team they will w ait to fill in the last column of the data sheet for the following day.
Why is it im portant for the team to wait? (The food and beverage items are still very cold and
therefore need time to get back to room tem perature. Once the items are at room
tem perature it’s easier to see if the changes are reversible or irreversible.)
(Follow ing Day)
Days 9-10: Results/Conclusion
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Results w orksheet and glue each into students’ science
notebooks.
Explain
> Continue with experiment. Have chemists record observations (including taste!) of the food
and beverage items from Set 2 in the last column of Data Sheet2 (Step 9 of procedure).
Chemists will need to determ ine w hether each food item can be reversed after heating. To do
this they need to focus on the appearance and taste of each item and compare it how the food
looked and tasted before it was heated.
> Tell the team they have finished the experim ent phase of the investigation! It is now time to
move on to Step 5 of the scientific method. Take out the Scientific Method posters and have
two chemists volunteer to arrange them in order. Ask the team to look over the arrangem ent
of the steps and recommend any changes to the order. Once the whole class has agreed upon a
final order, as the chemists to name the step they will begin working on next. (Results) W hat
do you do during the results stage of the scientific method? (Organize all the data/inform ation
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th at was gathered during the experim ent so that it is easier to study. Once the data is
organized it can be analyzed. This means trying to see how it can help you answ er the original
question)
> Tell the team to open their notebooks to the Results worksheet. How is the data going to be
organized? (In a table) Ask the chemists to take a minute to look over the table to determine
how they should go about filling it out. Have the chemists volunteer ideas. (They will fill out
one table at a time. The name of each item th at was used in the experim ent will be w ritten in
the first column; i.e. Marshmallow, Chocolate Bar, Pudding, etc. Then students are to check
only one of the boxes after it depending on w hether the changes to the item were reversible
or irreversible.)
> Remind chemists th at if a change is reversible the item was able to return to the way it was
before the heating and cooling. A change is considered irreversible if the item could not go
back to the way it was before.
o Note: Students may have a hard time with the pudding and chocolate bar. Unless they
get burned, the changes to these snacks can be considered reversible. They may look
different after being heated but they don’t taste different. Taste is a good indicator
w hether a change is reversible or not.
> Once the team has finished filling out the results table have a discussion about the significance
of the data. Can the team answ er the question: Does heating and cooling snacks and beverages
cause irreversible changes? W rite students ideas on the board, prom pting them to back up
ideas with evidence from the investigation and the results table. The chemists should take
away th at heating will usually cause irreversible changes in some foods and beverages and
sometimes reversible changes in others (like the chocolate and pudding). Cooling on the other
hand usually causes reversible changes in foods and beverages. Ask the chemists why they
think heating causes more irreversible changes than cooling? (When a food/beverage is
heated, energy is being added but when something is being cooled energy is being taken away.
Energy is the ability to do w ork or make a change. So if more energy in the form of heat is
being added a food or beverage is likely to change into something different) Can the chemists
think of times when cooling can cause irreversible changes? (Meats th at get freezer burned)
Extend
> Once the team has finished filling out the results table they are ready for the final step of the
investigation. Ask the team to recall the name of the final step of the investigation.
(conclusion). Chemists should w rite Step #6: Conclusion at the top of a page in their science
notebooks and Dear Mr. Locket on the first line.
> Tell the team th at the conclusion for the investigation will be a scientific argum ent w ritten in
the form of a letter to the owner (Mr. Locket). Ask the chemists to recall the purpose of the
investigation. (Owner of, Food4Kids, wants to begin selling the company’s products in states
outside of Alaska. That means more transportation time for various food and beverage items.
Despite the fact th at the company’s vans are quite old and can expose the food and beverages
to really hot or low tem peratures, the owner does not think th at this will change the products.
In fact, he wants to use the same vans even if the tem perature inside the vans cannot be
controlled.) Write the problem out on the board: Heating and cooling snacks and drinks does
not cause irreversible changes.
> Reiterate th at this is the opinion of Mr. Locket and th at it was the chemists’ job to find out w hat
happens when food and beverages are exposed to really hot and cold tem peratures. Now that
they know, the team m ust present their information to Mr. Locket.
> Tell the team it is their job to write an argum ent to the owner using evidence from their
experiment. W hat does a scientific argum ent need to have? (A claim, which state w hat you
think and facts th at support your claim). Write the word CLAIM on the board under the
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investigation’s question. Tell chemists to take a m om ent to read over the problem and form
their claim in their head. Do they agree with the problem? Do they disagree? When they have
formed the claim in their head the chemists are ready to record it as a complete sentence in
their notebooks.
> Once students have finished writing their claims ask the team w hat comes next in a scientific
argument? (Evidence and facts). Tell the chemists they m ust 3 sentences using the evidence
they learned from the investigation th at supports their claim. Why do they think w hat they
think? W hat information have they learned th at helped them form their claim?
> After chemists have w ritten 3 sentences to support their claim they are ready to w rite 1-2 final
sentences to conclude their argum ent to Mr. Locket. These last sentences provide suggestions
to Mr. Locket th at can help keep the company’s food and beverages unchanged by the time
they arrive at their new destination. Should Mr. Locket keep the old vans or purchase new
vans? Or should Mr. Locket consider spending a little more money and buy tem perature
controlled vehicles? Chemists can provide new suggestions too!
> Once students have completed their argum ents congratulate them on completing the
investigation!
Lesson 5: Post Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Label three sections in students’ science notebook (1 section per page). Print and make
copies of Part 1 of the Post-Assessment and glue/tape one copy in the first section of students’ notebooks.
Leave the second section blank. Make copies of both tables in Part 3 of the assessm ent for each student
and glue/tape the tables on the opposite page of section three in students’ notebooks (they will need
space to write before filling in the table). The Summative Assessment Task is provided as an alternative
option or can be taken in conjunction w ith the post-assessment.
> Follow the directions on the assessment.
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Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessments (2-PS1-4)

Pre-/Post assessm ent worksheet: 2-PS1-4 (written component)
Part I- Fill in the Blank and Short Answer
Directions: You can write the following paragraph on the board or make copies of it to glue/tape into
students’ notebooks. Students should fill in the missing terms.

1. There are times when scientists do not agree with each other's ideas
about how the natural world works. In order to come to an
agreement on a topic scientists' will write a
______________________________ . This begins with a
____________________________ that describes what the scientist
thinks. To make their argument strong a scientist will always
include_______________________. This is information that is known
to be true. On the other hand a n _______________________ is based
on a someone's beliefs which can be different for each person.
2. How are scientific arguments useful in science?
Part II- Critical Thinking
Directions: Read the following scenario out loud to the class. Students should respond to it by w riting a
scientific argum ent in their notebooks.
One sunny day at the beach you and a friend start talking about w hat it was like to live in Yakutat
hundreds of years ago. How could people live w ithout a car or a television?! It seems like such a mystery.
You rem em ber learning some thing about the sealing canoes the Yakutat Tlingit made in order to hunt
seals on the ice flows. Your friend suddenly stops to pick up a rock at the bottom of a tide pool and
examines it. It has same texture as a brick and breaks into pieces as soon as it is dropped on the ground.
Your friend says th at the sealing canoes w ere made out of this type of rock because they could easily
carve into it. Do you agree with your friend’s statem ent?
> Write a scientific argument. Before you begin writing, take a m om ent to think about if
you agree or disagree with your friend. When you are ready w rite down your claim in a
complete sentence. Then w rite your evidence in 2-3 sentences.
Part III- Scenario
Directions: Make copies of the table (located below) and glue/tape 1 copy of the w orksheet into each
science notebook, making sure to leave 1 page available before gluing in the table. Students will be asked
to respond to the scenario (w ritten below) by w riting down their claim on the available lines before
drawing in their evidence inside the table. However if you feel students may need more space to write
glue the table on the consecutive page. You may w ant to bring in a sample of food or beverage from the
“Food4Kids” company to get students engaged in the project. Read the following scenarios aloud to the
class (note there is a different scenario for the pre- and post-assessments):
(Pre-Assessm ent Scenario) Students are to imagine themselves as professional chemists who just
graduated from UAF. Chemists are scientists who study the different properties of m aterials th at make up
everything around us from a grain of sand to the biggest star. Just recently a company called, Food4Kids,
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decided they needed the assistance of more scientists to help make their company better. The company
makes and sells many different kinds of healthy snack foods and drinks for kids. They decided to hire
each chemist in the classroom on to a new project. It is your first day on the job and your boss comes in to
have a chat with your team.
(You are the boss coming in to talk with the team) "Hello chemists and welcome to the team! We are
excited to have you working with us at Food4Kids on this new project. I want to tell you a little bit about the
project before you g e t started. Food4Kids is a company in Alaska that started very small by making and
selling healthy and tasty snacks fo r kids at schools in Fairbanks. In time the company g o t bigger and started
selling its products all over the state o f Alaska at stores like Fred Myers! We are now ready to sell our
healthy snacks and drinks at stores in other states like California and Florida. But there is a problem and we
need your science skills to collect some information. Since Alaska is very big and fa r away from other states
our snacks and drinks will spend a lot o f time traveling by ferry, plane and truck. Sometimes the
temperature in the plane or truck can g et as hot as an oven or as cold as a freezer! But the owner o f the
company is not worried about this and thinks people are overreacting. In fact, he is thinking o f telling
employees to ignore the safety practices all companies follow when they have to transport food long
distances.
The rest o f the employees at the company are worried about this because we don't know how our
snacks and drinks will hold up if the temperature is not regulated. Your job as a team is to answer the
following question (Write the question on the board):”
How does heating and cooling our snacks and drinks change them?
Tell the young chemists they will be doing a new investigation to try and answer this question. But first you
w ant to find out their expert opinion on the topic. In their science notebooks, each chemist will take a
m oment to think before writing out their ideas to the question. They will then fill in the table with drawings
that support their ideas. *
(P ost-A ssessm ent Scenario) It's a rainy weekend and you are at home with your family. Your dad makes a
fire in the stove and soon the house is warm and cozy. After a couple hours reading and playing games with
cousins you take a few o f your toys and take a seat in fro n t o f the stove fo r some quiet playtime. It's relaxing
to sit by the stove and hear the sizzle and crackle as the wood burns. You ask your cousin, who is making
lunch in the kitchen, to please bring you an Otter Pop** (the cherry kind). Your cousin gets an Ice Pop out o f
the fridge and tells you to come eat it in the kitchen. This doesn't seem like a problem so you decide to ask
her about it. She says it does not make sense to eat an Otter Pop near a warm stove because it will change
from a solid to a liquid. She explains that any time a material (like the frozen water in an Ice Pop) gets
hotter or colder it will start to change. Once a material changes from being heated or cooled it can never go
back to the way it was.
Do you agree with your cousin that changes caused by heating or cooling can never be reversed? Write your
claim to this question in your notebook and use evidence from class to fill in the table.*
*Note: Table on following page.
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Draw
Food before it was
Cooled

Draw
Food after it was
Cooled

Is change
Reversible?
(Draw!)
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Draw
Food before it was
Heated

Draw
Food after it was
Heated

Is change
Reversible?
(Draw!)
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Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessments (2-PS1-4)

**Visual to use for students if they are unfamiliar with Otter Pops.
What are Otter Pops?
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Grade 2: Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

Summative Assessment Task: Can changes to a material be reversed?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-PS1-4 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks. Degree of prompting should also be taken into considering when assessing student's comprehension of material.
Students' Name:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient (1 pt.)

Proficient (2 pts)

Above Proficient (3 pts)

The student explains that facts
state something that is certain to
be true and exists while opinions
state something believed to exist
or be true and can describe an
example of each that
demonstrates the difference
between facts and opinions.

The student explains the
difference between facts and
opinions.

2-PS1-4

The student cannot explain the
difference between facts and
opinions or describe concrete
examples that demonstrate the
difference between facts and
opinions.

The student explains that facts state
something that is certain to be true
and exists while opinions state
something believed to exist or be
true oris able to describe concrete
examples of each that
demonstrates the difference
between facts and opinions.

The student identifies the
different components that
characterize a scientific argument.

2-PS1-4

The student cannot identify the
components that characterize a
scientific argument.

The student explains that a claim
The student identifies the claim as
someone's idea or position, which is is used to state someone's idea or
position, which needs to be
supported by evidence or fact.
supported by evidence or fact in
order to be convincing.

[When provided a scenario] The
student constructs a scientific
argument utilizing evidence to
back a claim.

2-PS1-4

The student cannot construct a
scientific argument or explain how
scientific argumentation is used
and its importance in science.

The student constructs a scientific
argument by stating their claim and
includes at least 2 lines of evidence
(observed either in class or outside
of class) that support it or can
explain how scientific
argumentation is used and its
importance in science.

The student constructs a scientific
argument by stating their claim
and including at least 2 lines of
evidence (observed either in class
or outside of class) that supports
it and can explain how scientific
argumentation is used and its
importance in science.

[When provided a scenario] The
student explains that heating and
cooling material can cause
reversible and irreversible
changes.

2-PS1-4

The student cannot explain that
the heating and cooling of
materials can cause reversible or
irreversible changes.

The student explains that materials
can change when heated or cooled
and that these changes can be
reversible or irreversible and can
provide at least 1 example of each.

The student explains that
materials can change when
heated or cooled and that these
changes can be reversible or
irreversible and can provide more
than 1 example of each.
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-PS1-4

Data Sheetsl

Draw
Food before it is
Heated
Draw:

Draw
Food at 200°F
Draw:

Is change Reversible?
(Draw after heating)
Draw:

Is the taste different?
Tastes Like:

Draw:

Draw:

R eversible: Yes
Draw:

No

Is the taste different?
Tastes Like:

Draw:

Draw:

R eversible: Yes
Draw:

No

Is the taste different?
Tastes Like:
R eversible: Yes

No
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-PS1-4

DATA Sheets2

Draw
Food before it was
Cooled
Draw:

Draw
Food at
Draw:

Is change Reversible?
°F

(Draw after cooling)
Draw:

Is the taste different?
Tastes Like:

Draw:

Draw:

R eversible: Yes
Draw:

No

Is the taste different?
Tastes Like:

Draw:

Draw:

R eversible: Yes
Draw:

No

Is the taste different?
Tastes Like:
R eversible: Yes

No
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Temperature-Controlled Vehicle

Temperature-controlled vehicles come in many shapes and sizes.
They include vans, rigid trucks and trailers. The temperature outside
changes during the day and can be different day to day as well. We
see this in our own lives. Some days you may walk to school with your
coat on but by the end of school day you don’t need to wear it. One
day may be sunny and warm outside so you can wear short-sleeved
shirts. The next day may be rainy and windy.
The temperature outside not only affects us but it can change the
temperature inside a vehicle. Temperature controlled vehicles are
designed with insulation, refrigeration and a thermostat. This allows the
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temperature inside the vehicle to be kept within a specific range, just
like our own homes! Many companies use these to transport food.

Food4Kids Vehicle

The vehicles used to transport food by the company, Food4Kids, are
vans. The vans are not insulated and do not have refrigeration to keep food
cold. Operators can only turn the temperature inside the van up or down,
just like inside a car. This is different from temperature-controlled vehicles.
These vehicles use special thermostats, insulation and refrigeration to keep
the inside a certain temperature.
Five years ago the Food4Kids vans worked well. The company did not
sell as many things they do today and transporting food was not a problem.
Today the company has many more food and beverage options. But the
vans are older and do not work like they once did. On really warm days the
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Food4Kids vans can get as hot as 200 degrees Fahrenheit. When the
weather is very cold the temperature can drop t o ________ degrees
Fahrenheit. Think of it this way, the school is usually about 65 degrees
Fahrenheit!
The owner is ready to sell Food4Kids products outside Alaska. That
means transporting food long distances. He doesn’t think there will be any
problems with the food even if the temperature in the van gets very hot or
very cold.
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Scientist Profile
I am a

. I workfor_______

As a chemist I _______________________

This is what I look like!
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Results!
Does HEATING cause irreversible changes?
Name of item

Change was Irreversible

Change was Reversible
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Does COOLING cause irreversible changes?
Name of item

Change was Irreversible

Change was Reversible
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DADDY LONG LEGS or CELLAR SPIDER

Photo Card
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FOOD TRANSPORT SAFETY: ARE YOUR SHIPMENTS SAFE FROM
TEMPERATURE VIOLATIONS?
May 28, 2015 LDL Voice s hareThis
Thanks to the FDA’s Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA), supply chain and transportation
professionals are under stricter food transport safety regulations than ever before. Hanover Research
recently surveyed eighty American Trucking Association members about their sanitary transportation
practices, and the results show room for improvement— especially when it comes to temperaturecontrolled shipping.
According to the survey, temperature violations are the top non-conformance issue that ATA
members face. Nearly half of the respondents said they do not measure cargo temperature before
accepting a load, and most do not have established standards for accepting or rejecting temperaturecontrolled shipments. How much training carriers provide to their drivers on transporting refrigerated
loads varies greatly. About a quarter of respondents said their drivers receive no training in this area
at all.
Lack of training and established standards for transporting temperature-controlled shipments
can be costly. According to survey respondents, the cost of a rejected shipment due to non
compliance can range from $300 to $80,000. If a trailer is not cooled to the right temperature prior to
loading, or if a carrier experiences a maintenance issue mid-transit, additional costs may be
incurred— sometimes resulting in hundreds of thousands of dollars lost. When you multiply these
costs against the total number of shipments that get rejected, it’s clear to see why temperature
violation prevention is extremely important to keeping costs down (Food Logistics).

Cold Chain Industry Growth
Temperature-controlled shipping is on the rise. An increase in international trade is partially
responsible for this, as more countries are focusing their export economy around perishable food
production. Because of this this, keeping these products fresh for long periods of time has become
increasingly important. Another contributing factor to the rise in temperature-controlled shipping is a
change in dietary trends. Growing income levels have led to higher consumption of fruits, vegetables,
meat, and fish (Food Logistics). As consumers demand healthier food options, supply chain
professionals need to pay close attention to how they are transporting temperature-controlled freight.
Keeping Your Shipments Safe
There are several things shippers can do to make sure they are maintaining the integrity of
their products during transport. First, it’s important to understand the nuances of temperaturecontrolled shipping. Most temperature-controlled commodity groups can be divided into two
categories: living and non-living. Living commodities, such as bananas and citrus fruits, require
different temperature setup and atmosphere control than non-living commodities like seafood and
meat. For example, living commodities need to be transported under refrigerated conditions and have
a shorter lifespan; while non-living commodities can be frozen and have a longer lifespan. Making the
distinction between these two categories of products, and understanding the requirements of each, is
vital to keeping your food safe.
Another thing shippers can do is attach a monitoring device to the freight they’re shipping. This
tells the recipient of the product whether temperature violations occurred during transit, and where
along the supply chain a breach of integrity took place.
When it comes to shipping temperature-controlled products, room for error is high. Being able to
identify the potential locations, equipment, and circumstances under which a violation can happen
ahead of time can improve the likelihood that your products will arrive in good condition. For example,
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some warehouses have better temperature maintenance and control than others. Shippers should
also make sure the carriers they work with have reliable equipment to avoid problems due to
defective insulation or poor air circulation (Food Logistics).
Are you at risk of a huge cargo loss due to mismanaged temperature-controlled shipping? Our
team has a high level of expertise when it comes to moving refrigerated and frozen commodities. We
are experts in FSMA and the food chain, and we work with some of the most reliable carriers in the
industry who share our expertise in moving high-touch freight. Our carriers are committed to meeting
our high standards, your standards, and most importantly your customers’ standards. We understand
that the total cost of not meeting these standards can be significant for your customers. Therefore, we
work diligently to ensure your customer relationships are not jeopardized due to mismanagement of
your products during transit.
- See more at: https://www.loaddelivered.com/blog/food-transport-safety-are-your-shipments-safefrom-temperature-violations/#sthash.91Nik3aO.dpuf

Online source found at:
https://www.loaddelivered.com/blog/food-transport-safety-are-your-shipments-safe-fromtemperature-violations/
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Grade 2 (Grade Band K-2)
Unit 3: Earth Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth's Place in the Universe
Investigation 1

Overarching Questions
> How can we explain how the world works (without experimentation)?
> Does change on Earth happen slow or fast?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that changes to Earth's surface can occur rapidly with events such as
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions or slowly due to the occurrence of erosion by water and ice.
Students will also be able to construct an explanation in response to a problem that is supported by
observations made from several different sources.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-ESS1-1] Use information from several sources to provide evidence that Earth events can occur quickly
or slowly.
• After instruction and observing several sources the student will be able to identify natural
processes and events that are able to change the landscape through weathering, erosion and
deposition at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
• After instruction and observing several sources the student will be able to explain through a
written description how Earth processes and events are able to change the landscape slowly or
rapidly, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
• After instruction and observing several sources the student will be able to construct two separate
diagrams that display an event happening quickly and event that happens more slowly, a the
proficient level of a teacher made rubric.

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- What do you know?
> Pre-Assessment- 2-ESS1-1 written (1 per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: What is a Meteorologist? (What is erosion?)
> Student worksheet: Career Profile (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Career File: Volcanologist (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (5 copies per student)
> What is Erosion? (p. 5 of Erosion by Becky Olien)
> Large sheets of chart paper (9)
> Crayons/colored pencils
> Science notebooks
Lesson 3: Traditional Knowledge
Day 1 (option 2)
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> Geological Changes in the Yakutat Area: Russell Fiord (Volume 2 p. 286-288 in “Under Mount St.
Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit” by de Laguna- Available in YSD library)
> Student worksheet: How long does it take glaciers to change the land? (1 copy per student)
> 1 long sheet of white paper (approximately 7 feet)
> Hubbard and Nunatak Glacier Map
> Markers
> Colored pencils
> Notebooks
Day 2 (option 2)
> Glaciers and Rocks (Volume 2 pp. 818-820 in “Under Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of
the Yakutat Tlingit by de Laguna- Available in the YSD library)
> School van
> Yard Stick
Lesson 4: How long does it take for the land to change? (What are changes we can observe? W hat are
changes we can’t observe?)
Days 1-4: How long does it take glaciers to change the land?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (from previous lesson)
> Student worksheets: Glacier Information (1 copy per student)
> Reading A-Z: Web Wheel (1-2 copies per student)
> Snow...er! Iceballs! Activity (p. 137 in 365 Simple Science Experiments
> TeachersPayTeachers: Landforms- Posters and Bingo (p.18)
> Glacier Erosion activity (p. 12 in 75 Easy Earth Science Demonstrations by Thomas Kardos)
> Reading A-Z Leveled Book: Mighty Glaciers (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Word Smart (optional)
> Reading A-Z Lesson Plan: Mighty Glaciers (optional)
> Glacier Ice lesson m aterial
> Glacier Moraine lesson material
> Glacier Valley lesson m aterial
> Medium rocks
> Foil tray
> Sand
> Soil
> Shampoo
> Hubbard Landform Model (glacier component)
> Hubbard Landform lesson plan (optional)
> Sand, rocks (small and large), soil
> “KWL” chart from previous lesson
> “Glacier Information” chart made previously
> “Web Wheel” chart made previously
> Science notebooks
Days 5- 7: How long does it take to rivers change the land?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 copy per student)
> Student worksheet: River Information (1 copy per student)
> Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel (1-2 copies per student)
> Science A-Z Investigative File: Wild Rivers (optional)
> W ater Erosion (p. 9 of Erosion by Becky Olien)
> Ophir Creek Map lesson material
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

“KWL”, “River Information” and “Web Wheel" charts (made earlier)
Water source (faucets)
Aluminum pans (5)
Sand, pebbles, gravel (1 lb. each)
Paper cups (4- each with 4 small holes clumped together in the bottom)
Potting soil (5 lbs.)
4 buckets
4 solo cups
Outdoor gear
Science notebooks

Days 8-10: How long does it take volcanoes to change the land?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 copy per student)
> Student worksheet: Volcano Information (1 copy per student)
> Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel (1-2 copies per student)
> Earth Science for Children: All about Volcanoes DVD
> DVD player
> AKSCI Volcanoes and Tsunamis lesson plan
> Steam cone activity (p. 135 in 75 Easy Earth Science Demonstrations book)
> Hubbard Landform Model (volcano component)
> Hubbard Landform lesson plan (optional)
> The Best Book of Volcanoes by Simon Adams (pp. 4-5, 6-7, 10-11, 14-15, 18-19, 20-21, 22-23, 24
25)
> “KWL”, “Volcano Information” and “Web Wheel" charts (made earlier)
> Science notebooks
Days 11-13: How long does it take for earthquakes to change the land?
> Geological Changes in the Yakutat Area: The Yakutat Earthquake, 1899 (Volume 2 p. 286-288 in
“Under Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit” by de Laguna- Available in
YSD library)
o You can substitute have an elder
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 copy per student)
> Student worksheet: Earthquake Information (1 copy per student)
> Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel (1 copy per student)
> AKSCI Shake, Rattle and Roll lesson plan
> Earth Science for Children: All about Earthquakes DVD
> “KWL”, “Earthquake Information” and “Web Wheel" charts (made earlier)
> Science notebooks
Lesson 5: How can we write a newspaper article?
> TeachersPayTeachers Newspaper Templates
> Reading A-Z: Draw Conclusions Worksheet
> Class charts: Glacier Information/Web Wheel, River Information/Web Wheel, Volcano
Information/Web Wheel, Earthquake Information/Web Wheel
> Science Notebooks
Lesson 6: Post-Assessment- What did you learn?
> Post-Assessment: 2-ESS1-1 written component (1 per student)
> Post-Assessment: 2-ESS1-1 oral component (1 per student- optional)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
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> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure

Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson.
Teacher Prep: Print and make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment 2-ESS1-1 worksheet and paste
Parts 1-3 into students’ science notebooks. Have colored pencils/crayons available for students.

Engage
> Tell the class they are about to begin a new investigation today, which means they will have a
whole new problem to try and solve as well as a new role to fill that will help you and your
teammates solve the problem. For this particular investigation students will assume the role of a
volcanologist who works for the United States Geological Survey, or USGS. USGS is a scientific
agency with the government. It focuses on studying the land and its natural resources, such as
water, wildlife, plants and soil, and then providing information on these topics to communities all
around the United States. A very important mission of USGS is preparing communities for natural
processes and events that could be harmful to people as well as the natural resources they rely on.
David Applegate is the director of the Natural Hazards division at USGS, and your new boss for this
investigation. He wants to begin a new program in schools around Alaska, as well as the country,
where young scientists learn about various natural process and events that do or will occur in our
lifetimes and communicate this information to the communities. Mr. Applegate wants to begin this
new program called, Earth Learning, with this team of volcanologists in the Yakutat School District
elementary school. The team will learn and work together like professional volcanologists and
then communicate their knowledge to the community. Each member of the team will be
responsible for writing up a newspaper article for Yakutat’s local newspaper, The Driftwood
Dispatch, using information they’ve learned over the course of the investigation.
> Tell the team of meteorologists that they will have three major questions to write about in their
newspaper article (write the following on the board):
o How do natural events and processes change the land?
o How long does it take for natural events and processes to change the land?

Elicit
> Tell the team that before they can dive into this investigation, Mr. Applegate requires that each
team member take an assessment in their notebooks. This is not a test and students do not need to
worry if they do not have all the information to answer the questions. The objective of the
assessment is to figure out how much students know about certain topics so that the lessons that
follow are geared to students’ needs.
> Instruct students to open their notebooks and begin will out the pre-assessment to the best of
their ability.
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Lesson 2: What is a M eteorologist? (What is erosion?)
Estimated time:
Teacher Prep: Copy and glue each of the following worksheets into students' science notebooks: Career
Profile (1 copy each) and Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (5 copies per student). Before gluing the
worksheets into the notebooks, leave a page blank for students to record down the investigation’s
problems. Make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Career File: Volcanologist quick read. Only one copy
of the book Erosion (Becky Olien) is available in the kit, so decide ahead of time if you want to make
copies of the reading or if you will be reading it aloud to the class. On five large sheets of chart paper
write out the following (refer below for examples of the layout of each sheet): KWL chart, Glacier
Information, River Information, Volcano Information, and Earthquake Information.

KWL Chart

Learned

Want to
Learn

Learned

Glacier
Information

Engage

> Begin the lesson by asking the class to recall their mission and role for the new investigation as
well as the name and mission of the agency they will be working for. (Reiterate any details of the
investigation that students have a hard time recalling on their own.) Write the following questions
to the investigation on the board and instruct the team of meteorologists to open to a blank page
in their notebooks and record Problem at the top of the page and the questions below it:
o How do natural events and processes change the land?
o How long does it take for natural events and processes to change the land?
Elicit

> Since students will be assuming the role of a volcanologist it is important they learn a bit more
about the tasks these particular scientists do on a regular basis. Ask students to volunteer ideas
about the role of a volcanologist and record their ideas on the board.
Explore/Explain
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> Pass out 1 copy of the Science A-Z Career Profile: Volcanologist quick read to each student then
read it over and discuss the major characteristics of a volcanologist as a class. Pose the following
questions to engage the team in a discussion:
o What is the center of the Earth (the core) like?
o How might volcanoes form?
o What do volcanologists study?
o What do you have to study in school in order to study volcanoes?
o What are some interesting facts about volcanoes or the scientists that study them?
Extend

> Instruct the team of meteorologists to open their science notebooks and complete the Career Files
worksheet.
Elicit

> Post the KWL chart in the center of the room and instruct students to open to the first KWL chart
that has been glued into their notebooks and label it, What is Erosion? The volcanologists should
be aware that there are 5 different KWL worksheets in their notebooks but they should only be
focused on the first one for today’s lesson.
> Ask the team the following questions and record their responses under the “K” column of the KWL
chart posted in front of the room:
o Does Earth’s surface change?
o What can cause the surface of the Earth to change?
o What are natural events that can cause changes to the Earth’s surface but are also
dangerous?
> Remind the team that their mission for this investigation as volcanologists working for USGS is to
figure out which natural events and processes change the land, how fast these changes occur, and
what people can do to prepare and keep safe during any dangerous events. The team already has
some experience with part of this topic already. Team members will collect information from
different resources, such as books, scientific models, demonstrations, and then write a newspaper
article on this topic for the Driftwood Dispatch. Ask the team why members of the community
would be interested in this type of information and what other information they will need to learn
in order to successfully complete this investigation. Write the young scientists’ responses under
the “W” column of the chart.
> Tell the team they will review and go a little more in depth about a natural process caused by the
movement of water (liquid and ice) as well as learn about two different but very powerful and
dangerous Earth events during this investigation. Explain that during the first half of the
investigation the team will review and learn new information about erosion caused by glaciers
and rivers. The second half of the investigation will focus on volcanoes and earthquakes, two
concepts that have not been discussed in class before.
> Instruct team members to refer to the first KWL chart in their notebooks and answer the
following question under the “K” column of the chart: What is Erosion?
> Discuss the volcanologists” responses as a group and record information under the “K” column of
the chart.
Explore

> Tell students that before jumping into the investigation, the team will take time to review the very
important concept of erosion with a short reading. Together as a team read over What is Erosion?
(p. 5 o f Erosion by Becky Olien).
Explain

> Review the text as a class by posing the following questions to the young scientists:
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o
o
o
o

What forces cause erosion?
How do these forces change the surface of the Earth?
How long does it usually take erosion happen naturally?
Can people speed up the process of erosion? How?

Evaluate

> Instruct the members of the team to turn to the KWL worksheet they were working on earlier.
Post the following questions to the volcanologists and have then record their responses under the
“L” column of the chart:
o What is erosion?
o What new information did you learn about erosion from the reading?
Lesson 3: Traditional Knowledge
Estimated Time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep Day 1 (Option 1 ): Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or
community into the classroom to speak on themes related to the Overarching Question and/or Cultural
Perspectives (heat/substances) stated below. It is important to note that the ‘heritage cultural
perspectives’ were adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an
overall context as well as connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to
reflect the culture of Yakutat.
Overarching Investigative Question: How long did it take for some of Earth's events to occur?

• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Earthquakes)
Earthquakes have always been a natural phenomenon in Southeast Alaska. They are reflected in
Native music and song.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Tsunamis)
The old Native village in Lituya Bay was wiped out by a tsunami in the late 1950s. As a result of the
1964 Alaska earthquake, many coastal communities felt the impact of tsunamis.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Volcanos)
Mt. Edgecumbe near Sitka is a well-known volcano. In the story, “How Raven Brought Fire to The
People,” the hawk is directed to go to a volcano to get the fire to bring it to the people. As a result, the
hawk’s long beak burned off. Raven gave the hawk a short, stubby beak as a replacement.

Print and digital recording versions of the story, “How Raven Brought Fire” can be found online on the
Chugach Alaska Corporation at the following website: http://www.chugach-ak.com/who-weare/history-culture/how-raven-brought-fire.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Floods)
Like most cultures in the world, the Native people of Southeast Alaska have a “big flood” story. The
story tells that the great flood unified the people of Southeast Alaska and that they survived by
waiting out the flood in the Wrangell Mountains.
Teacher Prep Day 1 (Option 2 ): Read over and familiarize yourself with the following excerpt from
Volume Two of de Laguna’s “Under Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit”:
Geological Changes in the Yakutat Area: Russell Fiord (p. 286-288), Glaciers and Rocks (pp. 818-820). All
three volumes of de Laguna’s work can be found in the Yakutat School District Library while scanned
copies of the excerpts are included with this investigation. This lesson is divided into a classroom (day 1)
as well as an outdoor (day 2) component, which will take place at Russell Fjord. Coordinate accordingly
for transportation out to the head of the Russell Fjord trail as well as proper protection (i.e. bear spray)
and attire for the 0.8 mile hike down to the shore of the Fjord (water bottles, sturdy shoes and rain gear
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are musts for this hike). If you are unaccustomed to the trail it is highly recommended that you traverse it
at least once before hiking it with students since it can be somewhat steep, rocky and wet in certain areas.
One of the activities during this lesson is structured to help the class conceptualize time in years by
comparing their age (or amount of time taken to reach their current height) with the time it took for
Nunatak Glaciers to advance during the Little Ice Age (around 2,000 years). On a large sheet of paper
(approximately 7 ft. long), the class will first draw a picture of themself alongside a photograph of a
glacier (note example below) before marking the average age (or time it has taken students’ to reach
their current height) of the class above the drawings. Markings can be done with a line (indicating one
year) or some other design, but the design must be kept consistent. The same will occur above the
photograph of the glacier, which is to represent Nunatak Glacier. Since it took 2,000 years for Nunatak
Glacier to reach the head of Russell Fjord, the class will have to mark 2,000 lines on the chart. Make an
enlarged version of the Map of Hubbard and Nunatak Glaciers as well as 2 copies per student. Have
available 1 dark colored marker per student, science notebooks as well as a long sheet of white paper
(about 7 feet long) that can be marked on. Refer to a model of its set-up below:

Years it took to Grow

1 year
Years

Engagement

> Have the class sit on the floor and set-up the Map of Yakutat so that it is visible to the entire class.
Ask students to close their eyes and imagine themselves as a something that can fly, such as an
insect, bird, bat or airplane. It is a beautiful sunny day with only big, white puffy clouds in the sky
and each of them is flying very high over Yakutat. They can feel the wind blowing in their faces as
it pushes them up higher. The air is cool and smells fresh, just like any sunny day after a big
rainstorm. The mountains look huge even though you know they are so far away, and the snow on
the peaks glitter as if it is covered with tiny mirrors. Suddenly a breeze of air comes up from the
ocean below and fills your nose with the scent of salt. You can see very small ripples in the water
below and even fishing boats in the Bay. Ask students to share what they feel and see, making sure
to keep their eyes closed.
Explore

> Instruct the students to open their eyes before handing out 2 copies of the Hubbard and Nunatak
Glacier Map as well as a dark colored marker to each student. Explain that this is an actual
photograph of their community taken by a satellite from space. Allow students time to observe the
photograph and identify locations on it that they know. Ask the following questions to get students
acquainted with the features on the map:
o What color is the ocean?
o What color is the fjord?
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o What color is the land?
o What color is the snow?
o What color are the glaciers? Where are the glaciers located?
o What color are the mountains?
> Tell students that a very long time ago, the weather in Yakutat was a lot different than it is today. It
was a lot colder and over time more and more snow piled up on mountains. Eventually the
glaciers, such as Hubbard and Nunatak, began to grow and move down the mountains, taking
pieces of it as they moved. [Instruct students to take a moment and locate Hubbard (Orange star)
and Nunatak (Red star) glaciers on their maps. They are to trace the movement of the glaciers
with a marker as you continue talking. Make sure to indicate the movement of the ice on the
enlarged map as well.] As the weather got colder, Hubbard Glacier slowly creped its way down
Disenchantment and into Yakutat Bay. At the same time, Nunatak Glacier slowly moved along
Nunatak Fjord before making its way down the land towards the ocean. As Nunatak Glacier moved
it eroded the land, creating Russell Fjord as it did this. Review the word erosion with students.
(Erosion is when wind, water and ice carve away or break rock into smaller pieces, carrying it
from place to place) It took almost 2,000 years before the two glaciers came to a resting spot from
the original positions in the mountains. Hubbard Glacier stopped advancing once it came to the
mouth of the Yakutat Bay. Instruct students to draw a line from the tip of Ankau (Ocean Cape) to
Point Manby on their maps and then color in all of Yakutat and Disenchantment Bays. This
represents the position of Hubbard Glacier a long time ago. [You can mention it was over 1,000
years ago if students can distinguish the time of its position from the amount of time it took to get
there.] Nunatak Glacier on the other hand, after 2,000 years of slowly moving down the mountains
and land, finally came to rest along to what is now the southern shore of Russell Fjord. [Instruct
students to draw a line along the southern shore and then color in the southern arm of Russell
Fjord as well as Nunatak Fjord.] Tell students that the two glaciers stayed in those positions for
many years before they began to recede (move backward).

Explain
> Take out the long sheet of white paper and tell the class they are going to do an activity that
demonstrates how long it took Hubbard and Nunatak Glaciers come make their way down the
mountains and onto the land. To do this the class is going to make their own picto-graph, which
compares information of two or more things. Today the class will compare the time it took in
years for students and the Nunatak Glacier to grow. Instruct students to draw a picture of his or
her self next to the photograph of Nunatak Glacier then ask the class how many years it took them
to grow to their current height. Write the age of each student on the board before taking an
average, explaining that an average is a number that represents all of their ages together.
> Instruct students to line up by the picto-graph and explain that each horizontal line that is drawn
represents one year. Reiterate how many years it took the students in the classroom to grow to
their current heights. Have students draw with a marker a short, horizontal line on the graph
(above the class picture) one at a time until they’ve recorded the number of years it took the class
to grow.
> Ask the class how many years it took Nunatak Glacier to reach the bottom of Russell Fjord. (2,000
years) Since this will take up more time and space, call students up one at a time to draw 20
closely, spaced lines on the graph. Review the results as a class.
> Have students record what they’ve learned so far about glaciers on the worksheet glued inside
their notebooks titled, How Long Does It Take Glaciers to Change the Land? Ask the following
questions to guide students during the note recording process:
o When did the Hubbard and Nunatak glaciers begin to grow?
o What happened as the glaciers moved down the mountains?
o How many years did it take before the glaciers stopped moving?
o How was Russell Fjord formed?
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Explore

> Post a new and enlarged version of the Hubbard and Nunatak Glacier Maps in front of the class and
distribute a second copy of the Hubbard and Nunatak Glacier Map to students. Tell the class they
will continue to follow the movement of the glaciers on their maps.
> Explain that by the time the Kwackqwan had come to Yakutat from Copper River the weather was
changing and becoming a lot warmer again. The glaciers had begun to melt. Unlike people, glaciers
can shrink and grow depending on the weather. As it melted, many of the rocks that Nunatak
Glacier had eroded from the mountain and the land and carried during its journey were dropped.
A large hill of rocks, or also known as a terminal moraine, was formed along the shore.[Instruct
students to draw a terminal moraine on their maps along the southern shore of the Fjord. Model
this if necessary.] Explain that Nunatak Fjord melted a lot faster than the amount of time it took to
move down the mountain and over the land. As it melted it began to fill in the land it had craved
out with fresh water. For many years the Yakutat Tlingit knew this as Russell Lake. It was called a
lake because none of the salt water from Disenchantment Bay could flow through. The ice from the
glacier was blocking the seawater! [Instruct students to draw Nunatak Glacier. The ice should
extend only slightly into and stretch across the shores of the northern and southern arms of
Russell Fiord as well as all the way back into Nunatak Fiord.] But Russell Lake would not last
forever. About 160 years many of your great-great-great grandparents were living in Yakutat
when the Nunatak Glacier was much larger than it is today. During that time the glacier melted
even more but this time away from the shores of Russell Fiord. This released all the water in the
lake! Ask students if they have ever put their hand over a running facet and then removed it. What
happened? [Using the map as a visual, explain to the class how the ice blocked the water in the
lake. As the ice melted there was space for the blocked water to flow through.] Explain to the class
that people were by Old Situk River the day this even happened 160 years ago and that story was
recorded so that we could read about it today.
> Read the following excerpt entitled Russell Fiord (p. 287, de Laguna, 2009):
The people were near the (Russell) lake, picking strawberries. Great numbers o f wonderful,
big strawberries grew all around the lake. There were so many that everybody would go out
to them The younger men had the job o f ju st carrying basketful after basketful o f the picked
berries to load them in the w ar canoes. That was w hat my fath er was doing. Every time he
came back to the boat, he found that it was going dry, so he would push it off into deeper
w ater before going back fo r another load. When this happened a fe w times he realized that
the w ater was really going down. He reported back to the people: "The river is going down!"
Everybody ran and g o t into the canoes and started down the steam. Suddenly a big wall o f
salt w ater rushed down stream. Everybody g o t aw ay safely. There was still enough w ater in
the stream fo r the canoes. But after that, (Old) Situk River was ju st a little one."
Explain

> Discuss the story as a class, including the following questions:
o What did the water level in the river tell the man?
o Where did the flood of water come from? Why did Russell Lake drain into the Old Situk?
o Would you consider this a dangerous event? Why?
Extend

> Instruct students to open their science notebooks to a new page and answer the following
question: Why is it important that we pass down stories like these in our families and in our
community?
Teacher Prep Days 2-3 (Option 2): Trip to Russell Fjord! Have the necessary transportation, attire and
resources (snacks/water) for the day. Students will bring back one rock each to write about later in their
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notebooks so it may be necessary for them to bring along a backpack for easier carrying. Bring along a
Yardstick or walking stick that measures out 1 meter in length.
Engagement

> Before heading down the Russell Fiord trail with the class, tell students that at some point during
the hike they will come to a very steep and rocky hill. Nunatak Glacier left this hill of rocks, or
terminal moraine that was briefly discussed last lesson, when it began to melt. Students are to
take care walking down this hill.
Explore

> Once reaching the shore of the Fiord, give students a few minutes to explore on their own before
calling them in for an activity. Tell them they are to find a spot and sit by themselves for the next 5
minutes and just observe, using as many senses as they can, the area around them.
> After 5 minutes call students back and discuss anything and everything they observed as well as
any questions that came to mind.
> Explain to students that the Yakutat Tlingit believed that there were female and male glaciers.
Male glaciers were thought to have the cleaner and whiter bodies and were either advancing or
readying themselves to advance. Female glaciers on the other hand were usually melting and
moving back towards the mountains and had long, brown streaks running down the center of the
ice. These brown streaks, which were pieces of rock and sand that had been eroded from the land,
represented a woman’s hair that was parted down the middle. Just like glaciers, rocks had spirits
and people would speak to rocks that had shapes resembling people or animals. It was believed
that many people and animals had turned to rock when Raven opened the Box of Daylight while
others had been turned to stone by Raven himself.
Explain

> Instruct the class to look out toward the mounts and point in the direction they think Nunatak
Glacier is located. Ask the class how many years it took Nunatak Glacier to move down the
mountain and land before it got to exact spot where students are now sitting? (2,000 years) What
did the glacier do as it moved over the land? (Eroded the rock and created the lower part of
Russell Fiord.) Ask the class to predict how far they think most glaciers move in a day? Listen to
students’ answer then take out and display the yard/walking stick to the class. Explain that it
represents about 3 feet or 1 meter, which is approximately how far most glaciers move in a day.
How many meters did the class walk just to get to the shore of Russell Fiord today? (Way more
than a meter!)
> Play the Glacier Creep Relay Race. Delineate the START and STOP points for the race then break
the class up into two groups. Groups are to line up at the starting point and then two students at a
time will race each other to and from the STOP points before tagging the next person in line. The
trick to this race is that students are to act like glaciers, which means they can only move one
meter at a time.
Extend

> Before leaving the Fiord tell students to find 1 rock of their liking to take back to the classroom.
Each student will write a short story about their rock which could be about its journey on the back
of Nunatak Glacier as it traveled from the mountains to the shore of Russell Fiord or how it
became a rock in the first place. Students can also chose their own story line as long as it involves
the rock they chose.
Lesson 4: How long does it take for the land to change?
*What are changes we can observe? *What are changes we can’t observe?
Estimated time:
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Days 1-4: How long does it take glaciers to change the land?
Teacher Prep: Read over the procedures and arrange any additionalmaterials needed to implement the
following demonstrations and lessons: Snow...er! Iceballs! (p. 137in 365 Simple Science Experiments by
E.R. Churchill, L.V. Loeschnig and M. Mandell), Glacier Erosion A ctivity (p. 12 in 75 Easy Earth Science
Demonstrations by Thomas Kardos) and Reading A-Z: Mighty Glaciers. Print and make 1 copy per student
of the Reading A-Z Leveled Book: Mighty Glaciers and the Glacier Ice/Glacier Moraine/Glacier Valley
lesson materials. Print 1 copy of the following worksheets for each student and glue into science
notebooks: Glacier Information and Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel.
Teacher Prep: Lay down a layer of sand on the bottom of the foil tray. Make a gradual incline up one side
of the tray with soil and make 2 “mountain peaks” spaced apart at the top, creating a dish like space
between the two peaks. Put small pebbles on the soil and sand. Have available the following materials
that were used during previous lessons: Glaciers poster (p. 18 in Landforms: Posters and Bingo resource),
KWL chart, Hubbard Landform Model and the Glacier Information sheet. Write the following questions on
the board:
o How do glaciers form?
o How do glaciers change the land?
o Do glaciers change the land slowly or quickly?
Elicit

> Begin lesson by asking the team of volcanologists to state what they will be investigating over the
next few lessons. (How glaciers change the land and if these changes happen slowly or quickly.)
Tell the group that they have some knowledge about this topic after the last few lessons and will
continue to dig a little deeper to learn more about glaciers and how they change the land.
> Ask students to open their notebooks to the second KWL worksheet and to write, “Glacial
Erosion,” at the top of the worksheet. They should spend the next few minutes answering the
questions on the board under the “K” column of the worksheet and then take a moment to record
any questions they have about the topic that they hope to have answered by the end of the
investigation under the “W” column.
> After providing the volcanologists sufficient time to record their ideas hold a team discussion and
encourage the young scientists to volunteer what they know so far about the topic as well as any
burning questions they want to have answered. Record ideas and questions on the class KWL
Chart.
Explore

> Have the team observe the glacier component of the Hubbard Landform Model for a moment then
ask them to name the most basic ingredient all glaciers need to have in order to form and grow.
(Snow, ice.) Ask if anyone from the team has seen a glacier or glacier ice before and to recall what
it looked like.
> Distribute the lesson material, Glacier Ice. Ask students to observe the photograph of the glacier on
their own before discussing observations with a partner. Ask students the following questions:
o What does a glacier look like?
o How is the ice glaciers are made of different from other ice you’ve seen?
o How did the ice become this dark blue color?
> Tell the team of volcanologists that they are going to observe a demonstration that displays how
this special glacier ice is formed. Implement the S n o w .er! Iceballs! Activity (p. 137 in 365 Simple
Science Experiments by E.R. Churchill, L.V. Loeschnig and M. Mandell).
Explain

> Instruct the team to open their notebooks to the worksheet titled, Glacier Information. They are to
record what they learned from the demonstration about glacier formation.
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> Discuss students’ notes as a team.
Explore
> Glacier-Shampoo model: Tell the group of volcanologists that in order to understand how glaciers
change the land they must know how and where glaciers form on the Earth’s surface. Ask the team to
describe where they have seen glaciers around Yakutat.
> Ask the team to gather around the model and make predictions about the types of landforms the model is
trying to represent. Instruct the volcanologists to observe what occurs as the snow (shampoo) begins to
collect on the mountains. (Begin to pour small amount of shampoo on top of the mountain and allow
students to describe their observations) Ask the following questions to get students thinking more about
they are observing:
o What does the shampoo represent?
o Where is the snow accumulating (building up)?
o Did the glacier start to move right away? When did it start moving?
o What does the glacier pick up as it moves?
o Does the glacier move fast or slow?
> Instruct students’ to record their observations on the Glacier Information worksheet glued inside their
notebooks.

Explain
> After the demonstration, ask the volcanologists to describe what they learned from the model and to
pose any questions they want answered about glaciers. Write students’ questions on the class Glacier
Information chart and explain that like any good scientist, the team will begin researching their topic a
little further. Distribute the Almighty Glaciers to each student and implement the reading lesson.
> Pause and discuss the sections outlined below by posing questions that connect with the overarching
understandings for the lesson. Practice note-taking skills with students by asking them to underline,
circle or highlight parts of the text that answer each question then having students recall the highlighted
text during class discussion. Record students’ answers on the Web Wheel chart during discussion then
have students re-write the class notes onto the Web Wheel worksheets glued into their science
notebooks. Have students gradually begin recording notes onto this worksheet from text they underlined
in the booklets and ask them to discuss these notes with the class.
o How Do Glaciers Grow? (pp.7-8)
■ What happens when it’s cold all year long?
■ W hat is firn?
■ How does glacial ice form?
o How Do Glaciers Move? (pp. 9-10)
■ How high do glaciers get before they start to move?
■ W hat pulls glaciers downhill?
■ W hat is the m ovem ent of glaciers called?
■ How far do glaciers move in a day?
o Changing the Earth (pp. 12-13)
■ W hat happens to rocks and soil underneath a glacier?
■ W hat to the rocks do to the land?
■ How do valley glaciers change mountainsides?
Elicit
> Ask the team to recall from the reading and their trip to Russell Fiord how glaciers are able to
change the land.
> Distribute the Glacier Moraine and Glacier Valley lesson materials to students. Ask students w hat
they observe about the photographs and pose the following questions:
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o What is the dark material on top of the glacier?
o How did the rocks and soil get on top of the glacier?
o What does the glacier do to valleys it moves through?
o Could we sit and watch a glacier change a valley? Are these changes slow or fast?
Explore/Explain
> Implement the Glacier Erosion Activity (p. 12 in 75 Easy Earth Science Demonstrations by Thomas
Kardos). During the activity reiterate that while we can see the changes left behind by glaciers
(such as U-Shaped valleys, moraines or erratics) these changes happen very slowly and can take
hundreds or even thousands of years.
Extend

> Tell the team of volcanologists that their boss from USGS, Mr. Applegate, is requesting a review of
what they have learned so far about glaciers and their impacts on the land. Each scientist is to
write a letter to Mr. Applegate in their notebook describing something interesting or surprising
they learned about glaciers over the last few lessons.
Evaluate

> Instruct students to turn to the Glacier Erosion KWL chart in their notebooks and answer the
following questions under the “L” column of the chart:
o How do glaciers form?
o How do glaciers change the land?
o Do glaciers change the land slowly or quickly?
Days 5- 7: How long does it take to rivers change the land?
Estimated Time:
Teacher Prep: Organize the following materials for the lesson’s activity: water source (faucet will work),
aluminum pans (5), 3-lbs each of sand/pebbles/gravel, 5 lbs. of potting soil, and 4 paper cups. Combine
the soil together with the sand distribute the mixture between five buckets. Make a second mixture with
the pebbles and gravel and distribute into four separate containers, such as solo cups. With a pencil, poke
5 holes in the bottom of each cup. The holes should be spaced closely to one another. Prep one of the
aluminum pans by covering the entire surface with the mixture from one of the buckets and constructing
an elevated surface, to represent a hill, on one of the shorter ends of the pan. Move 2 inches of the
soil/sand mixture to the side and cover the surface with the pebble/gravel mixture. Spread the soil/sand
back over the new layer of pebble/gravel and compact it with your hand. Collect and insert small
branches, twigs and leaves into the soil mixture to add a more “wooded” effect to the model.
Teacher Prep: Print 1 copy of the following worksheets per student and glue intoscience notebooks:
River Information and Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel. Print and make 1 copy per student of
the Ophir Creek Map lesson material. The lesson begins with a field excursion to Ophir Creek via the Train
Trail, which is accessible across the street from the school. Bring a meter stick out into the field to
measure the depth and width of Ophir Creek. Remind students to bring appropriate outdoor attire the
day before the excursion, which should include good shoes to hike in and rain gear. Have available
throughout the lesson the KWL and River Information chart as well as the book Erosion by Becky Olien.
Write the following questions on
o How do rivers change the land?
o Do rivers change the land slowly or quickly?
Elicit

> Begin the lesson by asking the team to identify the next topic of study. (How rivers change the land
and how long this process takes.) Tell students that they have already been introduced to this
topic during an earlier investigation so some of the information may be review for the class.
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Explain that the main objective of the volcanologists throughout this next lesson will be to
determine how long it takes for rivers to change the land.
> Instruct scientists to open their notebooks to the KWL worksheet and write, River Erosion, at the
top of the sheet. They are to answer the questions on the board under the “K” column of the chart
as well as any questions they want answered under the “W” column.
> Discuss responses and questions as a team, recording ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class chart.

Engage/Explore
> Prepare the team for the field excursion out to Ophir Creek. Remind the volcanologists that their
research specialty is volcanoes, therefore if they are going to learn about rivers and erosion they
must spend some time out in the field observing one. Tell the team that their major purpose in the
field today is to use as many senses as they can to observe flowing water. Review the five senses if
necessary. (Sight, smell, taste, touch, hearing) Things team members should keep in mind while
making their observations:
o What direction is the water flowing?
o What is the water carrying?
o What is the shape of the creek? How is the creek different than the forest floor?
o How does the water interact with the sides of the creek?
o Are there animals living in the water? What other life depends on the water?
> Take the team into the field. Once the team has arrived at the creek, instruct the young scientists
to find a spot where they can observe the water. During this time you may want to visit students
one-on-one and ask them describe what they are observing and redirect their observations if
necessary. Spend as much time at the creek that scheduling and student interest allows.
> Before departure, gather the team on the bridge and ask the young scientists to describe how the
water in the creek has changed to the shape of the land. Instruct them to compare the area of the
creek to the land around it. (Trees such as Sitka Spruce and Hemlock or shrubs such as Devil’s
Club do not grow inside the creek. The forest floor is covered in moss, is less rocky and has small
hills. The creek is a lot rockier, deeper in the ground, and contained within one area). Measure
the depth and width of the creek.

Explain
> Back in the classroom discuss and record the teams’ observations as well as any questions that
came up on the KWL chart. Probe the students’ thinking with the following questions:
o Did the water in the creek carry anything in it?
o How was the area of the creek the team observed different from the floor of the forest?
o How were we able to measure some of these differences?
o How wide was the creek?
o How deep was the creek?
o How was the creek created?
> Tell the team they will read a short passage about water erosion. Ask them the recall what the
term erosion means and write it on the board. (A process in nature caused by wind, water and ice
that breaks rock and soil into smaller pieces and carries these pieces from place to place).
Introduce the book Erosion by Becky Olien and read the Water Erosion (p. 9) aloud to the team.
Write the following questions on the board and instruct students to answer the questions in their
notebook on the Web Wheel worksheet. /Provide real-life examples of acid for students so they
can visualize this as an important material in water that contributes to erosion.]
o What does acid in rain do to rocks?
o What does flowing water do to soil and small rocks?
o How long does it take water to wear away rocks?
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> Review the questions as a team and record students’ responses on the class Web Wheel chart.

Explore
> Ask the team to review the lesson’s two essential questions and write them on the board.
> Explain that for the next activity the team will be divided into four small groups with 2-3
scientists in each group. The objective of the activity is for each group to create their own “Ophir
Creek” in a pan. Ask the team to volunteer some of ideas of the types of materials they would need
to complete this activity.
> Divide the team into four small groups and distribute the Ophir Creek Map to each volcanologist.
Instruct group member to work together in order to locate Ophir Creek and then outline its shape
on the map with a marker. With different colored markers each team member should draw a star
indicating where the creek begins and an X indicating where it ends. Pose the following questions:
o Is the creek long or short?
o What is the shape of the creek?
o Where does the creek end>
o How was the creek created? (Water from rain)
> Distribute 1 aluminum tray, paper cup, and bucket with the soil/rock/sand mixture to each group.
Show the team your model of the Earth’s surface in Yakutat and instruct each group to work
together to create a similar model with the materials that have been provided. Explain that the hill
should be constructed on one side of the pan to allow enough space for their water to flow. Ask the
team members to avoid using the paper cups just yet. Assist each group with the pebble/gravel
layer. As each group completes their model’s foundation, allow them to go outside and collect
additional materials (such as twigs, small branches and leaves) to incorporate in the model.
> Once all four groups have completed constructing their model demonstrate the next step of the
activity. Ask the team if they have a model of Ophir Creek just yet? What other very important
material is needed to make the creek? (Rain water) Fill one of the paper cups up with water and
let the water drip on top of the hill.
> Let students draw a diagram of their model before introducing the water. Diagrams need to have a
descriptive title.
> Go around to each group and fill up the paper cups with water. Begin the activity.
> Provide groups with enough time to rotate through each member at least once before pausing the
activity and discussing the students’ observations. Pose the following questions:
o Does your model look like Ophir Creek?
o Has your creek exposed any rocks yet in the soil? Describe what you see.
*Note: The objective of the activity is to demonstrate the amount of time it takes for water to
erode the land into a small creek. If students tired before the rock in their model is exposed end
the activity ahead of time. You can also set the class model under a facet for a day and allow a light
stream of water to run during the day until the layer of rocks is exposed.
> Instruct volcanologists to draw a diagram of their model after water has been introduced.
Diagrams need to have a descriptive title.

Explain
> Write the following questions on the board and instruct students to respond on the River
Information worksheets in their notebooks:
o What did the model look like without the rain?
o What happened to the model when it started to rain?
o Is the land shaped fast or slow by water erosion?

Extend
> Tell the team of volcanologists that their boss from USGS, Mr. Applegate, is requesting another
review of what they have learned so far about rivers and their impacts on the land. Each scientist
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is to write a letter to Mr. Applegate in their notebook describing something interesting or
surprising they learned about w ater erosion over the last few lessons.
Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the River Erosion KWL chart in their notebooks and answ er the
following questions under the “L” column of the chart:
o How do rivers change the land?
o Do rivers change the land slowly or quickly?

Days 8-10: How long does it take volcanoes to change the land?
Estim ated time:
Teacher Prep: Read over the procedure and organize additional materials needed to im plem ent the
AKSCI Volcanoes and Tsunamis lesson plan as well as the Steam Cone activity (p. 135 in 75 Easy Earth
Science Demonstrations book), which provides a more in-depth description on how to set-up volcano
model. Note if the multimedia files m entioned in the lesson plan are not accessible you can search
through and incorporate clips from the Earth Science fo r Children: All About Volcanoes DVD. Look for clips
on the DVD th at can be shown during the engagement and exploration components of lesson th at provide
good visuals of volcanic activity, lava flows, crater lakes and calderas. Since the Volcanoes and Tsunamis
lesson requires the use of a model to display volcanic features such as magma and vents you can use the
Hubbard Landform Model and Inside a Volcano (pp. 6-7 in The Best Book of Volcanoes by Simon Adams)
for this com ponent of the lesson. The Hubbard Lesson Plan describes these features more in depth as well.
Make 1 copy per student of the Volcano Information w orksheet and glue into science notebooks. Make 1
copy per student of the following excerpts from The Best Book of Volcanoes by Simon Adams: What is a
volcano? (pp. 4-5), Inside a volcano (pp. 6-7), Where in the world? (pp. 10-11) and Underwater volcanoes
(pp. 18-19). Rivers o f fire (pp. 14-15), Volcanic lakes (pp. 20-21) Major eruptions (pp. 22-23), and After the
eruption (pp. 24-25). Have the class KWL and Volcano Information chart available throughout the lesson.
W rite the following questions on the board:
o W hat are volcanoes and how do they form?
o How do volcanoes change the land?
o Do volcanoes change the land slowly or quickly?
Elicit
> Begin the lesson by asking the team to identify the next topic of study. (How volcanoes change the
land and how long this process takes.) Tell the volcanologists we have finally entered into their
area of expertise in the investigation! Explain th at the main objective of the volcanologists
throughout this next lesson will be to determ ine how long it takes for rivers to change the land.
> Instruct scientists to open their notebooks to the KWL w orksheet and write, Volcanic Changes, at
the top of the sheet. They are to answ er the questions on the board under the “K” column of the
chart as well as any questions they w ant answ ered under the “W” column.
> Discuss responses and questions as a team, recording ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class chart.
Engagement
> Show the team a clip from the Earth Science fo r Children: All About Volcanoes DVD dem onstrating
volcanic activity.
Explore/Explain
> Tell the team th at the first part of the lesson will introduce them to volcanoes and how they form.
> Implem ent the AKSCI Volcanoes and Tsunamis lesson plan. If the multimedia videos are accessible
online, this lesson provides a good opportunity to practice researching information using the Ipad.
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> Before proceeding with Step 8 of the lesson’s procedure, have the team review information that
was just discussed by answering questions on the Volcano Information worksheet in their science
notebooks. Present questions and have a brief discussion on each as a team. Write the following
questions on the board:
oIf you cut the Earth in half, what would it look like? Draw a diagram of Earth’s layers.
o What is magma? Where does it form?
o
What is a volcano? (An opening in theEarth where hot, liquid rock, calledmagma bursts
out.)
o Where can volcanoes form? (Earth’s crust it broken up into huge pieces. These pieces move
around on top of Earth’s mantle. Volcanoes form in areas where parts of the Earth’s crust
are moving or are weak in it.
> Follow up the group discussion by reading the selected passages from The Best Book of Volcanoes
by Simon Adams as a class: What is a volcano? (pp. 4-5), Inside a volcano (pp. 6-7), Where in the
world? (pp. 10-11) and Underwater volcanoes ( pp. 18-19).
> After completing the passages, instruct volcanologists to respond to the questions on the Web
Wheel worksheet glued inside their science notebooks. Briefly re-discuss questions as a class and
record students’ responses on the Web Wheel chart.
Explore

> Tell the team that they will conclude the lesson on volcanoes by studying how volcanic eruptions
change the land and whether these Earth events happen slowly or quickly. Explain that an event is
considered to happen quickly if we are able to observe it in a short amount of time. Ask the team
to name a natural process they’ve learned about that happens very slowly. Write the following
questions on the board:
o How do volcanoes change the land?
o Do volcanoes change the land slowly or quickly?
> Tell the team they are about to view multiple movie clips that demonstrate volcanic activity. The
volcanologists are to observe the movie segments very closely because the team will discuss these
two essential questions immediately after the movie.
> Show the team clips from the Earth Science fo r Children: All About Volcanoes DVD demonstrating a
volcanic eruption, lava flows, crater lakes and caldera, and then discuss students’ observations as
a team.
Explain

> Reading the following passages as a class from The Best Book of Volcanoes by Simon Adams:
Rivers o f fire (pp. 14-15), Volcanic lakes (pp. 20-21) Major eruptions (pp. 22-23), and After the
eruption (pp. 24-25). Record the following questions on the board and instruct the volcanologists
to answer each one on the Web Wheel worksheet glued inside their notebooks.
o What is lava? How does it change the surface of the Earth?
o How are crater lakes formed?
o How are calderas formed?
o How can eruptions change people’s lives?
o Do change the Earth’s surface quickly or slowly?
> Once the team has responded to the questions in their notebooks have a group discussion and
record students’ responses on the class Web Wheel chart.
Extend

> Tell the team of volcanologists that their boss from USGS, Mr. Applegate, is requesting they write a
third review of what they have learned so far about volcanoes and their impacts on the land. Each
scientist is to write a letter to Mr. Applegate in their notebook describing something interesting or
surprising they learned about volcanoes over the last few lessons.
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Evaluate

> Instruct students to turn to the Volcanic Changes: KWL worksheet in their notebooks and answer
the following questions under the “L” column of the chart:
o What are volcanoes? How do they form?
o How do volcanoes change the land?
o Do volcanoes change the land slowly or quickly?
Days 11-13: How long does it take for earthquakes to change the land?
Estim ated Time:
Teacher Prep: Read over the procedure and organize any additional materials needed that are not listed
in this investigation to implement the AKSCI Shake, Rattle and Roll lesson plan. While AKSCI lesson
incorporate the Forces o f Nature DVD produced by National Geographic (2004) as an engagement tool,
you may wish to switch it out with the Earth Science fo r Children: All about Earthquakes DVD. Both DVDs
are included in the kit; therefore it is up to the educator’s discretion, which would be more appropriate
overall for the class. Print 1copy of the following worksheets for each student and glue into science
notebooks: Earthquakes Information and Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel.
Teacher Prep: This lesson begins with a historical account of the 1899 earthquake in Yakutat from
Volume 1 of de Lagunas “Under Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit” (2009). A
scanned copy of Geological Changes in the Yakutat Area: The Yakutat Earthquake, 1899 is attached at the
end of this investigation, however can also be found in the YSD high school library. The preferred manner
in which to recount this incident for students is to have an elder or member of the community provide a
personal or family account of the event in the classroom. Read over the account ahead of time in order to
make any necessary grammatical changes that will help make the delivery smoother and therefore more
comprehendible for students. A day before the lesson, ask students to go home and ask family members
what they know about or have heard about regarding earthquakes in Yakutat. Have available throughout
the lesson the class KWL and Earthquake Information charts. Write the following questions on the board:
Essential Questions
o What are earthquakes?
o How do earthquakes change the land?
o Do earthquakes change the land slowly or quickly?
Elicit

> Begin the lesson by asking the team to identify the next topic of study. (What kinds of changes to
the land do earthquakes cause and how quickly are these changes made?) Tell the team of
volcanologists that they have come to the final Earth event of the investigation! The team has done
a lot of great work as well as learned a lot throughout the entire process, which has made their
USGS boss, Mr. Applegate, very happy. Explain that the main objective for the team during the next
lesson is to figure out how long it takes for earthquakes to change the land.
> Instruct scientists to open their notebooks to the KWL worksheet and write, Earthquake Changes,
at the top of the sheet. They are to answer the questions on the board under the “K” column of the
chart as well as any questions they want answered about earthquakes under the “W” column.
> Discuss responses and questions as a team, recording ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class KWL chart.
Engage

> Ask the team of volcanologists if they had ever heard family members or friends tell stories about
earthquakes that have taken place in Yakutat in the past. Allow time for students to retell or
describe stories that they have heard.
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> Tell the team that they are going to hear a story that was told by a Yakutat resident almost 70
years ago to an anthropologist called, Frederica de Laguna. Explain that an anthropologist is a type
of scientist that studies people. Frederica was a very special anthropologist to the community of
Yakutat and to Alaska in general because she was the first person to come and study the native
cultures in this part of the world. She spent four years interviewing people in the community in
order to learn about the way of life in Yakutat and the traditional stories. Ms. de Laguna also
searched for artifacts that would give more information about the ways in which people lived in
this area hundreds of years ago. Frederica wrote everything she learned about the Yakutat Tlingit
culture down so that years later people, like the second grade science class, would be able to read
and continue to learn about the culture of our community today.
> Read the Geological Changes in the Yakutat Area: The Yakutat Earthquake, 1899 story to the team
of volcanologists.
Explore/Explain

> Ask the team to recall the questions they will be investigating about volcanoes over the course of
this lesson and write them on the board.
> Implement the AKSCI Shake, Rattle and Roll lesson plan. After the team watches either the National
Geographic Forces o f Nature or the Earth Science fo r Children: All about Earthquakes DVD, instruct
the young scientists to answer the essential questions of the lesson on the Web Wheel worksheet
in their science notebooks. Follow this up with a brief team discussion about students’ responses
and record these on the class Web Wheel chart. An application activity at the end of the lesson
instructs students to answer questions based on their observations of a demonstration. Students
should record their responses on the Earthquake Information worksheet glued into their science
notebooks and then discuss their answers during a class discussion, which should be recorded on
the class Earthquake Information chart.
Extend

> Tell the team of volcanologists that their boss from USGS, Mr. Applegate, is requesting a final
write-up about what they have learned about earthquakes and their impacts on the land. Each
scientist is to write a letter to Mr. Applegate in their notebook describing something interesting or
surprising they learned about earthquakes over the course of the lesson.
Evaluate

> Instruct students to turn to the Earthquake Changes: KWL worksheet in their notebooks and
answer the following questions under the “L” column of the chart:
o What are earthquakes? How do they form?
o How do earthquakes change the land?
o Do earthquakes change the land slowly or quickly?
Lesson 5: How can w e w rite a new spaper article?
Estimated time: 1-2, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Select a few designs from the TeachersPayTeachers: Newspaper Templates resource that
students can choose from when they are ready to write their newspaper article and make sufficient
copies. Some students may need more than one copy of their chosen template to complete the article.
Make four copies per student of the Reading A-Z Graphic organizer: Draw Conclusions and glue each set of
four into the science notebooks. Have the charts that were filled in as a class (Glacier Information, River
Information, Volcano Information, Earthquake Information) available during the lesson. Write the
following questions on the board:
o How do natural events and processes change the land?
o How long does it take for natural events and processes to change the land?
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Teacher Prep: Make enlarged versions of the Reading A-Z: Graphic Organizer on four sheets of chart
paper:
Earth Event

Earth Event

Earth Event

Glacier Erosion

River Erosion

Volcanic Activity

StoryCtofl

+ Whaf I Knew ■

Conctalo

e*

e*

c

C*

e*

C*

C'

e*

£'
e*

e*
e*

el

Elicit

> Tell the team of volcanologists they have almost completed the investigation. After doing all the
hard work of gathering information about different Earth processes and events, the time has come
to complete their task for Mr. Applegate. Over the next couple of lessons, the team will look back
on the notes that they recorded in their notebooks and write a newspaper article for the
Driftwood Dispatch. This is one of the most important jobs of a scientist, learning to communicate
their work to the community. The information the team has collected is of value to community
members in Yakutat because it can have big impacts on their lives. Ask the team to recall the two
questions Mr. Applegate wanted them to answer in their articles.
> Record the prompt on the board under the investigation’s essential questions:
o Choose 2 natural events (1 slow and 1 fast) that change the surface of the Earth. Describe
how each event changes the land. Include how long it takes each event to change the land.
> Explain that before the team can begin writing they must go over all the information that was
collected throughout the investigation. Instruct team members to open their notebooks to the four
Draw Conclusions worksheets and to write in the following topics and questions on each sheet.
Note: Ask students to cross out and substitute Book Title with Earth Event.
o Earth Event: Glacier Erosion
■ How do glaciers form?
■ How do glaciers change the land?
■ Do glaciers change the land slowly or quickly?
o Earth Event: River Erosion
■ How do rivers change the land?
■ Do rivers change the land slowly or quickly?
o Earth Event: Volcanic Activity
■ What are volcanoes and how do they form?
■ How do volcanoes change the land?
■ Do volcanoes change the land slowly or quickly?
o Earth Event: Earthquake Activity
■ What are earthquakes?
■ How do earthquakes change the land?
■ Do earthquakes change the land slowly or quickly?
> Review the questions for each topic as a team and record students’ responses on the appropriate
class chart. As you record individual responses on the chart, students should be filling in the Draw
Conclusions worksheets in their notebooks.
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o

Note: Story Clues boxes should include any information the team gathered from assigned
readings or educational DVDs about the topic, which students should have recorded on
their Web Wheel worksheets. What I Know boxes should include any information the team
gathered about a topic from observing demonstrations or participating in lessons’ activities
and subsequently recorded on the “Earth Event"Information worksheets glued into their
science notebooks.

Extend
> After the team has filled in all four Draw Conclusions worksheets, they are ready to write their
articles. Reiterate the prompt for the team.
> Display the various newspaper template designs and allow the volcanologists to choose which
they would prefer using to write their article.
Lesson 6: Post-Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Print and glue 1-copy per student of the Post-Assessment into students’ science
notebooks. An oral assessment and rubric is available to supplement the written component.

Evaluate
> Tell the team of volcanologists they have done great work. All of the information they have
collected is very valuable and useful to the people of Yakutat. Explain that the last step of the
investigation is to take an assessment that demonstrates just how much they learned.
> Administer the assessment to the team of outdoor guides.
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Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (2-ESS1-1)- Written

Pre/Post-Assessment (2-ESS1-1)
Part 1: Identify
Observe the photographs. Circle only the photographs that are showing an
Earth process or event.

1503

1504 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

Part 2: Construct and Explain
Draw a picture of an Earth process that happens very slowly. Below your
picture describe what is happening.

1504

Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (2-ESS1-1)- Written

Part 2: Construct and Explain
Draw a picture of an Earth event that happens very quickly. Below your
picture describe what is happening.
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1506 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)
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Grade 2: Post-Assessment (2-ESS1-1)

Summative Assessment Task: Can changes to a material be reversed?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-ESS1-1 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks. Degree of prompting should also be taken into considering when assessing student's comprehension of material.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
Proficient (2 pts)

Above Proficient (3 pts)

The student identifies processes
and events that can change the
Earth's surface.

2-ESS1-1

NGSS

The student identifies a couple
examples mentioned in class of
Earth processes and events but
does recognize their connections
to changes in landscape.

Below Proficient (1 pt.)

The student identifies the
movement of glaciers and rivers as
well as the actions of volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes as Earth
processes and events that can
change the landscape.

The student identifies the erosion
of rock by glaciers and rivers,
deposition of rock by volcanic
eruptions and the weathering of
the rock by earthquakes as Earth
processes and events that can
change the landscape.

The student explains that some
events happen quickly and that
other events occur very slowly.

2-ESS1-1

The student explains that Earth
processes and events are
responsible for changing the
landscape but cannot contextualize
the rate of change for either.

The student explains that the
movement of water and glaciers
change the landscape so slowly that
it cannot be observed in a day while
the actions of volcanic eruptions
and earthquakes cause changes that
we can be observe.

The student describes how
processes (erosion by rivers and
glaciers) and events (volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes)
change the landscape.

2-ESS1-1

The student describes only some of
the Earth processes and events
described in class or provide a
fragmented/incomplete
description of these processes and
events.

The student describes how the
movement of rivers and glaciers as
well as the action of volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes change
the landscape.

The student explains that erosion
by water and glaciers change the
landscape so slowly that it cannot
be observed in a day while
deposition of rock material by
volcanic eruptions and the
weathering of the Earth's surface
by earthquakes cause changes we
can observe.
The student describes how the
process of erosion by rivers and
glaciers as well as the deposition
and weathering of rock by
volcanic eruptions and
earthquakes changes the
landscape.
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Career Profile
I am a _________________________________
I work fo r_______________________________
As a meteorologist I _____________________

This is what I look like!
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Student Observations: Glacier Information
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Student Observations: River Information
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Student Observations: Volcano Information
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Student Observations: Earthquake Information
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Glacier Moraines (page 1 of 2)
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1

Glacier Moraines (page 2 of 2)
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-ESS1-1
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Grade 2 (Grade Band K-2)
Unit 3: Earth Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth's Systems
Investigation 2

Overarching Questions
> How can we find the best solution to solve a problem?
> What forces can change the land?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that the shape of the land changes over time due to natural processes caused by
wind and water; rock is first broken down and/or changes color during the weathering process, which is
eventually transported by wind or water to a different area through a process called erosion. Students
will also be able to compare multiple solutions to a problem associated with weathering and/or erosion
using a graphic organizer and connect how each solutions slows or prevents the land from changing.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-ESS2-1] Compare multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or water from changing the
shape of the land.
• After instruction and firsthand observations the student will be able to explain the overall process
of weathering (breaking up) as well as its causes (action of water and air) and effects (changing
shape of land), at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
• After instruction and firsthand observations the student will be able to will be able to explain the
overall process of erosion (movement of smaller rock pieces by wind, water or ice) as well as its
causes (weathering) and effects (changing shape of land) at the 'proficient' level of a teacher made
rubric.
• After instruction and practice in other contexts the student will be able to compare and contrast
multiple solutions using a graphic organizer that are designed to slow or prevent
weathering/erosion by wind or water at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.

Vocabulary
Weathering- a process of the breaking up or changing the color of rocks
Erosion- the movement of smaller rock pieces (pebbles, sand or soil) by wind, water or ice
Engineer-

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- What do you know?
> Pre-Assessment- 2-ESS2-1 written (1 per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: How Raven made the Tides
> Pp. 7-17 & 103-107 in Keepers of the Earth by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac
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Lesson 3: How does the land change? (What causes the land to change)?
Day 1:
> Science A-Z Career File: Engineer (1 copy per student)
> Career File worksheet (1 copy per student)
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Double sided tape/glue
> Science notebooks
Day 2:
> Science A-Z Nonfiction book: Earth’s Surface (available in three levels: low, mid, high)
> Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher’s Guide
> Science A-Z Nonfiction graphic organizers: KWL, Web Wheel, Word Smart (optional)
> Science A-Z Vocabulary Cards (optional)
Days 3-4:
> 3 different rocks:
o One that is crumbling and has a reddish color
o One that is rounded
o One that has been split in half (you need to have both halves)
o Sand
o soil
> Weathering Vocab Card
> Science A-Z Word Smart worksheet (1 copy per student- 2 wordsheets total)
> Rusty Rock activity materials (pp. 90-91 in Earth Science For Every Kid by Janice VanCleaves)- this
needs to be set up THREE days in advance
> Wash Out activity materials (pp. 100-101 in Earth Science For Every Kid by Janice VanCleaves)
> Crack Up activity materials (pp. 108-109 in Earth Science For Every Kid by Janice VanCleaves)
Days 5-6:
> Erosion Vocab Card
> AKSCI Vanishing Coast: Erosion lesson plan and activities
o Supplement with Wind Erosion activity (p. 8) and 1 copy per student of worksheet (p. 11)
o Ocean Wave Erosion worksheet (1 copy per student)
o Rain Fall Erosion worksheet (1 copy per student)
Day 7:
> One of the following books:
o Erosion by Becky Olien
o Wind and Water at work by Thomas Sheehan
> TeachersPayTeachers Weathering and Erosion Scoot Tasks (optional)
Lesson 4: Does wind or water cause more erosion? (Learning to compare)
Day 1
> TeachersPayTeachers: Compare and Contrast
Day 2
> Science A-Z Experiment: Erosion Control (part 1)
Lesson 5: How can we slow or stop erosion? (Learning to compare solutions)
Days 1-3
> Science A-Z Experiment: Erosion Control (Part 2)
> Various erosion control measures: egg cartons, fabrics
> Potting Soil, Dirt, Sand
> Erosion Control Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
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> TeachersPayTeachers: Compare and Contrast Sheets- 1 copy per student (pp. 20-21)
> Scientific Method Posters
Lesson 6: Post Assessment- What did you learn?
> Post-Assessment- 2-ESS2-1 written (1 per student)
> Post-Assessment- oral component (optional)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Investigation 2

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson.
Teacher Prep: Make and glue 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment: 2-ESS2-1 (w ritten) in each
science notebook. Print and laminate the Earth Changes Cards (4).
Engagement

> Ask students if they have ever heard family members and Elders talk or tell stories about changes
they have seen in the land over time. Ask students to volunteer stories or comments in front of the
class.
> Tell students they are about to start a new investigation! Explain that from this day forward they
will have to wear their engineer hats to school. Explain to the class that the Yakutat Tlingit Tribe
has just hired the second grade engineering team to figure out what is causing the land in Yakutat
to change and present solutions that can slow this change. For a long time the community has
seen the mountains slowly crumble into smaller pieces, rivers get wider, trees fall into the ocean
and ripples in the sand come and go! (As you discuss these points show students the photographs
of these changes).
> Ask students to volunteer ideas of what the duties of an engineer are and what could be
responsible for changing the land of Yakutat. Write students’ ideas on a large sheet of chart paper
and save the sheet for later in the investigation.
Elicit

> Explain to the class that they have a lot to learn before they can present in front of the Tribe.
Students will spend the rest of the lesson filling in worksheets in their notebooks to show what
they know at this point about forces that shape the land. Reiterate that this is not a graded
assignment; it is an activity to let you (the teacher) know to move forward with the investigation.
> Being the assessment.
Lesson 2: How Raven Made the Tides
Estimated time: 2-3, forty-fifty minute lessons
Note: Feel free to choose one of the two options (or both) provided in this particular lesson.
Teacher Prep (Option 1): Read and familiarize yourself with the Parts 1 & 2 of Keepers of the Earth,
which provides guidance on how to successfully implement the stories and activities in the text (pp. 7
17). In addition, read over the following story and activities that will be used throughout the lesson: How
Raven Made the Tides (pp. 103-104), Activities: Seashore Symphony (pp. 105) and Seashore Solitude (pg.
106).
Teacher Prep (Option 2): Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or community
into the classroom to speak on themes related to the Overarching Question and/or Cultural Perspectives
(heat/substances) stated below. It is important to note that the ‘heritage cultural perspectives’ were
adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an overall context as well as
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connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to reflect the culture of
Yakutat.
Overarching Investigative Question:
How w ere forces on Earth responsible for shaping the land?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Energy)
Native people recognized wind and air as forms of energy. The wind was used to propel their sailing
canoes. Air and the sun were used to dry meats, fish, plants, and skins. Steam energy was used to create
bentwood boxes and canoes.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Forces)
When making a dug-out canoe, the log is steamed and then a spreader is used to provide the force
necessary to widen the canoe. A mallet is used to force the spreader into place. Historically, daily life
called for the use of force in a variety of ways. This would have included the grinding of cottonwood bark
and ash, as well as seaweed. Rock scrapers were used to force the flesh from hides.

Lesson 3: How does the land change? (What causes the land to change)?
Estimated time:

Day 1

Teacher Prep: Print and make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Career File: Engineer as well as the
Career File worksheet. Glue worksheets into students’ science notebooks. Have available colored pencils

and crayons.
Engagemen t/Explore

> Tell the team of engineers they are ready to being their investigation! Ask the team to recall the
role they have to fill, the name of the local organization they are now working for as well as the
problem they will try to solve over the next few weeks. Record the engineers’ ideas on the board
and reiterate that they are a team of engineers who have been hired by the Yakutat Tlingit Tribe.
The Tribe has stated that over the years, the community has watched the land change. Some of the
changes have been very small while other changes have been so dramatic that it has effected
people’s lives. It is the job of the engineers to compare multiple solutions that can try and stop or
at least slow some of these changes to the Earth’s surface.
> Explain to the team that before they can dive fully into the investigation the engineers must learn
a little more about their role. Hand out the Career File: Engineer reading to the team’s members
and explain that they will read more about the role of an engineer together before filling out
worksheets glued inside notebooks individually. Ask engineers to recall ideas of what they think
an engineer is and what she/he does for their profession. Write these ideas on the board.
> Read over the Career File reading together and ask students to summarize during class discussion
what engineers do for a living. Ask members of the team to volunteer ideas of engineers in the
community. Reiterate that there are different types of engineers; some work on cars while others
design bridges and buildings. Tell the team that they are environmental engineers. What does an
environmental engineer do? (They figure out ways to improve the land when it’s undergone
changes or has to meet the needs of people or other living things.)
> Have students fill out the Career File worksheet in their notebooks.
Day 2

Teacher Prep: Read over the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher's Guide to familiarize yourself with
different reading tactics as well as the lesson’s reading material, Earth's Surface . The nonfiction book is
available in three levels (low, mid, high). The objective of the lesson is to familiarize students with the
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surface of the Earth and the concept that it undergoes changes. Terminology such as weathering and
erosion will be discussed during later. How you wish to proceed with the lesson is entirely up to you; feel
free to utilize tactics and techniques described in the Guide (i.e. graphic organizers or vocabulary cards)
or use your own that better address the needs of the students. Make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z
Graphic Organizer: KWL, glue them into students’ science notebooks and finally on a large sheet of chart
paper make an enlarged version of the KWL.

Elicit

> Begin the lesson by telling the team of engineers that before they can think about and compare
solutions that try and stop or slow processes that change the land, the engineers first need to
figure out two very important concepts, which can be written as questions. Ask the team to think
about what it is that they need to learn and understand about the problem before trying to solve it.
Students can write down ideas or questions inside science notebooks or discuss with partners.
Ask the engineers to present their ideas and record them on the board. Sum up the teams’ ideas
and questions with the following (which should be clearly written on the board as well):
o What is the Earth’s Surface?
o How does the land change?
o What causes the land to change?
> Have engineers’ record their prior knowledge to both questions in their science notebooks on the
Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet under the “K” column. Discuss the team’s thoughts
and ideas as a class and record them under the “K” column of the enlarged version of the KWL. Ask
the engineers to volunteer other questions they would like to have answered over the course of
the investigation and record these under the “W” column of the chart.
Explore

> Begin the reading assignment. Take time to focus and visualize concepts related to the weathering
process, or the breaking down of large rocks into smaller and smaller pieces. Ask students to
think about areas around the community where they’ve seen very large rocks, such as boulders
on the beach or mountain peaks. Have students describe in as much detail as possible these rocky
areas. Did engineers see any cracks or missing pieces from these large rocks or boulders? Did the
shape or size of these large rocks or boulders change over time? What could have caused these
changes to happen?
Explain

> After the class has completed the reading discuss the three questions that were stated earlier.
o What is the earth’s surface?
o How does the land change?
o What causes the land to change?
> Make sure that the following information is addressed during the discussion:
o The earth’s surface is where we live and play.
o Earth’s Surface is made up of land as well as water from the ocean, lakes, rivers and
glaciers.
o Most of land is made out of rocks, which are hard materials.
o Soil also makes up the surface of Earth. It is made out of tiny bits of rock that have broken
from larger rocks.
o The Earth’s surface can be flat or pointed and have deep holes.
o Water moves over the land.
o Earth’s surface changes. Wind and water can make rocks loose. Soil and rocks can also fall
down slopes.
>
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Days 3-4

Teacher Prep: Read and familiarize yourself with the procedure and materials needed to implement
the following activities from Earth Science For Every Kid by Janice VanCleaves, which have been scanned
and attached to this investigation: Rusty Rock (pp. 90-91), Wash Out (pp. 100-101) and Crack Up (pp.
108-109). Note that the Rusty Rock activity requires preparation three days in advance of lesson and the
Crack Up activity at least three hours. Print and make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Word Smart
worksheets and glue each into science notebooks. Print and laminate the Weathering Vocab Card (double
sided), which should have the vocabulary word on one side and the definition on the other. Fill up two
separate jars with sand and soil and locate examples of the following rock types to bring into the
classroom: 1 reddish/brown rock that is crumbling, 1 smooth/rounded rock (preferably white) and
finally 1 rock that has been split in half (must have both halves). Set-up three stations in the classroom
for each of the Earth Science activities with colored pencils/crayons:
• Station 1: Rust Rock Activity with crumbling reddish/brown rock
• Station 2: Wash Out Activity with rounded/smooth rock (near a faucet)
• Station 3: Crack Up with rock split in half
Label each station (1-3) and include a set of directions that describe what students will be doing at each
station:
1. Observe the rock with teammates. What does it look like? What does it feel like? What does it
smell like?
2. Draw and label a picture of the rock.
Under the picture
3. Describe how the rock is changing.
4. Write a prediction of what is causing that change.
Elicit

> Write the following questions on the board:
o What is the Earth’s surface?
o How does the land change?
o What causes the land to change?
> Ask the team of engineers to state the goal of today’s lesson and have a brief class discussion that
reviews concepts from the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book that was read during the previous class.
Explore

> Tell engineers that for their first activity they will focus on learning some ways in which the land
can change. Explain that three, labeled stations are set up around the room with different rock
samples that engineers can observe with their senses (no tasting!). Have engineers label three
separate pages in their notebooks with the following headings: Station 1, Station 2, and Station 3.
Engineers will be given time to record their observations of the rock samples (under the correct
heading) in their notebook with a labeled picture. Under each diagram, engineers are to describe
how the rock is changing and then write a prediction of what is causing that change.
> Divide the team up between the three stations. Provide sufficient time for engineers to complete
their assignments before having the groups rotate to the next station.
Explain

> Once the engineers have spent time at each station, meet up for a brief discussion about their
observations and predictions regarding the causes to the changes in each rock sample.
> Bring the team to each station one at a time and perform the demonstrations as outlined in each
of VanCleaves activities: Rusty Rock, Wash Out and Crack Up.
> After completing the demonstrations have the team sit back in their seats and open their
notebooks to the Science A-Z W ordsmart worksheet. Tell the team that they just observed one way
in which the Earth’s surface can change, and it is a process called weathering. Write the word on
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the board and explain that weathering is a process in which rock is broken into smaller and
smaller pieces. What causes the rock to break into smaller pieces? (Water in the form of rain and
ice). Write the definition for weathering on the board for engineers to read to themselves: The
process of water breaking rock up into smaller pieces by water.
> Ask students what is formed over time when rock is broken up into even smaller and smaller
pieces.
> Bring out the cup of soil and sand. (Sand and soil, combined with pieces of vegetation and other
natural materials, are formed.)
> Post the Weathering Vocab Card on the board. Instruct the team to fill out the first W ordsmart
worksheet in their notebooks with their new vocabulary word.
Days 5-6

Teacher Prep: Read and familiarize yourself with the AKSCI Vanishing Coast: Erosion lesson plan and
supplemental Wind Erosion activity (p. 8) of the AKSCI Rills and Thrills: Erosion Affects Me. You will need
to prep materials for the demonstrations outlined in these lesson plans. Make copies of the following
worksheets and glue one of each into students’ science notebooks: Wind Erosion Lab (p. 11 of Erosion
Effects Me lesson), Wave Erosion Lab and Rain Fall Erosion Lab worksheets. Also make and laminate a
double-sided copy of the Erosion Vocab Card. Write the following questions on the board:
• How does the land change?
• What causes the land to change?
Elicit

> Ask the team of engineers to state the goal of today’s lesson and have a brief class discussion that
reviews concepts from the previous lesson’s demonstrations.
o Weathering is the breaking up of rock into smaller pieces.
o Rock with iron can crumble when water seeps into it.
o Falling water (like rain) can knock of tiny pieces of rock over time.
o Water can get into small cracks in rocks. Since water gets bigger when it freezes it can
make cracks wider and wider. Over time rocks can split apart.
Explore

> Tell the team that today they will learn other ways in which the land can change and the causes
for these changes. Implement the Vanishing Coast: Erosion lesson plan with supplemental Wind
Erosion activity. Students should complete the worksheets glued into their notebooks after each
demonstration.
Explain

> After completing the demonstrations have the team sit back in their seats and open their
notebooks to the Science A-Z W ordsmart worksheet. Tell the team that they observed three
different ways in which the Earth’s surface can change through a process called erosion. Write the
word on the board and explain that erosion is the movement of smaller rock pieces (pebbles, sand
or soil). What causes the smaller rock pieces to move? (Wind, rain and wave action) Write the
definition for weathering on the board for engineers to read to themselves: The movement of
smaller rock pieces by wind, water and ice.
> Post the Erosion Vocab Card on the board. Instruct the team to fill out the first W ordsmart
worksheet in their notebooks with their new vocabulary word.
Day 7

Teacher Prep: Choose one of the following books to read to the class: Erosion by Becky Olien or Wind
and Water at Work by Thomas Sheehan. An optional activity to implement after reading is the
TeachersPayTeachers Weathering and Scoot Task Cards. Students may not recognize all of the
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terminology or concepts presented on the scoot task cards so decide ahead of time whether to remove or
keep those cards specifically in the activity. Have available the class KWL chart from an earlier lesson and
write the following questions on the board:
• How does the land change?
• What causes the land to change?
Elicit

> Ask the team of engineers to state the objective of the day’s lesson.
> Explain that the team will do some more research into the process of erosion, but first they must
review what has been learned so far:
o What is weathering? What causes rocks to weather?
o How does weathering change the land?
o What is erosion? What causes erosion?
o How does erosion change the land?
Explain

> Introduce the book and read it to the team.
> After finishing the book have a discussion with students about what they learned.
Extend

> (Optional) Team plays the scoot activity.
Evaluate

> Have chemists fill in the “L” (learned) column of the KWL chart in their notebooks. Discuss as a
class and record chemists’ ideas on the team KWL chart.
Lesson 4: Does w ind or w ater cause m ore erosion? (Learning to com pare and contrast)
Estimated time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons

Day 1

Teacher Prep: Read through the TeachersPayTeacheres Compare and Contrast resource. Make 1 copy
per student of the following pages from the teaching resource and glue into students’ science notebooks
in the same order: pp. 9, 6-8, 10, 18, 9-10, 19-21. Make enlarged versions of pp. 6-7. Write the following
on the board:
• What does it mean to compare and contrast?
Elicit

> Ask the team of engineers to state the topic of today’s lesson. (Learning to compare and contrast)
Tell the team they have learned so much about the processes of weathering and erosion over the
last few lessons. Very soon the engineers will design an experiment to compare and contrast
different solutions that slow the process of erosion. But what does it mean to compare and
contrast something? Have engineers volunteer ideas of what they think it means to compare and
contrast things.
> Explain that today the team will practice comparing and contrasting different objects before they
are expected to compare and present different solutions to slow erosion to YTT. Practice makes us
better and better each time!
Explore

> Ask the engineers to open to the graphic organizer in their notebooks (pp. 9-10). Draw a picture of
the moon and the sun on the board and explain that the graphic organizer glued into the science
notebooks is called a Venn Diagram. People commonly use Venn Diagrams when they want to
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compare and contrast two different objects. Tell the engineers that for the next five minutes they
will try their best to fill out the Venn Diagram in their notebooks on the following topics that are
drawn on the board: the moon and the sun.
> Give students five minutes to try and fill out the graphic organizer on their own or by working in
pairs.
Explain

> After a few minutes call the team’s attention and ask how the engineers how they fared with the
activity. Tell them not worry and that this is not a graded assignment! The idea is that they get a
bit more experiment with comparing and contrasting on their own before they discuss it as a class.
Day 2

Teacher Prep: Read and familiarize yourself with the Science A-Z Experiment: Erosion

Control lesson
plan; only Part 1 will be implemented this class period. Make 1 copy per student of the Earth's SurfaceErosion Control Data Sheet as well copies of pp. 9&10 in the TeachersPayTeachers Compare and Contrast
Resource, and glue one of each into students’ science notebooks. Write the following on the board: Does
wind or water cause more erosion?

Elicit

>

Ask the team to state the objective of the day’s lesson. Explain that they are going to practice using
their compare and contrast skills with an experiment that compares the effects of erosion by wind
and water on a sand tower.
> Review the concept of erosion as a team.
o What is erosion?
o What causes erosion?
o How can erosion change the land we live on?
Explore (Problem/Hypothesis)

> Before implementing Part 1 of the Science A-Z: Erosion Control lesson plan ask the engineers to
write down the question of the experiment in their notebooks (Does wind or water cause more
erosion?) as well as a hypothesis to the question.
> Implement Part 1.
Explain

> Discuss the outcome of the experiment with the team. Refer to the Discussion and Conclusion
Questions sheet of the Erosion Control lesson plan (p. 4) for questions to pose to the team.
o In your experiment, which caused more erosion, wind or water? Why do you think this was
so?
o Why was it important to measure the height of your sand towers both before and after each
experiment?
o Do you think this test helped show how erosion really works on the surface of Earth? Why
or why not?
Extend (Results/Conclusion)
> Refer to the Extensions and Variations sheet of the Erosion Control lesson plan (p. 5). Implement
the Writing extension. Engineers can choose either one of the graphic organizers from the
Compare and Contrast Resource in their science notebooks to fill out for the activity. Once the

team has completed filling in their graphic organizers, each engineer is expected to write a
conclusion to the experiment in their science notebooks. Write down the following questions on
the board that engineers should answer in their notebooks:
1. Was your hypothesis correct?
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2. Does wind or w ater cause more erosion? Explain using evidence from the
experiment.
3. How could the experim ent be made better?
4. Write down any other questions th at you have.

Lesson 5: How can w e slow or stop erosion? (Learning to com pare solutions)
Estimated time: 1-3, forty-fifty minute lessons

Days 1-3
Teacher Prep: Read and familiarize yourself with Part 2 of the Science A-Z Experiment: Erosion

Control

lesson plan. Print and glue 1 copy per student of the graphic organizers (pp. 20-21) in the
TeachersPayTeachers Compare and Contrast teaching resource as well as the Erosion Control Data Sheet.
Lesson 5 is designed in two parts so th at students gain an understanding of erosion control before being
asked to design and test two different solutions on their own; it begins with Part 2 of the Science A-Z:
Erosion Control and concludes with students designing and testing their own solutions (refer to the
second and third Extensions and Variations on p. 5 of the Erosion Control lesson plan). Students will
work in pairs so have the necessary m aterials available so th at each pair is able to conduct his/h er
experim ent (i.e. ruler, 2 large containers, 2 bowls, 3 disposable plastic cups, newspaper,1 straw, 1
eyedropper, safety goggles, 2 toothpicks). In additional collect the following m aterials and set them up in
an area of the classroom w here they are visible and easily accessible: various control m easures (i.e. egg
cartons, cardboard, fabrics, aluminum foil, etc.) as well as different substrates (sand, dirt, soil, etc.).
Write the following question on the board:
o How can we slow or stop erosion?
Elicit
>

Ask the team to state the objective of the day’s lesson. Explain th at they are going to finally put
some of their engineering skills to the test! The team will first conduct an experim ent using burlap
sacks to get a b etter understanding of w hat erosion control means and later split off into pairs in
order to design and conduct their own experiments using new materials.

Explore (Problem/Hypothesis)
> Before implementing Part 2 of the Science A-Z: Erosion Control lesson plan ask the engineers to
write down the question of the experim ent in their notebooks (How can we slow or stop erosion?)
as well as a hypothesis to the question.
> Implem ent Part 2 of the lesson plan.
Explain (Results/Conclusion)
> Discuss the outcome of the experim ent with the team. Refer to the Discussion and Conclusion
Questions sheet of the Erosion Control lesson plan (p. 4) for questions to pose to the team.
o Did the burlap help control erosion? If so, did it better protect the tow er from wind or
water? Why do you think this was so?
o Which type of burlap design worked best to control erosion? Why do you think this was so?
o Why do people try to control erosion?
o W hat are some jobs th at would require knowledge about how to control erosion?
Explore (Problem/Hypothesis)
> Tell the team they are ready to design their experim ent with a partner. Explain th at the procedure
and m aterials th at were used in the last experim ent will stay the same. The overall problem of this
experim ent also stays the same: How can we slow or stop erosion? Assign pairs or allow engineers
to choose a partner they would like to w ork with then write the following param eters on the
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>

>

>
>
>

>

board (you may w ant to color code the following phrases to help students later on when they are
constructing their questions):
o Choose 1 su b strate: soil, sand or dirt
o Choose 1 factor th at causes erosion: wind or w ater
o Choose 2 different erosion control m easures: egg cartons, cardboard, fabrics, aluminum foil
(and w hatever other m aterials you chose to include)
Have the team w rite down the three param eters for the experim ent in their notebooks. Tell the
engineers th at each pair will have to decide together w hat type of substrate, factor, and erosion
control m easure to use in the experiment. Allow time for the pairs to observe the different
m aterials before deciding which they prefer to use for their experiment. Engineers can circle their
choices directly in their notebooks.
Explain th at engineers have to write out the question for the experim ent to include the
param eters they have chosen with their partners. Model an example on the board:
o Parameters: Egg Cartons and Cardboard, Soil, Wind
o Do egg cartons or cardboard slow the erosion of soil by wind?
Allow sufficient time for the pairs to write out their questions in their science notebooks. Once the
engineers are finished w riting out the question to their experim ent they m ust write a hypothesis.
Pass out m aterials to each pair including the following: 2 large containers, 2 bowls, 2 disposable
plastic cups, newspaper, 1 straw, 1 eyedropper, safety goggles, 2 toothpicks.
Go over the data sheet with students. Before conducting the experim ent they m ust fill in the data
sheet with the names of the m aterials they intend to use. Explain th at each pair m ust do three
different trials, which means they repeat the procedure three times. Why is it im portant to do
more than 1 trial during an experiment?
The team conducts their experiments.

Explain (Results/Conclusion)
> Discuss the outcome of the experim ent with the team. Refer to the Discussion and Conclusion
Questions sheet of the Erosion Control lesson plan (p. 4) for questions to pose to the team.
o Which m aterial helped control erosion better? Why do you think this was so?
> Refer to the Extensions and Variations sheet of the Erosion Control lesson plan (p. 5). Implement
the Writing extension. Engineers can choose either one of the graphic organizers from the
Compare and Contrast Resource in their science notebooks to fill out for the activity. Once the
team has completed filling in their graphic organizers, each engineer is expected to write a
conclusion to the experim ent in their science notebooks. The conclusion can be w ritten in the
form at of a letter since the Yakutat Tlingit Tribe will read it. Go over the form at of a letter with
students.
> Write down the following questions on the board th at engineers will include in their letter to the
Tribe. The letters will be w ritten in students’ science notebooks.
5. Was your hypothesis correct?
6. Which erosion control method (material) worked the best? Explain using evidence
from the experiment.
7. Can erosion by wind or w ater be slowed? Explain your answer.
8. How could the experim ent be made better?
9. Write down any other questions th at you have.

Lesson 6: Post Assessm ent- What did you learn?
Estimated Time: 1, forty-minute lesson
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Teacher Prep: Print 1 copy per student of the Post-Assessment (w ritten component) and glue each into
students’ science notebooks. An optional oral assessm ent is provided th at can supplem ent or substitute
the w ritten component.
Evaluate
> Tell the team of engineers they have done great work. All of the information they have collected is
very valuable and useful to the people of Yakutat. Explain th at the last step of the investigation is
to take an assessm ent th at dem onstrates just how much they learned.
> Administer the assessm ent to the team of engineers.
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1686 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

What are these pictures showing? (Circle one)
Weathering

1. Explain how this happened.

2. What is erosion?
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or

Erosion

Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (2-ESS2-1)- Written

What are these pictures showing? (Circle one)
Weathering or

Erosion

1. Explain how this happened.

2. What is weathering?
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1688 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

Scenario
You and a friend have been making a
fort behind her house. You both
notice a stream of water sloping
down behind the house. It is coming
from an underground pipe. You both
imagine it as a river filled with fish
ready to be caught and eaten! But over the next few days the water starts
to erode the soil more and more. The soil builds up next to the fort. Your
friend worries that over time the fort will have to be relocated somewhere
else. What are two possible solutions to stop the water from eroding the
soil? Compare and present both solutions to your friend.
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Grade 2: Post-Assessment (2-ESS2-1)

Summative Assessment Task: Can changes to a material be reversed?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-ESS2-1 and is
designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks. Degree of prompting should also be taken into considering when assessing student's comprehension of material.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient (1 pt.)

Proficient (2 pts)

The student explains the process,
causes and effects of weathering.

2-ESS2-1

The student explains only part of
the weathering process, its causes
and overall effects on the land.

The student explains that
weathering is the breaking down or
changing of color in rocks, which is
caused by water or ice and can
ultimately change the shape of the
land.

The student explains the process,
causes and effects of erosion.

2-ESS2-1

The student explains only part of
the erosion process, its causes and
overall effects on the land.

[When provided a scenario] The
student compares possible
solutions to problem caused by
erosion.

2-ESS2-1

The student identifies
but cannot compare the
similarities and differences
between two solutions to a
relevant problem caused by
erosion.

Above Proficient (3 pts)

The student explains that
weathering is the breaking down
or changing of color in rocks,
which is caused by the movement
of wind, water, or ice and can
ultimately change the shape of
the land. The student
can also identify example(s) of
weathering from class and/or
their lives.
The student explains that erosion is The student explains that erosion
is the movement of smaller rock
the movement of smaller rock
pieces by wind, water or ice,
pieces by wind, water or ice, which
which can ultimately change the
can ultimately change the shape of
shape of the land. The student
the land.
can also identify example(s) of
erosion from class and/or their
lives.
The student (identifies) and
The student (identifies) and
compares the similarities and
compares the similarities and
differences between 2 solutions to a differences between 3 solutions
relevant problem caused by
to a relevant problem caused by
erosion.
erosion.
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-1

Career Profile
I am a n

. I work for

___________ . As an engineer I ___

This is what I look like!
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-1

Station II: Wave Erosion
1. Draw a picture of the materials in the aluminum pan before the
“waves.”.

2. Draw a picture of the materials in the aluminum pan after the
“waves.”

3. What did you notice about the soil as the waves crashed
against it?
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-1

4. How did the soil erosion change during the demonstration?

Station III: Rain Erosion
1. Draw a picture of the materials in the aluminum pan before the
“rain.”

2. Draw a picture of the materials in the aluminum pan after the
“rain.”
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-1

3. What did you notice about the soil as the rain washed over it?

4. What is erosion?

EXPERIMENT: Erosion Control Data Sheet!
Trial One

Height of

Tower (cm)

Wind or Water with
BEFORE

Wind or Water with
AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Trial Two

Height of

Tower (cm)

Wind or Water with
BEFORE

Wind or Water with
AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Trial Two

Height of
Wind or Water with

Tower (cm)
Wind or Water with
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS
BEFORE

2-ESS2-1
AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Observations: Draw or write what you observed during the experiment.
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Mountains turning into sm aller rocks...

Earth Changes Cards
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Rivers getting w ider...

Earth Changes Card
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Trees falling into the o c e a n .

Earth Changes Cards
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Ripples in the sand com e and go.

Earth Changes Cards
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Weathering
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Vocab Card

The process of water
breaking up rock into
smaller pieces.
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Vocab Card
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MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Erosion

1701

MATERIALS

2-ESS1-2

Vocab Card

The movement of smaller
rock pieces by wind, water
or ice.

)
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MATERIALS

Vocab Card

2-ESS1-2

1703

W hat is the difference between weathering
and erosion?
Weathering is the process of decomposing, breaking up, or
changing the color of rocks. Weathering may be caused by the action of
water, air, chemicals, plants, or animals. Chemical weathering involves
chemical changes in the minerals of the rock, or on the surface of the rock,
that make the rock change its shape or color. Carbon dioxide, oxygen,
water, and acids may all cause chemical weathering. Mechanical
weathering is the process of breaking a large rock into smaller pieces
without changing the minerals in the rock. Mechanical weathering may be
caused by frost, ice, plant roots, running water, or heat from the sun.
Once the small pieces of rocks are changed or broken apart by
weathering, they may start to be moved by wind, water, or ice. When the
smaller rock pieces (now pebbles, sand or soil) are moved by these natural
forces, it is called erosion.
So, if a rock is changed or broken but stays where it is, it is called
weathering. If the pieces of weathered rock are moved away, it is called
erosion.

Erosion caused by rain or irrigation, showing how
water can wash away the soil

2

Soil erosion caused by rain

Shoreline erosion caused by the ocean
3

Erosion at the edge of a road, caused by rain

Erosion caused by flooding

The Grand Canyon, formed by erosion from water and wind

Erosion by waves, forming a natural bridge
6

Natural Bridge, Virginia, formed by erosion from river water

7

Weathering and erosion caused by wind

Dust storm caused by wind erosion of loose soil
10

Extreme erosion caused by wind over long periods of time
11

Chemical weathering caused by chemicals in the rocks reacting
with the groundwater

Chemical weathering of a statue, caused by acid rain

12

Chemical and mechanical weathering, caused by rain
and wind

13

Mechanical weathering caused by glacial ice

Mechanical weathering by frost and ice, causing the rocks to break apart

14

Mechanical weathering called exfoliation,
causing the rocks to break into layers

16

Chemical weathering
causing minerals in the
rocks to dissolve, and
then form stalactites
and stalagmites in a
cave

Mechanical weathering showing how rocks can be broken by
ice or water

18

Mechanical weathering
caused by tree roots

Mechanical weathering
caused by plant roots,
lichens, and mosses on
the rock

Mechanical weathering and erosion caused by a landslide

20

Natural Chimney, West Virginia
What do you think caused this rock formation?

Compiled for Project PROMISE,
2007
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Grade 2
Unit 3: Earth's Systems
Disciplinary Core Idea: Earth's Systems
Investigation 3
Overarching Questions
^
^
^

W hat do scientists use to show people how the natural world works?
How would Yakutat look from a bird’s eye view?
Where would tourists w ant to go in Yakutat?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand th at maps are tools which display where things are located and that Yakutat is
made up of different landforms and bodies of w ater (mountains, islands, beach, sandbar, lake, river,
fjord/strait, harbor, ocean) th at can be identified, described by various characteristics and sketched on a
map. Students will also be able to construct their own maps using information obtained from various
sources (text, text features, and other media).

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-ESS2-2] Develop a model to represent the shapes and kinds of land and bodies of w ater in an area.
[2-ESS2-3] Obtain information to identify where w ater is found on Earth and th at is can be solid or liquid.
•
•

•

After instruction and observing different models the student will be able to construct a labeled
map th at displays w here things are located, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and obtaining information from different sources the student will be able
to sketch, label and match various landforms (including land and w ater bodies) found in Yakutat
to their descriptions, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and obtaining information from text and dem onstrations the student will be able
to compare the differences betw een liquid and ice and provide examples where each is found in
Yakutat, a the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.

Vocabulary
Water
Liquid- Flows and can be poured easily. Very difficult to hold.
Ice- Water in solid form. Keeps its shape and doesn't flow or spread out on its own.
Landforms- Natural feature (part) of Earth's surface
Water bodyCharacteristics
Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- W hat do you know?
> Pre-Assessment- 2-ESS2-2/3 w ritten (1 per student)
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
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> The Forces of Nature: A Statem ent of Problems (Volume 2 p. 808-809 in “Under Mount St. Elias:
The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by de Laguna- Available in YSD library)
> Spirits and Beings in the World (p. 816) and The World (pp. 816-17) (Volume 2 p. 894 in “Under
Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit” by de Laguna- Available in YSD
library)
> Bodies of W ater (Volume 2 p. 817-818 in “Under Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of the
Yakutat Tlingit” by de Laguna- Available in YSD library)
> Part 1: Guide for Using and Enjoying this Book (Pp. 7-16 in “Keepers of the Earth” by Michael
Caduto and Joseph Bruchac)
> Once Upon a Place Activity (pp. 22-23 in “Keepers of the Earth”)
Lesson 3: W hat is an Outdoor Guide?
> Student worksheet: Career Profile (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Career File: Outdoor Guide
Lesson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

4: W hat are maps?
“Me On the Map” by Joan Sweeney (book)
TeachersPayTeachers: Me on the Map activity
Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL
Hand lenses
Globe (5)
Geography Terms Poster (5 total)
Landform Discovery Pack Model
Bee replica
Beluga whale replica
Science A-Z How Rainbows Form diagram
Science A-Z Types of Precipitation
DK Workbook: Geography (pp. 4-5, 7, 10)
Supplem entary Materials
> The Complete Book of Maps and Geography
> Follow th at Map! (Book by Scot Ritchie)
> Landform and W ater Bodies Map

Lesson 5: W hat types (forms) of w ater can we find in Yakutat? Where can we go kayaking in Yakutat?
Day 1
> Glaciers (Volume 2 pp. 818-819 in “Under Mt. Saint Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat
Tlingit” by de Laguna- Available in YSD Library and excerpt attached to investigation)
> The Legend of Glaciers in Yakutat (Volume 2 p. 894 in “Under Mt. Saint Elias: The History and
Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit” by de Laguna- Available in YSD Library and excerpt attached to
investigation)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 per student)
> Science A-Z W ordsm art (1 sheet per student)
> Comparing Solids and Liquids w orksheet (1 copy per student)
> AKSCI Investigating Matter, Cool Balloons
> Science A-Z Non-fiction: Solids, Liquids, Gasses (1 copy per student)
Days 2-4
> Geography Terms Poster (5 total)
> Map of Yakutat (5 total)
> Landform Discovery Pack Model
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL
> TeachersPayTeachers: Landforms and Bodies of W ater Activity (pp. 9, 30-32, 35-37)
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> DK Workbook: Geography (pp. 12-14 & 33)
> “Sources of W ater” by Rebecca Olien (11)
> AKSCI Growth of a River lesson plan
> AKSCI Identifying and Locating Lakes and Rivers
Lesson 6: Where can we go sightseeing in Yakutat? (What landforms do we have in Yakutat?)
> Geography Terms Poster (5 total)
> Landform Discovery Pack Model
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 per student)
> TeachersPayTeachers: Landforms Posters and Bingo (p. 12)
> TeachersPayTeachers: Landforms and Bodies of W ater Activity (pp. 10-11, 16-17, 26, 28, 34, 48)
> DK Workbook: Geography (pp. 11, 15, 16, 33)
> Science A-Z Focus Book: Valley
> Science A-Z Focus Book: Coast
> Learning about Mountains reading (1 copy per student)
> The Story of Mount Saint Elias and Mount Fairw eather visual (1 copy per student)
> AKSCI Mountains and Valleys lesson plan
> ASKSC Islands Lesson plan
Supplem entary Materials
> Elementary Science: Landforms by Visual Learning Company
Lesson 7: How can we make a travel guide?
> TeachersPayTeachers: My Landforms Travel Guide
> Crayons/colored pencils
> Science notebooks
> Laminated posters from TeachersPayTeachers: Landforms and Bodies of W ater Activities (pp. 26,
28, 34, 35, 36, 37)
> Laminated Posters from TeachersPayTeachers: Landforms Posters and Bingo (p. 12)
Lesson 8: Post-Assessment- W hat did you learn?
> Post-Assessment: 2-ESS2-2/3 w ritten (1 per student)
> Post-Assessment: 2-ESS2-2/3 oral (optional)
> Glue an d /o r double sided tape
> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson.
Teacher Prep: Print and make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment 2-ESS2-1 worksheet and paste
Parts 1 and 3 in students’ science notebooks. You can cut out and store the definitions listed under Part 2
in Pixie Cups or Ziploc bags for students ahead of time or have them cut out the definitions on their own
during the lesson. Have glue sticks and colored pencils/crayons available for students
Elicit/Engage
> Tell the class they are about to begin a whole new investigation over the next few weeks! This time
each student is going to play the part of an outdoor guide that works out of Juneau. The City and
Borough of Yakutat has just hired the team for a very special mission. Starting in the summer of
2015 some changes and big opportunities came down the docks and into the town of Yakutat. Two
cruise ships dropped off tourists for a few hours to explore the cultural and natural resources the
community has to offer. The tourists came from all over the world to see Alaska and had an
amazing time watching the St. Elias Dancers greet them with song and dance as well as learning
about Yakutat’s culture and history during van tours around town. Tourists had such a good time
the cruise ships plan to come back during summers in the future! This all being said the City and
Borough of Yakutat need to start planning now for upcoming visits so that the tourists have
enough to do during the short time they are in town. The one thing the cruise ship companies have
asked is that there be more activities involving kayaking and canoeing as well as sightseeing of the
area’s different landforms. The tourists are very adventurous and they want see Yakutat from the
water, land and sky!
> The City Manager has asked that the team develop a Landform Travel Guide that describes
different water bodies and landforms that tourists can visit when they want to go kayaking and
sightseeing. In addition, the City Manager asks that the outdoor guides include a map that shows
where these areas are located in Yakutat.
> The team of outdoor guides have much to learn and do! Before the outdoor guides can get started
on this new project the City Manager asks that team take an assessment to show what they know
already. This is not a test but a way to know what team member’s need to learn before they begin
working on their travel guides.
> Refer the class to the worksheets in their notebooks and begin the assessment.

Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
Estimated Time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep Option 1 : Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or community
into the classroom to speak on themes related to the Overarching Question and/or Cultural Perspectives
(heat/substances) stated below. It is important to note that the ‘heritage cultural perspectives’ were
adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an overall context as well as
connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to reflect the culture of
Yakutat.
Overarching Investigative: How did the Tlingit display im portant ideas?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Models)
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Traditionally, the Native people of Southeast Alaska created models of clan houses, which were used to
construct the actual houses. Dolls w ere made to represent children and their clothing. In addition, some
jewelry forms w ere models based on actual items, such as ceremonial shields. Models of canoes were
created to provide guidance in the making of actual canoes.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Communicate)
Native people use totem poles, crests, house posts and screens, ceremonial hats, and other regalia to
communicate family histories and origins. When Native people communicate through traditional oratory,
recognition and acknowledgement of the opposite moiety is customary.

Teacher Prep Option 2 : Read over and familiarize yourself with the following excerpts from Volume
Two of de Laguna’s “Under Mount St. Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit”: The Forces o f
Nature: A Statem ent o f Problems (p. 808-809), Spirit Beings in the W orld/The World (Volume 2 pp. 816
817) and Bodies o f W ater (pp. 817-816). The lesson begins with a discussion of the Tlingit worldview
tow ards the Earth and the spiritual inhabitants of the land, which can be delivered by an Elder,
instructors of YTT or the Educator. All three volumes of de Laguna’s w ork can be found in the Yakutat
School District Library while scanned copies of the excerpts are included with this investigation. Read
over the Once Upon a Place activity (pp. 22-23) in “Keepers of the Earth” by Michael Caduto and Joseph
Bruchac, which will follow up a local myth about glaciers as well as section Part 1: A Guide fo r Using and
Enjoying this Book (pp. 7-17) for more information on how to deliver stories and conduct outdoors
activities from a traditional perspective. Place the following objects in front of the classroom: a toy
(stuffed animal or plastic figurine), basketball, globe, large rock, cup with w ater and plant. Draw a Venn
diagram on the board, labeling one end as Human and the other as Objects.
Engage
> At the beginning of the lesson ask a volunteer to come to the front of the room and sit quietly next
to the objects. Ask the class to take a m om ent to silently observe the objects and human being in
front of the room before comparing how they are alike and different with a neighbor.
> As a class discuss the similarities and differences between the objects and human and record
students’ ideas in the Venn diagram w ritten on the board. You may need to remind students th at a
Venn diagram is one type of graphic organizer th at people use to w rite down their ideas when
comparing how two things are alike and different from one another. The large circles represent
the characteristics of each object th at are different from one another, while the middle section
(where the circles overlap) represents the characteristics th at are similar or the same.
> After recording students’ ideas on the board, ask the class to sit still and close their eyes for a
moment. Once the class has had sufficient time to sit still with eyes closed, ask students to
volunteer w hat they noticed during th at moment. Was it completely dark and quiet in their heads?
If not, w hat did they hear or see? Have students’ volunteer their observations before turning back
to the Venn diagram on the board.
> Explain th at over the course of the investigation as the class learns more about bodies of w ater
and landforms such as glaciers or mountains, students will hear you or guest speakers use the
w ord yek when referring to these natural features. Ask the class to volunteer w hat they know
about this particular term and w rite it in the center of the Venn diagram.
> Explain th at yek is a word in Tlingit th at means spiritual power. Long ago Tlingit believed, as many
still do today, th at everything in the world and universe is alive. Some people may think that
something is alive only if it moves or talks. Scientists have other ways of defining w hat it means to
be alive or living. The Tlingit thought th at everything from mountains, glaciers, rocks and plants to
man-made objects and activities was considered alive and therefore had a spirit inside of it. Just
like we hear our voices or see images inside our heads, which lets us know we are alive and
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thinking, the rock, plant or stuffed animal in front of the room were considered by the Tlingit to
act the same way.
> Tell the class th at the Tlingit thought the sea and other bodies of w ater (such as rivers and lakes)
w ere considered alive and had spirits. The Tl’uknaxadi would call the Ocean and Breakers their
friend and always talk to it saying things like, I am no different from you. There is a story about the
Alsek River, which is said to be related to the Tl’uknaxadi and Tlukwaxadi people. Two girls were
searching for seagull eggs one day at the m outh of the river in Dry Bay. One was called Tl’uknaca,
the granddaughter of a Tl’uknaxadi man, while her friend was a Cankuquedi girl. The story goes
th at the girls w ere suddenly overcome by a flood of w ater which had come from snow th at was
melting higher up the river. Tl’uknaca called out to the water, “Save me grandfather! Bring me to
shore!” She lived but her friend drowned. It is thought th at Tl’uknaca was saved because she
spoke to the w ater (p. 817, 2009, de Laguna).
Explore
> Tell the class they are going to do an activity outside. Implement the Once Upon a Place activity (p.
11 of “Keepers of the Earth”).
Lesson 3: What is an Outdoor Guide?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Print and make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Career File: Outdoor Guide as well as
the Career File worksheet. Glue w orksheets into students’ science notebooks. Have available colored
pencils and crayons.
Explore
> Tell the class they are ready to begin their investigation! Ask the team to recall the role they have
to fulfill over the course of the investigation as well as the overall mission for the City and Borough
of Yakutat. (An outdoor guide th at is responsible for writing a Landform Travel Guide and map for
tourists visiting Yaktuat from the cruise lines) As a group, come up with a team name and write it
on the board.
> Explain th at before the team can dive into the investigation head-on, the outdoor guides m ust
learn a little more about their role. Ask members to volunteer ideas of w hat they think outdoor
guides do for a living and write these ideas on the board. Hand out the Career File: Outdoor Guide
reading to the team ’s m embers and explain th at they will read more about the role of an outdoor
guide together before filling out w orksheets glued inside the science notebooks. Students should
look over the pictures, captions and bold font on the Career File before writing down predictions
in their notebooks about the role of an outdoor guide.
> Read over the Career File: Outdoor Guide as a group.
Explain
> After completing the reading review the role of an outdoor guide:
o W hat do guides usually enjoy doing when they have free time?
o W hat is the role of a guide?
o W hat characteristics make guides really good at their job?
Extend
> Have students fill out the Career File w orksheet in their notebooks.

Lesson 4: What are maps?
Estimated Time: 2-3, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Print and glue 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet.
Make an enlarged version of the KWL on a sheet of chart paper. Refer to the You will be implementing the
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TeachersPayTeachers: Me on the Map activity for this lesson, so read over the resource attached at the
end of this investigation to familiarize yourself with the activity’s procedure and to organize the
necessary materials. The “Me On the Map” book by Joan Sweeney is included in the kit. Have the following
materials available for the engagement component of the lesson which will involve a small group
exploration activity: Globes (1 per group), Geography Terms Poster (1 per group), hand lenses, bee
replica, beluga whale replica, Science A-Z How Rainbows Form and Types of Precipitation diagrams and
the Landform Discovery Pack Model. Refer to the DK Workbook: Geography workbook and make 1 copy
per student of the following worksheets (if conducive glue each copy into students’ science notebooks):
Geography (p. 4), Maps (p. 5), Globes: The Big Picture (p. 7) and Map Keys (p. 10). Write the question of
the lesson on the board: What are Maps?
Elicit
> Begin the lesson by asking the team of outdoor guides to state the question they will try and
answer during this lesson (What are maps?) Have the team open their notebooks to the Science AZ Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet and record their ideas and current knowledge about maps
under the “K” column of the worksheet.
> Call the team’s attention to discuss what members wrote down on their worksheets. Record
students’ knowledge under the “K” column of the enlarged KWL chart then ask the team to recall
the purpose of their investigation. (The team of outdoor guides have been hired by the City and
Borough of Yakutat to put together a Landform Tour Guide and map that describes the local
landforms and waterbodies around Yakutat so that tourists, interesting in kayaking and
sightseeing, have more information when they come visit during the summer months) Ask the
team to take a moment to write down things they need to know and learn over the course of the
investigation in order to accomplish their task for the City under the “W” column of their
worksheets. Have students discuss their ideas as a class and record their ideas under the “W”
column of the enlarged version of the KWL chart.
Engage
> Explain that the team will now observe and compare two different scientific models. Ask students
what they think a scientific model is and as you listen to their responses line up the following
models in front of the classroom: Globe, Geography Terms Poster, Landform Discovery Pack
Model, bee replica, beluga whale replica and Science A-Z How Rainbows Form and Types of
Precipitation diagrams.
> Allow the team a few minutes to explore the different models before reinstating the question;
what are scientific models? Listen to students’ responses and follow-up by explaining that a
scientific model is a representation of something in the natural world. Models are made so that we
can learn new things about the natural world. Ask the team to volunteer some things they learned
by studying the models.
Explore
> Tell the team of outdoor guides that today they will learn about one particular type of model.
Remove the models except the globe and poster. Ask the team what type of model the globe and
poster represent. (Maps)
> Organize the team of outdoor guides into groups of 3-4 and distribute 1 globe, 1 Geography Terms
Poster and hand lenses to each group. It may be best to distribute the models one at a time so that
students can focus on each before comparing the two. The outdoor guides should study each
model closely to figure out what it is trying to show before comparing how the two maps are
similar and different from one another. Provide sufficient time for students to study the different
maps and discuss observations with their teammates.
Explain
> Call the group’s attention to the front of the class to discuss students’ observations.
o What did they observe about the globe? Poster?
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o W hat does the globe represent? W hat does the poster represent?
o How are the two maps similar? How are the maps different?
> Explain to the team th at globes help us visualize the shape of Earth as well as see different w ater
bodies, continents and the names of countries. Could we find our way to a friend’s house using a
globe? (Most likely not, we would need a map th at zooms in on one area of the Earth). The poster
zooms in on one area of the Earth so we get a better view of the land. We can see the different
types of landforms and w ater bodies and where they are located in relation to one another.
Explore/Explain
> Tell the team of outdoor guides they are ready to begin the lesson’s main activity, which will
explore maps even further.
> Implem ent the TeachersPayTeachers: Me on the Map activity.
Extend
> Tell students they are going to apply some of their new knowledge about maps. Distribute the DK
Geography w orksheets and read the excerpts at the top of each w orksheet as a team and have
m embers complete the w orksheets either individually or in pairs. Review the following concepts
about maps with the team of outdoor guides once the team has completed all four worksheets:
A Map is:
o A picture th at shows information about a place
o Gives information about the place or how to get from one area to another
o Can show information about a small place (neighborhood) or a large place (cities or the
whole world)
Evaluate
> Have the team of outdoor guides refer to the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL w orksheet in
their notebooks and ask the team to recall the question they w anted to answ er by the end of the
lesson. (What are maps?) Tell the team m embers to think for a m om ent on w hat they over the
course

Lesson 5: What types (forms) of w ater can w e find in Yakutat? Where can w e go kayaking in
Yakutat?
Estimated Time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Day 1-2
Teacher Prep: The beginning of the lesson begins with an engagement activity th at involves discussing
the traditional perspective of glaciers and a retelling of The Legend o f Glaciers in Yakutat. The engagement
activity can be given either by an Elder, a mem ber of the Yakutat Cultural Center (contact Gloria Wolfe) or
you. If you decide to im plem ent the activity, read and familiarize yourself with the following excerpts
from Volume 2 of “Under Mount Saint Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit” by Frederick
de Laguna, which can be found in the high school library or attached at the end of the investigation:
Glaciers (p. 818-819) and The Legend o f Glaciers in Yakutat (p. 894). The engagement activity will be
followed up by the AKSCI: Investigating Matter, Cool Balloons lesson plan, therefore read over and
familiarize yourself with the procedure as well as an additional set of materials (not listed here). Note
th at the “Solids, Liquids, and Gas” book by Ginger Garrett is replaced by the Science A-Z Non-fiction:
Solids, Liquids and Gasses. Print 1 copy each of the following w orksheets and glue into students’ science
notebooks: Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL and Comparing and Solids and Liquids. Write the
following question on the board: W hat forms of w ater can we find in Yakutat? Have available 2 sheets of
chart paper: draw out an enlarged version of the KWL chart on one sheet and a Venn Diagram comparing
solids and liquids on the other.
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Elicit
> Begin the lesson by telling the team of outdoor guides it is time to put their skills to the test! Over
the next two weeks the outdoor guides will w ork together to collect information on different
bodies of w ater and landforms from various resources (such as reading materials and
dem onstrations) so th at by the end of the two weeks the team will have enough information to
write a travel guide as well as create a map for future tourists. Much learning needs to be done
betw een now and then so the team m ust be ready to w ork and have fun throughout the process!
> Tell the team they will begin the mission by investigating areas around Yakutat where tourists can
go kayaking or canoeing. However, before they can jump head first into this p art of the
investigation the outdoor guides m ust first learn a bit more about water. Ask a m em ber from the
team to volunteer aloud the first question th at needs to be answered. (What forms of w ater can we
find in Yakutat?)
> Have the team open their notebooks to the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL w orksheet and
w rite down w hat they know about water, its different forms, and w here it can be found in Yakutat
under the “K” column of the chart. Tape the large sheet of chart paper with the KWL chart on a flat
surface in front of the room. Once students have had a chance to record their ideas on the
w orksheets have a group discussion about w hat is already known about w ater as well as where it
can be found around Yakutat. Write students’ ideas under the “K” column of the chart. Ask the
team if there is any more information they need to know or w ant to learn about w ater th at could
help them with their task and write down their ideas on the large KWL cart.
Engagement
> Tell the team th at the Yakutat Tlingit believed th at glaciers had spirits, which were very sensitive
so people had to be very careful with w hat they said or did around them. A long time ago the
glaciers were much larger than they are today, some extended as far out as the rivers th at flow
into the ocean. When the Tlingit had to float down the Alsek River, which is a little further out
from town than Harlequin Lake, people would w ear their best clothing in order to keep the glacier
th at arched over the river happy. It was believed th at glaciers did not like strangers looking at
them so people would w ear sunglasses or black pitch around their eyes and faces. Glaciers were
thought to be very clean and also sensitive to bad smells such as old clothes burning or even
decaying logs. It was said th at Hubbard Glacier, which used to cover Yakutat Bay, receded because
a dead log was throw n into a crevasse, a large crack th at starts at the surface and goes down into
the glacier. About 100 years ago people came to Alaska and Yakutat looking for gold. One man who
was trying to get to the Alsek River by walking along the Nunatak Glacier had fallen into a
crevasse. Over time his body decayed and started to smell very badly, which is w hat the Yakutat
Tlingit thought caused the glacier to retreat almost 6 miles! (pp. 818-819, de Laguna, 2009).
> Explain to the team of outdoor guides th at you (or a guest speaker) are going to tell a very old
Tlingit legend of how the glaciers came to be in Yakutat.
Legend of Glaciers at Yakutat
It appears that years ago everybody died belonging to one tribe except(ing) a woman and her
daughter. This little girl was in the habit o f going into the woods with the children o f the other
tribe to play with their dolls, and on one occasion she gave all her lunch aw ay to the other
children. When she found she had nothing to eat, she asked them w hat she was going to eat,
when they g o t angry and threw w hat she gave them a t her.
This made the little girl cry, and she w ent and told her mother, and she w ent and told her
mother, when she found her in shedding tears, but being a woman she wanted revenge, so she
blew her nose in her hand and threw it towards the other children with the wish that they be
turned into ice.
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And they were immediately turned into the glaciers that are around Yakutat. She also took
one o f the rocks she used to heat w ater with and threw it into the same direction, with the
wish that it turn into stones on the glacier. This accounts fo r the soft (sic) stones on the
glacier, so the Indians say. (p. 894, de Laguna, 2009)

> Have a short discussion with the team regarding the legend:
o W hat did the little girl do when she w ent into the woods? Why did she start crying?
o How did the little girl’s m other get revenge on the children? W hat could the children have
done differently so th at this didn’t have to happen to them?
o Have you ever seen a glacier? W hat did it look like?
Explore/Explain
> Implem ent the AKSCI: Investigating Matter, Cool Balloons lesson plan.
Extend
> Ask the team of outdoors guides to open to the Comparing Solids and Liquids w orksheet in their
science notebooks. Post the enlarged Venn diagram you drew out earlier on chart paper in an area
of the classroom th at it is visible to all students. Have students fill in the Venn diagram either
independently or in pairs, then discuss and share notes as a class. Make sure students record the
following characteristics on their worksheets:
W ater as a Solid
W ater as a Liquid
• Has a specific shape
• Can be poured
• Shape stays the same when moved
• Does not keep the same shape when
from place to place
moved from place to place
• Takes up a certain am ount of space
• Cannot be squeezed into smaller space
Evaluate
> Once students have completed the Comparing Solids and Liquids worksheet, have them refer back
to the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL w orksheet in their notebooks to fill out the “L” column
of the chart with w hat they learned about the different states of water.

Days 3-5
Teacher Prep: Print and glue 1 copy per student of the following w orksheets from Science A-Z Graphic
Organizer: KWL, TeachersPayTeachers- Land & Water: Landforms and Bodies o f W ater Activity
resource and DK W orksbook (Geography) into students’ science notebooks: Graphic Organizer- KWL
(Science A-Z), Bodies of Water-Lake (p. 30 in TeacherspayTeachers), Bodies of Water-Ocean (p. 31 in
TeachersPayTeachers), Bodies of Water-River (p. 32), Ocean (p. 15), River (p. 15), Lake (p. 22), Bodies of
W ater Venn Diagram (p. 9), Rivers (p. 12 in DK workbook), Lakes (p. 13 in DK workbook), Oceans (p. 14)
and Physical Maps (p. 33).
Teacher Prep: Print and laminate the following pages from the TeachersPayTeachers: Land & Water:
Landforms and Bodies o f W ater Activity resource: W hat is a River? (p. 35), W hat is a Lake? (p. 36), and
W hat is an Ocean? (p. 37). Since the following AKSCI lessons, Growth o f a River and Identifying and
Locating Lakes and Rivers, will be im plem ented read and familiarize yourself with the lessons’ procedures
and organize additional m aterials th at are needed. You will also need the Geography Terms posters (5),
Map of Yakutat (5), as well as four separate sheets of large chart paper with the following w ritten on
each: KWL chart, Lake Information (title), River Information (title), Ocean Information (title), Ocean and
River Venn diagram. Write the following question on the board: Where can we go kayaking in Yakutat?
You may also w ant to refer to the following website to familiarize yourself with the different types of
maps: http://geography.about.com /od/understandm aps/a/m ap-types.htm .
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Example of layout of chart paper:
KWL Chart
Learned

Want to
Learn

Learned

Elicit
> Begin lesson by asking the team of outdoor guides the question they will try and answ er over the
next few lessons. (Where can we go kayaking in Yakutat?) Have members of the team open to the
Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL w orksheet glued in their science notebooks and record ideas
to the question under the “K” column of the chart. Post the large KWL chart in a location of the
room th at is visible to the entire team. After students have had sufficient time to record their
ideas, call their attention to the front of the room and ask them to volunteer ideas of where
tourists visiting Yakutat can go to kayak. Record students’ prior knowledge under the "K” column
of the chart.
Explore
> Organize the team into small groups of 3-4 students and pass out the 1 Geography Terms poster to
each group. Students should observe the posters as a group for a couple of minutes and identify
different bodies of w ater th at tourists would be able to kayak in. As a class discuss the names of
the different w ater bodies (Lake, river, ocean, ect.). Ask the outdoor guides to take a m om ent to
record a definition under the “K” column of the KWL w orksheet of a lake, ocean and river.
Explain
> Post the lam inated TeachersPayTeachers (What is a River?, W hat is an Ocean? W hat is a Lake?)
posters in an area of the room th at is visible to the entire team and explain th at these posters
display the definition and picture of each w ater body. Have volunteers come up one at a time and
read the definition out loud. Ask the team to volunteer areas in town w here they have seen one of
these w ater bodies and to describe w hat it looked like.
Explore
> Explain th at people use different types of maps depending on the information they are looking for,
such as ones th at display the roads, highways and buildings in an area or a climate map, which
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shows the tem perature range. Pass out the maps of Yakutat to each group. The type of map each
group is looking at now is called a physical map. Ask the guides to take a m om ent to observe the
maps and figure out w hat type of information can be found on physical maps. (Physical maps
display the landscape features of an area such as the mountains, rivers, lake and water) Have
students study the physical map of Yakutat and identify the following w ater bodies in their
groups: lakes, ocean, rivers. Discuss the characteristics of each feature as a team as well as the
names of specific w ater bodies in Yakutat. Ask the outdoor guides to predict w hat state (liquid or
solid) these w ater bodies are in and to write it on an available page in their notebooks.
> After discussing the physical map turn the team ’s attention to the following w orksheets in their
notebooks: Bodies of W ater (Lake), Bodies of W ater (Ocean), Bodies of W ater (River). Tell the
class they now know the different types of w ater bodies tourists are able to kayak in Yakutat and
how to identify them on a physical map. Now its time to learn a bit more about each.
> Tell the team they will read a book together as a class to learn more about lakes, rivers and oceans.
As you pass out 1 copy of, “Sources of W ater,” to each outdoor guide have them take a m om ent to
read the title and study the pictures and captions inside the book. Post the labeled sheets of large
chart paper in an area of the room th at is visible to all students. Go around the room and have the
guides make a prediction w hat they think the book is about.
> Tell the team th at as they read through the book together, you will stop at certain sections and
have the guides take notes on lakes, oceans and rivers on each of the w orksheets in the science
notebooks. Explain th at this is called researching a topic of interest, a practice all scientists are
familiar with and spend a lot of time doing. Scientists cannot begin any experim ent or
investigation w ithout researching (reading, studying, asking experts in the field) w hat is already
known about a topic th at interests them. Ask the outdoor guides why it is im portant for scientists
to research a topic they find interesting and w ant to learn more about? (There may already be
information available th at can answ er their question and the scientist can go ahead formulate a
new questions about the topic th at there is less information on.)
Explain
> Read through the book, “Sources of W ater” by Rebecca Olien and pause at the following sections:
Oceans and Seas (p. 9), Lakes and ponds (p. 12) and Rivers and Streams (p. 14). As students’
volunteer im portant information from each section, record it on the appropriate sheet of chart
paper before having students record the information on the w orksheets in their notebook. You
may w ant to post the lam inated Landforms and Bodies o f W ater Activity posters on the board and
have students record the definition of each w ater body on their w orksheets as well.
Extend
> After reading through “Sources of W ater” as a class, ask the team of outdoor guides to open their
science notebooks to the Bodies o f W ater Venn Diagram worksheet. Review the concept of the
Venn diagram and have students complete the w orksheet alone or in pairs before reviewing it as a
class.
Explore/Explain
> Tell the team of outdoor guides they will now observe a few dem onstrations about two w ater
bodies in particular: rivers and lakes. Implem ent the AKSCI lessons ( Growth o f a River and
Identifying & Locating Lakes and Rivers) and pause between activities so th at students are able to
record additional information they have learned about rivers and lakes on their worksheets.
Additional w orksheets from TeachersPayTeachers resource (titled Ocean, Rivers and Lakes)
should already be glued into students’ notebooks in case additional space is needed to record
notes.
Extend
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> Tell the team they are going to practice their map-making skills using their new knowledge of
different w ater bodies th at are found in Yakutat. Have team members open their notebooks and
completed the following w orksheets from the DK- Geography workbook: Rivers (p. 12), Lakes (p.
13), Oceans (p. 14) and Physical Maps (p. 33). After students have completed the worksheets
review them, along with the facts at the top of the sheets, as a class. As you review the Physical
Maps worksheet, distribute the Map of Yakutat to each outdoor guide and ask the team why it is
considered a physical map. (Have team members write their names on their map since these will
be used later in the investigation.) Review and model on the board the concept of a map key
before instructing the outdoor guides to make one of their own on the Yakutat maps. (A map key
is a tool th at connects meaning to each color, symbol, line or shape th at is shown on a map.)
Explain to the team th at they will construct the entire key with the exception of the symbols,
which will come later. The key needs to include the following however students can include more
if they wish: Lake, river, ocean, mountain, valley, island and beach.
Evaluate
> After completing the AKSCI activities, tell the team of outdoor guides they have done a lot of work
as well as learned a lot about different bodies of water. Students should open their notebooks to
the Science A-Z KWL w orksheet and answ er the following question under the “L” column of the
KWL chart:
o W hat is a lake? Is the w ater in lakes liquid or solid?
o W hat is a river? Is the w ater in rivers liquid or solid?
o W hat is an ocean? Is the w ater in oceans liquid or solid?
> Discuss w hat the team of outdoor guides learned as a class. Ask the team ’s m embers to state if
their earlier predictions about the state of w ater bodies (liquid or solid) were correct and to
elaborate

Lesson 6: W here can w e go sightseeing in Yakutat? (What landform s do w e have in Yakutat?)
Estimated time: 9, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: This com ponent of the investigation implements the AKSCI Mountains and Valleys and
Islands lesson plans therefore it is im portant to read-over and familiarize yourself with the procedures as
well as organize the list of m aterials outlined under both lessons since these have not been included
under the listed m aterials for the overall investigation. Print and glue the following w orksheets from the
Science A-Z, TeachersPayTeachers Land & Water- Landforms and Bodies o f W ater Activity and DKGeography resources into students’ science notebooks: Graphic Organizer: KWL (Science A-Z), LandformMountain (p. 16 in TeachersPayTeachers), Landform-Valley (p. 17), Coast (p. 48), Land & W ater Match (p.
10), Scale (p. 11 in DK Geography), Mountains (p. 15), and Islands (p. 16).
Teacher Prep: Print and laminate the following posters from the TeachersPayTeachers resources: W hat
is a Valley? (p. 26 of Landforms and Bodies of W ater Activity), W hat is a Mountain? (p. 34), W hat is a
Coast? (p. 28), and Island (p. 12 in Landforms and Posters Bingo). Write out the definitions for each of the
four-landform types on colored pieces of construction paper. Print and make sufficient copies of the
Science A-Z Non-Fiction readers ( Coast and Valleys), Learning about Mountains reading, as well as 1 copy
per student of The Story o f Mount Saint Elias and Mount Fairweather worksheet. Have the Geography
Terms poster (5), Map of Yakutat (5) and Landform Discovery Pack Model available throughout the
lesson. Write the following question on the board: W hat landforms do we have in Yakutat? On four
separate sheets of large chart paper write the following on each: KWL chart, Mountain Information (title),
Valley Information (title), Coast Information (title), Island Information (title) and Landform & W ater
Body diagram.
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Examples o f chart paper layout:

Learned

Want to
Learn

Learned

Days: 1-2
Engagement
^
Hand out 1-copy per student of The Story o f Mount Saint Elias and Mount Fairweather visual to
each student. Tell students th at the Yakutat Tlingit believed th at mountains had spirits called
‘ca tu qwani,’ which were the grandparents of the mountain goats. Sometimes hunters would
find themselves in dangerous situations on the mountain and these spirits would tell the goats
which hunters to rescue (p. 819, de Laguna, 2009).
^
Tell the team of outdoor guides you are going to tell them a very old legend about two specific
mountains in Yakutat and to refer to the map th at was just passed out to get an idea of where
the legend takes place.
The Indians believe that the mountains were people in the olden times and St. Elias and
Fairweather were married. Fairweather was the woman and St. Elias was the man. They
had lots o f slaves, w ork people and children. During a fam ily quarrel they separated, Mt. St.
Elias travelled w est and took a lot o f slaves and men with him and from these the range o f
mountains were form ed between Mt. St. Elias and Fairweather. The mountains to the east
o f Fairweather are their children (p. 819, de Laguna, 2009).
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> Ask the team to close their eyes and visualize themselves as their favorite bird or as an airplane
high up in the sky. As they fly freely above Yakutat what do they see? Does their home look
different now then what they are used to from ground level? Ask the guides to open their eyes and
refer to the visual you handed out earlier. Is this what they saw during their flight? How does it
look different?
> Explain that the legend they just heard mentions the directions Mt. St. Elias and Fairweather went
after they divorced. Ask the team to recall the directions Mt. St. Elias and Fairweather went and to
then label those directions on their maps. (Mt. St. Elias went west and Mt. Fairweather went east)
Ask the team to name the direction of the ocean and the mountain closest to the top of the page
and to label these on their maps as well (Ocean is south and the mountain at top of page is north)
Elicit
>

>

>

Begin lesson by stating that the team has done a lot of work over the last few lessons to learn
about the different bodies of water around Yakutat that could be spots for tourists to go
kayaking. Review the three different bodies of water that the team of outdoors guides learned
about as well as the names of specific places in Yakutat that represent each type of water body.
Explain that is now time for the team to focus on areas around Yakutat that tourists from
another part of Alaska or the world would enjoy visiting either by foot, boat or plane. Ask the
team of outdoor guides to brainstorm either with a partner or in small groups where tourists
could to sightseeing in Yakutat, then discuss these ideas as a team and record them on the
board.
Ask a member from the team to state out-loud the question the team will try and answer over
the next few lessons. (What landforms do we have in Yakutat?) Explain that before the team of
outdoor guides can study Yakutat’s landforms they must have knowledge about an important
topic that many team members do not know a lot about at this point. Ask a volunteer from the
team to state the name topic out-loud. (Landforms) Write the following question on the board:
What are landforms?
Ask the outdoor guides to open their science notebooks to the KWL worksheet and write down
as much as they can about landforms under the “K” column of the chart. Post the KWL chart on
the board then discuss and record team members’ ideas under the “K” column of the chart.
What other information does the team need to know about landforms? Record students’ ideas
under the “W” column of the chart.

Days: 3-6
Explore
>
Begin lesson by diving the team up into small groups of 3-4 students and distribute 1
Geography Terms poster to each group. Groups are to study the posters together and write
down the names of as many landforms that they can find in their science notebooks. Have a
group discussion with the team and record their ideas on the board.
Explain
^
Write the definition of landform on the board: Any natural formation of rock and dirt, found
on Earth's surface . Go through the list on the board as a team and cross out suggestions that
don’t classify as a landform. Outdoor guides can contribute more suggestions to the list during
this activity. Once ideas have been exhausted make sure the following landforms have made it
on the list and circle each: Mountains, Valleys, Coast, Islands. Tell the team because there are so
many different types of landforms they will only have time to focus on the four from the list that
have been circled. Post the laminated posters on the board and cover up the definitions. Call on
four volunteers to come to the front of the room for an activity that involves matching the
definitions for each landform, written on colored sheets of construction paper, the correct
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poster. Hand each volunteer a colored sheet of construction paper (with a few pieces of tape)
and allow him or her enough time to match the definition w ritten on their sheet to one of the
landform posters. Once volunteers have completed the task ask team m ates to review the w ork
(one at a time) and change anything th at looks incorrect. Conclude the activity by correcting
any incorrectly paired posters/definitions and read off each to the team of outdoor guides.
Explore/Explain/Extend
> Divide the team into groups of 3-4 students and distribute the Geology Terms Poster to each.
Group m embers should study the poster together and identify the mountains and valleys. W hat
does each landform look like? Where are they found? How are mountains and valleys the same
and how are they different? Discuss the student’ observations as a class before distributing the
Map of Yakutat to each group and repeating the activity with a different map. During the group
discussion, ask m embers of the team to volunteer idea of how the two maps they were just
observing w here different and similar to one another. Which map would tourists prefer using to
get around Yakutat and why? Which map would does team prefer to use when learning about
landforms and w ater bodies and why?
> Tell the team of outdoor guides they are ready to learn about two landforms: Mountains and
Valleys.
> Implem ent the AKSCI Mountains and Valleys lesson plan, substituting the book Ladybird First Facts
About the Earth by C. Arnold with the Science A-Z Focus Book: Valleys and Learning about
Mountains reading . You can find the material for this reading as well as a supplem entary video
about mountains online at: http://easyscienceforkids.com /all-about-m ountains/. Find points
during the lesson to pause and have students reflect on the material they have learned about
mountains and valleys. Have students record their ideas on the appropriate w orksheets (that
correspond with these themes) glued into their science notebooks first and then have a group
discussion about each theme, taking care to record students’ ideas on the charts labeled Mountain
Information and Valley Information.
Extend
> Tell the team they are going to practice their map-making skills using their new knowledge of
different w ater bodies th at are found in Yakutat. Refer students to the DK: Geography worksheets
(Scale and Mountains) glued inside their notebooks. Have the team m embers fill it out on their
own before discussing the answ ers and facts on each sheet as a class. Pass out the Yakutat Maps to
each student and have them draw in the symbols for the following landforms and w ater bodies:
lake, ocean, mountain and valley.
Evaluate
> Tell the team of outdoor guides they have done a lot of w ork as well as learned a lot about
mountains and valleys. Students should open their notebooks to the Science A-Z KWL worksheet
and answ er the following questions under the “L” column of the KWL chart:
o W hat is a landform?
o W hat are mountains? W hat mountains do we have in Yakutat?
o W hat is a valley? Describe valleys you have seen in Yakutat.
> As a class, discuss w hat the team of outdoor guides learned and write their ideas on the enlarged
KWL chart.

Days: 7-9
Elicit
> Begin lesson by telling the team of outdoor guides they have learned a lot of information so far
about different sites around Yakutat th at tourists can go to either for kayaking trips or sightseeing
exhibitions. Ask the team to recall the types of different w ater bodies they’ve learned and
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discussed about in class as well as the names of specific areas in Yakutat that tourists could go to
kayak. The team also learned about different areas where tourists could go sightseeing. Ask the
outdoor guides to recall the definition of a landform and the two types of landforms they’ve
learned about in class so far. (Any natural formation of rock and dirt, found on Earth’s surface.
Mountains and valleys. ) How could tourists get to these landforms in Yakutat?
> Post the TeachersPayTeachers posters, What is a Mountain? and What is a Valley?, on the board
then ask a volunteer from the team to describe the characteristics for each landform. (“A mountain
is a landform that is raised high above the surrounding land.” “A valley is low land between
mountains or hills.”)

Explore/Explain
> Distribute the Geology Landforms poster to small groups of 3-4 students and have the outdoor
guides identify mountains and valleys. Remind the team’s members that there are two other
sightseeing areas in Yakutat that would be of interest to tourists.
> Ask the team to recall the final two landforms they will learn about over the next few lessons.
(Islands and beaches) Post the TeachersPayTeachers posters, Islands and Beaches, on the board
and read over the definitions of each. (An island is “a piece of land that is surrounded by water on
all sides.” A coast is “a sandy or rocky area that connects land with a body of water.”)
> Pass out the Science A-Z Focus Book: Coasts to each team member, and instruct them to take a
moment to read or look over the title, table of contents, pictures and captions in the book before
writing a prediction in their science notebooks about the book’s topic.
> Explain that team members must pay close attention as they read through the book together
because they will be responsible for recording information from the reading onto a worksheet,
labeled Coasts, in science notebooks. Write the following questions on the board and explain that
the team will take notes based on these particular questions:
o What is a coastline?
o Describe some of the ways that waves can shape the land.
o Why are tide pool good places to find animals?
o Imagine a beach that has some black sand and some white sand.Using what you read, how
do you think this beach formed?
o What are the names of sandy and rocky beaches in your community? Describe what one of
these beaches look like.
o Focus Question: How does the ocean change the land along acoast?Explain how a rocky
coastline can turn into a sandy beach over time.
> Read the Focus Book together as a group. Pause after each section to review content and allow
students time to answer the questions in their notebook. Review students’ notes as a class and
record information from the book onto the Island Information chart.

Elicit
> After completing the Focus Book, tell the team they ready to learn about the fourth and final
landform: islands. What is an island? What are the names of islands in Yakutat and what do they
look like? How could tourists get to an island and what would they see there? Instruct the outdoor
guides to take a moment and draw their version of an island in their notebooks.

Explore/Explain
> Implement the AKSCI Islands lesson plan.

Extend
> Tell the team they are going to practice their map-making skills using their new knowledge of
different water bodies that are found in Yakutat. Refer students to the DK: Geography worksheet
(Islands) glued inside their notebooks. Have the team members fill it out on their own before
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discussing the answers and facts on each sheet as a class. Pass out the Yakutat Maps to each
student and have them draw in the symbols for the following landforms and water bodies: river,
coast and island.

Evaluate
> Tell the team of outdoor guides they have done a lot of work as well as learned a lot about coasts
and islands. Students should open their notebooks to the Science A-Z KWL worksheet and answer
the following questions under the “L” column of the KWL chart:
o What is a coast?
o Name 1 sandy and 1 rocky coast in Yakutat. What are some things tourists can see and do
on the coast?
o What is an island?
o Name 1 island in Yakutat. How would tourists get to this island?
> As a class, discuss what the team of outdoor guides learned and write their ideas on the enlarged
KWL chart.
> Instruct students to complete the TeachersPayTeachers Land & Water Match worksheet in their
notebooks. Review the answers as a team.
Lesson 7: How can w e make a travel guide?
Estimated Time: 2, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Print and make booklets for each student of the TeachersPayTeachers: My Landforms
Travel Guide, which should include pp. 1-2 (one copy of each page), p. 6 (six copies), and 1 sheet of
construction paper for students to draw their maps. Post the following laminated posters from the
TeachersPayTeachers resources on the board: Landforms and Bodies of Water Activities (pp. 26, 28, 34
37) and Landforms Posters and Bingo (p. 12). Have available throughout the lesson colored pencils,
crayons as well as students’ notebooks.

Elicit
> Tell the team of outdoor guides the time has come to put their knowledge and skills to the test!
Over the next couple of lessons each outdoor guide will construct their own Landform Travel
Guide for the City and Borough of Yakutat. The Borough plans on distributing these guides to
tourists visiting Yakutat over the summer that are interested in learning about the areas in
Yakutat that are great for kayaking or canoeing as well as sightseeing. Explain that the outdoor
guides now have more than enough knowledge about the various bodies of water and landforms
to fill an entire tourism guide with interesting information!
> Tell the team that before they begin the activity it would be best to quickly review all of the
different types of water bodies and landforms the outdoor guides learned about. Divide the team
in half and split the terms between each group. The members of each group are to write 2
sentences describing each landform and/or water body in their notebook (this can be based on
memorable facts, a definition or a general description) then present their information aloud to the
other half of the class.

Extend
> Distribute 1 copy of the My Landforms Travel Guide booklet to each student and instruct him or
her to begin the activity. Remind the team that they will need to draw a physical map of Yakutat on
the last page of their guide.
Lesson 8: Post-A ssessm ent
Estimated Time: 1, forty-minute lesson
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Teacher Prep: Print and glue 1-copy per student of the Post-Assessment into students’ science
notebooks. An oral assessment and rubric is available to supplement the written component.

Evaluate
> Tell the team outdoor guides they have done great work. All of the information they have collected
is very valuable and useful to the people of Yakutat. Explain that the last step of the investigation is
to take an assessment that demonstrates just how much they learned.
> Administer the assessment to the team of outdoor guides.
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Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (2-ESS2-2/3)- Written

Pre-Assessment (2-ESS2-2/3)
Part 1: Maps
You have been telling your grandparents all year about school and the
interesting things you’ve learned and done in class. Your grandparents
have not been able to visit you at school but want to see what your

classroom looks like. Draw a labeled map of your classroom for your
grandparents below or on an empty sheet of notebook paper:

1983

1984 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

*Explain to your grandparents why it is important to know how to use a
map.

Part 2: Landforms and Water Bodies
There are many different landforms and water bodies in Yakutat. In the
table, draw the landforms and water bodies that are listed at the top of the
table. Then cut out the descriptions (below) and match them to the correct
landform or water body:

Landforms and Water Body Descriptions

A piece of land that is surrounded

A large body of salt water.

by water on all sides.
A large body of freshwater that is

A large collection of ice that

surrounded by land.

slowly moves down a mountain.

A sandy or rocky area that

An area of low land between

connects land with a body of water. mountains or hills. It usually has
a stream or river running along
bottom.
A landform that is raised high

Large flowing body of water that

above the surrounding land.

runs through land and usually
empties into an ocean.

1984

Grade 2

*Mountain

Pre/Post-Assessments (2-ESS2-2/3)- Written

*Coast

*Island

*Glacier

*Ocean

*Lake

*River
Draw Landform/Water Body

Description

1985

1986 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

Part 3: Liquid vs. Ice
Label the following landform and water body as either ICE or LIQUID.

1986

Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (2-ESS2-2/3)- Written

1987

Grade 2: Post-Assessment (2-ESS2-2/3)

Summative Assessment Task: Can changes to a material be reversed?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-ESS2-2/3 and
is designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students' science
notebooks. Degree of prompting should also be taken into considering when assessing student's comprehension of material.
Students' Name:
Rubric:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient (1 pt.)

Proficient (2 pts)

The student explains the concept
of a landform and the major
characteristics of 3 different types
of landforms (mountain, valley,
beach).

2-ESS2-2

The student explains either the
concept of a landform as a natural
feature of Earth's surface or the
characteristics of different
landforms learned in class but
cannot connect the two.

The student explains that a
landform is a natural feature of the
Earth's Surface and can provide the
characteristics of 3 different
landforms learned in class.

The student explains that a
landform is a natural feature of
the Earth's surface and provides
the characteristics of 4 or more
different landforms learned in
class as well as those observed
outside of school.

Above Proficient (3 pts)

The student explains that maps
give people information about
where things are located.

2-ESS2-2

The student explains that maps are
useful but cannot elaborate how
they are useful to people.

The student explains that maps give
people information about where
things are located on Earth.

The student explains that maps
give people information about
where things are located on Earth
and are a type of scientific model,
which is a representation of a real
thing.

The student compares the
characteristics of solid (ice) and
liquid water.

2-ESS2-3

The student is unable to compare
the characteristics between ice and
liquid water.

The student compares the
characteristics of ice to liquid water
while recognizing that both are
different forms of water.

The student compares the
characteristics of ice to liquid
water while recognizing that both
are different forms of water and
that ice is an example of a solid.

The student identifies and
compares local bodies of water
that contain solid and liquid
water.

2-ESS2-3

The student can identify glaciers as
a body made of ice and rivers
and/or lakes as water bodies but
cannot compare the characteristics
between the two features.

The student identifies glaciers as
water bodies made of ice that flows
slowly down a mountain and rivers
and/or lakes as water bodies made
of liquid that flow fast or are
surrounded by land.

The student identifies glaciers as
a water bodies made of ice that
flows slowly down a mountain
and that rivers and lakes are
water bodies made of liquid that
flow fast or are surrounded by
land.

1987

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-2/3

Career Profile
I am a n

. I workfo r______________
As an outdoor guide I

This is what I look like!

1988

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-2/3

Comparing Solids and Liquids!
Liquid

Solids

1989

STUDENT WORKSHEETS

2-ESS2-2/3

Comparing Solids and Liquids!
Liquid

Solids

1990

MATERIALS

2-ESS2-2/3

Landforms and Water Bodies Map!

1989

MATERIALS

2-ESS2-2/3

(Physical) Map of Yakutat

1990

MATERIALS

2-ESS2-2/3

The Story of Mount Saint Elias and Mount Fairweather

1991

Learning about MOUNTAINS
Whether you live near the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, the Black Hills of South Dakota or
the Tetons of Idaho and Wyoming, mountains make the world more beautiful and
interesting. They're fun to hike and they offer a haven for many animals and birds. During
war, people have often fled to the mountains for safety and refuge.

Fun Geography for Kids on Mountains - Image of the Tetons Mountains

But how are mountains made? Mountains form over millions of years in
several different ways. Some mountains form when volcanoes erupt over
and over again. The lava builds up to make a mountain. The islands of
Hawaii are all merely the tips of volcanoes that started under the ocean.
Other mountains happen when two plates of the earth's crust slam up
against each other. Have you ever seen two cars after a head-on collision?
The front ends of both cars are crumpled up. That's a bit like mountain
formation.
1991

Fun Earth Science Facts for Kids on Mountains - Image of a Mountain Range

Most mountain ranges are millions of years old. They are made when two
plates beneath the Earth's crust collide, causing the land to buckle and rise.
The Himalayan mountains began forming this way about 55 million years
ago. The Himalayan mountain range has 30 of the world's tallest
mountains, including Mount Everest, which soars 29,035 feet in the air.
If you're lucky enough to live near mountains, you know there's something
special about them. Towering majestically above the surrounding area, they
provide shelter from stormy weather and water as the snow melts. They
offer a sanctuary for animals, birds and plants, and don't forget the skiing!

1992

Easy Kids Science Facts on Mountains - Image of Mountains

Easy Geography for Kids on Mountains - Image of a Man Skiing from the Peak

All about Mountains Fun Facts for Kids - Image of the Adirondacks Dome Mountains.

Fun Facts about Mountains for Kids
• Any land mass that rises 1,000 feet above the surrounding area is
considered a mountain.
• Some mountains are caused by volcanoes spewing lava over and over
again. The lava cools and hardens and builds up to form a mountain.
The islands of Hawaii are actually volcanoes.
• Sometimes, a volcano doesn't erupt through the crust, but just sort of
leaks lava underneath, pushing up a rounded area. This type of
mountain is called a dome mountain. The Adirondacks in New York and
the Black Hills in South Dakota are dome mountains.
• The summit or peak is the highest point on a mountain.
1993

• A mountain range is a string of mountains near each other. The Rocky
Mountain range is the second longest mountain range in the world. It
stretches from Canada to Mexico.
• Plateau mountains look like tall squares. Plateaus form when tectonic
plates collide with each other but don't buckle the surface.
• Fault block mountains occur when the tectonic plates collide with each
other and form cracks in the earth's surface. Rocks are pushed upward
when this happens. The Sierras in Nevada and the Tetons of Wyoming
are fault block mountains.

Geography Fun Facts for Kids on Mountains - Image of a Plateau

Courtesy of: http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-mountains /
1994

Grade 2
Unit 4: Life Science
Disciplinary Core Idea: Ecosystems and Biological Evolution
Investigation 1

Overarching Questions
^ How do you explain ideas to family or friends?
^ What does it mean to be alive?
^ Does life differ from one area to another?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that all living things carryout specific life processes; plants make the nutrients
they need to grow by taking in water and sunlight from the environment and while many plants use
flowers (and their various parts) to reproduce they are dependent on insects to pollinate flowers during
feeding periods. Students will understand that a habitat is a type of environment where an organism lives
in the wild and that plants exist in different habitats on land and in water. Students will be able to
construct and use a labeled parts diagram, identify variables within an experiment and be able to draw
conclusions from observations as well a set of data they collected during an experiment.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
[2-LS2-1] Plan and conduct an investigation to determine if plants need sunlight and water to grow.
[2-LS2-2] Develop a simple model that mimics the function of an animal in dispersing seeds or pollinating
plants.
[2-LS4-1] Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life in different habitats.
• After instruction and planning and conducting an experiment collaboratively, the student will be
able to generate an explanation to a friend that plants are able to grow because they use energy
from sunlight to turn air and water from the ground into food at the proficient level of a teacher
made rubric.
• After instruction and observing several sources the student will be able to construct an
explanation to a friend that most plants use flowers to reproduce and make seeds and that plants
depend on insects to assist with reproduction by transferring pollen (stamen) from one flower to
another (anther) as it feeds, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
• After instruction and at least two opportunities to practice during the investigation the student
will be able to identify the independent, dependent and control variables when given the summary
of a science project, a the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
• After instruction and at least two opportunities to practice during the investigation the student
will be able to construct and explain two labeled-parts diagrams that compare plant diversity
between different habitats, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- What do you know?
> Pre-Assessment: 2-LS2-1/LS2-2/LS4-1 written (1 copy per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Science notebooks
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Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
Days 1-4 (option 1)
> Jennie Wheeler (784-3338)- prepare spruce roots to make a small weave
> Native Manufactures: Raw Materials & Wood (pp. 412-413 in Volume 1 of Under Mount Saint
Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by de Laguna)
> Baskets and Basket-Making at Yakutat (pp. 427-431 in Volume 1 of Under Mount Saint Elias: The
History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by de Laguna)
> How did the Yakutat Tlingit use Trees? Cards (3 total)
> Outdoor attire
> Small grill/charcoal
> Stick to scape roots (in kit)
> Spruce tree in walking distance from school
Lesson 3: What is an arborist?
> Student worksheet: Career Profile (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Career File: Arborist (1 copy per student)
> Crayons/colored pencils
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: What do all living things have in common?
Days 1-2: What is the difference between living and non-living things?
> Grow your own mold (pp. 64-65 in 101 Great Science Experiments by Neil Ardley)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet
> AKSCI: It's Alive! Or is it? Lesson plan
> Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Concept Flower (3 copies per student)
> Science notebooks
Days 3-4: What do all living things have in common?
> Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Concept Flower (make in previous lesson)
> Science A-Z Life Series: Living and Non-Living Things booklet (high level)
> Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher’s Guide: Living and Non-Living Things (optional)
> Life-Process Cards (8 total)
> 4 large sheets of chart paper
> Science Notebooks
Lesson 5: Why is nutrition important for plants? What do plants need to grow? (What are variables?)
Day 1: Why is nutrition important for living things?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Flower Concepts (from previous lesson)
> Life-Process Cards (4 sets)
> Blue Planet and/or Planet Earth DVD series
> DVD player
> TeachersPayTeachers Observing worksheet (p. 6 in No Prep 24 Science Concepts Templates)
> Science notebooks
Days 2-3: What are variables?
> Science A-Z Quick Read: Variables
> Science A-Z Experiment: Working with Variables
> Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Identify Variables
> “KWL” class chart (may need a new chart)
> Science notebooks
Days 4-: What do plants need to grow?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Flower Concepts (from previous lesson)
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

TeachersPayTeachers: Measuring worksheet (p. 4 of 24 Science Notebook Templates resource)
TeachersPayTeachers: Observing worksheet (p. 6 of 24 ScienceNotebook Templates resource)
Results worksheet (1 copy per student)
Conclusion/Letter worksheet (1 copy per student)
TeachersPayTeachers: Elementary Lab Report Template (optional)
How Plants Grow lesson plan (pp. 135-136 in Project Learning Tree)
Science A-Z Life Science: Plants booklet
Plant Nutrition and Plant Growth and Plant Reproduction class charts (made previously)
“KWL” class chart (may need to make a new chart)
Scientific Method Posters
Crayons/colored pencils
Glue and/or double sided tape
Science notebooks

Lesson 6: Why is reproduction important for plants? How do plants reproduce? (What are diagrams?)
Day 1: Why is reproduction important for living things?
> Life-Process cards (3-4 sets)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Flower Concepts (from previous lesson)
> Blue Planet and/or Planet Earth DVD
> DVD player
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 copy per student)
> TeachersPayTeachers Observation worksheet (p. 6 in No Prep-24 Science Concepts Templates
resource)
> Class KWL and Plant Reproduction Charts
> Science Notebooks
Days 2-4: How do plants reproduce?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Flower Concepts (from previous lesson)
> AKSCI: Meet a Plant Lesson Plan
> All about Plant Pollination: Fruit, Flowers & Seeds DVD (Plant Life for Children series)
> Have Seeds will Travel (pp. 139-141 in Project Learning Tree)
> Science notebooks
Day 5: What are diagrams?
> Science A-Z Diagram: Parts of a flower (1 copy per student pair)
> Science A-Z Quick Read: Interpreting Data- Diagrams (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams
> Science notebooks
Days 6-7: Making a Diagram for the Forest Service
> Poster boards (1 per student)
> Coloring utensils
> Science notebooks
Lesson 7: What is a habitat? Do all habitats have the same types of plants?
Days 1-2: What is a habitat?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Flower Concepts (1 copy per student)
> AKSCI: Habitats lesson plan (activity 1A)
Day 3-8: Do all habitats have the same types of plants?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Flower Concepts (from previous lesson)
> TeachersPayTeachers: Observing worksheet (p. 6 in 24 Science Concepts Templates)
> Plants in Different Habitats book by Bobbie Kalman
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> Picture This! (pp. 16-17 in Project Learning Tree Activity Guide)
> Field, Forest and Stream lesson plan (pp. 156-159 in Project Learning Tree activity guide
> Science notebooks
Day 9: Writing a letter to the Forest Service
Lesson 8: Sea Week (Week 1)
> Alaska Seas and Watershed: Field Session (Investigation 4)
o Access procedure and list of materials on the following
website: http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-2/investigation-4.html?task=view&id=173
Lesson 9: How can we communicate what we have learned? (Week 2)
> Alaska Seas and Watershed curriculum: Communication (Investigation 5)
o Access procedure and list of materials on the following website:
http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-2/investigation-5.html?task=view&id=172
> Science notebooks
Lesson 10: Post-Assessment- What did you learn?
> Post-Assessment: 2-ESS1-1 written component (1 per student)
> Post-Assessment: 2-ESS1-1 oral component (1 per student- optional)
> Glue and/or double sided tape

Procedure
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Investigation 1
**Note: The investigation integrates lessons from Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum and is
structured to proceed Sea Week activities, which are outlined under Lesson 9 of the investigation. To
ensure correct timing with Sea Week, begin implementing lessons at least 6-8 weeks prior since the
investigation addresses three Next Generation Science Standards and is therefore significantly longer
than the previous investigations in the second grade science curriculum.
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estimated time: 1, forty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Pre-Assessment and glue each into students’ science
notebooks.

Engage
> Tell the class they are about to begin a new investigation that will be a little longer and more
involved than previous investigations. This will take the class through Sea Week and right up to
the last week of school, so it is important that students do their best to keep learning, listening as
well as working well with one another otherwise the next few weeks will be very tough and go by
slowly.
> Explain that employees of the U.S. Forest Service have assigned them their next task. The overall
mission of the Forest Service, who has an office in Yakutat across the street from the senior center,
is to watch over and protect the health of the Nation’s forests and grasslands so that younger
people will get to enjoy these natural areas during their lifetimes. Two biologists from the Yakutat
office (provide the names of two current biologists) have come the second grade science class
asking for help on three different tasks. An important job of any biologist working for the Forest
Service is to give talks to community members about plants so that people know how to take
better care of the land in Yakutat. Since the biologists have been very busy this year planning for
the Tern Festival, Family Fishing Day, as well as other field based projects, they will not have the
time to plan and schedule a community wide event about plants. This year the biologists wanted
to discuss which things are most important for plant growth as well as how the types of plants
change from one habitat to another. Instead of giving the talk this year to the community, the
biologists would like the second grade science class to gather information on these topics and
present it to their family members at the end of the year. Besides doing community wide talks the
biologists are always asked every year by teachers to come and give presentations about plants to
students. The problem is that the biologists never have enough educations materials, which leaves
the students bored and their presentations very dull. The second grade class has also been asked
to make diagrams for the Forest Service employees that demonstrate plant reproduction, which
can be used during presentations for other classes. For this investigation, students will assume
the role of an arborist and will learn more about their role in a later lesson.

Evaluate
> Tell the class that before they can officially begin the investigation on plants, the class will
complete an assessment that has been pasted into each science notebook. This will not be a graded
assignment but a way to determine how much students know about each topic so that lessons can
be changed to fit students’ needs and prior knowledge.
> Begin assessment.
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Lesson 2: Traditional Knowledge
Estimated time: 5, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: (Option 1) Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or community
into the classroom to speak on them es related to the Overarching Question an d /o r Cultural Perspectives
(heat/substances) stated below. It is im portant to note that the ‘heritage cultural perspectives’ were
adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an overall context as well as
connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to reflect the culture of
Yakutat.
Overarching Investigative Question 1: How did the Tlingit display im portant ideas?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Models)
Traditionally, the Native people of Southeast Alaska created models of clan houses, which were used to
construct the actual houses. Dolls w ere made to represent children and their clothing. In addition, some
jewelry forms w ere models based on actual items, such as ceremonial shields. Models of canoes were
created to provide guidance in the making of actual canoes.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Communicate)
Native people use totem poles, crests, house posts and screens, ceremonial hats, and other regalia to
communicate family histories and origins. When Native people communicate through traditional oratory,
recognition and acknowledgement of the opposite moiety is customary.
Overarching Investigative Question 2: How did the Tlingit know and learn about the world from
one another?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Communication)
Body language has always played a vital role in communication among Native people. In addition, box
drums w ere used to alert people to dangers. Also, there was a system in place in which the brother-in-law
of a family was used to communicate with other clans in various communities.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Description)
Traditional stories describe in detail historical accounts of clan history. This includes names of people,
places, things, and belongings. Personal introductions include names, clans, houses, and descriptions of
lineage—from fathers, to grandfathers, to great grandfathers, to great great grandfathers.
(Option 1)
Teacher Prep: Students will learn how wood was an im portant material for the aboriginal Tlingit in the
construction of spruce root baskets, and will w ork alongside Ms. Jennie W heeler in collecting and
preparing raw m aterials from a tree in the school yard as well as learn how to do a basic weave using
spruce roots. Since the activity is time sensitive and needs to occur during early spring (around April),
contact with Ms. W heeler (784-3338) m ust be made ahead of time in order to coordinate when and
w here the activity will take place. The educator is responsible for supplying a small grill (including
charcoal) and a Stick to Scrap Roots (included in the kit) for the activity. The idea of the activity is to
convey not only how a local resource was harvested and utilized but also the value of plants to the daily
life of the Yakutat Tlingit. It is im portant to mention throughout the activity how the use of spruce roots
in the construction of these incredibly engineered baskets contributed significantly to the lives of the
Yakutat Tlingit, and th at the spruce tree was only one of many different types of plants th at had a positive
impact on the people. Read over and familiarize yourself with the following sections in Volume 1 of de
Laguna’s “Under Mount Saint Elias to include information about Yakutat’s history during the lesson: The
History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit”; Raw Materials and Wood (pp. 412-413) and Baskets and
Basket-Making at Yakutat (pp. 427-431). Feel free to contact Gloria Wolfe at the Yakutat Cultural Center
to see if she or another instructor would be available to come into the classroom, prior to the spruce root
activity, to discuss with the class how baskets were used in the past and other ways in which wood was
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utilized. Print and laminate at least 1 copy of the How did the Yakutat Tlingit use Trees? Cards for every
two students.

Engagement
> Begin the lesson by asking students to draw a picture in their notebooks that displays how trees (a
type of plant) are important to them. Ask volunteers to share their drawing with the class.
> Ask the class how trees were important to the lives of the Yakutat Tlingit. Listen to students’
responses then distribute one copy of the How did the Yakutat Tlingit use Trees? Cards to student
pairs. Instruct the class to observe the various pictures with their partners and to record any
questions that they may have down in the science notebooks. Discuss the photographs and
students’ observations as a group.
> Explain that wood was, and still is, a very important material to the Yakutat Tlingit. A thousand
years ago people did not have the luxury of various types of transportation such as the ferry, barge
or airplanes, all of which bring lots of different materials that people need into Yakutat today.
People were only able to live off of the resources that were available in the are. Long ago, spruce
and hemlock trees were the major sources used for woodworking. Yellow cedar was mostly used
for fine carvings and red cedar, which grows down south, was used whenever it washed ashore.
Red cedar is easy to split, floats and does not rot quickly in the water. Men were responsible for
most of the woodwork and removing the bark from trees to build roves. Women collected brush to
either make brooms or cover drying fish as well as roots to make baskets (p. 413, de Laguna,
2009). The old ways produced spruce root baskets that are still famous today. Baskets that came
from Yakutat were not only larger than those that came from other areas of Alaska but they were
made with a quality weave and beauty that were unlike any other baskets. The Yakutat Tlingit
used these baskets in almost every part of their lives. Baskets were used to in the field to hold
berries or shellfish that were collected as well as in the home to store objects such as a silverware.
But their use didn’t stop there. Baskets were also used as cups to drink water, to cook and serve
food, to bail water out of canoes, as baby carriers, and to wear as a hat to protect against the rain.
(p. 417, de Laguna, 2009). And to think that all of these uses stemmed from the roots of a spruce
tree.
> Tell students that over the next week a very special presenter, Ms. Jennie Wheeler, will come and
teach the class how to gather and prepare spruce roots. If time permits, Ms. Wheeler will also help
students begin a basket weave with their spruce roots, which they will most likely have to finish at
home.

Explore
> Begin activity with students.
Lesson 3: What is an arborist?
Estimated Time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Print one copy per student of the Career Profile worksheet and glue into each science
notebook. Makes copies of the Science A-Z Career File: Arborist for each student and have available
crayons and colored pencils for the lesson’s activity.

Explore
> Tell the class they are ready to begin their investigation! Ask the team to recall the role they have
to fulfill over the course of the investigation as well as the overall mission for the US Forest
Service. (Students will assume the role of an arborist. Biologists that work for the Forest Service
have asked the second grade science to complete two tasks. The team will need to conduct an
experiment to determine what nutrients are the most important for plant growth and later
observe various habitats to learn if the types of plants change from one area to another. The team
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will present the information they gather from the experiment and their field observations to
family members and friends at an end of the school year event. The second task the team of
arborists is expected to complete is the construction of learning materials in the form of diagrams
the biologists can use during future presentations at the school. Diagrams must demonstrate plant
reproduction.)
> Explain that before the team can dive into the investigation head-on, the outdoor guides must
learn a little more about their role. Ask members to volunteer ideas of what they think outdoor
guides do for a living and write these ideas on the board. Hand out the Career File: Arborist reading
to the team’s members and explain that they will read more about the role of an arborist together
before filling out worksheets glued inside the science notebooks. Students should look over the
pictures, captions and bold font on the Career File before writing down predictions in their
notebooks about the role of an outdoor guide.
> Read over the Career File: Arborist as a group.

Explain
> After completing the reading review the role of an arborist with the team:
o What is the job of an arborist?
o When do arborists trim the branches on trees?
o Do trees get diseases? How can an arborist make trees healthier?
o Why do arborists need to learn about trees?

Extend
> Have students fill out the Career File worksheet in their notebooks.
Lesson 4: What is the difference betw een living and non-living things? What do all living things
have in common?
Estimated Time: 4-5, fifty-minute lessons
Days 1-2: What is the difference between living and non-living things?
Teacher Prep: Read over the Grow Your Own Mold activity (pp. 64-65 in 101 Great Science Experiments
by Neil Ardley) and organize the materials needed to implement it during the engagement stage of the
lesson. It takes several days for the mold to grow so one option is to begin the experiment at home at
least one week prior to the day you intend to implement the activity. Save the leftover materials to bring
into the classroom the day of the activity in order to demonstrate how you went about growing the mold.
The preferred option is to implement the experiment in class a week before the lesson so that students
have a chance to watch the mold grow. Choose whatever method works best for your classroom.

Print and make 4 copies of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet and glue each into
students’ science notebooks. Read over the procedure of the AKSCI It's Alive! Or is it? lesson plan and
organize any additional materials or supplies needed to implement the lesson’s activities. Write the
essential question (What is the difference between living and non-living things?) on the board. On a large
sheet of chart paper write out a KWL chart:

Engagement
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> Begin the lesson by asking the team to call out examples of things that they consider to be alive
and record the arborists’ ideas on the board. Do the same for non-living things.
> Implement the Grow Your Own Mold activity. Post the following questions to the team:
o How did each food type (moist bread/dry bread/peach/beans/yogurt) change?
o What is growing on the food? Is it a plant or animal? (Fungi, which neither a plant or an
animal. Fungi are in their own special group)
o Are fungi considered to be alive? How do you know?
> Explain to the class that fungi are living organisms that are more closely related to animals than
they are to plants. That would like asking students to determine whether they were more closely
related by blood to their great grandmother’s cousin or their sibling. Fungi consume food, just like
animals do, which is different from plants. Their bodies look like a big web of very small tubes that
spread out looking for food to consume. Fungi reproduce (make other fungi) by making spores; a
major difference from plants which reproduce by making seeds.

Elicit
> Ask the team of arborists to state the question they will try and answer over the next few days in
class. Post the class KWL chart on the board and ask the team to open their science notebooks to
the first KWL worksheet and to write the essential question at the top of the page. Instruct the
arborists to record what they know regarding the differences between living and non-living things
under the “K” column of the worksheet as well as any questions they have at this time under the
“W” column.
> During group discussion, ask team members to volunteer what they wrote on their worksheets
and record students’ ideas under the appropriate columns of the class KWL chart.

Explore/Explain
> Implement the AKSCI It's Alive! Or is it? lesson plan.
Days 3-4: What do all living things have in common?
Teacher Prep: Print and make 3 copies per student of the Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Concept
Flower worksheet and glue all three worksheets into students’ science notebooks. Print (single-sided)
and laminate 2-3 sets (depending on the size of the class) the Life-Process Cards as well as 1 copy per
student of the Science A-Z Life Series: Living and Non-living booklet. For additional reading strategies
refer to the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher’s Guide: Living and Non-Living Things. Write the
essential question on the board (What do all living things have in common?) and make enlarged versions
of the Concept Flower worksheets on three separate sheets of chart paper (see below):

Elicit
> Ask the team of arborists to state the question they will try and answer together over the next
couple of lessons. (What do all living things have in common?)
> Instruct the arborists to take a moment to think about the question and then record their ideas
under the “K” column of the KWL worksheet glued inside their science notebooks.
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> Have team members discuss their ideas out-loud and record their knowledge of living things
under the appropriate column of the class KWL Chart.

Explore
> Split the team into groups of 3-4 arborists and distribute one set of the Life-Process Cards
facedown to each group. Keep one set of cards to use later in the activity. Explain that each team
has a total of 14 cards; seven of the cards have pictures that represent a life-process, or
characteristic that all living things share in common. The other seven cards have the name of the
life-process written at the top and a short description of that life-process below it. Each team will
work together to match the picture cards to their correct definition. A team has completed the task
only when they have paired 1 definition card to 1 picture card.

Explain
> Have available a set of the Life-Process Cards and once the groups have had sufficient time to
match their cards, call the teams over to another area of the room for a brief discussion and
review.
> Lay the picture cards in a separate row from the definition cards on the floor. One at a time, hold
up a definition card and read aloud the name of the life process stated at the top of the cards and
the definition below it. Ask the team to identify the picture card that matches the life-process you
are currently holding in your hand. Work your way through all the cards until they have all been
paired up. Ask the teams how well they did matching their cards together.
> Explain that scientists have come up with a way to define living things from non-living things.
There are seven activities that all living things on the planet do and these are called life-processes.
Thus, if something carries out all of the seven life-processes we know it is alive. Ask the team how
many life-processes all living things share in common and to name them out-loud. Practice
pronouncing some of these new vocabulary words aloud if students are having a difficult time
with the pronunciation. Tell the team that while there are a total of seven different life processes,
the team will only focus on 3 throughout the investigation and how the relate specifically to plants.
> Ask the team how they think they did matching up the Life Processes Cards earlier. Instruct the
groups to return to their cards and correct and mismatched pairs.
> Back at their seats, post the three Concept Flowers charts on the board and instruct the arborists to
recall the names of the seven life processes and record these on the board. Circle the life-processes
the team will focus on (Nutrition, Reproduction, Growth) and instruct the team to open their
science notebooks to the Concept Flowers worksheets and write one of the following under TOPIC
on each worksheet: Plant Nutrition, Plant Growth, Plant Reproduction. Model this on the class
charts.
> Distribute the Science A-Z Life Series: Living and Non-living booklet to each student. As you go
through the reading as a group, pause and review the sections listed below. Record students’
responses on the Concept Flowers class charts and instruct students to write down the information
on the corresponding graphic organizer in their science notebooks.
o p. 5 (Living things grow and develop)
■ What happens as things grow? (As living things grow they change)
■ Do seeds grow? (Seeds grow into plants)
o p. 6 (Living things get and use energy)
■ Where does all energy come from? (The sun)
■ How do plants get the energy they need? (Plants use sunlight to make food)
o p.7 (Living things reproduce)
■ What would happen if there wasn’t reproduction? (All living things would
disappear.)
Extend
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> Instruct the team to provide examples or stories of real-life moments when they observed
movement by a living organism(s), and record this information on the board. Explain that the
team now understands that if something is considered a living thing it must demonstrate all 7 life
processes, movement being one of those processes. What about plants? Since plants are
considered a living thing that means they must move as well. Ask the team if anyone has ever seen
a plant move on its own and to share the story. Instruct students to sit in a circle on the floor and
to bring their notebooks. Place a potted plant in the center of the circle and explain to the team
that they are going to find a way to demonstrate movement in a plant. Ask teammates for
suggestions on how they can go about doing this. Settle on a simple set-up that requires placing
the plant a few inches away from a window. Normally when people have plants inside the house
they try to put them as close to a window as possible since all plants need sunlight to live. What
happens if a plant is placed a few inches away from the window so that it only gets a little bit of
sunlight? Instruct the team to write a hypothesis in their notebooks on an available sheet of paper
(I predict ...because...) then draw (and date) a picture of the plant that is placed in the center of
the circle. Place the plant in an area of the classroom where it is a few inches away from a window
and come back in a few days to draw a second observation comparing its position.

Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL worksheet in their science notebooks and record what they
have learned so far about living organisms under the “L” column of the chart. Write the following
probing questions on the board so that students have something to refer to if they need assistance
organizing their thoughts:
o How are living things different from non-living things?
o Why is it important that living things reproduce?
o Where do living things get their energy?
o What happens as living things grow?
> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.

Lesson 5: Why is nutrition im portant for plants? What do plants need to grow? (What are
variables?)
Estimated Time: 8, fifty-minute lessons
Day 1: What is nutrition? Why is nutrition im portant for plants?
Teacher Prep: Have available at least 3 sets of Life-Process Cards as well as the class KWL and Flower
Concepts charts that were used during the previous lessons. Depending on how much was written in the
KWL chart previously, you might need to write out a new chart for the upcoming lesson. Select at least
four clips from the Planet Earth or Blue Planet series that depict the nutrition of different animals. Print
and make one copy per student of the TeachersPayTeachers Observing worksheet (p. 6 of No Prep 24
Science Concept Templates resource) and glue each into students’ science notebook. Write the essential
questions on the board (What is nutrition? Why is nutrition important for plants?).

Elicit
> Ask a volunteer to state out-loud the new question the team will try and answer over the course
of this lesson. (What is nutrition? Why is it important for living things?)
> Instruct the arborists to open their science notebooks to the second KWL worksheet and write the
essential question of the lesson at the top of the page before writing down their thoughts under
the “K” column of the chart and any questions they have related to the current topic under the
“W” column.
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> Have a brief team discussion and record students’ ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class KWL chart.

Engagement
> Instruct the team to get out of their chairs and stand beside their desks. How are people feeling at
this very moment?
> The arborists are to follow any command that is given to them during the ENERGY ZAP! Game.
Command students to a few different exercises such as running in place for a few seconds, doing
jumping jacks, getting up and out of the chair multiple times, walking around the classroom,
reading a book, writing, etc.
> Once students are seated back in their chairs ask them how they feel after exerting a lot of energy.
Explain that all of the exercises the team just did in a short amount of time required a lot of
energy. In fact, everything that we do with our bodies requires energy such as breaking, talking to
one another, thinking, reading, writing, sitting and watching television. Being able to do all the
activities that we love or have to do each day requires energy. Where does all of this energy to do
things come from? (Food) Without food we wouldn’t be able to get out of bed in the morning, must
less come to school and learn. We would be too tired and would only be able to sleep all day.
> Ask the team to recall moments when they went a long time without eating. How did they feel?
What did they do?

Explore
> Tell the team they are going to do research in small groups of 3-4 students information that could
help answer the questions: What is nutrition? Why is it important to living things?
> Divide the team into smaller groups and distribute one set of the Life-Process Cards to each group.
Encourage students to read through the cards and underline (best with a Sharpie marker) any
sentences that talk about nutrition and why it is important.

Explain
> After the groups have had sufficient time to look through the material and underline information
they think pertains to the questions, call the arborists back to their seats and have a short
discussion about the information they found. Record students’ ideas on the board.
> Post the class Flower Concept: Plant Nutrition chart alongside all the information that was
recorded on the board and read it aloud for the team. Ask team members to identify information
that they think belongs on the class Plant Nutrition chart. By the end of the discussion the
following information should be circled on the board and then recorded on the class Plant
Nutrition chart: (Note: If students did not identify this information during group work,
redistribute the nutrition definition cards to the class and read the information out loud. Ask the
class to identify information in the text that answers either of the essential questions and record
this on the board).
o Nutrition is the way living things get their food. Living things need food because it gives
them energy to live.
o Unlike animals, plants make their own food using sunlight.
o Plants need to make their food in order to grow, make seeds and change position to get
more sunlight.
> Instruct the team to open their notebooks and record this information on the Flower Concepts
worksheet.

Extend
> Ask the team to name examples of living things (aside from plants) and its nutritional needs. What
does this living-thing eat? How does it consume its food? How does this living things use the
energy from its food to live? Instruct the arborists to open their science notebooks to the
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Observing worksheets and to write the following as the title on both worksheets: Animal Nutrition.
Explain that you will show the team a few clips from a DVD that shows the nutritional habits of a
few different animals. Students will observe the clips closely and than report on two animals using
the Observing worksheets in their science notebooks by drawing the nutritional needs of an
animal and then describing the illustration on the lines below. Tell the team to keep the following
questions in mind as they watch each clip:
o What does the animal eat to stay alive?
o How does the animal consume its food?
o How does the animal use energy from its food to live?

Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL worksheet in their science notebooks and record what they
have learned so far about nutrition under the “L” column of the chart. Write the following probing
questions on the board so that students have something to refer to if they need assistance
organizing their thoughts:
o What is nutrition?
o Why is nutrition important to living things?
o Why is nutrition important to plants?
> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.
Days 2-3: What are variables?
Teacher Prep: Read over the Science A-Z Experiment: Working with Variables and organize any
additional materials and supplies needed to implement the lesson. Print and make 1 copy per student of
the Science A-Z Quick Read: Variables as well as the second page of the Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Identify
Variables worksheet, which should be glued into students’ science notebooks. Print and make one copy
per student of the Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Identify Variables (p. 2) and glue each into students’ science
notebooks. Have the Scientific Method Posters available throughout the lesson. Write the essential
question on the board (What are variables?).

Elicit
> Begin the lesson by reminding the arborists that part of their task for the US Forest Service is to
design and conduct an experiment as a team. However, before they can jump into an experiment
the team must review the steps of the scientific method. But first of all, what is the scientific
method and why is it so important? Record students’ responses on the board then combine the
ideas to formulate a response similar to the following that addresses these questions:
o The scientific method is a series of steps that scientist’s follow each time they want to
answer a question about the natural world.
> Choose six arborists to come to the front of the room and distribute one Scientific Method Poster to
each. Instruct the volunteers to arrange themselves in chronological order, beginning with the
first step of the Scientific Method and ending with the last. Once volunteers are satisfied with their
arrangement instruct the rest of the team to evaluate the order of the steps and make any
necessary corrections.
> Post the six posters of the scientific method on the board and tell the team that they will learn and
apply a new term for their upcoming experiment. Write the term, Variable, on the board under
posters. Ask the team if they have heard this term before and to explain what they think it means.

Explore
> Distribute the Science A-Z Quick Read: Variables to each student and read it over together as a
team. At the end of the reading pose the following question to the arborists:
o What are the two types of variables you learned about in the reading?
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o
o

What is an independent variable? (The part of the experiment the scientist changes)
What is a dependent variable? (The part of the experiment that the scientist measures)

Explain
> Tell the team that in order for an experiment to be successful, scientists have to understand very
well the different variables that are being studied. The term variable refers to something that can
change or that varies. There are three major types of variables that scientists must identify before
they conduct their experiment. The Independent variable is the part of the experiment that
scientist wants to change. It is part of the research question. (Write the term on the board and ask
the team to identify the independent variable from the reading). The thing that is being measured
in the experiment is called the Dependent variable. (Write the term on the board and ask the
team to identify the dependent variable from the reading.) Finally, when a scientist is designing
her or his experiment they want to think about all the potential things that could change the
results of the experiment. For instance, what would have happened if John gave one of his bean
plants a lot more water than the other? Could that have possibly made one bean plant grow taller
than the other because it was getting more nutrients? Since John wanted to know how the sunlight
was going to affect the height of his plants how much water would he have given each plant? (The
same amount). The amount of water each bean plant got during the experiment is called the
control variable. If scientists aren’t careful the control variables could affect the results from their
experiment. (Write the term on the board and ask the team to identify other control variables
from the bean plant experiment)

Explore/Explain
> Implement the Science A-Z Experiment: Working with Variables lesson plan.

Extend
> At the end of the lesson, instruct students to open their notebooks to the Science A-Z Activity
Sheet, glued inside their notebooks. Read the project summary over with the team and instruct
students to identify the following variables:
o I (independent variable)
o D (dependent variable)
o C (control variable)
Days 4-8: What do plants need to grow?
Teacher Prep: Read over the How Plants Grow lesson plan (pp. 135-136 in Project Learning Tree) and
organize any materials or supplies needed to implement the lesson. Print and make 1 copy per student of
the Science A-Z Life Science: Plants booklet, 10-15 copies per student of the TeachersPayTeachers:
Measuring worksheet (p. 4 in 24 Science Notebook Templates Resource), and 1 copy per student of the
Results and Conclusion/Letter worksheets. The Measuring worksheets should be stapled inside students’
science notebooks while the Results and Conclusion/Letter worksheets should be glued directly into the
notebooks. Refer to the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher’s Guide: Plants for any additional reading
strategies that can be implemented during the lesson. The TeachersPayTeachers: Elementary Lab Report
Template is available as an optional resource for this lesson if students’ current science notebooks do not
provide wide-lined pages. Have available the following materials, which will be used continuously
throughout the lesson: KWL/ Plant Nutrition/Plant Growth class charts, scientific method posters, and
coloring utensils. Write the essential question on the board (What do plants need to grow?).

Elicit
> Begin by asking the team to state the question they will try and answer over the course of this next
lesson.
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> Post the class KWL chart on the board and instruct the arborists to open their science notebooks
to the next available KWL worksheet and to write the question at the top of the worksheet. Ask
the team to take a moment to record what they think plants need to grow under the “K” column of
the chart and any questions they want answered on the topic under the “W” column.
> Have a brief team discussion and record students’ responses under the appropriate column of the
class KWL chart.

Explore
> Explain to the team that before they can design the experiment, like all good scientists they must
do more background research on the topic. Why is it important that scientists learn more about
their topic of interest before designing and conducting an experiment? (Scientists must learn what
is already known and been proven about a topic before conducting their own experiments. Many
times doing a little research, such as reading books or articles, can answer a question or give
enough information so that scientists can form a hypothesis.)
> Ask the team to recall the first step of the scientific method. (Observation) Write STEP 1 on the
board and post the Observation Poster alongside it. Instruct the team to write the following as the
heading on a sheet of paper in their science notebooks: Step 1 Observation . Distribute the
Science A-Z Life Science: Plants booklet to each student and instruct the team to look through the
photographs as well as the headings of the different sections. Under the observation heading,
students are to write down at least three things they learned while looking through the booklet
and at least one question they want answered about plants. After a few minutes, call the teams’
attention and ask the arborists to volunteer what they learned from just observing the pictures
about plants. Record students’ responses on the board under the Observation Poster.
> Ask the team to recall the second step of the scientific method and to state the question they are
going to try and answer through their experiment. (Problem; What do plants need to grow?) Write
STEP 2 on the board and post the Problem Poster alongside it. Record the experimental question
below the post and instruct the team to do the same on aseparate sheet of notebook paper.
> Ask the team to recall the third step of the scientific method. (Hypothesis) Record STEP 3 on the
board and post the Hypothesis Poster alongside it. Instruct students to do the same in their science
notebooks and to take a moment to write down a prediction for the experiment.

Explain
> Post the class Concept Flower charts on the board and explain that as they go through the reading
together there will be points when the team will pause to discuss certain topics and to take notes
on the Concept Flower worksheets. Begin reading the Science A-Z: Plants book as a group and
pause on the following sections to pose questions and take notes on the class charts:
o p. 6 -> Record on Plant Nutrition Chart (students record in notebooks)
■ What do plants use to make food?
o p. 7-8 ^ “
“
■ Where do plants get the water they need?
■ Where does the go in the plant? How does it get there?
o p. 9 - 10^ “
“
■ What part of the plant makes the food? How does it do this?
■ Why is sunlight important to food production?
o p. 12 -> Record on Plant Reproduction Chart (students record in notebooks)
■ How do plants reproduce?
■ How are seeds made?
o p. 13-14 -> Record on Plant Growth Chart (students record in notebooks)
■ What do seeds need to grow?
■ Where do plants grow?
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> After completing the reading, instruct the team to revisit their hypotheses. As scientists do more
research and collect more information on a topic they continuously change their hypothesis with
their newfound knowledge. Instruct the team to read over their original hypotheses and to make
any changes if they need to.

Extend
> Implement the How Plants Grow lesson plan (pp. 135-136 in Project Learning Tree). As you
proceed with the lesson continue to go through the steps of the scientific method with students.
Encourage students to design as much of the experiment’s procedure as possible, stepping in to
provide suggestions or answer questions. Instruct the team to identify the independent,
dependent and control variable early on so that they have an easier time writing out the
procedure. Each student should have the following steps and information recorded in their
notebooks by the end of the experiment:
o STEP 4: Experiment
■ List of Materials (written)
■ Procedure (written)
■ Measuring worksheet (to record data)
o STEP 5: Results
■ Results worksheet
• Students draw in the final height of the plant on a bar graph.
o STEP 6: Conclusion
■ Conclusion/Letter worksheet
■ Have students write their conclusion in a letter format to the biologists of the US
Forest Service. Read over the template and instruct students to fill it out then write
their name at the bottom.
**Note: This component of the investigation may take several weeks, especially since the team will
be investigating only one variable at a time. Move forward with the investigation while checking
on the growth of the plants on a regular basis. Students should record their observations of the
plants on the Measurement worksheets as much as scheduling permits.

Evaluate (After concluding the investigation)
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL worksheet in their science notebooks and record what they
have learned so far about plant nutrition and growth under the “L” column of the chart. Write the
following probing questions on the board so that students have something to refer to if they need
assistance organizing their thoughts:
o What do plants need to grow?
o How do plants make their own food?
o How do plants get water into their leaves?
> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.
Lesson 6: Why is reproduction im portant for plants? How do plants reproduce? (What are
diagrams?)
Estimated Time: 9, fifty-minute lessons

Day 1: What is reproduction? Why is reproduction important for plants?
Teacher Prep: Have available at least 3 sets of Life-Process Cards as well as the class KWL and Plant
Reproduction charts that were used during the previous lessons. Print and make 1 copy per student of the
TeachersPayTeachers: Observations worksheet (p. 6 in No Prep-24 Science Concepts Templates resource)
and glue each into students’ science notebooks. Select at least three clips from the Planet Earth or Blue
Planet series as an engagement activity that depict reproduction in different species. Depending on how
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much was written in the KWL chart previously, you might need to write out a new chart for the upcoming
lesson. Write the essential question on the board (Why is reproduction important for plants?).

Elicit
> Ask a volunteer to state out-loud the new question the team will try and answer over the course
of this lesson. (What is reproduction? Why is reproduction important for plants?)
> Instruct the arborists to open their science notebooks to the next available KWL worksheet and
write the essential question of the lesson at the top of the page before writing down their
thoughts under the “K” column of the chart and any questions they have related to the current
topic under the “W” column.
> Have a brief team discussion and record students’ ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class KWL chart.

Engagement
> Tell the team they are going to have the opportunity to observe the outcome of reproduction.
Show the Planet Earth and/or Blue Planet DVD clips to the class.

Explore
> Tell the team they are going to do research in small groups of 3-4 students information that could
help answer the questions: What is reproduction? Why is reproduction important to plants?
> Divide the team into smaller groups and distribute one set of the Life-Process Cards to each group.
Encourage students to read through the cards and underline (best with a Sharpie marker) any
sentences that talk about nutrition and why it is important.

Explain
> After the groups have had sufficient time to look through the material and underline information
they think pertains to the questions, call the arborists back to their seats and have a short
discussion about the information they found. Record students’ ideas on the board.
> Post the class Flower Concept: Plant Reproduction chart alongside all the information that was
recorded on the board and read it aloud for the team. Ask team members to identify information
that they think belongs on the class Plant Reproduction chart. By the end of the discussion the
following information should be circled on the board and then recorded on the class Plant
Reproduction chart: (Note: If students did not identify this information during group work,
redistribute the reproduction definition cards to the class and read the information out loud. Ask
the class to identify information in the text that answers either of the essential questions and
record this on the board).
o Reproduction is the process of making new living things.
o Plants reproduce by making seeds.
o If plants didn’t reproduce they would all die out eventually.
> Instruct the team to open their notebooks and record this information on the Flower Concepts
worksheet.

Extend
> Tell the team of arborists they are going to take a walk around the schoolyard to find and collect
evidence of plant reproduction (seeds, flowers, cones) to bring back into the classroom. Take the
team outdoors and allow sufficient time for students to collect specimens. For a more successful
seed collecting endeavor, drag an old blanket or fuzzy cloth through an area and encourage
students to wear wool socks on the outside of their pants.
> Back in the classroom, instruct students to open their notebooks to the Observations worksheet.
Each team member will draw one specimen they collected from outside and then illustrate what
the seed will look like after it has grown into a plant. Once students have completed their
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illustrations they will complete the rest of the w orksheet by using their observations to describe
the specimen in words.

Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL w orksheet in their science notebooks and record w hat they
have learned so far about plant reproduction under the “L” column of the chart. Write the
following probing questions on the board so th at students have something to refer to if they need
assistance organizing their thoughts:
o W hat is reproduction?
o How do living things reproduce?
o Why is reproduction im portant to plants?
> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.
Days 2-4: How do plants reproduce?
Teacher Prep: Read over the following lesson plans and organize any m aterials and supplies needed to
im plem ent them in class: AKSCI-Meet a Plant and Project Learning Tree-Have Seeds Will Travel (pp. 139
141). The Meet a Plant lesson requires plant specimens for the activity, therefore it is highly
recom m ended th at in regards to the investigation’s objective the educator bring in (live, laminated or
dry) specimens th at display flowers. Review the Plant Pollination: Fruit, Flowers &Seeds DVD (Plant Life
for Children series). Print 1 set of copies of the Science A-Z Diagram: Parts of a Flower and before making
a second set of copies, w hiteout the labels on the diagram so th at they can be filled in by students later.
Have available the class KWL and Plant Reproduction charts and write the essential question on the board
(How do plants reproduce?).

Elicit
> Ask a volunteer to state out-loud the new question the team will try and answ er over the course
of this lesson. (How do plants reproduce?)
> Instruct the arborists to open their science notebooks to the KWL w orksheet and write down
their thoughts under the “K” column of the chart and any questions they have related to the
current topic under the “W” column.
> Have a brief team discussion and record students’ ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class KWL chart.

Explore
> Implem ent the AKSCI Meet a Plant lesson plan.

Explain
> After completing the Meet a Plant lesson plan, distribute the Science A-Z Diagram: Parts of a
Flower (with labels). Tell the team th at they will w ork with a partner for a few minutes observing
the diagram and w riting down any questions th at come to mind in their science notebooks.
Explain th at the next activity will get into more detail about the role of flowers in plant
reproduction. After students have had a few minutes to observe and discuss the diagram in pairs,
pose the following questions to the team:
o W hat does the diagram w ant to teach us about?
o Where is the pollen found on the flower?
o W hat is the green structure in the middle of the flower called?
o Where are the plants eggs located?
o W hat p art of the plant does the petal attach to?
o W hat animal do you think would be attracted to this flower?
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> Post the Plant Reproduction chart on the wall then tell the team they are going to watch a movie on
plant reproduction. Ask the team to recall the essential question of the lesson (How do plants
reproduce?). After the movie, instruct the team to open their notebooks to the Concept Flower:
Plant Reproduction worksheet and pose the following questions (record students’ responses on
the class chart and have them refer to the Science A-Z diagram during the discussion):
o Why are flowers important to plants? (They hold the plants’ reproductive organs. This
allows the plant to reproduce.)
o What is the male organ called? What part of the male organ contains pollen? (Stamen.
Anther)
o What is the female organ called? What part of the female organ contains the eggs? What is
the sticky part of the female organ called? (Carpel. Ovary. Stigma.)
o What is pollination? Who helps pollinate flowers? (Pollination is the way pollen gets from a
stamen to a stigma. Insects)
o Why are insects attracted to flowers? How do insects pollinate flowers? (Insects are
attracted to the color and scent of flowers. As insects feed from flowers they help transfer
pollen from one plant to the stigma of another).
o What is fertilization? (Once the pollen reaches the stigma it travels down the female organ
until it gets to the ovary. Once the pollen joins with the egg the plant has been fertilized.)
o What happens after fertilization? (The ovary of the flower starts to develop seeds inside of
it. Eventually the petals fall off and the ovary grows into a fruit. By the time the seeds have
developed fully, the ovary of the flower has grown into a fruit.)
> Students are to record information from the class chart onto their Plant Reproduction worksheets.

Extend
> Tell the team they are going to work with a partner to fill in the labels of a diagram they studied
earlier in the lesson. Distribute 1 copy of the non-labeled Science A-Z Diagrams: Parts of a Flower
to each pair and provide sufficient time for arborists to complete the task. After pairs have
completed the task, briefly review the parts of a flower and their function in reproduction as a
team.
> Write the following prompt on the board and explain that students are to write a story in their
science notebooks that responds to the prompt:
The Day and a Life of a Bee
You are one very busy worker bee in a sea of hundreds in a colony. The hive stands hidden at the
edge of a clearing in the forest. The days are getting warmer and soon the floor of the meadow is
bright with color! As flowers from the salmonberry bush, fireweed, lupin and dogwood dot the
ground the energy of the hive picks up. It is time to go find food and bring it back to the queen bee.
Tell a story of your journey looking for food in flowers across the meadow and the return trip back
to the hive. Think about what the flowers looked and smelled like and how the nectar tasted when
you finally got to drink some of it.

Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL worksheet in their science notebooks and record what they
have learned so far about plant reproduction under the “L” column of the chart. Write the
following probing questions on the board so that students have something to refer to if they need
assistance organizing their thoughts (students can also refer to their Parts of a Flower diagram):
o What is reproduction?
o Why is important that plants reproduce?
o What is the purpose of flowers?
o How do insects help plants reproduce?
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> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.
Day 5: What are diagrams?
Teacher Prep: Read over the Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams and organize any additional
materials and supplies needed to implement the lesson. Print and make 1 copy per student of the Science
A-Z Quick Read: Interpreting Data-Diagrams. Write the essential question on the board (What are
diagrams?).

Elicit
> Begin the lesson by reminding the arborists that part of their task for the US Forest Service is to
construct a scientific diagram. But before the team can construct their own diagrams they first
have to learn what diagrams are and why scientists use them. Ask the team to volunteer ideas of
what they think a diagram is and record their responses on the board.

Explore
> Distribute the Science A-Z Quick Read: Diagrams to each arborist. Allow the team to examine the
reading for a moment then read through it as a group.
> After concluding the reading pose the following questions to the team and engage in a short
discussion about the content:
o What is a diagram?
o What times of diagrams are there?
o Which diagram (from the reading) shows how something works: Parts of a Refrigerator or
Frog Life Cycle? (Students should refer to the reading to answer the question)
o Which diagram (from the reading) shows the parts of something: Frog Life Cycle or Parts of
a Refrigerator? (Students should refer to the reading to answer the question)

Explore/Explain
> Implement the Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson plan.
Days 6-7: Making a Diagram for the Forest Service
Teacher Prep: Have available crayons and colored pencils as well as one poster board per student.

Extend
> Tell the team the biologists from the Forest Service are waiting anxiously for their education
materials. The time has come for the team of young arborists to construct scientific diagrams for
the Forest Service that display how insects help plants reproduce. For this project the team will
only have to design a labeled-parts diagram, which they learned about in the previous lesson. Ask
the team to review the concept of diagrams as well as the type of information that is found on a
labeled-parts diagram. (Diagrams show information or data in a way that is easy to understand.
They usually use pictures, symbols, words and numbers to communicate a message. Labeled-parts
diagrams show the parts of something.)
> Ask the team to review the concept of plant reproduction and record their ideas on the board.
Circle information that pertains to the objective of the project and explain that team members will
select an idea/concept from the board to display on their labeled-parts diagram. (Make sure the
following information is communicated on the board)
o Parts of a flower:
■ Stamens are long and thin with pollen attached to the anther (male organ)
■ Carpel is a green structure that sits in middle of flower (female organ)
■ Ovary is the wide part of Carpel and it holds the eggs
■ Petals and brightly colored and scented to attract bees
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Insect pollination
■ Insects are attracted to brightly colored flowers
■ Insects eat the nectar from flower and transport pollen tothe Carpel of another
flower
o Seeds:
■ Flowers develop into fruits that have seeds
■ When a seed finds a spot with air, water and sunlight it starts to grow
■ A mature plant develops and soon grows flowers
■ The flowers attract the bees and other insects
> Distribute a sheet of scrap paper to the team so that students can draw a rough sketch of their
diagram before transferring it onto a poster board. Provide the Parts of a Flower diagram to
students that wish to include terminology. Once students’ rough drafts have been approved they
can transfer their diagram onto a poster board.
> Conclude the activity by asking arborists to come to the front of the room and share their diagram
with the team.
o

Lesson 7: What is a habitat? Do all habitats have the sam e types of plants?
Estimated time:
Days 1-2: What is a habitat?
Teacher Prep: Read over the AKSCI-Habitats (Activity 1A) lesson plan and organize any materials and
supplies that are needed to implement it. Adapt this lesson plan so that it focuses on plants rather than
animal habitat. While the later should certainly be discussed, the activity should focus mainly on plant
habitat. Print and make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer- KWL and Flower
Concepts worksheets and glue each into students’ science notebooks. On two sheets of chart paper
construct enlarged versions of the KWL chart and the Flower Concepts worksheet, as was done earlier on
in the investigation.Write the essential questions on the board (What is a habitat? Do all habitats have the
same types of plants?)

Elicit
> Ask a volunteer to state out-loud the new questions the team will try and answer over the course
of this lesson. (What is a habitat? Do all habitats have the same types of plants?)
> Instruct the arborists to open their science notebooks to the KWL worksheet and write down the
essential questions for the lesson at the top of the page as well as any thoughts on the topic under
the “K” column of the chart. Any questions students have related to the current topic can be
recorded under the “W” column.
> Have a brief team discussion and record students’ ideas and questions under the appropriate
column of the class KWL chart.

Explore/Explain/Extend
> Implement the AKSCI- Habitat lesson plan. Remember to revise the theme of the lesson so that it
addresses plant rather than animal habitat. Students many naturally gravitate to observing
animals or signs of their habitat while out in the field so that would be a good time to briefly
discuss how habitats have to meet the different needs and requirements of animals that live there.
When brainstorming different habitat homes for plants mention the following: forest, coast, river,
hill, mountain, ditch and open areas (muskeg, wetland). When discussing evidence for why a plant
may live in a certain area mention the following: sunlight (a lot, normal, small amount), type of soil
(rocky, sandy, clay, dark), air (windy, normal) and water (a lot, normal, small amount).

Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL worksheet in their science notebooks and record what they
have learned so far about plant habitat under the “L” column of the chart. Write the following
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probing questions on the board so that students have something to refer to if they need assistance
organizing their thoughts:
o What is a habitat?
o What do all plants need in their habitat?
> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.
Day 3-8: Do all habitats have the sam e types of plants?
Teacher Prep: Read over the Picture This! (pp. 16-17 in Project Learning Tree Activity Guide) and Field,
Forest and Stream (pp. 156-159 in Project Learning Tree Activity Guide) lesson plans and organize any
materials and supplies that are needed to implement the lesson. Print and make 4 copies per student of
the TeachersPayTeachers Observing worksheet (p. 6 in 24 Science Concepts Templates) and glue and/or
staple each set into students’ science notebooks. Have available the class KWL and Flower Concepts charts
available. Write the essential question of the lesson on the board (Do all habitats have the same types of
plants?).

Elicit
> Begin the lesson by asking the team to recall the meaning of a habitat and the types of things all
plants need in their habitat. (A habitat is a natural place where a plant or animal live in the wild.
All plants need to have sunlight, water, air and soil in their habitat.)

Explore
> Tell the team they are going to learn a little more about the different types of habitats that plants
can be found in. Introduce the book, Plants in Different Habitats by Bobbi Kalman, and quickly go
through some of the pictures in the book. Post the class Flower Concept chart on the board and
write in the title: Plants in Different Habitats. Students should do the same on the Flower
Concept worksheets glued inside their notebooks.
> Turn the team’s attention to the essential question (Do all habitats have the same types of plants?)
of the lesson then instruct the arborists to observe the photographs in the book as you flip through
the pages. The team should observe carefully to get an idea of the different types of habitats as
well as the plants that are in each.
> Before reading, instruct the team to write a hypothesis in their science notebooks regarding the
lesson’s question. (I predict that...because...)
> Begin reading the book to the class.
> After reading through the book pose the following questions to the team and record their
responses on the class Plants in Different Habitats chart (after filling in the chart as a class have the
students record the information on their worksheets):
o p. 8-9 -> Plant Habitats
■ What is a habitat? (A natural place where a plant or animal live)
■ How are habitats different from one another? (Temperature and weather)
■ What are the names of some different plant habitats? (Boreal Forests, Mountains,
wetlands, tundra, etc.)
o p. 10-11 -> Boreal Forest Plants
■ What type of weather do boreal forests experience? (Cold)
■ What types of trees grow in boreal forests? (Coniferous trees and evergreens)
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■ How do conifers and evergreen survive in such cold climates? (Seeds grow in cones,
keep their leaves year round, waxy coating on needle-like leaves to protect from
losing water)
o p. 22-23 -> Mountain Plants
■ What grows at the tops of mountains? (Mosses)
■ What grows farther down the mountains as it gets warmer and wetter? (Small
plants, grasses and at the bottom broadleaved forests)
■ What is the tree line? (The highest point on the mountain that trees can grow)
■ What do a lot of the leaves of mountain plants look like? (Waxy and hairy)
o p. 24-25 -> Freshwater Plants
■ What are aquatic plants? (They live on, in or near water)
o p. 26-27 -> Wetland Plants
■ Why have some plants adapted to eating insects in wetlands? (soil does not have a
lot of nutrients)

Explore/Explain
>

>

>

Begin by asking the team to recall the book that was just read in class, Plants in Different
Habitats, and the different types of habitats that plants can be found in. Record as many of
the different habitats on the board that the team can remember and have students describe
the similarities and differences between these habitats.
Remind the team that each arborist wrote a hypothesis to the lesson’s essential question:
Do all habitats have the same types of plants? Ask for volunteers to present their
hypothesis in front of the class and have a short discussion regarding students’
observations of the types of plants in the various habitats.
Tell the team that the next activity will introduce them to the term, diversity. Diversity is a
good word to know about when trying to study the types of plants between different
habitats. Ask the team to volunteer ideas of what the term means then begin the lesson.

Explore/Explain
> Explain to the team that because a new scientific word has been added to their vocabulary the
essential question for the lesson can be rewritten to include it. Re-write the essential question
on the board: Does the diversity of plants change from one habitat to another?
> Implement the Field, Forest and Stream lesson plan (pp. 156-159 in Project Learning Tree). Make
sure to change out the word ecosystem for habitat to prevent any confusion with students.
(Ecosystem is a term that takes into account the interactions between the biotic and abiotic
factors in an area, whereas a habitat describes the characteristics of an area rather than the
complex interactions that are taking place within it.) You will need to plan three field
investigations to a field (school yard), forest (Train Trail) and stream (Ophir creek- Train Trail).
As students identify the abiotic (nonliving factors) in each habitat, instruct them to find a spot
and illustrate the plant life in each area on the Observing worksheets glued inside the science
notebooks (students should each have three worksheets available for this activity). At the
conclusion of the field investigations, instruct students to analyze their drawings to try an
answer the essential question.

Extend
> At the conclusion of the activity tell the team that a letter to the biologists at the Forest Service,
describing their work and what they have learned over the investigation, is long overdue. Ask
the team to recall the question of the lesson and write it on the board: Does the diversity of
plants change from one habitat to another?
> Explain to the arborists that they will write the letters inside their science notebooks and
include the following information:
2144

o
o
o

1 sentence: Tell biologists you are writing to give them an update of the work being done in
class.
2 sentences: Explain a favorite activity during the lesson on plant diversity.
2 sentences: Answer the essential question of the investigation. Use data sheets and
observations to support your answer.

Evaluate
> Instruct students to turn to the KWL worksheet in their science notebooks and record what they
have learned so far about the diversity of plants under the “L” column of the chart. Write the
following probing questions on the board so that students have something to refer to if they need
assistance organizing their thoughts:
o What is a habitat?
o What does the word diversity mean?
o Does the diversity of plants change from one habitat to another?
> Have a class discussion and record information presented by the team members under the
appropriate column of the class KWL chart.
Lesson 8: Sea W eek
Estimated Time: 2-3 class periods plus 3-4 hours of field investigation (Week 1);
Teacher Prep: [Week 1] Read over the Field Session lesson plan (Grade 2: Investigation 4) from the
Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum to familiarize yourself with Sea Week activities. Organize any
materials and supplies that are listed and needed to implement the lessons and field investigations. The
lesson plan can be found on the following website: http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-2/investigation4.html. [Week 2] Read over the Communication lesson plan (Grade 2: Investigation 5) from the Alaska
Seas and Rivers Curriculum. This will be implemented the week after the Sea Week activities. Organize
any materials and supplies that are listed and needed to implement the lessons and field investigations.
The lesson plan can be found on the following website: http: //aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade2/investigation-5.html?task=view&id=172.

Week 1: Sea Week
> Overarching questions of the Field Investigation:
o How do we find out information? How can we share information?
o What are the animals in our local habitat?
o How do we know? What are the signs and Evidence?
W eek 2: Communication
> Overarching questions of the Field Investigation:
o How can we find out information?
o How can we, as scientists, naturalists and biologists share our information?
Lesson 10: Post-A ssessm ent
Estimated Time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Print and make 1 copy per student of the written assessment and glue each into students’
science notebooks. An oral assessment is also available if you would to use it in lieu of the written
component or as supplemental information.
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Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (LS2-1) (LS2-2) (LS4-2)- Written

Part 1 ^Knowledge

(*Courtesy of Science A-Z)

Directions: Your friends are getting ready for the school science fair and
need your help. They want to find out which type of food is easiest to
guess. Read about their science project and circle the: Independent,
Dependent and Control variables.

2359

2360 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

heir sense of smell
I D C

how hard or easy it was to guess
each food

I D C
Part 2: Application

2360

kind of smelly food they put in each bag

Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (LS2-1) (LS2-2) (LS4-2)- Written

Do the types of plants change from one habitat to another? Draw labeledparts diagrams of two different habitats and the plants that live in each. Use
the boxes below:

2362 | Grade 2: Pre/Post-Assessment (2-PS1-4)

Part 3: Synthesis and Application
You and a friend are at Cannon Beach. It’s a sunny day and you both
decide to walk along the dunes on the edge of the forest. Birds run on the
path searching for insects to eat. You and your friend stop to look at the
beautiful Lupin for a moment. It has purple flowers and smells sweet.
Suddenly your friend says that he does not think that plants are alive. You
ask why and he says that plants don’t make babies or eat food like other
living creatures, such as eagles or people. You starting wondering yourself,
are plants alive?
Respond to your friend’s question by answering the questions below:

1. How are plants able to grow if they don’t eat food?

2. Do plants reproduce? Explain your answer.

3. How do plants made seeds?
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Grade 2

Pre/Post-Assessments (LS2-1) (LS2-2) (LS4-2)- Written

2363

Grade 2: Post-Assessment (2-LS2-1)(2-LS2-2)(2-LS4-1)

Summative Assessment Task: Can changes to a material be reversed?

At the end of the Investigation make one copy of the Assessment Task for each student. This component of the Post-Assessment addresses NGSS 2-LS2-1/LS22/LS4-1 and is designed to be conducted verbally with students (preferably one-on-one) to supplement the written portion of the Post Assessment in students'
science notebooks. Degree of prompting should also be taken into considering when assessing student's comprehension of material.
Students' Name:
Objective

Date:
NGSS

Below Proficient (1 pt.)

Proficient (2 pts)

Above Proficient (3 pts)

The student identifies the
independent, dependent and
control variables of a science
project.

2-LS2-1

The student identifies only 1 or 2
variables when the summary of a
science project is provided.

The student identifies the
independent, dependent at 1
control variable when the summary
of a science project is provided.

The student identifies the
independent, dependent at 2+
control variables when the
summary of a science project is
provided.

The student explains the
importance of nutrition in living
things how plant growth occurs
when energy from sunlight
changes water and air into food
for the plants.

2-LS2-1

The student explains that plants
make their own food but do not
know how and/or the connection
between plant growth, sunlight
and water.

The student explains that all living
things need to take in nutrients for
energy and growth and that plants
are able to grow by using sunlight
and water to make food.

The student explains the
importance of reproduction in
living things and how flowers help
plants reproduce but are
dependent on insects for
pollination.

2-LS2-2

The student explains that living
things make new living things to
keep from dying out but cannot
connect and/or provides
incomplete description of plant
reproduction and its dependency
on pollination.

The student explains that all living
things must make new living things
to keep their species from dying out
and that flowers help plants
reproduce and make seeds because
insects spread pollen as they move
from one flower to another during
feeding.

The student explains the concept
of a habitat and compares how
different habitats have different
types of plants.

2-LS4-1

The student explains that a habitat
is a type of environment where an
organism lives in the wild but
cannot compare the plant life local
habitat.

The student explains that a habitat
is a type of environment where an
organism lives in the wild and
compares the plant life in two local
habitat.

The student explains that all living
things need to take in nutrients
for energy and growth and that
plants are able to grow by using
sunlight to change water from the
ground and oxygen in the air into
food.
The student explains that all living
things must make new living
things to keep their species from
dying out and that flowers help
plants reproduce and make seeds
because insects transfer pollen
from the anther (male organ) of
one plant to the carpel (female
organ) of another as they move
from one flower to another
during feeding.
The student explains that a
habitat is a type of environment
where an organism lives in the
wild and compares the plant life
in three or more local habitat.
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Career Profile
I am a _________________________________
I work fo r_______________________________
As an arborist I _________________________

This is what I look like!
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Results
Title:__________________
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

With
Sunlight

GRADE 2

Without With

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Without

Sunlight

Water

Water

With
Soil

Without
Soil

Conclusion/Letter

Date:
Dear Forest Service Biologists,
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STUDENT WORKSHEETS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

The second grade arborist team has just finished the experiment on plant
growth! We wanted to find out what plants need in order to grow. The
answer to our question was

. We now know that

leaves use sunlight to combine water from the soil with air to make

for the plant. The food gives the plant

_, which allows it t o _______________________ . My

hypothesis for the experiment w a s _____________________because

_. I thought

the experiment worked

_. New questions or ideas I have for
next time are
Sincerely,

*Write your name on the line below!*

2366

MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

HOW DID THE YAKUTAT TLINGIT USE TREES? (3 CARDS)

P L A T E 133
Spruce r o o t b ask et, w ith false em broidery of colured gr&». Collected by George T . Em m ons At Y a k u ta t before 1888. D im ensions
unknow n (A M N H E /2318; neg, N o. 31087).
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

1037

PL A T E 120
T rin k e t boxe*. Left, Double boxes. T he nides ere m ade of a single plank th a t was split and bent into a figure-8, then pegged together
a t the ends of the eenU r partitio n and to th e bottom . T he top is attach ed by a sinew oord (PI! 5170 D, F , C). Rtgkl, Single boaea,
w ith side* m ade of a single bent plank pegged together a t th e corner and to the bottuiu. and top attach ed by a sinew cord (PU 5170
A, B, C)- T he figures on the top* and aide pond* are stained red. All wore collect'd a t Y akutat by William S. LOjbev in 1886. Scale
jo inches and oenU inetm .

PLATE 114
Halibut hooks. UfU Hook carved to represent a singing shaman with a crown on his head; collected by George T . Emmons a t Yakutat
before 1909; scale in inches (TBM/WSM 1W6). Center, Hook carved to represent an animal's head, collected by James T White t
Y akutat before 1904; scale in inehca (TBM/WSM 657). Right, Hook carved to represent a spirit th at lives in the water collected hv
Emmons a t Yakutat before 1889; scale in inches and centimeters (AMNH 19/1148).
'
y
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

2368

Sr.'tltn# r ir r.ii a h n v r Pninf I .i'.n iir h r Julv 1VW. Thin u i r i iir r w i . t j u r n frn m it noint nn tSr h c u rh aa i t u >

v i

1ml «nnfh nf th a t fr/u n v h ie k i J . f r ?•>

MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

uualJ^Gsk.n c-f-

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life Process: Movement
Living-things m ove, changing position by them selves.
> Most animals can move from place to place, which helps them find food or
escape from danger.

> Plant's movements are very small or slow so they are much harder to see. Plants
grow towards the sunlight, slowly changing their position.
Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

sunlight

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life-Process: Nutrition
The way living things get their food. Food is important because it gives
us energy to live. Living things use energy to do their daily activities
and to grow bigger. Energy comes from certain nutrients found in food.
> Animals take in nutrients by eating plants or other animals.

> Most plants make their own food in the form of sugar. To do this they
take in these three things to make sugar:
o Sunlight
o Carbon dioxide (from the air)
o Water (from the soil)
> Plants use food they make in order to grow, make seeds, and change
position so that they can get enough sunlight.

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life-Process: Respiration
To get energy from food all living-things use the same process. This
process is called respiration and it uses oxygen.
>M ost animals get oxygen they need by breathing air into their lungs.

> Plants make a lot of their own oxygen. They can also take in oxygen from
the air through tiny holes in leaves.
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1
Life Process Card

MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life-Process: Excretion
Excretion is a way for living-things to get ride of waste substances after
eating or taking in nutrients.
> In animals, waste is removed in feces (poop) and urine (pee). Animals
also break out carbon dioxide.

> Plants give off oxygen, which animals breathe. Plants also get rid of
waste inside dead leaves when they fall.

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life-Process: Reproduction
All living things need to reproduce, which means they make new living
things. If living things didn't reproduce their species would die out.

> Animals produce young that grow into adults.

>M ost plants make seeds that grow into new plants.
o Many plants use flower to reproduce. A flower is made up of
different parts, and each part has its own job to do.
o

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1
Life Process Card

Life-Process: Growth
Growth means getting bigger. All living-things grow. Some living-things
grow to a certain size, and then stop. Others continue growing their
whole lives.
>M any animals stop growing once they become an adult.

>T rees could keep growing if they have the right environment.
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1
Life Process Card

TA STE

SM ELL

Life Process Card
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MATERIALS

GRADE 2

2-LS2-1/2-LS2-2/2-LS4-1

Life-Process: Sensitivity
All living-things are sensitive. This means they respond to the world
around them.

> Animals find out about their surroundings using their senses of sight,
hearing, touch, taste and smell.

>All plants are sensitive to light, water and gravity. Some plants can sense
touch.

Life Process Card
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Appendix I. Grade Band 5-6 Place-Based Science Curriculum
Overview
The Grade Band 5-6 Science Curriculum is comprised of eight investigations that were
developed to support the core ideas and scientific practices intertwined within the Next
Generation Science Standard (NGSS). Since classrooms are combined, content had to be
organized over a two-year period so that students were exposed to different material each year.
However, Next Generation Science Standards classifies sixth grade content at the middle school
level, which I felt could potentially overwhelm incoming fifth grade students. I decided to extend
Grade 5 NGSS over a two-year period, which would integrate content from the secondary state
science standards (incorporating additional content to each investigation) as well as the
traditional knowledge component that was included in the investigations. Overall, each
investigation in the 5-6 curriculum is guided by two or more overarching questions which are
explored through the inclusion of multiple lessons that highlight 1-2 topical questions. Lessons
were either written specifically for the investigation or carefully selected from published sources.
For organizational purposes, investigations were grouped into three units (Figure 4.1) each year
by discipline (Physical, Earth and Life Science). Unit One (Introduction to Science) is unique in
that it is the only investigation that is not aligned with any standards or include assessments.
This was meant to encourage the educator to spend the first two weeks reviewing the discipline
as a way of knowing as well as fundamental scientific practices (observation, collecting data,
formulating question, communicating, etc.) that are used each class period, rather than jumping
into content immediately. Content in the Grade 2 curriculum will span over one academic year
(Figure 4.2).

Unit I
Investigation I

Lesson 1
Lesson 2
Lesson x
Figure 4.1Basic Organizational Components of K-6 Science Curriculum

Investigations were designed for an audience with minimal to almost no experience engaging in
and teaching science content in the formal education environment. With that in mind, each
investigation carefully guides the reader one step at a time through the learning experience so
that any newly encountered pedagogies and unfamiliar content has been deconstructed into
manageable components. While this resulted in lengthy investigations, the objective was to
introduce the educator to best practices in science education while simultaneously delivering
meaningful learning experiences to students.
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Figure 4.4 O verview o f Grade Band 5-6 Curriculum - Year 1

Unit 1

Unit 2:

Unit 3:

Physical Science

Life Science

Introduction to
Science

1
Investigation 1
W hat is knowledge?
How does science and
traditional knowledge
help us understand the
natural world?

1

*

Investigation 1

Investigation 2

Investigation 1

Matter and its interactions

Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy and Dynamics

Matter and its
interactions

♦

♦

♦

Lesson 1:
What is science?

Lesson 1:
W hat do you know?

Lesson 1:
What do we know?

Lesson 2:
How can we make
observations and
inferences?

L esson 2:

Lesson 2:
What do chemists do?

Lesson 3:
How can we record
observations?

W hat makes scientific models
useful tools to learn from?

L esson 3:
How are scientific models
different from the objects they
represent?

Lesson 3
How can we measure and graph our
data?

Lesson 1:
W hat do you know

Lesson 2:
How can we make a scientific diagram?

Lesson 3:
In way ways are organisms in aquatic environments connected to each
other?
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Lesson 4:
W hat is the Tlingit
worldview?

Lesson 4:
W hat is matter?

Lesson 4:
W hat materials were im portant to the
Yakutat Tlingit?

Lesson 4:
How do environmental conditions effect a food web?

Lesson 5:
How can we make our own
diagrams?

Lesson 5:
W hat are rocks and minerals and how
are they used? How can we identify the
rocks and minerals we need to make
paint with?
Lesson 6:
How did the Yakutat Tlingit make paint?
What happens when we try to combine
or change materials?
Lesson 7:
Presenting Knowledge to the
community
Lesson 8:
W hat did we learn?

Lesson 5:
How can we communicate our ideas to other classrooms?

Lesson 6:
What are the building blocks of
matter?
Lesson 7:
Traditional Knowledge
Lesson 8:
W hat did you learn?

Lesson 6:
W hat did you learn?
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Figure 4.5 O verview o f Grade Band 5-6 Curriculum - Year 2

Investigation 1
What is knowledge?
How does science and
traditional knowledge
help us understand the
natural world?

Investigation
1

Investigation
2

Investigation
3

Earth's Place in the
Universe

Earth's Place in
the Universe

Earth Systems &
Earth/Human Activity

Investigation 1
Motion and Stability- Forces and Interactions

Lesson 1:
W hat is science?

Lesson 1:
W hat do you know?

Lesson 1:
What do we know?

Lesson 1:
What do we know?

Lesson 1:
W hat do you know

Lesson 2:
How can we make
observations and
inferences?

L esson 2:

Lesson 2:
Traditional worldview
o f the stars

Lesson 2:
How can we make a
scientific diagram?

Lesson 2:
How do objects move?

Lesson 3:
What type of
argument gains the
support o f others?

Lesson 3:
In w hat ways are
organisms in aquatic

Lesson 3:
How can we record
observations?

How did the Yakutat
Tlingit perceive the Sun
and Moon?

L esson 3:
W hat do we know about
the Sun and the Moon?

Lesson 3:
W hat keeps people from floating into space?
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Lesson 4:
W hat is the Tlingit
worldview?

Lesson 4:
Can we describe and
predict the position of
the Sun and the
appearance o f the moon?
Lesson 5:
What tools can we use to
make our observations?

Lesson 6:
How can we draw
conclusions from our
data?
Lesson 7:
How do we know that the
Earth moves around the
Sun?
Lesson 8:
What did we learn from
our graphs about Earth's
movement?

Lesson 4:
How are objects I
space different from
one another?
Lesson 5:
If the sun is a star,
why is it bigger and
brighter than all the
others?
Lesson 6:
What did we learn?

environments connected
to each other?
Lesson 4:
How do environmental
conditions effect a food
web?

Lesson 4:
How can we communicate our ideas to other classrooms?

Lesson 5:
How can we
communicate our ideas
to other classrooms?

Lesson 5:
How can we communicate our ideas to other classrooms?

Lesson 6:
What did you learn?

Lesson 6:
W hat did you learn?

Lesson 9:
W hat did we learn?
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Table 2.1 Earth Space Science Progression within Grades K-8

K-2
ESS1.A
The universe and its stars
ESS1.B
E arth and the solar system

ESS1.C
The history of planet E arth

ESS2.A
E arth materials and systems

ESS2.B
Plate tectonics and large-scale
system interactions

Patters of movement of the
sun, moon, and stars as seen
from Earth can be observed,
described and predicted

Some events on Earth occur
very quickly; others can
occur very slowly.

Wind and water change the
shape of the land.

Maps show where things are
located. One can map the
shapes and kids of land and
water in any area.

3-5
Stars range greatly in size and
distance from Earth and this can
explain their relative brightness.
The Earth’s orbit and rotation,
and the orbit of the moon around
the Earth cause observable
patterns.
Certain features on Earth can be
used to order events that have
occurred in a landscape.

Four major Earth systems
interact. Rainfall helps to shape
the land and affects the types of
living things found in a region.
Water, ice, wind, organisms and
gravity break rocks, soils and
sediments into smaller pieces and
move them around.
Earth’s physical features occur in
patterns, as do earthquakes and
volcanoes. Maps can be used to
locate feature and determine
patterns in those events.

6-8

The solar system is part of the
Milky Way, which is one of
many billions of galaxies.
Rock strata can the fossil record
can be used as evidence to
organize the relative occurrence
of major historical events in
Earth’s history.
Energy flows and matter cycles
within and among Earth’s
systems, including the sun and
Earth’s interior as primary
energy sources. Plate tectonics
is one result of these processes.

Plate tectonics is the unifying
theory that explains movements
of rocks at Earth’s surface and
geological history. Maps are
used to display evidence of
plate movement.

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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Table 2.2 Life Science Progression within Grades K-8

LS1.A
Structure and
function
LS1.B
Growth and
development of
organisms
LS1.C
Organization for
m atter and energy
flow in organisms

LS1.D
Inform ation
Processing
LS2.A
Interdependent
relationships in
ecosystems

K-2

3-5

All organisms have external parts
that they use to perform daily
functions.

Organisms have both internal and
external macroscopic structures that
allow for growth, survival, behavior and
reproduction.

Parents and offspring often engage in
behaviors that help the offspring
survive.

Reproduction is essential to every kind of
organism. Organisms have unique and
diverse life cycles.

Animals obtain food they need from
plants or animals. Plants need water
and light.

Food provides animals with the materials
and energy they need for body repair,
growth, warmth, and motion. Plants acquire
material for growth chiefly from air, water,
and process matter and obtain energy from
sunlight, which is used to maintain
conditions necessary for survival.

Animals sense and communicate
information and respond to inputs
with behaviors that help them grow
and survive.

Different sense receptors are specialized for
particular kinds of information; Animals use
their perceptions and memories to guide
their actions.

Plants depend on water and light to
grow, and also depend on animals for
pollination or to move their seeds
around.

The food of almost any animal can be
traced back to plants. Organisms are related
in food webs in which some animals eat
plants for food and other animals eat the
animals that eat plants, while decomposers
restore some materials back to the soil.

6-8
All living things are made up of
cells. In organisms, cells work
together to form tissues and
organs that are specialized for
particular body functions.
Animals engage in behaviors that
increase the odds of reproduction.
An organism’s growth is affected
by both genetic and environmental
factors.
Plants use the energy from light to
make sugars through
photosynthesis. Within individual
organisms, food is broken down
through a series of chemical
reactions that rearrange molecules
and release energy.
Each sense receptor responds to
different inputs, transmitting them
as signals that travel along nerve
cells to the brain; The signals are
then processed in the brain,
resulting in immediate behavior or
memories.
Organisms and populations are
dependent on their environmental
interactions both with other living
things and with nonliving factors,
any of which can limit their
growth. Competitive, predatory,
and mutually beneficial
interactions vary across

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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LS2.B
Cycles of m atter
and energy transfer
in ecosystems

LS2.C
Ecosystem
dynamics,
functioning, and
resilience
LS2.D
Social interactions
and group behavior
LS3.A
Inheritance of traits

LS3.B
Variation of traits

[Content found in LS1.C and
ESS3.A]

N/A

N/A

Young organisms are very much, but
not exactly, like their parents and also
resemble other organisms of the same
kind.

Matter cycles between the air and soil and
among organisms as they live and die.

When the environment changes some
organisms survive and reproduce, some
move to new locations, some move into the
transformed environment, and some die.

Being part of a group helps animals obtain
food, defend themselves, and cope with
changes.

Different organisms vary in how they look
and function because they have different
inherited information; the environment also
affects the traits that an organism develops.

ecosystems but the patterns are
shared.
The atoms that make up the
organisms in an ecosystem are
cycled repeatedly between the
living and nonliving parts of the
ecosystem. Food webs model how
matter and energy are transferred
among producers, consumers, and
decomposers as the three groups
interact within an ecosystem.
Ecosystem characteristics vary
over time. Disruptions to any part
of an ecosystem can lead to shifts
in all of its populations. The
completeness or integrity of an
ecosystem’s biodiversity is often
used as a measure of its health.
N/A
Genes chiefly regulate a specific
protein, which affect an
individual’s traits.
In sexual reproduction, each parent
contributes half of the genes
acquired by the offspring resulting
in variation between parent and
offspring. Genetic information can
be altered because of mutations,
which may result in beneficial,
negative, or no change to proteins
in or traits of an organism.

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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LS4.A
Evidence of
common ancestry
and diversity

LS4.B
N atural Selection

LS4.C
Adaptation

LS4.D
Biodiversity and
humans

N/A

N/A

N/A

A range of different organisms lives
in different places.

Some living organisms resemble organisms
that once lived on Earth. Fossils provide
evidence about the types of organisms and
environments that existed long ago.

The fossil record documents the
existence, diversity, extinction, and
change of many life forms and
their environments through Earth’s
history. The fossil record and
comparisons of anatomical
similarities between organisms
enables the inference of lines of
evolutionary descent.
Differences in characteristics between
Both natural and artificial selection
individuals of the same species provide
result from certain traits giving
advantages in surviving and reproducing.
some individuals an advantage in
surviving and reproducing, leading
to predominance of certain traits in
a population.
Species can change over time in
response to changes in
environmental conditions through
Particular organisms can only survive in
adaptation by natural selection
particular environments.
acting over generations. Traits that
support successful survival and
reproduction in the new
environment become more
common.
Populations of organisms live in a variety of Changes in biodiversity can
habitats. Change in those habitats affects the influence humans’ resources and
organisms living there.
ecosystem services they rely on.

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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Table 2.3 Physical Science Progression within Grades K-8

PS1.A
Structure of m atter
(includes PS1.C
Nuclear processes)

PS1.B
Chemical reactions

K-2
Because matter exists as particles
that are too small to see, matter is
always conserved even if it seems
to disappear. Measurements of a
variety of observable properties
can be used to identify particular
materials.
Heating and cooling substances
cause changes that are sometimes
reversible and sometimes not.

PS2.A
Forces and motion

PS2.B
Types of interactions
PS2.C
Stability & instability in
physical systems
PS3.A
Definitions of Energy
PS3.B
Conservation of energy
and energy transfer

Pushes and pulls can have
different strengths and directions,
and can change the speed or
direction of its motion or start or
stop it.
N/A

N/A

[Content found in LS1.C and
ESS3.A]

3-5
Because matter exists as particles that are
too small to see, matter is always conserved
even if it seems to disappear. Measurements
of a variety of observable properties can be
used to identify particular materials.

6-8
The fact that matter is composed of
atoms and molecules can be used
to explain the properties of
substances, diversity of materials,
states of matter, phase changes,
and conservation of matter.

Chemical reactions that occur when
substances are mixed can be identified by
the emergence of substances with different
properties; the total mass remains the same.

Reacting substances rearrange to
form different molecules, but the
number of atoms is conserved.
Some reactions release energy and
others absorb energy.
The effect of unbalanced forces on an object The role of the mass of an object
must be qualitatively accounted for
results in a change of motion. Patterns of
motion can be used to predict future motion. in any change of motion due to the
application of a force.
Some forces act through contact, some
forces act even when the objects are not in
Forces that act at a distance
contact. The gravitational force of Earth
involve fields that can be mapped
acting on an object near Earth’s surface
by their relative strength and effect
pulls that object toward the planet’s center.
on an object.
N/A

N/A

Moving objects contain energy. The faster
the object moves, the more energy it has.
Energy can be moved from place to place
by moving objects, or through sound, light,
or electrical currents. Energy can be
converted from one form to another form.

Kinetic energy can be
distinguished from the various
forms of potential energy. Energy
changes to and from each type can
be tracked through physical or
chemical interactions. The
relationship between the
temperature and the total energy of

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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a system depends on the types,
states, and amounts of matter.

PS3.C
Relationship between
energy and forces
PS3.D
Energy in chemical
processes and everyday
life

Bigger pushes and pulls cause
bigger changes in an object’s
motion or shape.

Sunlight warms Earth’s surface.

PS4.A
Wave properties

Sound can make matter vibrate,
and vibrating matter can make
sound.

PS4.B
Electromagnetic
radiation
PS4.C
Inform ation
technologies and
instrum entation

Objects can be seen only when
light is available to illuminate
them.
People use devices to send and
receive information.

When objects collide, contact forces
transfer energy so as to change the objects’
motions.
Waves can be used to transmit digital
information. Digitized information is
comprised of a pattern of 1s and 0s.

When two objects interact, each
one exerts a force on the other, and
these forces can transfer energy
between them.
Waves can be used to transmit
digital information. Digitized
information is comprised of a
pattern of 1s and 0s.

A simple wave model has a
repeating pattern with a specific
Waves are regular patterns of motion, which wavelength, frequency, and
amplitude, and mechanical waves
can be made in water by disturbing the
need a medium through which they
surface. Waves of the same type can differ
are transmitted. This model can
in amplitude and wavelength. Waves can
explain many phenomena
make objects move.
including sound and light. Waves
can transmit energy.
Object can be seen when light reflected
The construct of a wave is used to
from their surface enters our eyes.
model how light interacts with
objects.
Patterns can encode, send, receive and
Waves can be used to transmit
decode information.
digital information. Digitized
information is comprised of a
pattern of 1s and 0s.

Source: NGSS Lead States (2013) Available at: http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20E%20-%20Progressions%20within%20NGSS%20%20052213.pdf
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Grade Band 5-6: Year 1
Unit 1: Introduction to Science
Investigation 1
Overarching Questions
^ What is knowledge?
^ How does science and traditional knowledge help us expand our understanding of the natural
world?

Overarching Goals
(Week 1) Students will understand that science is important to learn because it's everywhere, as it tool it
helps people answer questions and explain what is occurring in the world around them by accumulating
knowledge, and with more knowledge can help make people's lives better with technology and medicine.
(Week 2) Students will understand that observations are information gathered by the senses while
inferences are explanations about a phenomenon based on that information and that recording in science
notebooks can be through drawings and words which will help them remember information for future
use.

Objectives
When presented a problem or task that requires information to be collected objectively, the student will
be able to record (written) or present (orally) detailed observations that are relevant to the situation, for
every 5 out of 8 observations.
When asked to infer the outcome of a situation no matter the context , the student will be able to
construct an inference based on personal experiences and/or prior knowledge, every 4 out of 5 tasks.
When asked to compare traditional knowledge and science the student will be able to explain that both
represent knowledge bases that have been constructed by people over time in order understand natural
phenomena for a particular purpose, with 80% accuracy.
Alaska State Science Standards
^ [5] SA1.1: The student demonstrates an understanding of the processes of science by asking
questions, measuring, classifying, making generalizations, inferring and communicating.
^ [5] SA2.1: The student demonstrates an understanding of the processes of science by using
quantitative and qualitative observations to create inferences and predictions.
^ [5] SE2.2: The student demonstrates an understanding that solving problems involves different
ways of thinking, perspectives and curiosity by comparing multiple explanations (e.g., oral
traditions, folklore, scientific theory) of everyday events (e.g., weather, seasonal changes) (L).
^ [5] SF1.1-SF3.1 The student demonstrates an understanding of the dynamic relationships among
scientific, cultural, social and personal perspectives by telling a local or traditional story that
explains a natural event (e.g., animal adaptation, weather, rapid changes to Earth’s surface) and
relating it to a scientific explanation (L).

Materials
Lesson 1: What is science?
Day 1: What are science notebooks?
• Composition Notebooks (1 per student)
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• Materials to decorate notebooks: magazines, stickers, colored pencils/markers/crayons,
construction paper (covers)
• Glue
• Scissors tabs
• Science Eyewitness poster
Day 2-3: Why is science important?
• Why is science important? Cards (5 total, 1 set per student pair)
• Mysterious Water Suspension lesson (pp. 19-23 in Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve
Spangler or PDF attached at end of lesson)
• Mason jar
• Plastic mesh
• Large index card (covers mouth of mason jar)
• Bucket
• Large sheet of paper (KWL chart)
• Science Eyewitness poster
• (Optional) Why is science important? Readings (1 copy per student)
• (Optional) Mini Trapezoid flipbook (1 copy per student)
Lesson 2: How can we make observations and inferences?
• A-Z lesson plan: Making observations and Inferences (materials listed) - lesson attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Lesson 3: How can we record observations?
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 1 pp. 15-16 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Day 2: What can you observe about your plants?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 2 pp. 16-17 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Day 3: What can you observe about your plants?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 3 pp. 17-18 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Lesson 4: What is the Tlingit worldview?
• Talk with Gloria Wolfe at YTT about who could come into the classroom and talk with students on
the topic.
• Science Eyewitness poster

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: Why is science important to learn?
Estimated time: 5, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Grade Band 5-6
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Day 1: What are science notebooks?
Teacher Prep: Have ready the composition notebooks (1 per student) as well as an assortment of
materials students can choose from in order to decorate the covers of their science notebook. Materials
can include: magazines, stickers, construction paper of various colors as well as coloring utensils. You
want students to understand that their notebook is a useful tool because it documents information that
they have gathered and recorded overtime which can always be referred to, therefore taking time to
introduce the science notebook and allowing students to decorate it in a manner that represents who
they are helps establish feelings of ownership and eventually pride in the work that they’ve
accomplished. (For more information about science notebook setup and pedagogy, read chapters 1-3 in
Science Notebooks: Second Edition by Lori Fulton.). Locate the Science Eyewitness book from the shared
materials tote and hang up the poster that is located in a pocket behind the front cover. This poster
provides a good overview of the institution of science and is relevant to the unit.
It is up to the educator to decide how they wish students to proceed with the organization of the
notebook; since the notebook is a tool for the student to record and organize her/his notes this lesson
takes the approach of providing examples of organizational methods and allowing students to decide
what works best for them. Since real-world scientists include routine information at the beginning of
each entry in order to establish a context for their notes (Title, Date, Time and Weather), this lesson
requires students to get into the same habit by including the same information. Model this for students
for the first few weeks by writing the title of the lesson at the top of the board (What are science
notebooks?) and the date, time and weather below it and on the left-hand side:
Title: What are science notebooks?
Date: September 5, 2015
Time: 2:35 p.m.
Weather: Rainy
Procedure:
• Begin lesson with an open discussion that will lead into the need of science notebooks by the
scientific community and their purpose in the classroom:
o Who are scientists? What do they do? (Scientists are people who are curious about the
world around them and want to explain how or why something works/functions the way it
does. There are many different types of scientists depending on their field such as:
biologists, chemists, astrophysicists, etc. Scientists learn and generate knowledge about the
world by making observations and asking questions, which they try to answer by
developing investigations and experiments. )
o What is something a scientists or researcher would need during an investigation or
experiment in order to be successful in learning/studying the world around them? (A very
important tool scientist’s need for their work is something in which they can record
information, such as a notebook.)
o How might scientists use a notebook? (Scientists can use notebooks for almost everything.
Any time they observe something interesting in the natural world they use a notebook to
record their observations or any questions that come to mind they want to eventually
answer. They also use their notebooks during experiments or investigations to record data,
in the form of observations or measurements, so that they can analyze it later on.)
• Tell students they will also be using notebooks in the same way that real world scientists do in
each lesson. (Pass out science notebooks)
• Explain that your expectation for students is that they learn to use their science notebook as a tool
the same way a scientist in his or her field would use their own notebook. For that reason students
are expected to include specific information for each new entry: Title, Date, Time, Weather. (Turn
student’s attention to the board to model how each entry should look). Ask students:
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Why is including this type of information important to include with each entry? (It helps
organize information so that it can be found and referred to more easily if you need it in the
future. Scientists include the same information with each entry while taking notes during
an experiment or investigation because it puts their notes into a context and provides more
background)
Tell students they can organize their notebooks that works best for them. Offer examples of
different organization methods they can use:
o Table of Contents (first five pages of notebook):
o

Table of Contents
Date
Sept. 5, 2015

Title
What are science
notebooks?

Page #
pp. 1

o Tabs by science content area (divide notebook into thirds): Earth-Space Science, Life
Science, and Physical Science.
Allow students time to decorate and organize their notebooks.
If there is enough time have students answer the following questions in their notebook:
o Why is it important to write down information?
o Why are we using science notebooks for this class?
Day 2-3: Why is science important?
Estimated time: 1-2, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make sufficient copies of the, Why is science important? Cards (1 set= 5 cards). Students
will be paired up in an activity during the lesson and need one set of these cards to observe with their
partner. The engagement activity for this lesson and the materials needed to implement it can be found
on pages 19-23 in Steve Spangler’s book Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothwaste, or attached at the end of
the investigation. Set up the activity ahead of time to familiarize yourself with the procedure, and while it
does not specifically include a bucket in its list of materials it would be useful to have one during the
lesson since the activity can get a little wet. While the lessons do not utilize the Mini-Trapezoid flipbook
or the Why is science important? readings, these could be used at supplemental materials to help
students organize their ideas when writing letters in their notebooks to a friend or to reiterate the
concepts that the activity addresses.
On the board write out the title of the lesson (Why is science important?), date, time and weather. Divide
a large sheet of paper into three columns and title each column one of the following headings: Know,
Want to Learned, Learned. Position the KWL chart on the board so that it is visible to students.
Procedure:

Elicit
• Tell students that for the next two days they will investigate the question written on the (Why is
science important?). Explain that before they get started it is important that students provide
what they know already and why they think this subject is important to learn about in school.
Write their ideas under the “K” column of the chart.

Engagement
• Before performing the Mysterious Water Suspension activity, describe the materials you are using
as well as the procedure. Allow students a couple minutes to record a prediction in their
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notebooks (I predict that...) about what they think will happen when you turn the mason jar filled
with water upside down and proceed to remove your hand from the lid.
• Perform the activity.
• Once students are back at their have them take a couple minutes look back at the prediction they
wrote in their notebooks. What is correct? Why or why not? Have them take another minute to
record the results from the activity.
• Once students have finished recording the results in their notebooks, call the class together for a
brief discussion about what happened and the potential cause(s) for this phenomena. Ask:
o Was it magic or was it science? How do you know?
o What kept the water from spilling out when the hand was removed? What kept the water
from spilling all over the room when the index card was removed?

Explore
• Tell students that they have a very important project to do. There is a student in the high school
named Eric that despises science and is refusing to go to science class. The high school teachers
are not sure what to do because nothing that they’ve done has convinced this student that science
is important to learn and that he needs to come to class. The teachers have come to the 5th grade
class for help. They have asked that each one of the 5thgrade students write a letter to Bob
explaining why it is important he go to his science class. This is their last hope.
• Explain that before writing the letters, students need to come up with some concrete ideas about
why science is important to learn. Explain that for the next part of the lesson students will paired
with another classmate to answer this very question. Each pair will receive a set of 5 cards, each of
which depicts a certain theme about science through various photographs. Students are to study
the cards on at a time with their partner and try and decipher what theme is being represented.
Tell students that they should record their ideas in their notebook.
• (10 minutes) Pass out the Cards 1 and 2 to to each student pair and allow them sufficient time to
talk with their partners about their ideas. Walk around the room and observe how students are
recording information into their notebooks, noting which students are organizing their ideas
clearly.

Explain
• (5 minute) After 10 minutes call students’ attention to the front of the room. Ask students how
they are recording their ideas into their notebooks. Share some ideas that you saw as you walked
around the room, and explain that because they will be utilizing their notes to write a letter to this
other student it is important that their notes are clear and understandable.
• Hold up the first card and describe the pictures on it. Ask the class what theme they gathered from
the first card? (You may not hear the answer right away so keep prodding with different questions
to make students think.) (Knowledge gained from science helps develop technology that can make
people’s lives better)
• Connect student responses together to get at the central theme and write it under the “L” column
of the chart. Do the same with the second card. (Knowledge gained from science helps develop
medicine that can make people’s lives healthier)

Explore
• (10-15 minutes)Pass out the rest of the cards to each pair, and have students work together to
decipher the last three themes.
• Once the majority of students have finished going over the cards with their partner, have students
discuss their ideas with a different partner.

Explain
• (10 minutes) Call student’s attention and discuss the themes for the last three cards and write
these under the “L” column of the KWL chart. (Card 3: Science is everywhere. Science describes
everything around us from the universe to the bottom of the ocean, to the experiment the class
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saw at the beginning of the lesson. Card 4: Science can be used as a tool to help figure out
questions that we have about the natural world. This tool is called the scientific method and it is
very successful because scientists all over the world use the same steps to solve questions. Card 5:
Science is an accumulation of knowledge about the world around us. By doing science we learn
more and when we know more we can help solve problems).
• At this point you can go more in depth about each theme, utilizing the pictures.

Elaborate
• Tell students they are now ready to write their letter. (Demonstrate a letter’s format on the board
if need be) Remind them that they have to be very convincing with this student, otherwise he will
not go to class and miss out learning about science.
Lesson 2: How can we make observations and inferences?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Refer to A-Z lesson plan, Making Observations and Inferences, attached at the end of the
unit for a list of the materials and description of the lesson’s procedure. Make 1 copy per student of each
worksheet (2 total: Making Observations and Inferences Data Sheet and Making Observations and
Inferences Questions) and glue/tape each into students’ notebooks. Getting into the habit of including all
worksheets into notebooks before an activity commences reinforces to students how the notebook
should be used (eventually they will be responsible for attaching the worksheets into their notebooks
themselves). Have enough materials so that you can demonstrate how to the make the fossil molds before
students do it on their own. On the board write out the lesson’s Title (How can we make observations and
inferences?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the following questions on the board:
o How do scientists try and learn about something they are studying?
o What do scientists do to answer their question after they have gathered enough
information?
Procedure:

Elicit
• (5 minutes) Before commencing lesson’s activity, have students take time to answer the questions
on the board in their notebooks. Ask them to volunteer their ideas in a brief class discussion.

Explore
• Have students do Part 1 and 2 of activity. Students should just focus on filling out the data sheet.

Explain
• (10 minutes) Discuss with students as a class the following questions:
o What is the difference between an observation and an inference?
o Did you find it more difficult to make observations or inferences about the fossil models?
Why?
o Were the inferences you made about your classmates’ fossils models correct? If not, why
do you think this was so?

(Optional) Elaborate
• Repeat Part 2 by switching up the fossil molds again so that each student pair receives a mold that
they have not seen yet.

Extend
• Have students complete the Making Observations and Inferences Questions worksheet in their
notebooks.
Lesson 3: How can we record observations?
Estimated time: 3-5, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Grade Band 5-6
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Note: Lesson plans for this week have been scanned from the book, Science Notebooks Second Edition,
Writing about Inquiry, and attached. If time allows, feel free to complete lessons “Day Four” (pp. 18-19)
and “Day Five” (pp. 19-20).
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
Teacher prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 1 pp. 15-16 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list of the materials and a description of
the lesson’s procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook:
lesson’s Title (How do apples vary in appearance?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the following
questions on the board for students to answer at the conclusion of the activity:
o Do apples vary in appearance? How do you know?
o What were you able to see using a hand lens that you couldn’t without it? Explain your
reasoning.
Day 2: What can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 2 pp. 16-17 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a
description of the lesson’s procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their
notebook: lesson’s Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the
following questions on the board for students to answer at the conclusion of the activity:
o How do you record your observations?
o Would someone else was to use the recordings of your plant and be able to explain its
appearance to the class?
o It’s six months from now and your teacher has you flip to the picture you drew of your
plant in order describe its appearance. How could you improve your observations and
recordings so that she can guess what type of plant it was?
Day 3: What can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 3 pp. 17-18 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a
description of the lesson’s procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their
notebook: lesson’s Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the
following questions on the board for students to answer at the conclusion of the activity:
o Why is it important to label your illustrations?
o What is the best way to use a land lens?
Lesson 4: What is the Tlingit worldview?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Talk with Gloria Wolfe about inviting an Elder or teacher from the language program into
the classroom for a lesson to provide an overview of the Tlingit worldview. Just like scientists try and
understand the natural world by making observations, asking questions and testing hypotheses, the
Tlingit accumulated a tremendous knowledge base about the natural world in Yakutat through thousands
of years of observations and testing various practices to determine what did or did not work. The
ultimate conclusions derived from their testing was demonstrated through survival and was then orally
communicated and passed on from generation to generation.
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Teacher Background

An Overview O f Cooperative Learning
David W Johnson and Roger T Johnson
Taken from: http://www.co-operation.org/what-is-cooperative-learning/
Without the cooperation of its members society cannot survive, and the society of man has survived
because the cooperativeness of its members made survival possible.... It was not an advantageous individual
here and there who did so, but the group. In human societies the individuals who are most likely to survive are
those who are best enabled to do so by their group.
(Ashley Montagu, 1965)
How students interact with each another is a neglected aspect of instruction. Much training time is
devoted to helping teachers arrange appropriate interactions between students and materials (i.e., textbooks,
curriculum programs) and some time is spent on how teachers should interact with students, but how students
should interact with one another is relatively ignored. It should not be. How teachers structure student-student
interaction patterns has a lot to say about how well students learn, how they feel about school and the teacher,
how they feel about each other, and how much self-esteem they have.
In the mid-1960s, cooperative learning was relatively unknown and largely ignored by educators. Elementary,
secondary, and university teaching was dominated by competitive and individualistic learning. Cultural
resistance to cooperative learning was based on social Darwinism, with its premise that students must be taught
to survive in a “dog-eat-dog” world, and the myth of “rugged individualism” underlying the use of
individualistic learning. While competition dominated educational thought, it was being challenged by
individualistic learning largely based on B. F. Skinner’s work on programmed learning and behavioral
modification. Educational practices and thought, however, have changed. Cooperative learning is now an
accepted and often the preferred instructional procedure at all levels of education. Cooperative learning is
presently used in schools and universities in every part of the world, in every subject area, and with every age
student. It is difficult to find a text on instructional methods, a teacher’s journal, or instructional materials that
do not discuss cooperative learning. Materials on cooperative learning have been translated into dozens of
languages. Cooperative learning is now an accepted and highly recommended instructional procedure.

Definition of Cooperative Learning
Students’ learning goals may be structured to promote cooperative, competitive, or individualistic
efforts. In every classroom, instructional activities are aimed at accomplishing goals and are conducted under a
goal structure. A learning goal is a desired future state of demonstrating competence or mastery in the subject
area being studied. The goal structure specifies the ways in which students will interact with each other and the
teacher during the instructional session. Each goal structure has its place (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 1999). In
the ideal classroom, all students would learn how to work cooperatively with others, compete for fun and
enjoyment, and work autonomously on their own. The teacher decides which goal structure to implement
within each lesson. The most important goal structure, and the one that should be used the majority of the time
in learning situations, is cooperation.
Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals. Within cooperative situations, individuals seek
outcomes that are beneficial to themselves and beneficial to all other group members. Cooperative learning is
the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s
learning. It may be contrasted with competitive (students work against each other to achieve an academic goal
such as a grade of “A” that only one or a few students can attain) andindividualistic (students work by
themselves to accomplish learning goals unrelated to those of the other students) learning. In cooperative and
individualistic learning, you evaluate student efforts on a criteria-referenced basis while in competitive learning
you grade students on a norm-referenced basis. While there are limitations on when and where you may use
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competitive and individualistic learning appropriately, you may structure any learning task in any subject area
with any curriculum cooperatively.
Theorizing on social interdependence began in the early 1900s, when one of the founders of the Gestalt
School of Psychology, Kurt Koffka, proposed that groups were dynamic wholes in which the interdependence
among members could vary. One of his colleagues, Kurt Lewin refined Koffka’s notions in the 1920s and
1930s while stating that (a) the essence of a group is the interdependence among members (created by common
goals) which results in the group being a “dynamic whole” so that a change in the state of any member or
subgroup changes the state of any other member or subgroup, and (b) an intrinsic state of tension within group
members motivates movement toward the accomplishment of the desired common goals. For interdependence
to exist, there must be more than one person or entity involved, and the persons or entities must have impact on
each other in that a change in the state of one causes a change in the state of the others. From the work of
Lewin’s students and colleagues, such as Ovisankian, Lissner, Mahler, and Lewis, it may be concluded that it is
the drive for goal accomplishment that motivates cooperative and competitive behavior.
In the late 1940s, one of Lewin’s graduate students, Morton Deutsch, extended Lewin’s reasoning about social
interdependence and formulated a theory of cooperation and competition (Deutsch, 1949, 1962). Deutsch
conceptualized three types of social interdependence-positive, negative, and none. Deutsch’s basic premise
was that the type of interdependence structured in a situation determines how individuals interact with each
other which, in turn, largely determines outcomes. Positive interdependence tends to result in promotive
interaction, negative interdependence tends to result in oppositional or contrient interaction, and no
interdependence results in an absence of interaction. Depending on whether individuals promote or obstruct
each other’s goal accomplishments, there is substitutability, cathexis, and inducibility. The relationships
between the type of social interdependence and the interaction pattern it elicits is assumed to be
bidirectional. Each may cause the other. Deutsch’s theory has served as a major conceptual structure for this
area of inquiry since 1949.

Types Of Cooperative Learning
Formal Cooperative Learning
Formal cooperative learning consists of students working together, for one class period to several weeks,
to achieve shared learning goals and complete jointly specific tasks and assignments (Johnson, Johnson, &
Holubec, 2008). In formal cooperative learning groups the teachers’ role includes (see Figure 4):
1. Making preinstructional decisions. Teachers (a) formulate both academic and social skills objectives, (b)
decide on the size of groups, (c) choose a method for assigning students to groups, (d) decide which roles to
assign group members, (e) arrange the room, and (f) arrange the materials students need to complete the
assignment. In these preinstructional decisions, the social skills objectives specify the interpersonal and small
group skills students are to learn. By assigning students roles, role interdependence is established. The way in
which materials are distributed can create resource interdependence. The arrangement of the room can create
environmental interdependence and provide the teacher with easy access to observe each group, which increases
individual accountability and provides data for group processing.
2. Explaining the instructional task and cooperative structure.Teachers (a) explain the academic
assignment to students, (b) explain the criteria for success, (c) structure positive interdependence, (d) structure
individual accountability, (e) explain the behaviors (i.e., social skills) students are expected to use, and (f)
emphasize intergroup cooperation (this eliminates the possibility of competition among students and extends
positive goal interdependence to the class as a whole). Teachers may also teach the concepts and strategies
required to complete the assignment. By explaining the social skills emphasized in the lesson, teachers
operationalize (a) the social skill objectives of the lesson and (b) the interaction patterns (such as oral rehearsal
and jointly building conceptual frameworks) teachers wish to create.
3. Monitoring students’ learning and intervening to provide assistance in (a) completing the task
successfully or (b) using the targeted interpersonal and group skills effectively.While conducting the lesson,
teachers monitor each learning group and intervene when needed to improve taskwork and
teamwork. Monitoring the learning groups creates individual accountability; whenever a teacher observes a
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group, members tend to feel accountable to be constructive members. In addition, teachers collect specific data
on promotive interaction, the use of targeted social skills, and the engagement in the desired interaction
patterns. This data is used to intervene in groups and to guide group processing.
4.
Assessing students’ learning and helping students process how well their groups
functioned. Teachers (a) bring closure to the lesson, (b) assess and evaluate the quality and quantity of student
achievement, (c) ensure students carefully discuss how effectively they worked together (i.e., process the
effectiveness of their learning groups), (d) have students make a plan for improvement, and (e) have students
celebrate the hard work of group members. The assessment of student achievement highlights individual and
group accountability (i.e., how well each student performed) and indicates whether the group achieved its goals
(i.e., focusing on positive goal interdependence). The group celebration is a form of reward
interdependence. The feedback received during group processing is aimed at improving the use of social skills
and is a form of individual accountability. Discussing the processes the group used to function, furthermore,
emphasizes the continuous improvement of promotive interaction and the patterns of interaction need to
maximize student learning and retention.
Inform al Cooperative Learning
Informal cooperative learning consists of having students work together to achieve a joint learning goal
in temporary, ad-hoc groups that last from a few minutes to one class period (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). During a lecture, demonstration, or film, informal cooperative learning can be used to focus student
attention on the material to be learned, set a mood conducive to learning, help set expectations as to what will
be covered in a class session, ensure that students cognitively process and rehearse the material being taught,
summarize what was learned and precue the next session, and provide closure to an instructional session. The
teacher’s role for using informal cooperative learning to keep students more actively engaged intellectually
entails having focused discussions before and after the lesson (i.e., bookends) and interspersing pair discussions
throughout the lesson. Two important aspects of using informal cooperative learning groups are to (a) make the
task and the instructions explicit and precise and (b) require the groups to produce a specific product (such as a
written answer). The procedure is as follows.
1. Introductory Focused Discussion: Teachers assign students to pairs or triads and explain (a) the task
of answering the questions in a four to five minute time period and (b) the positive goal interdependence of
reaching consensus. The discussion task is aimed at promoting advance organizing of what the students know
about the topic to be presented and establishing expectations about what the lecture will cover. Individual
accountability is ensured by the small size of the group. A basic interaction pattern of eliciting oral rehearsal,
higher-level reasoning, and consensus building is required.
2. Intermittent Focused Discussions: Teachers divide the lecture into 10 to 15 minute segments. This is
about the length of time a motivated adult can concentrate on information being presented. After each segment,
students are asked to turn to the person next to them and work cooperatively in answering a question (specific
enough so that students can answer it in about three minutes) that requires students to cognitively process the
material just presented. The procedure is:
a. Each student formulates his or her answer.
b. Students share their answer with their partner.
c. Students listen carefully to their partner’s answer.
d. The pairs create a new answer that is superior to each member’s initial formulation by integrating the two
answers, building on each other’s thoughts, and synthesizing.
The question may require students to:
a. Summarize the material just presented.
b. Give a reaction to the theory, concepts, or information presented.
c. Predict what is going to be presented next; hypothesize.
d. Solve a problem.
e. Relate material to past learning and integrate it into conceptual frameworks.
f. Resolve conceptual conflict created by presentation.
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Teachers should ensure that students are seeking to reach an agreement on the answers to the questions
(i.e., ensure positive goal interdependence is established), not just share their ideas with each other. Randomly
choose two or three students to give 30 second summaries of their discussions. Such individual
accountabilityensures that the pairs take the tasks seriously and check each other to ensure that both are
prepared to answer. Periodically, the teacher should structure a discussion of how effectively the pairs are
working together (i.e., group processing). Group celebrations add reward interdependence to the pairs.
3.
Closure Focused Discussion: Teachers give students an ending discussion task lasting four to five
minutes. The task requires students to summarize what they have learned from the lecture and integrate it into
existing conceptual frameworks. The task may also point students toward what the homework will cover or
what will be presented in the next class session. This provides closure to the lecture.
Informal cooperative learning ensures students are actively involved in understanding what is being
presented. It also provides time for teachers to move around the class listening to what students are
saying. Listening to student discussions can give instructors direction and insight into how well students
understand the concepts and material being as well as increase the individual accountability of participating in
the discussions.
Cooperative Base Groups
Cooperative base groups are long-term, heterogeneous cooperative learning groups with stable
membership (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 2008). Members’ primary responsibilities are to (a) ensure all
members are making good academic progress (i.e., positive goal interdependence) (b) hold each other
accountable for striving to learn (i.e., individual accountability), and (c) provide each other with support,
encouragement, and assistance in completing assignments (i.e., promotive interaction). In order to ensure the
base groups function effectively, periodically teachers should teach needed social skills and have the groups
process how effectively they are functioning. Typically, cooperative base groups are heterogeneous in
membership (especially in terms of achievement motivation and task orientation), meet regularly (for example,
daily or biweekly), and last for the duration of the class (a semester or year) or preferably for several years. The
agenda of the base group can include academic support tasks (such as ensuring all members have completed
their homework and understand it or editing each other’s essays), personal support tasks (such as getting to
know each other and helping each other solve nonacademic problems), routine tasks (such as taking
attendance), and assessment tasks (such as checking each other’s understanding of the answers to test questions
when the test is first taken individually and then retaken in the base group).
The teacher’s role in using cooperative base groups is to (a) form heterogeneous groups of four (or
three), (b) schedule a time when they will regularly meet (such as beginning and end of each class session or the
beginning and end of each week), (c) create specific agendas with concrete tasks that provide a routine for base
groups to follow when they meet, (d) ensure the five basic elements of effective cooperative groups are
implemented, and (e) have students periodically process the effectiveness of their base groups.
The longer a cooperative group exists, the more caring their relationships will tend to be, the greater the social
support they will provide for each other, the more committed they will be to each other’s success, and the more
influence members will have over each other. Permanent cooperative base groups provide the arena in which
caring and committed relationships can be created that provide the social support needed to improve attendance,
personalize the educational experience, increase achievement, and improve the quality of school life.
Integrated Use O f All Three Types O f Cooperative Learning
These three types of cooperative learning may be used together (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). A typical class session may begin with a base group meeting, which is followed by a short lecture in
which informal cooperative learning is used. The lecture is followed by a formal cooperative learning
lesson. Near the end of the class session another short lecture may be delivered with the use of informal
cooperative learning. The class ends with a base group meeting.

Basic Elements of Cooperation
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Not all groups are cooperative (Johnson & F. Johnson, 2009). Placing people in the same room, seating
them together, telling them they are a group, does not mean they will cooperate effectively. To be cooperative,
to reach the full potential of the group, five essential elements need to be carefully structured into the
situation: positive interdependence, individual and group accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use
of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). Mastering the basic elements of
cooperation allows teachers to:
1. Take existing lessons, curricula, and courses and structure them cooperatively.
2. Tailor cooperative learning lessons to unique instructional needs, circumstances, curricula, subject
areas, and students.
3. Diagnose the problems some students may have in working together and intervene to increase the
effectiveness of the student learning groups.
The first and most important element is positive interdependence. Teachers must give a clear task and a
group goal so students believe they “sink or swim together.” Positive interdependenceexists when group
members perceive that they are linked with each other in a way that one cannot succeed unless everyone
succeeds. If one fails, all fail. Group members realize, therefore, that each person’s efforts benefit not only
him- or herself, but all other group members as well. Positive interdependence creates a commitment to other
people’s success as well as one’s own and is the heart of cooperative learning. If there is no positive
interdependence, there is no cooperation.
The second essential element of cooperative learning is individual and group accountability. The group
must be accountable for achieving its goals. Each member must be accountable for contributing his or her share
of the work (which ensures that no one “hitch-hikes” on the work of others). The group has to be clear about its
goals and be able to measure (a) its progress in achieving them and (b) the individual efforts of each of its
members. Individual accountability exists when the performance of each individual student is assessed and the
results are given back to the group and the individual in order to ascertain who needs more assistance, support,
and encouragement in completing the assignment. The purpose of cooperative learning groups is to make each
member a stronger individual in his or her right. Students learn together so that they can subsequently perform
higher as individuals.
The third essential component of cooperative learning is promotive interaction, preferably face-toface. Promotive interactionoccurs when members share resources and help, support, encourage, and praise each
other’s efforts to learn. Cooperative learning groups are both an academic support system (every student has
someone who is committed to helping him or her learn) and a personal support system (every student has
someone who is committed to him or her as a person). There are important cognitive activities and
interpersonal dynamics that can only occur when students promote each other’s learning. This includes orally
explaining how to solve problems, discussing the nature of the concepts being learned, teaching one’s
knowledge to classmates, and connecting present with past learning. It is through promoting each other’s
learning face-to-face that members become personally committed to each other as well as to their mutual goals.
The fourth essential element of cooperative learning is teaching students the required interpersonal and small
group skills. In cooperative learning groups students are required to learn academic subject matter (taskwork)
and also to learn the interpersonal and small group skills required to function as part of a group
(teamwork). Cooperative learning is inherently more complex than competitive or individualistic learning
because students have to engage simultaneously in taskwork and teamwork. Group members must know how
to provide effective leadership, decision-making, trust-building, communication, and conflict-management, and
be motivated to use the prerequisite skills. Teachers have to teach teamwork skills just as purposefully and
precisely as teachers do academic skills. Since cooperation and conflict are inherently related, the procedures
and skills for managing conflicts constructively are especially important for the long-term success of learning
groups. Procedures and strategies for teaching students social skills may be found in Johnson (2009) and
Johnson and F. Johnson (2009).
The fifth essential component of cooperative learning is group processing. Group processing exists
when group members discuss how well they are achieving their goals and maintaining effective working
relationships. Groups need to describe what member actions are helpful and unhelpful and make decisions
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about what behaviors to continue or change. Continuous improvement of the process of learning results from
the careful analysis of how members are working together.
These five elements are essential to all cooperative systems, no matter what their size. When international
agreements are made and when international efforts to achieve mutual goals (such as environmental protection)
occur, these five elements must be carefully implemented and maintained.

The Validating Research
Amount And Characteristics O f Research
The study of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic efforts is commonly recognized as one of the
oldest fields of research in social psychology. In the late 1800’s Triplett in the United States, Turner in
England, and Mayer in Germany conducted a series of studies on the factors associated with competitive
performance. Since then over 750 studies have been conducted on the relative merits of cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic efforts and the conditions under which each is appropriate. This is one of the
largest bodies of research within psychology and education.
An extensive literature search was conducted aimed at identifying all the available studies from
published and nonpublished sources. Seven-hundred-fifty-four studies contained enough data to compute an
effect size (there are many studies from which an effect size could not be computed) (Johnson & Johnson,
1989). The research on social interdependence, furthermore, has an external validity and a generalizability
rarely found in the social sciences. The more variations in places, people, and procedures the research can
withstand and still yield the same findings, the more externally valid the conclusions. The research has been
conducted over twelve decades by many different researchers with markedly different theoretical and practical
orientations working in different settings and countries. A wide variety of research tasks, ways of structuring
social interdependence, and measures of the dependent variables have been used. Participants in the studies
varied from ages three to post-college adults and have come from different economic classes and cultural
backgrounds. The studies were conducted with different durations, lasting from one session to 100 sessions or
more. Research on social interdependence has been conducted in numerous cultures in North America (with
Caucasian, Black-American, Native-American, and Hispanic populations) and countries from North, Central,
and South America, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, the Pacific Rim, and Africa. The research on social
interdependence includes both theoretical and demonstration studies conducted in educational, business, and
social service organizations. The diversity of these studies gives social interdependence theory wide
generalizability and considerable external validity.
Promotive, oppositional, and no interaction have differential effects on the outcomes of the situation (see
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). The research has focused on numerous outcomes, which may be subsumed
within the broad and interrelated categories of effort to achieve, quality of relationships, and psychological
health (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005) (see Table 1 and Figure 2). Figure 1 shows the
relationships among the outcomes.

Mean Effect Sizes For Impact Of Social Interdependence On
Dependent Variables
ConditionsAchievementInterpersonal AttractionSocial SupportSelf-Esteem
Total Studies
Coop vs. Comp0.670.670.620.58
Coop vs. Ind0.640.600.700.44
Comp vs. Ind0.300.08-0.13-0.23
High Quality Studies
Coop vs. Comp0.880.820.830.67
Coop vs. Ind0.610.620.720.45
Comp vs. Ind0.070.27-0.13-0.25
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Note: Coop = Cooperation, Comp = Competition, Ind = Individualistic
Reprinted By Permission From: Johnson, D. W. & Johnson, R. (1989). Cooperation and Competition: Theory
and Research.Edina, MN: Interaction Book Company
Effort To Achieve
From Table 1 it may be seen that cooperation promotes considerable greater effort to achieve than do
competitive or individualistic efforts. Effort exerted to achieve includes such variables as achievement and
productivity, long-term retention, on-task behavior, use of higher-level reasoning strategies, generation of new
ideas and solutions, transfer of what is learned within one situation to another, intrinsic motivation, achievement
motivation, continuing motivation to learn, and positive attitudes toward learning and school. Overall,
cooperation tends to promote higher achievement than competitive or individualistic efforts (effect-sizes = 0.67
and 0.64 respectively). The impact of cooperative learning on achievement means that if schools wish to
prepare students to take proficiency tests to meet local and state standards, the use of cooperative learning
should dominate instructional practice.
An important aspect of school life is engagement in learning. One indication of engagement in learning
is time on task. Cooperators spent considerably more time on task than did competitors (effect size = 0.76) or
students working individualistically (effect size = 1.17). In addition, students working cooperatively tended to
be more involved in activities and tasks, attach greater importance to success, and engage in more on-task
behavior and less apathetic, off-task, disruptive behaviors. Finally, cooperative experiences, compared with
competitive and individualistic ones, have been found to promote more positive attitudes toward the task and
the experience of working on the task (effect-sizes = 0.57 and 0.42 respectively).
Quality O f Relationships
Quality of relationships includes such variables as interpersonal attraction, liking, cohesion, esprit-decorps, and social support. The degree of emotional bonding that exists among students has a profound effect on
students’ behavior. The more positive the relationships among students and between students and faculty, the
lower the absenteeism and dropout rates and the greater the commitment to group goals, feelings of personal
responsibility to the group, willingness to take on difficult tasks, motivation and persistence in working toward
goal achievement, satisfaction and morale, willingness to endure pain and frustration on behalf of the group,
willingness to defend the group against external criticism or attack, willingness to listen to and be influenced by
colleagues, commitment to each other’s professional growth and success, and productivity (Johnson & F.
Johnson, 2009).
There are over 175 studies that have investigated the relative impact of cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts on quality of relationships and another 106 studies on social support (Johnson, 2003;
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). As Table 2 shows, cooperation generally promotes greater interpersonal
attraction among individuals than does competitive or individualistic efforts (effect sizes = 0.67 and 0.60
respectively). Cooperative experiences tend to promote greater social support than does competitive (effect-size
= 0.62) or individualistic (effect-size = 0.70) efforts. Stronger effects are found for peer support than for
superior (teacher) support. The high-quality studies tend to have even more powerful effects.
It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of these research results. Friends are a developmental advantage
(see Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). There is a close association between antisocial behavior
and rejection by the normal peer group. Rejected children tend to be deficient in a number of social-cognitive
skills, including peer group entry, perception of peer group norms, response to provocation, and interpretation
of prosocial interactions. Among children referred to child guidance clinics, 30 to 75 percent (depending on
age) are reported by their parents to experience peer difficulties. Moreover, children referred for psychological
treatment have fewer friends and less contact with them than nonreferred children, their friendships are
significantly less stable over time, and their understanding of the reciprocities and intimacies involved in
friendships is less mature. Peer group acceptance and friendships may be built through the extensive use of
cooperative learning.
Psychological Health
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Asley Montagu (1966) was fond of saying that with few exceptions the solitary animal in any species is
an abnormal creature. Similarly, Karen Horney (1937) stated that the neurotic individual is someone who is
inappropriately competitive and, therefore, unable to cooperate with others. Montagu and Horney recognized
that the essence of psychological health is the ability to develop and maintain cooperative relationships. More
specifically, psychological health is the ability (cognitive capacities, motivational orientations, and social skills)
to build, maintain, and appropriately modify interdependent relationships with others to succeed in achieving
goals (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). People who are unable to do so often (a) become
depressed, anxious, frustrated, and lonely, (b) tend to feel afraid, inadequate, helpless, hopeless, and isolated,
and (c) rigidly cling to unproductive and ineffective ways of coping with adversity.
With our students and colleagues, we have conducted a series of studies relating cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts and attitudes to various indices of psychological health (see Johnson, 2003; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989, 2005). The samples studied included middle-class junior-high students, middle-class high
school seniors, high-school age juvenile prisoners, adult prisoners, Olympic ice-hockey players, adult stepcouples, and business executives in China. The diversity of the samples studied and the variety of measures of
psychological health provide considerable generalizability of the results of the studies. A strong relationship
was found between cooperativeness and psychological health, a mixed picture was found with competitiveness
and psychological health, and a strong relationship was found between an individualistic orientation and
psychological pathology.
Finally, there is evidence that cooperation promotes more frequent use of higher level reasoning
strategies than do competitive (effect size = 0.93) or individualistic (effect size = 0.97) efforts. Similarly,
cooperation tends to promote more accurate perspective taking than do competitive (effect size = 0.61) or
individualistic (effect size = 0.44) efforts. Thus, the more cooperative learning experiences students are
involved in, the more mature their cognitive and moral decision making and the more they will tend to take
other people’s perspectives in account when making decisions.

Conclusions and Summary
Teachers who wish to use cooperative learning should ideally base their classroom practices on theory
validated by research. The closer classroom practices are to validated theory, the more likely they will be
effective. When more directly practice is connected to theory, furthermore, the more likely practice will be
refined, upgraded, and improved over the years. There are, however, few classroom practices that are directly
based on validated theory. The close relationship between theory, research, and practice makes cooperative
learning somewhat unique. It also creates a set of issues for teachers using cooperative learning.
The first issue is understanding the nature of social interdependence. Social interdependence is created when
goals are structured so that the accomplishment of a person’s goal is affected by others’ actions. The
interdependence may be positive (which results in individuals working cooperatively to achieve their mutual
goals) or negative (which results in individuals competing to see who will achieve the goal). The absence of
interdependence indicates no connection between people’s attempts to achieve their goals. In cooperative
situations, students’ actions substitute for each other, students are inducible, and a positive cathexis is created
toward other’s actions. In competitive situations, the opposite psychological processes may be found. The
fundamental premise of social interdependence theory is that the way in which goals are structured determines
how individuals interact, and those interaction patterns create outcomes. Positive goal interdependence tends to
result in promotive interaction, negative goal interdependence tends to result in oppositional interaction, and no
interdependence tends to result in no interaction.
The second issue is understanding the research validating social interdependence theory. There are
hundreds of studies indicating that cooperation, compared to competitive and individualistic efforts, tends to
result in greater effort to achieve, more positive relationships, and greater psychological health. The diversity
of this research provides considerable generalizabiity to the findings.
The third issue is to understand the five basic elements that make cooperation work. There is nothing magical
about putting students in groups. Students can compete with groupmates, students can work individualistically
while ignoring groupmates, or students can work cooperatively with groupmates. In order to structure
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cooperative learning effectively, teachers need to understand how tostructure positive interdependence,
individual accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use of social skills, and group processing into
learning situations.
The fourth issue is to understand the flexibility and many faces of cooperative learning. When the five
basic elements may be effectively implemented in formal cooperative learning situations (formal cooperative
learning may be used to structure most learning situations), informal cooperative learning situations (informal
cooperative learning may be used to make didactic lessons cooperative), and cooperative base groups (which
are used to personalize a class and the school). Together they provide an integrated system for instructional
organization and design (as well as classroom management). When utilizing these three types of cooperative
learning, any learning situations in any subject area with any age students and with any curriculum can be
structured cooperatively.
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Teacher Background
Integrating Traditional Knowledge o f the Yakutat Tlingit with Western-based Science Concepts
I. Traditional Knowledge Perspective Overview
For the Yakutat Tlingit, the concept of a temporal scale, which includes citing dates, was overall
very loose. Recent past was noted in relation to a narrator’s stage of growth while earlier periods were
correlated to the happenings in the lifetime of grandparents or chiefs. However, the changing of seasons
over the year was delineated with specific terms: takw (winter), takw’iti (spring; ‘the place where winter
was’), qu tan (summer) and yes (fall). The year was divided into lunations (or months), literally moons
(dis), which began with the first appearance of the new crescent. The moons were numbered and named
although the current recording of these names, obtained by de Laguna in the mid-21st century during an
interview, were given by an unreliable source. In any case, the informant provided the following as the
aboriginal labeling of the lunations (de Laguna, 1972, p. 799):
• dis-tlen (full moon, ‘big moon’)
• diskA t ’ut’c (half moon, ‘dark on the moon’)
• dis xawxe (first quarter, ‘first one you see’)
• (last quarter- no name given)
• Lek dis/tlek dis (‘no moon’)
The New Year began in the middle of summer (July) and from there the lunations were counted
consecutively from 1-12. De Laguna (1972) noted that the New Year probably began with the lunation
that followed or coincided with the longest days of summer (p. 800). The lunations were named with a
cardinal number followed by the word dis (‘moon’) or ’a (‘thing’) and were most likely followed by a
descriptive term or attached to the expression disi (‘moon o f ) (p. 799). The following representation of
the aboriginal calendar is an integration of the most consistent information collected by de Laguna
during her fieldwork in Yakutat (1949, 1952, 1953,1954) along with the most consistent information
collected by swanton (sitka and Wrangell) in order to portray the most accurate representation of the
original calendar. This was done to account for the discrepancy in the names of the lunations (p. 800).
Although Tlingit months have currently been aligned with the modern day calendar, this representation
of the aboriginal calendar will have the New start in July since various local accounts (while this also
varied) indicated that January was not the official beginning of a new year (de Laguna, 1972, p. 799). in
addition, historical information regarding the annual cycle is included in the calendar (a deviation from
how de Laguna organized the information) depending on timing of aboriginal activities. in former times
local wildlife dictated what people ate, wore, and used as materials for tools and weapons. The daily
lives and activities of the Tlingit were shaped by how animals and fish responded to the changing
seasons (p. 360).
M onth of Molting, M onth of Birds, M onth of Laying Eggs, etc. (July)
This is when birds and geese molt their feathers and cannot fly (p. 800). Families were at sealing camps
(Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries
were beginning to be collected. seal hunting continued- pups on the ice (p. 360).
caxeyi, and M onth of High Bush C ranberries (August)
This is the month when high bush (grey) currants ripen this month (they are not cranberries) (p. 800).
second sea otter hunt. Clams and strawberries are collected and families back at salmon streams putting
up fish for winter (p. 360).
Small Moon (september)
sea otter hunt continued. Clams and strawberries were still being collected and families stayed at
salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
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Large Moon (October)
Sea otter hunt continued. The final clams and strawberries were still being collected and families
finished drying the last fish (coho) and digging up roots. Men left for mountains to go hunt for mountain
goats (p. 360). Groundhogs putting all their stuff out to dry in the north wind before coming of winter
(p. 801).
Digging M onth (November)
Men hunted seal and mountain goat and possibly brown bears (in their dens). Families stayed home and
made baskets, sewed moccasins and sealskin boots (p. 360). Bears clean out house or cave by digging it
out; take old next and work on it to make it new. Bears (and other animals?) go into dens (p. 801).
? (December)
De Laguna (1972) states that errors in transcription make it extremely difficult to analyze expression (p.
800). She thinks it means, ‘no light in the middle of the day’ or shortest day month.’ Families mostly
stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of the rivers or
sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360).
M onth of Geese (January)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of
the rivers or sleeping bears in dens (p. 360). Some cohoes may have frozen in their spawning grounds in
upper “Opal Creek” (Ophir Creek) and men would go and chop out ice to get them (p. 800).
M onth of Black Bear (February)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of
the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360). Is the coldest month of the year and the spruce and
hemlock trees drop their needles and branches so that the ground looks like skin of black bear. Not much
snow or rain but the North wind is very strong (p. 800).
M onth of Green Leaves Growing from the Bottom of the W ater (March)
Fished for oelachon at Dry Bay and Situk River, halibut in Yakutat Bay, hunted for seals along ocean
beach, gathered clams and cockles and scraped inner bark of spruce trees. People look for animals and
hunting is easy (p. 360). The swans come in (middle of month) and things start to grow, especially the
aquatic plants (p. 800).
M onth of Green Leaves (April)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish oelachon (on second
run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor
Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered:
hemlock bark, roots of Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring
eggs. Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Geese come from the south (p. 800).
M onth of Molting, M onth of Birds, M onth of Laying Eggs, etc. (May)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish oelachon (on second
run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor
Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered:
hemlock bark, roots of Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring
eggs. Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Things would begin to blossom, all seaweed was
growing, and rocks would turn green with things growing on them (p. 800).
M onth of Molting, Month of Birds, M onth of Laying eggs, etc. (June)
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Families were at sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining
seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. Seal hunting continued- pups on the
ice (p. 360). This is considered the bleeding month when everything is born (p. 800).
From keen observations of the world around them, the Yakutat Tlingit developed a knowledge
base of the habits of various species of wildlife and plants as well as a belief system that centered on the
interconnectedness between themselves and all other inhabitants of the world. It was the overlay
between the accumulated knowledge of the natural world and the development of a belief system over
time that resulted in well-established practices and rituals that governed the interactions between
themselves and all other living things.
It was believed that all animals (great and small) and plants had souls, no different from people.
Swanton (1908) reported that the Tlingit would tell the tree they were cutting down that it would fall
upon the black bear hides. Similarly Emmons (MS.) reported that before trees were cut down to make a
house, a fire would be lit and oil or other pieces of food would be burned as offerings to the tree spirits.
Eagle down was scattered on the ground as a sign of peace so that felled pieces of wood would not hit
anyone on their way down. Once the logs were brought to the construction site, the future owner of the
house would make a fire and as he feasted would throw pieces of food into it as offerings to the tree
spirits (p. 822). Medicinal plants were paid great respect as they were being harvested. Before plants
were harvested people would speak to them and take care to leave an offering in the area where the
plant’s roots had been removed while asking for help in healing the patient (p. 823).
Animals were of greatest importance to the Yakutat Tlingit, and practices were designed in
alignment with the belief system that communicated gratitude and reverence for any lives that were
taken.
The old Indians never just shot animals for no purpose. They just show what they needed, and
every animal they killed, they talked to it and explained why they had to kill it. They showed the
animals respect. After they kill it-bear, goat, any animal-they bring the head in by the fire to
warm it. They hang the skin up on the wall and talk to it, explaining why they have to kill it. My
father always faced the head of the dead animal toward the mountain. I still do it when I can.
When you finish with the head, cover it up with boughs... (p. 824)
In the myth of the past animals were once men who donned robes that resembled the present
bodies they have today. After Raven let Daylight out of the box, the animals were so frightened they ran
away into the woods and sea and assumed the form of their present day bodies. The ability to transform
into people when angered contributed to specific practices and beliefs that revered all animals, birds and
fish as powerful beings that had a qwain (soul), or ‘inhabitant of.’ The soul was conceived as being
inside the organism’s fleshy body (de Laguna, 1972, p. 823). The Tlingit saw the world of animals and
plants as part of man’s moral world. Through a relationship between sib and totem, many species were
drawn into the human social order and they became members of the sib. Cruelty to animals, torturing or
insulting them, laughing or killing without proper cause would bring could bring misfortune and
punishment in the afterlife or even death. But those who prayed and explained why they took a life
would cross the river into the Land of Dead or gain access to kiwa’a (p. 824).
Traditional knowledge stated that bears could not only understand human speech and what
people said about them at home behind closed doors but that bears were a lot like people. Both can be
talked to (p. 826). This knowledge still applies very much today. Brown bears have a very acute sense of
smell (even better than that of dogs) and their hearing and eyesight are comparable to that of humans.
They are extremely intelligent and have exhibited individual personalities. The brown bear’s physiology
is key to their survival in that they are designed to consume a wide variety of foods (just like people).
Long claws enable them to dig up roots or uproot small mammals while the musculature and bone
structure of their hump assists with motions of digging and achieving speeds that enable them to run
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down moose or caribou. Bears are so much like people that they are attracted to the foods we eat, such
as the leftovers that make up our garbage or the animals we raise at home (to eat later).

Additional Inform ation on Indigenous Subsistence Methods can be found in:
Under Mount saint Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by Frederica de Laguna, 1972
(Volume 1)
• “Making a Living” - pp. 359-381

II. W estern Science Theories
What does it mean to be Alive?
Living things on Earth share fundamental characteristics with one another that relate to specific
structures and functions that serve to:
• obtain, use, and/or make nutrients
• obtain and use air (either for oxygen or carbon dioxide)
• convert and store energy
• reproduce either sexually or asexually
• respond to various environmental, internal and external factors
• obtain and maintain balance of water
Other characteristics that are common to many but not all living things include:
• movement (during at least stage in life history)
• develop and grow in size
• protection (of self, other members of species and offspring)
Taking into account all of the characteristics listed above, there are certain basic processes and/or
systems that all living things share whose function is to help perpetuate the whole (autopoiesis) and
these include: self-generation, self-organization, self-maintenance, and self-regulation. since living
things share very basic characteristics in common they also require many of the same things to meet
their needs, which in turn are met by these basic characteristics (Bloom, 1999, p.6).
Two of these needs include the intake of food and water. species need to be equipped with the
capabilities to obtain, consume or make (plants), and harvest the energy and nutrients in food. Likewise,
species need to be able to not only take in water but maintain a proper balance required for their specific
needs. Air is required by all living things, except for a bacterium known as Archae which lives in
volcanoes and the deep ocean and uses sulfur for their energy needs (chemosynthesis). Living things
require certain components of air; oxygen for cellular respiration and carbon dioxide for photosynthesis.
Environment dictates how water is used. Terrestrial organisms acquire water, fresh water organisms
need to maintain a proper balance so cells don’t get too much coming in, and marine organisms also
maintains a proper water balance so that they don’t lose too much water to their environment. All
species need to be able to reproduce; that is produce healthy offspring in order to maintain the
population. Finally, species need ways to protect themselves and their offspring from predators or the
environment at large (p. 7).
Organisms, or living things, are able to meet their basics by interacting with their habitat, a
specific environment that provides a species with the things they need to live, grow and reproduce. in
their habitat an organism will interact with biotic (living) factors as well as abiotic (non-living) factors
(Jones, & Lisowski, 2007, p. 7). some abiotic factors include water, sunlight, oxygen, temperature and
soil. sunlight is needed by plants to make their food (photosynthesis) while many animals need sunlight
for warmth. Each environment is characterized by its temperature range, and some species are only able
to survive within certain ranges. Others however, are capable of altering their environment in order to
alter extreme temperatures that occur in their habitat. soil is composed of rock fragments, nutrients, air,
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water and decaying organic matter. Plants require different rations of these components in order to grow.
Many types of animals and microscopic organisms live in the soil as well (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 8).
Flow of Energy in Ecosystems
An organism’s energy role is defined by how they obtain their energy and interact with other
organisms. Energy enters most ecosystems as sunlight. The only organisms that acquire this energy, in
order to make their own food, are producers (plants, algae, bacteria). They are the source of all food in a
system. Organisms that cannot make their own food are consumers and there are three types depending
on what type of food they consume (herbivores, carnivores, omnivores). Decomposers break down
wastes and organic materials and return important nutrients to the soil (Jones, & Lisowski p. 9).
How energy moves through a system can be described as a food chain and/or food web. Food
chains are a sequence of linear events that show how specific organisms obtain energy in a system,
which always begins with the producer followed by the first level consumer (those that eat the
producers) and the second-level consumers (those that each the first level consumers). But the flow of
energy within a system is far more interconnected since organisms eat different things and are part of
many different food chains. A more accurate representation of energy flow through an ecosystem is
through a food web; a countless number of overlapping food chains (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 9). An
energy pyramid is a diagram that shows how much energy is available at each feeding level of a food
web which always begins with the producers. Energy at each level is lost through heat as well as basic
processes that help an organism move, grow, or reproduce. Only about 10% of the energy at one level
gets passed on to the next which limits the number of feeding levels in an energy pyramid (p. 47).
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Teacher’s Guide to Scientific Terms and Practices
A Glossary of Scientific Terms can be found at:
http://undsci.berkeleY.edu/glossarv/glossarv.php
I. WRITING A SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ARTICLE
FORMAT FOR THE PAPER
Scientific research articles provide a method for scientists to communicate with other scientists about the results of their research. A
standard format is used for these articles, in which the author presents the research in an orderly, logical manner. This doesn't
necessarily reflect the order in which you did or thought about the work. This format is:
|Title |Authors |Introduction |Materials and Methods |Results (with Tables and Figures) |Discussion |Acknowledgments |Literature Cited |

TITLE
1. Make your title specific enough to describe the contents of the paper, but not so technical that only specialists will
understand. The title should be appropriate for the intended audience.
2. The title usually describes the subject matter of the article: Effect of Smoking on Academic Performance"
3. Sometimes a title that summarizes the results is more effective: Students Who Smoke Get Lower Grades"
AUTHORS
1. The person who did the work and wrote the paper is generally listed as the first author of a research paper.
2. For published articles, other people who made substantial contributions to the work are also listed as authors. Ask your mentor's
permission before including his/her name as co-author.
ABSTRACT
1. An abstract, or summary, is published together with a research article, giving the reader a "preview" of what's to come. Such
abstracts may also be published separately in bibliographical sources, such as Biologic al Abstracts. They allow other scientists to
quickly scan the large scientific literature, and decide which articles they want to read in depth. The abstract should be a little less
technical than the article itself; you don't want to dissuade your potent ial audience from reading your paper.
2. Your abstract should be one paragraph, of 100-250 words, which summarizes the purpose, methods, results and conclusions of the
paper.
3. It is not easy to include all this information injust a few words. Start by writing a summary that includes whatever you think is
important, and then gradually prune it down to size by removing unnecessary words, while still retaini ng the necessary concepts.
3. Don't use abbreviations or citations in the abstract. It should be able to stand alone without any footnotes.
INTRODUCTION
What question did you ask in your experiment? Why is it interesting? The introduction summarizes the relevant literature so that the
reader will understand why you were interested in the question you asked. One to fo ur paragraphs should be enough. End with a
sentence explaining the specific question you asked in this experiment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. How did you answer this question? There should be enough information here to allow another scientist to repeat your experiment.
Look at other papers that have been published in your field to get some idea of what is included in this section.
2. If you had a complicated protocol, it may helpful to include a diagram, table or flowchart to explain the methods you used.
3. Do not put results in this section. You may, however, include preliminary results that were used to design the main experiment that
you are reporting on. ("In a preliminary study, I observed the owls for one week, and found that 73 % of their locomotor activity
occurred during the night, and so I conducted all subsequent experiments between 11 pm and 6 am.")
4. Mention relevant ethical considerations. If you used human subjects, did they consent to participate. If you used animals, what
measures did you take to minimize pain?
RESULTS
1. This is where you present the results you've gotten. Use graphs and tables if appropriate, but also summarize your main findings in
the text. Do NOT discuss the results or speculate as to why something happened; t hat goes in th e Discussion.
2. You don't necessarily have to include all the data you've gotten during the semester. This isn't a diary.
3. Use appropriate methods of showing data. Don't try to manipulate the data to make it look like you did more than you actually did.
"The drug cured 1/3 o f the infected mice, another 1/3 were not affected, and the third mouse got away. "
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TABLES AND GRAPHS
1. If you present your data in a table or graph, include a title describing what's in the table ("Enzyme activity at various temperatures",
not "My results".) For graphs, you should also label the x and y axes.
2. Don't use a table or graph just to be "fancy". If you can summarize the information in one sentence, then a table or graph is not
necessary.

DISCUSSION
1. Highlight the most significant results, but don't just repeat what you've written in the Results section. How do these results relate to
the original question? Do the data support your hypothesis? Are your results consistent with what other investigators have reported? If
your results were unexpected, try to explain why. Is there another way to interpret your results? What further research would be
necessary to answer the questions raised by your results? How do y our results fit into the big picture?
2. End with a one-sentence summary o f your conclusion, emphasizing why it is relevant.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This section is optional. You can thank those who either helped with the experiments, or made other important contributions, such as
discussing the protocol, commenting on the manuscript, or buying you pizza.

REFERENCES (LITERATURE CITED)
There are several possible ways to organize this section. Here is one commonly used way:
1. In the text, cite the literature in the appropriate places:
Scarlet (1990) thought that the gene was present only in yeast, but it has since been identified in the platypus (Indigo and Mauve,
1994) and wombat (Magenta, et al., 1995).
2. In the References section list citations in alphabetical order.
Indigo, A. C., and Mauve, B. E. 1994. Queer place for qwerty: gene isolation from the platypus. Science 275, 1213-1214.
Magenta, S. T., Sepia, X., and Turquoise, U. 1995. Wombat genetics. In: Widiculous Wombats, Violet, Q., ed. New York: Columbia
University Press. p 123-145.
Scarlet, S.L. 1990. Isolation o f qwerty gene from S. cerevisae. Journal of Unusual Results 36, 26-31.

EDIT YOUR PAPER!!!
"In my writing, I average about ten pages a day. Unfortunately, they're all the same page."
Michael Alley, The Craft o f Scientific Writing
A major part o f any writing assignment consists o f re-writing.
Write accurately
1. Scientific writing must be accurate. Although writing instructors may tell you not to use the same word twice in a sentence,
it's okay for scientific writing, which must be accurate. (A student who tried not to repeat the word "hamster" produced this
confusing sentence: "When I put the hamster in a cage with the other animals, the little mammals began to play.")
2. Make sure you say what you mean.
Instead of: The rats were injected with the drug. (sounds like a syringe was filled with drug and ground-up rats and
both were injected together)
Write: I injected the drug into the rat.
3. Be careful with commonly confused words:
Temperature has an effect on the reaction.
Temperature affects the reaction.
I used solutions in various concentrations. (The solutions were 5 mg/ml, 10 mg/ml, and 15 mg/ml)
I used solutions in varying concentrations. (The concentrations I used changed; sometimes they were 5 mg/ml, other times they were
15 mg/ml.)
Less food (can't count numbers o f food)
Fewer animals (can count numbers o f animals)
A large amount o f food (can't count them)
A large number o f animals (can count them)
The erythrocytes, which are in the blood, contain hemoglobin.
The erythrocytes that are in the blood contain hemoglobin. (Wrong. This sentence implies that there are erythrocytes elsewhere that
don't contain hemoglobin.)
Write clearly
1. Write at a level that's appropriate for your audience.
"Like a pigeon, something to admire as long as it isn't over your head." Anonymous
2. Use the active voice. It's clearer and more concise than the passive voice.
Instead of: An increased appetite was manifested by the rats and an increase in body weight was measured.
Write: The rats ate more and gained weight.
3. Use the first person.
Instead of: It is thought
Write: I think
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Instead of: The samples were analyzed
Write: I analyzed the samples
4. Avoid dangling participles.
"After incubating at 30 degrees C, we examined the petri plates." (You must've been pretty warm in there.)
Write succinctly
1. Use verbs instead of abstract nouns
Instead of: take into consideration
Write: consider
2. Use strong verbs instead of "to be"
Instead of: The enzyme was found to be the active agent in catalyzing...
Write: The enzyme catalyzed...
3. Use short words.
"I would never use a long word where a short one would answer the purpose. I know there are professors in this country who ’ligate’
arteries. Other surgeons tie them, and it stops the bleeding just as well."
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr .

Instead of:

Write:

possess
have
sufficient
enough
utilize
use
demonstrate
show
assistance
help
terminate
end
4. Use concise terms.
Instead of:
Write:
prior to
before
due to the fact that
because
in a considerable number of cases
often
the vast majority of
most
during the time that
when
in close proximity to
near
it has long been known that
I'm too lazy to look up the reference
5. Use short sentences. A sentence made of more than 40 words should probably be rewritten as two sentences.
"The conjunction 'and' commonly serves to indicate that the writer's mind still functions even when no signs of the phenomenon are
noticeable." Rudolf Virchow, 1928
Check your grammar, spelling and punctuation
1. Use a spellchecker, but be aware that they don't catch all mistakes.
"When we consider the animal as a hole,..." Student's paper
2. Your spellchecker may not recognize scientific terms. For the correct spelling, try Biotech's Life Science Dictionary or one of the
technical dictionaries on the reference shelf in the Biology or Health Sciences libraries.
3. Don't, use, unnecessary, commas.
4. Proofread carefully to see if you any words out.
USEFUL BOOKS
Victoria E. McMillan, Writing Papers in the Biological Sciences, Bedford Books, Boston, 1997
The best. On sale for about $18 at Labyrinth Books, 112th Street. On reserve in Biology Library
Jan A. Pechenik, A Short Guide to Writing About Biology, Boston: Little, Brown, 1987
Harrison W. Ambrose, III & Katharine Peckham Ambrose, A Handbook of Biological Investigation, 4th edition, Hunter Textbooks
Inc, Winston-Salem, 1987
Particularly useful if you need to use statistics to analyze your data. Copy on Reference shelf in Biology Library.
Robert S. Day, How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper, 4th edition, Oryx Press, Phoenix, 1994.
Earlier editions also good. A bit more advanced, intended for those writing papers for publication. Fun to read. Several copies
available in Columbia libraries.
William Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White, The Elements of Style, 3rd ed. Macmillan, New York, 1987.
Several copies available in Columbia libraries. Strunk's first edition is available on-line.
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Source: http://www.columbia.edu/cu/biology/ug/research/paper.html

II. Teaching Argum ent
WHAT STUDENTS KNOW (OR DON'T KNOW) ABOUT ARGUMENT
Professors teaching first-year writing classes often note that their students don't understand the terms of
academic argument. Indeed, our students have several misconceptions about argument:
o

Students sometimes confuse argument with debate, taking a strong, oppositional position on a topic and
then trying to "win" points.

o

Students sometimes conceptualize an argument as a fight: they spar with a text without taking the time to
understand it.

o

Students sometimes think in black and white, neglecting the nuances of an argument.

o

Students sometimes jump on the first bandwagon they find, citing an authority with almost blind reverence
and ignoring all other points of view.

o

Students can mistake argument for opinion, writing papers that are subjective and self-gratifying rather
than objective and reader-based.

o

Students sometimes construct a weakly supported or poorly reasoned argument because it is, after all, their
opinion, and they have a right to it.

o

Students can find themselves overwhelmed by the complexity of an intellectual problem, unable to take a
stand.

o

Students too often rely on structures that they learned in high school (for instance, the five-paragraph
theme), thereby crippling their arguments from the get-go.

DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
When developing the courses that we teach, we want to design a course that will inspire our students to sharpen
their critical thinking skills. In part, we accomplish this aim by presenting our students with challenging reading
materials and engaging them in interesting class discussions. As students read more and talk more, they will
gain knowledge and discover new contexts for their ideas. They will also (we hope) come to think more
critically.
However, readings and class discussions by themselves do not insure that our students will improve their
critical thinking skills. Many students read and listen passively, simply absorbing information. They do not
reliably challenge the writers they are reading. Nor do they reliably read to challenge their own ideas. (For a
discussion of how to improve your students' critical reading skills, see Integrating Reading and Writing.)
However, when students write, they cannot remain passive players in the learning game. Even the simplest
writing task, such as a summary of an article, requires that students make important critical choices: What
information is most important to this argument? What might be left out? More complex writing assignments ask
students to make more difficult choices about a topic—choices that eventually bring them to the questions:
"What is it that I think about this subject? How did I arrive at what I think? What are my assumptions, and are
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they valid? How can I work with facts, observations, inferences, and so on, in order to convince others of what I
think?" (For a discussion of designing assignments and assignment sequences to improve critical thinking,
see Syllabus and Assignment Design.)
In order to help students successfully and critically interrogate their ideas, professors may want to employ
critical thinking pedagogy in their classrooms. Critical thinking pedagogy breaks down a student's existing
critical thinking into discrete activities, and then shows students how to reflect carefully on each of these
activities in order to sharpen their thinking skills.
ELEMENTS OF CRITICAL THINKING
1. Observations. From a series of observations, we can come to establish:
2. Facts. From a series of facts, or from an absence of fact, we make:
3. Inferences. Testing the validity of our inferences, we can make:
4. Assumptions. From our assumptions, we form our:
5. Opinions. Taking our opinions, we use evidence and the principles of logic to develop:
6. Arguments. And when we want to test our arguments and to challenge the arguments of others, we employ:
7. Critical Analysis (through which we challenge the observations, facts, inferences, assumptions, and
opinions in the arguments that we are analyzing).
The process is not linear; rather, as we go about establishing our opinions and crafting our arguments, we return
to our observations and facts, drawing new inferences and forming new assumptions that, in turn, affect the
arguments that we are trying to make.
At first glance, these categories seem obvious. Shouldn't our students already understand that "observation" is
not at all the same as "fact"? That inference differs from opinion? As we consider the matter more closely,
however, we understand that our students don't always understand these distinctions, and that their writing
might be considerably improved if they did. Defining these terms clearly (and pointing out the essential
differences between them) is therefore the first step in providing our students with a critical vocabulary for their
own thinking processes.
To begin, we need to make our students aware that their own premises and biases are not fact. We thus require
our students to challenge these premises and biases. Finally, we encourage them to discover and to challenge
the premises and biases of others. In short, we move our students to experience some shift in their
understanding.
One way to facilitate this shift is to create writing assignments that require our students to move back and forth
between observation and inference, fact and assumption—all the while marking where they are in the critical
process. The primary aim is to encourage students to observe themselves and others in the critical process. We
want students to be able:
o

To know the difference between reliable and unreliable observations;

o

To be persistent enough to observe objectively and thoroughly, and to collect sufficient factual or textual
evidence;

o

To see patterns or relationships in what they have observed or discovered in their reading;

o

To infer and to assume carefully;

o

To form opinions even while keeping an open mind;
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o

To create arguments understanding that these arguments are not the last word, but part of an ongoing
debate in a scholarly process.
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT: CLAIMS AND EVIDENCE
Most of the teaching that we do in the first year asks students to master three important elements of the
argument: thesis, evidence, and reason. The first—and perhaps most important—is the thesis sentence.
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT
THE CLAIM/THESIS SENTENCE
Most first-year students can tell you that a thesis sentence makes the claim on which an argument is based. But
even while they understand the thesis' role, they are often unable to craft effective thesis sentences. They may
make a thinking mistake and craft a thesis sentence that declares an observation rather than an argument. They
may also write thesis sentences that are formulaic—i.e., sentences that state a claim and then offer a list of
illustrations. They may not understand that a thesis can point to conflicting claims or raise a question. They
may also write thesis sentences that are simply poor sentences, burying important ideas in subordinate clauses,
thereby confounding the reader.
Each of these problems requires specific teaching strategies. In the first case (declaring an observation rather
than an argument), an instructor might reveal the deficiencies of observations, inferences, and opinions by
interrogating them, revealing the importance of evidence to argument. In the second case (writing formulaic
theses), an instructor might model alternatives. In the final case (writing poor sentences), an instructor might
introduce students to the principles of good style.
Instructors will find that the writing workshop is an ideal setting for thesis instruction. Having students
brainstorm about one another's theses is a great way to teach them to refine/focus/broaden their arguments.
You'll also want to use facilitative response methods in order to prod your students to better and better theses.
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT
EVIDENCE
Often students write poor thesis sentences because they haven't gathered sufficient evidence. Others fail because
they don't know how to work with the evidence they have. Some come up with their thesis sentences and then
go looking for evidence, including only the ideas that seems to fit. Others go to secondary sources before they
have an idea, allowing other arguments to stand in for their own. Still others turn their evidence into examples,
offering a series of illustrative passages or observations as a substitute for argument. ("Here's one example of
the failed health care system, here's another, and another; as we can see, the health care system is failing.")
Complicating the matter further is that evidence differs from discipline to discipline. In some sociology classes,
careful observation may constitute evidence. In a literature class, evidence is found by a close reading of the
text. In the sciences, evidence is built upon repeated empirical practices.
Instructors need to teach students what counts as evidence in their disciplines. They must also teach students
what to do with the evidence that they have. Illustrating a point isn't quite the same thing as arguing it. An
argument doesn't simply illustrate; it develops. Students should both discover and grow their arguments using
sound reasoning skills.
CLASSROOM EXAMPLES
We offer the following example from our writing classrooms:
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Five Ways to Teach the Thesis Sentence: Methods from Shelby Grantham, John Donaghy, Karen Gocsik,
Sara Biggs Chaney, and Tom Cormen
Source: http://writing-speech.dartmouth.edu/teaching/first-year-writing-pedagogies-methodsdesign/teaching-argument
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Grade Band 5-6: Year 1
Unit 2: Matter and its Interactions
Investigation 1
Overarching Questions
^ How do scientists communicate information they uncover about natural events and process to the
public?
^ How do you interact with the world around you?
^ If we cannot see something with our eyes, does it mean it isn’t there?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that scientific models can come in different forms (replicas, diagrams,
simulations, analogies) but all are based on evidence in order to communicate to others by brining
certain features into focus and leaving out others. Students will understand that matter is everything that
takes up space and has weight, is able to be classified into different states (solid, liquid and gas) that are
characterized by specific properties and is subdivided into particles too small to be seen with the naked
eye.

Objectives
After interacting with various types of scientific models, students will be able to explain that scientific
models are evidence-based tools used communicate ideas and provide 3 examples from class that
describe how they are useful, with 80% accuracy.
Given a new context to transfer information, the student will be able to distinguish the different types of
matter (Solid, Liquid, Gas) by providing 2 properties discussed in class for each phase.
After practice using and developing diagrams in class, students will be able to construct a labeled-parts
diagram with the necessary components (title, labels, accurate information, etc.) to clearly communicate
a message and/or idea, with 80% accuracy.
Given a new context to transfer information, the student will be able to describe the build blocks of
matter (i.e. invisible particles), using 2 lines of evidence from class.

Next Generation Science Standards
(5-PS1-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can develop a model to describe that matter is made
of particles too small be seen.
• (2-PS1-1) Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different kinds of materials by
their observable properties. (Enabling Standard)
Alaska State Science Standards
(5-SB1.1) The student demonstrates an understanding of the structure and properties of matter by
comparing models that represent matter as solids, liquids, or gases and the changes from one state to
another.
(6-SB1.1) The student demonstrates understanding of the structure and properties of matter by using
models to represent matter as it changes from one state to another.
(6-SB3.1) The student demonstrates an understanding of the interactions between matter and energy by
recognizing that most substances can exist as a solid, liquid or gas depending on the temperature.
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Materials
Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
> Pre-Assessment [5-PS1-1] (1 copy per student)
> An assortment of different models such as:
o Replicas: Sea star, octopus, beluga whale
o Diagrams: How the body works, Breathing, Planets in our solar system
o Mathematic Equations: Brownian movement, Velocity formula
o Analogies: Bird beaks (spoon, straw, chopsticks, 2 clear plastic cups, sunflower seeds,
notecard), Wetlands as filters (2 clear plastic cups, coffee filter, small amount of dirt,
notecard), Glacier development (2 large glass jar, small marshmallows’, circular cardboard
cutout, rocks, notecard)- Note: refer to Teacher Prep section of this lesson to see how
these models can be put together
Lesson 2: What m akes scientific m odels useful tools to learn from?
> Science A-Z Photosynthesis diagram (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Laminated diagrams:How the body works, Breathing, Planets in our solar system
> 2 sheets of large chart paper (KWL)
> Colored pencils
> Science notebooks
Lesson 3: How are scientific m odels different from the things they represent?
> KWL chart (from Lesson 2)
> Square mirrors (8)
> Teeth Replicas (3)
> The following scientific models:
o Human skeleton (ask Velvet Ivers to borrow her replica)
o Alaska Airlines Airplane
o Bee
o A-Z Science: Ocean Food Web diagram
o A-Z Science: Human Skin and Sweating diagram
o A-Z Science: Sense o f Sight diagram
o What are computer simulations? Teachers Edition (this document provides directions on
how to download the program Netlogo in order to gain access to the computer simulations
as well as brief descriptions of two simulations to be shown during the lesson)
> Access to a computer
> 6 sheets of 3 different colors of tag paper
> 3 sheets of plain white paper
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: What is matter? (Enabling Content)
Day 1
> Teacher Version: Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader (low, middle, high)
> Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader: 3 levels available: low, middle, high (1 reader per
student)
> A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary Words: 3 versions correlated to reader levels
provided (1 set of questions per student- Section 1 )
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Classify Information (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
o Low Reader: 3 copies per student
o Middle Reader: 3 copies per student
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o High Reader: 3 Copies per student
Glue
Cylinder
Beaker
Water dyed with food coloring
Solid Object
Flashlight
2 Sheets of large chart paper
Color utensils
Science notebooks

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Day 2
> Teacher Version: Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader (low, middle, high)
> Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader: 3 levels available: low, middle, high (1 reader per
student)
> A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary: 3 versions correlated to reader levels provided (1
set of questions per student- Section 2 )
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Classify Information (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
o Low Reader: 2 copies per student
o Middle Reader: 2 copies per student
o High Reader: 2 Copies per student
> “Classify Information” Graphic Organizer
> Inflatable globe
> Balloon
> Juice (not provided in kit)
> Ice-cube Trays (2)
> Pixie cups
> 2 large beakers (1 filled with water room temperature, 1 filled with ice water)
> Medium sized mason jar filled with rocks and beads
> Medium sized mason jar filled with warm water
> Pixie cup full of sand (or soil)
> Medium sided mason jar filled with hot water
> Pixie cup full of sugar
> Color utensils
> Science notebooks
Day 3
> Teacher Version: Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader (low, middle, high)
> Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader: 3 levels available: low, middle, high (1 reader per
student)
> A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary: 3 versions correlated to reader levels provided (1
set of questions per student- Section 3 )
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Classify Information (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
o Low Reader: 1 copy per student
o Middle Reader: 1 copy per student
o High Reader: 2 Copies per student
> Science A-Z Solids, Liquids, Gasses Flashcards
> “Classify Information” Graphic Organizer
> Color utensils
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> Science notebooks
Lesson 5: How can w e m ake our own diagrams? (Enabling Science Practice)
Day 1
> Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson plan
(Materials listed on lesson plan have been slightly modified)
> Parts of a Flower Diagram (optional)
> How Water Moves Diagram (optional)
> Compasses (4-5)
> Hand lenses (4-5)
> Sneaker
> Compass Diagram
> Student notebooks
Day 2
> Rubric- Diagram and Summary on Properties of Matter (1 copy per student)
> Poster Board (1 per student)
> Rulers
> Colored pencils, crayons
> Lined paper or access to computer
> Science notebooks
Day 3
> Diagrams
> Student Evaluations: Diagram on Properties of Matter
Lesson 6: What are the building blocks of matter?
Day 1
> “The Leak Proof Bag” activity: materials listed (activity attached to investigation and found on p.
129 of Steve Spangler’s Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes)
> “Air Force” activity: materials listed
> “Dry Goods” activity: materials listed
> Large sheets of chart paper (2 sheets)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Classify Information (2 copies per student)
Day 2
> 3 plastic cups filled with warm water
> Granulated white sugar
> Salt
> Pixie cups
> Index Cards (3)
> (enlarged) Graphic Organizer on chart paper
> Science notebooks
Day 3
> Microscopes (2)
> Onion skin
> Onion skin slide (in slide container with microscope)
> Empty slide and slide cover (ask for slide cover from hs lab, extra slide is in the container)
> Popsicle stick (or something to swab the inside of your cheek)
> mirrors
> (enlarged) Graphic Organizer on chart paper
> Science notebooks
Lesson 7: How can w e make our own diagrams about the building blocks of matter?
Day 1-2
> Rubric: Diagram and Summary on Building Blocks of Matter (1 per student)
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> How Rainbows form Diagram (laminated version)
> How Diagrams form Summary
> Scrap paper
> Poster board
> Lined paper or access to computer
> Coloring Utensils
> Science notebooks
Day 3
> Diagrams
Lesson 8: Traditional Knowledge Component: Guest Presenter
> Elder from the community
Lesson 9: Post-A ssessm ent
> Post-Assessment (1 copy per student)
> “The Leak Proof Bag” activity: materials listed (activity attached to investigation and found on p.
129 of Steve Spangler’s Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes)
> LDPE diagram
> Science notebooks optional

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure

Investigation One
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Pre-Assessment[5-PS1-1]. The kit includes at least one
example of each of the models listed in the materials section, however feel free to choose examples of
your own to use for the lesson’s engagement activity. For each analogy example you use, it may be helpful
to write out a notecard that states what real world example the analogy represents (i.e. bird beaks,
wetlands, glacier development). Arrange the models into 3-4 different stations around the room so that
students can explore each set as a small group during the engagement activity.
Teacher Prep: To set up the analogy model for bird beaks, which demonstrates how the different
structures of beaks fulfill various functions, fill up a small plastic cup with sunflower seeds and place the
utensils “beaks” next to it. Students will try and pick up the food with each utensil into the empty cup. For
the second analogy set-up, gather some soil from outside into a plastic cup and mix it with warm tap
water (you want to end up with a mixture of soil and water). In the second plastic cup tape a coffee filter
(facing down into the cup) along the rim, making sure it is secured in place. The idea with this example is
to demonstrate how wetlands act as water purification systems by slowly emptying the “soil and water”
solution into the filter. The final analogy example provided for this lesson is a demonstration of how
glaciers form over time through the compaction of large accumulations of snow. Fill % of one of the large
Mason Jars (Jar B) with small marshmallows and put it into the microwave for approximately 10-15
seconds. This will assist with the “compaction” process of the marshmallows however you don’t want
them to melt completely during this step. Then will take the circular cardboard cutout and place it on top
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of marshmallows followed by 3-4 large rocks; this not only provide a visual for students of the
“compaction” force but will also helps to compact the marshmallows even further. Finally, fill the second
Marson Jar (Jar A) almost to the top with the rest of the small marshmallows.
Elicit
• Begin the lesson by explaining to students that they have been given two tasks to complete for the
standard they will be learning over the course of the new few weeks. The first task will require
them to work in teams of 2-3 students in order create and present a scientific diagram on the
properties of a specific state of matter for Mrs. Hanlon’s 3-4th grade science class. They will get to
be teachers for the day, but in order to get to that point they will first have to learn about scientific
models, practice how to develop one on their own and finally learn what matter is and the defining
properties of the different states. The second project will require them to apply what they learned
about scientific models in order to develop another diagram that displays the building blocks of
matter, which will be hung out in the hallway for other students, teachers, and parents to see.
• Explain that they will begin by completing a pre-assessment activity. While it appears like it test it
will not be graded; its only purpose is to determine what the students know at this point about the
topic so that you can design the following lessons accordingly. However, just like any other activity
given in class they are to try their best. If they come to a question they cannot answer at this point
in time they can write, Do Not Know, under that question.
• Allow sufficient time for them to complete the assessment.
Engagement
• Once students have completed their assessments, tell them that they will now get time to explore
and interact with various different types of scientific models. Break up the class into small groups
of 3-4 students and have each group begin the activity at a different station. Rotate the groups at
your discretion (or every 5-10 minutes).
Explain
• Once students have had time at each station, call them together for a class discussion. Ask them to
volunteer something they learned about or thought was interesting.
• Briefly explain that scientific models come in all different shapes and forms but the one thing that
that they all have in common is that they are tools used by scientists (as well as many other
professions) to communicate information in a clear and organized manner.
• Use examples of the models you put out to describe the different types:
o Replicas...make it possible to visualize objects or processes that are at a scale (too big or
too small) that makes their direct perception impossible. Replicas also allow us to
manipulate (move around or change) something that we would otherwise not have the
opportunity to do. For example, on average most of us would never get the chance to see a
full sized octopi outside its watery environment, therefore a miniature replica of it enables
us to study the features of this very elusive animal.
o Diagrams...use simplified illustrations, labels and/or numbers in order to represent data or
show different kinds of information such as: how something works, parts of an object, or
how certain objects relate to one another. For example, while breathing is a normal and
very imperative function to our survival that we experience all day long, a diagram can
shows how specific organs of the body allow for this to occur.
o A nalogies. display information about more abstract processes and/or functions by
comparing them to things that are tangible and relatable to everyday occurrences therefore
facilitating comprehension. For example, one of the most valuable functions of a wetland is
the fact that it acts as a filter by catching excess access water that runs off the land, usually
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after a heavy rainstorm, which sometimes is carries a lot of sediment that can clog up the
redds of salmon if it enters river systems.
Mathematical formulas... display and predict how the natural world functions through the
use of a finite combination of symbols that follow explicit and approved rules, which are
outlined by the context. An example of this would be the velocity formulae. Anytime you
wanted to know the velocity (or how fast) you were traveling at a particular point in time,
say for instance to school, you would have to know how far you traveled and divide that by
the time it took you to get the destination.

Lesson two: What m akes scientific m odels useful tools to learn from?
Estimated time: 2-3, sixty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make one copy per student of the Science A-Z Photosynthesis diagram. Have available
colored pencils since students will be constructing diagrams in their science notebooks as well as
diagrams used in the previous lesson to use as a model at the beginning of the lesson. Take the large
sheet of chart paper and divide it into three columns with the following headings, Know, Want to know,
and Learned. This will serve as the informal pre-assessment for the lesson and will be referred to later on
in the investigation so make sure to put it to the side at the conclusion of the lesson. Write the lesson’s
investigative question (What makes scientific models useful tools to learn from?) across the board along
with the date, time and weather. Students’ scientific notebooks should be set-up as the following:
What makes scientific models useful tools to learn from?
Date:
Time:
Weather:
Elicit
> Begin the lesson by reminding students of their task, which is to teach the 3-4th grade science class
about the properties that classify the different states of matter using a scientific model. Tell
students they have a lot to learn and do before they can give a presentation about matter to the
younger students so they will start today by learning how scientific models are useful tools. Give
students a couple of minutes to set up their notebooks.
> Turn their attention to the KWL chart and ask them to provide some ideas about why scientific
models are useful tools. Write down their answers under the Know column of the chart. Next, ask
students if they have any questions at this time they would like answered on this topic. Record any
responses under the “Want to know” column of the chart. Save this Chart for the next lesson.
Explore
> Tell students that over the next couple days they will be talking specifically about diagrams, a type
of scientific model. Bring out the diagrams from the previous lesson to remind students that
diagrams display information through the use of pictures and labels.
> Tell students that they will now take time to construct a diagram showing the process of
photosynthesis. Explain to students that they should do their best effort on this task because they
will exchange diagrams with a partner in order to answer various questions about photosynthesis,
which they will then discuss as a class. Questions should be answered on a separate sheet of
paper. Note: It is ok if students don’t recall specific details about the process since a major idea
behind the activity is to demonstrate that scientific models are based on evidence in a neat and
concise manner.
> Provide students sufficient time to complete the task. Once they have finished constructing their
diagrams have students switch notebooks with a partner in order to answer the following
questions:
o What organisms are able to perform photosynthesis?
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>
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Plants.
o How does the process of photosynthesis work?
Plants take in water from their roots and carbon dioxide from the air through pores in their
leaves called stomata. They use energy from sunlight to combine water and carbon dioxide in
order to make food (sugar) while releasing oxygen back into the air.
o Which structure of the organism is most responsible for performing this process?
Leaves
o Who would suffer if the process of photosynthesis stopped working? Explain your
reasoning.
Plants and animals. Plants would starve because they make food for themselves through
photosynthesis. All animals would eventually die because they rely on plants to produce
oxygen that they need to breath.
Once students have been given sufficient time to answer the questions have them swap notebooks
with their partner.
Go through each question on the board as a class to see if students were able to answer any of the
questions while using their partners’ diagram. Note: More than likely student responses will be
brief and incomplete so class discussion may be short.
Ask students if they had a difficult time trying to answer the questions. Why or why not? Record
their answers on the board and refer back to them later.
Pass out copies of the Science A-Z Photosynthesis diagram to each student and explain that they
will now try to answer the questions in their notebooks using this particular diagram made by a
biologist.
Once students have had sufficient time to complete the questions, go over their answers as a class.

Explain
> Ask students which of the two diagrams was more useful to answer the questions with and to
explain their reasoning. Write answers on the board.
> Have students take a few minutes to now compare and contrast the diagram they constructed in
their notebooks to the one drawn by the biologist. They are to write down ideas in their science
notebooks that describe ways in which diagrams can be effective learning tools. An example to
start students off could be the inclusion of an informative and concise title since it would tell
people what the diagram is describing right from the start.
> After students have had sufficient time to write down some examples in their notebooks open up a
class discussion and ask them to present their ideas. Write down their ideas on the board and
focus discussion so that the following information is included:
Models (such as diagrams) are designed in order to explain how a specific component or process
of the natural world works through the use of data and evidence (well-established information).
The information is displayed in a clear and organized manner._Models usually display complex
concepts and ideas as simplified illustrations by using colorful pictures, symbols and words so that
it more easily understood by the person using it.
> At the top of the second sheet of chart paper write, W hat to include in our Diagrams. Tell students
that they should record and keep track of the key elements that were just discussed in class so
when a project or activity requires constructing a diagram they will have notes to refer to. Write
out the following points on the chart and have students record them in their notebook.
o Based on data and/or evidence
o Information is displayed in a clear and organized way
o Simplified illustrations
o Colorful pictures, symbols and words used to communicate concept
Elaborate
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> Have students look back at their original diagram and ask them to think about how it could be
revised to more clearly communicate the concept of photosynthesis to someone who knew little
about the topic.
> Students should spend time either revising the original diagram or drawing a new one using their
creativity not just copying from the professional diagram.
Lesson 3: How are scientific m odels different from the things they represent?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Set up three stations in the classroom according to the following categories of scientific
models: Replicas (human, skeleton, AA airplane, bee), Diagrams (Ocean Food Web, Human Skin and
Sweating, Sense of Sight), Computer simulations (an available computer is needed to show the
simulations on the Netlogo program). Write out the following information on the sheets of colored tag
and white paper and place them at the appropriate station.
Station #1
Replicas
Human Skeleton
A.A. Airplane
Bee

What are replicas?
A replica is copy of
something. It is made to look
very similar, almost
identical, to the original but
on a smaller scale.

Station #1 Questions
Directions: Answer the following
questions for 2 of the models in your
notebook. Use your own words and
complete sentences!
1. What type of scientific model is it?
Define it in your own words.
2. What did you learn from observing
the model?
3. How was this model simplified
(different from reality) so that you can
learn from it?
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Station #2
Diagrams
❖ Ocean Food Web
❖ Human Skin and
Sweating
❖ Sense of Sight

Station #3
Computer Simulations
❖ Ants
❖ Beesmart Hive Finding

What are diagrams?
A diagram is a visual way to
represent data or information.
Diagrams show many different
kinds of information, including
how certain objects related to
other objects, how something
works or parts of an object.
Diagrams often use pictures
and symbols do communicate
concepts or ideas. They may
also include words, numbers
and colors.

What are com puter
sim ulations?
A simulation is a computer
program that attempts to
simulate (mimic) how a
component of a natural system
operates or behaves.

Station #2 Questions
Directions: Answer the following
questions for 2 models in your
notebooks. Use your own words and
complete sentences!
1. What type of scientific model is it?
Define it in your own words.
2. What did you learn from observing
this model?
3. How was this model simplified
(different from reality) so that you
could learn from it?

Station #3 Questions
Directions: answer the following
questions about the “Ant” simulation
in your notebook. Use your own
words and complete sentences!
1. What type of scientific model is
this?
2. What did you learn about ant
behavior from this simulation?
3. How is the simulation simplified
(different from reality) so that
you can learn from it?

Station #3 Questions
Directions: answer the following
questions about the “BeeSmart Hive
Finding” simulation in your
notebook. Use your own words and
complete sentences!
1. What type of scientific model is
this?
2. What did you learn about bee
behavior from this simulation?
3. How is the simulation simplified
(different from reality) so that
you can learn from it?

Teacher Prep: You will have to supervise the computer simulation station since it will require running
the program. While two simulations are provided on the, What are computer simulations? Teachers
Edition document, there may only be enough time to introduce and discuss the Ant simulation with
students. Before running the simulation for students, read over its definition, the questions they will be
required to answer in their notebooks as well as the the What is it? description since it provides just
enough background to provide a context for the simulation they are about to observe. After running it the
first time ask students to describe what they think is going on before providing a more in-depth
explanation and running the simulation for a second time. After the simulation has been run at least two
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times ask students to explain how it has been simplified so that it makes it easier to learn about ant
behavior.
The heading for today’s lesson should be the following:
How are scientific models different from the things they represent?
Date:
Time:
Weather
Elicit
> Tell students that today they will be investigating various types of scientific models at three
different stations set-up around the room and will be responsible for recording how each model is
a simplified version from the natural phenomena it represents.
> Ask students why it is important for scientists to simplify their models. Write down their ideas
under the “Know” column of the KWL chart.
Engagement
**Note: Engagement activity was adopted from the Science and Health Education Partnership.
> Divide the class into three groups and pass out the teeth replica models (1 per group). Allow time
for students to study and pass around the model to their group members. Remind them that there
are only three models so they not only have to be careful while handling them but they must be
mindful and make sure to share so that everyone gets the same amount of time studying it. Take
this time to draw out two columns on the board with the following headings: Scientific Model and
Real Life Object.
> Call the classes’ attention to the front of the room and ask them what they think the model
represents and to explain their claim with evidence. Write their ideas on the board under the
“Model” column.
> Next pass out 2-3 mirrors to each group, again stating to students to take care with handling them
since they are fragile. Tell the class that they will now study their own teeth using the mirrors and
think of words that describe what their teeth look like. After a couple minutes call students’
attention to the front of the class and ask them to describe what their own teeth look like, noting
ideas under the “Real Life Object” column.
> Conclude activity by explaining that models are representations of real life objects; they look
enough alike so that we know what the model is trying to represent but there are also some
differences between the two as well. Scientists try to simplify models from their real life
counterpart on purpose. Tell students to study the table you wrote on the board and to pick out
some similarities and differences between the model and their own teeth. Ask why scientists
would want to try and simplify their models.
Explore
> Explain to students that they will now rotate through three different stations for the rest of the
lesson. They will have 15 minutes at each station and in that time will have to pick two models to
observe and answer questions about. Read over the questions that students will have to answer in
their notebooks.
> Do stations.
Explain
> Once the class has rotated through all the stations have students return to their seats and answer
the following question: Why is it important for scientists to simplify their models?
> Discuss students’ ideas as a class while filling in the “Learned” column on the KWL chart. Wrap up
the lesson by explaining that the objective of any scientific model is to communicate concepts
and/or process regarding the natural world to people that may not have a lot of knowledge about
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it. Therefore, it is important to provide enough detail so people can discern what it is that is being
discussed but not so much detail that it takes away from the overall message.
Lesson 4: What is matter? (Enabling Content)
Estimated time:
**Note: Lesson 4 is designed to review content covered from a lower grade level (NGSS: 2-PS1-1) about
matter and the properties that define the three different states through guided reading activities utilizing
the Science A-Z Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader, which is divided into three sections each of which
include vocabulary practice and comprehension questions pertaining to that particular section. It is
followed up by Lesson 5 which is designed to apply content learned during the previous lesson to the
scientific practice of modeling, a skill that will be assessed by the end of the investigation. If the majority
of students display a strong grasp of the content (Lesson 4) and of the scientific practice (Lesson 5) at this
point in the investigation feel free to move on to Lesson 6, which addresses the core content of this
standard.
Day 1-2
Teacher Prep: This is a literacy based lesson which utilizes the Science A-Z reader: Solids, Liquids and
Gasses to address enabling content that students should have a strong grasp on before moving forward
with the core content of the standard that is addressed later in the investigation (Lessons 6 and 7). Feel
free to make changes to the design of the lesson in order to better fit your teaching style as well as the
needs of the students since it is set-up to practice comprehension through independent reading. Three
different versions (low, middle, high) of the reader are provided in order to meet the various reading
levels of students along with three Teacher Versions, which model how each student reader should be
set-up (which is slightly different at each level). All work should be done inside student notebooks,
therefore decide ahead of time if it is best to set up student notebooks (Word Smart worksheets and
comprehension questions) ahead of time or have them cut and glue the worksheets into their notebook
as they complete each section.
Make 1 copy per student of the Solids, Liquids and Gasses reader according to their reading level. Refer to
the Teacher Editions in order to divide each reader into three sections and “pause points,” which are
designed to direct students to compression questions written on the A-Z Science Reading Questions and
Vocabulary sheet. At the beginning of each reading section, students will be required to write in
vocabulary words on Word Sm art worksheets (definitions found in the back of the reader) before they
can move on with the reading. Make 3 copies per student (Section 1 vocabulary) of the Science A-Z
Graphic Organizer: Word Smart. In addition, make one copy per student of Section 1 of the A-Z Science
Reading Questions and Vocabulary worksheet. (NOTE: There are three versions of this worksheet, each
corresponding to a specific reader.) Finally, make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer:
Classify Information.
Science notebooks (which can be done ahead of time or by students as they go through the activity) for
Section 1 should be set-up in the following manner: (Note: While extremely time consuming I found it
beneficial to have all worksheets arranged in students’ science notebooks at the beginning of the lesson
to avoid time spent cutting and gluing.)
1. Graphic Organizer: Classify Information (1 copy per student)
2. Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart (6 individual sheets per student)
3. A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary Words: Section 1
Next, make a KWL chart on one of the large sheets of chart paper. On the second sheet of chart paper,
draw an outline of the Graphic Organizer: Classify Information, since you will use it during class
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discussions to organize specific information from reading that can be applied to the scientific diagrams
during Lesson 5. A completed version of the organizer will include the following information:

1. Takes the
shape of its
container.
2. Maintains the
same size.

|—
r

1. Maintains the
same size.
2. Maintains the
same shape.
(Detail)

(Detail)

1. Has weight.
1. Fills up the
container it’s
in.
2. Can be
squeezed into a
small space.

2. Takes up
space.
(Detail)

(Detail)

Teacher Prep: Across the board write the title of the lesson (What is matter?). Prepare the following
demonstration materials to have ready for class discussion once students have completed section 1
review questions (mentioned below):
• Solid Demonstration: 2 solid objects (book, pencil, erasers, etc.)
• Liquid Demonstration: Beaker, graduated cylinder, water dyed with food coloring
• Flashlight
Elicit
> Begin lesson by reminding students of their task: they will eventually be working together in
groups to develop a diagram that describes the properties of a specific state of matter in order to
present it to the 3-4th grade class. But first they need to learn what matter is all about.
> Turn their attention to the KWL chart in front of the class and present the question: What is
matter? Write students’ responses under the “Know” column of the chart.

Explore
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> Explain to students that over the next few days they will be reading and answering questions
about matter independently. Pass out A-Z readers, Word Smart (vocabulary) worksheets, and
Section 1 A-Z Reading Questions and Vocabulary Words worksheet to each student. Explain that the
reader is divided into three sections, each with its own set of comprehension questions they will
have to complete as they go along in the reading. But before they can begin the reading, students
will first complete the vocabulary for that section (the terms are located at the top of the A-Z
Reading Questions and Vocabulary Words worksheet) on each of the Word Smart worksheets.
> Have students complete Section 1 in the A-Z readers.
Explain
> Write the following Review Questions on the board for students to answer once they have
completed Section 1:
o Define the term matter in your own words.
o What properties describe all liquids?
o What properties describe all solids?
> As a class, discuss and elaborate on each question with the following demonstrations:
o Define the term m atter in your own words.
Matter is anything and everything that has a weight and takes up space. Matter can be as
small as an atom or as big as the sun. Ask students what is an example of something that Is
not matter?
Turn on the flashlight and direct it on different objects, even the students. Ask them if light
takes up space. Does it have a weight? Light, as well as other forms of energy, is an example
of something that is NOT made of matter. It does not take up space and it does not have a
weight.
(Turn student’s attention to the Graphic Organizer on the large sheet of chart paper at the
front of the room and have them pull out the A-Z Graphic Organizer that was handed to
them earlier in class. As a class fill out the title as well as the first topic and details about
Matter.)
o What properties describe all liquids?
All liquids have two properties in common; they take the shape of the container that they
put are in and they always stay the same size at constant temperature.
Bring out the colored water, graduated cylinder and beaker. Fill up the graduated cylinder
with 50 ml of the colored water and display it in front of the class. Ask students what shape
the water takes in the graduated cylinder. Next, walk around have students observe how
much water is in the cylinder. Before pouring it into the beaker tell students to make a
prediction if the size or amount of water is going to change. Walk around again, this time
asking students to note if the size of the liquid changed when it was poured into the beaker.
If the amount is off at all it is because some droplets of water may have stuck to the sides of
the other container. Ask students to now describe the shape of the liquid in the beaker. Did
it change? How?
(Turn student’s attention to the Graphic Organizer on the large sheet of chart paper at the
front of the room and have them pull out the A-Z Graphic Organizer that was handed to
them earlier in class. As a class fill out the title as well as the second topic and details about
Liquids.)
o What properties describe all solids?
All liquids have two properties in common; they stay the same size and shape as long as the
temperature doesn’t change.
Bring out the solid objects and ask students to take a moment to notice their size and
shape. Have students observe as you move to the other side of the room and then briefly
into the hallway with the objects. Did they change their shape or size? What if you moved
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out into the courtyard or to Mallot’s General Store, would the size and shape of these solids
change?
(Turn student’s attention to the Graphic Organizer on the large sheet of chart paper at the
front of the room and have them pull their A-Z Graphic Organizer. As a class fill out the
third topic and subsequent details about Solids.)
Days 3-4
Teacher Prep: Make 2 copies per student (Section 2 vocabulary) of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer:
Word Smart. In addition, make one copy per student of Section 2 of the A-Z Science Reading Questions and
Vocabulary worksheet. Science notebooks (which can be done ahead of time or by students as they go
through the activity) for Section 2 should be set-up in the following manner:
1. Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart (4 individual sheets per student)
2. A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary Words: Section 2
Across the board write the title of the lesson (What is matter?). Prepare the following demonstration
materials to have ready for class discussion once students have completed section 2 review questions
(mentioned below):
• Gas Demonstration: Inflatable globe (inflated prior to lesson) and balloon.
• Freezing Demonstration: Approximately 3 hours before class fill an ice-cube tray with juice and
stick it in the freezer. The pixie cups will be used to dish out the popsicles to the students at the
end of class. Bring the bottle of juice to class to demonstrate the changes in state from a liquid to
a solid.
• Condensation Demonstration: Fill the second ice-cube tray with water and place it in the
freezer 3 hours prior to the lesson. Fill two large beakers halfway with room temperature and
cold water (right from the faucet). Make sure to remove the ice-cube tray right before the
beginning of the lesson in order to put ice into the beaker with cold water.
• Mixture dem onstrations: Fill one of the medium sized mason jars with small rocks (gravel) and
beads and mix them together (the beads do not have to be evenly distributed throughout the
rocks). Fill the second jar with warm water and a pixie cup with either soil or sand (don’t mix the
two together until you’re ready to do the demonstration).
• Solution dem onstration: Fill the final medium sized Mason jar with hot water and a pixie cup
with granulated sugar (wait to mix in the sugar until you are ready to do the demonstration).
Explore
> Begin lesson by explaining to students that they will continue reading and answering questions
about matter independently in Section 2 of their A-Z readers. Pass out A-Z readers, Word Smart
(vocabulary) worksheets, and Section 2 A-Z Reading Questions and Vocabulary Words worksheet to
each student. Remind students that before they can begin the reading they first need to complete
the vocabulary for Section 2 (the terms are located at the top of the A-Z Reading Questions and
Vocabulary Words worksheet) on each of the Word Smart worksheets.
> Have students complete Section 1 in the A-Z readers.
Explain

> Write the following Review Questions on the board for students to answer once they have
completed Section 2:
o Define the term matter in your own words.
o What are the properties that describe all gases?
o How does freezing a fruit drink in an ice-cube tray make popsicles?
o What type of gas does a pot of water on a hot stove make? How does this happen?
o Why do water droplets form on the outside of a glass of water?
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> As a class, discuss and elaborate on each question with the following demonstrations:
o Define the term m atter in your own words.
Matter is anything and everything that has a weight and takes up space. Matter can be as
small as an atom or as big as the sun. Ask students what is an example of something that Is
not matter?
o

What properties describe all gases?
All gases have two properties in common; they always fill up the space or container that
they are in and can be squeezed into very small spaces (which is why we fill up tires and/or
basketballs with gas).
Ask students what they are taking into their lungs at this very moment (oxygen- a gas).
What would happen if suddenly all of the oxygen that they need to breathe decided to pile
up in the corner on the other side of the room? Would they be able to breath? (No they
would eventually suffocate) A really important property of gas is that it no matter where it
is, it likes to fill up the entire space that it’s put in. That is why everyone in the room can
breathe, oxygen (one type of gas) has filled up the entire space so students have access to it
with every deep breath they take. Now pull out the balloon and ask students what type of
matter is able to get inside and fill it up? (Gas!) Fill up the balloon with air and explain that
people take advantage of another very important property of gas, it can be squeezed into
very small spaces. What are some other objects that we use in our everyday lives that we
use gas in this way? Turn student’s attention to the inflatable globe. Explain that just a
couple of hours ago it was completely deflated but you filled with up by exhaling into it.
What type of gas is the inflatable balloon filled with? (Carbon dioxide)
(Turn student’s attention to the Graphic Organizer on the large sheet of chart paper at the
front of the room and have them pull their A-Z Graphic Organizer. As a class fill out the
fourth topic and subsequent details about Gasses.)

o

How does freezing a fruit drink in an ice-cube tray m ake popsicles?
At room temperature the juice is a liquid. By putting the fruit juice into an ice-cube tray and
then placing it into the freezer, the juice experiences a very sharp decrease in temperature
and will eventually turn into a solid.
Show students the juice that you poured into the ice-cube tray, which you placed in the
freezer a few hours prior to the lesson. What will happen when you go to retrieve the tray
at the end of the lesson?

o

What type of gas does a pot of water on a hot stove make? How does this happen?
Water vapor. The stove adds heat to the water over and over time the water gets hotter
until it finally escapes from the liquid state into a gas. This is called evaporation.

o

Why do water droplets form on the outside of a glass of water?
Water vapor (a type of gas) is all around us, we just can’t see it. At room temperature the
water vapor stays in the form of a gas until it bumps into something very cold, like the
window on a cold day or the outside of cold glass of water. When this happens the water
vapor loses some of it energy and turns into a liquid or the water droplets on the outside of
the glass, a process known as condensation.
Show students the two different glasses of water. Ask them to point out which glass of
water is at room temperature and which is below room temperature. Have them explain
their reasoning. What needs to happen for water droplets to form on the outside of the
glass? Walk around the room and allow students to touch the glass with their fingers.
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Lesson 5: How can w e m ake our own diagrams? (Enabling Science Practice)
Estimated time: 4 , fifty-minute lessons
Day 1
Teacher Prep: Refer to A-Z Science Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson plans for background
information, data sheets, critical-thinking worksheet and lesson procedure. Data sheets and critical
thinking worksheet should be glued into science notebooks. For purposes of this investigation Parts 2
and 3 are the most relevant to complete but if time allows feel free to have students complete Part 1 as
well. Some of the materials in the lesson plan have been substituted with the following: compasses, hand
lenses, and copies of the compass diagram. The class will be divided into three groups for the activities
and each group will receive one of the following objects as the topic for their diagrams: compass, hand
lens and/or shoe. During Part 2 of the lesson, have students try and write up on their own at least four
steps that describe how their object is used. Step in and assist only after they have put in a good effort to
try and develop the steps as a group. The steps should look similar to the following:
How to Use a Compass:
1. Move to an area with little interference.
2. Hold compass on a flattened hand.
3. Move body until the red part of magnetic needle points to the N (north).
4. Position direction of travel arrow in direction you want to go.
How to Use a Hand Lens:
1. Close your eye that is less dominant.
2. Put lens up to your dominant eye.
3. Bring the object towards the lens until it becomes clear.
4. Observe the object.
How to Put on Sneakers:
1. Pull on the sock.
2. Slide foot into the shoe.
3. Tie the shoe.
Teacher Prep: During Part 3 of the lesson have students try and label at least three parts of their object
on their own as a group, only assisting after they have put in a good effort. Distribute the Compass
Diagrams to the compass group and explain to students they should compare the diagram to their own
compass to see which parts are similar. The labeled parts for each object should look similar to the
following:
Compass
Hand Lens
Sneaker
Direction of Travel Arrow
Magnifying Glass
Shoelace
Magnetic needle
Metal Rim
Toe
Compass Housing with
Handle
Sole
Degree Dial
Teacher Prep: The heading for today’s lesson should be written on the board: Title (How can we make
our own diagrams?), Date, Time, Weather.
Note: Pose the following questions at the beginning of the lesson by having students write down their
ideas in their notebooks. Write the questions out on a large sheet of chart paper, record students’ ideas
during a class discussion, and then put the chart off to the side. Address these questions again once
students have presented their diagrams to the younger science class:
1.

Day 2-3
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Teacher Prep: Print out one copy per student of the Rubric- Diagram and Summary on Properties o f
M atter . Students will be work in pairs or small groups in constructing a diagram so have available the
following materials: poster board, colored pencils/crayons, and rulers. Students will also write a
summary of their diagram, which can either be typed up or written out on lined paper. These diagrams
will be presented to the younger science class, so make plans ahead of time for the presentation. Write
the requirements and rubric for the diagram and paper on the board for student’s to refer to as they are
working.
Extend
> Tell the class that for the next two days they will prepare for their presentation to the younger
science class. Students will work in either pairs or small groups in order to construct a diagram on
the properties of matter and will conclude the activity by writing up a summary of their diagram
independently.
> Pass out a rubric to each student and go through the requirements and grading for the project.
Write up the following project topics on the board and assign a pair/small group to one of the
topics. As soon as students are assigned a topic they should immediately write it down on the
rubric:
o Properties of Matter
o Properties of Solids
o Properties of Liquids
o Properties of Gasses
> Ask students what type of diagram they will be constructing: How-to or Labeled parts? (LabeledParts Diagram).
> Tell students that they can refer to the graphic organizer about the properties of matters glued
into their science notebooks as a starting point as they begin constructing the diagrams.
> Allow students sufficient time to complete their diagrams and summaries. It may be beneficial to
discuss ways they can be effective presenters in front of another group of students as well as some
time to practice before the bid day.
Day 4
Teach Prep: Print out the Student Evaluations: Diagram on Properties o f Matter, so that each student
receives one copy for each group presenting. Diagrams should be completed and ready to be presented.
Evaluate
> At the beginning of the lesson, distribute the Student Evaluations: Diagram on Properties o f M atter
to each student (they should receive one sheet for each group). Explain that as each group
presents today students will be responsible for evaluating the group’s diagram.
> Go over the criteria that students will be evaluating as well as things to keep in mind as they are
presenting.
o Face the group while speaking.
o Be confident in your work!
o
> Students present to the younger class.
Explain
> Write the following questions out on the board again and have students record their ideas in their
science notebooks. Take out the chart from the previous class and ask students to share their
ideas. Conclude the discussion with the following explanation:

Lesson 6: What are the building blocks of matter? (Standard Content)
Estimated time:
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Day 1
Teacher Prep: Prepare the materials (and read over procedures) required for the Air Force and Dry
Goods activities, which are attached at the end of the investigation and are found on p. 269 o f________ .
Materials listed under these activities that have not been included in the kit are the glasses, bottle and
glass bowl. Prepare materials and read over procedure for the engagement activity, Find an extra desk or
cart that you can set the activities on during the lesson so that students can view it from their desks. The
Leak Proof Bag, which attached at the end of the investigation and found on p. 120 of Naked Eggs and
Flying Potatoes (book by Steve Spangler). Make 2 copies per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer:
Classify Information which should be glued into students’ notebooks either before or at the
commencement of the lesson. Write the heading for today’s lesson on the board: Title (What are the
building blocks of matter?), Date, Time, Weather. Under the title of the lesson write out the following
instructions:
Experiment #___
1. Draw the set-up of the experiment as a labeled-parts diagram.
2. Make a prediction of what will happen. (I predict...because...)
3. Record the results of the experiment with a labeled-parts diagram and a written description.
4. Explain how you think this occurred.
Teacher Prep: Write out an enlarged version of the graphic organizer on 2 large sheets of chart paper.
This will be filled in over the course of the lesson and should resemble the following:

•

•

Invisible
particles of
gas (called
molecules).
These
particles are
made of
matter.

Invisible
particles of
air (called
molecules).
These
particles are
made of
matter.
(Detail)

(Detail)

Invisible
particles of
salt dissolved
in water.
These
particles are
made of
matter.
(Detail)

Invisible
► particles of
sugar
dissolved in
water.
• These
particles are
made of
matter.
(Detail)
2^52

• Invisible
particles
(plant cells).
• These
particles are
made of
matter.
(Detail)

Invisible
particles
(animal cells).
These
particles are
made of
matter.
(Detail)

Engagement
> At the beginning of the lesson, hold the Ziploc bag filled with water in front of the class and explain
that you will insert sharpened pencils through both sides of the bag.
> Ask students to write a prediction in their science notebook of what they think will happen as you
do this. (I predict...because...)
> Perform activity. Ask students to record the results and how they think this occurred.
Explore/Explain
Experiment 1
> Put the materials from the engagement activity away and have students record the steps on the
board for Experiment 1 in their notebook as you set up for the Air Force activity.
> Have students complete Step 1, making sure to label each part of the experiment (bottle, funnel,
clay, glass of water).
> Explain to students that you are going to pour the water from the cup into the funnel which
attached to the bottle with the piece of clay. What do they think will happen? Have students
complete Step 2.
> Perform the activity. Have students come up one at a time so that they can observe first hand that
the water is sitting inside the funnel. Once they have all had a chance to make an observation have
students complete Step 3 and Step 4. (Note: Step 3 should be an explanation of what happened
while Step 4 should be an explanation of why this happened.)
> Ask students to volunteer ideas of why they think the water pooled inside the funnel. Follow up
student’s ideas with the following explanation (p. 169 o f_____________ ):
“The invisible particles that make up air (called molecules) in the closed bottle will eventually
press together and take up all the space there is, and so will stop and more water from entering.”
> Turn students’ attention to the enlarged graphic organizer on the board and to the one that they
will (or is already) glued into their notebooks. Have them fill in the title (The Building Blocks of
Matter) and the first topic (Air inside Bottle). Ask students what the air is made up of. (Invisible
particles which scientists call molecules. They are made of matter.) Tell students to fill in the first
detail of the organizer with this information as you write it in on the enlarged organizer.
Experiment 2
> Put the materials from the first experiment away and have students record the steps on the board
for Experiment 2 in their notebook as you set up for the Dry Goods activity.
> Have students complete Step 1, making sure to label each part of the experiment (glass bowl filled
with water, glass, dry paper towel).
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> Explain to students that you are going to invert the glass with the crumbled up piece of paper
towel and put it on the bottom of the bowl of water. What do they think will happen to the paper
towel? Have students complete Step 2.
> Perform activity. Take the towel out of the glass and pass it around the class. Ask students how the
paper towel feels. Once the entire class has had a chance observing the (still) dry paper towel have
them complete Step 3 and Step 4.
> After you have given the class time to complete the final steps ask students to pose ideas as to why
they think the paper towel stayed dry. Follow up students’ ideas with the following explanation (p.
160 o f_________________ ).
“When the glass is pushed in the water, the invisible particles of air (called molecules) do not
escape but instead are pressed together and act as a shield between the water and the paper.
Some water enters the glass but not enough to wet the paper. The molecules of air take up enough
space to block it.”
> Turn student’s attention to (enlarged) graphic organizer on the board and to the one they have in
their notebooks. Have the class fill in the second topic (Air inside Glass) and ask them what the air
is made up of. (Invisible particles of gas which scientists call molecules. They are made of matter.)
Tell students to fill in the first detail of the organizer wit this information as you write it on the
enlarged organizer.
Day 2
Teacher Prep: Fill up three plastic cups with warm tap water. Write the following labels out on the index
cards and place one in front of each cup: Cup A, Cup B, Cup C. Dissolve the salt into Cup B and the
granulated, white sugar into Cup C. Have the (enlarged) graphic organizer and pixie cups (1 per student)
off to the side to access easily during the lesson. Write the heading for today’s lesson on the board: Title
(What are the building blocks of matter), Date, Time, Weather. Under the title write out the following
instructions for the lesson:
Experiment 3
1. Draw a labeled-parts diagram of the set-up.
2. Write a prediction of what you think is in the following: Cup A, Cup B, Cup C.
3. Record the results for the following: Cup A, Cup B, Cup C.
4. Explain why the three cups of water look the same.
Explore/Explain
> Introduce the experiment and have students complete Step 1, making sure to label each part of the
set-up (glass bowl filled with water, glass, dry paper towel).
> Explain to students that they are going to taste test each of the cups. But they first have to predict
what is in each cup. Have students complete Step 2.
> Perform activity: Pass out pixie cups to each student and pour a small sample from Cup A into each
of the pixie cups. Instruct students to taste the liquid and record the results under Step 3 (Tap
Water). Repeat this process for Cup B (Salt Water) and Cup C (Sugar Water).
> Tell students to complete Step 4 and then engage the class in a discussion about why they thought
the three cups of liquid could taste so different but still look the same. Follow up students’ ideas
with the following explanation:
All three cups were filled with warm tap water but only Cups B and C received additional
ingredients; salt and sugar. Both ingredients dissolved (blended) into the water after some stirring
and quickly disappeared. Even though the three cups of water look exactly the same, Cups B and C
are made of invisible particles of either sugar or salt that can only be detected when a sample of
the water is tasted.
> Turn student’s attention to (enlarged) graphic organizer on the board and to the one they have in
their notebooks. Have the class fill in the third and fourth topics (Salt Water and Sugar Water) and
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ask them what Cups B and C are made up of. (Invisible particles of salt and sugar that are
dissolved in water. These particles are made of matter.) Tell students to fill in the details for each
topic in their notebooks as you write it on the enlarged organizer.

Day 3
Teacher Prep: Bring in the skin of an onion to class and obtain a slide cover from the high school lab. Set
up both microscopes ahead of time; both need to be connected to an outlet in order to power the digital
screen. First set up the onion slide, which is located in the grey slide container inside the microscope
case, by placing it onto the mechanical stage (can be moved around) of one of the microscopes and
securing it with the stage clips. Turn on the LCD display screen and move the revolving nosepiece so that
the 4X Objective is situated over the slide. Toy with the coarse adjustment knob until the image comes
into focus before shift the revolving nosepiece until the 10X objective is situated over the side. Refocus
the image on the LCD screen. Turn on the LCD screen of the second microscope and remove an empty
slide and cover from the grey slide container. You are going to have to prep this slide. Using the Popsicle
stick, put 2 drops of tap water on the middle of the slide. Scrape the inside of your cheek with the tip of
Popsicle stick and gently put the tip of it into the water. Discard the Popsicle stick and place to slide on
top of the water droplets; the slide is now ready to go. Repeat the same procedure as was done with the
first slide, however you may have to move the slide around with the stage adjustments in order to find
the cells.
Teacher Prep: Write out the heading on the board for today’s lesson: Title (What are the building blocks
of matter?), Date, Time, Weather. Have ready the (enlarged) graphic organizer, numerous pieces of the
onion skin as well as the small, square mirrors. Under the title of the lesson, write out the following
instructions for today’s lesson:
Microscope 1: Onion Skin
Microscope 2: Inside of Check
1. Draw a labeled-parts diagram of object (onion skin/inside of cheek) in your
notebook.
2. Predict what you think the object is made up of. (I predict that...because....)
3. Record the results: draw what you saw observed under the microscope.
4. Explain what you observed under the microscope.
Dlopler

Eyepiece
”

rin g

Objective
lenses
Coarse Focus
knob

Fine locus
knob

Mechanic
stage

SI a g e
adj L a m e n ts

Condenser
locus
Brightness
control
ON/OFF

Condenser
D a y lig h t
Utter

Explore/Explain
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> Tell students that today they will get to use a very important tool used by scientists called a
microscope. They will use the microscope to look at the building blocks of an onion skin as well as
the inside of our cheeks.
> Divide the class into two groups: group one will work on microscope 1 (onion skin) and group two
will start off with microscope 2 (inside of cheek).
> Have each group observe their object closely (with unaided eyes) before completing Step 1. Note:
Distribute mirrors to group members studying the cheek cells so that they are able to observe and
draw the inside of their cheeks. Group members studying the onion skin cells should each receive
a small piece of onion to observe closely as well. Once Step 1 is completed have students proceed
to Step 2.
> Once students have completed Step 2 they are ready to observe the slides and complete Steps 3
and 4.
> Assign groups the other microscope and have them repeat the same process.
> At the end of the lesson ask students to share their findings for both microscopes. What did they
record for Step 4? Listen to their ideas and follow up with an explanation of what the microscope
was displaying on each of the slides:
o Onion skin slide: plant cells
o Cheek slide: animal cells
> Tell students that they have concluded their investigation on the building blocks of matter. Have
them now answer the following question in their notebooks:
o What is matter? What evidence from class supports your claim?
> After students have had sufficient time to answer the questions ask the class to share their ideas.
Conclude the discussion with the following explanation which can be written in students’ science
notebooks:
Matter is made up of invisible particles that cannot be see with the unaided eye. We know that
these particles exist because of experiments and demonstrations done in class:
1. Air in bottle/Air in Glass Experiment: Air made up of invisible particles (molecules) that
when compressed together can prevent water from entering a bottle or shield a sheet of
paper towel from getting wet.
2. Salt and Sugar water demonstration: Cups of sugar and salt water look exactly like a cup of
regular tap water. Only during a taste test did we learn that salt and sugar had dissolved
(blended) into the water, become invisible particles.
3. Demonstration with Onion Skin and Inside of a Cheek: The building blocks of an onion skin
and the inside of a cheek can only be seen when magnified with a microscope. Onion skin is
made up of plant cells while the inside of a cheek is made up of animal cells.

Lesson 7: How can w e make our own diagrams about the building blocks of matter? (Standard
Science Practice)
Estimated time: 3, fifty-minute lessons
Days 1-2
Teacher Prep: Make copies of the Rubric: Diagram and Summary on Building Blocks o f M atter (1 copy per
student) as well as the Science How Rainbows Form Diagram Summary (1 copy per student). Have the
following materials available during the lesson: Science A-Z How Rainbows Form Diagram, scrap paper (1
per student), poster board (1 per student), lined paper or access to computer, coloring utensils and
science notebooks. Write out the rubric on the board for students to reference as they are constructing
their diagrams as well as the heading for the day’s lesson: Title (How can we make our own diagrams
about the building blocks of matter?), Date, Time, Weather. Plan ahead with the teacher of the younger
class the best day to have the presentations.
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Extend
> Tell students they will be constructing diagrams about the building blocks of matter and
presenting them to the younger science class. Pass out rubrics to each student and turn their
attention the board. Go over the requirements for the project.
> Explain that they are to choose (or you can choose for them) one of the experiments that was
demonstrated during class that explains the building blocks of matter and construct either a
Labeled Parts diagram OR a How-To diagram of that experiment. In the end the diagram must
show how the experiment is demonstrating the invisible particles that make up matter. Tell
students they should refer to notes in their science notebooks about the different science
experiments that were done in class.
> Have students write out a rough draft of their diagram first on the scrap paper before transferring
it to the poster board.
> Once students have completed their diagrams on the poster boards have a brief discussion about
how they can more effectively write a summary of their diagram.
> Pass out a copy of the How Rainbows Form Diagram Summary to each student while displaying the
How Rainbows Form Diagram. Read the summer aloud to the class and identify the different
elements that compose. Write the elements on the board:
o Sentence 1: Tells the reader what the diagram is about.
o Sentences 2 and 3: Describe the type of diagram used and the different elements that make
it up.
o Sentences 4-7: Describe what is going on in the summary (the natural phenomena).
> Tell students they should structure their summary using this framework. (They can either type the
summaries up on computers if they are available or write them out by hand.)
> Note: Before the presentations you may want to divide the class into small groups based on the
theme of their diagrams. Each group will then present the experiment together while discussing
how it supports the claim that matter is made up of invisible particles. Allow some time for
students to practice their presentations.
Day 3
> Presentation day! You may want to introduce the students by reviewing the concept of matter and
the properties of the different states before addressing the new topic.

Lesson 8: Traditional Knowledge Component: Guest Presenter
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Contact Gloria Wolfe at YTT to invite an elder into the classroom and to speak on one of
the following themes:
Overarching Investigative Question 1: How m ight Tlingits interpret and com m unicate events and
process that occur in the world around them every day?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on W estern Science Models)
Traditionally, the Native people of Southeast Alaska created models of clan houses, which were used to
construct the actual houses. Dolls were made to represent children and their clothing. In addition, some
jewelry forms were models based on actual items, such as ceremonial shields. Models of canoes were
created to provide guidance in the making of actual canoes.

Overarching Investigative Question 2: How did Tlingits utilize the physical world around them?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Matter)
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Traditionally, Native people viewed all matter as living forms. This included land, water, plants, and
wildlife.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Gases)
Cottonwood or Alder wood were and are still used by many Native people to smoke fish and meat. These
woods emit a gas that protects the drying fish and a variety of game meats from flies. Fish heads would be
buried in a pit until they fermented. In this process, they would emit a gas that would indicate their
readiness for consumption. Steam, another form of gas, is used in the creation of bentwood boxes and the
forming of canoes.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Liquids)
The Native people of Southeast Alaska prepared many liquids. For example, they made fruit juice from
berries and oils from hooligan and seal fat, and they brewed tea from Devil’s Club.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Solids)
Traditionally, Native people of Southeast Alaska would press salmon eggs until they became a solid block.
The people would eat the solid egg mixture for energy. Hoonah people pressed black seaweed into solid
blocks. Solids, such as speckled black and white granite rocks, were used for cooking. They would heat
the rocks and put them in a cooking container, such as a bentwood box or carved bowl.
Lesson 9: Post-A ssessm ent
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Post-Assessment. Assemble materials listed in the Leak
Poof Bag activity, including the LDPE diagram. You may want to allow students to use their notebooks for
the first assessment to demonstrate how it can be used for future projects and quizzes.
Evaluate
> Begin lesson by concluding the Leak Proof Bag activity that was demonstrated earlier (or
potentially the first time). Perform the activity and ask students to think back on the information
they learned over the investigation to describe how phenomena that is taking place. Have them
share their ideas.
> Explain that the Ziplock bag is made of invisible particles, also known as Polyethylene molecules.
Take out the diagram and explain that this is what these invisible particles would look like if we
had a very strong microscope. These molecules (invisible particles) make up most of the plastic
that is used around the world because it is cheap, light and durable. Another impressive property
of these molecules is that after something like a sharpened pencil punctures through the material,
they can bunch together and form a semi-permanent seal around the hole, preventing water from
leaking out.
> Pass out post-assessment to students.
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Name:
Date: ______________________________

Part 1 Directions: A nsw er th e following q u e stio n s to th e b e s t of y o u r ability.

Use com plete sentences!
1a. Over th e c o u rse of o u r nex t investigation a s a c la ss we are going to develop a n d
p re s e n t o u r own scientific m odels a b o u t m a tte r to th e 3rd a n d 4th grade class. B u t
w ait one seco n d , w h a t exactly is a scientific m odel? E xplain to th e b e s t of y o u r
ability.

1b. W hy are scientific m odels con sid ered u sefu l a n d tru s te d tools by th e science
co m m u n ity?

2. T ake a m o m en t to th in k a b o u t how you in te ra c t w ith th e w orld a ro u n d you. Now
a n sw e r th e following q u e stio n s:
a. W hat is m a tte r?
b. W hat form s does m a tte r tak e on th is p la n e t a n d w h a t are th e p ro p erties of
th e se different form s?
c. W hat are th e b uilding blocks of m a tte r? Provide 2_lines of evidence to su p p o rt
y o u r claim .

Part 2 Directions: R ead th e following scen ario a n d a n sw e r th e q u estio n

after it.
94

Pre-Assessment [5-PS1-1] 95

Y our y o u n g er co u sin n e ed s to learn a b o u t p la n t s tru c tu re s before tom orrow ’s quiz. She h a s
com e to you for help. C o n stru c t a diag ram (on th e b a ck of th e page) th a t will help h e r stu d y
a n d ace th is quiz!

95

Rubric: Diagram and Summary on Properties of Matter

Name:____________________________

Date:_________

Project Requirements and Rubric
1= Never
I.

II.

3=Sometimes

Diagram describing the properties o f___________ :
(1
> Information is accurate
(1
> Neat in appearance
(1
> Creative
> Message is communicated effectively
(1

5= Always

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5)
5)
5)
5)

Written description of what the model shows:
> Information is detailed and displays knowledge of the subject
(1 2 3 4 5)
> All
punctuation is correct
(1 2 3 4 5)
> No
grammatical errors
(1 2 3 4 5)
> No
spelling errors
(1 2 3 4 5)
Total Points:_________ /4 0

Teacher Comments:
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c a n w e s h o w w h a t m a t t e r is ? (5-p s i - i )

What are Simulations? (Teacher

Edition)

Directions: Go to the following website and download a version of Netlogo for Mac OX X:
https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/5.2.1/. This program does require the Apple supported Java6 program
to run, and can be found on Apple's support website at http://support.apple.com/kb/DL1572. Please
see these notes for more information if you are having difficulty after installing Java6 package.
Once you have successfully installed and begun running the program, open the NetLogo 5.2.1 folder and select
the NetLogo 5.2.1 icon. A window will pop; highlight the window, select File and scroll down to M odels
Library. A second window (About the M odels Library) will pop up which will have a list of the folders
containing various sample models on the left hand side. Click on the Biology folder and scroll down until you
find the Ants and BeeSmart Hive Finding simulations. While this document provides a description of each
simulation as well as how it works and is used, it is beneficial and highly recommended to explore and
familiarize yourself with the simulations before demonstrating either one in class.

W hat is a com puter sim ulation (com puter m odel)?
A computer simulation is a computer program that attempts to simulate (mimic) how a component of a
natural system operates or behaves.

Simulation 1: Ants
> W hat is it? (R e a d th is to th e s tu d e n t s b e fo re s h o w in g th e s im u la tio n )
In this project, a colony of ants forages for food. Though each ant follows a set of simple rules, the
colony as a whole acts in a sophisticated way.

> How it w orks
When an ant finds a piece of food, it carries the food back to the nest, dropping a chemical as it moves.
When other ants "sniff" the chemical, they follow the chemical toward the food. As more ants carry
food to the nest, they reinforce the chemical trail.

> How to use it
-

Click the SETUP button to set up the ant nest (in violet, at center) and three piles of food. Click the
GO button to start the simulation. The chemical is shown in a green-to-white gradient.
The EVAPORATION-RATE slider controls the evaporation rate of the chemical. The DIFFUSION-RATE
slider controls the diffusion rate of the chemical.
If you want to change the number of ants, move the POPULATION slider before pressing SETUP.

> Students answ er the follow ing questions in their science notebooks:
1. What type of scientific model is it?
2. What did you learn about ant behavior from this simulation?
3. How is the simulation simplified (different from reality) so that we can learn from it?
Answers may vary: the chemical signal left by ants is easily visible; other environmental
components (weather, predator, and habitat) are left out so that we are only seeing how acts
interact with their food and each other; small number of ants; all the ants look the same;
spatial scale is small so that we can watch the entire colony at work.
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Simulation 2: BeeSmart Hive Finding
> W hat is it? (Read this to the students before showing the simulation)
The BeeSmart Master model shows the swarm intelligence of honeybees during their hive-finding
process. A swarm of tens of thousands of honeybees can accurately pick the best new hive site
available among dozens of potential choices through self-organizing behavior.
The mechanism in this model is based on Honeybee Democracy (Seeley, 2010) with some
modifications and simplifications. One simplification is that this model only shows scout bees—a 3-5%
population of the whole swarm that is actively involved in the decision making process. Other bees are
left out because they simply follow the scouts to the new hive when a decision is made. Leaving out
the non-scouts reduces the computational load and makes this model visually clearer.

> How it w orks
At each SETUP, 100 scout bees are placed at the center of the view. Meanwhile, a certain number
(determined by the "hive-number" slider) of potential hive sites are randomly placed around the
swarm.
On clicking GO, initial scouts (the proportion of which are determined by the "initial-percentage"
slider) fly away from the swarm in different directions to explore the surrounding space. They will
explore the space for a maximum of "initial-explore-time." If one scout stumbles upon a potential hive
site, she inspects it. Otherwise, she goes back to the swarm and remains idle.
When a scout discovers a potential hive site, she inspects it to learn its location, color, and quality.
Then she flies back to the swarm to advertise the site through waggle dances. The better the quality of
the hive, the longer the scouts dance, the easier these dances are seen by idle bees in the swarm, and
the more likely idle bees follow the dances to inspect the advertised hive site. After a newly joined
bee's inspection of the advertised site, the new bee flies back to the swarm and expresses her own
opinions about the site through waggle dances. Bees revisit the sites they advocated, but their
interests in the site decline after each revisit. Advertising for different sites continues in parallel in the
swarm, but high quality sites attract more and more bees while low quality ones are gradually ignored.
When bees on a certain hive site observe a certain number of bees on the same site, or, in other
words, when the "quorum" is reached, they fly back to the swarm and start to "pipe" to announce that
a decision has been made. Any bee that hears the piping will also pipe, which causes the piping to
spread across the swarm quickly. When all the bees are piping, the whole swarm takes off to move to
the winning hive site and the model stops.

> How to use it
Use the sliders to define the initial conditions of the model. The default values usually guarantee a
successful hive finding, but users are encouraged to change these settings and see how each
parameter affects the process.
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Click SETUP after setting the parameters by the sliders. Then click GO and observe how the
phenomenon unfolds. Toggle the "Show/Hide Dance Path" button to show or hide the waggle dance
paths. Use the "Show/Hide Scouts" button to hide the bees if they block your view of the dance paths.

> Things to notice
Notice the three plots on the right hand of the model:
The "committed" plot shows the number of scouts that are committed to inspecting and advocating
for each hive site; The "on-site" plot shows the count of bees on each site; The "watching vs. working"
plot shows the change in numbers of idle and working bees.
Observe how information about multiple sites is brought to the swarm at the center of the view and
how preference of the swarm changes over time.
Notice whether the timing of discovering the best hive site affects the swarm's decision.
Zoom in and compare the "enthusiasm" of dances for high quality sites with those for low quality ones.
Bees not only dance longer but also more enthusiastically (or faster, in this model, when they are
making turns) for higher quality sites.

> Students answ er the follow ing questions in their science notebooks:
1. What type of scientific model is it?
2. What did you learn about bee behavior from this simulation?
3. How is the simulation simplified (different from reality) so that we can learn from it?
Answers may vary: only scout bees are shown which make up 3-5% of the total swarm; other
environmental components (weather, predator, and habitat) are left out so that we are only
seeing how bees interact with their potential sites and each other; small number of bees
shown; all the bees and hives look the same; spatial scale is smaller so that we can watch the
scout bees at work.
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MATERIALS: UNIT 2- INVESTIGATION 1

A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary
Solids, Liquids and Gasses (low)
Section 1 (pp. 4-8)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 19-20 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Substances
Properties
Matter
States of matter
Solid
Liquid
Question #1
Describe the properties of an important object that you use everyday in school. (Write
down the page number where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #2
List 5 objects in the classroom that are made of matter. Use information from the text to
support your answer. (Write down the page number where you found the information
to answer the question.)

Question #3
What are the three main forms of matter? (Write down the page number where you
found the information to answer the question.)

Question #4
How would you describe a solid in your own words? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #5
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How would you describe a liquid in your own words? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)

Section 2 (pp. 9-14)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 19-20 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Gas
Water vapor
Evaporates
Condenses
Question #6
How would you describe a gas in your own words? (Write down the page numbers
where you found the information to answer your question.)

Question #7
How can freezing a fruit drink in an ice cube tray make popsicles? (Underline the
sentence in the book where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #8
Why does a Popsicle melt in your hand on a hot day? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #9
What happens when a substance evaporates? (Write down the page number where you
found the information to answer the question.)
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Question #10
Explain why water can form on the outside of your glass. (Underline the sentence in the
book where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #11
What is the process called when gas changes to liquid? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)
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Section 3 (pp. 15-18)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 19-20 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Mixture
Question #11
Identify the different states of matter for each food item listed on page #15.

Question #12
List three different mixtures and the states of matter that make them up. Explain how
you know they are mixtures. (Write down the page number where you found the
information to answer the question.)

Question #13
Is soda a type of mixture? Explain how you know. (Write down the page number where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #14
What is matter? What are the common states of matter? (Underline the sentences in the
book where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #15
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How can matter change from one state to another? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)

A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary:
Solids, Liquids and Gasses (middle)
Section 1 (pp. 4-9)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 19-20 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Properties
Substances
Matter
States of matter
Solid
Liquid
Question #1
List 3 objects that you use in your home or at school and the properties of each object.
(Write down the page number where you found the information to answer the
question.)

Question #2
Explain what matter is in your own words. (Write down the page number where you
found the information to answer the question.)

Question #3
How many forms of matter do we find on our planet? (Underline the sentence where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #4
Describe what a solid is in your own words. (Write down the page number where you
found the information to answer the question.)
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Question #5
Describe what a liquid is in your own words. (Underline the sentence where you found
the information to answer the question.)

Question #6
What would happen if water from a large tank was poured into a smaller, round bowl?
(Write down the page number where you found the information to answer the
question.)

Question #7
What are the bubbles in the fish tank made of? (Write down the page number where
you found the information to answer the question.)
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Section 2 (pp. 9-14)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 19-20 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Gas
Condenses
Water vapor
Evaporates

Question #8
Describe what a gas is in your own words. (Underline the sentence in the book where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #9
How is a gas similar to a liquid? How is a gas different from a liquid? (Write down the
page number where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #10
How can matter change from one state to another? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #11
Explain how a spilled glass of water on the floor can disappear the next day. (Write
down the page number where you found the information to answer the question.)
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Question #12
Explain what evaporation is in your own words. (Write down the page number where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #13
Explain how water gets on the outside of a glass of ice water. (Write down the page
number where you found the information to answer the question.)
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Section 3 (pp. 15-18)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 19-20 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Mixture
Solution
Question #14
Is lemonade a mixture? Explain your answer. (Write down the page number where you
found your answer.)

Question #15
What forms of matter make up a mixture of soda? (Write down the page number where
you found your answer.)

Question #16
What are the common states of matter? How can matter change from one state to
another? (Write down the page number where you found your answer.)
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A-Z Science Reading Questions and Vocabulary:
Solids, Liquids and Gasses (high)
Section 1 (pp. 4-9)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 21-22 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Properties
Substances
Matter
States of matter
Solid
Liquid
Question #1
List 3 objects that you use in your home or at school and the properties of each object.
(Write down the page number where you found the information to answer the
question.)

Question #2
Explain what matter is in your own words. (Write down the page number where you
found the information to answer the question.)

Question #3
How many forms of matter do we find on our planet? (Underline the sentence where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #4
Describe what a solid is in your own words. (Write down the page number where you
found the information to answer the question.)
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Question #5
Describe what a liquid is in your own words. (Underline the sentence where you found
the information to answer the question.)

Question #6
What would happen if water from a large tank was poured into a smaller, round bowl?
(Write down the page number where you found the information to answer the
question.)

Question #7
What are the bubbles in the fish tank made of? (Write down the page number where
you found the information to answer the question.)
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Section 2 (pp. 9-14)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 21-22 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Gas
Condenses
Water vapor
Evaporates
Question #8
Describe what a gas is in your own words. (Underline the sentence in the book where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #9
How is a gas similar to a liquid? How is a gas different from a liquid? (Write down the
page number where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #10
How can matter change from one state to another? (Write down the page number
where you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #11
Explain how a spilled glass of water on the floor can disappear the next day. (Write
down the page number where you found the information to answer the question.)
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Question #12
Explain what evaporation is in your own words. (Write down the page number where
you found the information to answer the question.)

Question #13
Explain how water gets on the outside of a glass of ice water. (Write down the page
number where you found the information to answer the question.)
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Section 3 (pp. 15-20)
Directions: For each of the vocabulary words below write its definition and draw a
picture of its meaning on a separate worksheet. Definitions for all of the vocabulary
words can be found on pages 21-22 of the Solids, Liquids, Gasses booklet.
Mixture
Solution
Physical Change
Question #14
Is lemonade a mixture? Explain your answer. (Write down the page number where you
found your answer.)

Question #15
What forms of matter make up a mixture of soda? (Write down the page number where
you found your answer.)

Question #16
What are the common states of matter? How can matter change from one state to
another? (Write down the page number where you found your answer.)
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Low-Density Polyethylene molecule

Material: Unit 2- Investigation 1

M ATERIAL: Unit 2- Investigation 1

Summary of How Rainbows Form Diagram

My diagram describes how rainbows form through the use of colorful pictures,
labels and arrows. The arrows show how the process takes place by connecting
two different objects to one another. This is an example of a labeled-parts
diagram. Sunlight that appears white to our eyes is generated from the sun.
Sometimes during rainy days sunlight is able to penetrate through the clouds.
Once this happens, the sunlight bounces off the water in the air and is reflected
back to us on Earth. Our eyes interpret this reflected light as the seven different
colors that make up a rainbow.
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MATERIAL: Unit 2- Investigation 1

Model of a Microscope
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Direction of

Compass Diagram

w i t h D e g r e e D ia l
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Grade Band 5-6: Year 1
Unit 2: Matter and its Interactions
Investigation 2
Overarching Questions:
>
>
>
>

Why is math important part of science?
What becomes of the all the materials and objects we use and see in our lives over time?
How have materials and tools used in the past changed over time?
Why is it important to know traditions of the past?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that most objects we see and use everyday are made of at least one material or
substance, and knowing the qualitative (observed by the senses) and quantitative (measureable)
characteristics of materials allows people to identify as well as decide what to use them for. Students will
understand that materials are useful because they have the ability to change in various ways (state, or
combined to form different mixtures), the differences between physical and chemical changes and no
matter what type of change they undergo, the weight (amount) of the material is always conserved.
Students will be able to observe and measure the qualitative/quantitative characteristics and weight of
various materials, organize data into graphical displays/ tables, and analyze results in order to solve a
problem.

Objectives
After measuring and graphing data during a process activity and a collaborative class experiment
students will be able to construct and analyze measurements that have been collected and organized in a
table and graphical display in order to solve a problem, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and firsthand observations of reactions such as phase changes, dissolving and mixing
students will be able to construct a diagram in response to a question about vanishing matter that
regardless of the type of change that occurs after a reaction the weight of matter is always conserved, at
the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and practice utilizing various measurement techniques to identify materials the student
will be able to solve a problem by identifying a particular material based on its qualitative and
quantitative characteristics such as color, hardness, reflectivity, electrical and/or thermal conductivity,
response to magnetic forces and solubility, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and conducting an experiment collaboratively using fair tests the student will be able
to differentiate between physical and chemical changes and provide examples of each, at the proficient
level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and conducting an experiment collaboratively the student will be able to construct a
hypothesis based on prior knowledge and information presented in class, at the proficient level of a
teacher made rubric.

Next Generation Science Standards
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(5-PS1-2) Students who demonstrate understanding can measure and graph quantities to provide
evidence that regardless of the type of change that occurs when heating, cooling or mixing substances,
the total weight of matter is conserved.
(5-PS1-3) Students who demonstrate understanding can make observations and measurements to
identify materials based on their properties.
(5-PS1-4) Students who demonstrate understanding can conduct an investigation to determine whether
the mixing of two or more substances results in new substances.
Alaska State Science Standards
■ (5-SB3.1) identifying physical and chemical changes based on observable characteristics (e.g.
tearing paper vs. burning paper)
■ (5-SA1.1) asking questions, predicting, observing, describing, measuring, classifying, making
generalizations, inferring and communicating
■ (5-SA1.1) using quantitative and qualitative observations to create inferences and predictions
■ (5-SF1.1-SF3.1) Telling a local or traditional story that explains a natural event and relating it to a
scientific explanation.
■ (5-SG2.1) Reviewing and recording results of investigations into the natural world.
■ (6-SA1.2) collaborating to design and conduct simple repeatable investigations.
■ (6-SB3.1) Recognizing that most substances can exist as a solid, liquid, or gas depending on
temperature.
■ (6-SB1.1) Using models to represent matter as it changes from one state to another.

Vocabulary Terms
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Matter
Mineral/rock
Substance
Characteristic (Qualitative vs. Quantitative)
Mixture
Solution
Reaction (Chemical vs. Physical)
Fair Test

Materials
Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment- What do we know?
> Pre-Assessment (1 copy per student)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: What do chemists to?
> A-Z Career File: Chemist
o Engagement activity options (3)
> Fireproof Balloon (pp. 97-99 in Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve Spangler)
> Science Notebooks
Lesson 3: How can we measure and graph our data?
> TeachersPayTeachers Great Graphs! Resource
o Part 1: pp. 17-19
o Part 2: 45-47, 53
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o Part 3: 59, 89
> Electronic scales (3-4)
> An assortment of toys/objects for three stations (5-6 toys at each station)
> Science Notebooks

Lesson 4: What materials were important to the Yakutat Tlingit?
> Native Manufactures: Raw Materials, Copper, Paintbrushes and Paint (pp. 412-413, 415-416 in
Volume 1 Under Mount Saint Elias by de Laguna)
> The Discovery of Copper (pp. 899-900 in Volume 2 Under Mount Saint Elias by de Laguna)
> Tangible Visions by Allen Wardell (pp. 42, 103, 108-109, 115, 117, 127, 143, 149, 151- book can be
located and signed out from the Yakutat Cultural Center)
> Mineral Characteristics Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Geology Map of Yakutat
> Science notebooks
Lesson 5: What are rocks and minerals and how are they used? How can we identify the rocks and
minerals we need to make paint with?
Days 1-2: What are rocks and minerals and how are they used?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Diagram (2 copies per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart (1 copy per student)
> What are rocks and minerals? (pp. 8-9 in Eyewitness book: Rocks and Minerals)
> Rock forming minerals (pp. 42-43 in Eyewitness book: Rocks and Minerals)
> The First Flint Tools (pp. 28-29 in Eyewitness Book: Rocks and Minerals)
> Rocks as Tools (pp. 30-31 in Eyewitness Book: Rocks and Minerals)
> Pigments (pp. 32-33 in Eyewitness Book: Rocks and Minerals)
> Building Stones (pp. 34-35 in Eyewitness Book: Rocks and Minerals)
> Science notebooks
Days 3-6: How can we identify the rocks and minerals we need to make paint with?
> Mineral Data Sheet (1.5 sheets per student)
> Sample of minerals (from National Geographic Kit)
> AKSCI Wild Bunches Lesson plan (*Note: requires additional materials!)
> National Geographic Crystals Earth Science Experiment Kit
o Additional minerals are included with the kit (azurite, limestone, magnetite, hematite,
calcite)
> Experimental Manual: Crystals-Rocks and Minerals (pp. 12-15, 21-27)
> Physical Properties Vocab Poster
> Quantitative Properties Vocab Poster
> Qualitative Properties Vocab Poster
> Hand lenses
> Science Notebooks
Lesson 6: How did the Yakutat Tlingit make paint? What happens when we try to combine or change
materials?
Day 1-2: How do materials change? How does the weight of a material change if we heat, cool or mix it
with another?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet
> Exploding Toothpaste activity (pp. 139-149 in Fire, Bubbles, and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve
Spangler)
> Teacher Information: Native Paint Revealed and UBC Students Reproduce Traditional Wood
Finishes by B.C.’s First Nation
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> Mix it Up (pp. 6-7 in Kids Discover Matter)- 1 copy per student
> State Matters (pp. 12-13 in Kids Discover Matter)- 1 copy per student
> Reading A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Diagram (2 copies per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL
> Sample of salmon eggs (regular eggs will work if roe isn’t available)
> Piece of limestone (crushed up)
> Mixture Vocab Poster
> Solution Vocab Poster
> Suspension Vocab Poster
> KWL class chart
> Science notebooks
Days 2-5: Does heating, cooling or mixing materials together change its weight?
> The Baby Diaper Secret (pp. 116-121 in Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes by Steve Spangler)
**Note: materials for activity not listed in the investigation.
o Nails for Breakfast (pp. 56-59 in Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes) are optional activities for
this lesson
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL worksheet
> Scientific Method posters
> Hand lenses
> Access to oven and freezer
> 5 materials to heat for three separate trials (i.e. ice-cubes, ice cream, butter, cookie dough, plain
chocolate bar, raw eggs, etc.)
> 5 materials to freeze for 3 three separate trials (i.e. water, oil, milk, Gatorade, raw eggs, etc.)
> Materials to prepare mixtures/solutions for three separate trials (i.e. refined sugar & water, pieces
of banana & apple & mandarin, oil & vinegar, soil & salt water)
> Beakers, 1000 ml
> TeachersPayTeachers Great Graphs resource: p. 89
> Cooling, Heating and Mixing Materials Data sheets (3)
> Electronic Balance
> Coloring utensils
> Science notebooks
Days 6-9: Does mixing materials together create new substances?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: KWL Worksheet
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Diagram
> Back and Forth (pp. 14-15 in Kids Discover Matter)- 1 copy per student
> Science A-Z Physical Science Series: Mixing Matter (3 levels available)
o Supplementary resource: Science A-Z NonFiction Book Teacher’s Guide: Mixing Matter
> AKSCI Disappearing Acts: Which Substances Dissolve in Water? Lesson (*Note: materials for
lesson not listed here)
> Scientific Method posters
> Hand lenses
> Physical or Chemical Change Data Sheet (1 copy per student)
> Physical Change Vocab Poster
> Chemical Change Vocab Poster
> Chemistry C500 Kit (Experiment 1, Experiment 2, Experiment 19)
> Materials to prepare mixtures/solutions (i.e. table salt & water, food coloring & water, oil & water)
> Beakers, 1000 ml
> Gummy Bear and Sodium Chlorate PhotoCard
> Science notebooks
Supplemental materials
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> Science A-Z Quick Read: What is a hypothesis?
> Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Making a hypothesis
Day 10: How can we make our own paint?
> Minerals (limestone, magnetite, hematite red and azurite)
> Salmon roe
> Blue clay packet from Natural Earth Paint kit
> Recycled plastic containers (4 per student)
> Object to grind rocks
> Paintbrushes
> Materials to paint (drift wood, dry rocks, construction paper, etc.)
> Supplementary Resource: Natural Earth Paint kit with 5 plastic containers
Lesson 7: Presenting knowledge to the community
Lesson 8: Post-assessment- What did we learn?
> Pre/Post-Assessment (1 copy per student)
> Glue or double sided tape
> Colored pencils, crayons
>

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation 2
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment
Estimated Time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment. The (pre and post) assessments for the
investigation can either be glued into science notebooks upon completion or kept separate for students’
records in order to analyze their understanding of science content and practices over the course of the
investigation. Write the overarching questions of the investigation on the board:
o How did the Yakutat Tlingit use matter to create natural paints?
o How can we identify certain materials to fit our needs?
o What happens to matter when it is heated, cooled, or mixed together?
o How are materials able to form new substances?

Elicit
> Tell the class that they are about to embark on a new and exciting investigation, in which they will
have to assume the role of a chemist. Explain that Yakutat Cultural Center (YCC) as well as the
community at large are proud of the culture that existed in the area for hundreds of years and in
many ways has been maintained, even though much of it has changed as all things do with time.
YCC has been instrumental in making sure the younger generations growing up in Yakutat learn or
at least have been exposed to the language of their ancestors, which has been important to
maintaining many aspects of the culture which relied on oral (rather than recorded) traditions to
pass on the stories and legends of their history and knowledge to youth. While Elders from the
community have been able to pass on a lot of the traditional knowledge, with the assistance of the
Cultural Center who have begun recording it in the same way early explorers and scientists took
detailed notes about the culture during visits to Yakutat in the past, there is still a lot more to learn
about the culture. To know ones culture is to understand oneself and their community much more
deeply than if they did not have that knowledge. Having a strong understanding of oneself, which
continuously grows with time, not only strengthens our self-confidence but establishes a bond for
life that links us to the land and its people from the past, present and future. For that reason, a goal
of the Cultural Center is to engage young people in ancestral traditions and practices that will
serve to reconnect them to the land. This all being said, the mission of the 5/6th grade science class
is to then figure out how the Yakutat Tlingit made pigments from natural resources in the area in
order to decorate important objects they used in their everyday lives such as masks, raddles,
canoes and more. In order to do that, the team of chemists will use the following overarching
questions to help guide their investigation:
o How did the Yakutat Tlingit use matter to create natural paints?
o How can we identify certain materials to fit our needs?
o What happens to matter when it is heated, cooled, or mixed together?
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o How are materials able to form new substances?
> Tell the class that before they can dive into their new investigation they must first complete an
assessment, which will help determine how the investigation will move forward.
> Begin the assessment.

Lesson 2: What do we do as chemists?
Estimated time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: This lesson is structured to introduce students to the science and role of professionals in
the field of chemistry as well as illicit enthusiasm and for the investigation that lies ahead. The activities
that have been listed in the materials section of the investigation have been carefully chosen for their
engaging yet visible display of the properties of various materials, which is the underlying focus of the
investigation. Read over the Eating Nails for Breakfast (p. 57-59 in Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes by
Steve Spangler) activity and organize the necessary materials (not listed in the investigation) that are
needed to implement it in the classroom. Print and make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Career
File: Chemist and write the essential question on the board (What do we do as chemists?).

Elicit
> Begin by asking students to recall the objective of the new investigation, than have a volunteer
state the essential question the students will answer today in class (What do chemists do?). Ask
students to volunteer their thoughts and ideas regarding the essential question and record them
on the board.
> Explain that today students will learn a bit more about a particular science called, chemistry, as
well as the people who love chemistry so much they have dedicated their careers to studying it.
This is important to learn about the field and the people in it before embarking on an investigation
where students are to assume the role of a chemist. It is also important for students to understand
that whether they realize it or not they act as amateur chemists everyday because they spend time
interacting with matter.
> Ask students to recall the significance of the term matter (anything that has weight or takes up
space) and to state examples of how they interact with it in their lives.

Engage
> Tell the class you are going to perform a chemistry experiment and their only responsibility is to
observe very carefully what happens to the materials before, during and after the experiment.
Pose the following questions to students beforehand so that they have a better idea of what to
observe during and after the reaction:
o What do the materials look like? (Describe color, ability to reflect light, shape, size, texture)
o Are the materials rigid? If so, how much does each weigh?
o Do the materials take the shape of their container? If so, what is the volume of each?
o How are the properties of the materials useful?
o Are the materials toxic or flammable?
> Describe the activity’s procedure and ask students to state their hypotheses.
> Implement the experiment and continuously probe students’ thinking during and after the
reaction/activity by asking students to describe their observations out loud. Pose the following
questions to encourage students to think more deeply about the demonstration as they listen to
their peers:
o Were students’ hypotheses correct? Why or why not?
o How did the material’s properties change by the conclusion of the reaction or activity?
o How are the properties of the materials important or useful to people?
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Did the initial materials completely change by the end of the reaction? Could these changes
be reversed?
o What is the science behind the demonstration?
o

Explore
> Hand out the Science A-Z Quick read: Chemists to each student. Before students begin reading
over the material, instruct the class to either underline or highlight information that explains the
science of chemistry and the major responsibilities of a chemist. Information students’ highlight
will be discussed as a class at the conclusion of the reading.

Explain
> After the class has completed the reading have a short discussion and pose the following questions
aloud:
o What is chemistry? (The study of matter)
o Are there different types of chemists? What does each study? (Biochemists study matter
found in living things; Organic chemists work with things that contain carbon; Inorganic
chemists work with metals and minerals; Material chemists study chemicals and try to
make new substances with them)
o Where do chemists work? (They can work in a lab making new medicines, in the field
studying rocks and minerals, at a university teaching students about chemistry)
o What important tool must all chemists use in order to learn about matter? (The scientific
method)

Extend
> The team has gone through some preliminary training, as all aspiring scientists do, and have
earned their official title, Chemist, for the entirety of the investigation. Instruct the team of young
chemists to open their science notebooks and draw a diagram of themselves in their new role.
o Where do they work?
o What type of matter do they study?
o Do they work with people or alone?
o What questions do they want to answer?
> Once students have completed their diagram, instruct them to write a paragraph describing it in
detail. At the end of the activity, instruct the chemists to come up to the front of the room and
present their diagrams to class.
Lesson 3: How can we measure and graph our data?
Estimated time: 1-2, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Have ready 3 of the electronic balance scales for the lesson, which may be located in one
of the other kits since many of curriculum’s resources overlap between the elementary grades, as well as
glue sticks, scissors, and colored pencils/crayons. Write the lesson’s essential question on the board (how
can we measure and graph our data?). Read through and familiarize yourself with the
TeachersPayTeachers: Great Graphs resource (particularly pages 2-3, 24-26, 57-58), whose activities and
materials will be the focus of this lesson. Make 1 copy per student of the following pages, which will be
glued into science notebooks during the lesson:
• Part 1: 17-19
• Part 2*: 45-47, 53 -> Print and enlarge only one copy of each page listed in this section.
• Part 3: 59, 89* -> Print 2 copies per student of the starred worksheet.

Elicit
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> Write the following question on the board and ask the class to take a few minutes to answer it in
their notebooks: How are questions answered in science? Suggest to students that they take some
time to think about the question before recording their answers down in their notebooks.
> Discuss the question as a class and record students’ ideas on the board. Explain that while there
may be many ways to answer this question there is one answer that underlies all other responses
and that is, evidence. Science is designed to answer questions people have about the natural and
designed world and the answers to these questions come in the form of evidence or proof. At this
very moment, many of you may now be asking yourselves a different question, “Well if scientific
knowledge is based on evidence, what exactly is evidence?” Explain that evidence is word that
describes information that has been analyzed (studied) very closely and it can come in the form of
observations or numbers.
> Ask a volunteer to state aloud the essential question that the class will focus on over the course of
this lesson (How can we measure and graph our data?). Explain that a little later on in the
investigation the team of chemists will be responsible for designing and conducting an experiment
collaboratively as a team using a fair test, which is another way of describing tests that study one
idea at a time. An important component the team will need to consider at the conclusion of the
experiment is how to effectively construct graphs using data in the form of measurements that
were collected. The chemists will analyze or study their graphs to determine if their hypothesis to
the question was correct.
> Ask the team to recall what they know about graphs and how they are used in science. Record
students’ ideas on the board.

Explore
> Divide the team into three smaller groups and assign each a graph (pp. 17-19) to work through
together and then eventually present to the rest of the class. Distribute the appropriate
worksheets to each group (each student should receive one) and instruct team members to glue
the worksheet into their science notebooks. Write the following questions on the board and
explain that chemists will be responsible for answering for their specific graph:
o What type of graph is this? Add the title, labels and a scale to make this a reasonable
display of data.
o What information COULD this graph represent? Explain your thinking.

Explain
> Invite each group to the front of the room to discuss what they recorded about their graph.
Suggest that groups draw out the graph on the board before presenting so that the rest of the team
has a visual to refer to. Ask the audience to provide alternative suggestions on other types of data
that could be represented by the presenters’ graph and how that would change the title and labels
on the graph currently.
> Explain to the team that at the conclusion of an experiment, scientists are responsible for showing
the data they collected in some type of table or graph. The type of table or graph a scientist decides
to use to display their results depends on the investigation they performed as well as the
information they want to show. For this specific investigation the team of chemists will get
comfortable constructing and analyzing bar charts, which are useful in comparing the results from
various tests in an experiment. The height of each bar shows the value of the results.
> Review the various parts of a graph (title, legend, units, dependent/independent variables) if
needed.

Explore
> Post the Favorite Foods bar graph on the board and pair up team members. Instruct student pairs
to write out a question in their notebooks that can be answered by studying the graph and then
record the question neatly on the board.
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> Go through and answer each question written on the board as a team, encouraging students to
describe how they arrived at their answer.
> Divide the team into three smaller groups, between 3-4 chemists each, and explain that the next
activity will involve rotating between three different stations. Each group will be assigned a
station with either a graph or table (pp. 46, 47, 53) that they will analyze closely before
brainstorming various questions that pertain to the information displayed on it. Each group
member is responsible for writing down one question that can be answered by studying their
group’s specific graph or table. Groups have approximately 5-10 minutes to complete the task
before the alarm goes off, signaling each to move counterclockwise to the next table in order to
answer the questions left by the previous group. Questions could be answered in a collaborative
manner or you could instruct students to choose one question to answer on their own and then
discuss their answers with the other group members. After answering and sharing responses to
the questions, instruct each group to come up with new set of questions before rotating to the final
station and repeating the same process.

Explain
> Collect the posters from the three stations and review the information each represents with the
class. Ask the chemists to volunteer questions they wrote down earlier and let other team
members respond. Post the Favorite Colors graph on the board and explain that it represents the
boys’ in Mrs. Ivers’ K-2 grade class favorite colors. Mrs. Ivers wanted to compare color preferences
between the boys and girls in her class, so she asked the girls to name their favorite colors and
recorded their responses to add to the graph later. This is the information she came up with
(record the following data on the board):
o Green: 5 girls
o Yellow: 3 girls
o Red: 1 girl
o Blue: 3 girls
o Purple: 6 girls
> Ask the class how this new information could be displayed on the same graph to compare the
favorite colors of boys and girls in Mrs. Ivers K-2 class. Listen to responses then discuss the
concept of a double bar graph with the team, then instruct students to draw the new graph in their
notebooks.

Extend
> Set up three stations in the room, each with a set of various objects and an electronic balance.
> Explain to the team of chemists that the best way to learn about graphs is to start collecting data
and constructing their own graphs. Distribute the two sheets of graph paper and 1 Cookie Data
Table to each student, which should be glued inside students’ science notebooks.
> Tell the team of chemists that they will first review how to construct a graph before being released
into small groups to construct one individually in their science notebooks, a task which will
require them to use an electronic scale to collect data on the weight of various objects that are
located at three stations around the room.
> Review the Cookie Data Table as a team by asking chemists to name the cookie types that are
favored the most and the least, how many people prefer peanut butter over oatmeal raisin, as well
as any other information that could have been included in the table that would tell the team more
about the data.
> Tell the team they are in charge of constructing this graph and that you are there to help guide
them throughout the process if needed. Ask the team to volunteer different components of a graph
(title, axes, labels, data) and record these on the board. Once a sufficient list has been devised, call
students up one or two a time to construct one part of the graph and cross it off the list.
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> Once the graph has been constructed ask the team to compare it to the table. What are the
advantages to one over the other and vice versa?

Evaluate
> Tell the team they are ready to construct their own graphs, but this time they will have to collect
the data themselves using an electronic balance. Explain that each group will go to a different
station that has one electronic balance to be shared between group members as well as various
items to be weighed. Chemists are to record the weight of each item in their notebooks before
transferring the data onto the second sheet of graph paper that was distributed earlier.
> Demonstrate how the scale is used then divide the team into three smaller groups. Assign each
group a station then begin the activity.
Lesson 4: What materials were important to the Yakutat Tlingit?
Estimated time: 1-2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Option 2
Teacher Prep: Invite an Elder or guest speaker from the YTT Cultural Center or community into the
classroom to speak on themes related to the Overarching Question and/or Cultural Perspectives
(heat/substances) stated below. It is important to note that the ‘heritage cultural perspectives’ were
adopted from the Sealaska Heritage Institute Curriculum in order to provide an overall context as well as
connections to the science investigation and should be adapted accordingly to reflect the culture of
Yakutat.
Overarching Investigative Question 1: What was the role of measurement for the Tlingit in understanding
the world around them?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Measurement)
Traditionally, Native people had to know how to measure to build clan houses, form dug-out canoes, and
create regalia.
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (Data)
Survival in Southeast Alaska involved the recording of data relating to natural resources. For example,
people would collect data related to a season’s fishing, hunting, and harvesting statistics. This would tell if
there were enough resources to survive the winter.
Overarching Question 2: What do materials tell us about how people lived?
• Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Properties)
Native people of Southeast Alaska use the process of dehydration to change the properties of meat, fish,
seaweed, and berries. Soaking and steaming also are used to alter the properties of wood and roots.
Historically, bark was pounded to make tobacco and medicines. Herbs were also dried for preservation.
Option 1
Teacher Prep: Read over and familiarize yourself with the following excerpts from Volumes 1 & 2 Under
Mount Saint Elias by de Laguna: Raw Materials, Copper, Paintbrushes and Paint (Volume 1 pp. 412-413 &
415-416) and The Discovery of Copper (Volume 2 pp. 899-900). Copies of these excerpts are attached at
the end of the investigation and can be found Print and make 1 copy per student of the Mineral
Characteristics Sheet. The activities in this lesson include the following pages from Tangible Visions by
Allen Wardell (pp. 42, 103, 108-109, 115, 117, 127, 143, 149, 151), which are attached at the end of the
lesson plan and can also be located in the Yakutat Cultural Center and signed out for use in the classroom.
Print or make copies of these pages and post the Geology Map of Yakutat at the front of the room. Have
hand lenses as well as glue sticks available so students can glue their worksheets inside their notebooks.
Write the lesson’s essential on the board (What materials were important to the Yakutat Tlingit?).
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Elicit
> Ask the team of chemists to recall the objective of the investigation and explain that over the next
couple of lessons they will learn about various materials that were utilized by the Yakutat Tlingit
including those that were used to make pigment. Ask chemists to name materials they think or
know were important to the Tlingit and record responses on the board.

Engagement
> Tell the team of chemists they will hear a legend called, The Discovery of Copper, which was told by
Harry K. Bremner and recorded by Dr. Frederica de Laguna (an anthropologist) over sixty years
ago. The team should listen carefully and try and visualize the story in their minds because they
will be asked to draw a picture of one of the images they visualized during the reading.
> Read the legend, The Discovery of Copper (pp. 899-900 in Volume 2 Under Mount Saint Elias).
> After finishing the reading pose the following questions to the team:
o Where did the woman and her son live? Where did they go after being rejected by the
community?
o What did the boy dream the first time? What happened the next day after his dream?
o What did the boy see in his dreams when he went hunting for the moose?
o What did the boy find under the four blue flames? Why was it important?
o What do you think the Yakutat Tlingit considered an important trait to have? Explain your
reasoning.
> Explain to the team that according to tradition copper was brought by the ancestors of the
Kwackqwan from the Copper River Delta and then later discovered in the area by a poor Atna boy.
The Tlingit also received copper from trade with the Copper River Atna (p. 412 Volume 1). It was
said that green spots in the mountains indicated areas with copper and the locals would go and
harvest it from the rock and then later would process it so that it would become as hard as steel.
(p. 413). Sometimes it could be up to three feet long and an inch wide. It was a very important
material for the people that lived in this community since it was thought to have been used before
drift iron and made into knives, scrapers, tiny nails, arrow-heads as well as the barbed arrow
heads for sea otter harpoon arrows (p. 412).
> Instruct the team to take a moment to think about the old legend they just listened to and the
visuals they had in their mind while it was being read. In their notebooks, chemists are to draw
out one of their visuals from The Discovery of Copper then describe what the picture is depicting
and how they felt when listening to that component or the legend overall.

Explore
> Explain to the team that they are going to observe photographs of various Tlingit masks in small
groups. They are to study the masks in the photos and write a list of materials they think were
used to make the pigment.
> Divide the team into 3-4 small groups and distribute 2-3 photographs and hand lenses to each
group. Instruct the groups to observe the photographs and generate a list of materials they think
were used to make the pigment for the masks. This would also include a natural material that
would allow the pigment to stick to wood.
> After writing down a list of possible materials that could have been used to make pigment on the
masks call the team in for a discussion. Record their ideas and hypotheses about how the natural
pigment could have been made on the board then distribute the Mineral Characteristics Sheet to
each chemist.

Explain
> Ask team members to name the four materials listed in the table of the Mineral Characteristics
Sheet that was just handed out. Explain that these are minerals, which the team will learn more
about in a later lesson that were found in Yakutat. Tell the team that their job in identifying and
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then eventually preparing the materials to make paint is only just beginning, and that for the rest
of the lesson you will provide descriptions of each mineral listed on the worksheet, which
chemists will have to diligently record down under the appropriate column. The team will use the
information they take down today, in conjunction with the observations and measurements they
collect during a later lesson on various types of minerals, to identify which minerals the Yakutat
Tlingit used to make paint.
> In addition to taking notes on the specific minerals that were used to make pigments, chemists will
also need to takes notes on any other materials that were essential to the overall process. This
information will also be recorded on the Mineral Characteristics Sheet.
> Read the following information aloud to the class. They should record information from the
reading onto their worksheets:

"Paint was used for decorating wooden objects, especially those which bore sib crests. These
ranged in size from house posts and house screens, canoes and paddles, to maskettes, rattles
and little boxes. The colors used were black, red, greenish blue, (apparently) mixed with
grease or salmon eggs. At the late prehistoric site on Knight Island we found sandstone slabs
and cobblestones on which red ochre had been ground and mixed, and one stone which had
been rubbed with in greasy black paint... (p. 415, Volume 1, de Laguna).”
Paint was made by first grinding the minerals into a powder. The salmon eggs were then
chewed, spit out and mixed together with the powder. Saliva is an essential component to the
paint-making endeavor because it provides enzymes (an invisible particle) that are able to
bind the oils from the eggs with the minerals
(source: http://www.nativepaintrevealed.com/coloring-the-northwest-coast.html ).

Black paint (tutc) was made from a variety of materials such as charred wood, soot and other
burnt materials such as bone. The Tlingit also used a mineral called magnetite, which was
used on masks and maskettes (p. 416). Magnetite has a Moh's hardness of 5.0-5.6 and is
usually black or grey with a brownish tint, although it leaves a black streak when it's ground
into a powder or scratched against a hard surface. Magnetite has a very unique property in
that it is strongly magnetic (http://classicgems.net/gem magnetite.htm).
Red paint (lexw) was made from a mineral called hematite, which could be found at the head
of Disenchantment Bay. It was used for painting objects as well as decorating the face. There
was evidence of the use of hematite in this manner on Knight Island where lumps of the
minerals were found with marks, indicating that it had been ground against a hard surface
(p. 416). While hematite was used for red paint it naturally occurs as a black, dark grey or
brownish-red stone that leaves a red or brownish red streak. It is a relatively strong mineral
with a Moh's hardness of 5-6.5 (http://www.nativepaintrevealed.com/coloring-thenorthwest-coast.html).
The blue green paint (nexinte) came from a mineral known as azurite, which ranges in color
from dark to pale blue. It has a Moh's hardness of 3.5-4 and leaves a light blue streak when it
is ground into a powder. It dissolves (breaks up into very small pieces) when it comes in
contact with an acid or hot water (http://classicgems.net/gem azurite.htm). The Tlingit
considered azurite to be a precious stone, which was partly due to the fact that it was more
rare than other minerals. It was believed that collecting a precious stone could lead to bad
luck or weather, so a lot of care went into gathering such materials. (p. 416).
White paint came from sedimentary rocks such as chalk or limestone. It was said to be located
at the foot of a mountain across from Egg Island and was referred to as "white dirt." This rock
was especially hard to get because (Hubbard) glacier would either advance to scare people
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away or cause weather changes (such as fog) that would make accessing the area very
difficult for days on end (p. 416). Limestone/chalk is made from a colorless mineral called
calcite, which leaves a white streak when pressed against a harder material and has a Moh's
Hardness of 3. Calcite that is very sensitive to acidic substances and if exposed to acid, bubbles
of carbon dioxide (the gas we breath out) begin to form
"Native people of the Northwest Coast have a long oral history that passed down the
knowledge of how to find resources in their environment, which allowed them to find these
mineral pigments in the landscape. Over time they became masters at making paints
sometimes by trial and error, sometimes by process of deduction, sometimes by intuition and
ingeniousness and maybe sometimes by happy accident. We can only make educated guesses
at how they learned to obtain the minerals and what to use as binders, how to process them
using methods such as roasting, determining which ones needed an oil medium, which ones
were durable with just water as a medium, and how to manipulate the range of a color to
achieve a desired shade (a full, definite degree of difference between two colors). How they
chose the colors and color schemes demonstrates they clearly understood how to manipulate
the interplay of light and shadow with color to evoke particular effects. The methods by which
Native Northwest artists developed their science of pigments are lost in history, but Native
artists have carried the use of traditional mineral pigments on from generation to generation
through millennia (http://www.nativepaintrevealed.com/coloring-the-northwestcoast.html)."
> Construct a table with the names of the four minerals on the board and instruct the team to review
and exchange notes in pairs (this would be a good time to check student’s work individually)
before sharing out loud with the entire team. Record students’ responses on the board under the
appropriate column. At the end of the exercise the following data should be written in the class
table for each mineral: color, Moh’s hardness, streak color, production of gas, solubility in water,
and magnetism (i.e. Magnetite).

Extend
> Post the Geology Map of Yakutat on the board and explain to students that it is a very special map
because it displays the location of a specific resource that the team is currently studying. Minerals.
It does not include ALL the minerals found in Yakutat because that would be overwhelming, but it
does include the following (write these on the board):
o Copper/Copper Oxide
o Magnetite
o Hematite
o Yellow/red ochre
o Azurite
o Celadonite
o Vivianite
o Flint
> Explain that the next activity requires chemists to choose one of the minerals that are listed on the
board, locate it on the map and then write a story about how it was discovered and/or its
importance to you and/or the community.
Lesson 5: What are rocks and minerals and how are they used? How can we identify the minerals
we need to make paint?
Estimated time: 7, fifty-minute lessons
Days 1-2: What are rocks and minerals and how do people use them?
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Teacher Prep: Print and make copies of the following Science A-Z Graphic Organizer worksheets for
students: Science KWL worksheet (1 copy per student), Web Diagram (2 copies per student), and Word
Smart (1.5 sheets per student). The lesson begins with a reading activity from the Eyewitness Rocks and
Minerals, of which there is only one copy available in the kit, therefore make photocopies of the following
pages to distribute to students during the lesson: What are rocks and minerals? (pp. 8-9, 1 copy per
student), Rocking Forming Minerals (pp. 42-43, 1 copy per student), The First Flint Tools (pp. 28-29, make
copies for only % of the class), Rocks as Tools (pp. 30-31, make copies for only % of the class), Pigments
(pp. 32-33, make copies for only % of the class), and Building Stones (pp. 34-34, make copies for only % of
the class). Students will be split into small groups and assigned a certain section in Eyewitness Rocks and
Minerals to read over and eventually present to the rest of the class in the form of a poster. Set up four
stations around the room and put one reading at each table as well as any materials students will need in
order toconstruct their posters (poster board, crayons, colored pencils, etc.) as well as supplementary
reading material should students want to investigate their topics further such as the Usborne Science
Encyclopedia and The Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia. Write the essential question on the board (What
are rocks and minerals and how do people use them?) and using two large sheets of chart paper
construct a KWL chart on one and a Web Diagram on the other:

Elicit
> Begin by asking the team to state the essential question they will investigate over the course of the
lesson. Distribute the KWL worksheets to the chemists and instruct them to record their ideas
under the “K” column of the chart, as well as any other question they have regarding this topic or
that they feel need to be answered over the course of the investigation under the “W” column. Post
the class KWL chart on the board.
> Discuss chemists' ideas as a class and record their ideas under the “K” column of the class chart as
well as any questions they have under the “W” column.

Explore
> Distribute the What are rocks and minerals? and Rock Forming Mineral excerpts as well as two
copies of the Web Diagram worksheet to each student. Post the class Web Diagram on the board
and explain that chemists will be filling in two graphic organizers over the course of this lesson,
one as a class and the second one in small groups as they complete a second reading. Graphic
organizers can be used as a way to keep track of specific pieces of information while reading
through a lot material and different sources. One way they can be utilized is during an
investigation on a particular topic, such as the topic of today’s lesson. Ask the team to reiterate
the overall topic of the lesson (Rocks and Minerals) then write it in the center of the class Web
Diagram sheet. Instruct students to do the same on their worksheet and explain that throughout
the reading, chemists will underline certain facts (which you may have to facilitate) that they feel
pertain to the topic and which will eventually get recorded on the graphic organizer.
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> Begin reading the What are rocks and minerals? and Rock Forming Minerals excerpt as a class, and
pause at certain points in order to highlight facts that may be important to include on the Web
Diagram worksheet:
What are Rocks and Minerals?
o Rocks are combinations of 1 or more minerals
o Rocks can be made up of only one mineral (like marble) but most are made of more than
one type of mineral
o There are several groups of rock forming minerals
o Minerals are nonliving solids found in nature
o Rocks are not only hard, loose sand and wet clay are also rocks
o Etc.
Rock forming Minerals
o Most minerals are made from materials (elements) that are found in the Earth’s crust.
o Some groups of minerals include: Amphiboles, Micas, Silica minerals, Potassic Feldspars,
Olivine Plagioclase, Pyroxenes, Carbonates, and Clays
o This section can be used more for exploring then taking notes.

Explain
> After reading over the two excerpts as a class, review the notes that the chemists underlined in the
reading and record these on the class Web Diagram. To make this component of the lesson more
interactive, you can have students come up to the board one at time to fill in one fact on the
diagram. Once the class diagram has been filled in, instruct the team to record the notes on their
Web Diagram worksheets, which should be glued into their notebooks upon completion.

Explore
> Tell the team that during the next part of the activity they will be divided into four smaller groups
and given a topic to investigate with group members. At each station is a reading excerpt from the
Eyewitness book that each group will be expected to complete together of if they so chose on their
own. Before beginning the activity, chemists will fill in the title of the Web Diagram worksheet
they received earlier, which aligns with the subject of their reading. Chemists can fill in their
diagrams with facts as they read or can underline the information and fill in the diagram after.
Once each group has completed the reading and filled in their worksheets, group members are to
work together and put together a poster that discusses their particular theme then present it in
front of the class.
> Give the class sufficient time to complete the activity. Before groups present their posters, tell the
team that they will have to listen closely to the information each group presents because they will
have to write a response about it in their journals. Students can take notes however they wish
when listening to the groups.

Evaluate
> Once each group has presented their posters, instruct chemists to open their notebooks to a new
page. They will write a letter to Gloria Wolfe of the Yakutat Cultural Center (or whoever is
currently working in the department) about how rocks and minerals are important materials in
everyday lives Chemists are to report on information they learned while listening to other groups
and not the topic that their specific group reported on.
> This would be a good time to go over the basics of letter writing. Ask the team to volunteer how
many facts they think should be sufficient to include in the letter and make that the objective for
the entire class. Remind chemists that they can use their science notebooks to review notes that
were recorded during the lesson to include in the letter.

Evaluate
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> To conclude the lesson, ask the team to open to their KWL worksheets and to respond to the
lesson’s essential question: What are rocks and minerals and how do people use them? Chemists
are to record their thoughts under the “W” column of their worksheet.
> Ask chemists to volunteer some of their ideas and record these under the “W” column of the class
chart. This would be a good time to review any concepts that may have been missed over the
course of the lesson.
Days 3-7: How can we identify the rocks and minerals we need to make paint with?
Teacher Prep: Read over the AKSCI Wild Bunches lesson and Thames & Kosmos Experimental Manual
(pp. 21-27; experiments 9-13) and organize any additional materials and/or supplies needed to
implement the activities. The Experimental Manual is located in the Crystals Rocks & Minerals kit and for
purposes of achieving the investigation’s objective it may be best to reduce the number minerals that
students test to only 6, which need to include: magnetite, red hematite, azurite, calcite and 1-2 others
such as halite and pyrite. Limestone will not be tested with the minerals mentioned above, as it is a
sedimentary rock, however the idea is to have students make the connection that calcite is the dominant
mineral in limestone and therefore deepen students’ understanding of the difference between minerals
and rocks. Print the following worksheets for students, which they will need to glue into their notebooks
at some point during the lesson: Science A-Z KWL worksheet (1 copy per student), Mineral Data Sheet (1
copy per student) a Science A-Z Word Smart (1.5 sheets per student). Individually print and laminate the
Physical Properties, Quantitative Properties and Qualitative Properties vocabulary posters and have
available hand lenses throughout the lesson. Construct another class KWL Chart on a large sheet of paper
and write out the essential question of the lesson on the board (How can we identify the rocks and
minerals we need to make paint with?). Get a sample of minerals from the Crystals Rocks & Minerals kit to
use during class, the more the better (throw in some rocks you find outside as well into the bunch).

Elicit
> Begin by asking the team to state the essential question they will investigate over the course of the
lesson (How can we identify the rocks and minerals we need to make paint with?). Distribute the
KWL worksheets to the chemists and instruct them to record their ideas under the “K” column of
the chart, as well as any other question they have regarding this topic or that they feel need to be
answered over the course of the investigation under the “W” column. Encourage the team to think
about the properties of specific minerals and rocks that were discussed earlier in the
investigation, and what tests could be done to discover materials with those properties.
> Post the class KWL Chart on the board.
> Discuss chemists’ ideas as a team and record their ideas under the “K” column of the class chart as
well as any questions they have under the “W” column.

Engagement
> Display the handful of minerals to the students. You may want to have them sitting on the floor or
in groups to do this so that they can interact with the different minerals. Ask the team to reiterate
the names of the specific minerals and rock they need to identify in order to make paint the way
the Yakutat Tlingit did for hundreds of years. (Magnetite, Azurite, Limestone/Calcite, Hematite)
Ask the team how they would go about determining which minerals and rock to use?
> Allow the chemists time to observe the minerals and rocks.

Explore/Explain/Extend
> Explain to the team that there are different ways in which they can identify the properties of
various minerals, some include observation while others requirement measurement. Before the
team of chemists can begin describing the properties of various minerals they must first get
acquainted with the terminology associated with this task such as; physical properties,
quantitative and qualitative properties, weight and texture.
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> Implement the AKSCI Wild Bunches activity, making sure to incorporate the additional vocabulary
terms, Quantitative Property and Qualitative Property, as well as Physical Property. (The Physical
Property Vocab Poster has a more comprehensive definition then the one provided on the lesson
plan.)

Explore
> Tell the team they are ready to observe and measure the qualitative and quantitative properties of
6 different minerals in order to determine which are the ones needed making paint. Set the six
samples in front of the class and label them A-E and explain that only 4 are the minerals that are
required for making paint, but observations and measurements will be made for all six. Explain
that while the team learned that limestone was one of the materials needed to make paint,
limestone is a (sedimentary) rock and the chemists are performing tests only on minerals today.
Ask the chemists if they can recall the mineral that makes up the bulk of limestone. (Calcite)
Explain that the team will work to identify the mineral calcite as well as azurite, hematite and
magnetite. Write the names of the minerals on the board.
> Discuss as a team the problem that they are trying to solve and how it can be worded. It does not
need to be in question form but rather a statement of what needs to be done. Reiterate that the
tests the team will perform will identify qualitative and quantitative properties of the minerals.
Since the team knows the properties they are looking for, they are looking to match these up with
actual samples. Record chemists’ thoughts on the board, then agree upon a problem that should
look similar to the following:
o Identify specific minerals (magnetite, azurite, hematite, calcite) based on their observable
and measureable properties.
> Instruct the team to write out four different hypotheses that identify these minerals based on their
observations and what they already know about them. An example could be the following...
o I predict that Sample B is Calcite because it breaks apart easily when you touch it and
Calcite has a hardness of 3.
> Explain that just like the objects we use in our everyday lives have physical properties that make
them different from one another, minerals have properties that can be observed and measured
that distinguish them from each other as well. The team will conduct four tests on six different
minerals, and record their observations and measurements on the Mineral Data Sheet.
> Review the procedure for each test as stated in the Experiment Manual (pp. 21-27) and clarify
terminology as you go along:
o Color: Refers to what the mineral looks like on the surface. Colors are noticeable but it must
be understood that it is not the best way to identify a mineral since many vary in color.
o Streak: This test involves rubbing a mineral on a plate of unglazed porcelain. While the
surface color of a mineral can vary, the color of a mineral’s streak is usually must more
reliable and accurate.
o Hardness: This refers to the ability of a mineral to resist abrasion and scratching. This is
generally a relative rather than an absolute measurement. There is a widely used scale of
hardness referred to as Mohs Scale, which goes from softest (1) to hardest (10). The higher
numbered minerals can scratch those with smaller numbers. For instance, a fingernail
would have a hardness of 2.5, penny is 3.0 and a piece of class is 5.5.
o Magnetism: The positive end of one material attracts the negative end of another. Likewise,
the negative-to-negative ends and positive-to-positive ends of these objects actually repel
one another.
o Gas production: Only certain minerals produce bubbles of carbon dioxide when exposed to
an acid. An acid is a special substance that is soluble in water (spread throughout) and
tastes sour.
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> Students are ready to begin the procedure. Distribute hand lenses to those that want to use them.
The set-up of the procedure it at your discretion. Students can work in pairs observing and
recording the color and streak of each mineral while you conduct the magnetism and gas
production experiments with pairs one at a time. Or each experiment can be done as a class.

Extend
> At the conclusion of the procedure tell the team of chemists they are ready to analyze their results
and identify the minerals. You may want to first construct a class data table to make sure that
team members have recorded similar observations.
> For the results section of the experiment, team members should write out a complete description
for each of the samples that was observed and measured. This includes a description of the
process of how the observation or measurement was taken as well as the end result. For example:
o My partner and I used a hand lens to study the surface of each material closely before
determining its color. We both had to come to an agreement on a color that most accurately
described the mineral before recording it on our data sheet.
> After completing the results section of the experiment the team of chemists are ready to write out
the conclusion, which will include their interpretation of the results and identifying the minerals
that were tested. Write the following questions on the board and instruct chemists respond in
their science notebooks:
o Were your hypotheses correct? Explain?
o What problems did you encounter during the procedure that may have affected your
results?
o Describe which properties were qualitative and which were quantitative.
o How could this experiment be designed differently in the future?
o What new questions would you like to answer after this experiment?

Evaluate
> To conclude the lesson, ask the team to open to their KWL worksheets and to respond to the
lesson’s essential question: How can we identify minerals? Chemists are to record their thoughts
under the “L” column of their worksheet.
> Ask chemists to volunteer some of their ideas and record these under the “L” column of the class
chart. This would be a good time to review any concepts that may have been missed over the
course of the lesson.
Lesson 6: How did the Yakutat Tlingit make paint? What happens when we try to combine or
change materials?
Estimated Time: 10, fifty-minute lessons
Day 1-2: How do some everyday materials interact? How can materials change? How does the weight of a
material change if we heat, cool or mix it with another?
Teacher Prep: This lesson will begin by explaining the process of making traditional paint with three
essential materials: limestone, salmon roe and saliva. Grind up a small piece of limestone and have a
sample of salmon roe ready in a dish. The materials will serve as a visual for students; nothing will be
combined during this particular lesson. Read over the teacher information sections entitled, Native Paint
Revealed and UBCStudents Reproduce Traditional Wood Finishes by B.C.'s First Nation, which provide
additional background on the overall process required to produce the paint. Read over the Exploding
Toothpaste activity, attached at the end of the investigation and available in book format in the 5-6th
grade band tote, and organize the necessary materials to implement the activity. Have available the Kids
Discover Matter booklets. There should be sufficient copies so that each student is able to have their own,
however if that is not the case plan on having students share the booklets with a partner. Print and make
copies of the following worksheets for students: KWL worksheet (1 copy per student) and Web Diagram
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(2 copies per student). Print and laminate the following Vocab Posters (vocabulary word and definition
separate): Mixture, Solution and Suspension. Construct another class KWL Chart and two Web Diagrams on
large sheets of chart paper and write out the essential questions for this component of the lesson: How do
some everyday materials interact? How do materials change?

Elicit
> Begin by asking the team to state the essential question they will investigate over the course of the
lesson (How do some everyday materials interact? How can materials change?). Distribute the
KWL worksheets to the chemists and instruct them to record their ideas under the “K” column of
the chart, as well as any other question they have regarding this topic or that they feel need to be
answered over the course of the investigation under the “W” column.
> Post the class KWL Chart on the board.
> Discuss chemists’ ideas as a team and record their ideas under the “K” column of the class chart as
well as any questions they have under the “W” column.

Engagement
> Bring out the ground up limestone and salmon roe and explain that the process of creating paint
from these two materials seems rather simple. Explain to the team that a few university students
tried recreating the traditional paint making process not too long ago the same way the 5-6th
grade science class is trying to do currently. These students had the minerals ground up ready to
go as well as the salmon roe but after they mixed the two materials together it didn’t turn out the
they thought it would. The mixture that resulted didn’t bind to surfaces the way paint should, and
this puzzled the students because they could not think, nor did they know, what was lacking from
the paint-making recipe. After doing some more research they learned of this missing ingredient,
saliva. Sure enough, grinding the salmon roe up in their mouths before mixing it with the
powdered minerals was the trick and the students had successfully made paint from natural
materials just like the Tlingit had been doing for hundreds of years before them.
> But how did the Tlingit know that saliva was the trick? What was it about saliva that make the
other ingredients come together? This is at the heart of chemistry, learning about materials and
how they interact with one another. Who knows how many trials and errors the Yakutat Tlingit
had to go through before coming upon the right combination of materials before they could paint
their masks, baskets and regalia with color.
> Before the team can move forward and start mixing together materials that they know very little
about, it is important to have an understanding of the interactions between different forms of
matter. The Tlingit were chemists in their own right and had become masters at handling and
using matter in all-different forms that really shaped their lives. It is said that once copper was
discovered in Yakutat, the Tlingit not only knew how to extract it from the source it was found but
how to process it so that it became hard and therefore useful as a hunting tool. The Tlingit were
also known, and still considered to be, master weavers. They developed a method of extracting,
preparing and eventually weaving spruce roots into baskets that carried water.
> This knowledge didn’t just happen overnight. It took time, patience making careful observations
and finally persistent trial by error to come know everything that they did. As young and budding
scientists it is our job to do the same and follow in the steps of our ancestors by taking the time to
learn by observing, questioning, and doing.
> Explain to the team that if they are going to combine materials together in hopes of trying to make
a substance like paint, they must have a solid understanding of the types of the changes and
interactions matter goes through. For instance, is it always safe to mix materials together? What
types of changes do materials go though when they are mixed?
> Implement the Exploding Toothpaste activity, asking chemists to make hypotheses as to what they
think will happen before the procedure and then compare those hypotheses to what actually
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happened. End the activity by asking the team why it is important to learn about different
materials and their interactions with one another.

Explore
> Tell the team of chemists they are going to do some research to learn as much as they can about
the different ways matter can change before conducting experiments. Ask the team why scientists
research a topic, question or problem before designing and conducting an experiment? (To find
out what is already known about the topic so that they can structure their experiment better. Do
they want to confirm something that is already known or do they want to try and answer a new
question? Research help scientists develop well thought out hypotheses.)
> Distribute 1 copy of the Web Diagram worksheet to each team member and instruct chemists to
write the essential question (How do we use materials?) as the topic or main idea of the diagram.
Explain that team members will have to look for information in the text that could answer this
particular question.
> Post the three Vocabulary Posters on the board and ask team members to draw a diagram for each
vocabulary word on the board in their notebooks. Explain that this is an inference; therefore they
do not need to worry about whether their diagram is incorrect at this time. They will discuss the
definition of each term at the end of the reading. Ask chemists to share what they draw aloud in
front of their team.
> Distribute the Kids Discover Matter books to each chemist or pair teammates up for the activity
and post the class Web Diagram on the board. Tell the team to pay close attention to any
information in the first section of the text that may pertain to their question. You may want to
pose the following questions on the board before beginning the assignment in order to help focus
team members’ on their objective (notes need to be recorded on the class Web Diagram and
students’ worksheets either during or after the reading):
o What is a mixture?
o What are the characteristics of a mixture?
o What is a solution?
o What are the characteristics of a solution?
o What is a suspension?
> Read the section, Mix it Up (pp. 6-7), as a team.
> At the conclusion of the activity, team members should have the following information recorded
on their Web Diagram worksheets.
o A mixture is made from any combination of solids, liquids and gasses.
o A mixture is:
■ Combination of 2 or more types of matter.
■ Matter does not change when it is combined.
■ Matter can be separated through processes such as evaporation or screens.
o A solution is a type of mixture.
o A solution is:
■ The materials are spread evenly throughout.
■ Cannot see the individual parts that make up a mixture.
o A suspension is:
■ A mixture of solids and gasses (dust particles in air) or solids and liquids (mud
puddle)

Explain
> Revisit the Mixture, Solution and Suspension Vocab Posters. Post the terms on the board then hand
out the definitions of each to three volunteers, who will try and match the definition to one of the
terms posted on the board. Instruct other team members to review the term/definition matches
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on the board and make any changes they feel are necessary. Once every member of the team has
had a change to review and/or pose suggestions, read off the correct definitions of each term. In
their own words, chemists are to write a definition of each in their science notebooks and then
construct a sentence using the term.

Explore
> Distribute the second Web Diagram to team members and instruct them to write in the second
essential question of the lesson (How can materials change?) as the topic of the new diagram. Post
the class Web Diagram on the board and remind chemists to follow along closely during the
reading for any information in the second section of the text that could help them answer the new
question. Write the following questions on the board to help guide students’ thinking during the
reading, taking notes as a team either during or after completing the section:
o How does all matter change? (Matter can change state. Liquids can either freeze and
become solids or get heated and turn to gas. Solids can melt to become liquids and gasses
can condense and become liquids too.)
o What causes matter to change state? (Changes in energy affect the state of matter.)
o Are changes in state reversible? Give an example. (Changes in state are reversible. Water
can freeze and become a solid and then melt and become a liquid again.)
o Name three different materials and describe how they can change state.
> Read the section, State Matters (pp. 12-13) as a team.

Extend
> Instruct the team to open their notebooks to an empty page. Chemists will write a letter to a friend
explaining what they have learned so far about materials, how they change, and draw at least
three different examples that clearly demonstrate to these changes to your friend.
> Review the structure of a letter with the team and provide enough time for them to complete the
task.

Evaluate
> To conclude this reading section, ask the team to open to their KWL worksheets and to respond to
the essential question that was posed earlier: How can materials change? Chemists are to record
their thoughts under the “L” column of their worksheet.
> Ask chemists to volunteer some of their ideas and record these under the “L” column of the class
KWL Chart. This would be a good time to review any concepts that may have been missed over the
course of the lesson.
Days 2-5: Does heating, cooling or mixing materials together change its weight?
Teacher Prep: Read over and review The Baby Diaper Secret activity (pp. 116-121 in Naked Eggs and
Flying Potatoes) and organize any materials needed to implement the activity, including an electric
balance. This component of the lesson requires access to an oven and a freezer. You will need to purchase
and/or prep a sufficient amount of food items so that three separate trials (of heating and cooling) can be
conducted. The “heated” component of the experiment can include (feel free to use other materials that
may be more readily available) 3-sets of the following materials: Ice-cream (500-1000 ml), ice-cubes (1
tray), butter (3 sticks), cookie dough (1 roll), plan chocolate bar (2 bars), and raw eggs (carton). The
“cooled” component of the experiment water can include the following materials: water, oil (500 ml),
milk (500 ml), Gatorade (500 ml), and raw eggs (3). Use the 1000/500 ml beakers to measure out the
materials then have solo cups available for students to tFinally, the component of the experiment that
requires mixing different materials together can include the following ingredients: refined sugar (300 ml)
& water (500 ml), equal slices of banana & apples & mandarins (keep separated), vinegar (500 ml) & oil
(500 ml), soil (500 ml) & salt water (500 ml). Set aside two sets of materials that represent different
states and a mixture of 2 substances (include a sample of the individual materials that make up the
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mixture as well) to use as visuals during an observation activity, which can include: raw vs. cooked eggs,
liquid water vs. ice, sugar, etc.
Teacher Prep: Print and make 1 copy per student of the following worksheets: TeachersPayTeachers
Great Graphs resource (only p. 89), Cooling, Heating and Mixing Materials Data Sheets (3 sheets total per
student) and Science A-Z KWL worksheet. The Science A-Z Quick Read: Why is a hypothesis? and Activity
Sheet: Making a hypothesis are supplemental materials in case the class needs additional practice
constructing hypotheses. Have available the following materials to use throughout the lesson: Scientific
Method posters, hand lenses, 1,000-500 ml beakers, electronic balances (3) and colored pencils and/or
crayons. Write the essential question for this part of the lesson on the board: Does heating, cooling or
mixing materials together change its weight?

Engagement
> Ask the team of chemists to review what they’ve learned so far about matter, specifically the ways
in which different materials interact with one another and how matter is able to change.
> Tell the team that you are going to perform a science experiment that will involve mixing a
superabsorbent material found in baby diapers with water. Chemists are to observe how the
amount of material changed from the beginning to the end of the experiment to the end.
> Begin The Baby Diaper Secret demonstration for the team, pausing a moment right before mixing
the water and sodium polyacrylate to ask students to make a prediction about how the amount of
material (more, less, stay the same) will change the two have been mixed together. Weigh the
materials individually then record their cumulative weights on the board. Note: You will have to
zero out the scale for each container before adding the 120 ml of water and sodium polyacrylate.
This requires placing the empty plastic cup on the scale and hitting the button labeled “zero”
before adding the water or sodium polyacrylate. Repeat this procedure once the materials have
solidified into a gel-like substance.
> At the conclusion of the experiment, the original materials should change into a gel-like substance.
Before allowing the team to touch and observe the substance, measure and record its weight on
the board. Did the amount of material (the cumulative weight of both materials) the team started
with increase, decrease or stay the same by the end of the experiment? (It should stay the same)
Why is this so?

Elicit
> Record the essential question for the next few lessons on the board: Does heating, cooling or
mixing materials together change their weight? Distribute the KWL worksheets to the chemists
and instruct them to record their ideas under the “K” column of the chart, as well as any other
question they have regarding this topic or that they feel need to be answered over the course of
the investigation under the “W” column.
> Post the class KWL Chart on the board.
> Discuss chemists’ ideas as a team and record their ideas under the “K” column of the class chart as
well as any questions they have under the “W” column.

Explore
> Explain to the chemists that they will have a substantial task over the next few days, which will be
to determine whether changing the state or mixing different materials together effects how much
material was present overall before and after any changes or mixing occurred. The team will
conduct an experiment that involves recording the weight of various materials before and after
they have been heated, cooled or mixed together. Chemists will then construct a bar graph, using
the data they collected during the experiment. Before the team can jump into the experiment,
chemists must review the process scientists take to try and answer a question.
> Hand out the Scientific Method Posters to six volunteers and instruct them to put themselves in
order from the first to the last step of the scientific method. Instruct the rest of the class to review
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the order of the steps and make any necessary changes. Once chemists have had the opportunity
to participate in arranging the steps of the scientific method, correct anything that is still out of
place and review the overall process as a class. Why to scientists abide by this process in the first
place? What do observations have to do with science? What is a hypothesis? (The scientific
method helps people try an understand the natural world around them by helping generate
testable questions, can be replicated by other and that relies on facts rather than opinion. The first
step in trying to learn or understand anything about the natural world involves a curios mind and
burning questions that we need to answer. However questions don’t arise unless we take a strong
look at our surroundings. Before we conduct an experiment we do a lot of research on the topic
and try and answer the question by writing an inference that is testable. This is also called a
hypothesis, or a statement about how we think the results of the experiment will turn out.)
Step 1: Observation
> Arrange two observation stations in the classroom, each with a set of the sample materials for
students to observe, hand lenses and colored pencils. Divide the team of chemists into two,
smaller groups and instruct each group to observe the materials their station and draw a diagram
of their observations. Each chemist should choose at a pair of materials that demonstrates either a
phase change or a mixture and the materials that make it.
> Ask chemists to share their observations and how they went about recording them down in their
notebooks.
Step 2: Problem
> After observing the materials ask the team to recall the question they will try and answer about
matter. (Does heating, cooling or mixing different materials together change its weight?)
> Instruct team members to write the question down in their notebooks.
Step 3: Hypothesis
> Ask a volunteer to recall the third step of the scientific method and explain what it means to the
team. Remind chemists that writing a hypothesis is similar to making an inference about the
results of an experiment. The difference is that a hypothesis has to be written in a way that can be
tested, and eventually proven or disproven, with an experiment. Summed up a hypothesis is an
educated guess.
> If students need more time and practice with this topic, read over the Science A-Z Quick Read:
What is a hypothesis? as a class and have students complete and then review the Science A-Z
Activity Sheet: Making a hypothesis with a partner.
Step 4: Experiment
> Ask members of the team to recall the fourth step of the scientific method as well as the two
components that characterize it. (Experiment: Procedure and List of Materials). Chemists should
record these terms on a new page in their notebooks, with the term Experiment at the top of the
page. Post the following questions to the team:
o What is a procedure and why is it important to have one? (The procedure of an experiment
shows exactly how information was gathered and recorded. Writing out the steps of a
procedure not only keeps us organized but it also lets other scientists know how we went
about collecting the information to our question, therefore if another scientist wants to
repeat the experiment to see the results for themselves they can easily do so.)
o Why do we have to write out a list of materials?
> Distribute the data sheets (3 versions) to each chemist and ask the team to look over the tables on
the worksheets that chemists will use to keep track of their data. Meanwhile, set-up two stations
in the room: one with 3-sets of materials that will be heated and the other with 3-sets of materials
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that will be cooled. Each station should also have a digital balance as well as three sets of materials
chemists will weigh before and after mixing them together with other substances.
> Explain that the team of chemists will be divided into two smaller groups, each of which will be
responsible for developing a procedure and list of materials needed to implement the experiment.
One group will observe and record measurements for a set of food items that will be heated in the
school’s oven for a specified amount of time while the other group will record measurements for a
set of food items that will be cooled in the school’s freezer for a specified amount of time. Each
group will be expected to perform three separate trials, that is each material (in a set) will be
weighed before and after it is heated or cooled. Ask the team why it is important that they perform
three rather than just one trial for the experiment. (The more trials that are performed in an
experiment the more reliable the results become). Each group will also have 3-sets of materials to
make four of the following mixtures: sugar water, mixed fruit cup, oil and vinegar and finally soil
and salt water. Chemists will first weigh ingredients separately then combine and reweigh them as
a newly formed mixture.
> Demonstrate again how materials should be weighed on the digital balance then divide the team
into two smaller groups. Explain that group members need to work together to write out a
procedure that clearly shows how the experiment will be conducted in a series of steps and then
list all the materials that will be used or are still needed to implement the experiment. Check for
the following elements in each group’s procedure:
o The amount of time materials are either heated or cooled is the same for each trial.
o The procedure indicates that three trials will be conducted.
o Materials are heated at the same temperature for each trial.
o Clearly indicates that materials are weighed before and after being heated, cooled or mixed
together.
o Describes how materials are weighed and the proper use of a digital scale (containers are
equilibrated before material is put on scale and weighed).
o Materials for mixtures are weighed before and after they are combined.
> Once groups have written out their Procedure and List of Materials they are ready to conduct the
experiment.
Step 5: Results
> Once groups have completed their experiments explain ask chemists to recall the fifth step of the
scientific method and explain how it is important to the process. (Scientists organize the data that
was collected during the experiment in a way that they can more easily analyze it and look for
patterns. By analyzing the results and studying the results, scientists can determine whether their
hypothesis was correct).
> Explain to chemists that they will first work independently to construct two graphs of their data;
one graph will display the weight of materials before and after each was cooled or warmed and
the second graph will display the weight of materials before and after they were combined.
Distribute two sheets of graph paper to each chemist and explain that there is more than one way
to construct these graphs. Chemists should take time to think through how they will go about and
construct the graph before jumping into it. Ask the class to reiterate the important parts of a graph
that will they will need to include as they construct their own. (Title, labeled axes, independent
and dependent variables, legend if show more than one type of data)
> Explain that once chemists have finished constructing the two graphs they will meet back up with
their group members to construct two graphs on poster board. Groups will present their graphs
and the information that was collected during the experiment to the other team members.
> Tell chemists to begin making their graphs on the lined paper that was distributed earlier. Note:
Allow students time to figure out how they want to construct their graph. If students are having a
hard time representing the data ask them how many trials were conducted during the experiment
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(3) and what could be included on the graph that can is able to display different types of
information (legend).
> Before team members break off into groups their groups, have a discussion about the results from
the experiment. Pose the following questions to the chemists:
o What do the results tell you about the effects of heating, cooling and mixing on matter?
How do you know? State specific examples from the graphs.
o Does the amount or weight of a material change if it has been heated, cooled or mixed with
other materials? (In nature, matter is never created or destroyed. Matter can change and
become a different material, but that only happens in certain conditions. When materials
are mixed together or go through any kind of phase change, whether its gas to liquid or
liquid to solid, they themselves are not turning into a new material. Their shape or size may
change but their weight stays the same. For instance, water exists on Earth as a liquid, solid
and gas and changes quite frequently between these three phases or states. As ice become a
liquid or a liquid evaporates in water vapor, the amount of water does not change or the
water itself. The only thing that changes is the shape or size of the material.)
o Why do the results between trials or even groups vary? (In a perfect experiment with no
human or equipment error, the weight of materials as they were cooled, heated or mixed
together should have stayed the same between trials. There are differences in the weight
because somewhere along the way an error was made. Error occur all the time in e
> Once the team has completed their graphs, which should be glued into their notebooks. Groups
can begin constructing two graphs each on poster board.
Step 6: Conclusion
> Ask the team to name the sixth step of the scientific method and explain why it is important to the
overall process. (The conclusion is the step in the scientific method where scientists interpret, or
put meaning behind the results from the experiment. They determine whether their hypothesis
was correct or not and explain why.)
> Post the following questions on the board and tell the team they are to answer them in 1-2
paragraphs in their science notebooks:
o What do the results from the experiment tell you about the effects of heating, cooling and
mixing of different materials? Refer to graph.
o Was your hypothesis correct? Explain why it was or was not.
o What are ways we can improve the procedure for future experiments?
o What are other questions you thought about throughout the experiment?
o How are graphs useful in science?

Evaluate
> To conclude the lesson, ask the team to open to their KWL worksheets and to respond to the
essential question that was posed earlier: Does heating, cooling or mixing materials together
change its weight? Chemists are to record their thoughts under the “L” column of their worksheet.
> Ask chemists to volunteer some of their ideas and record these under the “L” column of the class
KWL Chart. This would be a good time to review any concepts that may have been missed over the
course of the lesson.
Days 6-9: Does mixing materials together always form new substances?
Teacher Prep: Read over the AKSCI Disappearing Acts: Which Substances Dissolve in Water? lesson plan
as well as the Experimental Manual: Chemistry C500 (Experiment 1, 2, & 19) and organize or prep any
additional materials needed to implement the activities outlined in either resource. Print and laminate
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the following vocabulary posters, which can be used in conjunction with the AKSCI lesson plan: Mixture,
Solution, Physical Change and Chemical Change vocab posters. Print 1 copy per student of Science A-Z
Physical Science Series: Mixing Matter booklet, which is available in three different reading levels (low,
medium, high, and refer to the Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teacher's Guide: Mixing Matter for additional
reading strategies th at pertain specifically to the book and could offer more effective ways in which to
im plem ent it during the lesson.

Teacher Prep: Print and make copes of the following worksheets, which should be glued into science
notebooks sometime during or after the lesson: 1 copy of Science A-Z KWL worksheet, 4 copies of Science
A-Z Web Diagram, and Physical/Chemical Change Data Sheet. Print and make double-sided copies of the
Gummy Bear and Sodium Chlorate PhotoCard for every two students (students can share the PhotoCards
during the short engagement activity). If internet is available, you can show students a short clip of the
reaction betw een gummy bears and sodium chlorate at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txkRCIPSsjM.
Have available throughout the lesson the Scientific Method Posters and hand lenses. Construct a class KWL
and Web Diagram charts and write the lesson’s essential question on the board: Does combining
materials together always form new materials?

Elicit
> Begin by asking the team to state the essential question they will investigate over the course of the
lesson (Does combining m aterials together always form new m aterials?). Distribute the KWL
w orksheets to the chemists and instruct them to record their ideas under the “K” column of the
chart, as well as any other question they have regarding this topic or th at they feel need to be
answ ered over the course of the investigation under the “W” column. Encourage the team to think
back to times in their life when they were either cooking or observing someone else prepare a
meal or a specific dish, perhaps even their favorite dish. How many different types of foods were
being used to make this dish and how were they prepared? Were they mixed together? Did this
require an oven, freezer or was the dish ready to eat right after it was prepared? W hat did team
m em bers’ notice about the m aterials in the dish before and after they were combined together?
(Note: These probing questions can help students access prior knowledge by relating the essential
question to their own lives, which provides a more accurate assessm ent of their content
knowledge.)
> Post the class KWL Chart on the board.
> Discuss chemists’ ideas as a team and record their ideas under the “K” column of the class chart as
well as any questions they have under the “W” column.

Engagement
> Instruct the team of chemists to think back on the Exploding Toothpaste dem onstration th at was
done in class and why it may be im portant to know w hether or not mixing two m aterials together
can form completely new materials? Probe the chemists thinking with the following questions:
o Is it always safe to mix m aterials together? (Mixing m aterials together may have different
effects than we originally expected or planned for, especially if we don’t know a lot about
certain materials. Learning how m aterials interact with one another makes scientists and
people in general b etter prepared for the different types of reactions th at may occur.)
o W hat are some unw anted effects when tools (like bikes or chainsaws) made of steel or iron
are left in the rain? (Rust) How does rust effect tools we use if it builds up over time? (Tools
stop working as well.)
> After listening to ideas and comments from the team, pair team m ates up for an activity then pass
out the Gummy Bear and Potassium Chlorate Photocards (so th at the photo of the reaction is facing
down) to each pair and asks chemists to not turn over their Photocard until they have been
instructed to do so. Ask the team to study the Photocard and predict w hat they think would
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happen if some normal gummy bears were combined with white powder called potassium
chlorate, a material that is found in some specialty fireworks called noise-makers.
> Ask teammates to volunteer their hypotheses then instruct chemists to turn their PhotoCards over,
or if Internet is available play the video demonstrating the chemical reaction to the team. After the
chemists have studied the reaction via video or on their PhotoCards, ask them to explain what
happened to the Gummy Bear and if it would be possible to reverse the reaction and get the candy
back to its original form. Is it a good idea to mix Gummy Bears with this white powder? (It would
not be possible to get the Gummy Bear back to its original formed. Once the candy is combined
with potassium chlorate, a material that has a strong reaction to sugar, it is turned into heat, light
and gas. It wouldn’t be a good idea to mix Gummy Bears with potassium chlorate if you plan on
eating the candy at some point.)
Explore/Explain
> Tell the team that they will embark on another experiment together in order to answer the
essential question that was posed earlier in class: Does mixing materials together create entirely
new materials? Ask the team to recall the six steps of the scientific method and to record the
general order of steps in their notebooks. Distribute the Scientific Method Posters to six volunteers
and instruct the volunteers to situate themselves in chronological order; once the volunteers have
finalized their with positions and described the reasoning behind the order of the steps the other
teammates are allowed to make any necessary changes until they have all agreed a final outcome.
Any time a chemist wants to change the order of the steps they should be required to provide
reasoning to support the change they want to make. Only after all the chemists have had the
opportunity to provide their input should you make any corrections.

Steps 2 & 3: Problem/Hypothesis
> Instruct the team to record the problem of the new experiment in their notebooks: Does mixing
materials together create entirely new materials? Before recording down their hypotheses, ask the
chemists to recall an important component of the scientific method all scientists must do before
they can write out a hypothesis or conduct an experiment. (Research and learn as much about the
topic of their question as possible.)
> Distribute 1, Science A-Z Physical Series: Mixing Matter booklet and 4 of the Web Diagram
worksheets to each student. Instruct chemists to write in the following topics, which will be
discussed in the reading, on each of their worksheets (1 topic per sheet): Mixing Liquids, Mixing
Solids and Liquids, Mixing Matter and Changing Matter. Implement the reading strategies that will
be the most effective for the class, but make sure to review and integrate the following vocabulary
terms (and another other terms you think the class needs to review) into the lesson since they
address the content of the upcoming experiment:
o P h y s ic a l Change (re a c tio n )
o C h e m ica l Change (re a c tio n )
o P h y s ic a l P ro p e rtie s
o M a tte r (optional)
o M ix tu re s (optional)
o S o lu tio n (optional)
o S u sp e n sio n (optional)
o
> Feel free to read through the entire booklet, however for purposes of the investigation as well as
the higher level content discussed in the reading which may be too complex for students at this
point, you only need to focus on pages 12-22 (high-level) and 12-21 (mid & low-level). By the end
of the reading students should have the following content recorded on their individual Web
Diagram worksheets, which you may also want to record on the class Web Diagram sheets as you
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proceed through the booklet with the class (Note: the information presented below only
corresponds to the mid-level booklets so adjust accordingly if you decided to opt for a lowerleveled book for the class or certain students in general):
o Changing Matter (pp. 12-14)
■ Examples of physical changes include: mixing materials together like sugar and
water or when matter changes state
■ A chemical change occurs if: there is a color change in the material,
light/heat/sound is released, material changes odor, a material or mixture produces
a gas or solid, the change is hard to undo
■ An example of chemical changes: baking cake batter, rust
o Mixing Matter (p. 15)
■ Mixtures are combinations of materials
■ Mixtures are an example of a physical change
■ You can see the different materials that make up mixtures
■ When you cannot see the different materials that have been combined the mixture is
called a solution
o Mixing Solids and Liquids (p. 16-19)
■ Salt water is an example of a solution made of a solid and liquid
■ Soda is an example of a solution made of a liquid and gas
■ Salad is an example of a mixture made of different solids
■ Matter can be described by different properties such as volume, weight and
magnetism
■ All matter takes up space and has weight
■ Some types of matter are magnetized and others are not
■ Suspensions are mixtures with very small and light materials that eventually settle
to bottom of container
o Mixing Liquids (p. 20)
■ Some liquids stay separate when you mix them such as oil
and water
■ Some liquids do not stay separate and are hard to separate like water and food
coloring
> After reading through the booklets, tell the team of chemists they now have done some research
on their question and are ready to write out a hypothesis, or educated guess, on the following
problem: Does mixing materials together always form new materials?
> Review the concept of a hypothesis with the class by reading over the Science A-Z Quick Read
What is a Hypothesis? Write the following sentence starter on the board to help guide students as
they construct their hypotheses:
o If...then...because...
> Examples of well written hypotheses may look like the following:
o If the combined materials change their original color, release energy, change odor, produce
a gas or a liquid or are very difficult to undo then a new material has formed because the
original materials went through a chemical change.
o If the combined materials can be still be seen or form a solution then a new material has
not been formed because a physical change has taken place.
Step 4: Experiment
> Tell the team they have successfully completed the third step of the scientific method and are
ready to move forward with the fourth step, or the experimental component of the scientific
method. Ask the team to recall the two major parts of the experiment step of the Scientific Method
and write these on the board. (Procedure and List of Materials) Before chemists perform any
experiment they must either write out or identify the procedure and materials needed to
implement it. For this particular experiment, the procedure and list of materials have already been
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written out for the team, which makes their job a little easier. However, they will still be
responsible for highlighting each part before moving forward with the experiment.
> Explain to the team that there will be two parts to the experiment; chemists will perform the first
set of tests in smaller groups and then come back together to discuss their results. The second set
of tests will involve substances that require more care when they are handled, therefore chemists
will perform these tests together as a team.
> Part 1 of Experiment: Implement the AKSCI Disappearing Acts: Which Substances Dissolve in
Water? lesson plan. Before chemists split off into small groups, have the team review the list of
materials and the procedure together. In addition, instruct chemists to record the type of change
(physical orchemical) materials underwent during
the experiment on their
data sheet.It may also
be helpful before performing the lesson’sactivities to go over as a team the differencebetween
physical and chemical changes as well as indicators that characterize each (you can also refer to
pp. 14-15 in the Kids Discover: Matter book for additional information that can help students
characterize and decipher between physical and chemical changes):
o Physical Changes:
■ Mixtures: able to see the original materials after they have been combined
■ Materials in mixture can be separated
■ Mixtures form from combination of different states of matter
• Solids with solids
• Solids with liquids
• Gasses with gasses
• Liquids with gasses
■ Solutions: type of mixture but hard to see original materials after they have been
combined
■ Suspension: mixture of solids and liquids
■ Materials in a suspension are small and light and do not settle out right away
o Chemical Changes:
■ Material or mixture changes color
■ Can give off light, heat or sound
■ Odor changes
■ Solids or gasses are produced
■ Change is difficult to undo
> Part 2 Experiment: Distribute 1 copy Physical/Chemical Change Data Sheet to each chemist.
Since materials in the kit are in limited supply, it may be more effective to perform Experiments 1,
2 and 19 from the Experimental Manual: Chemistry C500 as a group. Review the data sheet as a
team so chemists are familiar with its set-up and how data will be recorded then refer to the
Experiment Manual and write out the list of materials and procedure for each experiment.
Chemists should record this information in their science notebooks. Review laboratory safety
measures (included in the Manual) as well as the various types of lab equipment that will be
utilized in each experiment, since chemists may be unfamiliar with these items or at the very least
need a review of the terminology.
Step 5: Results
> Tell the team of chemists they have successfully completed the experiments and are now ready to
move on to the fifth step of the scientific method, compiling the results from the experiments.
> Ask the team to recall the objective of the investigation. (To determine whether combining
different materials together always resulted in the formation of a new material.) The result section
reviews and organizes all the information that was collected and recorded on the chemists’ data
sheets into one section so that it can be analyzed more easily later on when chemists are writing
up the conclusion of the experiment. This can be done in a table format or written out in complete
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sentences and include information from Parts 1 & 2 of the investigations experiment. Chemists can
refer to the following as they write-up their results:
o Describe what you observed when specific materials were combined.
o Indicate the type of change that resulted (physical and chemical) when materials were
combined. You must describe how you came to that conclusion (what is your evidence?).
o What problems arose during the experiment that may have affected the results of each test.
> Chemists can work individually or in pairs for this activity.
Step 6: Conclusion
> Ask the team to name the sixth step of the scientific method and explain why it is important to the
overall process. (The conclusion is the step in the scientific method where scientists interpret, or
put meaning behind the results from the experiment. They determine whether their hypothesis
was correct or not and explain why.)
> Post the following questions on the board and tell the team they are to answer them in 1-2
paragraphs in their science notebooks:
o What do the results from the experiment tell you about the changes materials undergo
when they combined. Include specific results from the experiment.
o Was your hypothesis correct? Explain why it was or was not.
o What are ways we can improve the procedure for future experiments?
o What are other questions you thought about throughout the experiment?

Evaluate
> To conclude the lesson, ask the team to open to their KWL worksheets and to respond to the
essential question that was posed earlier: Does combining materials together always form new
materials? Chemists are to record their thoughts under the “L” column of their worksheet.
> Ask chemists to volunteer some of their ideas and record these under the “L” column of the class
KWL Chart. This would be a good time to review any concepts that may have been missed over the
course of the lesson.
Day 10: How can we make our own paint?
Teacher Prep: During this lesson the class will make their own natural paints by grinding minerals
included in the kit (limestone, magnetite, and red hematite) into a powder and combing this with salmon
roe (moistened with saliva!) until a paint-like consistency is achieved. The class will then decorate objects
found either at home or on the beach during a class trip with their natural paints. Since the azurite
mineral is available in a very small quantity, and should be conserved for mineral testing activities in the
future, it would be best to use the blue clay mixture provided in the Natural Earth Paint Kit for this
activity. It is advised that you try making paint at home before implementing the activity in class, which
will give you a better idea the time it takes to grind up the minerals and rocks into a powder form as well
as the correct proportions of roe and saliva needed to achieve the right consistency. Feel free to use any
additional materials from the Natural Earth Paint kit to fall back on in case the activity doesn’t work.
Have paintbrushes, hard objects to grind up minerals and rocks as well as plastic containers (3 per
student) available during the lesson.
Teacher Prep: If possible, invite an Elder or a language instructor (Gloria Wolfe or Devlin Anderstom) to
the activity to provide further knowledge behind the use and significant of natural pigments in the Tlingit
culture. They may have additional ideas and/or resources that can be incorporated into the activity as
well.

Explore
> Implement the activity. If you want to extend the experience and evaluate the transfer of
knowledge, ask the team of chemists to predict how the weight of the materials will change after
they have been mixed together as well as the type of change (physical or chemical) the materials
undergo once they have been combined together.
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Lesson 7: Presenting knowledge to the community
Estimated time: 2, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Coordinate a time and day to visit the local radio station. Students will present
information that they learned over the course of the investigation to the community and how this
information is relevant and important to the daily lives of community members as well as themselves.
You can structure this activity however you want to fit within the time constraints of the school day, but
the overall objective is to communicate to the class the importance of sharing information and that
information serves a purpose. Provide students the space to be creative as they review all of the
information they have learned during the investigation and pick out the components that had the most
impact on them.

Extend
> Chemists communicate the results of the investigation to the community via the local radio
station. This is an important component of science, communicating knowledge and information to
the community that should not be overlooked in any investigation. Students should develop the
sense that it is the role and responsibility of scientists and the overarching institution with which
they belong that information generated through science practices is not owned by the scientists
but is shared and communicated to the community. Knowledge is meant to be used and applied to
solve problems we face in our daily lives, maintain the roots and traditions of culture, and used to
make decisions that are not always easy especially when many different perspectives are taken
into account.
> Part of the radio discussion can include how the information obtained from the investigation can
be applied or is useful to the daily lives of community members and themselves.
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment
Estimated Time: 1, forty-fifty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment. The (pre and post) assessments for the
investigation can either be glued into science notebooks upon completion or kept separate for students’
records in order to analyze their understanding of science content and practices over the course of the
investigation.

Evaluate
> Administer the Post-assessment to the team.
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Pre/Post-Assessment [5-PS1-2/3] 2755
N a m e :______________________________
Date: ______________________________

Part 1 Directions: R ead over th e scen ario a n d q u e stio n s th a t th a t follow very

carefully before resp o n d in g . Use com plete sentences!
Scenario: D uring th e w in ter you a n d y o u r fam ily enjoy a nice w arm h o u se , w hich is h e ated

prim arily by th e wood stove th a t you a n d y o u r siblings help keep clean. Over th e su m m e r
th e fam ily b rin g s hom e wood from th e b e a c h th e n sp lits a n d s ta c k s it in a storage sh ed
n ex t to th e h o u se. Every n ig h t before d in n er, b o th you a n d y o u r siste r sh a re th e
resp o n sib ility of bringing in th e wood from th e storage sh e d a n d th e n to clean a n d d u m p
th e ch arco al a n d a s h th a t b u ilt u p in th e stove from th e n ig h t before outsid e. The wood is
heavy to c arry into th e h o u se b u t th e n feels a lm o st w eightless once its been b u rn e d . Your
siste r th in k s m o st of th e wood v a n ish e s into th in a ir so you decide to weigh th e wood,
ch arco al a n d soot every n ig h t for a w eek into a table. S tu d y th e table:

Weight of Wood over 1 Week
Day

Weight of wood
(lbs.) before being
burned

Weight of wood
(lbs.) after being
burned

M onday

6

1.5

T u esd ay

8

3

W ednesday

10

3.5

T h u rsd a y

5

1

Friday

7

2

S a tu rd a y

6

1.5

Sunday

11

4
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1. D raw a b a r g rap h of th e d a ta below:

2. Analyze y o u r g rap h a n d a n sw e r th e following q u estio n s:
a. D escribe w h a t h a p p e n e d before a n d after th e wood w as b u rn e d . Use evidence
from th e grap h .

b. W hy did you get th e se re s u lts ? E xplain.

c. C om pare th e q ualitative c h a ra c te ristic s of wood before a n d after it w as b u rn ed .
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Pre/Post-Assessment [5-PS1-2/3] 2757

d. W hat is th e q u a n titativ e c h a ra c te ristic of wood in th is scen ario ? How do you
know ?

e. Is b u rn in g wood a chem ical or p hysical ch an g e? E xplain y o u r answ er.

f. W hat is a n exam ple of a p hysical ch an g e? E xplain y o u r answ er.

3. You show th e g rap h to y o u r sister. She is now convinced th a t wood c an v a n ish into
th in air! Is sh e co rrect in th in k in g th is? D raw a scientific diag ram th a t will help y o u r
siste r u n d e rs ta n d w h a t h a p p e n s to m a tte r a s it goes th ro u g h changes: (H int- T h in k
of th e ex am ples from c la ss a n d w h e th e r m a tte r a ctu ally v a n ish e s after it changes.)

Part 2 Directions: C arefully re ad over th e following scen ario a n d table th e n

an sw e r th e q u e stio n s below.
Scenario : It is y o u r m o m ’s b irth d a y a n d you w a n t to get h e r a really nice present! The

b e st gifts are alw ays o n es from th e h e a rt so you decide to m ake h e r a necklace o u t of
sm all ro ck s a n d m in e rals y o u ’ve collected over tim e. Since th e re are so m an y to choose
from you p u t to g eth er a table of th e different c h a ra c te ristic s of each of y o u r b e st looking
rocks. You w a n t th is necklace to la s t a long tim e a n d low m a in te n a n c e so th a t y o u r
m om c an w ear it everyday b u t it also n e ed s to be nice to look at. Analyze th e tab le a n d
a n sw e r th e q u e stio n s below:
1. W hich m in eral w ould you choose to m ake y o u r m o th e r’s necklace o u t of? E xplain
y o u r rea so n in g u sin g inform ation from th e table.
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2. Is im p o rta n t to know th e c h a ra c te ristic s of ro ck s a n d m in e rals we u se in o u r lives?
W hy?
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Pre/Post-Assessment [5-PS1-2/3] 2759

Mineral Characteristics
Mineral Name

Color

Moh’s
Hardness

Solubility

Luster

D ark to light
blue

2.5

Soluble in
w ater

V itreous
(glassy) to
R esin o u s

Soluble in
w ater

V itreous

C h alc an th ite

Red

'

2 .0 -2 .5

V illiaum ite

B ra ss Yellow
6 .0 -6 .5

Not Soluble in
w ater

M etallic

5-6

Not Soluble in
W ater

W axy to dull

Pyrite

G reen to Blue

T u rquoise
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Rock and Mineral Characteristics FACT Sheet
Magnetite

Azurite

Hematite

Limestone/Calcite

Paint-making process NOTES!
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STUDENT WORKSHEE 2761

Mineral DATA SHEET
Color

Streak Color

Hardness

Magnetism

Gas Production

Sample A

Sample B

Sample C

Sample D

Sample E

Sample F
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Does heating materials change their weight? Data Sheet
After heating

Before heating
Draw Materials

Weight of each

Draw Material

Weight of each Material

Material
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3
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Does cooling materials change their weight? Data Sheet
After cooling

Before cooling
Draw Material

Weight of each

Draw Material

Material

Weight of each
Material

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3
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Does mixing materials change their weight? Data Sheet
After heating

Before heating
Draw each Material

Weight of each

Draw each Material

Material

Weight of each
Material

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3
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STUDENT WORKSHEE 2765

Does mixing materials cause PHYSICAL or Chemical changes?
Before Mixing

After Mixing

Physical or Chemical

Draw

Draw and Describe materials

Change

and Describe materials
Change #1

Change #2

Change #3
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Teacher Background
Integrating Traditional Knowledge of the Yakutat Tlingit with Western based Science
Concepts and Academic Standards
Abstract
As the concept of a sustainable and more satisfying lifestyle gradually becomes a larger
part of discussions, and eventually put into practice in the daily lives of Americans, more
attention has focused on traditional ecological knowledge; the epitome of sustainability in Native
Alaskan cultures since its knowledge is deeply rooted in the long inhabitation of a people in a
particular place (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 1999). Native knowledge is far more than a model of
sustainable practice. It is a way of looking and relating to the natural world and its inhabitants,
the universe and each other and has been constructed through careful observation of natural
processes. Thus, Alaska native “science” is exemplified through development, practice and
continual refinement of subsistence activities (p.2). On one side of the spectrum the nation and a
globalized culture is calling for heightened skills in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics to better prepare youth for a highly competitive economy and technologically
charged world. In other parts of this nation and across the world people and educators alike want
to see a rejuvenation of local culture and community and to take back control of the education
system so that curriculum can be based in place. The aim of this research was to find a meeting
place between the two worlds by developing a theme and providing the perspectives from the
traditional knowledge side and the perspective of Western science. This can bring about a third
perspective where both knowledge bases are represented and held to the same regard. By
beginning this inevitable process educators can continue looking for ways to provide the most
holistic educational experience possible.

Introduction
As one delves deeper into understanding the concept behind a worldview and the pieces
related to its development, it becomes clear that an individual has little say into the values,
traditions and customs imparted on them as a child that eventually constructs a conceptual map,
eventually serving as the basis for his or her interactions and interpretations of the world as an
adult. Not surprising is the influence family and community members have as they impart
knowledge, stories, legends and myths to the young individual, which get integrated into the
developing folds of their mind. Once this worldview is established it will serve as a very
integrated invisible lens, which our eyes will peer out of daily to perceive the world and enable
our brains and hearts to interpret and understand all that is being perceived (Kawagley, 1993, p.
10).
According to Barnhardt and Kawagley (1999), the essential framework of science
curriculum in indigenous communities needs to be integrated into place (p.3). Student motivation
is elevated when concepts they are learning can be applied to experiences that are relatable and
tangible from their everyday lives. The authors suggest that science curriculum be structured so
that Native knowledge starts off a unit and is later preceded by Western science practices and
content (p. 3). This relatively simple ordering in a unit’s content can act as an engagement
strategy by targeting two issues that standardized education has had little success at achieving in
rural communities; transforming information into knowledge that is useful and applicable to life
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outside the classroom and nurturing that knowledge into wisdom that sees life as meaningful. It
requires exposing students to the language of feeling (spiritual) in conjunction with the language
of reasoning (p. 15). The units of a curriculum should be organized and taught in a manner that
helps students conceptualize the fundamental concept of interconnectedness in the natural world.
The authors mention five elements that are inherent to native knowledge as the providers of life
(earth, wind, fire, water, spirituality) and the importance of their integration into the curriculum
(p. 15). Without these elements life on this planet could not suffice (p. 16).
The concept of interconnectedness between components in natural systems is a
fundamental and well accepted aspect to Native Alaskans and Western scientists. While this is a
well-accepted concept in the Western view of ecology, interestingly, Western science was
designed and has therefore evolved into areas of study that are so specific that many fields and
their associated experts have become compartmentalized in their knowledge and lost touch with
the overall picture of the system (Barnhardt and Kawagley, 1999, p. 19). Standardized science
education has been taught in the past and still today as a series of compartmentalized units with
little attention given to the relatedness of the themes, a reality that science educators are aiming
to change. Another inherent component to indigenous ecological knowledge is that it exemplifies
the ideal data collection practice in Western science; the generation of knowledge from evidence
that has been collected and refined due to ecological changes over an extended period of time (p.
15). Western science, more specifically in the United States, is generally reliant on outside
sources for financial support, which limits project timeframes.
The recent evaluation and integration of research done in the developmental psychology
and science education fields strongly supports that scientific content and process be taught
together in order to maximize conceptual change in young learners (National Research Council,
2007).
For centuries, Alaskan Native people have integrated content and process into
subsistence activities, to not do so would have had fatal consequences. Ecological knowledge
was obtained through keen observation and perception of the natural world. The survival
strategies are a result of countless predictions and experiments that concluded in the
implementation of successful skills and technologies into the subsistence lifestyle (Barnhardt and
Kawagley, p. 2). Both native and contemporary societies undeniably support the fact that
scientific knowledge is dynamic, and at any moment can be disproven, altered or enriched as
new evidence surfaces.
At its core, “science” is a process that human beings have used for centuries to
understand and describe at some level or degree the perceived and theoretical world in which
they live. Inherent in its framework is the undeniable fact that knowledge is a construct of human
efforts; which has changed across cultures and evolved as new technology and information about
the world at large surfaces. The years of precise observation into the knowledge base across
indigenous cultures in Alaska cannot be replaced entirely by modern technologies, but as the
precision of these tools grows quickly as researchers continue their quest of knowledge of the
natural world. Both concede that this knowledge base is inexhaustible and subject to change with
the generation of new evidence (Barnhardt and Kawagley, 1999, p. 4; National Science Council,
2007). The legitimacy of the information generated by Alaska Native cultures and peoples is
undeniable, which was tested for its “competency” at the highest level. Survival. Yet, historically
and even today, this knowledge base is discredited. The field of science today is dominated by a
Western philosophy that obsesses over precision, accuracy, models, and whose model scientist
has the almost inhumane ability to separate theory from fact (National Science Council, 2007).
But as the climate continues to change and become more apparent, people are beginning to
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wonder what the missing link is. Again, this would generate an inexhaustible list but it does not
stop the curious inquisition into the historical practices of people who knew how to live within
the confines of their natural resources. While many core similarities have been identified in this
paper, the stark difference between the two is the integration of a spiritual component into the
construction of knowledge.
Many in the scientific community would cringe with the mere mention of spirituality in
the same sentence with modern day science. However, it is significant enough to mention since it
stands as the most significant difference between Alaska Native and Western science. Perhaps
there is a way to continue approaching science curriculum objectively through systematic
procedures, data collection and evaluation while integrating a subjective component. In the least,
a framework for curriculum can be adopted from the Native Alaskan worldview that
automatically integrates ideals into Western science-based units. Units within a life science
curriculum for example can be developed around the theme of interconnectedness. The
beginning and end of each school year would discuss the concept of interrelatedness, its
importance and how it connects all the units. Each unit would specifically and continuously
address its connection to a previous unit or allude to the next. Furthermore, each lesson would
strive to engage students with the relevancy of the material to their everyday lives. This could
occur through examples based on the Yakutat Tlingit subsistence lifestyle, which most students
are familiar with. The bulk of the lessons would address the Western approach to science but
would conclude with how this information contributes to a meaningful life for each student. All
of these concepts of interrelatedness, use of knowledge and its contribution to the development
of an individual’s wisdom through the development of a meaningful life are derived directly
from the Alaska Native worldview and could have substantial impacts on conceptual systems of
young learners in Yakutat.
The objective of this research project was to develop a (working) document for the
Yakutat School District that begins the process of integrating aboriginal knowledge from the
Tlingit community of Yakutat with Western-based science concepts into manageable material
that can be utilized by educators that work in the District. This document is to serve as a model
that strives for a more holistic and multidisciplinary science curriculum through the
demonstration of tangible connections between the two knowledge bases that are backed by the
current State Science Standards. It is organized by theme into two main units that are each
divided into two sections; Traditional Knowledge o f the Yakutat Tlingit and A Western Science
Perspective. There was debate on whether to assimilate the two sections together for a more
integrated unit however that seemed to be a more limiting option for educators who may want to
pick and choose how they want to combine content. Instead, the content in each section is
structured so that they complement one another while contributing to and enriching the overall
theme of the unit. The construction of the two units varies slightly from one another. Content for
unit one is more appropriate for secondary level (middle and high school) students and is
structured so that Western science becomes a tool that more directly describes how (from a
Western perspective) certain cultural manufactures and geologic landforms utilized by the people
of Yakutat came to be. On the other hand unit two, geared more for elementary level students,
structures the two knowledge bases so that they enrich rather than “explain” one another.
All of the material included in the Traditional Knowledge sections came from two
volumes of primary literature compiled and synthesized by anthropologist, Frederica de Laguna,
in the years of 1949, 1952, 1953 and 1954. Due to the high volume of material documented by
Dr. de Laguna on the Yakutat Tlingit, only sections pertaining to the technologies,
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methodologies and traditional knowledge that evolved from a deep understanding of the natural
world and was inherent to survival in this particular area was selected for further reading. From
there examples from the literature were (informally) analyzed for connections to western science
in the form of interrelated concepts. There were many examples with great potential but due to
time constraints it seemed more effective to focus on two major themes and flush out the
connections in each by explaining how particular examples from the two knowledge bases are
either interrelated or capable of supplementing a general idea or concept. The most efficient way
to do this was to find a theme (Western science based) within de Laguna’s literature that could
be supported and flushed out with various examples in the form of myths, historical narratives,
technologies and practices. Once the examples were selected the Traditional Knowledge section
for the unit was written out completely and compared to the Alaska State Science Standards for
parallels between it and Western science concepts. Standards that complimented the traditional
knowledge were selected and their content flushed out as well.
While the overall objective is to begin the process of integrating traditional knowledge
into the science curriculum that I will be developing and implementing for another year, the
process may take time to gain momentum with other teachers. This is not something to be forced
and the initiative may have to come from the administration or the teachers themselves. In any
case, the information from this research will be integrated into the K-6 place based science
curriculum as a resource that can refer to as needed.

Unit 1: The Shaping of a Land and of a Culture
I. Traditional Knowledge of the Y akutat Tlingit
Our people kept walking over the glacier. There was only ice, no bushes, nothing. They
started southeast. They had nothing to eat. There was starvation on the glacier. It was a
long way for us to walk.
Then the people thought they saw a wolverine. They used it for a compass and walked
towards it. When they came to it they saw it was a little mountain, an island with trees on
it, just a little hill. They had a campfire but nothing to eat. That night a wolverine came to
the fire came to their fire. The hungry people killed him and ate him. They cut him up
into little pieces to feed all the people. Then they walked on again.
Pretty soon they saw a rabbit sitting on the snow, far away. They walked towards the
rabbit. After two days of walking they saw it was the top of a mountain, but they kept
walking anyway. Finally they came to Mount Saint Elias. It was a compass for the people
so they wouldn’t get lost.
Then they found that bay, Ice Bay, Watse [yase]. The glacier was all over the bay, way
out. They made a camp just west of the place where the bay is now-not houses-just a
camp of yellow cedar bark. The camp is Watse dax [yase dax?], ‘in the bay,’ and the
camping place was Tiy’ani, ‘place [town] of the yellow cedar bark [tiy],.. ’ (p. 233).
Harry K. Bremner, the leading man of the Kw ackqwan, reported this in his historical
account of Yakutat to Frederica de Laguna in June 1949 [which he later corrected on July 11,
1952] (p. 231). His account of the westward migration of the Galyix-Kwackqwan from the
Copper River and the acquiring of land in Yakutat Bay became the official version after de
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Laguna provided a hard copy to a Federal court in 1953 as evidence supporting Kw ackqwan
claims to land in Redwood Bay. At that time, the Westfall Logging Company had been cutting
timber in the area (p. 230). He began his account with a description of the glacier. In former
times this glacier spanned Yakutat Bay from Point Manby to Krutoi (“Head”) Island. Other
glaciers blocked the head of Russell Fiord, forming Situk Lake which drained into Situk River. A
glacial point filled Ice Bay with ice, leaving no bay at all (p. 231).
The glaciers deeply impacted the lives of the people in Yakutat. An account from
geologists Tarr and Butler (1909) reported the aftermath when a huge mass of ice from a glacier
on the western side of Disenchantment Bay [opposite Haenke Island] fell into the water in 1905.
A huge wave, 110 feet high, that crashed onto the shore of Russell Fiord broke alder bushes a
half mile south from the wave’s area of contact and uprooted alder bushes 30 feet above the
waterline located a mile away. The natives reported that the last fall from the glacier (1845)
destroyed a hundred people who were at the summer sealing camp, located a few miles south of
Haenke Island. Only one person at the camp survived (p. 287).
Jack Ellis spoke of a similar event [to Harrington in 1940]. The Wuganiye story is
legend, and it happened long before [the war between the Kagwantan and the Cxatqwan]. Olden
people always wanted food to be respected and used properly. Young people camped at
Wuganiye were throwing live seagulls into the fire. The proper way to use seagulls was to cut off
their heads and pluck them, like a chicken. Young seagulls were eaten a lot. A tiny cannon
glacier was opposite from Wuganiye across the bay. It suddenly came as slide and killed many of
the young people (p. 287).
Similarly, a very old Yakutat native spoke about a time when the Nunatak Glacier
extended as far as Marble Point in Russell Fiord. This very old Yakutat native was Harry K.
Bremner. His father was a young man when Beasley or Fourth Glacier made an ice-dammed lake
by cutting off the head of Russell Fiord. It was around the middle of the last [19th] century when
this barrier broke, releasing the lake waters that did not drain into the Situk River. At the time,
people were collecting the big strawberries that grew around the lake. Since there were so many
strawberries everyone came out to gather them. The job of the younger men was to carry and
unload the filled baskets into the war canoes. Harry Bremner’s father was one of those men, and
each time he brought a filled basket of strawberries back to the canoe he noticed the water
getting lower. Each time he pushed the canoe farther out into the deeper water. He then realized
the water was really going down and called out to the others: “The river is going down!”
Everyone came running, got into canoes, and headed down stream. It was then that a huge wall
of salt water rushed down river. Everyone was fine and ever since the Situk River was small (p.
287).
Since the arrival of the first group of people (Kwackqwan) to Yakutat, the forces of nature
have influenced and molded the various practices of everyday life and the belief system of the
Tlingit. It may never be fully understood in its entirety the forces and powers that were
responsible for making things happen in the world and to what degree these entities impacted the
fortunes of the people. This is partly due to the communication barrier that will always reside
between Tlingit and English, seeing as culture and language are influenced and molded by one
another as a society interacts with its natural surroundings. English is heavily loaded with words
and phrases that express its own science and religion so a direct translation of the Tlingit’s views
and belief systems about the world around them is a challenging endeavor. Furthermore, there
exists a range of possible causes and explanations for the classification of natural forces which is
dependent on the context in which they occurred as well as the personality of the individual that
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experienced the phenomenon first hand. This in turn impacts the actions that are taken and the
outcome to be expected from the occurrence. In any case, the existence of the indigenous people
was an outcome of the interconnectedness between their beliefs, everyday practices and the
natural forces they encountered (p. 808).
The world was sometimes perceived as alive (p. 815) and important spirits or beings
inhabited the glaciers, mountains and rocks. Glaciers spirits were just like people in that they
could talk and had a specific gender. Males were pure white and feared because if people
cooked near them they would advance quickly and be bothersome, the only way to stop them
was to burn everything in the fire. Females on the other hand were not feared and the broad, dark
streaks on the ice, which formally traversed the center before being parted down the middle and
falling to each side of the head, was her hair. In general, glaciers were very sensitive to what
people said and how they looked at them (p. 818). If one wished to pass them without trouble it
was custom for the traveler to speak (carefully) to them or use black, pitchy, sunburn protection
to avoid contact, otherwise bad weather would be conjured up by the glacier in order to cover up.
They were considered to be very clean and had a strong dislike for the smell of burning clothes
and would retreat if something living fell inside it and rotted. During the “Nunatak Gold Rush”
people were using the Nunatak Glacier to travel between the fiord and the Alsek River. The 6mile retreat of the glacier from 1910-1940 occurred because a white man had fallen into a
crevasse (p. 819).
Mountains were also inhibited by spirits or beings, however the overall motives of the
latter varied from person to person. Some perceived the “inhabitants” to be the grandparents of
mountain goats who dictated (through communication with the goats) the fate of a hiker that had
climbed into a dangerous place on the mountain. Others believed that the “being of the
mountain” helped the unlucky hunter find food to take home since he had rooms full of different
kinds of game. Yet, the mountains were also conceived to be inhabited by the “mountain man,”
who lived in the mountains and married girls that had stolen their mother’s mountain goat tallow.
In conjunction to the beliefs about the mountain’s inhabitants there is a history between two
specific mountains that border Yakutat on the northwest and southeast edges of the mountain
belt: Mount Saint Elias at the bottom of Icy Bay and Mount Fairweather located far southeast of
Dry Bay. These mountains not only share a history but they also served as a landmark for hunters
and travelers on the sea, predicated when something bad was to happen, and may have controlled
weather. As history goes, these mountains were once people that had been married; Mt. St Elias
was the man and Mt. Fairweather the woman. The two separated after a fight and Mt. St. Elias
took many slaves with him to Icy Bay which became the mountain range between St. Elias and
Fairweather. Mt Fairweather on the other hand, took the children who became the mountains that
reside beside her to the east (p. 819).
Rocks also had souls and could hear and understand what people around them were
talking about. In the past of the myth, everything turned to rock with the presence of daylight
that was stolen by Raven (p. 819). Animals and peoples also became rocks because they were
turned by Raven or because a menstruating women look at them. In recent history it is
remembered that there are no rocks or mountains near Dry Bay because they call got scared
away when Raven opened the Box of Daylight. People would speak to the rocks that resembled
people or were curiously shaped because they were inhabited by human or animal souls (p. 820).
The Tlingit culture was maintained for generations through a large body of oral traditions
that were rich in detail and told by the oldest members of the community who were the
authorities on the native tradition and knew the approved versions of the stories. Deviation from
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these versions would be considered a deliberate falsehood or even a slanderous remark, although
there was tolerance for slight deviations but this was dependent on the relation between the
listener and the narrator. While the main function for many stories was for entertainment, all
were considered to be recounts of true events. Oral traditions were categorized depending on the
events being recalled. Tales and myths ‘of the long ago’ described the “pre-history” which were
dominated by Raven and his activities that led to the creation of the present world. While these
stories are considered to be true, the events that took place were so remote in time listeners
should not expect them to have a relatable quality to the present nor should listeners really
understand how or why things happened. On the other hand, Tlingit oral traditions of “history”
applied to more recent events such as sib migrations, wars and the coming of the Russians.
Personal reminisces could be incorporated into these stories however the narrator had to be clear
which information was his or specify who originally gave the account (p. 210).
Overall, myths and historical tales were a medium to formulate and transmit knowledge
about the world, animals and customs which enabled the individual to understand how they came
to be and how to act. Thus, many narratives were used to communicate the values of the social
and moral order by warning against bad or foolish behavior and the benefits of displaying good
behavior. They constituted a large part of the household through space and time; children would
sit quietly and wait to hear what knowledge the elders wanted to impart on them for their benefit.
While the narratives served to educate the children they also acted as entertainment for the adults
(p. 838).
The Legend o f Glaciers at Yakutat was told by Rev. K. Hendrickson to Lt. G. T.
Emmons. Years ago everyone belonging to one tribe died except one woman and her daughter.
The little girl would go into the woods to play with the children from another tribe, and one day
decided to give them all of her lunch. When the little girl realized she had nothing to eat she
asked the other children what she should do. The children got very mad and threw the food the
little girl gave them at her. The little girl returned home crying and told her mother what had
happened. Being a woman the mother wanted revenge so she blew her nose in her hand and
threw it towards the other children, wishing they would all turn to ice. This turned the children
into the glaciers that surround Yakutat. Then the mother took a rock she used to heat water with
and threw it in the same direction, asking that they become a part of the glacier. This is how the
soft stones on glaciers came to be (p. 894).
The myth, The Discovery o f Copper, was told by Henry K. Bremner in 1952. Long before
the chief died and the Kw ackqwan moved to Ganawas (Knight Island), there was a mother and
her son that lived in the village. They were poor and low and the mother a slave because the
chief denied (recognized?) the little boy. The chief was a coward. The mother and son left the
village and went to live way back in the mountains, on the other side of the range, for four years
until the boy became 18 years old. He was a strong hunter. One night the boy had a dream that a
spirit came to him and said to pass one more mountain and stay there. He woke up the next
morning and forgot the dream (p. 899). He went hunting for mountain sheep and cut them open
with his flint knife for the birds. He went to sleep and had another dream where the spirit came to
him and said, “If you see blue flames on the fire, that’s me.” He forgot the dream the next
morning and followed moose tracks for four days. The boy had another dream about the flames
and forgot it again. He made fire with a flint by striking it four times, but did not get a spark. A
park then fell on the moss and the boy put shavings on it. Before cooking the boy saw four blue
flames that stood on the fire, so he prays: “Person above me, help me!” The boy fell asleep and
when he awoke the fire was out. He poked around the ashes where he’d seen the four blue flames
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and dug out for coppers that were the size of his fist. Not knowing what it was he used a small
piece of copper as his arrowhead and got a moose with it. The boy went back and told his mother
and she said they would go back because they were not cowards any more. After going back to
the village the Chief was very happy with the copper and asked where it was found. The woman
would not tell him until the chief called them brave, which he did. Every spring the village goes
to look for copper but they can’t find it without the woman showing them where (p. 900).
The land provided for the people of Yakutat in many ways. The sea and the land gave
them the food resources and building materials needed to survive in a dynamic and harsh
environment for hundreds of years. Bit and pieces of the surrounding mountains gave way and
were picked up by the glacier and flowing rivers and brought to the land. People took these
stones as well as minerals from the shores of lakes and the sea and made weapons to hunt
terrestrial and marine animals as well as make tools to cut wood from trees, carve out canoes,
prepare food, skin animals and dress hides. Paint for decorating wooden boxes came from
crushing up rocks and finding certain minerals and mixing them with grease or fish eggs to get
the colors black, red, greenish blue, white and brown.
Copper was a very valuable mineral. It was made into ornaments (pendants, bracelets,
necklaces), knives, scrapers, tiny nails, arrowheads and barbed heads (sea otter harpoon arrows).
Tradition states that the Kwackqwan brought it with them from the Copper River (credited to the
myth, The Discovery o f Copper). It was received in trade from the Copper River Atna and
possibly from the Nabesna (Southern Tutchone on headwaters of Alsek River) (p. 413).
Archeological excavations on Knight Island suggest it was used before drift iron. French
Commodore, Jean Francois de Galaup Comte de LaPerouse (1785), speculated that the Yakutat
Tlingit could obtain and shape native copper after witnessing the malleability of their iron (p.
116). It was still believed by members of the community during the mid-21st century that “old
people” during the “olden days” knew how to make soft copper almost as hard as steel. It was
also believed that copper came directly from the Yakutat lands:
Some places in the mountains you see green spots there; that is a sign of copper. We used
to find pieces 3 feet long, and 1 inch thick. Old natives dug for it. If you get a foot long
piece you are a rich man and can buy 4 or 5 slaves; you don’t have to do anything (p.
413).
Survival depended on effective hunting techniques and hunting techniques relied not only
on skill but sound materials from which weapons were fashioned. Spearheads, usually a double
edged blade, were made of bone from various animals, slate, and eventually iron (de Laguna,
2009, p. 368). The blades were 14 inches long and set into a handle either 4-5 or 6-7 feet in
length. The longer spears were used to hunt bears; the hunter would instigate a bear until it
charged and then braced the spear against the ground to be impaled by the bear (p. 367). Bow
and arrows were used as weapons during wartime and to hunt land animals, birds, and sea otters.
Arrowheads were made of bone, copper or stone and came in two shapes: symmetrically placed
barbs or leaf shaped with small teeth along the edges. They were detachable, so that that the head
stuck in the flesh.The bow was made from hard, springy, young hemlock wood (taken from the
toughest part of the limb), was 4-4.5 feet long with a diameter of 3-4 inches. It was narrowed at
the middle on each side as a resting place for the arrow as well as a place to grip while
transporting it (p. 368).
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Hard stones from metamorphic and igneous rocks were shaped by pecking and grinding them
into blades for: adzes, chisels, knives, scrapers, drills, whetstones. Sandstone and claystone were
used to make whetstones, marble to make doll heads, and limestone for lamps. Some minerals
were used for paints. The following materials were designated names (p 413):
• Greenstone (suw te, also known as ‘weight on the glacier’)
• Green chert (’m, also known as ‘weight on the glacier’)
• Glass and flit (’m)
• White quartz (nex, nex)
• Mica (kA tl ’ak, katl ’aq)
• Rock crystal (tl’etA kw)
• Coal and lignite (yel xudzi, ‘Raven’s Ashes)
• Gold (gun)
• Silver (dana, ‘dollar’)
• Red ochre (lexw, lexw)
• Blue-green copper oxide for paint (nexintE)
• Brown native pigment dug from ground (sAKwAt, sA kkwaat)
Adz blades, chisels and knives are a sample of some of the tools that were utilized by the
men. The adz blades were made of greenstone (greenish shale?) or green chert were pecked and
ground into large, heavy grooved blades (splitting or stone ax) with T-shaped wooden handles or
into smaller, thinner un-grooved blades for the elbow handled planning adz. Splitting adzes were
used to fell trees and chop wood while the planning adz (sometimes used as chisels) shaped
canoes, smoothed planks and roughed out carvings. Stones used for these blades broke too
easily, concerning the time and effort to form them, so supernatural and practical precautions
were taken before using them. This included having the women fast when the men were using
this specific tool. Other supernatural precautions were taken to when selecting the rocks to make
the blades (p. 414). The chisel was made of bone or stone and on Knight Island many were made
of greenstone and slate. It was used with a pushing motion or hit with a wooden hammer and
usually for finer gouging and carving endeavors (p. 414). Crooked or ‘curled-up’ knives were
used to hollow out objects such as: wooden dishes, bowls of spoons, and the prows of canoes.
Some were also used carve or skin small-fur bearing animals. The blades were initially made out
of drift iron or copper. Straight sharp knives were made from nails and were used to make boards
with it (p. 414).
Paints were used for decorating wooden objects, especially those with sib crests, which
included: house posts and screens, canoes and paddles, maskettes, rattles and little boxes.
Sandstone slabs and cobblestones, found on Knight Island, had remnants of red ochre that had
been ground and mixed and a stone with greasy black paint (p. 416). Black paint was sometimes
made of powered charcoal or soot, and magnetite was used on masks and maskettes. For painting
objects and decorating the face, hematite or red ochre was used and could be found at the head of
Disenchantment Bay. The greenish-blue paint was most likely made from a copper oxide, such
as azurite. A local from Yakutat stated (mid-21st century) that this “blue paint stone” came with
the Teqwedi from the south. A white powder was mixed with red ochre to paint boxes a thin red.
It was said that by the glacier, across from Egg or Haenke Island, a pure white powder was at the
foot of the mountain and was difficult to get out because when it was touched fog came in for
days. Chalk could be made out of this white powder and it could also tan skins very well. There
was also a mineral with a brown pigment that was dug out of the ground and used for painting
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faces and wood. It may have been believed that collecting rare minerals or stones (greenstone,
fine claystone, blue-green paint) could cause bad weather (p. 416).
II. A W estern Science Perspective
Science based themes and concepts that arose from the Traditional Knowledge
section became the framework for this section. It was deliberately structured to
complement the previous section in order to provide a holistic and multidisciplinary
understanding of certain concepts that are being assessed in science classrooms of the
modern education system as well as exhibit similarities between the two constructs of
knowledge. It was written with the idea that it could serve as background knowledge in
specific concepts for educators and at a level that that could be understood by upper
elementary students. The content in this section addresses the following Alaska State
Science Standards for grades 6-8 in Earth Science Concepts. The Alaska Department of
Education and Early Development (2005) developed science standards for use by
administrators and educators across 3rd -12th grade that specify content, scientific
practices, technology as well a cultural integration (Alaska Department of Education and
Early Development [EED], 2005).
Alaska State Science Standards
[Earth Science]
The student demonstrates an understanding of geochemical cycles by
(6) SD1.1 exploring the rock cycle and its relationship to igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks
(7) SD1.1 describing the rock cycle and its relationship to igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks
(8) SD1.1 making connections between components of the locally observable geologic
environment and the rock cycle
A student demonstrates an understanding of the forces that shape E arth by
(7) SD2.2 describing how the movement of the tectonic plates results in both slow
changes (e.g. formation of mountains, ocean floors, and basins) and short-term events
(e.g., volcanic eruptions, seismic waves and earthquakes) on the surface
(8) SD2.1 interpreting topographical maps to identify features (i.e. rivers, lakes,
mountains, valleys, islands and tundra)
Identify these Rocks!: Igneous, Sedimentary and Metamorphic
Rocks are mixtures of minerals and other materials; some may only be composed
of 1 type of mineral while others can have as many as 20 mineral types. They are
generally classified by their texture (grain appearance) and composition (types of
minerals). Grains are the particles that make up the rock and can either be pieces of other
rocks or minerals. There are three major classifications of rocks: igneous, sedimentary
and metamorphic (Jenner et al., 2005, pp. 95-97).
Igneous rocks are formed from lava or magma that is generated from the Earth’s
core that cools at or below the surface. Magma that escapes to the Earth’s surface via
volcanic eruptions is classified as extrusive rock bodies. There are two types of magma
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that give extrusive rocks their varying characteristics; basaltic are low in silica and are
relatively fluid while silicic magmas are very viscous (high pressure build up) and
produce violent eruptions (Hamblin, 1989, p. 77). Basalt is the most common type of
extrusive rock and it makes up a large percentage of the ocean floor (Jenner et al., 2005).
Intrusive rocks are formed when magma cools beneath the Earth’s surface and are only
generally seen when geological processes such as uplift and erosion have exposed them
over time. The grain sizes are usually much larger, due to slower cooling, than extrusive
rocks which cool at a much faster rate and typically form smaller grains. Granite is the
most common type of intrusive rocks and usually forms the core of mountain ranges that
are overlain with sedimentation (Jenner et al., 2005). Overall, texture (size and shape) is a
more effective way of classifying igneous rocks apart since most of them have similar
mineral compositions. The rate of cooling has a large impact on how the crystalline
structures of the minerals arrange themselves (Hamblin, 1989).
Sedimentary rocks are formed when sediments from other rocks or living things
(pieces of rocks, shells bones, leaves or stems) are deposited and compacted or cemented
as layers to form solid rock bodies over time. Sediment can derive from fragments of
other rock materials (gravel from river channel), chemical precipitates (calcium carbonate
in shallow sea or salt from a saline lake), and organic materials (coral reefs and
vegetation in swamps) (Jenner et al., 2005).
Most of the time sediment is suspended and carried by current systems along
streams, shorelines and shallows seas before finally getting deposited. For transport of
sediment to occur, small rock pieces are first broken off by erosion agents such as water,
wind or ice. Sediment slowly settles out by size, with largest material such as sand and
pebbles getting dropped first and the smallest particles such as clay getting dropped last,
and over time the materials accumulate. Eventually the buildup of various layers of
sediment causes enough pressure to compact them together. While this is taking place
minerals in the rock dissolve in water and crystallize out, forming a strong cement that
binds the particles of sediment together (Jenner et al., 2005).
Sedimentary rocks are categorized into two groups based upon the size, shape and
composition of their particles: clastic rocks are formed from fragments of other rocks and
chemical/organic rocks form from the chemical precipitates or biological processes.
Clastic rocks are divided into four subgroups depending on grain size of materials:
conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and shales (Hamblin, pp. 99-100). Shale is the most
abundant sedimentary rock and is composed of deposits of mud and clay. Limestone is
the most abundant nonclastic rock and is composed mostly of calcium carbonate that
originates from organic and chemical processes. Marine plants and animals extract
calcium carbonate from the water column and incorporate it into their shells or hard parts
of their bodies. As they die, their skeletons and shells accumulate and compact on the sea
floor. Chalk (a form of limestone) consists mostly of skeletal fragments from remains of
microscopic plants and animals (p. 100).
Beneath the sedimentary cover of the continental crust lies metamorphic rock,
which makes up (when also taking into account its associated igneous intrusions) 85% of
the continental crust. Erosive elements reveal that the cores of eroded mountain ranges
are characterized by metamorphic rock. Metamorphism exposes rocks to a series of
conditions that are different from those from which the formed; to the extent that
chemical makeup of the sedimentary or igneous rocks are either modified or obliterated
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altogether. Heat is the most important factor, and as it begins to rise minerals undergo a
phase change from a solid to a liquid state which consequently increases the amount of
pore fluid in the rocks. High pressure can impact the physical properties of rocks; the
minerals become more plastic and are susceptible to deformity and can rotate or fracture
(p. 120). Minerals that have a lower melting point than others in a rock provides a
medium for the movement of atoms from the crystal structure of one rock to another,
changing the chemical composition. There are two major types of metamorphic rock.
Those that have a planar structure can split along platy minerals (split into leaf like
layers) include: slate, schist gneiss. In nonfoliated rocks, minerals can be flattened,
stretched or elongated but do not break along a plane and some include: quartzite, marble,
amphibolite, metaconglomerate, and hornfels (p. 123).
Rising to the Surface: Formation of Mountains
Rocks constitute some of the largest landforms above and below the Earth’s
surface, but other geological processes had to arise to get them there. Tectonic plates
make up the outer ridge of the Earth (lithosphere) and sit on top a plastic layer
(asthenosphere). Seven major tectonic plates, and many smaller sub plates, interact with
one another at boundaries to form the most geographically significant element on the
planet. This is due to the fact that plates are not permanent structures; they are in constant
states of motion which consequently effects their size and shape. Plate boundaries are
capable of splitting along new lines, melding themselves together, and depositing new
oceanic crust on passive margins (pp. 362-363). Plates move as a unit and their sides are
warped slightly, which is where all of the tectonic activity happens. Three major plate
boundaries are recognized: divergence (spread apart), convergent (collision with one
plate going up and one down), and transform boundary (shearing or sliding).
The convergent plate boundary, or subduction zone, is where geologic activities
such as mountain building, metamorphism and crustal deformation take place. When
oceanic and continental plates interact at the subduction zone the less dense plate
(oceanic) gets pushed under the more dense plate (continental) and is absorbed by the
mantle. The oceanic crust consists of three identifiable layers (unconsolidated sediment,
lithified sediment and basalt) and as it gets absorbed by the mantle the unconsolidated
sediment is scraped off and piles up at the point of subduction. The lithified sediment and
basalt melt and form a chaotic mess (melange) which gets pulled into the magma of the
subduction zone while light, water rich fluids rise into the overlying mantle of the
continental plate. This produces magmas of subduction zones that form granitic
intrusions in the folded mountain belt (pp. 366-369) (Hamblin, p. 465).
Mountains of Yakutat
Mountain belts consist of rocks that have been highly deformed and compressed,
many times broken by thrust zones. Deeper into the mountain belt, elevated temperature
and pressure metamorphosed the original sedimentary rock and volcanic rocks into schist
and gneisses. Horizontal stress, caused by the converging plates, develops foliation
perpendicular to the stress. Overall, folding and thrusting occur at shallow depths while
metamorphism occurs deeper, and melting even deeper. Once deformation ceases,
erosion and isostasy continue to modify the mountain belt. Erosion wears away the high
mountains, where thrust faults and folds occur, and the balance between crust and the
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mountain root (mostly deformed crust) is lost. Isostasy makes up for this unbalance by
causing the mountain to rise upward, reestablishing the balance once again. Uplifting
continues as long as erosion occurs.
Today young and active mountain belts occur along the convergent plate
boundaries (especially in areas with high seismic activity). The Cordilleran Mountain belt
is characterized by young folded mountain belts, Deep-sea trenches and oceanic ridge
and connects the young mountains of Yakutat (Brabazon Range) to the Rockies and
Andes. This belt was formed sometime between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic (250 -65
million years ago) (p. 464). The peaks of the Brabazon reach from 1,000-1,500 meters
high, and are characterized by weakly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks that are part of
the Yakutat Group (Bruns, 1983). Behind the Brabazon foothills lie the St. Elias
Mountains, which form part of the ancient convergent plate margins of the Paleozoic
Mountain belt which formed between 542-252 million years ago (Hamblin, p. 465).
These mountains average 4,000 meters high and consist of igneous and high grade
metamorphic rock (Bruns, 1983).
According to Tarr and Butler (1909), reported that the Yakutat Group occurs
through most of this region; from the mountains of west of Disenchantment Bay,
throughout the peninsula, and the mountains of east of the southern arm of Russell Fiord.
This group consists is characterized folded, not metamorphosed sedimentary rock such as
black shales and sandstone, massive black conglomeratic argillite and in some places
blue limestone. In some areas the Yakutat Group is underlain with crystalline rocks such
as greenstone, white crystalline marble and quartz diorite. Tarr and Butler also reported
that along the northeastern immediate shore of Russell Fiord exists slate, while the shores
of the Nunatak Fiord are slate (Yakutat Group). The U.S. Geologic Survey (1996) also
found quartz veins with 300 ppm of copper. This area is located eight miles east from the
mouth of Nunatak Fiord.
Tarr and Butler (1909) also described a zone outside the Mt. St. Elias base and
three miles from the west shore of Yakutat Bay. Here are exposed outcrops of sandstone,
shale and clay bearing lignite coal from the Pliocene age (approximately 5-2.5 million
years ago). This area was recently uncovered by a glacial recession and forms a large part
of the platform of the Malaspina Glacier as well as part of the forelands of Yakutat Bay.
Impact of Glaciers
Glaciers are a huge factor in the shaping of landscapes over time. As gravity pulls
Glaciers down from the ice-fields, they begin carving away at the land. Beneath the
glacier, as meltwater seeps into the joints and fractures of the rock it freezes and expands
and begins the process of wedging blocks of rock loose. These loosened pieces of rock
are plucked from the bedrock and are incorporated into the moving ice and consequently
become effective filling tools that continue to grind and scrape away at the bedrock. The
glacial rocks get worn as well and develop flat surfaces that are deeply scratched
(Hamblin, p. 278-279).
Glaciers transport rock fragments as they make their way over the land. Unlike
stream transport of sediment, which separates material according to size, these rock
fragments are unsorted and unstratified, most of fresh and unweathered. When the ice
finally becomes stagnant melting becomes the dominating force, and once complete a
deposit of material accumulates marking the glacier’s terminal ridge. Some of the
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meltwater goes beyond the ice (outwash plain) and carries a well sorted and stratified
sediment with it that gets deposited in the same way (Hamblin, p. 278-279).
According to Barclay, Calkin and Wiles (2001) Yakutat’s Hubbard Glacier,
located at the head of Disenchantment Bay and mouth of Russell Fiord, has undergone
three major advances over the course of the Holocene, which spans from 11,000 years
ago to present day. It began its first advance during the early-middle Holocene around
7690 cal yr B.P. and began to retreat around 5585 yr B.P., its eastern lobe along Russell
Fiord arriving around the area of Three Hummingbird and its western lobe along
Disenchantment Bay terminating near Calcahonda Valley. The Hubbard began its middle
Holocene advance 5600 cal yr B.P. and started retreating around 3200 cal yr B.P.,
reaching the same areas as the previous advancement. The late Holocene advancement
was underway around 3100 cal yr B.P. and was at the terminal moraine advances of the
previous two advancements around 1700 cal yr B.P. This advancement had the greatest
extent by far; its terminal moraine for the western lobe went from Ocean Cape (east side
of Bay), across the mouth of the Bay to the Malaspina Foreland (west side of bay). The
Hubbard’s eastern lobe went beyond the previous two advances and carved out the
southern arm of Russell Fiord. The western lobe began its retreat around 1300 A.D. while
the eastern lobe, whose main source of ice came from the Nunatak Fiord after the
Hubbard had completely retreated out of Disenchantment Bay by 1791, began its retreat
in 1752. The Nunatak glacier had two termini (northwest and southern arms of Russell
Fiord) after the retreat of Hubbard Glacier. It began to recede back into Nunatak Fiord by
the 19th century and when its two termini intersected in 1860 Russell Lake (melted glacial
water) was finally able to drain (Tarr & Butler, 1909).
U.S. Geological Survey (1983) reported that the rocks found on shore the Yakutat
forelands correspond to tectonic and depositional environments of the basin. He
categorized the rocks into three groups by age, which trended from the most recent (23
million years ago) being closest to shore and the oldest (65.5 - 23.0 million years ago)
reaching farther north along the forelands. The rock group closest to shore was from the
Upper Tertiary (Miocene-Holocene) and is categorized by glacial detritus such as
mudstone, muddy sandstone, and conglomerate muddy sandstone. The second grouping
of rocks (Oligocene-Miocene) was characterized by mudstone and siltstone while the
third group (Paleocene-Oligocene) was described as hard and dense and associated with
volcanic rocks of the Paleocene Age and continental to shallow marine coal bearing
clastic rocks (Eocene to Oligocene) (U.S. Geological Survey, 1983).

Unit 2: The Interconnectedness between E arth and Life Processes
I.Traditional Knowledge of the Y akutat Tlingit
The people of Yakutat came to understand the natural world around them not by
philosophical ponderings of the why but rather through the acts of everyday living and
the passing of knowledge through the oration of historical narratives. According to one
story the world (‘the land or home of human beings’) was supposedly created by Raven,
which began with the creation of water followed by land. Land was initially only covered
by moss but Raven, using his trickster ways, was able to obtain the seeds of trees and
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bushes from the Sea Otters. After fish and men were created, Raven sought out women
from an island and brought them to the men so that the two could marry. He was
responsible for the tides, putting the stars and moon in the sky, liberating daylight and
obtaining fire from the sun, and bringing all the animals and birds that are presently on
land today ashore. Raven was said to have a major part in the features that characterize
the land and determining the habits and behaviors of many species. And yet the world
was in existence before Raven was born therefore, if his true role was not as creator but
best described instead as the transformer this only further supports his impact on the
present order (p. 793).
The most accepted version of how the Sun, Moon and Stars came to be in their
current positions in the sky starts off with them being detained in three boxes by the chief
who lived at the head of the Nass River. There is some debate as to whether the third box
contained Daylight or the Sun itself; however Daylight is mentioned more consistently.
As the myth of the past goes, the world at that time was kept in constant darkness. Raven
transformed himself into a hemlock needle and subsequently was swallowed by the
chief’ s daughter, who gave birth to him sometime later as a baby. Raven cried and cried
for his grandfather’s treasures, and was eventually given the boxes that contained the
Moon and the Stars which he threw up into the sky. The chief proceeded to give him the
third box and Raven suddenly turned back into his natural form and fly away with the
box to Dry Bay. There he opened the box and the Daylight and frightened the people so
deeply they ran away; those wearing robes of skins of land animals ran into the woods
and mountains while those with robes of sealskin went into the sea but all were
transformed into various animal forms. In the same instance the mountains moved back
and the rocks ran away (p. 796).
One version of how heat came into the world (recalled in the mid-21st century)
began with Raven knowing that the sun was burning. He decided to send a hawk to bring
in the fire, and the hawk did as he was told and after obtaining the fire saw that his beak
was burning. Raven assured the hawk he had something for his beak and to just keep
coming. Once the Hawk arrived Raven replaced the beak with a piece of rotten wood,
which explains why the hawk’s beak today is so short. Raven then took the fire and put it
in all the wood. This is why wood burns (p. 796).On the other hand, The Moon (dis) is
sometimes perceived to be Raven’s jealous uncle, Controller of the Tide or Flood. It has
been said that during a lunar eclipse “the Moon is lost,” and that long ago the people of
Yakutat would say that the tide was very low and the ocean waveless like a lake. Once
the eclipse was over that tide would come back in and people could have their fill of
clams (p. 796).
For the Yakutat Tlingit, the concept of a temporal scale, which includes citing
dates, was overall very loose. Recent past was noted in relation to a narrator’s stage of
growth while earlier periods were correlated to the happenings in the lifetime of
grandparents or chiefs. However, the changing of seasons over the year was delineated
with specific terms: takw (winter), takw’iti (spring; ‘the place where winter was’), qu tan
(summer) and yes (fall). The year was divided into lunations (or months), literally moons
(dis), which began with the first appearance of the new crescent. The moons were
numbered and named although the current recording of these names, obtained by de
Laguna in the mid-21st century during an interview, were given by an unreliable source.
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In any case, the informant provided the following as the aboriginal labeling of the
lunations (p. 799):
• dIS-tlen (full moon, ‘big moon’)
• dISkA t’ut’c (half moon, ‘dark on the moon’)
• dIS xawxe (first quarter, ‘first one you see’)
• (last quarter- no name given)
• Lek dIS/tlek dIS (‘no moon’)
The New Year began in the middle of summer (July) and from there the lunations
were counted consecutively from 1-12. De Laguna (1972) noted that the New Year
probably began with the lunation that followed or coincided withthe longestdays of
summer (p. 800). The lunations were named with a cardinal numberfollowed bythe
word dIS (‘moon’) or ’a (‘thing’) and were most likely followed by a descriptive term or
attached to the expression dIsi (‘moon o f) (p. 799). The following representation of the
aboriginal calendar is an integration of the most consistent information collected by de
Laguna during her fieldwork in Yakutat (1949, 1952, 1953,1954) along with the most
consistent information collected by Swanton (Sitka and Wrangell) in order to portray the
most accurate representation of the original calendar. This was done to account for the
discrepancy in the names of the lunations (p. 800). Although Tlingit months have
currently been aligned with the modern day calendar, this representation of the aboriginal
calendar will have the New Start in July since various local accounts (while this also
varied) indicated that January was not the official beginning of a new year (p. 799). In
addition, historical information regarding the annual cycle is included in the calendar (a
deviation from how de Laguna organized the information) depending on timing of
aboriginal activities. In former times local wildlife dictated what people ate, wore, and
used as materials for tools and weapons. The daily lives and activities of the Tlingit were
shaped by how animals and fish responded to the changing seasons (p. 360).
M onth of Molting, M onth of Birds, M onth of Laying Eggs, etc. (July)
This is when birds and geese molt their feathers and cannot fly (p. 800). Families were at
sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining seaweed
and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. Seal hunting continued- pups
on the ice (p. 360).
caxeyi, and M onth of High Bush Cranberries (August)
This is the month when high bush (grey) currants ripen this month (they are not
cranberries) (p. 800). Second sea otter hunt. Clams and strawberries are collected and
families back at salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
Small Moon (September)
Sea otter hunt continued. Clams and strawberries were still being collected and families
stayed at salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
Large Moon (October)
Sea otter hunt continued. The final clams and strawberries were still being collected and
families finished drying the last fish (coho) and digging up roots. Men left for mountains
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to go hunt for mountain goats (p. 360). Groundhogs putting all their stuff out to dry in
the north wind before coming of winter (p. 801).
Digging M onth (November)
Men hunted seal and mountain goat and possibly brown bears (in their dens). Families
stayed home and made baskets, sewed moccasins and sealskin boots (p. 360). Bears clean
out house or cave by digging it out; take old next and work on it to make it new. Bears
(and other animals?) go into dens (p. 801).
? (December)
De Laguna (1972) states that errors in transcription make it extremely difficult to analyze
expression (p. 800). She thinks it means, ‘no light in the middle of the day’ or shortest
day month.’ Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on
beaches at the mouths of the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360).
M onth of Geese (January)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at
the mouths of the rivers or sleeping bears in dens (p. 360). Some cohoes may have frozen
in their spawning grounds in upper “Opal Creek” (Ophir Creek) and men would go and
chop out ice to get them (p. 800).
Month of Black Bear (February)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at
the mouths of the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360). Is the coldest month of
the year and the spruce and hemlock trees drop their needles and branches so that the
ground looks like skin of black bear. Not much snow or rain but the North wind is very
strong (p. 800).
M onth of Green Leaves Growing from the Bottom of the W ater (March)
Fished for oelachon at Dry Bay and Situk River, halibut in Yakutat Bay, hunted for seals
along ocean beach, gathered clams and cockles and scraped inner bark of spruce trees.
People look for animals and hunting is easy (p. 360). The swans come in (middle of
month) and things start to grow, especially the aquatic plants (p. 800).
M onth of Green Leaves (April)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish
oelachon (on second run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat
Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt
bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered: hemlock bark, roots of
Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring eggs.
Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Geese come from the south (p. 800).
Month of Molting, M onth of Birds, M onth of Laying Eggs, etc. (May)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish
oelachon (on second run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat
Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt
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bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered: hemlock bark, roots of
Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring eggs.
Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Things would begin to blossom, all
seaweed was growing, and rocks would turn green with things growing on them (p. 800).
M onth of Molting, Month of Birds, M onth of Laying eggs, etc. (June)
Families were at sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the
remaining seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. Seal
hunting continued- pups on the ice (p. 360). This is considered the bleeding month when
everything is born (p. 800).
From keen observations of the world around them, the Yakutat Tlingit developed
a knowledge base of the habits of various species of wildlife and plants as well as a belief
system that centered on the interconnectedness between themselves and all other
inhabitants of the world. It was the overlay between the accumulated knowledge of the
natural world and the development of a belief system over time that resulted in wellestablished practices and rituals that governed the interactions between themselves and
all other living things.
It was believed that all animals (great and small) and plants had souls, no different
from people. Swanton (1908) reported that the Tlingit would tell the tree they were
cutting down that it would fall upon the black bear hides. Similarly Emmons (MS.)
reported that before trees were cut down to make a house, a fire would be lit and oil or
other pieces of food would be burned as offerings to the tree spirits. Eagle down was
scattered on the ground as a sign of peace so that felled pieces of wood would not hit
anyone on their way down. Once the logs were brought to the construction site, the future
owner of the house would make a fire and as he feasted would throw pieces of food into
it as offerings to the tree spirits (p. 822). Medicinal plants were paid great respect as they
were being harvested. Before plants were harvested people would speak to them and take
care to leave an offering in the area where the plant’s roots had been removed while
asking for help in healing the patient (p. 823).
Animals were of greatest importance to the Yakutat Tlingit, and practices were
designed in alignment with the belief system that communicated gratitude and reverence
for any lives that were taken.
The old Indians never just shot animals for no purpose. They just show what they
needed, and every animal they killed, they talked to it and explained why they had
to kill it. They showed the animals respect. After they kill it-bear, goat, any
animal-they bring the head in by the fire to warm it. They hang the skin up on the
wall and talk to it, explaining why they have to kill it. My father always faced the
head of the dead animal toward the mountain. I still do it when I can. When you
finish with the head, cover it up with boughs... (p. 824)
In the myth of the past animals were once men who donned robes that resembled
the present bodies they have today. After Raven let Daylight out of the box, the animals
were so frightened they ran away into the woods and sea and assumed the form of their
present day bodies. The ability to transform into people when angered contributed to
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specific practices and beliefs that revered all animals, birds and fish as powerful beings
that had a qwain (soul), or ‘inhabitant of.’ The soul was conceived as being inside the
organism’s fleshy body (p. 823). The Tlingit saw the world of animals and plants as part
of man’s moral world. Through a relationship between sib and totem, many species were
drawn into the human social order and they became members of the sib. Cruelty to
animals, torturing or insulting them, laughing or killing without proper cause would bring
could bring misfortune and punishment in the afterlife or even death. But those who
prayed and explained why they took a life would cross the river into the Land of Dead or
gain access to kiwa’a (p. 824).
Traditional knowledge stated that bears could not only understand human speech
and what people said about them at home behind closed doors but that bears were a lot
like people. Both can be talked to (p. 826). This knowledge still applies very much today.
Brown bears have a very acute sense of smell (even better than that of dogs) and their
hearing and eyesight are comparable to that of humans. They are extremely intelligent
and have exhibited individual personalities. The brown bear’s physiology is key to their
survival in that they are designed to consume a wide variety of foods (just like people).
Long claws enable them to dig up roots or uproot small mammals while the musculature
and bone structure of their hump assists with motions of digging and achieving speeds
that enable them to run down moose or caribou. Bears are so much like people that they
are attracted to the foods we eat, such as the leftovers that make up our garbage or the
animals we raise at home (to eat later).
II.A W estern Science Perspective
Science based themes and concepts that arose from the Traditional Knowledge
section became the framework for this section. It was deliberately structured to
complement the previous section in order to provide a holistic and multidisciplinary
understanding of certain concepts that are being assessed in science classrooms of the
modern education system as well as exhibit similarities between the two constructs of
knowledge. It was written with the idea that it could serve as background knowledge in
specific concepts for educators and at a level that that could be understood by upper
elementary students. The content in this section addresses the following Alaska State
Science Standards for grades 4-6 in Earth and Life Science Concepts.
Alaska State Science Standards
[Earth Science Concepts]
The student dem onstrates understanding of cycles influenced by energy from the
sun and by E a rth ’s position and motion in our solar system by (EED, 2005):
• (4) SD3.1 recognizing changes in length of daylight over time and its relationship
to seasons
• (5) SD3.1 observing a model that shows how the regular and predictable motion
of the Earth and moon determine the apparent shape (phases) of the moon over
time
The student demonstrates an understanding of the theories regarding the origin and
evolution of the universe by:
• [5] SD4.2 recognizing that the Earth in in regular and predictable motion and this
motion explains the length of a day and a year.
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[Life Science Concepts]
The student demonstrates an understanding of the structure, function, behavior,
development, life cycles and diversity of living organisms by
• (4) SC2.2 describing the basic characteristics and requirements of living things.
The student demonstrates an understanding that all organisms are linked to each
other and their physical environments through the transfer and transformation of
matter and energy by (EED, 2005)
• (4) SC3.1 identifying examples of living and non-living things and the
relationship between them (e.g., living things need water, herbivores need plants)
• (4) SC3.2 identifying a simple food chain of familiar plants, diagramming how
energy flows through it; describing the effects of removing one link
• (5) SC3.2 organizing a simple food chain of familiar plants and animals that
traces the source of the energy back to sunlight
• (6) SC3.2 organizing a food web using familiar plants and animals
Earth in Space
Earth exhibits two movements through space that are responsible for the length of
day and year, seasonal variation, and changes in amount of daylight: rotation and
revolution. The Earth rotates in an eastward (counter clockwise) direction around an
imaginary, vertical axis that transects the North and South Poles (National Geographic
Society, Feather, Dike, 2002). This movement causes day and night; as the Earth rotates
in an eastward direction it exposes the surface to the sun causing daytime while the
surface facing away from the sun experiences night. The rotation makes the sun appear to
rise in the east and set in the west and it takes a 24 hour-cycle of day and night to make
one complete 1 rotation (one day) (National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
Moon Phases and Tides
The moon experiences two forms of movement in space just like the earth; it
rotates along an axis which is completed after 27.3 days and revolves around the earth in
the same amount of time. Since the moon’s rotation is moving at the same rate as its
revolution along its axis, the same side of the moon is always facing the sun. What do
change are the relative positions between the moon, Earth and sun throughout this
revolution around the Earth which causes the phases of the moon and the tides (National
Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
We can see the interaction and change in relative positions of these three celestial
bodies from Earth as the different phases (or shapes) of the moon. These phases are
caused by the reflection of sunlight off the satellite’s surface and the 5 degree tilt of the
moon’s orbit around the sun (National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002). We are
only capable of seeing objects when light is reflected off the object’s surface. During the
New Moon phase, the moon is positioned between the Earth and the sun therefore, the
sunlit side of the moon faces the sun leaving the other side (facing Earth) in complete
darkness. On the other hand during the Full Moon phase the sunlit side of the moon
directly faces Earth, bringing it into clear view for us to admire. The other phases are
caused by the degree of light reflected from the moon’s surface that is facing the sun
(National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
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The rise and fall of ocean water occurs every 12.5 hours; the water rises for about
six hours and falls for another six hours completing the cycle. Tides are caused by the
differences in gravitation pull the moon exerts on different parts of the Earth. High tide
occurs on the side of the Earth that is closest to the moon; in this instance the
gravitational pull is stronger here than on the planet as a whole so water flows to this
point. At the same time, high tide occurs on the opposite side of the Earth that directly
faces the moon; the gravitation pull on this exact point is weaker than the gravitational
pull on the Earth as a whole. Therefore the Earth is slightly pulled in the direction of the
moon leaving water “behind” and creating a second high tide. Low tides occur between
the high tides so at any time over the course of the moon’s revolution there are always
two high tides and two low tides (National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
Changing of the Seasons
As the Earth rotates on an axis it is simultaneously revolving (movement of one
object around another) around the sun along an elliptical (elongated, closed curve) orbit
which takes 365 days or 1 year to complete. During this revolution most regions on
Earth are experiencing different seasons which are caused by the interrelatedness of a few
factors: the orbit, rotation around the sun, titled axis, and how sunlight hits the surface of
the Earth (Jenner et al., 2005). The shape of the orbit and the off centered position of the
sun, making it closer to one end of the curve than the other, causes the distance between
the Earth and sun to range from 152 million km away at its farthest point on July 4 and
approximately 147 million km at its closest point on January 3 of each year (Jenner et al.,
2005). This has a relatively minor impact on temperature variation because the change in
distance is small. The direct cause for the seasons however is due to the 23.5° tilt of the
Earth along its axis as it rotates around the sun. The hemisphere tilted towards the sun
receives more hours of daylight (summer) than the hemisphere that is tilted away from it
(winter). Temperature variation between the different seasons is caused by a combination
of factors which include the tilt as well as the angle of incidence at which the sun’s
radiation hits the surface. When a hemisphere is tilted toward the sun it receives more
direct rays (low angle of incidence) of sunlight, and for longer periods of time, than the
hemisphere that is tilted away (high angle of incidence) (Jenner et al., 2005).
The position of the sun’s rays in relation to the equator, caused by the tilt in the
Earth’s axis, is constantly changing over the course of a year and is generally hitting
North or South of the equator. Two times a year, between the summer and winter
solstices which mark the shortest and longest distance of Earth from the sun, the position
of the sun’s rays are directly over the equator. This is called either the summer or fall
equinox and at this time the number of daylight and nighttime hours is nearly equal all
over the world (Jenner et al., 2005).
What does it mean to be Alive?
Living things on Earth share fundamental characteristics with one another that
relate to specific structures and functions that serve to:
• obtain, use, and/or make nutrients
• obtain and use air (either for oxygen or carbon dioxide)
• convert and store energy
• reproduce either sexually or asexually
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• respond to various environmental, internal and external factors
• obtain and maintain balance of water
Other characteristics that are common to many but not all living things include:
• movement (during at least stage in life history)
• develop and grow in size
• protection (of self, other members of species and offspring)
Taking into account all of the characteristics listed above, there are certain basic
processes and/or systems that all living things share whose function is to help perpetuate
the whole (autopoiesis) and these include: self-generation, self-organization, self
maintenance, and self-regulation. Since living things share very basic characteristics in
common they also require many of the same things to meet their needs, which in turn are
met by these basic characteristics (Bloom, 1999, p.6).
Two of these needs include the intake of food and water. Species need to be
equipped with the capabilities to obtain, consume or make (plants), and harvest the
energy and nutrients in food. Likewise, species need to be able to not only take in water
but maintain a proper balance required for their specific needs. Air is required by all
living things, except for a bacterium known as Archae which lives in volcanoes and the
deep ocean and uses sulfur for their energy needs (chemosynthesis). Living things require
certain components of air; oxygen for cellular respiration and carbon dioxide for
photosynthesis. Environment dictates how water is used. Terrestrial organisms acquire
water, fresh water organisms need to maintain a proper balance so cells don’t get too
much coming in, and marine organisms also maintains a proper water balance so that
they don’t lose too much water to their environment. All species need to be able to
reproduce; that is produce healthy offspring in order to maintain the population. Finally,
species need ways to protect themselves and their offspring from predators or the
environment at large (p. 7).
Organisms, or living things, are able to meet their basics by interacting with their
habitat, a specific environment that provides a species with the things they need to live,
grow and reproduce. In their habitat an organism will interact with biotic (living) factors
as well as abiotic (non-living) factors (Jones, & Lisowski, 2007, p. 7). Some abiotic
factors include water, sunlight, oxygen, temperature and soil. Sunlight is needed by plants
to make their food (photosynthesis) while many animals need sunlight for warmth. Each
environment is characterized by its temperature range, and some species are only able to
survive within certain ranges. Others however, are capable of altering their environment
in order to alter extreme temperatures that occur in their habitat. Soil is composed of rock
fragments, nutrients, air, water and decaying organic matter. Plants require different
rations of these components in order to grow. Many types of animals and microscopic
organisms live in the soil as well (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 8).
Flow of Energy in Ecosystems
An organism’s energy role is defined by how they obtain their energy and interact
with other organisms. Energy enters most ecosystems as sunlight. The only organisms
that acquire this energy, in order to make their own food, are producers (plants, algae,
bacteria). They are the source of all food in a system. Organisms that cannot make their
own food are consumers and there are three types depending on what type of food they
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consume (herbivores, carnivores, omnivores). Decomposers break down wastes and
organic materials and return important nutrients to the soil (Jones, & Lisowski p. 9).
How energy moves through a system can be described as a food chain and/or food
web. Food chains are a sequence of linear events that show how specific organisms
obtain energy in a system, which always begins with the producer followed by the first
level consumer (those that eat the producers) and the second-level consumers (those that
each the first level consumers). But the flow of energy within a system is far more
interconnected since organisms eat different things and are part of many different food
chains. A more accurate representation of energy flow through an ecosystem is through a
food web; a countless number of overlapping food chains (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 9). An
energy pyramid is a diagram that shows how much energy is available at each feeding
level of a food web which always begins with the producers. Energy at each level is lost
through heat as well as basic processes that help an organism move, grow, or reproduce.
Only about 10% of the energy at one level gets passed on to the next which limits the
number of feeding levels in an energy pyramid (p. 47).

Conclusion
The objective of this research was to begin designing material that could aid in the
integration of aboriginal knowledge of the Yakutat people into a Western based school
system. While the sections addressing the Western science perspective may appear to be
excessive, the idea was to flesh out the knowledge from both sides regarding a particular
theme in order to achieve the most holistic perspective. I approached the structure of this
paper as if it were to go into the Teacher’s Information Section of my K-6 place-based
science curriculum; the goal being that if any educator were to pick up my lesson plans
and associated “teacher information sections” they would have a relatively good
understanding of what I was trying to get across. Traditional knowledge is the historical
narrative of a place; it provides background on how the land was treated and shaped by
generations of family members, friends and foreign visitors. To not know the history of a
people who inhabited the land in the past is to miss a big component in understanding an
area. Educators are in a difficult spot today, especially those working in Native
communities. Their work load is doubled in that they have to strive to make information
relevant so that student driven inquiry and engagement is enhanced while on the other
hand imparting the “hard” skills that will open up doors in whatever direction they wish
to go. But the task can be made easier by having learning in the classroom start with
place; by learning about the historical and current realities of a community students will
be able to understand and appreciate how things were and how they have changed.
Information is relevant and tangible and the interest generated is genuine. An
appreciation for one’s place promotes pride in a culture and an adherence to ways of
thinking and doing that should not be forgotten, especially in a world that is striving to
find balance and meaning.
This project for me was a step in the direction of understanding how the pieces between
the two worlds can come together. By no means do I feel that this is a solution, but the
more we learn about the undeniable holes in the education system the more empowered I
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feel to start looking for ways to make a change. Change most of the time takes several
drafts. Place-based education is exciting and overwhelming, it is not just words on a piece
of paper but instead the interactions and discussions with people all across the
community who have a wide range of experiences and expertise that can be passed on to
the younger generations. Students needs to learn how to most successfully live in the
world of their culture and community as well as develop the skills and knowledge to live
elsewhere if they so well please.
Educators, community members and school
administrators need to come together to decide how to meet these needs. It is not about
living in separate worlds or choosing one over the other.. .it’s about how these worlds can
come together in a meaningful way for the betterment our youth’s futures.
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UNIT 2-INVESTIGATION 2
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Predict what happens when a GUMMY BEAR is combined with Sodium Chlorate?
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Grade Band 5-6: Year 1
Unit 3: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy and Dynamics
Investigation 1
*Note: This investigation should be implemented at least a month a half before the start of Sea Week. It
is designed to span through and utilize the time spent in the field during Sea Week for an outdoor
investigation that applies to the learning objectives of the investigation. The week following the
conclusion of Sea Week includes activities that enable students to present and wrap-up work that was
done during the investigation.

Overarching Questions
> How do scientists communicate complex phenomena in a clear and concise way?
> How are organisms in an ecosystem connected to each other and the environment?
> How is work accomplished in groups?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that organisms (producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers and
detritivores) are related in food webs that ultimately trace back to plants, and that matter cycles between
the air and soil and among plants, animals and microbes as these organisms live and die. Students will be
able to create a “how-to” diagram in order to demonstrate a complex idea in a clear, organized way using
pictures, symbols and labels. Students will also be able to listen effectively and understand perspective
behind the ideas of their peers as they work together in groups in order to complete jointly specific and
complete a shared goal.

Objectives
Collaborative Objectives
After practice carefully listening to and recording group members’ ideas, you will be able to paraphrase
verbally and in writing the knowledge, values and intentions that influence their perspective, at the
proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
After instruction and working collaboratively on tasks throughout the investigation, the group will be
able to create a “how-to” model* that demonstrates the movement of matter and energy among plants,
animals, decomposers and the environment in a particular ecosystem and explain how the food web may
change due to environmental threats, at the proficient level of a teacher made rubric.
*If technology is available you can revise this objective and have students create and/or present a model
using this technology.

Individual Objectives
After instruction and practice, you will be able to construct a “how-to” diagram in order to communicate
a concept using labels, symbols, pictures and title, with 80% accuracy.
After instruction and creating a model collaboratively with a group that demonstrates the movement of
matter in a local system, you will be able to analyze a diagram of an unfamiliar ecosystem and write a
paragraph to emphasize the idea that matter that is not food (air, water, and decomposed materials in
soil) is changed by plants using sunlight into matter that cycles through an ecosystem, with 80%
accuracy.
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After instruction and developing a model of a food web, you will be able to explain the roles of producers,
consumers and decomposers and that they use chemical energy in matter for body repair, growth,
motion and to maintain body warmth, with 80% accuracy.

Next Generation Science Standards
(5-LS2-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can develop a model to describe the movement of
matter among plants, animals, decomposers and the environment.
(5-PS3-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can use models to describe that energy in animal’s
food (used for body repair, growth, motion and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from the sun.
Alaska State Science Standards
(5-SA1.1) The student demonstrates and understanding of the process of science by asking questions,
measuring, classifying, making generalizations, inferring and communicating.
(5-SC3.1) The student demonstrates an understanding by diagramming how matter and energy are
transferred within and between living and nonliving things.
(5-SC3.2) The student demonstrates an understanding by organizing a simple food chain of familiar
plants and animals that traces the source of the energy back to sunlight.
(6-SC3.1) The student demonstrates an understanding by recognizing that organisms can cause physical
and chemical changes (e.g., digestion, growth, respiration, photosynthesis) to matter and recognizing the
importance of energy transfer in these changes.
(6-SC3.2) The student demonstrates an understanding by organizing a food web using familiar plants and
animals.

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Day 1: Introduce Topic
> Teacher background sheet
> Science A-Z PBL Overview
> Science A-Z Project-based Learning Teaching Tips: How Environmental Changes Affect Food Webs
(Teacher Information)
> Science A-Z Project-based Learning Project Organizer: Food Chains (Teacher information)
> Pre-Assessment (1 copy per student)
> PBL Sheetl- Project outline (p. 2 of Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
Days 2-4: Conduct an Entry Event
> ANKN Where does food come from? (lesson plan attached- refer to for list of materials)
> Guest speakers
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: How can w e make a scientific diagram? (What are scientific diagrams?)
Days 1-2: Pre-Teach Vocabulary
> PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (p. 7 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> Science A-Z Quick Read: Interpreting Data- Diagrams (3 reading levels available- 1 copy per
student)
> Learning to Listen worksheets (1 copy per student)
> Science notebooks
Days 2-3: Build Background Knowledge
> Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams (optional)
> Part 2: Create a “How-to” Diagram (p. 4 of Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams
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>
>
>
>
>

Critical Thinking worksheet- Optional (p. 6 of Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams)
Colored pencils/Crayons
Scissor
Double sided tape
Science notebooks

Lesson 3: In what ways are organism s in aquatic environm ents connected to each other?
Day 1-2: Pre-teach Vocabulary
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart (3 sheets per student)
> PBL Sheet 4: KWLS (Part One) (p. 5 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (Part Two) (p. 7 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> Feeding Relationships by Ann Fullick (2-5 copies available in kit)
> A Temperate Forest Food Chain by Rebecca Hogue Wojahn and Donal Wojahn (2-5 copies
available in kit)
> Learning to Listen worksheet (from previous lesson)
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Scissors
> Double sided tape and/or glue
> Science notebooks
Days 3-15: Build Background Knowledge
> Sea Grant: The Missing Sea Otters lesson plan (attached)
> Sea Grant: How do scientists learn about ecosystems? (attached)
> Sea Grant: Interconnections (attached)
> Scissors
> Double sided tape and/or glue
> Science notebooks
**Implement Lesson 4, a week before and during Sea Week
Lesson 4: How do environm ental conditions effect a food web?
Days 1-4: Plan the Project
> PBL Sheet 7: Project Ideas worksheet (p. 8 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 8: Project Description worksheet (p.9 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Days 5-9: Pitch the Project
> PBL Sheet 9: Pitch your Project (p. 10 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Lesson 5: How can w e com municate our ideas to other classroom s?
Days 1-2: Practice the Presentation and Complete Peer Review
> PBL Sheet 11: Presentation Rubric (p. 12 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 12: Practice Presentation and Peer Review (p.13 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Days 3-4: Present and Assess the Final Project
> PBL Sheet 13: Student Rubric-Team (3 pages- p. 14-16 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 14: Team Reflection (p. 17 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 15: Student Rubric-Individual (2 pages- pp.18-19 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Lesson 6: Post-Assessm ent- What did you learn?
> Post-assessment (1 copy per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Crayons and colored pencils
> Science notebooks
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Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent
Estimated Time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep (Day 1 ): Since cooperative learning is a large component of the investigations in the 5-6
curriculum, an overview of the instructional framework and the different types that it consists of is
provided in the Teacher Background. You will have to form heterogeneous (mixed skill levels) teams
ahead of time that students will work in throughout the investigation. Teams should consist of 3-4
individuals. In addition, the overall format of this investigation aligns with the place-based instructional
framework, which requires students to investigate and resolve real-work problems through the
development of a project and/or performance. The Science A-Z PBL Overview provides a concise
description of the framework, therefore it would beneficial to read through this material before
beginning the investigation. The Science A-Z Project-based Learning Teaching Tips and Science A-Z Projectbased Learning Project Organizer layout the framework and contain many of the materials needed to
implement this specific investigation, therefore it would be beneficial to review these documents before
the first lesson. It is important to note that the project-based framework looks a lot different than
traditional teaching methods generally implemented in classroom, and requires the teacher to assume
the role of a facilitator that guides and clarifies the learning experience while students assume a much
more active role in advancing their understanding in order to accomplish objectives.
Print out one copy per student of the Pre-Assessment and Science A-Z PBL Sheet1- Project outline (p.
2 of Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer), which should be glued into students notebooks before the next
lesson.
Teacher Prep (Days 2-4): Before you begin the lesson, read over the Teacher Background to familiarize
yourself with the traditional knowledge component that is being addressed and how it connects to the
core concepts of the priority standard. Read over the ANKN: Where does food come from? lesson plan
(attached) for a list of supplies needed to implement it. The lesson requires inviting an Elder (or Tlingit
Language instructor) and a local subsistence hunter into the classroom to discuss the indigenous and
modern perspectives regarding the seasonal hunting calendar, typical hunting practices and methods
used to prevent overharvesting resources. Coordinate with guest speakers accordingly.
Procedure
Day 1: Introduce Topic
Elicit
> Begin the lesson by telling the class they are about to embark on a new investigation. Hand out
Sheet1- Project outlines (p) to each student then read over the Problem and Objectives of the
investigation as a class (note that some of the original objectives in the Project Outline have been
revised since they will not be addressed during the investigation):
Problem
"An environmental consulting (**Note: You can change this to one of the local agencies in town
such as the US Forest Service, Alaska Department of Fish and Game or the US National Park
Service) the firm has hired you r team to assess the natural food web and environmental threats to
the plants and animals in a specific region o f the world. You've been asked to create a comprehensive
food web model fo r the area by identifying a t least ten species o f organisms and showing how they
are interconnected. The firm requires that you identify each organism as being a producer, consumer,
or decomposer. In addition, the firm has asked yo u r team to research and analyze the environmental
threats in the region, including the effects o f any human activity in the area. This m ight include
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habitat loss, mining, hunting, and dams on rivers, pollution, or other situations. In yo u r final
presentation to the firm's board o f directors, they've asked that you present the food web, discuss the
links between the species, and explain how environmental threats m ay affect the natural food web in
the area."
Objectives:
o Describe how living things in an ecosystem are interconnected
o Explain the roles o f producers, consumers, and decomposers in a natural food web
o Research environmental threats to a region on Earth and understand how they affect
the local food web
o Design and construct a model o f a food web to show the movem ent o f m atter from one
organism to another then explain how that food web may change due to environmental
threats
> After reading through the problem and objective, ask a volunteer(s) to state in their own words
the goal of the investigation. (Create a local food web using a scientific model for an environmental
consulting firm and then research how human activity in the area can threaten this food web.
Students will then present their models, discuss the links between the different species, and
explain the environmental threats that can effect the food web).
> Tell students that in order to accomplish this task they will focus on resolving the following
Driving Question: How do environmental changes effect the food web? Explain that over the next
few weeks the class will resolve this question one step at a time.
> Tell students that they will complete a pre-assessment for the remainder of the lesson. Remind
them that the assessment is not graded but instead is meant to determine what they know about
the topic and compare it to what they learned by the conclusion of the investigation. As always in
school, students are encouraged to do their best work. As the instructor you can clarify questions
on the assessment but note provide information that will help them answer the questions. If a
student has no prior knowledge regarding a particular questions, let them know they are allowed
to write so under that question.

Days 2-4: Conduct an Entry Event
Engage
> Implement the ANKN Where does our food come from? lesson.
Lesson 2: How can we make a scientific diagram? (What are scientific diagrams? What types of diagrams
are there?)
Estimated time: 3, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Days 1-2): Set-up four stations around the room since students will be working in their
groups for most of the lesson. Make 1 copy per student of the PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (part two - p . 7 of Science
A-Z PBL Project Organizer) and the Learning to Listen worksheets, which can be glued or taped into
students’ notebooks before or at the conclusion of the lesson. You may want to write the steps outlined
on the Learning to Listen worksheet on a large sheet of chart paper, since you will go through each step
with the class. Students will read with a partner in their group the Quick Read: Interpreting DataDiagrams, which is available in three reading levels (mid, low, high). Determine ahead of time how you
want the Quick Read material to be differentiated then make one copy for each student.
Teacher Prep (Day 3): Read over the Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson plan and organize any
additional materials (not listed here) needed in order to implement the lesson. You will focus on
implementing Part 2 of the lesson (Create a How-to diagram) and Part 4 (Write and Ask Questions),
therefore make one copy per student of Data Sheet 1 (p. of the lesson plan). The Critical Thinking
worksheet (p. 6 of the lesson) is optional if students have not answered these questions before or you
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think they would benefit from revisiting them. In addition, make one cope per student of the PBL Sheet 6:
KWLS (Know-Want to learn- Learned-Still want to learn) worksheet. Make an enlarged version of it on a
sheet of chart paper to fill in with the class. Write the following topical question on the board: How can
we make a scientific diagram?
Days 1-2: Pre-Teach Vocabulary
Elicit
> Post the KWLS chart on the board and begin the lesson by asking the class to recall the task they
will be responsible for delivering at the end of the investigation (Develop a scientific diagram that
demonstrates a local food chain and be able to explain how human activities can affect the food
web). Write the task on the board and ask students what they will need to be able to do in order to
complete this task. (Construct a scientific diagram) Explain that the class has been introduced to
the concept of scientific models and specifically diagrams earlier this year, but they will review
this scientific practice since they will be responsible for developing and then presenting a diagram
in front of the consulting firm/local agency. Ask the students to come up with some questions
about diagrams they need to answer in order to successfully complete their task. Write students’
responses on the board and include the following questions if they are not addressed (they will
address these questions this class):
o What is a diagram?
o What are the different types of diagrams?
o How do we communicate a message with a diagram?
Explore
> Pass out the Learning to Listen worksheets to each student and explain that in order to answer the
three questions posted on the board, students will work with a partner from their team during a
listening activity. Ask students why it would be important to learn to how be a good listener?
> Discuss the Learning to Listen worksheets and the process students will follow in order to fill out
the chart (Explain that the activity or topic the class will be responding to are the three questions
that are written on the board):
1. You will need to answer the following questions independently: What is a diagram? What
are the different types of diagrams? How do we communicate a message with a diagram?
Take a moment to formulate your response then record your ideas in the yellow
table. Explain your thinking behind these ideas in the table.
2. Listen very carefully to your partner’s ideas then record them in the blue chart. After your
partner has finished explaining their ideas, repeat back what you heard to your partner. If
you misunderstood your partner’s idea, make the necessary corrections in the table.
3. Ask your partner to explain the reasoning behind their ideas. Record this information in the
chart. For example, their ideas can come from: Facts they know, an Opinion, personal
Values, and/or Intentions they have about a topic.
4. Once you and your partner have had a chance to listen to one another, paraphrase each
other’s ideas in the table and share with the entire group.
5. You will receive a grade (1-5) based on how well your responses match your partners.
(This means you will compare a students’ response to the questions with the ideas
recorded by their partner, and vice versa. This will ensure that partners listen carefully to
one another as each present their ideas)
> Break the class up into teams and then pair students up for the activity. Instruct the class to
complete Activity 1 on the Learning to Listen worksheet.
Explain
> Once students have completed Activity 1, distribute the Quick Read: Interpreting Data- Diagrams
to each student. Partners are to read over the Quick Read together then repeat the listening
activity but this time filling out the Activity 2 on their worksheet.
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Extend
> After the class has completed this component of the lesson, distribute 1 sheet of construction
paper to each group. Explain that the four members will now have to agree upon a definition for
each of the questions (What is a diagram? What are the different types of diagrams? What do we
need to create a diagram?), and record this on the sheet of construction paper. Each group
member will have a roll in this activity:
o Recorder- writes the agreed upon definitions for each question on the sheet of paper
o Organizer- reads off each group members’ response in the Activity 2 chart
o Presenter- reads off the team’s responses in front of the class
o Analyst- explains the reasoning behind the team’s responses
> Instruct teams to complete this component of the lesson. Have teams present their final product in
front of the class, then post each product on the board.
Evaluate
> Distribute the PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (part two) to each student and explain that the class needs to
come up with up with and agree upon an explanation for each of the questions, which each student
will eventually record under the “L” section of the worksheet. Record students’ ideas on the board
and encourage each to provide the reasoning behind their thinking. This may require some
discussion (and potentially a vote) before the class can come to an agreement. Ultimately,
responses should be similar to the following:
o Question One: A diagram is a visual way to present information
o Question Two: Diagrams can show parts of a thing, how something works or how things
relate to other things.
o Question Three: Diagrams give provide us information in a clear and simplified way so that
we can understand the world. This is done through: colorful pictures, symbols (such as
arrows), words (labels or steps), and a title.
> Instruct students to record responses on their PBL Sheet 6: KWLS worksheet under the “L” section,
or information they learned during the lesson. Once they have completed this students should
record things they still want to learn during the investigation (as questions or ideas) under the “S”
section of their worksheets.

Day 3: Build Background Knowledge
> Begin the lesson by reviewing the information students learned about diagrams in the previous
lesson, as well as the questions or ideas they want to answer and learn about over the course of
this investigation. (Students should have recorded this information under the “L” column of the
PBL Sheet 6: KWLS)
> Ask the class to recall the different types of information that can be displayed on a diagram, and
record this information on the board.
o Diagrams can show parts of a thing
o Diagrams can show how something works
o Diagrams can show how things relate to other things
> Ask students to think about their task for a moment and decide which of the three types of
diagrams they will most likely have to construct for the consulting firm/local agency. (Diagrams
that can show how something works- since students’ diagrams will demonstrate how the
organisms in an ecosystem function to establish a relatively stable food web) Explain that this is
called a “How-to” diagram, which students will learn how to create in class today.
> Implement Parts 2 and 4 of the Science Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson.
Lesson 3: In what ways are organisms in an ecosystem connected to each other? How does man-made
activities impact the connections between organisms?
Estimated time: 17-22, fifty-minute lessons
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Teacher Prep (Day 1): Set up four stations around the round with coloring utensils, scissors, glue
and/or tape. Students will begin the lesson working in their assigned groups and then finish the lesson
with a reading as a class. Read over the books, Feeding Relationships by Ann Fullick and An Ocean Food
Chain, to familiarize yourself with the lesson’s content. There are only 2-5 copies of each book available in
the kits, so you may need to make copies of the readings (A Temperate Forest Food Chain may be too long
to read in its entirety therefore you should select sections ahead of time to focus on). Students will be
responsible for constructing definitions for the following vocabulary terms: Producer, Herbivore
(Primary Consumer), Carnivore (secondary consumer), Decomposer, and Food Chair. The class will
begin by reading sections from the book Feeding Relationships and be responsible for reading the
following sections: Group One: Producers (pp. 6-8), Group 2: Herbivores (pp. 20-21), Group 3: Carnivores
(pp. 24-25) and Group 3: Decomposers (pp. 30-31). Print out 3 copies of the Graphic Organizer: Word
Sm art worksheet and one copy per student of the PBL Sheet 4: KWLS (Part One) worksheet. Construct an
enlarged version of the KWLS worksheet on a sheet of charge paper (this can be in the form of a table).
Have available glue and/or double-sided tape so that students can integrate worksheets into their science
notebooks as well as colored sheets of construction paper.
Teacher Prep (Days 2-15): Read over the and familiarize yourself with the following Sea Grant lesson
plans and organize the necessary materials (not listed here) needed to implement each: The Missing Sea
Otters, How do Scientists Learn about Ecosystems?, and Interconnections. All lesson plans are attached.
Write the following topical question on the board: In what ways are organisms in aquatic environments
connected to each other?
Day 1: Pre-teach Vocabulary
Elicit
> Distribute the PBL Sheet 4: KWLS and PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (save for later) worksheets to students,
then begin lesson by asking the class to recall the driving question they need to answer to
complete their task. (How do environmental changes effect a food web?) Record the question on
the board then ask students to take a moment to think about what they will need to know and
want to learn more about in order to answer this question. Students should record their ideas
under the “W” section of their PBL Sheet 4: KWLS worksheet. Ask students to volunteer their ideas
and record these under the “W” column of the class KWLS chart. (In this list include the following:
How are organisms in a food web different from one another? and What is a food chain? If
students do not volunteer this on their own, pose probing questions that encourage them to think
about and then eventually propose the idea in their own words.)
> Tell the class that they will begin by researching one of the questions and/or ideas written today.
Write the following on the board: How are organisms in the same food web different from one
another? Instruct students to record their ideas under the “K” column of the PBL Sheet 4: KWLS
worksheet. Ask students to volunteer ideas they wrote down and record them under the “K”
column of the class KWLS chart.
Explore
> Tell students to turn to the Learning to Listen worksheets. Explain that in order to answer the
question on the board, each team will research the question independently before presenting
knowledge to the rest of the class. This activity will follow the same procedure as the listening
procedure conducted earlier in the investigation. Students will first pair up with a partner in their
team to research the question and then construct a response together in order to share it with the
other team members. The team must then work together to come up with a concise response to
present to the class.
> Review the procedure for the listening activity with the class:
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1. You will complete a reading passage and then answer the following question
(independently) in the yellow table of your worksheet: How are organisms in a food web
different from one another? After recording your ideas, explain your thinking in the table.
2. Listen very carefully to your partner’s ideas then record them in the blue table. After your
partner has finished explaining their ideas, repeat back what you heard to your partner. If
you misunderstood your partner’s idea, make the necessary corrections in the table.
3. Ask your partner to explain the reasoning behind their ideas. Record this information in the
table. For example, their ideas can come from: Facts they know, an Opinion, personal
Values, and/or Intentions they have about a topic.
4. Once you and your partner have had a chance to listen to one another, paraphrase each
other’s ideas in the table and share with the entire team. (At this point the team will then
work together to construct a cohesive response to present to the rest of the class.)
5. Students will receive a grade (1-5) based on how well their responses matched their
partners. (This means you will compare a students’ response to the questions with the
ideas recorded by their partner, and vice versa. This will ensure that partners listen
carefully to one another as each present their ideas)
> Pair students up with a partner in their team. Assign each team a term to research and a reading
passage:
o Group 1: Producers (Reading passage pp. 6-8 in Feeding Relationships By Ann Fullick)
o Group 2: Herbivores (Reading passage pp. 20-21 in Feeding Relationships)
o Group 3: Carnivores (Reading passage pp. 24-25 in Feeding Relationships)
o Group 4: Decomposers (Reading passage pp. 30-31 in Feeding Relationships)
> Instruct the class to complete Activity 3 on the Learning to Listen worksheet with their partner.
Explain
> Once partners have developed a response to the question they will share it with the other team
members. The team will discuss and agree to a single response that will be shared with the class
(distribute sheets of colored construction paper to each team member to record their response).
You will need to visit each group during this process and have them explain their reasoning.
Ultimately, each team should construct a response for each of the following terms: Producers
(Group #1), Herbivores (Group#2), Carnivores (Group#3) and Decomposers (Group#4).
Encourage each team to provide at least two examples of each trophic level to support their
response.
> To ensure positive interdependence and student accountability (as much as possible) within a
cooperative learning environment, students should be assigned roles or tasks that they are
responsible for completing. You can assign following tasks or develop your own:
o Recorder- writes the agreed upon definitions for each question on the sheet of paper
o Organizer- reads off each group members’ response in the Activity 2 chart
o Presenter- reads off the team’s responses in front of the class
o Analyst- explains the reasoning behind the team’s responses
> Once each team has developed and recorded a response to the question on a sheet of construction
paper, selected members (i.e. Presenters) from the team will present their response in front of the
class. Before students begin presenting, distribute the Graphic Organizer: Word Sm art to each and
explain that they will each be responsible for completing the worksheet after each team has
presented. Therefore it is important that students listen carefully to each presentation and ask
questions at the end if they need any clarifications about the information. Definitions should
ultimately resemble the following:
o Producer: first organism in a food chain, such as plants, that makes its own food
o Herbivore: an animal that eats only plants
o Carnivore: an animal that only eats other animals
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o

Decomposers: living things, such as insects or bacteria, that feed on dead plants and
animals
> Begin presentations.
Extend
> At the conclusion of the presentations, instruct each student to complete four of the smaller Word
Sm art worksheets for each of the terms they just learned about: Producers, Herbivores,
Carnivores and Decomposers. Students are responsible to completed the following for each term:
o A definition
o A labeled-parts diagram describing the term
o One descriptive sentence that incorporates the term (Not an acceptable response: Plants
are the producers of an ecosystem. Acceptable response: Plants are classified as the
producers of an ecosystem because they use air, Sunlight and water to make their own
food.)
Elicit
> Instruct students fill in the “L” column of their PBL Sheet 6: KWLS worksheet with information
they have learned so far during in the investigation. Are there any other key ideas or terms that
the class thinks should be defined before they can move forward with the investigation? (It may
help to re-write the Driving Question of the investigation so that students can use it as a reference
as they study the chart. ) If students need encouragement, explain that organisms serve different
roles in an ecosystem depending on what they eat. These connections between organisms
depending on who eats what, was described in the text as a food chain and food web.
> What is a food chain? What is a food web? These are important terms to know for the task? (Yes)
> Explain that the class will now complete a reading together that studies the term, Food-chain and
Food-web, more in depth.
Explore
> Read over the book, A Temperate Forest Food Chain by Donald and Rebecca Wojahn , as a class.
Since there are limited copies of this resource, students will either have to share books or you can
read aloud to the class. If you read to the class, structure it as a continuation of the listening
activity. Students are expected to listen since you will stop periodically and ask them to either;
describe what they are visualizing in their mind, answer a question regarding content that was
discussed, or describe a vocabulary term based on its context in the text. Preface the activity by
stating that students will complete an two additional Word Sm art worksheets for the new terms
(food chain and food web) at the conclusion of the reading.
> As you read, expand students’ perception of a food chain from a transfer of food between different
organisms and their environment to the cycling of matter. For example, phytoplankton use air
(from the atmosphere), water and dissolved minerals (decaying bodies of organisms) to make
their own food as they live and grow. In turn the plankton (solid) serve as food for larger
organisms (solid) and so on. Students should begin to recognize that matter (in its different forms)
connects organisms within an ecosystem to one another.
> In addition, bring up the concept that matter contains energy, which is defined as the capacity to
do work. All matter that organisms use or take in as food (remember plants don’t “eat” water, air
and sunlight but instead make SUGAR out of these ingredients to use as food) has energy in it. How
do living things use this energy in food to live? (grow, body repair, motion, maintain warmth) You
can do a quick activity with students that demonstrates this concept. Students are asked to stand
and face you as they are given different scenarios to respond to:
o It’s gym time and you ate a hearty meal of spaghetti and meatballs for lunch an hour ago.
How do you feel? Run in place.
o Before dinner you decide to go outside for a few minutes and play in the snow. You haven’t
had a lot to eat today and feel hungry. How do you feel? Shiver if you feel cold. Give a
thumps up if you feel warm.
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o
o
o

After dinner you go back outside to take the dog for quick walk before bed. Dad made
grilled salmon and roasted potatoes with vegetables, and it was delicious. How do you feel?
Shiver if you feel cold. Give a thumbs up of you are warm.
School just got out and you have to walk home now, even though you haven’t eaten
anything since breakfast. How do you feel? Walk from one side of the classroom to another.
It’s gym time again, but this time you skipped lunch and only had an apple for breakfast.
How do you feel? Run in place
After school you decide to play a game of basketball with some friends. You had a good
lunch about three hours ago. How do you feel? Jump in place

Explain
> After you have concluded the reading, instruct students to write the definition of a food chain in
their notebooks independently. Once they are done, pair students up and instruct them to share
their definitions with a partner. Each pair is responsible for constructing a standardized definition
for the term and then recording it on the board.
> Go through the definitions that students have recorded on the board and briefly provide feedback
on each. Final definition of food chain should look like the following:
o Food Chain- links between different animals that feed on each other and on plants (p. 62 in
An Ocean Food Chain)
o Food Web- model of a habitat showing how the animals and plants in different food chains
are interconnected through their feeding habits (p. 62 of An Ocean Food Chain)
Extend
> Instruct students to construct a “How-to” model of the cycling of matter throughout a food web or
chain. Review how diagrams effectively communicate information others.
Evaluate
> Students write a letter (in their science notebooks) to the consulting firm or local agency
describing what they have learned so far during their investigation. Write the topical questions on
the board that students can reference as they construct their letters:
o What is a diagram?
o What are the different types of diagrams?
o How do we communicate a message with a diagram?
o How are organisms in a food web different from one another?
o What is a food chain?
o How is a food chain different from a food web?

Days 2-15: Build Background Knowledge
> Write the topical question on the board (In what ways are organisms in an ecosystem connected
to each other?). Tell the class that they will embark on a series of lessons that will help solidify
their understanding of food webs, as well as the factors that impact them, over the next couple
weeks. By then they will be ready to plan and develop their project with their teammates.
> Implement the Sea Grant lesson plans: The Missing Sea Otters, How do Scientists Learn about
Ecosystems? and Interconnections.
> Notes: Reinforce cooperative learning interactions whenever possible. Explain that the final grade
of the project will be based on the effort of all members of the team, therefore everyone will
receive the same grade for the project. When activities lend themselves for group work, students
should be given specific roles that are independent of their teammates but support the final
product of that activity. Reinforce key characteristics of an effective listener. If feasible integrate
an effective listening activity that requires students to not only reinstate their partner’s ideas but
explain where those ideas originate from.
> Note: Regarding content, continue to expand students’ perspectives of a food web as the cycling of
matter between organisms and their environment. You maybe have to review the properties of the
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three major forms of matter on Earth (solid, liquid, gas), and identify what form matter takes at
different spots of the food web. For instance, all animals inhale oxygen (air) and water (liquid) to
live, and take in food (solid) which ultimately gets released back into the environment (solid). The
extrement of living organisms and the bodies of dead ones get broken down even further (smaller
bits of solid) by decomposers. Whatever is left over returns to and nourishes the soil with
minerals (solid), which get taken up by plants in order to produce food for themselves.
*Lesson 4: How do environm ental conditions effect a food web?
Estimated time: 9, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Plan the Project: Days 1-4): *Plan on implementing this lesson two weeks before the
start of Sea Week so students have sufficient time to plan and revise their projects. Students will collect
data during field trips to intertidal areas (preferably)the Monday and Tuesday of Sea Week and utilize the
remaining time to create their projects in the classroom. The following week (Lesson 5) will wrap up the
investigation once students present their projects to school staff and family members. Therefore, confirm
a date ahead of time to have student presentations and make the necessary arrangements with families
and the school.
Make one copy of the PBL Sheet 7: Project Ideas (p. 8 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer) and
PBL Sheet 8: Project Description (P. 9 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer) per student. The study area
for students’ projects will be the local intertidal area, however the teams will have to coordinate how
field time will be spent. Therefore, if teams want to visit different study sits they will have to determine
how time will be allotted since projects need to be completed by the end of the week. Teams will
determine the methods and equipment needed to collect data. You may want to let them brainstorm a
few ideas before offering any suggestions. The following materials, although in a number of different
locations are provided with the science curriculum: Intertidal Field Atlas (attached and hard copy
available in Summer School Kit), Common Sea Life of Southeast Alaska (attached and hard copy available
in Summer School kit), laminated intertidal field guides (Sea Grant Summer School kit), hand lenses
(Materials & Supplies Kit), digital microscopes, plankton tow net (Sea Grant Summer School kit),
backpacks for field investigations (Sea Grant Summer School kit), rite-in-the-rain paper to print guides or
data sheets on for field excursions (Sea Grant Summer School Kit), etc.
Regarding the effects of human activity on intertidal food webs, students may do best to
coordinate presentation(s) in the classroom with representatives from local agencies (YTT, USFS, NPS,
ADF&G) to speak on this exact topic. Matt Anderstrom, who currently works for the Environmental
Protection Office of YTT, would be a fantastic resource to bring into the classroom since he is involved in
collecting and sending local water samples to the EPA to test for harmful levels of dinoflagelates and
other toxic substances. Jim Capra, from the US National Park Service ,is a wealth of knowledge on the
area, although it can be difficult to get ahold of him since he works in Dry Bay. Susan Ohlers and Theresa
Hunt, biologists with the US Forest Service, enjoy coming into the classroom and giving presentations for
students as well. You may want to encourage students to invite two guest speakers in to speak on human
impacts on the organisms living in and around the intertidal zone; one from a local agency as well as a
member from the community. This would provide greater insight into the issues that surround this
problem.
Teacher prep (Pitch the Project: Days 5 -6 ): Make one copy per student of the of the PBL Sheet 9: Pitch
Your Project worksheet (p. 10 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer).
Lesson 5: How can w e com m unicate our ideas to other classroom s?
Estimated time: 4, fifty-minute lessons
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Teacher Prep (Practice the Presentation and Complete Peer Review: Days 1-2): Make 1 copy per
student of the following worksheets: PBL Sheet 11: Presentation Rubric (p. 12 in Science A-Z PBL Project
Organizer) and PBL Sheet 12: Practice Presentation and Peer Review (p.13 in Science A-Z PBL Project
Organizer). Student projects should be completed the week after Sea Week. After all the effort students
put into their project over the course of the investigation, it would be a nice reward (and great learning
experience) to invite family and school faculty into the classroom to hear them speak about their work.
Teacher Prep (Present and A ssess the Final Project: Days 3-4): Make 1 copy per student of the
following worksheets: PBL Sheet 13: Student Rubric-Team (3 pages- p. 14-16 in Science A-Z PBL Project
Organizer), PBL Sheet 14: Team Reflection (p. 17 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer) and PBL Sheet 15:
Student Rubric-Individual (2 pages- pp.18-19 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Lesson 6: Post-A ssessm ent
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy of the post-assessment for each student. Let them know ahead of time that
this is the final assessment of the investigation and they will receive a final grade on it.
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ASSESSMENTS

5-LS2-1
Learning to Listen- Collaborative Assessment

Directions
1. You will be given an activity or topic to respond to. Take a moment to formulate your
2.

3.
4.
5.

response then record your ideas in the yellow chart. Explain your thinking in the chart.
Listen very carefully to your partner's ideas then record them in the blue chart. After
your partner has finished explaining their ideas, repeat back what you heard to your
partner. If you misunderstood your partner's idea, make the necessary corrections in
the chart.
Ask your partner to explain the reasoning behind their ideas. Record this information in
the chart. For example, their ideas can come from: Facts they know, an Opinion,
personal Values, and/or Intentions they have about a topic.
Once you and your partner have had a chance to listen to one another, paraphrase each
other's ideas in the chart and share with the entire group.
You will receive a grade (1-5) based on how well your responses match your partners.

1 (responses do not match)

3 (most of the responses match)

5 (responses match completely)

A c tiv ity 1Partner’s Nam e:________________________
Reco rd Your Ideas
Explain Yo ur Ideas

R eco rd Partner’s
Ideas

Explain Partner’s
Ideas

Grade

Paraphrase Ideas

1 2 3 4 5

A c tiv ity 2Partner’s Name:
Reco rd Your Ideas

R eco rd Partner’s
Ideas

Explain Partner’s
Ideas

Explain Yo ur Ideas

Paraphrase Ideas

Grade

1 2 3 4 5
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ASSESSMENTS

5-LS2-1

A c tiv ity 3Partner’s Name:
Reco rd Your Ideas

R eco rd Partner’s
Ideas

Explain Partner’s
Ideas

Explain Yo ur Ideas

Paraphrase Ideas

Grade

1 2 3 4 5

A c tiv ity 4Reco rd Your Ideas

R eco rd Partner’s
Ideas

Partner’s Name
Explain Yo ur Ideas

Explain Partner’s
Ideas

Paraphrase Ideas

Grade

1 2 3 4 5

Total:
Comments:
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ASSESSMENTS

5-LS2-1
pre/post-Assessment

Nam e:______________________________

D a te :_____

P a rt One
D ire c tio n s : Your younger sibling has just turned four and wants to start doing things on her
own. This includes making a peanut-butter and jelly sandwich for herself every-day. At first it
was cute watching her splatter jam all over the kitchen. But after finding streaks of peanut
butter on the wall of your room and the bathroom you've had about enough. You want to teach
your sibling how to make a peanut-butter and jelly sandwich without destroying the house in
the process. You decide to draw her "How-to" diagram (with a title, pictures, and labels) that
will clearly communicate the steps she needs to take to make a sandwich on her own. Draw the
diagram below:

P a rt Tw o
Directions: Read the question in quotations then study the diagram in order to answer the
questions. Note: Primary Consumers = Herbivores; Secondary Consumers = Carnivores
"The cycle of matter in an ecosystem connects organism s to each other and to their
environment."

A f ric a n
Savannah
Food W eb
Producers
1. grass
2. acacia tree
3. baobob tree

Primary Consumers
4. ostrich
6.
7.
8.
9.

T h om p so n 's gazelle
wildebeest
grasshopper
giraffes
10 . elephants

Secondary Consumers
11. lions
1 2 . cheetahs
13. secretary birds
14. harrier eagles

Decomposers
and Detrivores
15. bacteria
1 8 . fungi
17. du n g beetle

— raplorinqrutvjrr
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ASSESSMENTS

5-LS2-1

1. Do you agree or disagree with the statement? Respond to it in one paragraph (4
sentences), using examples from the diagram. Include the roles of producers,
herbivores, carnivores and decomposers in your response.

2. Ten years into the future, your family decides to take a trip to Serengeti National Park in
Tanzania for an African safari after you graduate college. You've worked really hard in
school ever since you were in third grade. Your family knows how much you love
animals so they have been planning and saving for this experience for many years. It is
an experience of a lifetime and you see all different types of animals such as ostrich,
wildebeest, secretary birds lions as well as dung beetles. Suddenly the safari car you and
your family are using to travel around the Park is surrounded by a herd of zebra! What
luck! The zebra seem comfortable as they graze on grass and pick insects off one
another. You watch as one zebra rubs the underside of her belly on a rock! One zebra
and her 2-month old baby catch your eye. The baby zebra is so tiny compared to its
mother and frolics around in the grass with so much spirit. The young zebra caught your
sibling's attention too, who is wide-eyed over the experience. Your sibling wonders outloud how grass, such a simple looking living thing, can be enough food for herbivores
such as zebras to live on.
a.

How would you answer this question? Why do living things need food (such as
plants or animals) in order to live?
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ASSESSMENTS

5-LS2-1
Pre/Post-Assessment- Teacher’s Edition

Nam e:______________________

D a te :____________

P a rt One
Directions: Your younger sibling has just turned four and wants to start doing things on her
own. This includes making a peanut-butter and jelly sandwich for herself every-day. At first it
was cute watching her splatter jam all over the kitchen. But after finding streaks of peanut
butter on the wall of your room and the bathroom you've had about enough. You want to teach
your sibling how to make a peanut-butter and jelly sandwich without destroying the house in
the process. You decide to draw her "How-to" diagram (with a title, pictures, and labels) that
will clearly communicate the steps she needs to take to make a sandwich on her own. Draw the
diagram below:
•
•
•

Diagram should be easy to follow.
Clearly communicate a message.
Include a title, pictures, symbols (i.e. arrows) and labels for the pictures.

P a rt Tw o
Directions: Read the question in quotations then study the diagram in order to answer the
questions. Note: Primary Consumers = Herbivores; Secondary Consumers = Carnivores
"The cycle of m atter in an ecosystem connects organism s to each other and the
environment."

A frican
Savannah
Food Web
Producers

1. g r a s s

2 . a c a c ia ir w
3 . b a o b o b tre e

Primary Consumers
4. ostrich
5. zebra
6. Thompson's gazelle
7. wlldeboost
8. g ra s s h o p p e r
9 . g ir a ff e s

10. elephants

Secondary Consumers
11. lions

12 . cheetahs
13.
14.

secretary birds
harrier eagles

Decomposers
and Detrivores
15. bacteria
18. fu n g i

17. dung beetle
• S H c r i A m t* I
mmm caplonnqrtatxir* «r<9
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ASSESSMENTS

5-LS2-1

1. Do you agree or disagree with the statement? Respond to it in one paragraph (5-6
sentences). Use examples from the diagram to support your response. Include the roles
of producers, herbivores, carnivores and decomposers in your response.

•

Students should agree with this statement. As organisms (plants, animals and microbes)
live and die matter is cycled between the air and the soil. Organisms are related in food
webs in which some animals (herbivores) eat plants for food, while others eat only other
animals (carnivore). For example, in the African Savannah Food Web an ostrich is an
herbivore that eats grass. On the other hand, the cheetah is a carnivore that eats zebras.
Another type of organism called decomposers, breaks down dead organisms so that
materials are returned to the soil. Bacteria and fungi are examples of decomposers.
Plants are the producers of an ecosystem, which means they make their own food from
sunlight, water (from rain), air and minerals (from soil) to make their own food to live
and grow. Examples of producers include the acacia tree and grass.

3. Ten years into the future, your family decides to take a trip to Serengeti National Park in
Tanzania for an African safari after you graduate college. You've worked really hard in
school ever since you were in third grade. Your family knows how much you love
animals so they have been planning and saving for this experience for many years. It is
an experience of a lifetime and you see all different types of animals such as ostrich,
wildebeest, secretary birds lions as well as dung beetles. Suddenly the safari car you and
your family are using to travel around the Park is surrounded by a herd of zebra! What
luck! The zebra seem comfortable as they graze on grass and pick insects off one
another. You watch as one zebra rubs the underside of her belly on a rock! One zebra
and her 2-month old baby catch your eye. The baby zebra is so tiny compared to its
mother and frolics around in the grass with so much spirit. The young zebra caught your
sibling's attention too, who is wide-eyed over the experience. Your sibling wonders outloud how grass, such a simple looking living thing, can be enough food for herbivores
such as zebras to live on.
a.

How would you answer this question? Why do living things need food (such as
plants or animals) in order to live?
Food provides organisms with materials and energy (ability to do something) they need for
body repair, growth, to maintain body warmth and for motion.
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Rubric: Diagram and Summary on Cycle of Matter in Food Webs

Name:____________________________

Date:_________

Project Requirements and Rubric
1= Never
I.

II.

3=Sometimes

Diagram describing the properties o f___________ :
(1
> Information is accurate
(1
> Neat in appearance
(1
> Creative
> Message is communicated effectively
(1

5= Always

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5)
5)
5)
5)

Written description of what the model shows:
> Information is detailed and displays knowledge of the subject
(1 2 3 4 5)
> All
punctuation is correct
(1 2 3 4 5)
> No
grammatical errors
(1 2 3 4 5)
> No
spelling errors
(1 2 3 4 5)
Total Points:_________ /4 0

Teacher Comments:
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Student Evaluations: Diagram on Properties of Matter

Project Requirements and Rubric
Student Presenters:_______________________________
1= Never
I.

3=Sometimes

Grade the presenters' diagram on the following:
> Information is accurate

5= Always

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Neat in appearance

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Creative

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Message is communicated effectively

(1 2 3 4 5)

Project Requirements and Rubric
Student Presenters:_______________________________
1= Never
II.

3=Sometimes

Grade the presenters' diagram on the following:
> Information is accurate

5= Always

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Neat in appearance

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Creative

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Message is communicated effectively

(1 2 3 4 5)
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Teacher Background

Integrating Traditional Knowledge of the Yakutat Tlingit with Western-based Science Concepts
I. Traditional Knowledge Perspective Overview
For the Yakutat Tlingit, the concept of a temporal scale, which includes citing dates, was overall
very loose. Recent past was noted in relation to a narrator’s stage of growth while earlier periods were
correlated to the happenings in the lifetime of grandparents or chiefs. However, the changing of seasons
over the year was delineated with specific terms: takw (winter), takw’iti (spring; ‘the place where winter
was’), qu tan (summer) and yes (fall). The year was divided into lunations (or months), literally moons
(dis), which began with the first appearance of the new crescent. The moons were numbered and named
although the current recording of these names, obtained by de Laguna in the mid-21st century during an
interview, were given by an unreliable source. In any case, the informant provided the following as the
aboriginal labeling of the lunations (de Laguna, 1972, p. 799):
• dis-tlen (full moon, ‘big moon’)
• diskA t’ut’c (half moon, ‘dark on the moon’)
• dis xawxe (first quarter, ‘first one you see’)
• (last quarter- no name given)
• Lek dis/tlek dis (‘no moon’)
The New Year began in the middle of summer (July) and from there the lunations were counted
consecutively from 1-12. De Laguna (1972) noted that the New Year probably began with the lunation
that followed or coincided with the longest days of summer (p. 800). The lunations were named with a
cardinal number followed by the word dis (‘moon’) or ’a (‘thing’) and were most likely followed by a
descriptive term or attached to the expression disi (‘moon o f ) (p. 799). The following representation of
the aboriginal calendar is an integration of the most consistent information collected by de Laguna
during her fieldwork in Yakutat (1949, 1952, 1953,1954) along with the most consistent information
collected by swanton (sitka and Wrangell) in order to portray the most accurate representation of the
original calendar. This was done to account for the discrepancy in the names of the lunations (p. 800).
Although Tlingit months have currently been aligned with the modern day calendar, this representation
of the aboriginal calendar will have the New start in July since various local accounts (while this also
varied) indicated that January was not the official beginning of a new year (de Laguna, 1972, p. 799). in
addition, historical information regarding the annual cycle is included in the calendar (a deviation from
how de Laguna organized the information) depending on timing of aboriginal activities. in former times
local wildlife dictated what people ate, wore, and used as materials for tools and weapons. The daily
lives and activities of the Tlingit were shaped by how animals and fish responded to the changing
seasons (p. 360).
M onth of Molting, M onth of Birds, M onth of Laying Eggs, etc. (July)
This is when birds and geese molt their feathers and cannot fly (p. 800). Families were at sealing camps
(Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries
were beginning to be collected. seal hunting continued- pups on the ice (p. 360).
caxeyi, and M onth of High Bush Cranberries (August)
This is the month when high bush (grey) currants ripen this month (they are not cranberries) (p. 800).
second sea otter hunt. Clams and strawberries are collected and families back at salmon streams putting
up fish for winter (p. 360).
Small Moon (september)
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Sea otter hunt continued. Clams and strawberries were still being collected and families stayed at
salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
Large Moon (October)
Sea otter hunt continued. The final clams and strawberries were still being collected and families
finished drying the last fish (coho) and digging up roots. Men left for mountains to go hunt for mountain
goats (p. 360). Groundhogs putting all their stuff out to dry in the north wind before coming of winter
(p. 801).
Digging M onth (November)
Men hunted seal and mountain goat and possibly brown bears (in their dens). Families stayed home and
made baskets, sewed moccasins and sealskin boots (p. 360). Bears clean out house or cave by digging it
out; take old next and work on it to make it new. Bears (and other animals?) go into dens (p. 801).
? (December)
De Laguna (1972) states that errors in transcription make it extremely difficult to analyze expression (p.
800). She thinks it means, ‘no light in the middle of the day’ or shortest day month.’ Families mostly
stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of the rivers or
sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360).
M onth of Geese (January)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of
the rivers or sleeping bears in dens (p. 360). Some cohoes may have frozen in their spawning grounds in
upper “Opal Creek” (Ophir Creek) and men would go and chop out ice to get them (p. 800).
Month of Black Bear (February)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of
the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360). Is the coldest month of the year and the spruce and
hemlock trees drop their needles and branches so that the ground looks like skin of black bear. Not much
snow or rain but the North wind is very strong (p. 800).
M onth of Green Leaves Growing from the Bottom of the W ater (March)
Fished for oelachon at Dry Bay and Situk River, halibut in Yakutat Bay, hunted for seals along ocean
beach, gathered clams and cockles and scraped inner bark of spruce trees. People look for animals and
hunting is easy (p. 360). The swans come in (middle of month) and things start to grow, especially the
aquatic plants (p. 800).
M onth of Green Leaves (April)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish oelachon (on second
run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor
Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered:
hemlock bark, roots of Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring
eggs. Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Geese come from the south (p. 800).
M onth of Molting, M onth of Birds, M onth of Laying Eggs, etc. (May)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish oelachon (on second
run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor
Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered:
hemlock bark, roots of Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring
eggs. Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Things would begin to blossom, all seaweed was
growing, and rocks would turn green with things growing on them (p. 800).
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Month of Molting, Month of Birds, M onth of Laying eggs, etc. (June)
Families were at sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining
seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. seal hunting continued- pups on the
ice (p. 360). This is considered the bleeding month when everything is born (p. 800).
From keen observations of the world around them, the Yakutat Tlingit developed a knowledge
base of the habits of various species of wildlife and plants as well as a belief system that centered on the
interconnectedness between themselves and all other inhabitants of the world. it was the overlay
between the accumulated knowledge of the natural world and the development of a belief system over
time that resulted in well-established practices and rituals that governed the interactions between
themselves and all other living things.
it was believed that all animals (great and small) and plants had souls, no different from people.
swanton (1908) reported that the Tlingit would tell the tree they were cutting down that it would fall
upon the black bear hides. similarly Emmons (Ms.) reported that before trees were cut down to make a
house, a fire would be lit and oil or other pieces of food would be burned as offerings to the tree spirits.
Eagle down was scattered on the ground as a sign of peace so that felled pieces of wood would not hit
anyone on their way down. Once the logs were brought to the construction site, the future owner of the
house would make a fire and as he feasted would throw pieces of food into it as offerings to the tree
spirits (p. 822). Medicinal plants were paid great respect as they were being harvested. Before plants
were harvested people would speak to them and take care to leave an offering in the area where the
plant’s roots had been removed while asking for help in healing the patient (p. 823).
Animals were of greatest importance to the Yakutat Tlingit, and practices were designed in
alignment with the belief system that communicated gratitude and reverence for any lives that were
taken.
The old indians never just shot animals for no purpose. They just show what they needed, and
every animal they killed, they talked to it and explained why they had to kill it. They showed the
animals respect. After they kill it-bear, goat, any animal-they bring the head in by the fire to
warm it. They hang the skin up on the wall and talk to it, explaining why they have to kill it. My
father always faced the head of the dead animal toward the mountain. i still do it when i can.
When you finish with the head, cover it up with boughs... (p. 824)
in the myth of the past animals were once men who donned robes that resembled the present
bodies they have today. After Raven let Daylight out of the box, the animals were so frightened they ran
away into the woods and sea and assumed the form of their present day bodies. The ability to transform
into people when angered contributed to specific practices and beliefs that revered all animals, birds and
fish as powerful beings that had a qwain (soul), or ‘inhabitant of.’ The soul was conceived as being
inside the organism’s fleshy body (de Laguna, 1972, p. 823). The Tlingit saw the world of animals and
plants as part of man’s moral world. Through a relationship between sib and totem, many species were
drawn into the human social order and they became members of the sib. Cruelty to animals, torturing or
insulting them, laughing or killing without proper cause would bring could bring misfortune and
punishment in the afterlife or even death. But those who prayed and explained why they took a life
would cross the river into the Land of Dead or gain access to kiwa’a (p. 824).
Traditional knowledge stated that bears could not only understand human speech and what
people said about them at home behind closed doors but that bears were a lot like people. Both can be
talked to (p. 826). This knowledge still applies very much today. Brown bears have a very acute sense of
smell (even better than that of dogs) and their hearing and eyesight are comparable to that of humans.
They are extremely intelligent and have exhibited individual personalities. The brown bear’s physiology
is key to their survival in that they are designed to consume a wide variety of foods (just like people).
Long claws enable them to dig up roots or uproot small mammals while the musculature and bone
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structure of their hump assists with motions of digging and achieving speeds that enable them to run
down moose or caribou. Bears are so much like people that they are attracted to the foods we eat, such
as the leftovers that make up our garbage or the animals we raise at home (to eat later).

Additional Inform ation on Indigenous Subsistence Methods can be found in:
Under Mount Saint Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by Frederica de Laguna, 1972
(Volume 1)
• “Making a Living” - pp. 359-381

II. W estern Science Theories
What does it mean to be Alive?
Living things on Earth share fundamental characteristics with one another that relate to specific
structures and functions that serve to:
• obtain, use, and/or make nutrients
• obtain and use air (either for oxygen or carbon dioxide)
• convert and store energy
• reproduce either sexually or asexually
• respond to various environmental, internal and external factors
• obtain and maintain balance of water
Other characteristics that are common to many but not all living things include:
• movement (during at least stage in life history)
• develop and grow in size
• protection (of self, other members of species and offspring)
Taking into account all of the characteristics listed above, there are certain basic processes and/or
systems that all living things share whose function is to help perpetuate the whole (autopoiesis) and
these include: self-generation, self-organization, self-maintenance, and self-regulation. Since living
things share very basic characteristics in common they also require many of the same things to meet
their needs, which in turn are met by these basic characteristics (Bloom, 1999, p.6).
Two of these needs include the intake of food and water. Species need to be equipped with the
capabilities to obtain, consume or make (plants), and harvest the energy and nutrients in food. Likewise,
species need to be able to not only take in water but maintain a proper balance required for their specific
needs. Air is required by all living things, except for a bacterium known as Archae which lives in
volcanoes and the deep ocean and uses sulfur for their energy needs (chemosynthesis). Living things
require certain components of air; oxygen for cellular respiration and carbon dioxide for photosynthesis.
Environment dictates how water is used. Terrestrial organisms acquire water, fresh water organisms
need to maintain a proper balance so cells don’t get too much coming in, and marine organisms also
maintains a proper water balance so that they don’t lose too much water to their environment. All
species need to be able to reproduce; that is produce healthy offspring in order to maintain the
population. Finally, species need ways to protect themselves and their offspring from predators or the
environment at large (p. 7).
Organisms, or living things, are able to meet their basics by interacting with their habitat, a
specific environment that provides a species with the things they need to live, grow and reproduce. In
their habitat an organism will interact with biotic (living) factors as well as abiotic (non-living) factors
(Jones, & Lisowski, 2007, p. 7). Some abiotic factors include water, sunlight, oxygen, temperature and
soil. Sunlight is needed by plants to make their food (photosynthesis) while many animals need sunlight
for warmth. Each environment is characterized by its temperature range, and some species are only able
to survive within certain ranges. Others however, are capable of altering their environment in order to
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alter extreme temperatures that occur in their habitat. soil is composed of rock fragments, nutrients, air,
water and decaying organic matter. Plants require different rations of these components in order to grow.
Many types of animals and microscopic organisms live in the soil as well (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 8).
Flow of Energy in Ecosystems
An organism’s energy role is defined by how they obtain their energy and interact with other
organisms. Energy enters most ecosystems as sunlight. The only organisms that acquire this energy, in
order to make their own food, are producers (plants, algae, bacteria). They are the source of all food in a
system. Organisms that cannot make their own food are consumers and there are three types depending
on what type of food they consume (herbivores, carnivores, omnivores). Decomposers break down
wastes and organic materials and return important nutrients to the soil (Jones, & Lisowski p. 9).
How energy moves through a system can be described as a food chain and/or food web. Food
chains are a sequence of linear events that show how specific organisms obtain energy in a system,
which always begins with the producer followed by the first level consumer (those that eat the
producers) and the second-level consumers (those that each the first level consumers). But the flow of
energy within a system is far more interconnected since organisms eat different things and are part of
many different food chains. A more accurate representation of energy flow through an ecosystem is
through a food web; a countless number of overlapping food chains (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 9). An
energy pyramid is a diagram that shows how much energy is available at each feeding level of a food
web which always begins with the producers. Energy at each level is lost through heat as well as basic
processes that help an organism move, grow, or reproduce. Only about 10% of the energy at one level
gets passed on to the next which limits the number of feeding levels in an energy pyramid (p. 47).

An Overview O f Cooperative Learning
David W Johnson and Roger T Johnson
Taken from: http://www.co-operation.org/what-is-cooperative-learning/
Without the cooperation of its members society cannot survive, and the society of man has survived
because the cooperativeness of its members made survival p ossib le.. it was not an advantageous individual
here and there who did so, but the group. in human societies the individuals who are most likely to survive are
those who are best enabled to do so by their group.
(Ashley Montagu, 1965)
How students interact with each another is a neglected aspect of instruction. Much training time is
devoted to helping teachers arrange appropriate interactions between students and materials (i.e., textbooks,
curriculum programs) and some time is spent on how teachers should interact with students, but how students
should interact with one another is relatively ignored. it should not be. How teachers structure student-student
interaction patterns has a lot to say about how well students learn, how they feel about school and the teacher,
how they feel about each other, and how much self-esteem they have.
in the mid-1960s, cooperative learning was relatively unknown and largely ignored by educators. Elementary,
secondary, and university teaching was dominated by competitive and individualistic learning. Cultural
resistance to cooperative learning was based on social Darwinism, with its premise that students must be taught
to survive in a “dog-eat-dog” world, and the myth of “rugged individualism” underlying the use of
individualistic learning. While competition dominated educational thought, it was being challenged by
individualistic learning largely based on B. F. skinner’s work on programmed learning and behavioral
modification. Educational practices and thought, however, have changed. Cooperative learning is now an
accepted and often the preferred instructional procedure at all levels of education. Cooperative learning is
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presently used in schools and universities in every part of the world, in every subject area, and with every age
student. It is difficult to find a text on instructional methods, a teacher’s journal, or instructional materials that
do not discuss cooperative learning. Materials on cooperative learning have been translated into dozens of
languages. Cooperative learning is now an accepted and highly recommended instructional procedure.

Definition of Cooperative Learning
Students’ learning goals may be structured to promote cooperative, competitive, or individualistic
efforts. In every classroom, instructional activities are aimed at accomplishing goals and are conducted under a
goal structure. A learning goal is a desired future state of demonstrating competence or mastery in the subject
area being studied. The goal structure specifies the ways in which students will interact with each other and the
teacher during the instructional session. Each goal structure has its place (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 1999). In
the ideal classroom, all students would learn how to work cooperatively with others, compete for fun and
enjoyment, and work autonomously on their own. The teacher decides which goal structure to implement
within each lesson. The most important goal structure, and the one that should be used the majority of the time
in learning situations, is cooperation.
Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals. Within cooperative situations, individuals seek
outcomes that are beneficial to themselves and beneficial to all other group members. Cooperative learning is
the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s
learning. It may be contrasted with competitive (students work against each other to achieve an academic goal
such as a grade of “A” that only one or a few students can attain) andindividualistic (students work by
themselves to accomplish learning goals unrelated to those of the other students) learning. In cooperative and
individualistic learning, you evaluate student efforts on a criteria-referenced basis while in competitive learning
you grade students on a norm-referenced basis. While there are limitations on when and where you may use
competitive and individualistic learning appropriately, you may structure any learning task in any subject area
with any curriculum cooperatively.
Theorizing on social interdependence began in the early 1900s, when one of the founders of the Gestalt
School of Psychology, Kurt Koffka, proposed that groups were dynamic wholes in which the interdependence
among members could vary. One of his colleagues, Kurt Lewin refined Koffka’s notions in the 1920s and
1930s while stating that (a) the essence of a group is the interdependence among members (created by common
goals) which results in the group being a “dynamic whole” so that a change in the state of any member or
subgroup changes the state of any other member or subgroup, and (b) an intrinsic state of tension within group
members motivates movement toward the accomplishment of the desired common goals. For interdependence
to exist, there must be more than one person or entity involved, and the persons or entities must have impact on
each other in that a change in the state of one causes a change in the state of the others. From the work of
Lewin’s students and colleagues, such as Ovisankian, Lissner, Mahler, and Lewis, it may be concluded that it is
the drive for goal accomplishment that motivates cooperative and competitive behavior.
In the late 1940s, one of Lewin’s graduate students, Morton Deutsch, extended Lewin’s reasoning about social
interdependence and formulated a theory of cooperation and competition (Deutsch, 1949, 1962). Deutsch
conceptualized three types of social interdependence-positive, negative, and none. Deutsch’s basic premise
was that the type of interdependence structured in a situation determines how individuals interact with each
other which, in turn, largely determines outcomes. Positive interdependence tends to result in promotive
interaction, negative interdependence tends to result in oppositional or contrient interaction, and no
interdependence results in an absence of interaction. Depending on whether individuals promote or obstruct
each other’s goal accomplishments, there is substitutability, cathexis, and inducibility. The relationships
between the type of social interdependence and the interaction pattern it elicits is assumed to be
bidirectional. Each may cause the other. Deutsch’s theory has served as a major conceptual structure for this
area of inquiry since 1949.

Types Of Cooperative Learning
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Formal Cooperative Learning
Formal cooperative learning consists of students working together, for one class period to several weeks,
to achieve shared learning goals and complete jointly specific tasks and assignments (Johnson, Johnson, &
Holubec, 2008). in formal cooperative learning groups the teachers’ role includes (see Figure 4):
1. Making preinstructional decisions. Teachers (a) formulate both academic and social skills objectives, (b)
decide on the size of groups, (c) choose a method for assigning students to groups, (d) decide which roles to
assign group members, (e) arrange the room, and (f) arrange the materials students need to complete the
assignment. in these preinstructional decisions, the social skills objectives specify the interpersonal and small
group skills students are to learn. By assigning students roles, role interdependence is established. The way in
which materials are distributed can create resource interdependence. The arrangement of the room can create
environmental interdependence and provide the teacher with easy access to observe each group, which increases
individual accountability and provides data for group processing.
2. Explaining the instructional task and cooperative structure.Teachers (a) explain the academic
assignment to students, (b) explain the criteria for success, (c) structure positive interdependence, (d) structure
individual accountability, (e) explain the behaviors (i.e., social skills) students are expected to use, and (f)
emphasize intergroup cooperation (this eliminates the possibility of competition among students and extends
positive goal interdependence to the class as a whole). Teachers may also teach the concepts and strategies
required to complete the assignment. By explaining the social skills emphasized in the lesson, teachers
operationalize (a) the social skill objectives of the lesson and (b) the interaction patterns (such as oral rehearsal
and jointly building conceptual frameworks) teachers wish to create.
3. Monitoring students’ learning and intervening to provide assistance in (a) completing the task
successfully or (b) using the targeted interpersonal and group skills effectively.While conducting the lesson,
teachers monitor each learning group and intervene when needed to improve taskwork and
teamwork. Monitoring the learning groups creates individual accountability; whenever a teacher observes a
group, members tend to feel accountable to be constructive members. in addition, teachers collect specific data
on promotive interaction, the use of targeted social skills, and the engagement in the desired interaction
patterns. This data is used to intervene in groups and to guide group processing.
4. Assessing students’ learning and helping students process how well their groups
functioned. Teachers (a) bring closure to the lesson, (b) assess and evaluate the quality and quantity of student
achievement, (c) ensure students carefully discuss how effectively they worked together (i.e., process the
effectiveness of their learning groups), (d) have students make a plan for improvement, and (e) have students
celebrate the hard work of group members. The assessment of student achievement highlights individual and
group accountability (i.e., how well each student performed) and indicates whether the group achieved its goals
(i.e., focusing on positive goal interdependence). The group celebration is a form of reward
interdependence. The feedback received during group processing is aimed at improving the use of social skills
and is a form of individual accountability. Discussing the processes the group used to function, furthermore,
emphasizes the continuous improvement of promotive interaction and the patterns of interaction need to
maximize student learning and retention.
Inform al Cooperative Learning
informal cooperative learning consists of having students work together to achieve a joint learning goal
in temporary, ad-hoc groups that last from a few minutes to one class period (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). During a lecture, demonstration, or film, informal cooperative learning can be used to focus student
attention on the material to be learned, set a mood conducive to learning, help set expectations as to what will
be covered in a class session, ensure that students cognitively process and rehearse the material being taught,
summarize what was learned and precue the next session, and provide closure to an instructional session. The
teacher’s role for using informal cooperative learning to keep students more actively engaged intellectually
entails having focused discussions before and after the lesson (i.e., bookends) and interspersing pair discussions
throughout the lesson. Two important aspects of using informal cooperative learning groups are to (a) make the
task and the instructions explicit and precise and (b) require the groups to produce a specific product (such as a
written answer). The procedure is as follows.
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1. Introductory Focused Discussion: Teachers assign students to pairs or triads and explain (a) the task
of answering the questions in a four to five minute time period and (b) the positive goal interdependence of
reaching consensus. The discussion task is aimed at promoting advance organizing of what the students know
about the topic to be presented and establishing expectations about what the lecture will cover. Individual
accountability is ensured by the small size of the group. A basic interaction pattern of eliciting oral rehearsal,
higher-level reasoning, and consensus building is required.
2. Intermittent Focused Discussions: Teachers divide the lecture into 10 to 15 minute segments. This is
about the length of time a motivated adult can concentrate on information being presented. After each segment,
students are asked to turn to the person next to them and work cooperatively in answering a question (specific
enough so that students can answer it in about three minutes) that requires students to cognitively process the
material just presented. The procedure is:
a. Each student formulates his or her answer.
b. Students share their answer with their partner.
c. Students listen carefully to their partner’s answer.
d. The pairs create a new answer that is superior to each member’s initial formulation by integrating the two
answers, building on each other’s thoughts, and synthesizing.
The question may require students to:
a. Summarize the material just presented.
b. Give a reaction to the theory, concepts, or information presented.
c. Predict what is going to be presented next; hypothesize.
d. Solve a problem.
e. Relate material to past learning and integrate it into conceptual frameworks.
f. Resolve conceptual conflict created by presentation.
Teachers should ensure that students are seeking to reach an agreement on the answers to the questions
(i.e., ensure positive goal interdependence is established), not just share their ideas with each other. Randomly
choose two or three students to give 30 second summaries of their discussions. Such individual
accountabilityensures that the pairs take the tasks seriously and check each other to ensure that both are
prepared to answer. Periodically, the teacher should structure a discussion of how effectively the pairs are
working together (i.e., group processing). Group celebrations add reward interdependence to the pairs.
3. Closure Focused Discussion: Teachers give students an ending discussion task lasting four to five
minutes. The task requires students to summarize what they have learned from the lecture and integrate it into
existing conceptual frameworks. The task may also point students toward what the homework will cover or
what will be presented in the next class session. This provides closure to the lecture.
Informal cooperative learning ensures students are actively involved in understanding what is being
presented. It also provides time for teachers to move around the class listening to what students are
saying. Listening to student discussions can give instructors direction and insight into how well students
understand the concepts and material being as well as increase the individual accountability of participating in
the discussions.
Cooperative Base Groups
Cooperative base groups are long-term, heterogeneous cooperative learning groups with stable
membership (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 2008). Members’ primary responsibilities are to (a) ensure all
members are making good academic progress (i.e., positive goal interdependence) (b) hold each other
accountable for striving to learn (i.e., individual accountability), and (c) provide each other with support,
encouragement, and assistance in completing assignments (i.e., promotive interaction). In order to ensure the
base groups function effectively, periodically teachers should teach needed social skills and have the groups
process how effectively they are functioning. Typically, cooperative base groups are heterogeneous in
membership (especially in terms of achievement motivation and task orientation), meet regularly (for example,
daily or biweekly), and last for the duration of the class (a semester or year) or preferably for several years. The
agenda of the base group can include academic support tasks (such as ensuring all members have completed
their homework and understand it or editing each other’s essays), personal support tasks (such as getting to
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know each other and helping each other solve nonacademic problems), routine tasks (such as taking
attendance), and assessment tasks (such as checking each other’s understanding of the answers to test questions
when the test is first taken individually and then retaken in the base group).
The teacher’s role in using cooperative base groups is to (a) form heterogeneous groups of four (or
three), (b) schedule a time when they will regularly meet (such as beginning and end of each class session or the
beginning and end of each week), (c) create specific agendas with concrete tasks that provide a routine for base
groups to follow when they meet, (d) ensure the five basic elements of effective cooperative groups are
implemented, and (e) have students periodically process the effectiveness of their base groups.
The longer a cooperative group exists, the more caring their relationships will tend to be, the greater the social
support they will provide for each other, the more committed they will be to each other’s success, and the more
influence members will have over each other. Permanent cooperative base groups provide the arena in which
caring and committed relationships can be created that provide the social support needed to improve attendance,
personalize the educational experience, increase achievement, and improve the quality of school life.
Integrated Use O f All Three Types O f Cooperative Learning
These three types of cooperative learning may be used together (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). A typical class session may begin with a base group meeting, which is followed by a short lecture in
which informal cooperative learning is used. The lecture is followed by a formal cooperative learning
lesson. Near the end of the class session another short lecture may be delivered with the use of informal
cooperative learning. The class ends with a base group meeting.

Basic Elements of Cooperation
Not all groups are cooperative (Johnson & F. Johnson, 2009). Placing people in the same room, seating
them together, telling them they are a group, does not mean they will cooperate effectively. To be cooperative,
to reach the full potential of the group, five essential elements need to be carefully structured into the
situation: positive interdependence, individual and group accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use
of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). Mastering the basic elements of
cooperation allows teachers to:
1. Take existing lessons, curricula, and courses and structure them cooperatively.
2. Tailor cooperative learning lessons to unique instructional needs, circumstances, curricula, subject
areas, and students.
3. Diagnose the problems some students may have in working together and intervene to increase the
effectiveness of the student learning groups.
The first and most important element is positive interdependence. Teachers must give a clear task and a
group goal so students believe they “sink or swim together.” Positive interdependenceexists when group
members perceive that they are linked with each other in a way that one cannot succeed unless everyone
succeeds. if one fails, all fail. Group members realize, therefore, that each person’s efforts benefit not only
him- or herself, but all other group members as well. Positive interdependence creates a commitment to other
people’s success as well as one’s own and is the heart of cooperative learning. if there is no positive
interdependence, there is no cooperation.
The second essential element of cooperative learning is individual and group accountability. The group
must be accountable for achieving its goals. Each member must be accountable for contributing his or her share
of the work (which ensures that no one “hitch-hikes” on the work of others). The group has to be clear about its
goals and be able to measure (a) its progress in achieving them and (b) the individual efforts of each of its
members. individual accountability exists when the performance of each individual student is assessed and the
results are given back to the group and the individual in order to ascertain who needs more assistance, support,
and encouragement in completing the assignment. The purpose of cooperative learning groups is to make each
member a stronger individual in his or her right. students learn together so that they can subsequently perform
higher as individuals.
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The third essential component of cooperative learning is promotive interaction, preferably face-toface. Promotive interactionoccurs when members share resources and help, support, encourage, and praise each
other’s efforts to learn. Cooperative learning groups are both an academic support system (every student has
someone who is committed to helping him or her learn) and a personal support system (every student has
someone who is committed to him or her as a person). There are important cognitive activities and
interpersonal dynamics that can only occur when students promote each other’s learning. This includes orally
explaining how to solve problems, discussing the nature of the concepts being learned, teaching one’s
knowledge to classmates, and connecting present with past learning. It is through promoting each other’s
learning face-to-face that members become personally committed to each other as well as to their mutual goals.
The fourth essential element of cooperative learning is teaching students the required interpersonal and small
group skills. In cooperative learning groups students are required to learn academic subject matter (taskwork)
and also to learn the interpersonal and small group skills required to function as part of a group
(teamwork). Cooperative learning is inherently more complex than competitive or individualistic learning
because students have to engage simultaneously in taskwork and teamwork. Group members must know how
to provide effective leadership, decision-making, trust-building, communication, and conflict-management, and
be motivated to use the prerequisite skills. Teachers have to teach teamwork skills just as purposefully and
precisely as teachers do academic skills. Since cooperation and conflict are inherently related, the procedures
and skills for managing conflicts constructively are especially important for the long-term success of learning
groups. Procedures and strategies for teaching students social skills may be found in Johnson (2009) and
Johnson and F. Johnson (2009).
The fifth essential component of cooperative learning is group processing. Group processing exists
when group members discuss how well they are achieving their goals and maintaining effective working
relationships. Groups need to describe what member actions are helpful and unhelpful and make decisions
about what behaviors to continue or change. Continuous improvement of the process of learning results from
the careful analysis of how members are working together.
These five elements are essential to all cooperative systems, no matter what their size. When international
agreements are made and when international efforts to achieve mutual goals (such as environmental protection)
occur, these five elements must be carefully implemented and maintained.

The Validating Research
Amount And Characteristics O f Research
The study of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic efforts is commonly recognized as one of the
oldest fields of research in social psychology. In the late 1800’s Triplett in the United States, Turner in
England, and Mayer in Germany conducted a series of studies on the factors associated with competitive
performance. Since then over 750 studies have been conducted on the relative merits of cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic efforts and the conditions under which each is appropriate. This is one of the
largest bodies of research within psychology and education.
An extensive literature search was conducted aimed at identifying all the available studies from
published and nonpublished sources. Seven-hundred-fifty-four studies contained enough data to compute an
effect size (there are many studies from which an effect size could not be computed) (Johnson & Johnson,
1989). The research on social interdependence, furthermore, has an external validity and a generalizability
rarely found in the social sciences. The more variations in places, people, and procedures the research can
withstand and still yield the same findings, the more externally valid the conclusions. The research has been
conducted over twelve decades by many different researchers with markedly different theoretical and practical
orientations working in different settings and countries. A wide variety of research tasks, ways of structuring
social interdependence, and measures of the dependent variables have been used. Participants in the studies
varied from ages three to post-college adults and have come from different economic classes and cultural
backgrounds. The studies were conducted with different durations, lasting from one session to 100 sessions or
more. Research on social interdependence has been conducted in numerous cultures in North America (with
Caucasian, Black-American, Native-American, and Hispanic populations) and countries from North, Central,
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and south America, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, the Pacific Rim, and Africa. The research on social
interdependence includes both theoretical and demonstration studies conducted in educational, business, and
social service organizations. The diversity of these studies gives social interdependence theory wide
generalizability and considerable external validity.
Promotive, oppositional, and no interaction have differential effects on the outcomes of the situation (see
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). The research has focused on numerous outcomes, which may be subsumed
within the broad and interrelated categories of effort to achieve, quality of relationships, and psychological
health (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005) (see Table 1 and Figure 2). Figure 1 shows the
relationships among the outcomes.

Mean Effect sizes For impact Of social interdependence On
Dependent Variables
ConditionsAchievementinterpersonal Attractionsocial supportself-Esteem
Total studies
Coop vs. Comp0.670.670.620.58
Coop vs. ind0.640.600.700.44
Comp vs. ind0.300.08-0.13-0.23
High Quality studies
Coop vs. Comp0.880.820.830.67
Coop vs. ind0.610.620.720.45
Comp vs. ind0.070.27-0.13-0.25
Note: Coop = Cooperation, Comp = Competition, ind = individualistic
Reprinted By Permission From: Johnson, D. W. & Johnson, R. (1989). Cooperation and Competition: Theory
and Research.Edina, MN: interaction Book Company
Effort To Achieve
From Table 1 it may be seen that cooperation promotes considerable greater effort to achieve than do
competitive or individualistic efforts. Effort exerted to achieve includes such variables as achievement and
productivity, long-term retention, on-task behavior, use of higher-level reasoning strategies, generation of new
ideas and solutions, transfer of what is learned within one situation to another, intrinsic motivation, achievement
motivation, continuing motivation to learn, and positive attitudes toward learning and school. Overall,
cooperation tends to promote higher achievement than competitive or individualistic efforts (effect-sizes = 0.67
and 0.64 respectively). The impact of cooperative learning on achievement means that if schools wish to
prepare students to take proficiency tests to meet local and state standards, the use of cooperative learning
should dominate instructional practice.
An important aspect of school life is engagement in learning. One indication of engagement in learning
is time on task. Cooperators spent considerably more time on task than did competitors (effect size = 0.76) or
students working individualistically (effect size = 1.17). in addition, students working cooperatively tended to
be more involved in activities and tasks, attach greater importance to success, and engage in more on-task
behavior and less apathetic, off-task, disruptive behaviors. Finally, cooperative experiences, compared with
competitive and individualistic ones, have been found to promote more positive attitudes toward the task and
the experience of working on the task (effect-sizes = 0.57 and 0.42 respectively).
Quality O f Relationships
Quality of relationships includes such variables as interpersonal attraction, liking, cohesion, esprit-decorps, and social support. The degree of emotional bonding that exists among students has a profound effect on
students’ behavior. The more positive the relationships among students and between students and faculty, the
lower the absenteeism and dropout rates and the greater the commitment to group goals, feelings of personal
responsibility to the group, willingness to take on difficult tasks, motivation and persistence in working toward
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goal achievement, satisfaction and morale, willingness to endure pain and frustration on behalf of the group,
willingness to defend the group against external criticism or attack, willingness to listen to and be influenced by
colleagues, commitment to each other’s professional growth and success, and productivity (Johnson & F.
Johnson, 2009).
There are over 175 studies that have investigated the relative impact of cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts on quality of relationships and another 106 studies on social support (Johnson, 2003;
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). As Table 2 shows, cooperation generally promotes greater interpersonal
attraction among individuals than does competitive or individualistic efforts (effect sizes = 0.67 and 0.60
respectively). Cooperative experiences tend to promote greater social support than does competitive (effect-size
= 0.62) or individualistic (effect-size = 0.70) efforts. Stronger effects are found for peer support than for
superior (teacher) support. The high-quality studies tend to have even more powerful effects.
It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of these research results. Friends are a developmental advantage
(see Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). There is a close association between antisocial behavior
and rejection by the normal peer group. Rejected children tend to be deficient in a number of social-cognitive
skills, including peer group entry, perception of peer group norms, response to provocation, and interpretation
of prosocial interactions. Among children referred to child guidance clinics, 30 to 75 percent (depending on
age) are reported by their parents to experience peer difficulties. Moreover, children referred for psychological
treatment have fewer friends and less contact with them than nonreferred children, their friendships are
significantly less stable over time, and their understanding of the reciprocities and intimacies involved in
friendships is less mature. Peer group acceptance and friendships may be built through the extensive use of
cooperative learning.
Psychological Health
Asley Montagu (1966) was fond of saying that with few exceptions the solitary animal in any species is
an abnormal creature. Similarly, Karen Horney (1937) stated that the neurotic individual is someone who is
inappropriately competitive and, therefore, unable to cooperate with others. Montagu and Horney recognized
that the essence of psychological health is the ability to develop and maintain cooperative relationships. More
specifically, psychological health is the ability (cognitive capacities, motivational orientations, and social skills)
to build, maintain, and appropriately modify interdependent relationships with others to succeed in achieving
goals (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). People who are unable to do so often (a) become
depressed, anxious, frustrated, and lonely, (b) tend to feel afraid, inadequate, helpless, hopeless, and isolated,
and (c) rigidly cling to unproductive and ineffective ways of coping with adversity.
With our students and colleagues, we have conducted a series of studies relating cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts and attitudes to various indices of psychological health (see Johnson, 2003; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989, 2005). The samples studied included middle-class junior-high students, middle-class high
school seniors, high-school age juvenile prisoners, adult prisoners, Olympic ice-hockey players, adult stepcouples, and business executives in China. The diversity of the samples studied and the variety of measures of
psychological health provide considerable generalizability of the results of the studies. A strong relationship
was found between cooperativeness and psychological health, a mixed picture was found with competitiveness
and psychological health, and a strong relationship was found between an individualistic orientation and
psychological pathology.
Finally, there is evidence that cooperation promotes more frequent use of higher level reasoning
strategies than do competitive (effect size = 0.93) or individualistic (effect size = 0.97) efforts. Similarly,
cooperation tends to promote more accurate perspective taking than do competitive (effect size = 0.61) or
individualistic (effect size = 0.44) efforts. Thus, the more cooperative learning experiences students are
involved in, the more mature their cognitive and moral decision making and the more they will tend to take
other people’s perspectives in account when making decisions.

Conclusions and Summary
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Teachers who wish to use cooperative learning should ideally base their classroom practices on theory
validated by research. The closer classroom practices are to validated theory, the more likely they will be
effective. When more directly practice is connected to theory, furthermore, the more likely practice will be
refined, upgraded, and improved over the years. There are, however, few classroom practices that are directly
based on validated theory. The close relationship between theory, research, and practice makes cooperative
learning somewhat unique. it also creates a set of issues for teachers using cooperative learning.
The first issue is understanding the nature of social interdependence. social interdependence is created when
goals are structured so that the accomplishment of a person’s goal is affected by others’ actions. The
interdependence may be positive (which results in individuals working cooperatively to achieve their mutual
goals) or negative (which results in individuals competing to see who will achieve the goal). The absence of
interdependence indicates no connection between people’s attempts to achieve their goals. in cooperative
situations, students’ actions substitute for each other, students are inducible, and a positive cathexis is created
toward other’s actions. in competitive situations, the opposite psychological processes may be found. The
fundamental premise of social interdependence theory is that the way in which goals are structured determines
how individuals interact, and those interaction patterns create outcomes. Positive goal interdependence tends to
result in promotive interaction, negative goal interdependence tends to result in oppositional interaction, and no
interdependence tends to result in no interaction.
The second issue is understanding the research validating social interdependence theory. There are
hundreds of studies indicating that cooperation, compared to competitive and individualistic efforts, tends to
result in greater effort to achieve, more positive relationships, and greater psychological health. The diversity
of this research provides considerable generalizabiity to the findings.
The third issue is to understand the five basic elements that make cooperation work. There is nothing magical
about putting students in groups. students can compete with groupmates, students can work individualistically
while ignoring groupmates, or students can work cooperatively with groupmates. in order to structure
cooperative learning effectively, teachers need to understand how tostructure positive interdependence,
individual accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use of social skills, and group processing into
learning situations.
The fourth issue is to understand the flexibility and many faces of cooperative learning. When the five
basic elements may be effectively implemented in formal cooperative learning situations (formal cooperative
learning may be used to structure most learning situations), informal cooperative learning situations (informal
cooperative learning may be used to make didactic lessons cooperative), and cooperative base groups (which
are used to personalize a class and the school). Together they provide an integrated system for instructional
organization and design (as well as classroom management). When utilizing these three types of cooperative
learning, any learning situations in any subject area with any age students and with any curriculum can be
structured cooperatively.
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Grade Band 5-6: Year 1
Unit 1: Introduction to Science
Investigation 1
Overarching Questions
^ What is knowledge?
^ How does science and traditional knowledge help us expand our understanding of the natural
world?

Overarching Goals
(Week 1) Students will understand that science is important to learn because it's everywhere, as it tool it
helps people answer questions and explain what is occurring in the world around them by accumulating
knowledge, and with more knowledge can help make people's lives better with technology and medicine.
(Week 2) Students will understand that observations are information gathered by the senses while
inferences are explanations about a phenomenon based on that information and that recording in science
notebooks can be through drawings and words which will help them remember information for future
use.

Objectives
When presented a problem or task that requires information to be collected objectively, the student will
be able to record (written) or present (orally) detailed observations that are relevant to the situation, for
every 5 out of 8 observations.
When asked to infer the outcome of a situation no matter the context , the student will be able to
construct an inference based on personal experiences and/or prior knowledge, every 4 out of 5 tasks.
When asked to compare traditional knowledge and science the student will be able to explain that both
represent knowledge bases that have been constructed by people over time in order understand natural
phenomena for a particular purpose, with 80% accuracy.
Alaska State Science Standards
^ [5] SA1.1: The student demonstrates an understanding of the processes of science by asking
questions, measuring, classifying, making generalizations, inferring and communicating.
^ [5] SA2.1: The student demonstrates an understanding of the processes of science by using
quantitative and qualitative observations to create inferences and predictions.
^ [5] SE2.2: The student demonstrates an understanding that solving problems involves different
ways of thinking, perspectives and curiosity by comparing multiple explanations (e.g., oral
traditions, folklore, scientific theory) of everyday events (e.g., weather, seasonal changes) (L).
^ [5] SF1.1-SF3.1 The student demonstrates an understanding of the dynamic relationships among
scientific, cultural, social and personal perspectives by telling a local or traditional story that
explains a natural event (e.g., animal adaptation, weather, rapid changes to Earth’s surface) and
relating it to a scientific explanation (L).

Materials
Lesson 1: What is science?
Day 1: What are science notebooks?
• Composition Notebooks (1 per student)
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•

Materials to decorate notebooks: magazines, stickers, colored pencils/markers/crayons,
construction paper (covers)
• Glue
• Scissors tabs
• Science Eyewitness poster
Day 2-3: Why is science important?
• Why is science important? Cards (5 total, 1 set per student pair)
• Mysterious Water Suspension lesson (pp. 19-23 in Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothpaste by Steve
Spangler or PDF attached at end of lesson)
• Mason jar
• Plastic mesh
• Large index card (covers mouth of mason jar)
• Bucket
• Large sheet of paper (KWL chart)
• Science Eyewitness poster
• (Optional) Why is science important? Readings (1 copy per student)
• (Optional) Mini Trapezoid flipbook (1 copy per student)
Lesson 2: How can we make observations and inferences?
• A-Z lesson plan: Making observations and Inferences (materials listed) - lesson attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Lesson 3: How can we record observations?
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 1 pp. 15-16 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Day 2: What can you observe about your plants?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 2 pp. 16-17 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Day 3: What can you observe about your plants?
• Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing about Inquiry: Day 3 pp. 17-18 (materials listed)- lesson
attached
• Science Eyewitness poster
Lesson 4: What is the Tlingit worldview?
• Talk with Gloria Wolfe at YTT about who could come into the classroom and talk with students on
the topic.
• Science Eyewitness poster

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
Lesson 1: Why is science im portant to learn?
Estimated time: 5, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Grade Band 5-6
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Day 1: What are science notebooks?
Teacher Prep: Have ready the composition notebooks (1 per student) as well as an assortment of
materials students can choose from in order to decorate the covers of their science notebook. Materials
can include: magazines, stickers, construction paper of various colors as well as coloring utensils. You
want students to understand that their notebook is a useful tool because it documents information that
they have gathered and recorded overtime which can always be referred to, therefore taking time to
introduce the science notebook and allowing students to decorate it in a manner that represents who
they are helps establish feelings of ownership and eventually pride in the work that they’ve
accomplished. (For more information about science notebook setup and pedagogy, read chapters 1-3 in
Science Notebooks: Second Edition by Lori Fulton.). Locate the Science Eyewitness book from the shared
materials tote and hang up the poster that is located in a pocket behind the front cover. This poster
provides a good overview of the institution of science and is relevant to the unit.
It is up to the educator to decide how they wish students to proceed with the organization of the
notebook; since the notebook is a tool for the student to record and organize her/his notes this lesson
takes the approach of providing examples of organizational methods and allowing students to decide
what works best for them. Since real-world scientists include routine information at the beginning of
each entry in order to establish a context for their notes (Title, Date, Time and Weather), this lesson
requires students to get into the same habit by including the same information. Model this for students
for the first few weeks by writing the title of the lesson at the top of the board (What are science
notebooks?) and the date, time and weather below it and on the left-hand side:
Title: What are science notebooks?
Date: September 5, 2015
Time: 2:35 p.m.
Weather: Rainy
Procedure:
• Begin lesson with an open discussion that will lead into the need of science notebooks by the
scientific community and their purpose in the classroom:
o Who are scientists? What do they do? (Scientists are people who are curious about the
world around them and want to explain how or why something works/functions the way it
does. There are many different types of scientists depending on their field such as:
biologists, chemists, astrophysicists, etc. Scientists learn and generate knowledge about the
world by making observations and asking questions, which they try to answer by
developing investigations and experiments. )
o What is something a scientists or researcher would need during an investigation or
experiment in order to be successful in learning/studying the world around them? (A very
important tool scientist’s need for their work is something in which they can record
information, such as a notebook.)
o How might scientists use a notebook? (Scientists can use notebooks for almost everything.
Any time they observe something interesting in the natural world they use a notebook to
record their observations or any questions that come to mind they want to eventually
answer. They also use their notebooks during experiments or investigations to record data,
in the form of observations or measurements, so that they can analyze it later on.)
• Tell students they will also be using notebooks in the same way that real world scientists do in
each lesson. (Pass out science notebooks)
• Explain that your expectation for students is that they learn to use their science notebook as a tool
the same way a scientist in his or her field would use their own notebook. For that reason students
are expected to include specific information for each new entry: Title, Date, Time, Weather. (Turn
student’s attention to the board to model how each entry should look). Ask students:
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o

Why is including this type of information important to include with each entry? (It helps
organize information so that it can be found and referred to more easily if you need it in the
future. Scientists include the same information with each entry while taking notes during
an experiment or investigation because it puts their notes into a context and provides more
background)
Tell students they can organize their notebooks that works best for them. Offer examples of
different organization methods they can use:
o Table of Contents (first five pages of notebook):

Table of Contents
Date
Sept. 5, 2015

Title
What are science
notebooks?

Page #
pp. 1

o Tabs by science content area (divide notebook into thirds): Earth-Space Science, Life
Science, and Physical Science.
Allow students time to decorate and organize their notebooks.
If there is enough time have students answer the following questions in their notebook:
o Why is it important to write down information?
o Why are we using science notebooks for this class?
Day 2-3: Why is science important?
Estimated time: 1-2, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make sufficient copies of the, Why is science important? Cards (1 set= 5 cards). Students
will be paired up in an activity during the lesson and need one set of these cards to observe with their
partner. The engagement activity for this lesson and the materials needed to implement it can be found
on pages 19-23 in Steve Spangler’s book Fire Bubbles and Exploding Toothwaste, or attached at the end of
the investigation. Set up the activity ahead of time to familiarize yourself with the procedure, and while it
does not specifically include a bucket in its list of materials it would be useful to have one during the
lesson since the activity can get a little wet. While the lessons do not utilize the Mini-Trapezoid flipbook
or the Why is science important? readings, these could be used at supplemental materials to help
students organize their ideas when writing letters in their notebooks to a friend or to reiterate the
concepts that the activity addresses.
On the board write out the title of the lesson (Why is science important?), date, time and weather. Divide
a large sheet of paper into three columns and title each column one of the following headings: Know,
Want to Learned, Learned. Position the KWL chart on the board so that it is visible to students.
Procedure:
Elicit
• Tell students that for the next two days they will investigate the question written on the (Why is
science important?). Explain that before they get started it is important that students provide
what they know already and why they think this subject is important to learn about in school.
Write their ideas under the “K” column of the chart.
Engagement
• Before performing the Mysterious Water Suspension activity, describe the materials you are using
as well as the procedure. Allow students a couple minutes to record a prediction in their
Grade Band 5-6
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notebooks (I predict that...) about what they think will happen when you turn the mason jar filled
with water upside down and proceed to remove your hand from the lid.
• Perform the activity.
• Once students are back at their have them take a couple minutes look back at the prediction they
wrote in their notebooks. What is correct? Why or why not? Have them take another minute to
record the results from the activity.
• Once students have finished recording the results in their notebooks, call the class together for a
brief discussion about what happened and the potential cause(s) for this phenomena. Ask:
o Was it magic or was it science? How do you know?
o What kept the water from spilling out when the hand was removed? What kept the water
from spilling all over the room when the index card was removed?
Explore
• Tell students that they have a very important project to do. There is a student in the high school
named Eric that despises science and is refusing to go to science class. The high school teachers
are not sure what to do because nothing that they’ve done has convinced this student that science
is important to learn and that he needs to come to class. The teachers have come to the 5th grade
class for help. They have asked that each one of the 5th grade students write a letter to Bob
explaining why it is important he go to his science class. This is their last h o p e .
• Explain that before writing the letters, students need to come up with some concrete ideas about
why science is important to learn. Explain that for the next part of the lesson students will paired
with another classmate to answer this very question. Each pair will receive a set of 5 cards, each of
which depicts a certain theme about science through various photographs. Students are to study
the cards on at a time with their partner and try and decipher what theme is being represented.
Tell students that they should record their ideas in their notebook.
• (10 minutes) Pass out the Cards 1 and 2 to to each student pair and allow them sufficient time to
talk with their partners about their ideas. Walk around the room and observe how students are
recording information into their notebooks, noting which students are organizing their ideas
clearly.
Explain
• (5 minute) After 10 minutes call students’ attention to the front of the room. Ask students how
they are recording their ideas into their notebooks. Share some ideas that you saw as you walked
around the room, and explain that because they will be utilizing their notes to write a letter to this
other student it is important that their notes are clear and understandable.
• Hold up the first card and describe the pictures on it. Ask the class what theme they gathered from
the first card? (You may not hear the answer right away so keep prodding with different questions
to make students think.) (Knowledge gained from science helps develop technology that can make
people’s lives better)
• Connect student responses together to get at the central theme and write it under the “L” column
of the chart. Do the same with the second card. (Knowledge gained from science helps develop
medicine that can make people’s lives healthier)
Explore
• (10-15 minutes)Pass out the rest of the cards to each pair, and have students work together to
decipher the last three themes.
• Once the majority of students have finished going over the cards with their partner, have students
discuss their ideas with a different partner.
Explain
• (10 minutes) Call student’s attention and discuss the themes for the last three cards and write
these under the “L” column of the KWL chart. (Card 3: Science is everywhere. Science describes
everything around us from the universe to the bottom of the ocean, to the experiment the class
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saw at the beginning of the lesson. Card 4: Science can be used as a tool to help figure out
questions that we have about the natural world. This tool is called the scientific method and it is
very successful because scientists all over the world use the same steps to solve questions. Card 5:
Science is an accumulation of knowledge about the world around us. By doing science we learn
more and when we know more we can help solve problems).
• At this point you can go more in depth about each theme, utilizing the pictures.
Elaborate
• Tell students they are now ready to write their letter. (Demonstrate a letter’s format on the board
if need be) Remind them that they have to be very convincing with this student, otherwise he will
not go to class and miss out learning about science.
Lesson 2: How can w e m ake observations and inferences?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Refer to A-Z lesson plan, Making Observations and Inferences, attached at the end of the
unit for a list of the materials and description of the lesson’s procedure. Make 1 copy per student of each
worksheet (2 total: Making Observations and Inferences Data Sheet and Making Observations and
Inferences Questions) and glue/tape each into students’ notebooks. Getting into the habit of including all
worksheets into notebooks before an activity commences reinforces to students how the notebook
should be used (eventually they will be responsible for attaching the worksheets into their notebooks
themselves). Have enough materials so that you can demonstrate how to the make the fossil molds before
students do it on their own. On the board write out the lesson’s Title (How can we make observations and
inferences?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the following questions on the board:
o How do scientists try and learn about something they are studying?
o What do scientists do to answer their question after they have gathered enough
information?
Procedure:
Elicit
• (5 minutes) Before commencing lesson’s activity, have students take time to answer the questions
on the board in their notebooks. Ask them to volunteer their ideas in a brief class discussion.
Explore
• Have students do Part 1 and 2 of activity. Students should just focus on filling out the data sheet.
Explain
• (10 minutes) Discuss with students as a class the following questions:
o What is the difference between an observation and an inference?
o Did you find it more difficult to make observations or inferences about the fossil models?
Why?
o Were the inferences you made about your classmates’ fossils models correct? If not, why
do you think this was so?
(Optional) Elaborate
• Repeat Part 2 by switching up the fossil molds again so that each student pair receives a mold that
they have not seen yet.
Extend
• Have students complete the Making Observations and Inferences Questions worksheet in their
notebooks.
Lesson 3: How can w e record observations?
Estimated time: 3-5, fifty-sixty minute lessons
Grade Band 5-6
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Note: Lesson plans for this week have been scanned from the book, Science Notebooks Second Edition,
Writing about Inquiry, and attached. If time allows, feel free to complete lessons “Day Four” (pp. 18-19)
and “Day Five” (pp. 19-20).
Day 1: How do apples vary in appearance?
Teacher prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 1 pp. 15-16 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list of the materials and a description of
the lesson’s procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their notebook:
lesson’s Title (How do apples vary in appearance?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the following
questions on the board for students to answer at the conclusion of the activity:
o Do apples vary in appearance? How do you know?
o What were you able to see using a hand lens that you couldn’t without it? Explain your
reasoning.
Day 2: What can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 2 pp. 16-17 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a
description of the lesson’s procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their
notebook: lesson’s Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the
following questions on the board for students to answer at the conclusion of the activity:
o How do you record your observations?
o Would someone else was to use the recordings of your plant and be able to explain its
appearance to the class?
o It’s six months from now and your teacher has you flip to the picture you drew of your
plant in order describe its appearance. How could you improve your observations and
recordings so that she can guess what type of plant it was?
Day 3: What can you observe about your plants?
Teacher Prep: Refer to lesson plan entitled Day 3 pp. 17-18 in Science Notebooks Second Edition, Writing
about Inquiry or see lessons attached at the end of the unit for a list for a list of the materials and a
description of the lesson’s procedure. On the board write out the heading for students to write into their
notebook: lesson’s Title (What can you observe about your plant?), Date, Time and Weather. Include the
following questions on the board for students to answer at the conclusion of the activity:
o Why is it important to label your illustrations?
o What is the best way to use a land lens?
Lesson 4: What is the Tlingit worldview?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-sixty minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Talk with Gloria Wolfe about inviting an Elder or teacher from the language program into
the classroom for a lesson to provide an overview of the Tlingit worldview. Just like scientists try and
understand the natural world by making observations, asking questions and testing hypotheses, the
Tlingit accumulated a tremendous knowledge base about the natural world in Yakutat through thousands
of years of observations and testing various practices to determine what did or did not work. The
ultimate conclusions derived from their testing was demonstrated through survival and was then orally
communicated and passed on from generation to generation.
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Teacher Background

An Overview O f Cooperative Learning
David W Johnson and Roger T Johnson
Taken from: http://www.co-operation.org/what-is-cooperative-learning/
Without the cooperation of its members society cannot survive, and the society of man has survived
because the cooperativeness of its members made survival possible.... It was not an advantageous individual
here and there who did so, but the group. In human societies the individuals who are most likely to survive are
those who are best enabled to do so by their group.
(Ashley Montagu, 1965)
How students interact with each another is a neglected aspect of instruction. Much training time is
devoted to helping teachers arrange appropriate interactions between students and materials (i.e., textbooks,
curriculum programs) and some time is spent on how teachers should interact with students, but how students
should interact with one another is relatively ignored. It should not be. How teachers structure student-student
interaction patterns has a lot to say about how well students learn, how they feel about school and the teacher,
how they feel about each other, and how much self-esteem they have.
In the mid-1960s, cooperative learning was relatively unknown and largely ignored by educators. Elementary,
secondary, and university teaching was dominated by competitive and individualistic learning. Cultural
resistance to cooperative learning was based on social Darwinism, with its premise that students must be taught
to survive in a “dog-eat-dog” world, and the myth of “rugged individualism” underlying the use of
individualistic learning. While competition dominated educational thought, it was being challenged by
individualistic learning largely based on B. F. Skinner’s work on programmed learning and behavioral
modification. Educational practices and thought, however, have changed. Cooperative learning is now an
accepted and often the preferred instructional procedure at all levels of education. Cooperative learning is
presently used in schools and universities in every part of the world, in every subject area, and with every age
student. It is difficult to find a text on instructional methods, a teacher’s journal, or instructional materials that
do not discuss cooperative learning. Materials on cooperative learning have been translated into dozens of
languages. Cooperative learning is now an accepted and highly recommended instructional procedure.

Definition of Cooperative Learning
Students’ learning goals may be structured to promote cooperative, competitive, or individualistic
efforts. In every classroom, instructional activities are aimed at accomplishing goals and are conducted under a
goal structure. A learning goal is a desired future state of demonstrating competence or mastery in the subject
area being studied. The goal structure specifies the ways in which students will interact with each other and the
teacher during the instructional session. Each goal structure has its place (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 1999). In
the ideal classroom, all students would learn how to work cooperatively with others, compete for fun and
enjoyment, and work autonomously on their own. The teacher decides which goal structure to implement
within each lesson. The most important goal structure, and the one that should be used the majority of the time
in learning situations, is cooperation.
Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals. Within cooperative situations, individuals seek
outcomes that are beneficial to themselves and beneficial to all other group members. Cooperative learning is
the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s
learning. It may be contrasted with competitive (students work against each other to achieve an academic goal
such as a grade of “A” that only one or a few students can attain) andindividualistic (students work by
themselves to accomplish learning goals unrelated to those of the other students) learning. In cooperative and
individualistic learning, you evaluate student efforts on a criteria-referenced basis while in competitive learning
you grade students on a norm-referenced basis. While there are limitations on when and where you may use
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competitive and individualistic learning appropriately, you may structure any learning task in any subject area
with any curriculum cooperatively.
Theorizing on social interdependence began in the early 1900s, when one of the founders of the Gestalt
School of Psychology, Kurt Koffka, proposed that groups were dynamic wholes in which the interdependence
among members could vary. One of his colleagues, Kurt Lewin refined Koffka’s notions in the 1920s and
1930s while stating that (a) the essence of a group is the interdependence among members (created by common
goals) which results in the group being a “dynamic whole” so that a change in the state of any member or
subgroup changes the state of any other member or subgroup, and (b) an intrinsic state of tension within group
members motivates movement toward the accomplishment of the desired common goals. For interdependence
to exist, there must be more than one person or entity involved, and the persons or entities must have impact on
each other in that a change in the state of one causes a change in the state of the others. From the work of
Lewin’s students and colleagues, such as Ovisankian, Lissner, Mahler, and Lewis, it may be concluded that it is
the drive for goal accomplishment that motivates cooperative and competitive behavior.
In the late 1940s, one of Lewin’s graduate students, Morton Deutsch, extended Lewin’s reasoning about social
interdependence and formulated a theory of cooperation and competition (Deutsch, 1949, 1962). Deutsch
conceptualized three types of social interdependence-positive, negative, and none. Deutsch’s basic premise
was that the type of interdependence structured in a situation determines how individuals interact with each
other which, in turn, largely determines outcomes. Positive interdependence tends to result in promotive
interaction, negative interdependence tends to result in oppositional or contrient interaction, and no
interdependence results in an absence of interaction. Depending on whether individuals promote or obstruct
each other’s goal accomplishments, there is substitutability, cathexis, and inducibility. The relationships
between the type of social interdependence and the interaction pattern it elicits is assumed to be
bidirectional. Each may cause the other. Deutsch’s theory has served as a major conceptual structure for this
area of inquiry since 1949.

Types Of Cooperative Learning
Formal Cooperative Learning
Formal cooperative learning consists of students working together, for one class period to several weeks,
to achieve shared learning goals and complete jointly specific tasks and assignments (Johnson, Johnson, &
Holubec, 2008). In formal cooperative learning groups the teachers’ role includes (see Figure 4):
1. Making preinstructional decisions. Teachers (a) formulate both academic and social skills objectives, (b)
decide on the size of groups, (c) choose a method for assigning students to groups, (d) decide which roles to
assign group members, (e) arrange the room, and (f) arrange the materials students need to complete the
assignment. In these preinstructional decisions, the social skills objectives specify the interpersonal and small
group skills students are to learn. By assigning students roles, role interdependence is established. The way in
which materials are distributed can create resource interdependence. The arrangement of the room can create
environmental interdependence and provide the teacher with easy access to observe each group, which increases
individual accountability and provides data for group processing.
2. Explaining the instructional task and cooperative structure.Teachers (a) explain the academic
assignment to students, (b) explain the criteria for success, (c) structure positive interdependence, (d) structure
individual accountability, (e) explain the behaviors (i.e., social skills) students are expected to use, and (f)
emphasize intergroup cooperation (this eliminates the possibility of competition among students and extends
positive goal interdependence to the class as a whole). Teachers may also teach the concepts and strategies
required to complete the assignment. By explaining the social skills emphasized in the lesson, teachers
operationalize (a) the social skill objectives of the lesson and (b) the interaction patterns (such as oral rehearsal
and jointly building conceptual frameworks) teachers wish to create.
3. Monitoring students’ learning and intervening to provide assistance in (a) completing the task
successfully or (b) using the targeted interpersonal and group skills effectively.While conducting the lesson,
teachers monitor each learning group and intervene when needed to improve taskwork and
teamwork. Monitoring the learning groups creates individual accountability; whenever a teacher observes a
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group, members tend to feel accountable to be constructive members. In addition, teachers collect specific data
on promotive interaction, the use of targeted social skills, and the engagement in the desired interaction
patterns. This data is used to intervene in groups and to guide group processing.
4.
Assessing students’ learning and helping students process how well their groups
functioned. Teachers (a) bring closure to the lesson, (b) assess and evaluate the quality and quantity of student
achievement, (c) ensure students carefully discuss how effectively they worked together (i.e., process the
effectiveness of their learning groups), (d) have students make a plan for improvement, and (e) have students
celebrate the hard work of group members. The assessment of student achievement highlights individual and
group accountability (i.e., how well each student performed) and indicates whether the group achieved its goals
(i.e., focusing on positive goal interdependence). The group celebration is a form of reward
interdependence. The feedback received during group processing is aimed at improving the use of social skills
and is a form of individual accountability. Discussing the processes the group used to function, furthermore,
emphasizes the continuous improvement of promotive interaction and the patterns of interaction need to
maximize student learning and retention.
Informal Cooperative Learning
Informal cooperative learning consists of having students work together to achieve a joint learning goal
in temporary, ad-hoc groups that last from a few minutes to one class period (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). During a lecture, demonstration, or film, informal cooperative learning can be used to focus student
attention on the material to be learned, set a mood conducive to learning, help set expectations as to what will
be covered in a class session, ensure that students cognitively process and rehearse the material being taught,
summarize what was learned and precue the next session, and provide closure to an instructional session. The
teacher’s role for using informal cooperative learning to keep students more actively engaged intellectually
entails having focused discussions before and after the lesson (i.e., bookends) and interspersing pair discussions
throughout the lesson. Two important aspects of using informal cooperative learning groups are to (a) make the
task and the instructions explicit and precise and (b) require the groups to produce a specific product (such as a
written answer). The procedure is as follows.
1. Introductory Focused Discussion: Teachers assign students to pairs or triads and explain (a) the task
of answering the questions in a four to five minute time period and (b) the positive goal interdependence of
reaching consensus. The discussion task is aimed at promoting advance organizing of what the students know
about the topic to be presented and establishing expectations about what the lecture will cover. Individual
accountability is ensured by the small size of the group. A basic interaction pattern of eliciting oral rehearsal,
higher-level reasoning, and consensus building is required.
2. Intermittent Focused Discussions: Teachers divide the lecture into 10 to 15 minute segments. This is
about the length of time a motivated adult can concentrate on information being presented. After each segment,
students are asked to turn to the person next to them and work cooperatively in answering a question (specific
enough so that students can answer it in about three minutes) that requires students to cognitively process the
material just presented. The procedure is:
a. Each student formulates his or her answer.
b. Students share their answer with their partner.
c. Students listen carefully to their partner’s answer.
d. The pairs create a new answer that is superior to each member’s initial formulation by integrating the two
answers, building on each other’s thoughts, and synthesizing.
The question may require students to:
a. Summarize the material just presented.
b. Give a reaction to the theory, concepts, or information presented.
c. Predict what is going to be presented next; hypothesize.
d. Solve a problem.
e. Relate material to past learning and integrate it into conceptual frameworks.
f. Resolve conceptual conflict created by presentation.
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Teachers should ensure that students are seeking to reach an agreement on the answers to the questions
(i.e., ensure positive goal interdependence is established), not just share their ideas with each other. Randomly
choose two or three students to give 30 second summaries of their discussions. Such individual
accountabilityensures that the pairs take the tasks seriously and check each other to ensure that both are
prepared to answer. Periodically, the teacher should structure a discussion of how effectively the pairs are
working together (i.e., group processing). Group celebrations add reward interdependence to the pairs.
3.
Closure Focused Discussion: Teachers give students an ending discussion task lasting four to five
minutes. The task requires students to summarize what they have learned from the lecture and integrate it into
existing conceptual frameworks. The task may also point students toward what the homework will cover or
what will be presented in the next class session. This provides closure to the lecture.
Informal cooperative learning ensures students are actively involved in understanding what is being
presented. It also provides time for teachers to move around the class listening to what students are
saying. Listening to student discussions can give instructors direction and insight into how well students
understand the concepts and material being as well as increase the individual accountability of participating in
the discussions.
Cooperative Base Groups
Cooperative base groups are long-term, heterogeneous cooperative learning groups with stable
membership (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 2008). Members’ primary responsibilities are to (a) ensure all
members are making good academic progress (i.e., positive goal interdependence) (b) hold each other
accountable for striving to learn (i.e., individual accountability), and (c) provide each other with support,
encouragement, and assistance in completing assignments (i.e., promotive interaction). In order to ensure the
base groups function effectively, periodically teachers should teach needed social skills and have the groups
process how effectively they are functioning. Typically, cooperative base groups are heterogeneous in
membership (especially in terms of achievement motivation and task orientation), meet regularly (for example,
daily or biweekly), and last for the duration of the class (a semester or year) or preferably for several years. The
agenda of the base group can include academic support tasks (such as ensuring all members have completed
their homework and understand it or editing each other’s essays), personal support tasks (such as getting to
know each other and helping each other solve nonacademic problems), routine tasks (such as taking
attendance), and assessment tasks (such as checking each other’s understanding of the answers to test questions
when the test is first taken individually and then retaken in the base group).
The teacher’s role in using cooperative base groups is to (a) form heterogeneous groups of four (or
three), (b) schedule a time when they will regularly meet (such as beginning and end of each class session or the
beginning and end of each week), (c) create specific agendas with concrete tasks that provide a routine for base
groups to follow when they meet, (d) ensure the five basic elements of effective cooperative groups are
implemented, and (e) have students periodically process the effectiveness of their base groups.
The longer a cooperative group exists, the more caring their relationships will tend to be, the greater the social
support they will provide for each other, the more committed they will be to each other’s success, and the more
influence members will have over each other. Permanent cooperative base groups provide the arena in which
caring and committed relationships can be created that provide the social support needed to improve attendance,
personalize the educational experience, increase achievement, and improve the quality of school life.
Integrated Use Of All Three Types Of Cooperative Learning
These three types of cooperative learning may be used together (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). A typical class session may begin with a base group meeting, which is followed by a short lecture in
which informal cooperative learning is used. The lecture is followed by a formal cooperative learning
lesson. Near the end of the class session another short lecture may be delivered with the use of informal
cooperative learning. The class ends with a base group meeting.

Basic Elements of Cooperation
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Not all groups are cooperative (Johnson & F. Johnson, 2009). Placing people in the same room, seating
them together, telling them they are a group, does not mean they will cooperate effectively. To be cooperative,
to reach the full potential of the group, five essential elements need to be carefully structured into the
situation: positive interdependence, individual and group accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use
of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). Mastering the basic elements of
cooperation allows teachers to:
1. Take existing lessons, curricula, and courses and structure them cooperatively.
2. Tailor cooperative learning lessons to unique instructional needs, circumstances, curricula, subject
areas, and students.
3. Diagnose the problems some students may have in working together and intervene to increase the
effectiveness of the student learning groups.
The first and most important element is positive interdependence. Teachers must give a clear task and a
group goal so students believe they “sink or swim together.” Positive interdependenceexists when group
members perceive that they are linked with each other in a way that one cannot succeed unless everyone
succeeds. If one fails, all fail. Group members realize, therefore, that each person’s efforts benefit not only
him- or herself, but all other group members as well. Positive interdependence creates a commitment to other
people’s success as well as one’s own and is the heart of cooperative learning. If there is no positive
interdependence, there is no cooperation.
The second essential element of cooperative learning is individual and group accountability. The group
must be accountable for achieving its goals. Each member must be accountable for contributing his or her share
of the work (which ensures that no one “hitch-hikes” on the work of others). The group has to be clear about its
goals and be able to measure (a) its progress in achieving them and (b) the individual efforts of each of its
members. Individual accountability exists when the performance of each individual student is assessed and the
results are given back to the group and the individual in order to ascertain who needs more assistance, support,
and encouragement in completing the assignment. The purpose of cooperative learning groups is to make each
member a stronger individual in his or her right. Students learn together so that they can subsequently perform
higher as individuals.
The third essential component of cooperative learning is promotive interaction, preferably face-toface. Promotive interactionoccurs when members share resources and help, support, encourage, and praise each
other’s efforts to learn. Cooperative learning groups are both an academic support system (every student has
someone who is committed to helping him or her learn) and a personal support system (every student has
someone who is committed to him or her as a person). There are important cognitive activities and
interpersonal dynamics that can only occur when students promote each other’s learning. This includes orally
explaining how to solve problems, discussing the nature of the concepts being learned, teaching one’s
knowledge to classmates, and connecting present with past learning. It is through promoting each other’s
learning face-to-face that members become personally committed to each other as well as to their mutual goals.
The fourth essential element of cooperative learning is teaching students the required interpersonal and small
group skills. In cooperative learning groups students are required to learn academic subject matter (taskwork)
and also to learn the interpersonal and small group skills required to function as part of a group
(teamwork). Cooperative learning is inherently more complex than competitive or individualistic learning
because students have to engage simultaneously in taskwork and teamwork. Group members must know how
to provide effective leadership, decision-making, trust-building, communication, and conflict-management, and
be motivated to use the prerequisite skills. Teachers have to teach teamwork skills just as purposefully and
precisely as teachers do academic skills. Since cooperation and conflict are inherently related, the procedures
and skills for managing conflicts constructively are especially important for the long-term success of learning
groups. Procedures and strategies for teaching students social skills may be found in Johnson (2009) and
Johnson and F. Johnson (2009).
The fifth essential component of cooperative learning is group processing. Group processing exists
when group members discuss how well they are achieving their goals and maintaining effective working
relationships. Groups need to describe what member actions are helpful and unhelpful and make decisions
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about what behaviors to continue or change. Continuous improvement of the process of learning results from
the careful analysis of how members are working together.
These five elements are essential to all cooperative systems, no matter what their size. When international
agreements are made and when international efforts to achieve mutual goals (such as environmental protection)
occur, these five elements must be carefully implemented and maintained.

The Validating Research
Amount And Characteristics Of Research
The study of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic efforts is commonly recognized as one of the
oldest fields of research in social psychology. In the late 1800’s Triplett in the United States, Turner in
England, and Mayer in Germany conducted a series of studies on the factors associated with competitive
performance. Since then over 750 studies have been conducted on the relative merits of cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic efforts and the conditions under which each is appropriate. This is one of the
largest bodies of research within psychology and education.
An extensive literature search was conducted aimed at identifying all the available studies from
published and nonpublished sources. Seven-hundred-fifty-four studies contained enough data to compute an
effect size (there are many studies from which an effect size could not be computed) (Johnson & Johnson,
1989). The research on social interdependence, furthermore, has an external validity and a generalizability
rarely found in the social sciences. The more variations in places, people, and procedures the research can
withstand and still yield the same findings, the more externally valid the conclusions. The research has been
conducted over twelve decades by many different researchers with markedly different theoretical and practical
orientations working in different settings and countries. A wide variety of research tasks, ways of structuring
social interdependence, and measures of the dependent variables have been used. Participants in the studies
varied from ages three to post-college adults and have come from different economic classes and cultural
backgrounds. The studies were conducted with different durations, lasting from one session to 100 sessions or
more. Research on social interdependence has been conducted in numerous cultures in North America (with
Caucasian, Black-American, Native-American, and Hispanic populations) and countries from North, Central,
and South America, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, the Pacific Rim, and Africa. The research on social
interdependence includes both theoretical and demonstration studies conducted in educational, business, and
social service organizations. The diversity of these studies gives social interdependence theory wide
generalizability and considerable external validity.
Promotive, oppositional, and no interaction have differential effects on the outcomes of the situation (see
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). The research has focused on numerous outcomes, which may be subsumed
within the broad and interrelated categories of effort to achieve, quality of relationships, and psychological
health (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005) (see Table 1 and Figure 2). Figure 1 shows the
relationships among the outcomes.

Mean Effect Sizes For Impact Of Social Interdependence On
Dependent Variables
ConditionsAchievementInterpersonal AttractionSocial SupportSelf-Esteem
Total Studies
Coop vs. Comp0.670.670.620.58
Coop vs. Ind0.640.600.700.44
Comp vs. Ind0.300.08-0.13-0.23
High Quality Studies
Coop vs. Comp0.880.820.830.67
Coop vs. Ind0.610.620.720.45
Comp vs. Ind0.070.27-0.13-0.25
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Note: Coop = Cooperation, Comp = Competition, Ind = Individualistic
Reprinted By Permission From: Johnson, D. W. & Johnson, R. (1989). Cooperation and Competition: Theory
and Research.Edina, MN: Interaction Book Company
Effort To Achieve
From Table 1 it may be seen that cooperation promotes considerable greater effort to achieve than do
competitive or individualistic efforts. Effort exerted to achieve includes such variables as achievement and
productivity, long-term retention, on-task behavior, use of higher-level reasoning strategies, generation of new
ideas and solutions, transfer of what is learned within one situation to another, intrinsic motivation, achievement
motivation, continuing motivation to learn, and positive attitudes toward learning and school. Overall,
cooperation tends to promote higher achievement than competitive or individualistic efforts (effect-sizes = 0.67
and 0.64 respectively). The impact of cooperative learning on achievement means that if schools wish to
prepare students to take proficiency tests to meet local and state standards, the use of cooperative learning
should dominate instructional practice.
An important aspect of school life is engagement in learning. One indication of engagement in learning
is time on task. Cooperators spent considerably more time on task than did competitors (effect size = 0.76) or
students working individualistically (effect size = 1.17). In addition, students working cooperatively tended to
be more involved in activities and tasks, attach greater importance to success, and engage in more on-task
behavior and less apathetic, off-task, disruptive behaviors. Finally, cooperative experiences, compared with
competitive and individualistic ones, have been found to promote more positive attitudes toward the task and
the experience of working on the task (effect-sizes = 0.57 and 0.42 respectively).
Quality Of Relationships
Quality of relationships includes such variables as interpersonal attraction, liking, cohesion, esprit-decorps, and social support. The degree of emotional bonding that exists among students has a profound effect on
students’ behavior. The more positive the relationships among students and between students and faculty, the
lower the absenteeism and dropout rates and the greater the commitment to group goals, feelings of personal
responsibility to the group, willingness to take on difficult tasks, motivation and persistence in working toward
goal achievement, satisfaction and morale, willingness to endure pain and frustration on behalf of the group,
willingness to defend the group against external criticism or attack, willingness to listen to and be influenced by
colleagues, commitment to each other’s professional growth and success, and productivity (Johnson & F.
Johnson, 2009).
There are over 175 studies that have investigated the relative impact of cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts on quality of relationships and another 106 studies on social support (Johnson, 2003;
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). As Table 2 shows, cooperation generally promotes greater interpersonal
attraction among individuals than does competitive or individualistic efforts (effect sizes = 0.67 and 0.60
respectively). Cooperative experiences tend to promote greater social support than does competitive (effect-size
= 0.62) or individualistic (effect-size = 0.70) efforts. Stronger effects are found for peer support than for
superior (teacher) support. The high-quality studies tend to have even more powerful effects.
It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of these research results. Friends are a developmental advantage
(see Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). There is a close association between antisocial behavior
and rejection by the normal peer group. Rejected children tend to be deficient in a number of social-cognitive
skills, including peer group entry, perception of peer group norms, response to provocation, and interpretation
of prosocial interactions. Among children referred to child guidance clinics, 30 to 75 percent (depending on
age) are reported by their parents to experience peer difficulties. Moreover, children referred for psychological
treatment have fewer friends and less contact with them than nonreferred children, their friendships are
significantly less stable over time, and their understanding of the reciprocities and intimacies involved in
friendships is less mature. Peer group acceptance and friendships may be built through the extensive use of
cooperative learning.
Psychological Health
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Asley Montagu (1966) was fond of saying that with few exceptions the solitary animal in any species is
an abnormal creature. Similarly, Karen Horney (1937) stated that the neurotic individual is someone who is
inappropriately competitive and, therefore, unable to cooperate with others. Montagu and Horney recognized
that the essence of psychological health is the ability to develop and maintain cooperative relationships. More
specifically, psychological health is the ability (cognitive capacities, motivational orientations, and social skills)
to build, maintain, and appropriately modify interdependent relationships with others to succeed in achieving
goals (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). People who are unable to do so often (a) become
depressed, anxious, frustrated, and lonely, (b) tend to feel afraid, inadequate, helpless, hopeless, and isolated,
and (c) rigidly cling to unproductive and ineffective ways of coping with adversity.
With our students and colleagues, we have conducted a series of studies relating cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts and attitudes to various indices of psychological health (see Johnson, 2003; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989, 2005). The samples studied included middle-class junior-high students, middle-class high
school seniors, high-school age juvenile prisoners, adult prisoners, Olympic ice-hockey players, adult stepcouples, and business executives in China. The diversity of the samples studied and the variety of measures of
psychological health provide considerable generalizability of the results of the studies. A strong relationship
was found between cooperativeness and psychological health, a mixed picture was found with competitiveness
and psychological health, and a strong relationship was found between an individualistic orientation and
psychological pathology.
Finally, there is evidence that cooperation promotes more frequent use of higher level reasoning
strategies than do competitive (effect size = 0.93) or individualistic (effect size = 0.97) efforts. Similarly,
cooperation tends to promote more accurate perspective taking than do competitive (effect size = 0.61) or
individualistic (effect size = 0.44) efforts. Thus, the more cooperative learning experiences students are
involved in, the more mature their cognitive and moral decision making and the more they will tend to take
other people’s perspectives in account when making decisions.

Conclusions and Summary
Teachers who wish to use cooperative learning should ideally base their classroom practices on theory
validated by research. The closer classroom practices are to validated theory, the more likely they will be
effective. When more directly practice is connected to theory, furthermore, the more likely practice will be
refined, upgraded, and improved over the years. There are, however, few classroom practices that are directly
based on validated theory. The close relationship between theory, research, and practice makes cooperative
learning somewhat unique. It also creates a set of issues for teachers using cooperative learning.
The first issue is understanding the nature of social interdependence. Social interdependence is created when
goals are structured so that the accomplishment of a person’s goal is affected by others’ actions. The
interdependence may be positive (which results in individuals working cooperatively to achieve their mutual
goals) or negative (which results in individuals competing to see who will achieve the goal). The absence of
interdependence indicates no connection between people’s attempts to achieve their goals. In cooperative
situations, students’ actions substitute for each other, students are inducible, and a positive cathexis is created
toward other’s actions. In competitive situations, the opposite psychological processes may be found. The
fundamental premise of social interdependence theory is that the way in which goals are structured determines
how individuals interact, and those interaction patterns create outcomes. Positive goal interdependence tends to
result in promotive interaction, negative goal interdependence tends to result in oppositional interaction, and no
interdependence tends to result in no interaction.
The second issue is understanding the research validating social interdependence theory. There are
hundreds of studies indicating that cooperation, compared to competitive and individualistic efforts, tends to
result in greater effort to achieve, more positive relationships, and greater psychological health. The diversity
of this research provides considerable generalizabiity to the findings.
The third issue is to understand the five basic elements that make cooperation work. There is nothing magical
about putting students in groups. Students can compete with groupmates, students can work individualistically
while ignoring groupmates, or students can work cooperatively with groupmates. In order to structure
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cooperative learning effectively, teachers need to understand how tostructure positive interdependence,
individual accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use of social skills, and group processing into
learning situations.
The fourth issue is to understand the flexibility and many faces of cooperative learning. When the five
basic elements may be effectively implemented in formal cooperative learning situations (formal cooperative
learning may be used to structure most learning situations), informal cooperative learning situations (informal
cooperative learning may be used to make didactic lessons cooperative), and cooperative base groups (which
are used to personalize a class and the school). Together they provide an integrated system for instructional
organization and design (as well as classroom management). When utilizing these three types of cooperative
learning, any learning situations in any subject area with any age students and with any curriculum can be
structured cooperatively.
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Teacher Background
Integrating Traditional Knowledge o f the Yakutat Tlingit with Western-based Science Concepts
I. Traditional Knowledge Perspective Overview
For the Yakutat Tlingit, the concept of a temporal scale, which includes citing dates, was overall
very loose. Recent past was noted in relation to a narrator’s stage of growth while earlier periods were
correlated to the happenings in the lifetime of grandparents or chiefs. However, the changing of seasons
over the year was delineated with specific terms: takw (winter), takw’iti (spring; ‘the place where winter
was’), qu tan (summer) and yes (fall). The year was divided into lunations (or months), literally moons
(dis), which began with the first appearance of the new crescent. The moons were numbered and named
although the current recording of these names, obtained by de Laguna in the mid-21st century during an
interview, were given by an unreliable source. In any case, the informant provided the following as the
aboriginal labeling of the lunations (de Laguna, 1972, p. 799):
• dis-tlen (full moon, ‘big moon’)
• diskA t’ut’c (half moon, ‘dark on the moon’)
• dis xawxe (first quarter, ‘first one you see’)
• (last quarter- no name given)
• Lek dis/tlek dis (‘no moon’)
The New Year began in the middle of summer (July) and from there the lunations were counted
consecutively from 1-12. De Laguna (1972) noted that the New Year probably began with the lunation
that followed or coincided with the longest days of summer (p. 800). The lunations were named with a
cardinal number followed by the word dis (‘moon’) or ’a (‘thing’) and were most likely followed by a
descriptive term or attached to the expression disi (‘moon o f ) (p. 799). The following representation of
the aboriginal calendar is an integration of the most consistent information collected by de Laguna
during her fieldwork in Yakutat (1949, 1952, 1953,1954) along with the most consistent information
collected by swanton (sitka and Wrangell) in order to portray the most accurate representation of the
original calendar. This was done to account for the discrepancy in the names of the lunations (p. 800).
Although Tlingit months have currently been aligned with the modern day calendar, this representation
of the aboriginal calendar will have the New start in July since various local accounts (while this also
varied) indicated that January was not the official beginning of a new year (de Laguna, 1972, p. 799). in
addition, historical information regarding the annual cycle is included in the calendar (a deviation from
how de Laguna organized the information) depending on timing of aboriginal activities. in former times
local wildlife dictated what people ate, wore, and used as materials for tools and weapons. The daily
lives and activities of the Tlingit were shaped by how animals and fish responded to the changing
seasons (p. 360).
Month of Molting, Month of Birds, Month of Laying Eggs, etc. (July)
This is when birds and geese molt their feathers and cannot fly (p. 800). Families were at sealing camps
(Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries
were beginning to be collected. seal hunting continued- pups on the ice (p. 360).
caxeyi, and Month of High Bush Cranberries (August)
This is the month when high bush (grey) currants ripen this month (they are not cranberries) (p. 800).
second sea otter hunt. Clams and strawberries are collected and families back at salmon streams putting
up fish for winter (p. 360).
Small Moon (september)
sea otter hunt continued. Clams and strawberries were still being collected and families stayed at
salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
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Large Moon (October)
Sea otter hunt continued. The final clams and strawberries were still being collected and families
finished drying the last fish (coho) and digging up roots. Men left for mountains to go hunt for mountain
goats (p. 360). Groundhogs putting all their stuff out to dry in the north wind before coming of winter
(p. 801).
Digging Month (November)
Men hunted seal and mountain goat and possibly brown bears (in their dens). Families stayed home and
made baskets, sewed moccasins and sealskin boots (p. 360). Bears clean out house or cave by digging it
out; take old next and work on it to make it new. Bears (and other animals?) go into dens (p. 801).
? (December)
De Laguna (1972) states that errors in transcription make it extremely difficult to analyze expression (p.
800). She thinks it means, ‘no light in the middle of the day’ or shortest day month.’ Families mostly
stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of the rivers or
sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360).
Month of Geese (January)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of
the rivers or sleeping bears in dens (p. 360). Some cohoes may have frozen in their spawning grounds in
upper “Opal Creek” (Ophir Creek) and men would go and chop out ice to get them (p. 800).
Month of Black Bear (February)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at the mouths of
the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360). Is the coldest month of the year and the spruce and
hemlock trees drop their needles and branches so that the ground looks like skin of black bear. Not much
snow or rain but the North wind is very strong (p. 800).
Month of Green Leaves Growing from the Bottom of the Water (March)
Fished for oelachon at Dry Bay and Situk River, halibut in Yakutat Bay, hunted for seals along ocean
beach, gathered clams and cockles and scraped inner bark of spruce trees. People look for animals and
hunting is easy (p. 360). The swans come in (middle of month) and things start to grow, especially the
aquatic plants (p. 800).
Month of Green Leaves (April)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish oelachon (on second
run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor
Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered:
hemlock bark, roots of Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring
eggs. Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Geese come from the south (p. 800).
Month of Molting, Month of Birds, Month of Laying Eggs, etc. (May)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish oelachon (on second
run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor
Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered:
hemlock bark, roots of Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring
eggs. Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Things would begin to blossom, all seaweed was
growing, and rocks would turn green with things growing on them (p. 800).
Month of Molting, Month of Birds, Month of Laying eggs, etc. (June)
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Families were at sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining
seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. Seal hunting continued- pups on the
ice (p. 360). This is considered the bleeding month when everything is born (p. 800).
From keen observations of the world around them, the Yakutat Tlingit developed a knowledge
base of the habits of various species of wildlife and plants as well as a belief system that centered on the
interconnectedness between themselves and all other inhabitants of the world. It was the overlay
between the accumulated knowledge of the natural world and the development of a belief system over
time that resulted in well-established practices and rituals that governed the interactions between
themselves and all other living things.
It was believed that all animals (great and small) and plants had souls, no different from people.
Swanton (1908) reported that the Tlingit would tell the tree they were cutting down that it would fall
upon the black bear hides. Similarly Emmons (MS.) reported that before trees were cut down to make a
house, a fire would be lit and oil or other pieces of food would be burned as offerings to the tree spirits.
Eagle down was scattered on the ground as a sign of peace so that felled pieces of wood would not hit
anyone on their way down. Once the logs were brought to the construction site, the future owner of the
house would make a fire and as he feasted would throw pieces of food into it as offerings to the tree
spirits (p. 822). Medicinal plants were paid great respect as they were being harvested. Before plants
were harvested people would speak to them and take care to leave an offering in the area where the
plant’s roots had been removed while asking for help in healing the patient (p. 823).
Animals were of greatest importance to the Yakutat Tlingit, and practices were designed in
alignment with the belief system that communicated gratitude and reverence for any lives that were
taken.
The old Indians never just shot animals for no purpose. They just show what they needed, and
every animal they killed, they talked to it and explained why they had to kill it. They showed the
animals respect. After they kill it-bear, goat, any animal-they bring the head in by the fire to
warm it. They hang the skin up on the wall and talk to it, explaining why they have to kill it. My
father always faced the head of the dead animal toward the mountain. I still do it when I can.
When you finish with the head, cover it up with boughs... (p. 824)
In the myth of the past animals were once men who donned robes that resembled the present
bodies they have today. After Raven let Daylight out of the box, the animals were so frightened they ran
away into the woods and sea and assumed the form of their present day bodies. The ability to transform
into people when angered contributed to specific practices and beliefs that revered all animals, birds and
fish as powerful beings that had a qwain (soul), or ‘inhabitant of.’ The soul was conceived as being
inside the organism’s fleshy body (de Laguna, 1972, p. 823). The Tlingit saw the world of animals and
plants as part of man’s moral world. Through a relationship between sib and totem, many species were
drawn into the human social order and they became members of the sib. Cruelty to animals, torturing or
insulting them, laughing or killing without proper cause would bring could bring misfortune and
punishment in the afterlife or even death. But those who prayed and explained why they took a life
would cross the river into the Land of Dead or gain access to kiwa’a (p. 824).
Traditional knowledge stated that bears could not only understand human speech and what
people said about them at home behind closed doors but that bears were a lot like people. Both can be
talked to (p. 826). This knowledge still applies very much today. Brown bears have a very acute sense of
smell (even better than that of dogs) and their hearing and eyesight are comparable to that of humans.
They are extremely intelligent and have exhibited individual personalities. The brown bear’s physiology
is key to their survival in that they are designed to consume a wide variety of foods (just like people).
Long claws enable them to dig up roots or uproot small mammals while the musculature and bone
structure of their hump assists with motions of digging and achieving speeds that enable them to run
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down moose or caribou. Bears are so much like people that they are attracted to the foods we eat, such
as the leftovers that make up our garbage or the animals we raise at home (to eat later).

Additional Information on Indigenous Subsistence Methods can be found in:
Under Mount saint Elias: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit by Frederica de Laguna, 1972
(Volume 1)
• “Making a Living” - pp. 359-381

II. Western Science Theories
What does it mean to be Alive?
Living things on Earth share fundamental characteristics with one another that relate to specific
structures and functions that serve to:
• obtain, use, and/or make nutrients
• obtain and use air (either for oxygen or carbon dioxide)
• convert and store energy
• reproduce either sexually or asexually
• respond to various environmental, internal and external factors
• obtain and maintain balance of water
Other characteristics that are common to many but not all living things include:
• movement (during at least stage in life history)
• develop and grow in size
• protection (of self, other members of species and offspring)
Taking into account all of the characteristics listed above, there are certain basic processes and/or
systems that all living things share whose function is to help perpetuate the whole (autopoiesis) and
these include: self-generation, self-organization, self-maintenance, and self-regulation. since living
things share very basic characteristics in common they also require many of the same things to meet
their needs, which in turn are met by these basic characteristics (Bloom, 1999, p.6).
Two of these needs include the intake of food and water. species need to be equipped with the
capabilities to obtain, consume or make (plants), and harvest the energy and nutrients in food. Likewise,
species need to be able to not only take in water but maintain a proper balance required for their specific
needs. Air is required by all living things, except for a bacterium known as Archae which lives in
volcanoes and the deep ocean and uses sulfur for their energy needs (chemosynthesis). Living things
require certain components of air; oxygen for cellular respiration and carbon dioxide for photosynthesis.
Environment dictates how water is used. Terrestrial organisms acquire water, fresh water organisms
need to maintain a proper balance so cells don’t get too much coming in, and marine organisms also
maintains a proper water balance so that they don’t lose too much water to their environment. All
species need to be able to reproduce; that is produce healthy offspring in order to maintain the
population. Finally, species need ways to protect themselves and their offspring from predators or the
environment at large (p. 7).
Organisms, or living things, are able to meet their basics by interacting with their habitat, a
specific environment that provides a species with the things they need to live, grow and reproduce. in
their habitat an organism will interact with biotic (living) factors as well as abiotic (non-living) factors
(Jones, & Lisowski, 2007, p. 7). some abiotic factors include water, sunlight, oxygen, temperature and
soil. sunlight is needed by plants to make their food (photosynthesis) while many animals need sunlight
for warmth. Each environment is characterized by its temperature range, and some species are only able
to survive within certain ranges. Others however, are capable of altering their environment in order to
alter extreme temperatures that occur in their habitat. soil is composed of rock fragments, nutrients, air,
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water and decaying organic matter. Plants require different rations of these components in order to grow.
Many types of animals and microscopic organisms live in the soil as well (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 8).
Flow of Energy in Ecosystems
An organism’s energy role is defined by how they obtain their energy and interact with other
organisms. Energy enters most ecosystems as sunlight. The only organisms that acquire this energy, in
order to make their own food, are producers (plants, algae, bacteria). They are the source of all food in a
system. Organisms that cannot make their own food are consumers and there are three types depending
on what type of food they consume (herbivores, carnivores, omnivores). Decomposers break down
wastes and organic materials and return important nutrients to the soil (Jones, & Lisowski p. 9).
How energy moves through a system can be described as a food chain and/or food web. Food
chains are a sequence of linear events that show how specific organisms obtain energy in a system,
which always begins with the producer followed by the first level consumer (those that eat the
producers) and the second-level consumers (those that each the first level consumers). But the flow of
energy within a system is far more interconnected since organisms eat different things and are part of
many different food chains. A more accurate representation of energy flow through an ecosystem is
through a food web; a countless number of overlapping food chains (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 9). An
energy pyramid is a diagram that shows how much energy is available at each feeding level of a food
web which always begins with the producers. Energy at each level is lost through heat as well as basic
processes that help an organism move, grow, or reproduce. Only about 10% of the energy at one level
gets passed on to the next which limits the number of feeding levels in an energy pyramid (p. 47).
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Teacher’s Guide to Scientific Terms and Practices
A Glossary o f Scientific Terms can be found at:
http://undsci.berkeleY.edu/glossarv/glossarv.php

I. WRITING A SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ARTICLE
FORMAT FOR THE PAPER
Scientific research articles provide a method for scientists to communicate with other scientists about the results o f their research. A
standard format is used for these articles, in which the author presents the research in an orderly, logical manner. This doesn't
necessarily reflect the order in which you did or thought about the work. This format is:
|Title |Authors |Introduction |Materials and Methods |Results (with Tables and Figures) |Discussion |Acknowledgments |Literature Cited |

TITLE
1.

2.
3.

Make your title specific enough to describe the contents o f the paper, but not so technical that only specialists will
understand. The title should be appropriate for the intended audience.
The title usually describes the subject matter o f the article: Effect o f Smoking on Academic Performance"
Sometimes a title that summarizes the results is more effective: Students Who Smoke Get Lower Grades"

AUTHORS
1. The person who did the work and wrote the paper is generally listed as the first author o f a research paper.
2. For published articles, other people who made substantial contributions to the work are also listed as authors. Ask your mentor's
permission before including his/her name as co-author.

ABSTRACT
1. An abstract, or summary, is published together with a research article, giving the reader a "preview" o f what's to come. Such
abstracts may also be published separately in bibliographical sources, such as Biologic al Abstracts. They allow other scientists to
quickly scan the large scientific literature, and decide which articles they want to read in depth. The abstract should be a little less
technical than the article itself; you don't want to dissuade your potent ial audience from reading your paper.
2. Your abstract should be one paragraph, o f 100-250 words, which summarizes the purpose, methods, results and conclusions o f the
paper.
3. It is not easy to include all this information in just a few words. Start by writing a summary that includes whatever you think is
important, and then gradually prune it down to size by removing unnecessary words, while still retaini ng the necessary concepts.
3. Don't use abbreviations or citations in the abstract. It should be able to stand alone without any footnotes.

INTRODUCTION
What question did you ask in your experiment? Why is it interesting? The introduction summarizes the relevant literature so that the
reader will understand why you were interested in the question you asked. One to fo ur paragraphs should be enough. End with a
sentence explaining the specific question you asked in this experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. How did you answer this question? There should be enough information here to allow another scientist to repeat your experiment.
Look at other papers that have been published in your field to get some idea o f what is included in this section.
2. If you had a complicated protocol, it may helpful to include a diagram, table or flowchart to explain the methods you used.
3. Do not put results in this section. You may, however, include preliminary results that were used to design the main experiment that
you are reporting on. ("In a preliminary study, I observed the owls for one week, and found that 73 % o f their locomotor activity
occurred during the night, and so I conducted all subsequent experiments between 11 pm and 6 am.")
4. Mention relevant ethical considerations. If you used human subjects, did they consent to participate. If you used animals, what
measures did you take to minimize pain?

RESULTS
1. This is where you present the results you've gotten. Use graphs and tables if appropriate, but also summarize your main findings in
the text. Do NOT discuss the results or speculate as to why something happened; t hat goes in th e Discussion.
2. You don't necessarily have to include all the data you've gotten during the semester. This isn't a diary.
3. Use appropriate methods of showing data. Don't try to manipulate the data to make it look like you did more than you actually did.

"The drug cured 1/3 o f the infected mice, another 1/3 were not affected, and the third mouse got away. "
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TABLES AND GRAPHS
1. If you present your data in a table or graph, include a title describing what's in the table ("Enzyme activity at various temperatures",
not "My results".) For graphs, you should also label the x and y axes.
2. Don't use a table or graph just to be "fancy". If you can summarize the information in one sentence, then a table or graph is not
necessary.

DISCUSSION
1. Highlight the most significant results, but don't just repeat what you've written in the Results section. How do these results relate to
the original question? Do the data support your hypothesis? Are your results consistent with what other investigators have reported? If
your results were unexpected, try to explain why. Is there another way to interpret your results? What further research would be
necessary to answer the questions raised by your results? How do y our results fit into the big picture?
2. End with a one-sentence summary o f your conclusion, emphasizing why it is relevant.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This section is optional. You can thank those who either helped with the experiments, or made other important contributions, such as
discussing the protocol, commenting on the manuscript, or buying you pizza.

REFERENCES (LITERATURE CITED)
There are several possible ways to organize this section. Here is one commonly used way:
1. In the text, cite the literature in the appropriate places:
Scarlet (1990) thought that the gene was present only in yeast, but it has since been identified in the platypus (Indigo and Mauve,
1994) and wombat (Magenta, et al., 1995).
2. In the References section list citations in alphabetical order.
Indigo, A. C., and Mauve, B. E. 1994. Queer place for qwerty: gene isolation from the platypus. Science 275, 1213-1214.
Magenta, S. T., Sepia, X., and Turquoise, U. 1995. Wombat genetics. In: Widiculous Wombats, Violet, Q., ed. New York: Columbia
University Press. p 123-145.
Scarlet, S.L. 1990. Isolation o f qwerty gene from S. cerevisae. Journal of Unusual Results 36, 26-31.

EDIT YOUR PAPER!!!
"In my writing, I average about ten pages a day. Unfortunately, they're all the same page."
Michael Alley, The Craft of Scientific Writing
A major part o f any writing assignment consists o f re-writing.
Write accurately
1. Scientific writing must be accurate. Although writing instructors may tell you not to use the same word twice in a sentence,
it's okay for scientific writing, which must be accurate. (A student who tried not to repeat the word "hamster" produced this
confusing sentence: "When I put the hamster in a cage with the other animals, the little mammals began to play.")
2. Make sure you say what you mean.
Instead of: The rats were injected with the drug. (sounds like a syringe was filled with drug and ground-up rats and
both were injected together)
Write: I injected the drug into the rat.
3. Be careful with commonly confused words:
Temperature has an effect on the reaction.
Temperature affects the reaction.
I used solutions in various concentrations. (The solutions were 5 mg/ml, 10 mg/ml, and 15 mg/ml)
I used solutions in varying concentrations. (The concentrations I used changed; sometimes they were 5 mg/ml, other times they were
15 mg/ml.)
Less food (can't count numbers o f food)
Fewer animals (can count numbers o f animals)
A large amount o f food (can't count them)
A large number o f animals (can count them)
The erythrocytes, which are in the blood, contain hemoglobin.
The erythrocytes that are in the blood contain hemoglobin. (Wrong. This sentence implies that there are erythrocytes elsewhere that
don't contain hemoglobin.)
Write clearly
1. Write at a level that's appropriate for your audience.
"Like a pigeon, something to admire as long as it isn't over your head." Anonymous
2. Use the active voice. It's clearer and more concise than the passive voice.
Instead of: An increased appetite was manifested by the rats and an increase in body weight was measured.
Write: The rats ate more and gained weight.
3. Use the first person.
Instead of: It is thought
Write: I think
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Instead of: The samples were analyzed
Write: I analyzed the samples
4. Avoid dangling participles.
"After incubating at 30 degrees C, we examined the petri plates." (Y ou must've been pretty warm in there.)
Write succinctly
1. Use verbs instead of abstract nouns
Instead of: take into consideration
Write: consider
2. Use strong verbs instead o f "to be"
Instead of: The enzyme was found to be the active agent in catalyzing...
Write: The enzyme catalyzed...
3. Use short words.

"I would never use a long word where a short one would answer the purpose. I know there are professors in this country who 'ligate'
arteries. Other surgeons tie them, and it stops the bleeding ju st as well."
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr .

Instead of:

Write:

possess
have
sufficient
enough
utilize
use
demonstrate
show
assistance
help
terminate
end
4. Use concise terms.

Instead of:

Write:

prior to
before
due to the fact that
because
in a considerable number o f cases
often
the vast majority o f
most
during the time that
when
in close proximity to
near
it has long been known that
I'm too lazy to look up the reference
5. Use short sentences. A sentence made o f more than 40 words should probably be rewritten as two sentences.
"The conjunction 'and' commonly serves to indicate that the writer's mind still functions even when no signs o f the phenomenon are
noticeable." Rudolf Virchow, 1928
Check your grammar, spelling and punctuation
1. Use a spellchecker, but be aware that they don't catch all mistakes.
"When we consider the animal as a hole,..." Student's paper
2. Your spellchecker may not recognize scientific terms. For the correct spelling, try Biotech's Life Science Dictionary or one of the
technical dictionaries on the reference shelf in the Biology or Health Sciences libraries.
3. Don't, use, unnecessary, commas.
4. Proofread carefully to see if you any words out.

USEFUL BOOKS
Victoria E. McMillan, Writing Papers in the Biological Sciences, Bedford Books, Boston, 1997
The best. On sale for about $18 at Labyrinth Books, 112th Street. On reserve in Biology Library
Jan A. Pechenik, A Short Guide to Writing About Biology, Boston: Little, Brown, 1987
Harrison W. Ambrose, III & Katharine Peckham Ambrose, A Handbook o f Biological Investigation, 4th edition, Hunter Textbooks
Inc, Winston-Salem, 1987
Particularly useful if you need to use statistics to analyze your data. Copy on Reference shelf in Biology Library.
Robert S. Day, How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper, 4th edition, Oryx Press, Phoenix, 1994.
Earlier editions also good. A bit more advanced, intended for those writing papers for publication. Fun to read. Several copies
available in Columbia libraries.
William Strunk, Jr. and E. B. White, The Elements o f Style, 3rd ed. Macmillan, New York, 1987.
Several copies available in Columbia libraries. Strunk's first edition is available on-line.
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Source: http://www.columbia.edu/cu/biology/ug/research/paper.html

II. Teaching Argument

WHAT STUDENTS KNOW (OR DON'T KNOW) ABOUT ARGUMENT
Professors teaching first-year writing classes often note that their students don't understand the terms of
academic argument. Indeed, our students have several misconceptions about argument:
o

Students sometimes confuse argument with debate, taking a strong, oppositional position on a topic and
then trying to "win" points.

o

Students sometimes conceptualize an argument as a fight: they spar with a text without taking the time to
understand it.

o

Students sometimes think in black and white, neglecting the nuances of an argument.

o

Students sometimes jump on the first bandwagon they find, citing an authority with almost blind reverence
and ignoring all other points of view.

o

Students can mistake argument for opinion, writing papers that are subjective and self-gratifying rather
than objective and reader-based.

o

Students sometimes construct a weakly supported or poorly reasoned argument because it is, after all, their
opinion, and they have a right to it.

o

Students can find themselves overwhelmed by the complexity of an intellectual problem, unable to take a
stand.

o

Students too often rely on structures that they learned in high school (for instance, the five-paragraph
theme), thereby crippling their arguments from the get-go.
DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
When developing the courses that we teach, we want to design a course that will inspire our students to sharpen
their critical thinking skills. In part, we accomplish this aim by presenting our students with challenging reading
materials and engaging them in interesting class discussions. As students read more and talk more, they will
gain knowledge and discover new contexts for their ideas. They will also (we hope) come to think more
critically.
However, readings and class discussions by themselves do not insure that our students will improve their
critical thinking skills. Many students read and listen passively, simply absorbing information. They do not
reliably challenge the writers they are reading. Nor do they reliably read to challenge their own ideas. (For a
discussion of how to improve your students' critical reading skills, see Integrating Reading and Writing.)
However, when students write, they cannot remain passive players in the learning game. Even the simplest
writing task, such as a summary of an article, requires that students make important critical choices: What
information is most important to this argument? What might be left out? More complex writing assignments ask
students to make more difficult choices about a topic— choices that eventually bring them to the questions:
"What is it that I think about this subject? How did I arrive at what I think? What are my assumptions, and are
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they valid? How can I work with facts, observations, inferences, and so on, in order to convince others of what I
think?" (For a discussion of designing assignments and assignment sequences to improve critical thinking,
see Syllabus and Assignment Design.)
In order to help students successfully and critically interrogate their ideas, professors may want to employ
critical thinking pedagogy in their classrooms. Critical thinking pedagogy breaks down a student's existing
critical thinking into discrete activities, and then shows students how to reflect carefully on each of these
activities in order to sharpen their thinking skills.
ELEMENTS OF CRITICAL THINKING
1. Observations. From a series of observations, we can come to establish:
2. Facts. From a series of facts, or from an absence of fact, we make:
3. Inferences. Testing the validity of our inferences, we can make:
4. Assumptions. From our assumptions, we form our:
5. Opinions. Taking our opinions, we use evidence and the principles of logic to develop:
6. Arguments. And when we want to test our arguments and to challenge the arguments of others, we employ:
7. Critical Analysis (through which we challenge the observations, facts, inferences, assumptions, and
opinions in the arguments that we are analyzing).
The process is not linear; rather, as we go about establishing our opinions and crafting our arguments, we return
to our observations and facts, drawing new inferences and forming new assumptions that, in turn, affect the
arguments that we are trying to make.
At first glance, these categories seem obvious. Shouldn't our students already understand that "observation" is
not at all the same as "fact"? That inference differs from opinion? As we consider the matter more closely,
however, we understand that our students don't always understand these distinctions, and that their writing
might be considerably improved if they did. Defining these terms clearly (and pointing out the essential
differences between them) is therefore the first step in providing our students with a critical vocabulary for their
own thinking processes.
To begin, we need to make our students aware that their own premises and biases are not fact. We thus require
our students to challenge these premises and biases. Finally, we encourage them to discover and to challenge
the premises and biases of others. In short, we move our students to experience some shift in their
understanding.
One way to facilitate this shift is to create writing assignments that require our students to move back and forth
between observation and inference, fact and assumption—all the while marking where they are in the critical
process. The primary aim is to encourage students to observe themselves and others in the critical process. We
want students to be able:
o

To know the difference between reliable and unreliable observations;

o

To be persistent enough to observe objectively and thoroughly, and to collect sufficient factual or textual
evidence;

o

To see patterns or relationships in what they have observed or discovered in their reading;

o

To infer and to assume carefully;

o

To form opinions even while keeping an open mind;
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o

To create arguments understanding that these arguments are not the last word, but part of an ongoing
debate in a scholarly process.
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT: CLAIMS AND EVIDENCE
Most of the teaching that we do in the first year asks students to master three important elements of the
argument: thesis, evidence, and reason. The first—and perhaps most important—is the thesis sentence.
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT
THE CLAIM/THESIS SENTENCE
Most first-year students can tell you that a thesis sentence makes the claim on which an argument is based. But
even while they understand the thesis' role, they are often unable to craft effective thesis sentences. They may
make a thinking mistake and craft a thesis sentence that declares an observation rather than an argument. They
may also write thesis sentences that are formulaic—i.e., sentences that state a claim and then offer a list of
illustrations. They may not understand that a thesis can point to conflicting claims or raise a question. They
may also write thesis sentences that are simply poor sentences, burying important ideas in subordinate clauses,
thereby confounding the reader.
Each of these problems requires specific teaching strategies. In the first case (declaring an observation rather
than an argument), an instructor might reveal the deficiencies of observations, inferences, and opinions by
interrogating them, revealing the importance of evidence to argument. In the second case (writing formulaic
theses), an instructor might model alternatives. In the final case (writing poor sentences), an instructor might
introduce students to the principles of good style.
Instructors will find that the writing workshop is an ideal setting for thesis instruction. Having students
brainstorm about one another's theses is a great way to teach them to refine/focus/broaden their arguments.
You'll also want to use facilitative response methods in order to prod your students to better and better theses.
ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT
EVIDENCE
Often students write poor thesis sentences because they haven't gathered sufficient evidence. Others fail because
they don't know how to work with the evidence they have. Some come up with their thesis sentences and then
go looking for evidence, including only the ideas that seems to fit. Others go to secondary sources before they
have an idea, allowing other arguments to stand in for their own. Still others turn their evidence into examples,
offering a series of illustrative passages or observations as a substitute for argument. ("Here's one example of
the failed health care system, here's another, and another; as we can see, the health care system is failing.")
Complicating the matter further is that evidence differs from discipline to discipline. In some sociology classes,
careful observation may constitute evidence. In a literature class, evidence is found by a close reading of the
text. In the sciences, evidence is built upon repeated empirical practices.
Instructors need to teach students what counts as evidence in their disciplines. They must also teach students
what to do with the evidence that they have. Illustrating a point isn't quite the same thing as arguing it. An
argument doesn't simply illustrate; it develops. Students should both discover and grow their arguments using
sound reasoning skills.
CLASSROOM EXAMPLES
We offer the following example from our writing classrooms:
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o

Five Ways to Teach the Thesis Sentence: Methods from Shelby Grantham, John Donaghy, Karen Gocsik,
Sara Biggs Chaney, and Tom Cormen
Source: http://writing-speech.dartmouth.edu/teaching/first-year-writing-pedagogies-methodsdesign/teaching-argument
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Grade Band 5-6 (Year 2)

Unit 2: Earth's Place in the Universe
Investigation 1
Overarching Questions
> How does the data collected during scientific investigations become knowledge?
> How can we prove the position and movement of the Earth and moon in the Solar System?
> Why was the moon important to the Yakutat Tlingit?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that patterns of the motion of the sun and the appearance of the moon in the
sky can be observed, described and predicted and that the these patterns are caused by the orbits of the
Earth around the sun and the moon around the Earth as well as the rotation of the Earth between its
North and South poles. Students will understand how to draw conclusions from their data by
constructing bar graphs and that by utilizing bar graphs students can communicate their results to other
people.

Objectives
Given data sheets and a compass, students will be able to record firsthand observations of the movement
and appearance of the moon and Sun as seen from Earth, three days a week for 3 months.
Using data that was either provided or recorded from firsthand observations, students will be able to
represent data in a graphical display (bar graph, pictograph, and/or pie chart) that can be analyzed for
patterns that indicate relationships, with 80% accuracy for 2 out of every 3 tasks.
When asked to evaluate the geocentric model of the solar system, the student will conclude its inaccuracy
in relation to the heliocentric model, stating three lines of evidence observed in class.
After recording the appearance of the moon for 2-3 months and analyzing graphical displays for patterns
in their raw data, the student will be able to explain that the phases of the moon (i.e. its appearance) is
caused by its revolution around the Earth every month, with 85% accuracy of a teacher made rubric.
Next Generation Science Standards
(5-ESS1-2) Students who demonstrate understanding can represent graphical displays to reveal patterns
of daily changes in length and direction of shadows, day and night, and the seasonal appearance of some
stars in the night sky.
• (1-ES1-1) Use observations of the sun, moon and stars to describe patterns that can be predicted.
(Enabling Standard)
Alaska State Science Standards
• (5-SD3.1) observing model that shows how the regular and predicable motion of the Earth and
moon determine the apparent shape (phases) of the moon over time. (Alaska State Standard)
• (5-SD4.2) recognizing that the Earth is in regular and predicable motion and this motion explains
the length of a day and a year (Alaska State Standard).

Materials
Lesson 1: P re -A sse ssm e n t- W h a t do w e k n o w ?

> Pre/Post assessment: 5-ESS1-2 (1 copy per student)
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> Daytime Stars activity- attached (pp. 140-141 in Janice VanCleave’s Astronomy for Every Kid
book)
Lesson 2: H o w d id th e Y a k u ta t T lin g it p e rc e iv e th e Sun a n d M oon?

(Enabling Content)
Days 1-3: Background information: The Sun and the movement of the moon
> Science A-Z Word Smart worksheets (3 copies per student)
> The Sun (pp. 162-163 in The Usborne Science Encyclopedia)
> The Earth and the Moon (p. 166-167 in The Usborne Science Encyclopedia)
> Science A-Z Visualize worksheet (1 copy per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape.
> Coloring utensils
> Science notebooks
(Day 4)
> Reading material from previous lesson
> Science A-Z Word Smart worksheet
> Science A-Z Cause and Effect worksheet (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Supporting Details worksheet (1 copy per student)
> Coloring utensils
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> STEP: The Amazing Moon and Its Phases lesson (attached-see materials listed)
> Science A-Z diagram: Phases of the Moon
> Science notebooks
Days 5-6: Background information: The Earth’s movement
> Science A-Z Word Smart worksheet
> Science A-Z Supporting Details worksheet
> STEP: Keeping Time with Earth’s Motion lesson plan (attached-see materials listed)
o You will need access to internet for reading material or
o Books: The Kingfisher Science Encyclopedia, Eyewitness: Astronomy, Eyewitness: Great

Lesson 3: W h a t do w e k n o w a b o u t th e Sun a n d M oon?

Astronomers, The Usborne Science Encyclopedia
Printouts: Keeping Time with Earth’s Motion Readings (4 pages)
(Optional activities to supplement lesson)
o Tilt Activity (attached and also found on pg. 16-17 in Janice VanCleave’s Earth Science for
every kid)
o Day and Night Activity (attached and also found on pp. 14-15 in Janice VanCleave’s Earth
Science for every kid)
Glue and/or double sided tape
Coloring utensils
Tilt Activity (pp. 16-17) * optional
Science notebooks
o

>
>
>
>

Lesson 4: Can w e d e s c rib e a n d p r e d ic t th e p o s itio n o f th e Sun a n d th e a p p e a ra n c e o f th e M oon?

(Enabling Content)
Day 1- 3- Observation/Problem/Hypothesis/Experiment
> What do you observe about the Moon? Sheets 1 &2
> What do you observe about the Sun? Sheets 1&2
> Science A-Z Quick Read: What is a hypothesis? (3 reading levels available)
> Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Making a Hypothesis
> Scientific Method Posters
> Large chart paper (2 sheets)
> Moon Phases Calendar
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>
>
>
>
>

Moonrise/Moonset Table (Found at: http://www.timeanddate.com/moon/usa/yakutat)
Sun Observation Sheet 1
Folders
Compass (1-2)
Science notebooks

Lesson 5: W h a t to o ls can w e use to m a k e o u r o b s e rv a tio n s ?

Day 1: Background information
> Invite a community member into the classroom to teach students how to use a compass. Russell
Wicka from the U.S. Forest Service (784-3359) or Jim Capra from the U.S. Park Service are good
options since both have teaching experience at the elementary level.
Day 2: Data collection (3 months)
> Folders (1 per student)
> Moon phases Calendar
> Sun Observation Sheet 1
> Compasses
Lesson 6: H o w can w e d r a w c o n c lu s io n s fr o m o u r data? (Science P ra c tic e )

Days 1-2: How can we construct and utilize graphs?
> Refer to Science A-Z: Using Graphs lesson plan for procedure and list of materials (attached at the
end of investigation)
> Quick Read Graphs (3 levels: high, mid, low)- 1 copy per student
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Chart paper (1 sheet)
> Science notebooks
Days 3-6: How can we construct our own graphs?
> Enlarged version of Moon 20
calendar (refer to website to retrieve the most recent version)
> Moon Results Sheet pp. 1-2 (1 copy per student in the Moon Group)
> Moon phases observation sheet
> Sun Results Sheet 1 (1 copy per student in the Sun Group)
> Project Requirements and Rubric
> Scratch paper
> Coloring utensils
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Poster board
> Project Requirements and Rubric sheet (1 per student)
> Science notebooks
Days 7: Presentation to younger class
> Arrange a time to present posters to younger science class.
> (optional reading for students) Science A-Z Solar system (available in three levels: low, mid, high)
Lesson 7: H o w do w e k n o w th a t th e E a rth m o ve s a r o u n d th e Sun? (S ta n d a rd C o n te n t)

Day 1-2: Observation/Problem/Hypothesis
> Earth's orbit around sun diagram (1 copy per student pair)
> Color paper (1 sheet per student)
> Science notebooks
Day 2-3: Experiment (Materials/Procedure)
> 1 large sheet of chart paper
> Folders (1 per student)
> Sun observation sheet 2 (1 per student)
> Science notebooks
Lesson 8: W h a t d id w e le a r n fr o m o u r g ra p h s a b o u t E a rth 's m o v e m e n t?

Day 1-2: Results
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Draw Conclusions
Science A-Z Quick Read: Conclusions
Sun Results Sheet 2 (1 copy per student)
Sun observation folders
Project Requirements and Rubric for Graphs (1 copy per student)
Construction paper (thick sheets- 1 per student)
Science notebooks

Lesson 8: P o st-A sse ssm e n t- W h a t d id w e le a rn ?

> Post-assessment: 5-ESS1-2 (1 copy per student)

Time frame
Overall Procedure:

INVESTIGATION 1
Lesson 1: P re -A sse ssm e n t
E s tim a te d tim e : 1, forty-fifty minute lesson

Investigation I is divided into two parts. The first half (Can we describe and predict the
motion of the Sun and the appearance of the Moon?) addresses enabling content (understanding) from an
earlier standard that students may have missed about Earth’s rotation and the Moon’s orbit around the
sun while the second half of the investigation (How can we prove that the Earth Moves around the Sun?)
addresses the on grade level content about the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. The overall investigation is
designed to provide students the opportunity to practice constructing graphical displays from data
generated through observation. The investigation in its entirety is intended to span over the school year;
each part requires at least three months of data collection since the natural climate of Yaktutat (cloudy)
prohibits observation of sun and moon on a consistent basis. Therefore data collection period can be
conducted from October through December for the first component of the investigation and February
through April for the second component. Again, if you feel students already have a strong understanding
of the causes of the Moon’s orbit and the Earth’s rotation begin investigation with Lesson 4 (only days 3
5) and jump right to Lesson 7.
O v e rv ie w :

Refer to the Daytime Stars activity attached at the end of the lesson (p. 140-141 Janice
VanCleave's Astronomy for Every Kid book) for the list of materials and procedure description. Make 1
copy per student of the Pre-Assessment: 5-ESS1-2.

T e a c h e r P re p :

Engagement
> Tell students they are about to embark on a new investigation that will require them to use the
same skills scientists utilize everyday on the job. Over the next three months the class will work in
two groups to observe and collect data to determine whether the Sun’s position in the sky and the
appearance of the moon can be described and predicted. After collecting observations each group
will work together to organize the data into graphs and present their results to the 3-4th grade
science class.
> Daytime Stars activity: Before performing activity, ask students to explain when they can see stars
and predict when they are present in the sky.
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> Perform activity.
> Tell students that while we can accurately predict when the stars will be present in the Earth’s sky
(always!) we cannot always observe or describe them because the sunlight blocks them out during
the day and clouds can obscure them at night.

Elicit
> Explain to students that they are going to use the rest of the period to complete an assessment.
This is not going to be graded but instead be used as a tool that students and the teacher can use to
have a better understanding of the students’ prior knowledge on a topic.
> Pass out the assessments to each student.
Lesson 2: H o w d id th e T lin g it p e rc e iv e th e Sun a n d M oon?
E s tim a te d tim e :
T e a c h e r P re p : There are a couple options for this lesson. You

can invite a Tlingit Elder into the
classroom to speak with students about the traditional knowledge the Tlingit held on the following topic:
Q u e s tio n ;

Where is Earth's place in the Solar System?

Heritage Cultural Perspective (on Orbit)- [This provides context for the question.]
In the song, “The Raven Love Song for the Wolf,” the raven orbits around his wolf to woo the wolf.
Traditionally, Native people of Southeast Alaska knew about the earth’s orbit around the sun and the
moon’s orbit around the earth.
T e a c h e r P re p : Speak to Gloria Benson about doing a program for the radio station. There may be a way
to do a recording in the classroom rather than taking students to the station itself, although that option is
available if a vehicle is available.
Day 1

Explain
> Tell students they will be required to take notes during the presentation and then use their notes
to write a summary about what they learned from the guest speaker.
> Invite the Elder to present to class.
> After presentation has concluded, students should begin writing up a summary about what they
took away from the guest speaker.
> Remind the students who will be presenting their summaries over the radio to write neatly and
read over it carefully before going on the radio.
Lesson 3: W h a t do w e k n o w a b o u t th e Sun a n d M oon? (E n a b lin g C o n te n t)
E s tim a te d tim e :

Day 1-2 Background information: The Sun and the Solar System
Make 3 copies per student of the Science A-Z Word Smart worksheet as well as 1 copy per
student of the Science A-Z Visualize worksheet. After making copies of both worksheets, you may want to
resize them with a paper cutter so that students can more easily (and efficiently) glue them into their
notebooks. Have glue and/or double-sided tape ready for use during the lessons as well as coloring
utensils. Print and make colored copies of the reading materials (which are attached at the end of the
investigation or can be retrieved from the original sources) and staple the pages into booklet form in the
following order: The Sun (pp. 162-163 in the Usborne Science Encyclopedia) and The Earth and the Moon
(pp. 166-167). You can make enough copies of the reading packets for each student to have their own or
enough for pairs to share 1 booklet each. Save packets after the lesson since they will be used over the
course of the next two lessons. On the board, write out the question of the investigation (How can we
draw conclusions from our data?) and in parentheses write: Background information on the Sun and the
Moon. Finally, write the following vocabulary terms under the lesson’s heading on the board.

T e a c h e r P re p :
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Gravity- The pulling force that attracts objects to each other.
Orbit- 1. To circle around an object. 2. The path in which one heavenly body moves around another.
Solar System- The Sun together with all of the planets and other objects orbiting it.
Solar Wind- A constant stream of invisible particles blown out into space from the sun.
Sunspot- A small, dark patch on the Sun which is slightly cooler than its surroundings.

Elicit
> Tell students that scientists do more than just carry out experiments or analyze data from those
experiments to test their hypotheses. Scientists also do a lot of research. When they get a question
in their head that they want to try and answer, they will hit the books and papers written by other
scientists to find out what has already been written on the topic.
> Explain to students that before they begin constructing graphs from the evidence gathered over
the 3 month long investigation on the appearance of the moon and position of the sun in the sky,
they will do their own research on what is already known about these topics.
> Ask students to volunteer what they observed over the course of the data collection period and to
try and explain the natural phenomena that they think is taking place.

Explain
> Hand out 5, A-Z Word Smart worksheets to each student and explain that before they can delve
into the reading there are a few terms students must become familiar with. Explain that they are
to fill in each sheet with each of the vocabulary words on the board, which includes writing out the
definition and a diagram (picture + labels) that describes the word, and then glue or table each
into their notebooks. Students should put each vocab word into a sentence and share it with the
class.
> Once students have filled in all five of the vocabulary words in their notebook, pass out the
reading material, either one per student or one booklet to each student pair.
> Explain that the material is divided into three sections, will be read as a class and students will
complete different writing activities after each section is completed. Before beginning the first
section (The Sun) have students read over the diagrams and captions to get an idea of what the
material will be about and then write their prediction in their notebooks.
> Tell students that in order to improve reading comprehension they should try and create a picture
in their mind as they go along reading. (Demonstrate this skill to students after reading over the
section: Surface of the Sun.)
> As a class, read over pp. 162-163 focusing on the following sections:
o Introduction
o Surface of the Sun
o Auroras
o Solar System
> After completing the reading, hand out the Science A-Z Visualize worksheet to each student. Tell
the class to take a moment to think back on an image that formed in their mind during the reading
and to draw it out on the worksheet.
> To conclude the lesson, ask students to look over the predictions they made earlier in the lesson in
their science notebooks. Were the predictions correct? Why or why not
Day 3-4: How do you describe the movement of the moon?
Teacher Prep: Make 2 copies per student of the Science A-Z Word Smart worksheet and 1 copy per
student of the Science A-Z Cause and Effect, Supporting Details worksheet and Phases of the Moon
worksheet. After making copies of each worksheet, you may want to resize them with a paper cutter so
that students can more easily (and efficiently) glue each worksheet into their notebooks. Also have ready
the reading material used during the previous lesson, glue and/or doubled sided tape and coloring
utensils. On the board, write out the question of the lesson: How do you describe the movement of the
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moon? Finally, write the following vocabulary terms on the board under the lesson’s heading (taken from
the STEP: The Amazing Moon and Its Phases lesson plan):
F u ll m o o n - the moon with its whole disk lighted
H a lf m o o n - the moon when half its disk appears lighted
C rescen t- the time at which the moon appears as a narrow sliver
Phase- a particular appearance or state in a repeating series of changes (phases of the moon)
N e w M o o n - the moon when it is not visible
R e fle ct- when light changes direction as a result of “bouncing off” a surface like a mirror

*Note: Students may not recognize the following terms in the reading. You may want to pause after each
during the lesson and have students try and derive the vocabulary word’s meaning from the text:
1. The protective layer of air around the Earth that enables plants and animals to live. 2. A
layer of gasses around any planet.
F ilte r - To pass light, gas, liquid or sound through a substance to remove unwanted material from it.
S a te llite - 1. Any object orbiting a star, planet or asteroid. 2. A man-made device orbiting the Earth used
to gather scientific data or receive and transmit radio signals.
M o o n - A natural satellite orbiting a planet or asteroid

A tm o s p h e re -

Explore
> Hand out 2, A-Z Word Smart worksheets to each student and explain that before they can delve
into the reading there are a few terms students must become familiar with. Explain that students
are to fill in the worksheets with each of the vocabulary words on the board, which includes
writing out the definition and a diagram (picture + labels) that describes the word, and then glue
or tape the worksheets into their notebooks. Students should put each vocab word into a sentence
and share it with the class.
> Once students have filled in the four vocabulary words on the worksheets, pass out the reading
material, either one per student or one booklet to each student pair.
> Tell students they will be delving into the second section of their reading, which will focus on the
Earth and its moon. Have students take a couple of minutes to familiarize themselves with the
passage, reading over the diagrams and captions, before making a prediction in their notebooks
about the theme of material. (I predict...because...)
> Tell students that during today’s lesson they will continue visualizing the material in their minds
while reading and in addition learn and practice two more reading comprehension activities. The
first activity focuses on identifying cause and effect relationships in the material’s content. Ask
students if they recognize the term and to provide an example. Write an example on the board:
o My shirt was drenched in sweat because I had just finished running 13 miles.
> Ask students to identify the cause and the effect components in the example and to support their
answers.
> Explain that cause is defined as why something happened while effect is defined as what
happened.
> Pass out the two A-Z worksheets to each student and have them record the example written on the
board in the first two boxes at the top of the A-Z Cause and Effect worksheet. Tell students that as
they go through the reading as a class they should look for a cause that explains the phases of the
Moon.
> Next, turn their attention to the Supporting Details worksheet. Tell students that in addition to
looking for examples of cause and effect relationships in the text they will also be taking notes on a
specific theme that is important to their research, the Phases of the Moon. Ask students to write,
Phases of the Moon, in the main idea bubble on their worksheet. Ask students to provide an
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example of a supporting detail they could record on their worksheet that relates to the phases of
the moon.
Read the following sections as a class, and stop at the end of p. 166:
o Introduction
o Earth’s Atmosphere
o The Earth from Space
■ Take a moment to pause after reading The Earth from Space section in order to
describe the image you have visualized in your mind.
After reading the page, ask students to take the next few minutes to identify and record 1-2
example(s) of cause and effect relationships. Ask students to share with the class what they wrote
down.
Finish reading the passage as a class focusing on the following sections:
o The Moon
o Phases of the Moon
o The Moon’s Formation
■ Take a moment to pause after reading the The Moon section to make sure students
comprehended that the Moon orbits the Earth.
After completing the passage have students identify and record at least one more cause and effect
relationship on their worksheets. Ask students to volunteer an example. If students do not
mention the following relationship provide it as an additional example for them to include on their
worksheet.
o The Moon has different phases because it reflects the suns rays as it orbits the Earth.
Turn students attention to the Supporting Details worksheet and explain that they are to look and
record four details from the Phases of the Moon section onto their worksheet. Add that drawing a
diagram counts as a detail.
Once students have had sufficient time ask them to share some supporting details with the class
and to look over the predictions they recorded earlier in their science notebooks. Worksheets
must be glued into the notebooks.

Explain
> Conclude this section with The Amazing Moon and Its Phases lesson. Before beginning the lesson it
may be helpful for students review the phases of the moon on their own and then discuss the
concept as a class. Students can use the reading material to draw a diagram in their notebooks
including the phases of each moon. As students are finishing their work, draw a diagram on the
board (don’t fill in the phases just yet!) and then call students’ attention. Call students up one at a
time and have them first fill in the diagrams title as well as other components (direction of moon’s
orbit, Sun, and the Earth) before drawing in each phase and write its name. Once the diagram is
completed, pass out the Science A-Z Phases of the Moon to each student and have the class look it
over. What needs to be changed? What direction does the moon orbit the Earth? What pattern can
they notice about how the phases progress?
Day 5-7 Background information: How do you describe Earth’s movement?
Teacher Prep: Read over and familiarize yourself with the STEP: Keeping Time with Earth's Motion
lesson plan, attached at the end of investigation, and organize the materials that are listed in order to
implement the lesson. The lesson requires that the students have access to Internet in order to fill in their
worksheet however the printouts attached at the end of the lesson (Keeping Time with Earth’s Motion
readings) as well as the following books contain information on the classical astronomers: The Kingfisher

Science Encyclopedia, Eyewitness: Astronomy, Eyewitness: Great Astronomers, The Usborne Science
Encyclopedia.
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Make 2 copies per student of the Science A-Z Word Smart worksheet and 1 copy per
student of the Science A-Z diagram: Earth's Seasons. After making copies of each worksheet, you may
want to resize them with a paper cutter so that students can more easily (and efficiently) glue each
worksheet into their notebooks. You may also want prep materials from the Tilt activity since it provides
a good visual of the Earth’s tilt, however a globe would work just as well. On the board, write out the
question of the lesson: How do you describe the Earth’s movement? The Tilt and Day and Night Activity
(from Janice VanCleave’s: Earth Science for Every Kid) are great visuals to supplement the STEP lesson.
You can find them attached at the end of the investigation. Finally, write the following vocabulary terms
on the board under the lesson’s heading (taken from STEP Keeping Time with Earth's Motion lesson plan:
T e a c h e r P re p :

O rb it: the path of space followed by a celestial body
R o ta te : to spin on an axis
A x is o f th e E a rth : an imaginary line drawn through the North Pole and the South Pole, around which

Earth rotates (spins).
E q u a to r: an imaginary line drawn around the Earth that is equal in distance from both poles.
H e lio c e n tric - having the sun at the center
G e o c e n tric - having Earth at the center

Explain
> Ask students what the theme of the day’s lesson is? (Earth’s movement]
> Hand out 2, A-Z Word Smart worksheets to each student and explain that before they can begin the
lesson there are a few terms students must become familiar with. Explain that students are to fill
in the worksheets with each of the vocabulary words on the board, which includes writing out the
definition and a diagram (picture + labels) that describes the word, and then glue or tape the
worksheets into their notebooks. Students then need to use each vocabulary word in a sentence.
Ask students to share their sentences with the class.
> Once students have filled in the six vocabulary words on the worksheets, ask them to describe the
difference between the verbs, rotate and orbit. (Rotate means to spin around in place. Orbit refers
to the movement of one object around another or. the invisible path an object follows as it moves.
Tell students another word to describe the Earth’s movement, or any other planet’s movement
around the Sun, is revolve (verb)/revolution (orbit).
> Before beginning the STEP lesson it may be helpful for students review the Earth’s movement on
their own and then discuss the concept as a class. Ask students to explain and then draw a
diagram in their notebooks that demonstrates the Earth’s movement in space. Explain that this
isn’t a test and that they will review the diagrams together as a class after the lesson.
> Once students have finished their diagrams being the STEP: Keeping Time with Earth's Motion
lesson. Note: As you are demonstrating the Earth’s orbit around the Sun make sure to connect that
the movement of the Sun from East to West across the sky to the Earth’s counterclockwise
rotation along its axis. (This can be easily demonstrated during the lesson’s activity). You can
utilize the following activities to supplement the STEP lesson:
o Tilt Activity (attached and also found on pg. 16-17 in Janice VanCleave’s Earth Science for
every kid). Using a light source, demonstrate the direction of the Earth’s axis as it rotates
around the Sun. This would be a good time to discuss how the equator divides the Earth
into the Northern and Southern hemispheres. Ask students to describe the direction of the
Earth’s axis (pointing towards or away) during the summer and winter. Explain that the
Northern hemisphere points towards the Sun during our summer and away from it during
the winter. During the fall and spring, the Earth’s axis is parallel to the Sun therefore both
hemispheres are about equal in distance from the Sun.
o Day and Night Activity (attached and also found on pp. 14-15 in Janice VanCleave’s Earth
Science for every kid) - This would be a good time to demonstrate the Sun’s East to West
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(counterclockwise) movement across the sky. Before the activity, you can give a sticker to
each student to put on the front of their shirt to symbolize their position on Earth. They
should focus on the sticker as they perform the Earth’s rotation. After the activity ask
students what they observed about the Earth’s rotation. (It causes day and night) Follow
this activity up with a demonstration using a globe and a light source; mark Yakutat’s
location on the globe with another sticker and ask students to observe what happens as the
Earth rotates. Explain that their perspective has changed and that they are now viewing
Earth from space. Ask students to describe the North, South, East and West direction in
relation to the sticker (East would be on your left and West on your right) and to focus on
which side of the sticker faces the sun as it transitions from night into day (East) and which
side faces the sun as it transitions from day to night (West). Reiterate that what we see
from Earth is different from what is going on space. The Sun’s position in the sky is actually
caused by the rotation and our location on Earth. As the Sun starts to rise in Yakutat, from
space we slowly begin to face the Sun from the East as we transition from night to daytime.
When the Sun is at its highest point in the sky during the day (noon), from space our
position is directly in front of the sun. Finally as we transition from day to nighttime and
watch as the Sun begins to set, from space our position has changed and we face the Sun on
the West.
> Back in the classroom ask students the following questions in their notebooks:
o What causes day and night?
o Can the position of the Sun in the sky as see from Earth be predicted? Explain
o Draw a diagram that demonstrates the position of the Sun over the course of a day.
o Draw a diagram and demonstrates the Earth’s orbit around the Sun.
> Give students sufficient time to answer the questions before discussing them as a class. Draw
the following diagram on the board and explain that due to the East-to-West
(counterclockwise) rotation of the Earth we always see the Sun rise in the East and set in the
West. It is not the Sun that is actually moving but instead the Earth.

East

/

West

\

> After the discussion, construct a partial diagram of the Earth’s revolution around the Sun on the
board (i.e. draw the Sun and an ellipse to display the orbit). Call students up one at a time and
have them first fill in the diagrams title, direction of the orbit (counterclockwise) as well as the
position of the Earth along its orbit (northern hemisphere) during the summer, fall, winter and
spring. The diagram should also include the Earth’s tilt and direction of rotation
(counterclockwise). Once the diagram is complete, pass out the Science A-Z diagram: Earth's
Seasons to each student and ask them to study it. What needs to be changed on their diagrams?
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What direction does the Earth orbit the sun? What direction does the Earth face during the
summer, winter, fall and spring? Does their diagram show that the Earth is tilted and rotating
along its axis?
o Optional: Use the following diagrams to demonstrate the

Lesson 4: Can w e d e s c rib e a n d p r e d ic t th e p o s itio n o f th e Sun a n d th e a p p e a ra n c e o f th e M oon?
(E n a b lin g C o n te n t)
E s tim a te d tim e :

Days 1-3: Observations/Problem/Hypothesis/Experiment set-up
Make 2-3 color copies each of the following worksheets: What do you observe about the
Moon? Sheets 1&2 and What do you observe about the Sun? Sheets 1&2. Have available the Scientific
Method posters and 2 large sheets of chart paper. You may want to divide the class into two observation
groups (Moon phases Group and Movement of Sun Group- which will involve using a compass) ahead of
time based on student preference or ability to use a compass. Print and make 1 copy per student of the
following data sheets depending on their observation group: Moon phases Calendar and Sun Observation
Sheet 1. Round up 1 folder for each student that they can use to store their data sheets in over the course
of the investigation. Go to the following website and copy/paste the moonset and moonrise table onto a
Word document: http://www.timeanddate.com/moon/usa/yakutat. Students that are assigned to
observe the phases of the moon will reference this table as they collaborate as a group on a procedure for
the experiment. Make 1 copy for each student. Also have a 1-2 compasses available.
T e a c h e r P re p :

Familiarize yourself with the Science A-Z Activity Sheet: Making a Hypothesis. Make 1 copy
per student of the Science A-Z Quick Read: What is a hypothesis?, which is available in three reading levels
(low, medium, high). The activity and reading should be implemented in order to introduce students to
the concept of hypotheses before they are expected to write one for the experiment.
T e a c h e r P re p :

Explore
> Tell students that today they will begin their investigation using a very special tool that scientists
all over the world use when they want to answer a question about the natural world. Ask students
to recall the name of the tool and how many steps make it up (Scientific Method-6 steps)
> Explain that the scientific method for scientists is like the recipe for a chef. The steps in a recipe
lead to a product, the product being a particular type of food. If any of those steps are deleted the
food doesn’t turn out the way it should. The same can be said for achieving knowledge, which is
the job of a scientist and the product of the scientific method; when a scientist wants to answer a
question about an occurrence in the natural world they must go through various steps to help
them arrive at that information. We take it for granted but a lot of what we know today about the
natural world was due to a lot of work on the part of a scientist who had to make sure they
followed the steps of the scientific method very carefully in order to stay objective.
> Ask students to recall the first step of the scientific method (Observation), and put the
corresponding poster on the board. Ask students why observation is an important first step of the
process. (We start asking questions) Have students write Step #1: Observation in their notebook.
> Tell students that the class will be divided into two groups. One group will be responsible for
observing and recording the appearance of the Moon while the second group will observe and
record position of the Sun in the sky. Pair up students (based on the group they will be working in)
and pass out Sheet 1 to each pair; What do you observe about the moon? to student pairs in the
moon group and What do you observe about the sun? to student pairs in the sun group. Ask
students to look over the pictures and write any thoughts and questions down in their notebooks
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that come to mind. Provide students sufficient time and have them repeat the same activity for
Sheet 2.
Once students have completed recording their observation for Sheets 1&2 the members of each
group get together and discuss with one another what they observed. Remind students that if a
member of their group reports an observation or question that is of interest to them they can
include it in their notes.
Back at their seats, ask students to share with the class some observations and/or questions they
recorded in their notebook or discussed in their groups.
Tell students they have completed a very important step of the scientific method, since questions
are generated through observations made with the five senses. Ask students to recall the second
step of the scientific method. (Problem) Post the Problem poster on the board and tell students
that scientists usually write their problem in the form of a question. Have students write Step #2
Problem in their notebooks.
Write the following questions on the board, if possible connecting them back to questions stated
earlier by students:
o Can we describe and predict the Sun’s position in the sky?
o Can we describe and predict the Moons appearance in the sky?
Have students write down only the question (in notebooks) that pertains to their group’s topic.
Next, ask students to recall the third step of the scientific method (hypothesis). What is a
hypothesis? (An educated guess, using any prior knowledge that you have about the topic in order
to predict what you think is going to happen.)

(Explore/Explain)
> Implement the Science A-Z Activity Sheet and Quick Read. The Quick Read can be completed either
before or after the activity and be read individually or as a class. This will depend on what works
best for students. Conclude the activity with a quick review of the Science A-Z Observation and
Inference lesson which had students observe various “trace fossils” (various objects) that had been
left behind in the “sediment” (play dough). What is an observation? (Information people gather
using their 5 senses: sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch) What is an inference? (An explanation
people form to explain something they have observed without having evidence to be completely
sure that their inference is correct). You may want to provide some examples before explaining
that a hypothesis is a special type of inference; both are used to form explanations of occurrences
in the natural world using observations and prior knowledge. A hypothesis is different because it
needs to be written in a way that can be tested with an experiment.
o Observation example: The grass is wet this morning.
o Inference example: It rained last night. (This is an inference because you did not see it rain
last night but know from experience that the grass is wet after it rains. It could be plausible
that someone used a sprinkler to water the grass, which caused it to get wet).
> Tell students to write Step# 3 in their notebooks then provide some time for them to write a
hypothesis that pertains to their group’s question. It may be helpful to write down a sentence
starter on the board (I predict...because...) until students are more familiar and comfortable with
its structure. Remind students that they must provide evidence from their own lives or reading
material that supports their position. Have them recall
> Ask students to recall Step #4 of the scientific method (Experiment). Post the Experiment poster
on the board and have students write it down in their notebooks. Remind the class that the
experiment step has two components and to think back (or turn back in their notebooks) to
previous experiments done in class to recall what those two components are (Materials List and
Procedure). Write Material List and Procedure on the board (under the Experiment poster) and
ask students to explain the significance of each component to the overall experiment. If they are
having difficulty coming up with ideas have them refer to and study an earlier experiment (which
should be accessible in their notebooks) with a partner. What would have happened if the scientist
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who wrote up the experiment had not delineated a list of materials needed to implement it? (It
would have been more difficult to know what was needed in order to carry out the experiment.
Having a list of materials clearly written out not only makes it easier for us to keep track of what is
needed but it also informs other people or scientists who may want to carry out our experiment in
the future the materials needed to implement it. The same concept applies to the procedure.
Scientists need to clearly communicate how they went about collecting data so that others can
replicate it. An important concept in science is verifying one’s data, if another scientist wants to
question our evidence they should be able redo the entire experiment themselves and get the
same results.)
> Tell students they are going work together in their groups in order to come up with a list of
materials needed for the investigation as well as an outline of a procedure that clearly states the
steps of how data will be collected. Groups will be expected to write out a rough draft of their
experiment and show it to you before transferring it onto a large sheet of chart paper. Split up the
class into the “Moon Group” and “Sun Group, and pass out the following to each group:
o Moon Group: Moon Phases Calendar and Moonrise/Moon Table
o Sun Group: Sun Observation Sheet 1 and compasses (1-2)
> Initially, you want to allow students time to try and work through the set-up of the experiment’s
procedure as a group, using the equipment, tables and data sheets as guides. Listen to their
discussion and eventually interject the following advice:
o M o o n G ro u p : The moonrise and moonset changes every day, therefore students (and
teacher!) must have current information available every week to determine the best time
to go out and observe the moon. (You will need to decide if it easier for you to make copies
of the table every week or have students do it and trade off the responsibility.) It is always
best to wait at least an hour or more after the technical moonrise before going out and
recording an observation since it takes time for the moon to get high enough in the sky to
observe. Since viewing the moon in Yakutat is extremely difficult, due to the high
percentage of cloudy days, it is important that the group make as many observations
during the week as possible. This will include making observations at home. All students
will be responsible for recording their own observations.
o Sun G ro u p : The position of the Sun in the sky will be measured with a compass, whose use
and features will be explained in the next class. Since it is known that the Sun rises and sets,
which is the cause for day and night, it is important that the students assign a specific time
for the morning observation (particularly no later than 10: a.m. since you want the
observations to be spaced apart) and a specific time for the afternoon observation (perhaps
right after school). Again, it is important to take the time to observe the sky on days with
good visibility since they are generally few and far between.
> After both groups have transferred information from their rough draft onto the large sheets of
chart paper, ask each group to present the write-up for their experiment to the class.
Lesson 5: W h a t to o ls can w e use to m a k e o u r o b s e rv a tio n s ?
E s tim a te d tim e : 1, forty-minute lesson
T e a c h e r P re p : Invite a community member into the classroom to demonstrate the use of a compass.

Russell Wicka from the U.S. Forest Service (784-3359) or Jim Capra from the U.S. Park Service are good
options since both have teaching experience at the elementary level. Compasses are included in the kit.
The major objective of the presentation is to introduce students to the basic features of a compass as well
as demonstrate the correct set-up of a compass so that students can measure the direction of the sun in
the sky. Instructions on set-up are located inside the cover of each cover, which serves as an effective
reminder as students get comfortable handling their compass.
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Once the class has received at least one lesson on the proper handling and use of a compass, they
can begin recording their 3-month observations of the Sun and the Moon.

*N o te :

Lesson 6: H o w can w e d r a w c o n c lu s io n s fr o m o u r data? (S ta n d a rd Science P ra c tic e )
E s tim a te d tim e :

Days 1-3: How can we construct and utilize graphs?
T e a c h e r P re p : Print and read over the Science A-Z: Using Graphs lesson plan attached at the end of this
investigation. You will be following this lesson plan for the majority of Lesson 4 (How can we draw
conclusions form out data?) since it provides a good overview for students on how to construct and
analyze data using bar graphs. Organize the materials that are listed and familiarize yourself with the
procedure. Make 1 copy per student of each of the following worksheets that are attached at the back of
the lesson plan and glue and/or tape each into students’ science notebooks: Using Graphs Data Sheet 1
(Part 1), Using Graphs Data Sheet 2 (Part 2), Using Graphs Data Sheet 3 (Critical Thinking). Make 1 copy
per student of the Quick Read Graphs, which are available in three different reading levels (low, mid,
high). On a large sheet of chart paper write out two columns and label each with the following headings:
Know, Learned. Write the following information on the board and translate it into a bar graph on a
separate sheet of chart paper:

Number of hours high school students sleep on average:
Kim- 3 hours
John - 4 hours
Samantha- 6 hours
David- 5 hours

Erin- 8 hours
Karen- 3 hours
Tim- 5 hours
Terry- 6 hours

**Note: Complete the following activities with students before moving into the A-Z lesson plan.

Elicit
> Begin lesson by explaining to students that the time has come to organize all the data they
collected from their observations on the motion of the sun and appearance of the moon over the
last few months into graphs and present their findings to the second graders. But they have a lot
to do and learn before they can present their graphs in front of the younger students.
> Turn students attention to the KWL chart and ask them volunteer what they know at this point
about graphs. (What is a graph? Why do scientists, like ourselves, use them?) Record responses
under the K column of the chart and put the chart off to the side in a safe place to refer to at the
end of the lesson.

Engagement
> Tell students that you were asked by the superintendent the other day to do a survey of a highschool classroom in order to find out why students were not doing well in class. In order to
answer this question you decided to ask all of the students how many hours of sleep they were
getting on average during the week. You know that students must have an average of 8 hours of
sleep a night in order to perform well in school, anything less than that can affect their
performance.
> Turn students attention to the data you collected on a hypothetical high school class. Ask students
if they can determine anything from this data as it is presented on the board (Not really). Explain
that at this point, while the data may provide some insight as to why students are not performing
well in class, it cannot be analyzed easily since it is hasn’t been organized into a graph. Ask
students to make a graph in their science notebooks from the data. Provide students about 5-8
minutes to complete the task.
> Call students attention for a short discussion on the activity. How did they do at constructing a bar
graph? Was the activity hard or easy?
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> Explain to students to not be discouraged by the activity, it was meant to be difficult because they
still have to learn how to organize data into a graph.
> Stick the bar graph you drew out on chart paper before the lesson on the board and explain that
this is an example of what a bar graph looks like. Tell students to take a moment to look over the
graph and determine what could be 1 possible reason for poor performance in the high school
classroom. Ask them to volunteer their ideas and other reasons why students may be performing
poorly. (One possible reason for poor performance is lack of sufficient number of hours of sleep.
Only 1:8 students was getting the recommended 8 hours of sleep on average a night!)
> Ask students if it was easier or more difficult to analyze the data in a graphical display. Explain
that they will be learning how to construct graphs because when it comes time to analyze their
own data it will be a lot easier to view in a graphical display (such as a bar graph) rather than as a
list on their data sheets.

Explore/Explain
> Begin A-Z lesson plan. Have students make the following predictions before beginning the
experiment:
o Which towel type will be stronger, generic or brand name? (I predict...because...)
o How many pennies will each towel type hold before breaking? (I predict...because...)
> Before beginning Part 2 of the lesson plan, hand out the Quick Reads Graphs to each student. Have
them read over the material independently then call their attention for a class discussion. Ask
them to volunteer something new they learned about graphs then as a class construct an outline of
the graph.
Days 4-8: How can we construct our own graphs?
Access the following website in order to copy a current version of the Moon Calendar
onto a Word Document: http://www.freecalendarprintable.com/2015-calendar-with-moon-phases.html.
Print out an enlarged version of this calendar. Print and make 1 copy per student of the following
worksheets depending on which group each student worked in during the observation period: Results:
Moon Group and Results: Sun Group. It may be easiest to size these worksheets before the lesson (using a
paper cutter) so that students can more efficiently glue/tape them into their notebooks. Also make 2-3
copies of the Moon Phases Observation Sheet that students in the Moon Group can refer to when
determining the name of each phase. Also make 1 copy per student of the Project Requirements and
Rubric sheet. Have available the following materials during the lesson: glue sticks or double sided tape,
coloring utensils, poster boards (1 per group), Project Requirements and Rubric sheets (1 copy per
student) and science notebooks. Write out the following steps on the board or on a large sheet of chart
paper:
1. Transfer personal data onto Results Worksheet.
2. Tally up group’s data on Results Worksheet. Remember, each group member should have the
same numbers for the group data.
3. Draw rough draft of bar graph in notebook.
4. In pairs, transfer rough draft of bar graph onto poster-board. Each group will have 2-3 posters
each.
5. Complete an independent write-up.
6. Present bar graphs to younger science class.
T e a c h e r P re p :

Extend
> Tell students that the time has come to organize the data from their sun and moon observations
into bar graphs, which allow them to analyze the results and finally interpret those results in
order to find the significance (meaning) of their data, which will then be presented to the younger
science class. To get this this point however is going to take a few steps.
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> Review the scientific method and the six steps with the Scientific Method posters. Ask students to
recall the last step that was completed (Experiment) and the step that they are about to begin
(Results). Have students review their original hypotheses and to share them with the class.
Explain that after a scientist has collected enough data from an experiment it is their job to
analyze and eventually interpret what it all means. This usually involves compiling all of the data
into one table (since it is on multiple sheets) and finally transferring it onto a graph. The graphs
make analyzing and interpreting all the data a lot easier. Just because the experiment has
concluded doesn’t mean they are done!
> Explain that students will work together in their original teams to transfer and quantify (tally)
their data from the original data sheets. To do this they will be given a Results worksheet, which
will allow them to put all of the data (from multiple sheets) onto one. Once the data has been
tallied up, students will be ready to make a rough draft of a bar graph in their notebooks. The
group will then work together and develop one graph, first on a rough draft sheet of paper which
will then be transferred over onto a poster board.
> Once the group has finished constructing their graphs on poster board, each student will be
responsible for completing a write up that concludes this investigation. The write-up will address
their original hypothesis, what they learned from the results, potential biases that could have
skewed the data and finally any new questions that came up over the course of the investigation.
After completing the write-ups, students will finally be ready to present in front of the younger
science class. Tell students they will be graded on their final bar graph and write-up.
> Pass out the Results worksheets to look over a moment on their own and to ask questions. Note:
The two results sheets will be filled out a little differently.
o M o o n g ro u p : Students will first transfer their observations from their personal data
sheets onto the Results worksheet by re-drawing out the phases of the Moon for each
month. Recommend that students draw the Moon phases in the same manner as one
another since it will make analyzing the data as a group easier. For instance, the Moon’s
phase will be kept white while the rest of the circle will be colored in. This may be a
frustrating task since the data is scattered- so allow students 5-10 minutes to fill out the
data on their own before presenting the Moon Calendar and allowing students to complete
the task using it as the model of the data. Once this has been completed, ask students to
complete the Moon phase sequence on their result’s worksheet. Again allow them time to
work it out on their own, using notes from their notebook, before presenting the Moon
Phases Observation Sheet. From this point, students can complete the sequence and than
tally up as a group how many times each phase occurred over the three-month period. Each
student should have the same numbers recorded for the group results
o Sun g ro u p : Students will transfer observations from their personal data sheets to the
Results worksheet. First, each student must fill in the left hand column of the table with the
correct direction and then tally the number of observations for each direction. Students
should note that there is a column for morning observations and another for afternoon
observations and to be careful to record their data in the correct column. Once students
have completed this component of their Results worksheet they will move on the Group
Results table, by first filling in the left hand column with the appropriate direction. They
will then nominate one volunteer to draw out an enlarged version of the Group Results
table on a scrap piece of paper (or large sheet of chart paper) and each student will mark
off how many observations they recorded on their table. The group will then add up the
number of tally marks recorded in each box and transfer the information onto their Results
worksheets. Each student should have the same numbers recorded for the group results.
> Once students have filled in the Results worksheet, they are ready to do a rough draft version of
the graph in their notebooks. As a class review the different components of a graph before setting
students off on their own.
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Title
X-axis
X-axis labels (2- primary and secondary labels)
The primary label should be more general while secondary labels are more specific.
o Y-axis
o Y-axis label
> Both groups will have to make double bar graphs. The Sun group should use a legend that discerns
the morning and afternoon observations from each one another. The Moon group should use a
legend that discerns the different months data was collected. ( N o te: R e fe r to S tu d e n t G raph
E xa m ples, w h ic h a re a tta c h e d a t th e e n d o f th e in v e s tig a tio n ). Introduce the concept of a
legend to the class and provide an example on the board. For instance:
o
o
o
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> (Note: make 1 copy per student of the Project Requirements and Rubric sheet) Once students have
completed their rough drafts, which have been reviewed by you, go over the requirements for the
rest of the project as a class. Remind the class that they will be graded on the graph they construct
on the poster board as well as a write-up). Pass out the Project Requirements and Rubric Sheet to
each student.
> Tell the class that they are going to come up with the requirements for the graph portion of the
project together and then write these requirements on the Rubric that was just handed out.
Explain that in order to keep the grading simple, the graphs should be graded on no more than 5
requirements. Ask students to volunteer ideas and write the ideas on the board. (At least one
requirement should include labeling the important parts of the graph).
> Once 4-5 requirements have been agreed upon as a class, have students record them onto their
rubrics. Next, read over the requirements from the written portion of the project as a class.
> Pair students up and pass out poster boards. Allow at least two periods for students to complete
their work and practice their presentations.
o One component of the write-up requires students to go back in their notes and read over
their original hypotheses. Students are to restate their hypothesis, state if it was correct or
not and then explain why.
o Presentations: Since each group will have multiple graphs with the same information, you
may have the groups decide whether they want to present them all or just 1 of the graphs.
Each student should be contribute to the presentation such as: addressing the overall
question, methods in collecting data, biases during the data collection period,
interpretation of the graph and other questions they would like to answer in the future.
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Day 9- Presentations
T e a c h e r P re p :

> Students should be ready to present to the other class.
> At the end of the presentations discuss with students how they feel their presentations went. Ask
students to volunteer things that went well and areas to work on for the next presentation.
> Tell students you have additional reading material on the solar system that they can take home
and read on their own time if interested. Take a count of the number of students interested and
make copies for the following class.
Lesson 7: H o w can w e d e m o n s tra te th a t th e E a rth ’s t i l t a n d m o v e m e n t a ro u n d th e sun? (S ta n d a rd
C o n te n t)
E s tim a te d tim e :

Day 1-2: Observation/Problem/Hypothesis
Make 1 copy per student of: Earth's Orbit around Sun Diagram and Science A-Z Earth's
Seasons diagram. Have ready tape and 1 sheet of color paper per student. You are going to need to
research the Sun’s Altitude each time students’ record their observations of the Sun’s position in the sky
because they will need to include it on their data sheets. The following resources provide easy access to
this information:
• App for IPhone (http://www.macobserver.com/tmo/review/follow-the-sun-with-the-fabuloussun-seeker-for-ios) or,
• Website (http://fastly.timeanddate.com/astronomy/usa/yakutat) .
Write out the heading for today’s lesson on the whiteboard: Date/Time/Weather/Title (How can we
prove that the Earth moves around the sun?). Have the Scientific Method posters ready to use during
class. Finally, review and prep Section 2/Part 1: What Questions can I Investigate? (pp. 8- 14 in Field
Investigations: Using Outdoor Environments to Foster Student Learning of Scientific Processes). You will
implement this activity to review the different types of field investigative questions with the class
(descriptive, comparative, and correlative). Make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Quick Read:
T e a c h e r P re p :

Identify and Control Variables.
Engagement
> Tell students that starting today they will be embarking on a new investigation. They will observe
the sun’s position in the sky over the next three months, transfer their raw data onto graphs and
then present the results of the experiment on the radio.
> Ask students to recall the process that scientists use when they want to answer a question about a
natural phenomenon. (Scientific Method). Post the Scientific Method poster on the board.
> Ask students to recall the first step of the Scientific Method. (Observation) Ask students to
volunteer why they think observation is the first step of the Scientific Method. (As scientists
observe the natural world they begin to generate questions).
o O p tio n a l: If you want to mix it up, hand the Scientific Method posters to student volunteers
and have them put them in order. The class should approve the order before they are
posted on the board.
> Write Observation on the board and have students do the same in their notebooks under the title
of the lesson. Pass out the Earth's Orbit around the Sun Diagram and Science A-Z Earth's Seasons
diagram to each student and ask them to study it for a moment before writing down what they
observe. Students should also write down at least one testable question that comes to mind as
they observe the diagram. Explain that a testable question is one that can be answered through an
experiment done in a classroom setting compared to questions that can be only be answered
through research.
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> Have a class discussion about the observations and questions students wrote down in their
notebooks. Students should recognize:
o Earth orbits (revolves) around the Sun.
o Earth revolves around the Sun in a counterclockwise direction. At the same time Earth
rotates in a counterclockwise direction on its axis.
o The direction of Earth’s tilt changes as it changes position on its orbit.
o Earth’s tilt is directed towards the Sun during the summer and away from the Sun during
winter.
Note: If needed, provide the following scaffolding so that students conceptualize these
points. It may be helpful to supplement the diagrams by replicating Earth’s revolution with
a globe, focusing on the direction of the Earth’s tilt.
> Ask students to look back at their diagrams and remind them that the Earth is titled along an
imaginary axis, which runs from the North Pole to the South Pole, in relation to its orbit. Have
them point to the imaginary axis on the diagram (Can they recall how many degrees it’s tilted?-23
degrees) Tell students that because Earth is tilted there is a certain point along its orbit where
Earth is pointed towards the Sun and another point along the orbit where the Earth is pointed
away from the Sun. Ask students to point to the letter that displays Earth pointing toward the Sun
(A). Ask students to point to the letter that displays Earth pointing away from the Sun (C). Now
have students predict which point along the orbit displays summer (A) and winter in the Northern
Hemisphere (C). Tell students that when the Earth is tilted towards the Sun the days in the
Northern Hemisphere are longer which is why we experience summer and that when Earth is
tilted away from the Sun the days are shorter, which is when experience winter in the Northern
Hemisphere. Ask students to predict which points along the orbit display fall (B) and spring (D) in
the Northern Hemisphere.
> Explain to students that their investigation will set out to demonstrate that the Earth orbits
around the Sun. Ask students to recall the second step of the Scientific Method (Problem). Write
the word Problem on the board and have students do the same in their notebooks. As a class, read

Science A-Z Quick Read: Identify and Control Variables.
> Tell students to take a few minutes to brainstorm what the independent variable of the
investigation would be (Earth’s orbit around the Sun). Ask students to now brainstorm dependent
variables that can be observed and recorded that would demonstrate the Earth’s movement
around the Sun and to jot these ideas down in their notebook. After the class has had some time to
record in their notebooks, ask students to volunteer some of their ideas and record these on the
board. If students don’t mention the following variables add them to the list on the board: sun’s
altitude in the sky, shadow length and length of day (sunrise/sunset).
> Ask students why they think length of day would be a good variable to measure over time to
demonstrate Earth’s movement around the sun? (Students should mention that the number of
daylight hours changes with the seasons.)
> Ask students what they think solar altitude means? Get a flashlight and an object (like a book) and
have students gather around a free table in the classroom. Turn off the lights and turn the
flashlight on. Ask students to imagine the flashlight as the Sun and to watch as the Sun’s altitude
(or height) changes. Bring the flashlight to one side of the object and slowly move it up and down.
Students should notice that the shadow of the object gets shorter the higher the Sun gets in the
sky.
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> Draw an image similar to the one below on the board: Explain to students that the easiest way to
measure the height of the Sun in the sky every day, and how its height changes from month to
month, is to use a measurement called the Solar Altitude Angle, or Altitude for short. Getting the
height of the Sun is not an easy task because in reality it is so far away, and we just want to know
how it changes from our perspective here on Earth. Reading the Altitude, when you have the right
tools, is very easy because it can’t go any lower than 0 (think of the horizon as 0 and the Sun
doesn’t go below that) or any higher 90 (if it’s at 90 it means its right over our heads). Note: You
may want to mark 0 and 90 (above the house) on the diagram as a visual for students. Continue by
explaining that Solar Altitude is measured not in feet or inches like we see every day but instead is
measured in degrees. This is because the Sun’s forms a large triangle in relation to us on the
Earth’s surface and the three angles inside the triangle are measured in degrees. The angles inside
a triangle can be small or big (you may want to use your hands to demonstrate this).
> Tell students that you have access to a tool that will give you the Sun’s Altitude each time students
record their observations on their data sheet.
> Explain that forming the right question for a field investigation is not an easy task. Tell students
they will go through an activity that will introduce them to different forms of investigative
questions. Implement the Section 2/Part 1: What Questions can I Investigate? Lesson.
> Tell students that the time has finally come to write out the questions they are trying to answer
with their investigation. Because they will be studying two variables the class needs to come up
with two questions to answer. Pass out 1 sheet of colored paper to each student pair and ask them
to take a few minutes to formulate two questions with their partner using the variables in
question (sun’s altitude in the sky and length of day) in relation to the Earth’s orbit around the
sun. Ask the class what type of field question they will try and formulate. (Comparative)
> After a few minutes collect the sheets of paper and post them on the board. Go over each question
and point out aspects that are positive and how it could be worded differently to sound clearer.
Tell students that after going over all of their suggestions the most effective way to formulate the
questions are as follows:
o How will the altitude of the Sun change as the Earth orbits the Sun?
o How will the length of day change as the Earth orbits the Sun?
> Have students write down these questions in their notebook.
> Tell the class that they have progressed to third step in the scientific method. Ask students to
recall the name of this step (Hypothesis), and to explain what is and how it is used in science. (A
hypothesis is an educated guess, which means that in order to formulate one we need to call on
the information that is already known about the topic in order to try and determine what the
outcome of the experiment could be. We always come back to our original hypothesis after writing
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up the results to the experiment because we want to see if we were correct, and if the hypothesis
was not correct state why.
> Tell students to write Hypothesis down in their notebooks and to take the next few minutes to
write out 2 hypotheses, one for each question. Write the following sentence starter on the board to
get students going in the right direction: I predict....because Remind students that the must
include because in their hypothesis.
Day 2-3: Experiment (Materials/Procedure)
Round up 1 folder for each student which they will use to store data sheets in for the next
three months. Make 1 copy per student of the Sun Observation Sheet 2, and place each into a separate
folder. Have on hand a large sheet of chart paper and colored pieces of paper (1 sheet per student pair).
Write out the heading for today’s lesson on the whiteboard: Date/Time/Weather/Title (How can we
prove that the Earth moves around the sun?).
T e a c h e r P re p :

Elicit
> Tell students they will continue developing the investigation today as a class. Ask students what
process they are following in order to answer questions they have about the Earth and Sun?
(Scientific Method) Ask students to recall the two questions they are going to try and answer by
collecting data through observations. (How will the altitude of the Sun change as the Earth orbits
the Sun? How will the length of day change as the Earth orbits the Sun?) Ask students to volunteer
hypotheses they recorded in their notebooks during the previous lesson.
> Tell students they are now on to the fifth step of the Scientific Method and to recall what it is.
(Experiment) Students should write the fifth step in their notebook as well.
> Explain that there are two parts of the experiment the class will need to develop and record in
their notebooks. Ask students to recall the two components that make up the Experiment step
(Material List and Procedure). Write M a te ria l L is t on the board and ask students to volunteer
ideas of what they’ll need in order to carry out the experiment’s procedure. The material list
should include the following:
o Data sheets/Folder
o Pencils
o IPhone App or website with Altitude Information
o Website with sunrise/sunset information
o Calculators
> Have students record the materials in their notebooks.
> Pass out the data sheets and folders to each student as well as 1 color sheet of paper to every
other student. Ask students to get together with their neighbor and look over their data sheets.
> Explain to students that the sunrise and sunset information will be looked up online at the
following website (write it on the board): http://www.timeanddate.com/sun/usa/yakutat A
student(s) will be responsible for looking up this information every week and reporting it to the
rest class of the class who will record it on their data sheets. At the end of the school week the
average number of daylight hours will be calculated and recorded on the table as well.
> Explain that obtaining the Altitude information will be a bit more complicated. It will involve
observing the sun on days when it is visible in the sky. Observations should be done at least once a
week, although this will of course be weather dependent, and will involve drawing the position of
the Sun in the sky. The Altitude observation must always be done at the same, preferably at 12:00
p.m. Ask students why it is necessary to record the Sun’s Altitude at 12:00 p.m. each time they do
an observation? (The Sun is highest in the sky at 12:00 p.m. and since the class wants to see how
the position of the Sun changes over time they must make sure the time they observe it is kept
consistent. This is especially important since they now know that the Sun moves across the sky as
the day progresses). Explain to students that in addition to drawing the position of the Sun in the
sky you will provide students with a measurement in degrees of the Sun’s Altitude. At the end of
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the week students’ will also calculate an average of the Sun’s Altitude, in the same way that they
will calculate the daylight hours. Both of these averages will be recorded in the right hand column
of the table.
> Tell students that it is time to write out the Procedure, which are the steps the class will follow in
order to carry out the experiment. Students will take the next 5-10 minutes and work with their
neighbor to write out a rough draft of the Procedure, which will then be discussed as a class.
Remind students to include the information that was just discussed in the rough draft. Ideas can
be written down on the colored piece of paper that was passed our earlier.
> Once students have had sufficient time to work together, call their attention to discuss ideas as a
class. Write down ideas from each pair on the board, and discuss how the ideas can be put
together into a final procedure. The finalized version of the Procedure should be similar to the
following and written out on a large sheet of chart paper:
o At the beginning of the week (Monday) two students will be chosen to do observations. A
third student will be chosen as backup for Altitude observations in case primary observer
is absent from school.
S u n ris e /S u n s e t D a ta

o
o
o
o

Student observer will locate the sunrise/sunset information online
at: http://www.timeanddate.com/sun/usa/yakutat
They will write down and calculate the daylight hours for Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday and bring the information to class on Tuesday.
The teacher will record the information on the board for each of those days. The class will
record it on their data sheets.
On Thursdays students will calculate the average number of daylight hours for that week.
A ltitu d e d a ta

On the first clear day of the week (after Monday) the student observer will join the teacher
outside at 12:00 p.m.
o Student will record the Sun’s position in the sky on his/her data sheet.
o Teacher will have the Altitude ready for student to record on data sheet.
o This will be repeated weather permitting.
o On Thursday student will share data with other students, who will record in on their data
sheets. Altitude average will be calculated if there is more than one reading for the week.
o Note: If the weather does not permit an observation student will roll over to next week.
Teacher will still provide 2 Altitude readings.
> Have students record the procedure in their notebooks.
o

Explore
> The class is now ready to collect data over the next three months. Remind students to number
each week of the investigation under the sixth column of the table. This will be helpful when
constructing graphs.
Lesson 8: W h a t d id w e le a r n fr o m o u r g ra p h s a b o u t E a rth ’s m o v e m e n t?
E s tim a te d tim e :
T e a c h e r P re p : Make 1 copy per student of the Sun Results Sheet 2 and the Project Requirements and

Rubric for Graphs (use the same rubric from the previous lesson). Have student folders ready, which
should contain all of the data sheets from the last three months as well as 1 sheet of construction paper
(thick) per student.

Explain/Extend
> Tell students that after three months the time has come to organize the data from their Sun
observations into bar graphs, which allow them to analyze the results and finally interpret those
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>

>

>

>

>

>
>

results in order to find the significance (meaning) of the data. The class will then present their
findings on Yakutat’s public radio station.
Explain that the class will work together to transfer and quantify (tally) their data from the
original data sheets. To do this they will be given a Results worksheet, which will allow them to
put all of the data (from multiple sheets) onto one. Once the data has been tallied up, students will
be ready to make two bar graphs on a sheet of construction paper (front and back). Once each
student has finished constructing their graph they will do a write up that concludes the
investigation. The write-up will address their original hypothesis, what they learned from the
results, potential biases that could have skewed the data and finally any new questions that came
up over the course of the investigation. Students will use this information, as well as information
they record during a presentation by a guest speaker, to host a program on Yakutat’s public radio.
More information on this in the coming days.
Tell students they will be graded on their final bar graph and write-up. The same rubric from the
previous investigation will be used. Pass out 1 copy of the Project Requirements and Rubric for
Graphs per student and go over it as a class.
Pass out the Results worksheets and tell students to look it over a moment on their own and ask
questions. Pass out student folders and ask students to take out the data sheet for the month of
February. As a class, fill in the results sheet with data (average daylight hours and altitude) from
the first four weeks of February. Have students fill in the rest of the results sheet.
Graph 1: Tell students to construct their first graph on average daylight hours. You may need to
assist with labels since there are a couple of ways it can be done. Remind students that the
variable on the y-axis depends (or changes) on the variable on the x-axis (does its own thing).
o X axis: M o n th s /February-March-April (four bars per month) OR W e e k s /1-3-5-7-9-11(1
bar for each week) OR W e e k s / 2-4-6-8-10-12
o Y axis: Average Daylight hours
Graph 2: Have students give it a go on their own:
o X axis: M o n th s /February-March-April (four bars per month) OR W e e k s /1-3-5-7-9-11(1
bar for each week) OR W e e k s / 2-4-6-8-10-12
o Y axis: Average altitude (degrees)
Once students have finished their graphs they can begin working on the final write-up.
Once students have finished their write-ups, explain that the class will be split into different
speaking parts for the radio program. There will be at least two students per speaking part.
o Observations: Students explain what the class already knew about the Earth’s movement
around the sun before beginning the investigation.
o Problem: Students describe the two variables that were measured and state the problems
to be answered with the investigation.
o Hypothesis: Students describe the significance of a hypothesis and read off at least two
examples from the class that address each question.
o Experiment: Students explain the materials that were used as well as the procedure for
collecting the data.
o Results: Students analyze and interpret each graph.
o Traditional Knowledge: Students read their summary from the Elder’s presentation.

H o w a re th e M o o n a n d tid e s co n n e cte d ? (Sea W e e k O p tio n )
**N o te : T h e fo llo w in g le sso n is d e s ig n e d to b e ta u g h t th e w e e k s b e fo re a n d d u r in g Sea W eek.
E s tim a te d tim e : 2 weeks (7 days)

Week 1 (3 days)
T e a c h e r P re p :

(Day 1) Refer to Lesson 3: Measuring Time (pp. 25-29 in Tlingit Moon & Tide teaching resource).
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(Day 2) Refer to Lesson 1: Raven Creates the Tides (pp. 33-35 in Tlingit Moon & Tide teaching resource).
(Day 3) Refer to Moon Mask Making lesson in Tlingit Moon & Tide teaching resource (pp. 14-18).

Lesson 9: P o st-A sse ssm e n t
E s tim a te d tim e : 1, forty-minute lesson

Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment: 5-ESS1-2.
> Distribute 1 copy of the assessment to each student.

T e a c h e r P re p :
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Pre/Post Assessment: 5-ESS1-2
N a m e :_________________
Date:

Part 1 Directions: A nsw er th e following q u e stio n s to th e b e st of y o u r ability. Use

com plete sentences!
1. W hat c an we (and scientists) do to try a n d a n sw e r scientific q u e stio n s we a s k a b o u t
th e w orld a ro u n d u s ?

2. W hy do sc ie n tists u se g rap h ical d isp lay s (graphs) w hen th ey ta lk a b o u t th e ir w ork,
w h e th e r in scientific p a p e rs or d u rin g ta lk s a t conferences?

3. M any y e a rs ago th e so lar sy stem w as describ ed a s geocentric, w hich m e a n s th a t th e
E a rth w as a t th e c e n te r of th e so lar sy stem a n d everything revolved a ro u n d it. Is th is
still th e th o u g h t today? E xplain y o u r reasoning.

4. S om etim es th e m oon is b rig h t a n d full, som etim es it’s a sliver in th e sky a n d
so m etim es we d o n ’t see it a t all (even on a clear night!). W hy does th is h a p p e n ?

Part 2 Directions: Read th e following scen ario a n d a n sw e r th e q u e stio n s after it.

Ms. S a ra h w an ted to know w hy m ore th a n h a lf of th e s tu d e n ts in h e r high school science
c la ss alw ays fell asleep! She th o u g h t s tu d e n ts w ere ju s t n o t getting en o u g h sleep. Before
giving th em a lectu re on th e im p o rtan ce of getting a t lea st 8 h o u rs of sleep every n ig h t
before going to school sh e decided m ore h a rd d a ta w as n eeded to m ake th a t claim . So, for
a n en tire m o n th sh e a sk ed h e r s tu d e n ts everyday how m an y h o u rs of sleep th ey got th e
n ig h t before. At th e en d of th e m o n th sh e averaged th e n u m b e r of h o u rs each s tu d e n t got
cam e u p w ith th e following d a ta (tu rn over paper):
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Data on number of hours Ms. Sarah’s students slept in one month:

D ylan - 8 h o u rs
T ara- 9 h o u rs
K aren - 8 h o u rs

S ean- 8 h o u rs
D an- 10 h o u rs
Sam - 3 h o u rs

Sydney- 4 h o u rs

1. W hat q u estio n w as Ms. S a ra h trying to an sw er?

2. W hat w as Ms. S a ra h ’s prediction of th e outcom e of h e r experim ent?

3. How did Ms. S a ra h go a b o u t collecting h e r d a ta ?

4. Use th e d a ta Ms. S a ra h collected (above) to draw e ith er a b a r, p ictu re or line g rap h
below:

5. C onclusion: W hat Ms. S a ra h ’s h y p o th esis correct? E xplain. W hat could be th e rea so n
w hy Ms. S a ra h ’s s tu d e n ts are falling asleep in h e r class?
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Name:

Project Requirements and Rubric
1= Never
I.

II.

3=Sometimes

5= Always

Graph displaying the data collected during sun/moon observations:
>

Title represents data

(1 2 3 4 5)

>

Axes are clearly labeled

(1 2 3 4 5)

>

Neat and easy to read

(1 2 3 4 5)

> Presents information accurately

(1 2 3 4 5)

>

(1 2 3 4 5)

What to include in your write-up (which should be written nearly, in complete
sentences, and have minimal punctuation/grammar and spelling errors):
> Hypothesis is restated and analyzed (Was your hypothesis correct?
W hy or w hy not.)
(1 2 3 4 5)
> Interpretation of the graph (W hat did you learn from it?)
(1 2 3 4 5)
> Potential biases (W hat happened during the observation period that
could have impacted how the data was collected or observed?)
(1 2 3 4 5)
> New questions (W hat questions new questions would you like
answered?)
(1 2 3 4 5)

Total Points:_________ /4 0

Teacher Comments:
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Teacher Background Information
From any location on the Earth, the Moon appears to be a circular disk which, at any specific time, is illuminated to
some degree by direct sunlight. Like the Earth, the Moon is a sphere which is always half illuminated by the Sun, but
as the Moon orbits the Earth we get to see more or less of the illuminated half. During each lunar orbit (a lunar
month), we see the Moon's appearance change from not visibly illuminated through partially illuminated to fully
illuminated, then back through partially illuminated to not illuminated again. Although this cycle is a continuous
process, there are eight distinct, traditionally recognized stages, called phases. The phases designate both the
degree to which the Moon is illuminated and the geometric appearance of the illuminated part. These phases of the
Moon, in the sequence of their occurrence (starting from New Moon), are listed below.

iNew Moon - The Moon's unilluminated side is facing the Earth. The Moon is not visible (except
during a solar eclipse).

)

iW axing Crescen t - The Moon appears to be partly but less than one-half illuminated by direct
sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated is increasing.

iFirst Quarter - One-half of the Moon appears to be illuminated by direct sunlight. The fraction of the
Moon's disk that is illuminated is increasing.

IW axing G ibbous - The Moon appears to be more than one-half but not fully illuminated by direct
sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated is increasing.

■Full Moon - The Moon's illuminated side is facing the Earth. The Moon appears to be completely
illuminated by direct sunlight.

iW aning G ibbous - The Moon appears to be more than one-half but not fully illuminated by direct
sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated is decreasing.
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La st Quarter - One-half of the Moon appears to be illuminated by direct sunlight. The fraction of the
Moon's disk that is illuminated is decreasing.

(

W aning Crescent - The Moon appears to be partly but less than one-half illuminated by direct
sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated is decreasing.
Following waning crescent is New Moon, beginning a repetition of the complete phase cycle of 29.5 days average
duration. The time in days counted from the time of New Moon is called the Moon's "age". Each complete cycle of
phases is called a "lunation".
Because the cycle of the phases is shorter than most calendar months, the phase of the Moon at the very beginning
of the month usually repeats at the very end of the month. When there are two Full Moons in a month (which occurs,
on average, every 2.7 years), the second one is called a "Blue Moon". See the article "Once in a Blue Moon" for the
story of how the usage of this term has evolved (Ref: Philip Hiscock, Sky & Telescope, March 1999, pp. 52-55.).
The first time that the thin waxing crescent Moon is visible after New Moon (low in the evening sky just after sunset)
marks the beginning of a month in the Islamic Calendar - see the FAQ Crescent Moon Visibility and the Islamic
Calendar.
Although Full Moon occurs each month at a specific date and time, the Moon's disk may appear to be full for several
nights in a row if it is clear. This is because the percentage of the Moon's disk that appears illuminated changes very
slowly around the time of Full Moon (also around New Moon, but the Moon is not visible at all then). The Moon may
appear 100% illuminated only on the night closest to the time of exact Full Moon, but on the night before and night
after will appear 97-99% illuminated; most people would not notice the difference. Even two days from Full Moon the
Moon's disk is 93-97% illuminated.
New Moon, First Quarter, Full Moon, and Last Quarter phases are considered to be primary phases and their dates
and times are published in almanacs and on calendars. (Click here for a list.) The two crescent and two gibbous
phases are intermediate phases, each of which lasts for about a week between the primary phases, during which
time the exact fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated gradually changes.
The phases of the Moon are related to (actually, caused by) the relative positions of the Moon and Sun in the sky.
For example, New Moon occurs when the Sun and Moon are quite close together in the sky. Full Moon occurs when
the Sun and Moon are at nearly opposite positions in the sky - which is why a Full Moon rises about the time of
sunset, and sets about the time of sunrise, for most places on Earth. First and Last Quarters occur when the Sun
and Moon are about 90 degrees apart in the sky. In fact, the two "half Moon" phases are called First Quarter and
Last Quarter because they occur when the Moon is, respectively, one- and three-quarters of the way around the sky
(i.e., along its orbit) from New Moon.
The relationship of the Moon's phase to its angular distance in the sky from the Sun allows us to establish very
exact definitions of when the primary phases occur, independent of how they appear. Technically, the phases New
Moon, First Quarter, Full Moon, and Last Quarter are defined to occur when the excess of the apparent ecliptic
(celestial) longitude of the Moon over that of the Sun is 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees, respectively. These definitions
are used when the dates and times of the phases are computed for almanacs, calendars, etc. Because the
difference between the ecliptic longitudes of the Moon and Sun is a monotonically and rapidly increasing quantity,
the dates and times of the phases of the Moon computed this way are instantaneous and well defined.
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The percent of the Moon's surface illuminated is a more refined, quantitative description of the Moon's
appearance than is the phase. Considering the Moon as a circular disk, the ratio of the area illuminated by direct
sunlight to its total area is the fraction of the Moon's surface illuminated; multiplied by 100, it is the percent
illuminated. At New Moon the percent illuminated is 0; at First and Last Quarters it is 50%; and at Full Moon it is
100%. During the crescent phases the percent illuminated is between 0 and 50% and during gibbous phases it is
between 50% and 100%.
For practical purposes, phases of the Moon and the percent of the Moon illuminated are independent of the location
on the Earth from where the Moon is observed. That is, all the phases occur at the same time regardless of the
observer's position
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What do you observe about the moon? Sheet 1
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M aterials: Unit 2- Investigation 1
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c a n w e u s e t h e s c ie n t if ic m e t h o d
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What do you observe about the moon? Sheet 2

Lunar Phases
F ir s t q u a r t e r

Waxing crescent

W a x i n g g ib b o u s

)
S u n li g h t

W a n i n g g ib b o u s

W a n in g c re s c e n t

T h ird q u a r te r

N o t to s c a le
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Teacher's Lunar Phase Sheet

M aterials: Unit 2- Investigation 1
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Lunar im ages rendered by

N o t e : Change this poster out each year. You can find similar versions of this poster at the following site:
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http://www.freecalendarprintable.com/2015-calendar-with-moon-phases.html
What do you observe about the sun? Sheet 1
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What do you observe about the sun? Sheet 2

M aterials: Unit 2- Investigation 1
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Dear parent,
Over the next two months the fifth grade science class will be working in teams (of 4-5
students each) to collect data on the sun and the moon in order to determine whether their
appearance in the sky can be observed, described and predicted. At the conclusion of the data
collection period (sometime around mid-December) each team will compile and organize
their data into a graphical display in order to look for patterns, which will allow them to
reject or accept their initial hypotheses. Each team is then responsible for presenting the
results from the investigation to the Mrs. Ivers’ second grade science class.
Your child is responsible for tracking and recording their observations of the Moon’s
appearance in the sky each week from Monday - Thursday, weather permitting. Depending
on the time the moon rises or sets each day (which changes daily), your child may be
required to record their observations at home. This will be announced at the beginning of
class each day. Please support your child in this endeavor, since they will be given
participation points each day an observation is due.
Sincerely,
Sarah Liben
Inga Hanlon

Dear parent,
Over the next two months the fifth grade science class will be working in teams (of 4-5
students each) to collect data on the sun and the moon in order to determine whether their
appearance in the sky can be observed, described and predicted. At the conclusion of the data
collection period (sometime around mid-December) each team will compile and organize
their data into a graphical display in order to look for patterns, which will allow them to
reject or accept their initial hypotheses. Each team is then responsible for presenting the
results from the investigation to the Mrs. Ivers’ second grade science class.
Your child is responsible for tracking and recording their observations of the Moon’s
appearance in the sky each week from Monday - Thursday, weather permitting. Depending
on the time the moon rises or sets each day (which changes daily), your child may be
required to record their observations at home. This will be announced at the beginning of
class each day. Please support your child in this endeavor, since they will be given
participation points each day an observation is due.
Sincerely,
Sarah Liben
Inga Hanlon

Materials: Unit 2- Investigation 1
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Mocin Phases Calendar
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Moon Results Sheet(page 2)

Decem ber _______________________
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Group results: Write out a complete sequence (cycle) of Moon phases. The first phase is given to you. The group will
then tally up how many times each phase occurred from October-December. Use these number for your graph.

Name:

Tally

Name:

Tally

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Tally

Tally

Tally

Tally

Tally

Tally
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Moon Phases Observation Sheet

D ire c tio n

XguE.R§§ult§LSun.GEQu£
M o rn in g O b s e rv a tio n
( T a lly m a rk s )

A fte rn o o n O b s e rv a tio n
( T a lly M a rk s )

N o rth
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )

Worksheet: Unit 2- Investigation 1

( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )

N o rth w e s t

Direction

Group Results: Sun Group
Morning Observation
(Tally marks)

Afternoon Observation
(Tally Marks)

N o rth
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
( F ill in d ir e c tio n b e lo w )
N o rth w e s t
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Month:

Sun Observation Sheet 1

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

T im e :

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

D ire c tio n :

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

W e a th e r:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

T im e :

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

D ire c tio n :

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

W e a th e r:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

T im e :

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

D ire c tio n :

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

W e a th e r:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

T im e :

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

D ire c tio n :

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

W e a th e r:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

T im e :

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

D ire c tio n :

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

Direction:

W e a th e r:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Weather:

Worksheet: Unit 2- Investigation 1
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Month:

Sun Observation Sheet 2

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Avg.
Week #
Daylight hrs.

Altitude:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Week #
Daylight hrs.

Altitude:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Week #
Daylight hrs.

Altitude:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Date:
# of daylight hours:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Altitude/Time:

Week #
Daylight hrs.

Altitude:

Sun Results Sheet 2
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M o n th :

W eek 1

M o n th :

W eek 2

W eek 3

W eek 4

W eek 5

M o n th :

W eek 6

W eek 7

W eek 8

W eek 9

W e e k 10

W e e k 11

W e e k 12

Average
Daylight
Hours

Average
Altitude
(°)

Worksheet: Unit 2- Investigation 1
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March Equinox - Equal Day and Night, Nearly (March 19-21)

The Sun's Rays
North Pole

si

Equator

tim e

me

date

;o m

source: http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/march-equinox.html

Septem ber Equinox (Septem ber 22-24)
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source: http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/september-equinox.html

Shortest Day of the Year in the Northern Hemisphere (Dec. 20-23)
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Rotation Axis
The Sun's Rays
Arctic
circle

Equator
Antarctic
circle
time ncdate com
source: http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/december-solstice.html
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June Solstice: Longest and Shortest Day of the Year (June 20-22)

Rotation Axis

The Sun's Rays
Arctic
circle

Equator

Antarctic
circle
tim eanddate.com
Source: http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/june-solstice.html
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Worksheet: Unit 2- Investigation 1

Earth’s Orbit around Sun Diagram
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Grade Band 5-6 (Year 2)
Unit 2: Earth's Place in the Universe
Investigation 2
Overarching Questions
> What types of explanations gain the support of others?
> How can we approximate the distance of objects that are very far away?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that celestial bodies (planets, stars, comets and asteroids) are distinguishable
from one another based on contrasting characteristics and that the brightness of stars in relation to each
other and the Sun is to due their relative distances from Earth. Students will understand that scientific
argumentation is a process for reaching agreements about explanations using evidence by comparing and
constructing arguments based on evidence, data and/or a model.

Objectives
When given a scenario to evaluate, students will be able to assess if it is a scientific argument based on
the use of evidence to reach an agreement about an explanation, and can recognize 2 out of 3 major
components of scientific arguments every time.
When given two celestial bodies to describe, the student will be able to differentiate one from another by
providing three characteristics for each that clearly distinguish the celestial bodies apart.
When asked about the apparent difference in brightness between the Sun compared to other stars, the
student will be able to explain that the Sun appears brighter and larger than most other stars in the sky
because it is closer to Earth, 100% accuracy.
Next Generation Science Standards
(5-ESS1-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can support an argument that differences in the
apparent brightness of the sun compared to other stars is due to their relative distances from the Earth.
Alaska State Science Standards
(5-DS4.1) distinguishing among stars, planets, moons, comets and meteors.
(6-SD4.1 C) contrasting characteristics of planets and stars (i.e. light reflecting, light emitting, orbiting,
orbited, composition)
(6-SD4.2) defining a light year.

Materials
Lesson 1: P re -A sse ssm e n t- W h a t do w e k n o w ?

> Pre-assessment: 5-ESS1-1
> Large chart paper (1 sheet)
Lesson 2: T r a d itio n a l W o r ld v ie w o f th e S tars

> Elder from the community or,
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and Details
> Glue
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> Science notebooks
Lesson 3: W h a t ty p e o f a r g u m e n t g a in s th e s u p p o r t o f o th e rs ?

Day 1-2 How can we argue like scientists?
> Teacher Background: How TV Effects Children
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Summary Chart (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Fact and Opinion Chart (1 copy per student)
> Science A-Z Debate: Vending Machines
> Science A-Z Quick Read: The Food Plate (3 reading levels available: low, mid, high)
> Science A-Z Debate: Flu Vaccines
> Science A-Z Quick Read: The First Vaccine (3 reading levels available: low, mid, high)
> Large sheet of chart paper
> Glue
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: H o w a re o b je c ts in space d iffe r e n t fr o m o n e a n o th e r?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Space Science in Action: Planets & the Solar System dvd
Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Web Wheel (1 copy per student)
Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Summarize
Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Venn Diagram
Comet readings: Science A-Z Focus Book: Comets
Asteroid readings: Science A-Z Focus Book: Asteroid Belt
Star readings: Science A-Z: The Solar System (pp. 5-6) and Outside the Solar System (pp. 7-13)- (3
reading levels available: low, mid, high)
Planet readings: Science A-Z: The Solar System (pp. 7-16)-(3 reading levels available: low, mid,
high)
Student Worksheets: Reading Comprehension Questions (1 set of questions for the following
topics: Asteroids, Comets, Stars, Planets)
Rubric for arguments
2 sheets of chart paper
Glue
Science notebooks

Lesson 5: I f th e Sun is a s ta r, w h y is i t b ig g e r a n d b r ig h te r th a n th e o th e rs ?

Day 1- Engagement/Vocab
> Space Science in Action: Stars DVD
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
> Large sheet of chart paper
> Glue
> Science notebooks
Day 2- What's all the Buzz about light years?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and Details
> AKSCI Lesson Plan: What's all the Buzz about Light Years? (attached- refer to for Materials and
Procedure)
> Glue
> Science notebooks
Day 3: How Far is that Star?
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and Details
> AKSCI Lesson Plan: How far is that Star? (attached- refer to for Materials and Procedure)
> Glue
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> Science notebooks
Day 4: Star Light, Star Bright, Really Big Star I see Tonight
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and Details
> AKSCI Lesson Plan: Star Light, Star Bright, Really Big Star I see Tonight (attached- refer to for
Materials and Procedure)
> Glue
> Science notebooks
Day 5-6: Argument/Radio
> Science A-Z: Summarize Worksheet
> Ipod App to record program
> Rubric for arguments
> Glue
> Science notebooks
Lesson 6: P o st-A ssessm ent- W h a t d id w e le a rn ?

> Pre-assessment: 5-ESS1-1
> Large chart paper (1 sheet)

Time frame
Overall Procedure:
Investigation 2
Lesson 1: P re -A sse ssm e n t
E s tim a te d T im e : 1, fifty-minute lessons
T e a c h e r P re p : Make 1 copy per student of the Pre-Assessment: 5-ESS1-1. Divide the large sheet of chart
paper into three columns: K now- W ant to Learn- L earned and post it in front of the classroom.

Elicit
1. Begin lesson by telling students they are embarking on a new investigation over the next couple of
weeks. Over the course of the investigation they will gain the skills and knowledge needed to have
an engaging, informative and constructive scientific argument over the radio at the local station.
Their radio program is going to address a belief that many people hold about stars which is that
our Sun cannot be classified as a star because it is so much bigger and brighter than all the other
stars in the sky.
2. In order to execute a successful program, students are going to have to learn the basic principles
of scientific argumentation and then be able to construct their own arguments from things they
learn in class. This is a very important skill to have in life and it takes practice to get good at it, so
students will be given some time to practice writing and participating in argumentation before
going on the radio. In addition, the will be learning about stars and the characteristics that define
them.
3. Refer students’ attention to the KWL chart. Ask them what they know already about scientific
argumentation and stars, and write their answers under the Know column. Next, ask students
what questions they have or things they would like to know regarding this topic and write
responses under the Want to Learn column of the chart.
4. Explain that before embarking on the investigation the class will complete an assignment that will
give you more information about how much they know already about these topics. These
assignments are not graded but they should do their best on them.
5. Pass out the Pre-assessment.
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Lesson 2: T r a d itio n a l W o r ld v ie w o f th e S tars
T e a c h e r P re p : Invite an Elder into the classroom to speak with the students about the Traditional

worldview that relates to the investigation (or contact Gloria Wolfe at YTT). Make 1 copy per student of
the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Ideas and Details that students can fill out during the talk with
facts they find interesting. The following are examples of questions to pose to Elders that can be used to
frame the focus of the talk while providing supplementary information (Heritage Culture Perspective):
O v e ra rc h in g Q u e s tio n 1: W h a t ty p e s o f e x p la n a tio n s g a in th e s u p p o r t o f o th e rs?
• H e rita g e C u ltu ra l P e rs p e c tiv e (O n o p in io n s )

In cases where opposite clan members of members within a clan have severe differences of opinion, a
mediator is brought out at a public gathering. He/She acts as the peace maker between the two parties.
•

H e rita g e C u ltu ra l P e rs p e c tiv e (o n C o m m u n ic a tio n )

Body language has always played a vital role in communication among Native people. In addition, box
drums were used to alert people to dangers. Also, there was a system in place in which the brother-in-law
of a family was used to communicate with other clans in various communities.
Lesson 3: W h a t ty p e o f a r g u m e n t g ains th e s u p p o r t o f o th e rs ?
E s tim a te d tim e : 1-2, fifty-minute lessons
T e a c h e r P re p : Familiarize yourself with the literature behind the effects of watching excessive TV

in
children, noting data to present in class that would be compelling and appropriate for students. The
Teacher Background: How TV Effects Children provides useful information from two online sources. The
lesson will begin with an engagement activity that introduces the basic premise of scientific
argumentation through a demonstration between a student volunteer and yourself on a topic regarding
the potential regulation of television viewing at home. You will want to structure the argument so that a
solution between you (hypothetical parent) and the student is reached as well as address the
fundamental differences between fact and opinion to the class at the conclusion of the argument.
The lesson will require you to divide the class into two groups: one group will receive 1
copy each of the Science A-Z Debate: Vending Machines and Science A-Z Quick Read: The Food Plate (note
that the material is available in three levels: low, mid, high), while the other group will receive 1 copy
each of Science A-Z Debate: Flue Vaccines and Science A-Z Quick Read: The First Vaccine (also available in
three levels). Make 2 copies per student of the Science A-Z: Summary Chart and the Science A-Z: Fact and
Opinion Chart. Things to consider: editing the scenario outlined on the Vending Machines worksheet to
make it relevant to Yakutat and resizing all of the worksheets so that they can easily be glued into
students’ notebooks. Write the title of the lesson on the board (What type of argument gains the support
of others?) as well as the date, time and weather. Write the following vocabulary words and definitions
on a large sheet of chart paper:
> O p in io n : ideas that a person or a group of people have about something or someone which are
based mainly on their feelings and beliefs
(Source: http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/opinion)
> Fact: something known to have happened or exist which can be observed and/or measured (such
as data or evidence)
( Source: http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/fact)
> D ata: information (observations or measurements) collected using the scientific method
> (E m p iric a l) E vid e n ce : recorded information acquired by observation or experimentation that is
analyzed by scientists
(Source: http://www.livescience.com/21456-empirical-evidence-a-definition.html)

T e a c h e r P re p :

Engagement
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1. Begin by asking students what they think will be addressed in the lesson (The type of argument
that gains the support of others or scientific argument). Ask students the following questions:
a. Who loves watching TV?
b. Who watches TV on the weekends? During the week?
2. Explain that you are now going to model an argument in front of the class, which will require the
assistance of a volunteer. The argument will be based on the following scenario: You are a parent
who normally doesn’t regulate how much or type of program your children watch. In fact,
watching TV is the favorite pastime of your kids and they plop down right in front of it after
coming home from school. Lately you have been reading more about the potential negative effects
watching too much television can have on your children and are considering prohibiting them
from watching it completely.
3. Ask students to think for a moment if they agree with your line of thinking and to jot down some
ideas in their notebook.
4. Tell students you need a volunteer who disagrees with your line of thinking and won’t be shy to
come in front of the room and explain their view in a mock argument. Reiterate that this is just a
warm-up activity to get the class thinking about the topic.
5. Choose your volunteer and have them come sit by you in front of the class. Remind them that you
are a normal parent who is worried about the harmful effects of watching too much television and
are getting ready to prohibit your kids from viewing it completely. Tell the student that they want
to provide another perspective before I make a decision too quickly. Tell the class that their job is
to listen carefully and note points/statements in the argument that were strong or that may have
changed their thinking on the topic.
a. Have a short argument with the student on the topic, making sure to address only factual
information while guiding it in a direction that allows you both to come to an agreement
(I.E. Limiting television to weekends and only nonviolent programs)
6. Turn to the class and ask them what happened at the end of the argument. (Both parties came to
an agreement on the issue after presenting their sides)
7. Make two columns on the board and ask students to voice points in the argument that they
thought were strong or that make them think differently about things. Record all the factual points
in one column and the opinions in the other then tell students you have sorted the points, based
on similar characteristics, into two categories. Ask the following:
a. What is the difference between the two categories?
b. What is term or word used to describe information that comes from evidence, data, or
models? (Facts- Write this above the appropriate column on the board)
c. What is a term or word used to describes someone’s personal belief, judgment or way of
thinking about a particular thing? (Opinion- Write this above the appropriate column on
the board)
8. Ask students the following and have them explain their reasoning (but don’t get into explanations
yet):
a. What is the goal of a scientific argument?
b. What makes a scientific argument stronger: Fact or Opinion?
c. Who uses scientific argumentation?

Explore
1. Post the chart of vocabulary words on the board and have 2 volunteers read the definitions for
F act and O p in io n . Ask students to record these vocabulary terms in their notebooks and to
include the 1-2 examples of each. Have students share their examples then record 1 example of
each from students on the board.
2. Tell students that the class will be divided into two groups and that each group will be responsible
for developing their own scientific argument on a particular topic. Pass out 1 copy of the Science AZ: Summary Chart and 2 copies Fact and Opinion Chart to each student and have them glue both
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inside their notebooks. Pass out the Science A-Z Debate: Vending Machines and The Food Plate to
half the class and Science A-Z Debate: Flu Vaccines and The First Vaccine to the other half of the
class.
3. Individual work: Have students focus on the Debate and Quick Read worksheets that were just
passed out. Explain that each student was given a topic and scenario to read over on their own.
The scenario will require them to decide where they stand on the topic based on the facts
provided. Additional information about the topic can be found on the Quick Read worksheets.
Students are to read over the scenario on their Debate worksheet twice before writing down the
question in their own words that they have to research in their notebook. They will then read over
the background information on the Debate sheet twice, underline at least 2 details that they
thought were important and then record those details on their Summary Chart. Students will then
read over the Quick Read twice, underline at least 2 details that pertain to the topic and record
those on their Summary Chart. After completing those tasks, students will read over the question
they wrote down in their notebook and formulate a stand based on the information they wrote
down on their Summary Chart worksheet. They will then develop an argument in paragraph form
based on their stand, which will be written in the summary box of this worksheet. The set-up of
their argument is as follow:
a. First sentence: Clearly states their stand on the scenario.
b. Body of argument (3-4 sentences): Based on the details they recorded on the Summary

Chart.
4. Provide sufficient time for students to read over the material and fill in their Summary Chart
worksheet.
5. Small Group Work: Once students have written their arguments, split them into two groups based
on the scenario they were given (i.e. G ro u p 1: Flu Vaccines/ G ro u p 2 : Vending Machine). Over the
next 10 minutes students are to read over their arguments to themselves before sharing it out
loud with the group. During this discussion period group members should familiarize themselves
with their individual arguments as well as what side of the argument they support.
6. Class Discussion: Tell the class the time has come to bring the scientific arguments to center stage
(i.e. in front of the class). Choose which group (Flu vaccines or Vending Machine) will be the first
to present and write the proposal on the board.
a. Flu Vaccine Group Proposal: The day care center should require all children six months or
older who attend to receive a flu shot.
b. Vending Machine Group Proposal: Vending machines should be installed in the school
cafeteria to help raise money for new playground equipment.
7. Invite the group to the front of the room and split members into two sides: those for the proposal
and those against it.
a. Note: You will have to sit on the side of the argument with less representation. Your
objective is to present only opinions during the discussion while students present the facts.
8. Explain what each side represents and that the overall goal of the discussion between the two
sides sitting at the front of the room is to come to a decision together based on the information
that is presented. They have to think of themselves as a group of concerned and passionate
community members or students that are not here to fight or put one another down but to present
their side and come to the best decision possible. The groups will take turns presenting one
argument at a time; students can either read off their paper or talk directly to the group if they feel
comfortable doing so.
9. Meanwhile, explain to students watching the argument from the sidelines that they will be
responsible for filling in their Fact and Opinion worksheet throughout the discussion.
a. Note: Students will not be following the directions outlined on the worksheet. Instead, they
will write at the top of each sheet one of the following labels: Side 1 (i.e. Students for
Vending Machines) or Side 2 (i.e. Students against Vending Machines). As the discussion
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progresses, students will record on the appropriate sheet starting from the top any Facts
and/or Opinions they find interesting or important that are brought up by each side of the
argument. At the end of the discussion students will read through their notes and compare
each Fact and Opinion written side by side on the chart, decide which is a more
convincing/stronger point for the argument taking place, and record their thoughts under
the W hy? C o lu m n .
10. Begin the argument. It may be helpful to exaggerate your opinions as much as possible (I
personally believe...In my opinion...) At the end of the discussion ask students to think on the
points that were stated from each side and come to an agreement together that can be applied to
the situation.
11. Repeat steps 6-10 of the Lesson Procedure for the second group.

Explain
12. Once both groups have presented write the following questions on the board and re-post the
vocabulary words where they are visible to all students:
a. What is the goal of a scientific argument?
b. What makes a scientific argument stronger: Fact or Opinion?
c. Who uses scientific argumentation?
13. Discuss the questions as a class and then explain to students that scientific argumentation is a
process that can be applied and used in all fields, not just science. Professionals such as doctors,
lawyers, teachers, politicians, as well as our family members use scientific argumentation as a tool
to help come to an agreement when they disagree about something. They will try and stick only to
the facts in their arguments rather than opinions because facts are not based on someone’s
personal opinion. Facts represent information (such as data or evidence) that has been proven,
either through the use of the scientific method, observation or measurement. Opinions are
generally held by 1 person or a small group of people, and have never been proven to be true
through observation, measurement or the scientific method. For instance: Digorno makes the best
pizza found on the planet. Fact or Opinion? Opinion. There is no way to prove that is true and
many other people think very differently How can that be turned into a fact? (i.e. Ms./Mr.______
favorite pizza is made by Digorno.) This is a fact (at least for now) because I stated this after eating
many types of pizza.
a. Have students provide examples of facts and opinions.
14. To conclude the lesson, ask students to write scientific argumentation and its definition, using
their own words, in their science notebook.
15.
Lesson 4: H o w a re o b je c ts in space d iffe r e n t fr o m o n e a n o th e r?
E s tim a te d tim e : 4-5, fifty-sixty minute lessons
T e a c h e r P re p : The lesson will require you to divide the class into four research teams according to the

following topics: Comets, Asteroids, Stars and Planets. Students in three groups (Comets, Asteroids, and
Planets) will receive 1 copy of the reading on their assigned topic from the following: Science Focus Book:
Comets, Science A-Z Focus Book: Asteroid Belt, and Science A-Z Earth Series: The Solar System (pp. 7-12).
Students in the final group (Stars) will each receive 1 copy of the reading on their assigned topic from the
following: Science A-Z: The Solar System (pp. 5-6) and Science A-Z: Outside the Solar System (pp. 7-13).
T e a c h e r P re p : Make the following copies of the Science A-Z worksheets for each student: 2 copies of Web
Wheel, 1 copy of Venn Diagram and 1 copy of the Summarize worksheet. Makes 1 copy per student of the
Student Worksheet: Reading Comprehension Questions according to their assigned topic. You may want to
resize the worksheets by trimming off the sides so that students can easily (and more efficiently) glue
them into their notebooks.
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Assign each student to a research team. Write the title of the lesson on the board (How are
objects in space different from one another?) as well as the date, time, and weather. Also have on hand
the DVD, Space Science in Action: Planets & The Solar System DVD. On two sheets of large chart paper
draw out a Venn Diagram.
T ea ch P re p :

Engagement
1. Tell students that over the next few lessons they will assume the role as a newly employed
geophysicist that has been hired by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) to do
research in one of the specialized areas: Comets, Asteroids, Stars and Planets. You have been in
love with space since you were a kid. Just shortly after being hired onto the team you find out that
the higher ups (your bosses) have lost touch with what is going on in space, after spending too
much time in the office on Earth, and are considering reclassifying certain space objects. They
want to re-classify asteroids and comets into a group called astercoms as well as planets and stars
into a group called sunets. Their theory is that these space objects are not different enough to be in
their own group! After finding this out you and your group are outraged and have decided to do
some intense research after work hours in order to construct strong arguments (based on the
facts) against this idea. These arguments will be presented to your bosses.
2. Watch a clip from the Space Science in Action: Planets & The Solar System DVD.

Extend
3. After watching the movie clip, assign students to their research groups and pass out the following
Science A-Z worksheets to each: 2 copies of Web Wheel, 1 copy of Summarize and finally 1 copy of
Venn Diagram. Students should take a moment to glue each of the sheets into their notebooks and
then write their research topic in the center of both Web Wheel worksheets:
a. What are asteroids?
b. What are comets?
c. What are stars?
d. What are planets?
4. Next, pass out the Science A-Z reading material and 1 copy per student of the Reading
Comprehension Questions worksheet that pertains to their specific topic.
5. Explain to students that their research will be divided into a few phases. The first phase will
require them to answer comprehension questions on the Web Wheel as they read over their
research material. Have students read over the Reading Comprehension Questions worksheet
silently to themselves so that they are clear on the directions.
6. Allow students time to complete the reading and comprehension questions. After students have
completed their work move on to the second step.
7. Explain that the second phase will require each of the following research teams to meet and
discuss their findings together as a group: Asteroid + Comet and Star + Planet. During this group
session, members will quickly and efficiently elect a group leader (or the teacher will) who will be
responsible for keeping discussion going while recording information on a Venn Diagram. (Briefly
discuss Venn Diagrams with the class). Discussion will run as follows: each student will provide 2
facts to the group from their Web Wheel. The group will decide where the information will be
written on the Venn Diagram. This process continues until everyone has gone. Once the group has
completed their Venn Diagram members will discuss one of the following questions with as a
group before moving on to step 3:
a. Are Asteroids and Comets distinguishable from one another?
b. Are Stars and Planets distinguishable from one another?
8. Explain that the third phase will require quiet independent work as each researcher writes up
their own argument on the Summarize worksheet. The arguments will be set up as follows:
a. First sentence: Clearly states their stand on the topic.
i. Are Asteroids and Comets distinguishable from one another?
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ii. Are Stars and Planets distinguishable from one another?
b. Body of argument: 4-5 complete sentences and that include facts (4-5) from the Web Wheel
to support their stand on the topic.
9. Once students have written their arguments, pass out 1 copy of the Science A-Z: Venn Diagrams to
each and have students glue it into their science notebooks. At this time students should read over
their arguments at least 2-3 times to familiar themselves with the information before presenting.
10. Explain to the class they are now moving into the fourth phase of their research: presenting their
arguments to the bosses. Choose the first set of teams (Asteroids/Comets, Stars/Planets) to come
to the front of the room with their arguments in hand. The teams should sit apart from on another
at the front of the room to distinguish between their two topics. Write the question on the board
that will be addressed during the argument. Tell students sitting at their desks that for the
moment they will be taking on the role of the researchers’ boss; students must now imagine
themselves as people who spend a lot of time in the office working out logistics to projects but are
pretty much convinced the reclassification is necessary. That being said, the bosses are more than
willing to hear out the arguments from the researchers. As the arguments proceed, they are to
write down strong points on each topic on their Venn Diagram worksheets. Ask students to label
their worksheets with the correct topics.
11. The teams will take turns presenting their arguments. Students can read off their sheets or talk
directly to the spectators if they feel comfortable to do so. Proceed with the argument.
12. Once the argument is finished, the bosses will get together briefly to discuss their notes and
determine whether or not they were convinced by the arguments. After coming to a decision they
will present their decision to the researchers.
13. Repeat Procedure Steps 10-12 for the second group.
Lesson 5: I f th e Sun is a s ta r, w h y is i t b ig g e r a n d b r ig h te r th a n th e o th e rs ?
E s tim a te d tim e : 6-7, fifty-sixty minute lessons

Day 1- Engagement/Vocab
T e a c h e r P re p : Make 3 copies per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart and resize
the sheets by trimming the edges so that students can more quickly and efficiently glue them into their
notebooks. Have ready the Space Science in Action: Stars DVD as well as a DVD player in order to show a
clip to the class. Write the title of the lesson on the board (If the Sun is a star, why is it bigger and brighter
than the others?) as well as the date, time and weather. On a large sheet of chart paper write down the
following vocabulary words:
L ig h t -y e a r: the distance that light travels in a vacuum in one year, equal to about 5.88 trillion miles
L ig h t: a form of electromagnetic energy (emitted from the sun) that can be perceived by the human

eye

and is made up of waves that travel at the speed of light
V a cu u m : a condition in which there is no matter or very little matter
A s tro n o m ic a l U n it: a unit of measure to describe the distance from the Sun to the Earth (about 93
million miles)
L u m in a n c e - the quality or condition of radiating or reflecting light (also called luminosity)
B rig h tn e s s - the luminance of a body that an observer uses to compare luminance of another body

Elicit
1. At the beginning of the lesson tell students they are about to embark on the next component of the
investigation; stars beyond our solar system. Ask students to state the question they will try and
answer as a class over the next couple of weeks (If the Sun is a star, why is it bigger and brighter
than the others?). Explain that many people do not consider the Sun a star because it looks
different from the stars we see in the night sky. Therefore, it is the job of the class to research this
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new topic, construct an argument that supports a position with evidence and facts that have been
carefully collected and then present the arguments over the local radio station so that the
community can learn from the class.
2. Ask students to take the next few minutes to answer question to the best of their ability in their
notebooks.

Engagement
> Show the video clip to the students.

Explore
> Post the list of vocabulary words on the board and pass out 3 copies of the Science A-Z: Word
Smart worksheet to each student. Review the words together as a class and explain that students
are to fill out the worksheets, and where it says to draw a picture they are to draw a diagram
instead. Remind students that a diagram includes picture and labels. In addition to the
worksheets, students need to write sentences using each vocabulary word.
> Once the class has completed the worksheet, ask students to volunteer a sentence they wrote
down using the vocabulary word.
Day 2- What’s all the Buzz about light years?
Refer to the AKSCI Lesson Plan: What’s all the Buzz about Light Years (attached). In
addition, make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and Details worksheet.
Resize the worksheet so that students can more easily and efficiently glue it into their notebook.

T e a c h e r P re p :

Explore/Explain
> At the beginning of the lesson pass out the Main Idea and Details worksheet to each student, and
have them glue it right away into their notebooks. Tell students to fill in the Main Idea section of
the worksheet with Light Year, since that will be the focus of lesson. Students should complete the
Details section of the worksheet after the lesson to review what they’ve learned.
> Being the AKSCI lesson.
Day 3: How Far is that Star?
Refer to the AKSCI Lesson Plan: How Far is that Star (attached). In addition, make 1 copy
per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and Details worksheet. Resize the worksheet
so that students can more easily and efficiently glue it into their notebook.

T e a c h e r P re p :

Explore/Explain
> At the beginning of the lesson pass out the Main Idea and Details worksheet to each student, and
have them glue it right away into their notebooks. Tell students to fill in the Main Idea section of
the worksheet with Applying Light Years to the Solar System and Universe, since that will be the
focus of lesson. Students should complete the Details section of the worksheet after the lesson to
review what they’ve learned.
> Begin the AKSCI lesson.
Day 4: Star Light, Star Bright, Really Big Star I see Tonight
Refer to the AKSCI Lesson Plan: Star Light, Star Bright, Really Big Star I see Tonight
(attached). In addition, make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Main Idea and
Details worksheet. Resize the worksheet so that students can more easily and efficiently glue it into their
notebook.
T e a c h e r P re p :

Explore/Explain
> At the beginning of the lesson pass out the Main Idea and Details worksheet to each student, and
have them glue it right away into their notebooks. Tell students to fill in the Main Idea section of
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the worksheet with Factors that Effect Star Brightness, since that will be the focus of lesson.
Students should complete the Details section of the worksheet after the lesson to review what
they’ve learned.
> Being the AKSCI lesson
Day 6-7: Argument/Radio
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Summarize worksheet.
Resize the worksheet so that students can more easily and efficiently glue it into their notebook. Write
the title of the lesson on the board (If the Sun is a star why is it bigger and brighter than the others?),
date, time and weather. In addition, you will need to determine ahead of time how you want to record the
program for the radio.

Extend
> Tell students that they will begin planning for their radio program but first they need to answer
the question: If the Sun is a star why is it bigger and brighter than the others? Hand out the Science
A-Z Graphic Organizer: Summarize worksheet to students and explain that their arguments will be
written on this sheet and eventually glued into their notebooks.
> Tell students that they have collected a lot of information about stars over the last few lessons
together and now it is time to put all that information into an argument. The setup of the argument
is as follows:
o First sentence: A claim that answers the question. For example:
■ The Sun characterized as a star because...
■ The Sun is not characterized as a star because.
o Body of paragraph: 4-5 sentences that support your claim with evidence collected during
the investigation. The evidence should be written on the Main Ideas and Details worksheets
glued into their notebooks.
> Provide students sufficient time to write their arguments.
> Once students have completed their arguments have them record their program for the radio.
Lesson 6: Post-Assessment
Estimated Time: 1, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Make 1 copy per student of the Post-Assessment: 5-ESS1-1. Have ready KWL chart that the
class filled out during the Pre-assessment.

Evaluate
1. Begin the lesson by congratulating students on the conclusion of the investigation and all the
effort they put into it. Refer students’ attention to the KWL chart. Ask them what they learned
about scientific argumentation and stars, and write their answers under the Learned column of
the chart.
2. Explain that the class will now take the Post-Assessment to which will allow them to demonstrate
all they learned over the course of the investigation.
3. Pass out the Post-assessment to each student.
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N a m e : ________________________________
D a t e : ________________________________

P a r t 1 D i r e c t i o n s : A nsw er th e following q u e stio n s to th e b e st of y o u r ability. Use

com plete sentences!
1. You are e atin g d in n e r w ith y o u r family. The m eal to n ig h t in clu d es ste am ed broccoli,
rice a n d grilled salm on. Y our y o u n g er sibling s ta te s th a t sh e sh o u ld be able to sw itch
o u t broccoli w ith can d y corn b e c a u se it is h e a lth ie r th a n th e green vegetable. She
a rg u e s th a t can d y corn ta s te s b etter, h a s p re ttie r colors a n d b e c a u se its sm aller its
e asie r for th e body to digest (b reak down). Is th is a n exam ple of a scientific
a rg u m e n t? E x p l a i n y o u r reasoning.

2. E xplain (in 1-2 sen tences) how th e following are d istin g u ish ed from on an o th er:
• S u n vs. P lan ets

•

A steroids vs. C om ets

3. A nsw er b o th of th e following q u estio n s: Is o u r S u n a sta r? If so, w hy is it so m u ch
bigger a n d b rig h te r th a n all th e o th e r s ta rs in th e sky?

P a r t 2 D i r e c t i o n s : Read th e following sta te m e n t a n d resp o n d (on th e b a ck of th e sheet)

by w riting a convincing a rg u m e n t th a t e ith er su p p o rts or d isag rees w ith th e sta te m e n t.
The re a so n th e M oon’s a p p e a ra n c e in th e sky c h an g e s is b e c a u se th e E a rth h a s eight
different M oons. We get to see each Moon a s E a rth ro ta te s on its axis.
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Student Worksheets: Reading Comprehension Questions
5-ESS1-1
Asteroid Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through the Asteroid Belt booklet you will answer each of the questions in a separate
arm of the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses) are
considering lumping 'asteroids' and 'comets' together in the same category and simply calling them,
Astercoms. Their reasoning is that because both are made of debris leftover from the formation of the planets
they are indistinguishable from each other. You and your team are not so sure about this and have voiced
concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear well thought out arguments based on factual
information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web W heel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation (compared
to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
Asteroid Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through the Asteroid Belt booklet you will answer each of the questions in a separate
arm of the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses) are
considering lumping 'asteroids' and 'comets' together in the same category and simply calling them,
Astercoms. Their reasoning is that because both are made of debris leftover from the formation of the planets
they are indistinguishable from each other. You and your team are not so sure about this and have voiced
concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear well thought out arguments based on factual
information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web W heel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation
(compared to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
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7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
Com et Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through the Comets booklet you will answer each of the questions in a separate arm of
the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses) are
considering lumping 'asteroids' and 'comets' together in the same category and simply calling them,
Astercoms. Their reasoning is that because both are made of debris leftover from the formation of the planets
they are indistinguishable from each other. You and your team are not so sure about this and have voiced
concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear well thought out arguments based on factual
information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web W heel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation (compared
to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
8.
Com et Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through the Comets booklet you will answer each of the questions in a separate arm of
the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses) are
considering lumping 'asteroids' and 'comets' together in the same category and simply calling them,
Astercoms. Their reasoning is that because both are made of debris leftover from the formation of the planets
they are indistinguishable from each other. You and your team are not so sure about this and have voiced
concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear well thought out arguments based on factual
information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web Wheel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation
(compared to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
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7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
8.
Star Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through parts of the The Solar System (pp. 5-6) and Outside the Solar System (pp. 7-13)
booklets you will answer each of the questions in a separate arm of the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses) are
considering lumping 'stars' and 'planets' together in the same category and simply calling them, Sunets. Their
reasoning is because both are spherical with strong gravitational forces to drawn in satellites. You and your
team are not so sure about this and have voiced concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear
well thought out arguments based on factual information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web W heel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation
(compared to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
Star Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through parts of the The Solar System (pp. 5-6) and Outside the Solar System (pp. 7-13)
booklets you will answer each of the questions in a separate arm of the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses)are
considering lumping 'stars' and 'planets' together in the same category and simply calling them, Sunets. Their
reasoning is because both are spherical with strong gravitational forces to drawn insatellites. You and your
team are not so sure about this and have voiced concerns. Your bosses said they
wouldtake the time to hear
well thought out arguments based on factual information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web W heel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation
(compared to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
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Planet Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through parts of the The Solar System (pp. 7-12) booklet you will answer each of the
questions in a separate arm of the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses) are
considering lumping 'stars' and 'planets' together in the same category and simply calling them, Sunets. Their
reasoning is because both are spherical with strong gravitational forces to drawn in satellites. You and your
team are not so sure about this and have voiced concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear
well thought out arguments based on factual information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web Wheel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation
(compared to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.
Planet Group: Reading Com prehension Questions
Directions: Read over the following scenario and preview the comprehension questions below it. Glue two
copies of the Web Wheel into your notebook and in the center of each write the following question: What are
asteroids? As you read through parts of the The Solar System (pp. 7-12) booklet you will answer each of the
questions in a separate arm of the Web Wheel.
Scenario:
You are a geophysicist working at NASA have just learned that the senior astrophysicists (your bosses)are
considering lumping 'stars' and 'planets' together in the same category and simply calling them, Sunets. Their
reasoning is because both are spherical with strong gravitational forces to drawn in satellites. You and your
team are not so sure about this and have voiced concerns. Your bosses said they would take the time to hear
well thought out arguments based on factual information. It's time to get to work!
Com prehension Questions: (Answer the questions on the Web W heel!)
1. [pg. 2] Describe the characteristics of an asteroid.
2. [pg. 2] How big are asteroids?
3. [pg. 3] Do asteroids rotate? How long can it take an asteroid to make a complete rotation
(compared to 1 Earth day)?
4. [pg. 3] Do asteroids orbit the sun? How long can it take an asteroid to orbit the sun (compared to 1
Earth year)?
5. [pg. 4] Where are asteroids located?
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6. [pg. 5] Do asteroids all look the same? Explain your answer.
7. [pg. 6] Do asteroids have different names? Explain.

5-ESS1-1
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Scientific Argument Example
To the School Board Committee, - - - ^ Audience
INTRODUCTIO

It has come to my attention that the school board is thinking about
installing vending machines in order to make money for new playground equipment.
I write to you today with the perspective of a teacher and member of the
community. Childhood obesity is a major problem in the United States today and
can lead to health problems later in life. According to the Dr. Eric Liben at the
Medical Associates Clinic, growing and active young bodies need a certain number
of calories a day that come from nutritious foods like fruits, vegetables, grains and
proteins. Vending machines do not always offer these types of healthy food options
and kids could end up replacing nutritious food with snacks. Vending machines will
promote unhealthy eating habits and should not be installed in the school.
BODY

After doing more research into this topic I found some interesting facts the
committee should consider before making a decision. A study by researchers at the
University of Connecticut found that vending machines today do offer healthier food
options. The problem is that students usually choose snacks that are not nutritious.
This same study looked at the behaviors of elementary and high school students at
two different schools for a year. One school had vending machines and the other
did not. When vending machines are available students will skip lunch to buy a
snack or beverage much more often. While this may not seem like a problem, the
researchers found that the food students were buying had a lot of sugar and
unhealthy fats which are not nutrients that made young bodies healthy and strong
CONCLUSION

I understand that the school board needs to buy safer playground equipment
but putting in vending machines is not the way to do it. Over time students will
develop unhealthy eating habits if vending machines are available. Even though
vending machines offer healthy options students do not usually choose these and
instead buy snacks and beverages that are high in sugar and unhealthy fats. One
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study showed that students' eating habits did change. Students began skipping
lunch and replacing it with these unhealthy options. It is in the best interest of our
students to find other means to buy playground equipment.

Sincerely,
Sarah Liben
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Can you find the Orion Nebula (M42) in the Milky Way?
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galaxy?

Can you find the Crab Nebula to the Milky Way

The Milky Way
O C TA L MAGE OF THE M ID W A Y BY PIKAA PAGING (VM W PlKAiA-IMAONGCO.UK)
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Can you find Messier 55 [located in the Sagittarius cluster)?
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Materials: Unit 2 Investigation 2
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N o r t h e r n h e m is p h e r e
DECEMRER TO MAY
and stars are the main
attractions because the Milky Way is faint. These
include the brightest constellation, Orion, and the
brightest star, Sirius. Most of the visible stars are in our
own Local Arm of the galaxy, which also contains several
star nurseries that can be seen in close-up, such as the
Orion Nebula. Star clusters are also common. By
spring, the view shifts to looking sideways
out of the Milky Way and the
great galaxy cluster in Virgo is
on show,
n w in te r , c o n s t e lla t io n s

I

sta r m a ps
M ARCH TO MAY H IGH LIG H TS
The crouching lion of Leo is easy to spot.
A curve of stars marks its head, also known as
the Sickle. Following Leo to the southeast is
Virgo, which is more difficult to pick out.
Between Leo and Virgo is the Virgo Cluster of
more than 2,000 galaxies, although only a few
are visible without a large telescope. Below
Virgo is a small constellation, Corvus, with its
four distinctive stars. Corvus is easy to find,
even though the stars are not very bright.

D ECEMBER TO FEBRUARY HIGH LIG H TS
Orion the Hunter is the best signpost in the sky. The
line of three stars that make up Orion’s Belt point
up toward Aldebaran in Taurus and, farther on, the
Pleiades star cluster. Down, they point to Sirius in
Canis Major. Betelgeuse, Sirius, and Procyon (in
Canis Minor) are known as the Winter Triangle.
A diagonal through Rigel and Betelgeuse leads to
Gemini, while directly above Orion is Auriga, with
the star clusters, M36 and M38.

M36 AND M38 CLUSTERS
M36 is the brighter of the two open
star clusters, both of which are visible
with the naked eye. As M36 and M38
appear quite close, they can easily
be mistaken for a comet at a
casual glance.

M36 is a compact cluster of
about 60 stars, while there
are about 100 stars
scattered across a wider
area in M38.
December to February

PRAESEPE
An open star cluster in Cancer,
Praesepe is visible with the naked
eye on clear and dark nights. With
binoculars, it is a splendid sight.

BLACK EYE GALAXY
A spiral galaxy just below
Coma Berenices, the Black
Eye Galaxy has a dark dust
lane near its center. Small
telescopes just show a little
hazy oval of light, but large
telescopes make it look like
an eve, hence the name.

M35 CLUSTER
An open star cluster to the north
of Eta Geminorum, M35 is just
visible with the naked eye, It is
easy to spot with binoculars,
which will show some of the

A rcturus, in Bootes, is a red giant and
the fourth brightest sta r in the sky.

brightest individual stars, The
cluster contains about 120 stars.
M65 and M66 galaxies are in Leo.
They are easy to find as they are
q uite bright, and lie between two
fairly bright stars. W ith a
telescope, the galaxies look like
tiny, hazy spindles.

O rio n Nebula is the brightest nebula
in the sky, ll appears a s a m isty patch
w ith the naked eye, but small telescopes
show a group o f four stars, the
Trapezium , at its center.

P orrim a in Virgo is a double star.

F in d o u t m o re

Between 2005 an d 2007, the stars were
so close to each oth er that even w ith a

W h e re stars a re born 172
OUR LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD 198
G a l a x ie s 210
Preparing t o stargaze 248
M app ing t h e n i g h t sky 250
P o la r s ta r maps 252
B in o c u l a r a s tr o n o m y 268

telescope they' looked like a single star.
The next tim e this occurs will be in 2174.

W est

Materials: Unit 2 Investigation 2
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Grade Band 5-6 (Year 2)
Unit 2: Earth Systems & Earth/Human Activity
Investigation 3
Overarching Questions
> How do scientists communicate complex phenomena in a clear and concise way?
> Why is it important to communicate effectively with one another?
> How do interactions between Earth’s major systems impact our lives?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that while water is an essential part of their daily activities and is required by
all living things (including everything students eat and drink) to survive, only a very small percentage of
all the water on the planet is available in liquid form so it must be protected. Students will also
understand that water is made available to people and all living things because the Sun and the Earth's
atmosphere help it move all around the world in what is called the hydrologic cycle. Students will
recognize the value in the suggestions and ideas presented by their group members and then work
collaboratively to resolve a community-based problem by collecting and organizing (graphical displays
and scientific models) information into a presentation for the entire class.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
(5-ESS2-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can develop a model using an example to describe
ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and/or atmosphere interact.
(5-ESS2-2) Students who demonstrate understanding can describe and graph the amounts and
percentages of water and fresh water in various reservoirs to provide evidence about the distribution of
water on Earth.
(5-ESS3-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can obtain and combine information about ways
individual communities use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment.
Alaska State Science Standards
(5-SE2.1) student demonstrates understanding by investing a problem or project over a specified period
of time and identifying the tools and processes used in that project (L)
(5-SE2.2) student demonstrates understanding by investigating a problem or project over a specified
period of time and identifying the tools and processes used in that project (L)
(5-SE2.2) students demonstrates understanding by comparing multiple explanations (e.g. oral traditions,
folklore, scientific theory) of everyday events (e.g., weather, seasonal changes) (L)
(5-SD2.1) student demonstrates understanding by describing how wind and water tear down and build
up the Earth’s surface resulting in new land formations (deltas, moraines, and canyons).
(6-SD2.3) student demonstrates understanding by describing how the surface can change rapidly as a
result of geological activities (i.e. earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, floods, landslides, avalanches)
(6-SD3.2) students demonstrates understanding by connecting the water cycle to weather phenomena.
(6-SA3.1) student demonstrates understanding by gathering data to build a knowledge base that
contributes to the development of questions about the local environment (e.g., moose browsing, trail
usage, river erosion)
(6-SE1.1) student demonstrates understanding by recognizing that technology cannot always provide
successful solutions for problems or fulfill every human need
Collaborative Objectives (Performance Assessment)
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After instruction and articulating thoughts and ideas effectively using oral, written and nonverbal
communication skills in a variety of forms and contexts, your group will be able to formulate a
presentation using a scientific model that demonstrates how the atmosphere and hydrosphere (water
cycle) interact to affect living things and the Earth’s surface, at the level of proficiency of a teacher made
rubric.
After instruction and articulating thoughts and ideas effectively using oral, written and nonverbal
communication skills in a variety of forms and contexts, your group will be able to formulate a
presentation using graphs that compares the amount of fuel needed to run tours for different cruise lines
as well as ways the City and Borough of Yakutat can reduce pollution, at the level of proficiency of a
teacher made rubric.
After working together collaboratively as a group and receiving feedback, you will be able to value the
individual contributions made by each team member, at the level of proficiency of a teacher made rubric.
Individual Objectives (Summative Assessment)
After instruction and working collaboratively in a group, you will be able to construct and analyze
graphical displays (bar graphs and pie chart) to convince a friend that most water on Earth is located in
the ocean and that most freshwater is locked up in glaciers and ice sheets, with 80% accuracy.
After instruction and working collaboratively in a group, you will be able to construct and analyze a
diagram (or short story) that demonstrates how interactions between the hydrosphere (water cycle) and
atmosphere allow a single drop of ocean water explore Yakutat before coming back home, with 80 %
accuracy.

Materials
Lesson 1: P re -A sse ssm e n t- W h a t do y o u k n o w ?

Day 1: Introduce Topic
> Teacher background sheet
> Science A-Z PBL Overview
> Science A-Z Project-based Learning Teaching Tips: How Environmental Changes Affect Food Webs
(Teacher Information)
> Science A-Z Project-based Learning Project Organizer: Food Chains (Teacher information)
> Pre-Assessment (1 copy per student)
> PBL Sheet1- Project outline (p. 2 of Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
Days 2-4: Conduct an Entry Event
> ANKN Where does my water come from? (lesson plan attached- refer to for list of materials)
> Guest speakers
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: H o w can w e m a k e a s c ie n tific d ia g ra m ? (W h a t a re s c ie n tific d ia g ra m s ? )

Days 1-2: Pre-Teach Vocabulary
> PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (p. 7 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> Science A-Z Quick Read: Interpreting Data- Diagrams (3 reading levels available- 1 copy per
student)
> Learning to Listen worksheets (1 copy per student)
> Science notebooks
3944

Days 2-3: Build Background Knowledge
> Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams (optional)
> Part 2: Create a “How-to” Diagram (p. 4 of Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams
> Critical Thinking worksheet- Optional (p. 6 of Science A-Z Exploration: Making Diagrams)
> Colored pencils/Crayons
> Scissor
> Double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Lesson 3: In w h a t w a ys a re o rg a n is m s in a q u a tic e n v iro n m e n ts c o n n e c te d to each o th e r?

Day 1-2: Pre-teach Vocabulary
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart (3 sheets per student)
> PBL Sheet 4: KWLS (Part One) (p. 5 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (Part Two) (p. 7 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> Feeding Relationships by Ann Fullick (2-5 copies available in kit)
> A Temperate Forest Food Chain by Rebecca Hogue Wojahn and Donal Wojahn (2-5 copies
available in kit)
> Learning to Listen worksheet (from previous lesson)
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Scissors
> Double sided tape and/or glue
> Science notebooks
Days 3-15: Build Background Knowledge
> Sea Grant: The Missing Sea Otters lesson plan (attached)
> Sea Grant: How do scientists learn about ecosystems? (attached)
> Sea Grant: Interconnections (attached)
> Scissors
> Double sided tape and/or glue
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: H o w do e n v ir o n m e n ta l c o n d itio n s e ffe c t a fo o d w eb?

Days 1-4: Plan the Project
> PBL Sheet 7: Project Ideas worksheet (p. 8 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 8: Project Description worksheet (p.9 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Days 5-9: Pitch the Project
> PBL Sheet 9: Pitch your Project (p. 10 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Lesson 5: H o w can w e c o m m u n ic a te o u r id e a s to o th e r cla ssro o m s?

Days 1-2: Practice the Presentation and Complete Peer Review
> PBL Sheet 11: Presentation Rubric (p. 12 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 12: Practice Presentation and Peer Review (p.13 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Days 3-4: Present and Assess the Final Project
> PBL Sheet 13: Student Rubric-Team (3 pages- p. 14-16 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 14: Team Reflection (p. 17 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
> PBL Sheet 15: Student Rubric-Individual (2 pages- pp.18-19 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Lesson 6: P o st-A sse ssm e n t- W h a t d id y o u le a rn ?

> Post-assessment (1 copy per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Crayons and colored pencils
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> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons

Overall Procedure
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Investigation
Lesson 1: P re -A sse ssm e n t
E s tim a te d T im e : 1, fifty-minute lesson
T e a c h e r P re p (D a y 1 ) : Since cooperative learning is a large component of the investigations in the 5-6

curriculum, an overview of the instructional framework and the different types that it consists of is
provided in the Teacher Background. You will have to form heterogeneous (mixed skill levels) teams
ahead of time that students will work in throughout the investigation. Teams should consist of 3-4
individuals. In addition, the overall format of this investigation aligns with the place-based instructional
framework, which requires students to investigate and resolve real-work problems through the
development of a project and/or performance. The Science A-Z PBL Overview provides a concise
description of the framework, therefore it would beneficial to read through this material before
beginning the investigation. The Science A-Z Project-based Learning Teaching Tips and Science A-Z Projectbased Learning Project Organizer layout the framework and contain many of the materials needed to
implement this specific investigation, therefore it would be beneficial to review these documents before
the first lesson. It is important to note that the project-based framework looks a lot different than
traditional teaching methods generally implemented in classroom, and requires the teacher to assume
the role of a facilitator that guides and clarifies the learning experience while students assume a much
more active role in advancing their understanding in order to accomplish objectives.
Print out one copy per student of the Pre-Assessment and Science A-Z PBL Sheet1- Project outline (p.
2 of Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer), which should be glued into students notebooks before the next
lesson.
T e a c h e r P re p (D ays 2 -4 ): Before you begin the lesson, read over the Teacher Background to familiarize
yourself with the traditional knowledge component that is being addressed and how it connects to the
core concepts of the priority standard. Read over the ANKN: Where does food come from? lesson plan
(attached) for a list of supplies needed to implement it. The lesson requires inviting an Elder (or Tlingit
Language instructor) and a local subsistence hunter into the classroom to discuss the indigenous and
modern perspectives regarding the seasonal hunting calendar, typical hunting practices and methods
used to prevent overharvesting resources. Coordinate with guest speakers accordingly.
P ro c e d u re

Day 1: Introduce Topic

Elicit
> Begin the lesson by telling the class they are about to embark on a new investigation. Hand out
Sheet1- Project outlines (p) to each student then read over the Problem and Objectives of the
investigation as a class (note that some of the original objectives in the Project Outline have been
revised since they will not be addressed during the investigation):
Problem
"An environmental consulting ( * * N o te : You can change this to one of the local agencies in town
such as the US Forest Service, Alaska Department of Fish and Game or the US National Park
Service) the firm has hired your team to assess the natural food web and environmental threats to

the plants and animals in a specific region of the world. You've been asked to create a comprehensive
food web model for the area by identifying at least ten species of organisms and showing how they
are interconnected. The firm requires that you identify each organism as being a producer, consumer,
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or decomposer. In addition, the firm has asked your team to research and analyze the environmental
threats in the region, including the effects of any human activity in the area. This might include
habitat loss, mining, hunting, and dams on rivers, pollution, or other situations. In your final
presentation to the firm's board of directors, they've asked that you present the food web, discuss the
links between the species, and explain how environmental threats may affect the natural food web in
the area."
Objectives:
o
o
o
o

Describe how living things in an ecosystem are interconnected
Explain the roles of producers, consumers, and decomposers in a natural food web
Research environmental threats to a region on Earth and understand how they affect
the local food web
Design and construct a model of a food web to show the movement of matter from one
organism to another then explain how that food web may change due to environmental
threats

> After reading through the problem and objective, ask a volunteer(s) to state in their own words
the goal of the investigation. (Create a local food web using a scientific model for an environmental
consulting firm and then research how human activity in the area can threaten this food web.
Students will then present their models, discuss the links between the different species, and
explain the environmental threats that can effect the food web).
> Tell students that in order to accomplish this task they will focus on resolving the following
Driving Question: How do environmental changes effect the food web? Explain that over the next
few weeks the class will resolve this question one step at a time.
> Tell students that they will complete a pre-assessment for the remainder of the lesson. Remind
them that the assessment is not graded but instead is meant to determine what they know about
the topic and compare it to what they learned by the conclusion of the investigation. As always in
school, students are encouraged to do their best work. As the instructor you can clarify questions
on the assessment but note provide information that will help them answer the questions. If a
student has no prior knowledge regarding a particular questions, let them know they are allowed
to write so under that question.
Days 2-4: Conduct an Entry Event

Engage
> Implement the ANKN Where does ourfood come from? lesson.
Lesson 2: How can we make a scientific diagram? (What are scientific diagrams? What types of diagrams
are there?)
Estimated time: 3, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Days 1-2): Set-up four stations around the room since students will be working in their
groups for most of the lesson. Make 1 copy per student of the PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (part two - p. 7 of Science
A-Z PBL Project Organizer) and the Learning to Listen worksheets, which can be glued or taped into
students’ notebooks before or at the conclusion of the lesson. You may want to write the steps outlined
on the Learning to Listen worksheet on a large sheet of chart paper, since you will go through each step
with the class. Students will read with a partner in their group the Quick Read: Interpreting DataDiagrams, which is available in three reading levels (mid, low, high). Determine ahead of time how you
want the Quick Read material to be differentiated then make one copy for each student.
Teacher Prep (Day 3): Read over the Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson plan and organize any
additional materials (not listed here) needed in order to implement the lesson. You will focus on
implementing Part 2 of the lesson (Create a How-to diagram) and Part 4 (Write and Ask Questions),
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therefore make one copy per student of Data Sheet 1 (p. of the lesson plan). The Critical Thinking
worksheet (p. 6 of the lesson) is optional if students have not answered these questions before or you
think they would benefit from revisiting them. In addition, make one cope per student of the PBL Sheet 6:
KWLS (Know-Want to learn- Learned-Still want to learn) worksheet. Make an enlarged version of it on a
sheet of chart paper to fill in with the class. Write the following topical question on the board: How can
we make a scientific diagram?
Days 1-2: Pre-Teach Vocabulary

Elicit
> Post the KWLS chart on the board and begin the lesson by asking the class to recall the task they
will be responsible for delivering at the end of the investigation (Develop a scientific diagram that
demonstrates a local food chain and be able to explain how human activities can affect the food
web). Write the task on the board and ask students what they will need to be able to do in order to
complete this task. (Construct a scientific diagram) Explain that the class has been introduced to
the concept of scientific models and specifically diagrams earlier this year, but they will review
this scientific practice since they will be responsible for developing and then presenting a diagram
in front of the consulting firm/local agency. Ask the students to come up with some questions
about diagrams they need to answer in order to successfully complete their task. Write students’
responses on the board and include the following questions if they are not addressed (they will
address these questions this class):
o What is a diagram?
o What are the different types of diagrams?
o How do we communicate a message with a diagram?

Explore
> Pass out the Learning to Listen worksheets to each student and explain that in order to answer the
three questions posted on the board, students will work with a partner from their team during a
listening activity. Ask students why it would be important to learn to how be a good listener?
> Discuss the Learning to Listen worksheets and the process students will follow in order to fill out
the chart (Explain that the activity or topic the class will be responding to are the three questions
that are written on the board):
1. You will need to answer the following questions independently: What is a diagram? What
are the different types of diagrams? How do we communicate a message with a diagram?
Take a moment to formulate your response then record your ideas in the yellow
table. Explain your thinking behind these ideas in the table.
2. Listen very carefully to your partner’s ideas then record them in the blue chart. After your
partner has finished explaining their ideas, repeat back what you heard to your partner. If
you misunderstood your partner’s idea, make the necessary corrections in the table.
3. Ask your partner to explain the reasoning behind their ideas. Record this information in the
chart. For example, their ideas can come from: Facts they know, an O p in io n , personal
V alues, and/or In te n tio n s they have about a topic.
4. Once you and your partner have had a chance to listen to one another, paraphrase each
other’s ideas in the table and share with the entire group.
5. You will receive a grade (1-5) based on how well your responses match your partners.
(This means you will compare a students’ response to the questions with the ideas
recorded by their partner, and vice versa. This will ensure that partners listen carefully to
one another as each present their ideas)
> Break the class up into teams and then pair students up for the activity. Instruct the class to
complete Activity 1 on the Learning to Listen worksheet.
Explain
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> Once students have completed Activity 1, distribute the Quick Read: Interpreting Data- Diagrams
to each student. Partners are to read over the Quick Read together then repeat the listening
activity but this time filling out the Activity 2 on their worksheet.

Extend
> After the class has completed this component of the lesson, distribute 1 sheet of construction
paper to each group. Explain that the four members will now have to agree upon a definition for
each of the questions (What is a diagram? What are the different types of diagrams? What do we
need to create a diagram?), and record this on the sheet of construction paper. Each group
member will have a roll in this activity:
o Recorder- writes the agreed upon definitions for each question on thesheet of paper
o Organizer- reads off each group members’ response in the Activity 2chart
o Presenter- reads off the team’s responses in front of the class
o Analyst- explains the reasoning behind the team’s responses
> Instruct teams to complete this component of the lesson. Have teams present their final product in
front of the class, then post each product on the board.

Evaluate
> Distribute the PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (part two) to each student and explain that the class needs to
come up with up with and agree upon an explanation for each of the questions, which each student
will eventually record under the “L” section of the worksheet. Record students’ ideas on the board
and encourage each to provide the reasoning behind their thinking. This may require some
discussion (and potentially a vote) before the class can come to an agreement. Ultimately,
responses should be similar to the following:
o Question One: A diagram is a visual way to present information
o Question Two: Diagrams can show parts of a thing, how something works or how things
relate to other things.
o Question Three: Diagrams give provide us information in a clear and simplified way so that
we can understand the world. This is done through: colorful pictures, symbols (such as
arrows), words (labels or steps), and a title.
> Instruct students to record responses on their PBL Sheet 6: KWLS worksheet under the “L” section,
or information they learned during the lesson. Once they have completed this students should
record things they still want to learn during the investigation (as questions or ideas) under the “S”
section of their worksheets.
Day 3: Build Background Knowledge
> Begin the lesson by reviewing the information students learned about diagrams in the previous
lesson, as well as the questions or ideas they want to answer and learn about over the course of
this investigation. (Students should have recorded this information under the “L” column of the

PBL Sheet 6: KWLS)
> Ask the class to recall the different types of information that can be displayed on a diagram, and
record this information on the board.
o Diagrams can show parts of a thing
o Diagrams can show how something works
o Diagrams can show how things relate to other things
> Ask students to think about their task for a moment and decide which of the three types of
diagrams they will most likely have to construct for the consulting firm/local agency. (Diagrams
that can show how something works- since students’ diagrams will demonstrate how the
organisms in an ecosystem function to establish a relatively stable food web) Explain that this is
called a “How-to” diagram, which students will learn how to create in class today.
> Implement Parts 2 and 4 of the Science Exploration: Making Diagrams lesson.
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Lesson 3: In what ways are organisms in an ecosystem connected to each other? How does man-made
activities impact the connections between organisms?
Estimated time: 17-22, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Day 1): Set up four stations around the round with coloring utensils, scissors, glue
and/or tape. Students will begin the lesson working in their assigned groups and then finish the lesson
with a reading as a class. Read over the books, Feeding Relationships by Ann Fullick and An Ocean Food
Chain, to familiarize yourself with the lesson’s content. There are only 2-5 copies of each book available in
the kits, so you may need to make copies of the readings (A Temperate Forest Food Chain may be too long
to read in its entirety therefore you should select sections ahead of time to focus on). Students will be
responsible for constructing definitions for the following vocabulary terms: Producer, Herbivore
(Primary Consumer), Carnivore (secondary consumer), Decomposer, and Food Chair. The class will
begin by reading sections from the book Feeding Relationships and be responsible for reading the
following sections: Group One: Producers (pp. 6-8), Group 2: Herbivores (pp. 20-21), Group 3: Carnivores
(pp. 24-25) and Group 3: Decomposers (pp. 30-31). Print out 3 copies of the Graphic Organizer: Word
Sm art worksheet and one copy per student of the PBL Sheet 4: KWLS (Part One) worksheet. Construct an
enlarged version of the KWLS worksheet on a sheet of charge paper (this can be in the form of a table).
Have available glue and/or double-sided tape so that students can integrate worksheets into their science
notebooks as well as colored sheets of construction paper.
Teacher Prep (Days 2-15): Read over the and familiarize yourself with the following Sea Grant lesson
plans and organize the necessary materials (not listed here) needed to implement each: The Missing Sea
Otters, How do Scientists Learn about Ecosystems?, and Interconnections. All lesson plans are attached.
Write the following topical question on the board: In what ways are organisms in aquatic environments
connected to each other?
Day 1: Pre-teach Vocabulary
Elicit
> Distribute the PBL Sheet 4: KWLS and PBL Sheet 6: KWLS (save for later) worksheets to students,
then begin lesson by asking the class to recall the driving question they need to answer to
complete their task. (How do environmental changes effect a food web?) Record the question on
the board then ask students to take a moment to think about what they will need to know and
want to learn more about in order to answer this question. Students should record their ideas
under the “W” section of their PBL Sheet 4: KWLS worksheet. Ask students to volunteer their ideas
and record these under the “W” column of the class KWLS chart. (In this list include the following:
How are organisms in a food web different from one another? and What is a food chain? If
students do not volunteer this on their own, pose probing questions that encourage them to think
about and then eventually propose the idea in their own words.)
> Tell the class that they will begin by researching one of the questions and/or ideas written today.
Write the following on the board: How are organisms in the same food web different from one
another? Instruct students to record their ideas under the “K” column of the PBL Sheet 4: KWLS
worksheet. Ask students to volunteer ideas they wrote down and record them under the “K”
column of the class KWLS chart.
Explore
> Tell students to turn to the Learning to Listen worksheets. Explain that in order to answer the
question on the board, each team will research the question independently before presenting
knowledge to the rest of the class. This activity will follow the same procedure as the listening
procedure conducted earlier in the investigation. Students will first pair up with a partner in their
team to research the question and then construct a response together in order to share it with the
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other team members. The team must then work together to come up with a concise response to
present to the class.
> Review the procedure for the listening activity with the class:
1. You will complete a reading passage and then answer the following question
(independently) in the yellow table of your worksheet: How are organisms in a food web
different from one another? After recording your ideas, explain your thinking in the table.
2. Listen very carefully to your partner’s ideas then record them in the blue table. After your
partner has finished explaining their ideas, repeat back what you heard to your partner. If
you misunderstood your partner’s idea, make the necessary corrections in the table.
3. Ask your partner to explain the reasoning behind their ideas. Record this information in the
table. For example, their ideas can come from: Facts they know, an Opinion, personal
Values, and/or Intentions they have about a topic.
4. Once you and your partner have had a chance to listen to one another, paraphrase each
other’s ideas in the table and share with the entire team. (At this point the team will then
work together to construct a cohesive response to present to the rest of the class.)
5. Students will receive a grade (1-5) based on how well their responses matched their
partners. (This means you will compare a students’ response to the questions with the
ideas recorded by their partner, and vice versa. This will ensure that partners listen
carefully to one another as each present their ideas)
> Pair students up with a partner in their team. Assign each team a term to research and a reading
passage:
o Group 1: Producers (Reading passage pp. 6-8 in Feeding Relationships By Ann Fullick)
o Group 2: Herbivores (Reading passage pp. 20-21 in Feeding Relationships)
o Group 3: Carnivores (Reading passage pp. 24-25 in Feeding Relationships)
o Group 4: Decomposers (Reading passage pp. 30-31 in Feeding Relationships)
> Instruct the class to complete Activity 3 on the Learning to Listen worksheet with their partner.
Explain
> Once partners have developed a response to the question they will share it with the other team
members. The team will discuss and agree to a single response that will be shared with the class
(distribute sheets of colored construction paper to each team member to record their response).
You will need to visit each group during this process and have them explain their reasoning.
Ultimately, each team should construct a response for each of the following terms: Producers
(Group #1), Herbivores (Group#2), Carnivores (Group#3) and Decomposers (Group#4).
Encourage each team to provide at least two examples of each trophic level to support their
response.
> To ensure positive interdependence and student accountability (as much as possible) within a
cooperative learning environment, students should be assigned roles or tasks that they are
responsible for completing. You can assign following tasks or develop your own:
o Recorder- writes the agreed upon definitions for each question on the sheet of paper
o Organizer- reads off each group members’ response in the Activity 2chart
o Presenter- reads off the team’s responses in front of the class
o Analyst- explains the reasoning behind the team’s responses
> Once each team has developed and recorded a response to the question on a sheet of construction
paper, selected members (i.e. Presenters) from the team will present their response in front of the
class. Before students begin presenting, distribute the Graphic Organizer: Word Sm art to each and
explain that they will each be responsible for completing the worksheet after each team has
presented. Therefore it is important that students listen carefully to each presentation and ask
questions at the end if they need any clarifications about the information. Definitions should
ultimately resemble the following:
o Producer: first organism in a food chain, such as plants, that makes its own food
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o
o
o

Herbivore: an animal that eats only plants
Carnivore: an animal that only eats other animals
Decomposers: living things, such as insects or bacteria, that feed on dead plants and
animals
> Begin presentations.
Extend
> At the conclusion of the presentations, instruct each student to complete four of the smaller Word
Sm art worksheets for each of the terms they just learned about: Producers, Herbivores,
Carnivores and Decomposers. Students are responsible to completed the following for each term:
o A definition
o A labeled-parts diagram describing the term
o One descriptive sentence that incorporates the term (Not an acceptable response: Plants
are the producers of an ecosystem. Acceptable response: Plants are classified as the
producers of an ecosystem because they use air, Sunlight and water to make their own
food.)
Elicit
> Instruct students fill in the “L” column of their PBL Sheet 6: KWLS worksheet with information
they have learned so far during in the investigation. Are there any other key ideas or terms that
the class thinks should be defined before they can move forward with the investigation? (It may
help to re-write the Driving Question of the investigation so that students can use it as a reference
as they study the chart. ) If students need encouragement, explain that organisms serve different
roles in an ecosystem depending on what they eat. These connections between organisms
depending on who eats what, was described in the text as a food chain and food web.
> What is a food chain? What is a food web? These are important terms to know for the task? (Yes)
> Explain that the class will now complete a reading together that studies the term, Food-chain and
Food-web, more in depth.
Explore
> Read over the book, A Temperate Forest Food Chain by Donald and Rebecca Wojahn , as a class.
Since there are limited copies of this resource, students will either have to share books or you can
read aloud to the class. If you read to the class, structure it as a continuation of the listening
activity. Students are expected to listen since you will stop periodically and ask them to either;
describe what they are visualizing in their mind, answer a question regarding content that was
discussed, or describe a vocabulary term based on its context in the text. Preface the activity by
stating that students will complete an two additional Word Sm art worksheets for the new terms
(food chain and food web) at the conclusion of the reading.
> As you read, expand students’ perception of a food chain from a transfer of food between different
organisms and their environment to the cycling of matter. For example, phytoplankton use air
(from the atmosphere), water and dissolved minerals (decaying bodies of organisms) to make
their own food as they live and grow. In turn the plankton (solid) serve as food for larger
organisms (solid) and so on. Students should begin to recognize that matter (in its different forms)
connects organisms within an ecosystem to one another.
> In addition, bring up the concept that matter contains energy, which is defined as the capacity to
do work. All matter that organisms use or take in as food (remember plants don’t “eat” water, air
and sunlight but instead make SUGAR out of these ingredients to use as food) has energy in it. How
do living things use this energy in food to live? (grow, body repair, motion, maintain warmth) You
can do a quick activity with students that demonstrates this concept. Students are asked to stand
and face you as they are given different scenarios to respond to:
o It’s gym time and you ate a hearty meal of spaghetti and meatballs for lunch an hour ago.
How do you feel? Run in place.
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o

o

o
o
o

Before dinner you decide to go outside for a few minutes and play in the snow. You haven’t
had a lot to eat today and feel hungry. How do you feel? Shiver if you feel cold. Give a
thumps up if you feel warm.
After dinner you go back outside to take the dog for quick walk before bed. Dad made
grilled salmon and roasted potatoes with vegetables, and it was delicious. How do you feel?
Shiver if you feel cold. Give a thumbs up of you are warm.
School just got out and you have to walk home now, even though you haven’t eaten
anything since breakfast. How do you feel? Walk from one side of the classroom to another.
It’s gym time again, but this time you skipped lunch and only had an apple for breakfast.
How do you feel? Run in place
After school you decide to play a game of basketball with some friends. You had a good
lunch about three hours ago. How do you feel? Jump in place

Explain
> After you have concluded the reading, instruct students to write the definition of a food chain in
their notebooks independently. Once they are done, pair students up and instruct them to share
their definitions with a partner. Each pair is responsible for constructing a standardized definition
for the term and then recording it on the board.
> Go through the definitions that students have recorded on the board and briefly provide feedback
on each. Final definition of food chain should look like the following:
o Food Chain- links between different animals that feed on each other and on plants (p. 62 in
An Ocean Food Chain)
o Food Web- model of a habitat showing how the animals and plants in different food chains
are interconnected through their feeding habits (p. 62 of An Ocean Food Chain)
Extend
> Instruct students to construct a “How-to” model of the cycling of matter throughout a food web or
chain. Review how diagrams effectively communicate information others.
Evaluate
> Students write a letter (in their science notebooks) to the consulting firm or local agency
describing what they have learned so far during their investigation. Write the topical questions on
the board that students can reference as they construct their letters:
o What is a diagram?
o What are the different types of diagrams?
o How do we communicate a message with a diagram?
o How are organisms in a food web different from one another?
o What is a food chain?
o How is a food chain different from a food web?

Days 2-15: Build Background Knowledge
> Write the topical question on the board (In what ways are organisms in an ecosystem connected
to each other?). Tell the class that they will embark on a series of lessons that will help solidify
their understanding of food webs, as well as the factors that impact them, over the next couple
weeks. By then they will be ready to plan and develop their project with their teammates.
> Implement the Sea Grant lesson plans: The Missing Sea Otters, How do Scientists Learn about
Ecosystems? and Interconnections.
> Notes: Reinforce cooperative learning interactions whenever possible. Explain that the final grade
of the project will be based on the effort of all members of the team, therefore everyone will
receive the same grade for the project. When activities lend themselves for group work, students
should be given specific roles that are independent of their teammates but support the final
product of that activity. Reinforce key characteristics of an effective listener. If feasible integrate
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an effective listening activity that requires students to not only reinstate their partner’s ideas but
explain where those ideas originate from.
> Note: Regarding content, continue to expand students’ perspectives of a food web as the cycling of
matter between organisms and their environment. You maybe have to review the properties of the
three major forms of matter on Earth (solid, liquid, gas), and identify what form matter takes at
different spots of the food web. For instance, all animals inhale oxygen (air) and water (liquid) to
live, and take in food (solid) which ultimately gets released back into the environment (solid). The
extrement of living organisms and the bodies of dead ones get broken down even further (smaller
bits of solid) by decomposers. Whatever is left over returns to and nourishes the soil with
minerals (solid), which get taken up by plants in order to produce food for themselves.
*Lesson 4: How do environm ental conditions effect a food web?
Estimated time: 9, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Plan the Project: Days 1-4):
Make one copy of the PBL Sheet 7: Project Ideas (p. 8 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer) and
PBL Sheet 8: Project Description (P. 9 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer) per student. The study area
for students’ projects will be the local intertidal area, however the teams will have to coordinate how
field time will be spent. Therefore, if teams want to visit different study sits they will have to determine
how time will be allotted since projects need to be completed by the end of the week. Teams will
determine the methods and equipment needed to collect data. You may want to let them brainstorm a
few ideas before offering any suggestions. The following materials, although in a number of different
locations are provided with the science curriculum: Intertidal Field Atlas (attached and hard copy
available in Summer School Kit), Common Sea Life of Southeast Alaska (attached and hard copy available
in Summer School kit), laminated intertidal field guides (Sea Grant Summer School kit), hand lenses
(Materials & Supplies Kit), digital microscopes, plankton tow net (Sea Grant Summer School kit),
backpacks for field investigations (Sea Grant Summer School kit), rite-in-the-rain paper to print guides or
data sheets on for field excursions (Sea Grant Summer School Kit), etc.
Regarding the effects of human activity on intertidal food webs, students may do best to
coordinate presentation(s) in the classroom with representatives from local agencies (YTT, USFS, NPS,
ADF&G) to speak on this exact topic. Matt Anderstrom, who currently works for the Environmental
Protection Office of YTT, would be a fantastic resource to bring into the classroom since he is involved in
collecting and sending local water samples to the EPA to test for harmful levels of dinoflagelates and
other toxic substances. Jim Capra, from the US National Park Service ,is a wealth of knowledge on the
area, although it can be difficult to get ahold of him since he works in Dry Bay. Susan Ohlers and Theresa
Hunt, biologists with the US Forest Service, enjoy coming into the classroom and giving presentations for
students as well. You may want to encourage students to invite two guest speakers in to speak on human
impacts on the organisms living in and around the intertidal zone; one from a local agency as well as a
member from the community. This would provide greater insight into the issues that surround this
problem.
Teacher prep (Pitch the Project: Days 5 -6 ): Make one copy per student of the of the PBL Sheet 9: Pitch
Your Project worksheet (p. 10 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer).
Lesson 5: How can w e com m unicate our ideas to other classroom s?
Estimated time: 4, fifty-minute lessons
Teacher Prep (Practice the Presentation and Complete Peer Review: Days 1-2): Make 1 copy per
student of the following worksheets: PBL Sheet 11: Presentation Rubric (p. 12 in Science A-Z PBL Project
Organizer) and PBL Sheet 12: Practice Presentation and Peer Review (p.13 in Science A-Z PBL Project
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Organizer). After all the effort students put into their project over the course of the investigation, it would
be a nice reward (and great learning experience) to invite family and school faculty into the classroom to
hear them speak about their work.
Teacher Prep (Present and A ssess the Final Project: Days 3-4): Make 1 copy per student of the
following worksheets: PBL Sheet 13: Student Rubric-Team (3 pages- p. 14-16 in Science A-Z PBL Project
Organizer), PBL Sheet 14: Team Reflection (p. 17 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer) and PBL Sheet 15:
Student Rubric-Individual (2 pages- pp.18-19 in Science A-Z PBL Project Organizer)
Lesson 6: Post-A ssessm ent
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute lesson
Teacher Prep: Make one copy of the post-assessment for each student. Let them know ahead of time that
this is the final assessment of the investigation and they will receive a final grade on it.
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Teacher Background

An Overview O f Cooperative Learning
David W Johnson and Roger T Johnson
Taken from: http://www.co-operation.org/what-is-cooperative-learning/
Without the cooperation of its members society cannot survive, and the society of man has survived
because the cooperativeness of its members made survival possible.... It was not an advantageous individual
here and there who did so, but the group. In human societies the individuals who are most likely to survive are
those who are best enabled to do so by their group.
(Ashley Montagu, 1965)
How students interact with each another is a neglected aspect of instruction. Much training time is
devoted to helping teachers arrange appropriate interactions between students and materials (i.e., textbooks,
curriculum programs) and some time is spent on how teachers should interact with students, but how students
should interact with one another is relatively ignored. It should not be. How teachers structure student-student
interaction patterns has a lot to say about how well students learn, how they feel about school and the teacher,
how they feel about each other, and how much self-esteem they have.
In the mid-1960s, cooperative learning was relatively unknown and largely ignored by educators. Elementary,
secondary, and university teaching was dominated by competitive and individualistic learning. Cultural
resistance to cooperative learning was based on social Darwinism, with its premise that students must be taught
to survive in a “dog-eat-dog” world, and the myth of “rugged individualism” underlying the use of
individualistic learning. While competition dominated educational thought, it was being challenged by
individualistic learning largely based on B. F. Skinner’s work on programmed learning and behavioral
modification. Educational practices and thought, however, have changed. Cooperative learning is now an
accepted and often the preferred instructional procedure at all levels of education. Cooperative learning is
presently used in schools and universities in every part of the world, in every subject area, and with every age
student. It is difficult to find a text on instructional methods, a teacher’s journal, or instructional materials that
do not discuss cooperative learning. Materials on cooperative learning have been translated into dozens of
languages. Cooperative learning is now an accepted and highly recommended instructional procedure.

Definition of Cooperative Learning
Students’ learning goals may be structured to promote cooperative, competitive, or individualistic
efforts. In every classroom, instructional activities are aimed at accomplishing goals and are conducted under a
goal structure. A learning goal is a desired future state of demonstrating competence or mastery in the subject
area being studied. The goal structure specifies the ways in which students will interact with each other and the
teacher during the instructional session. Each goal structure has its place (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 1999). In
the ideal classroom, all students would learn how to work cooperatively with others, compete for fun and
enjoyment, and work autonomously on their own. The teacher decides which goal structure to implement
within each lesson. The most important goal structure, and the one that should be used the majority of the time
in learning situations, is cooperation.
Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals. Within cooperative situations, individuals seek
outcomes that are beneficial to themselves and beneficial to all other group members. Cooperative learning is
the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s
learning. It may be contrasted with competitive (students work against each other to achieve an academic goal
such as a grade of “A” that only one or a few students can attain) andindividualistic (students work by
themselves to accomplish learning goals unrelated to those of the other students) learning. In cooperative and
individualistic learning, you evaluate student efforts on a criteria-referenced basis while in competitive learning
you grade students on a norm-referenced basis. While there are limitations on when and where you may use
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competitive and individualistic learning appropriately, you may structure any learning task in any subject area
with any curriculum cooperatively.
Theorizing on social interdependence began in the early 1900s, when one of the founders of the Gestalt
School of Psychology, Kurt Koffka, proposed that groups were dynamic wholes in which the interdependence
among members could vary. One of his colleagues, Kurt Lewin refined Koffka’s notions in the 1920s and
1930s while stating that (a) the essence of a group is the interdependence among members (created by common
goals) which results in the group being a “dynamic whole” so that a change in the state of any member or
subgroup changes the state of any other member or subgroup, and (b) an intrinsic state of tension within group
members motivates movement toward the accomplishment of the desired common goals. For interdependence
to exist, there must be more than one person or entity involved, and the persons or entities must have impact on
each other in that a change in the state of one causes a change in the state of the others. From the work of
Lewin’s students and colleagues, such as Ovisankian, Lissner, Mahler, and Lewis, it may be concluded that it is
the drive for goal accomplishment that motivates cooperative and competitive behavior.
In the late 1940s, one of Lewin’s graduate students, Morton Deutsch, extended Lewin’s reasoning about social
interdependence and formulated a theory of cooperation and competition (Deutsch, 1949, 1962). Deutsch
conceptualized three types of social interdependence-positive, negative, and none. Deutsch’s basic premise
was that the type of interdependence structured in a situation determines how individuals interact with each
other which, in turn, largely determines outcomes. Positive interdependence tends to result in promotive
interaction, negative interdependence tends to result in oppositional or contrient interaction, and no
interdependence results in an absence of interaction. Depending on whether individuals promote or obstruct
each other’s goal accomplishments, there is substitutability, cathexis, and inducibility. The relationships
between the type of social interdependence and the interaction pattern it elicits is assumed to be
bidirectional. Each may cause the other. Deutsch’s theory has served as a major conceptual structure for this
area of inquiry since 1949.

Types Of Cooperative Learning
Formal Cooperative Learning
Formal cooperative learning consists of students working together, for one class period to several weeks,
to achieve shared learning goals and complete jointly specific tasks and assignments (Johnson, Johnson, &
Holubec, 2008). In formal cooperative learning groups the teachers’ role includes (see Figure 4):
1. Making preinstructional decisions. Teachers (a) formulate both academic and social skills objectives, (b)
decide on the size of groups, (c) choose a method for assigning students to groups, (d) decide which roles to
assign group members, (e) arrange the room, and (f) arrange the materials students need to complete the
assignment. In these preinstructional decisions, the social skills objectives specify the interpersonal and small
group skills students are to learn. By assigning students roles, role interdependence is established. The way in
which materials are distributed can create resource interdependence. The arrangement of the room can create
environmental interdependence and provide the teacher with easy access to observe each group, which increases
individual accountability and provides data for group processing.
2. Explaining the instructional task and cooperative structure.Teachers (a) explain the academic
assignment to students, (b) explain the criteria for success, (c) structure positive interdependence, (d) structure
individual accountability, (e) explain the behaviors (i.e., social skills) students are expected to use, and (f)
emphasize intergroup cooperation (this eliminates the possibility of competition among students and extends
positive goal interdependence to the class as a whole). Teachers may also teach the concepts and strategies
required to complete the assignment. By explaining the social skills emphasized in the lesson, teachers
operationalize (a) the social skill objectives of the lesson and (b) the interaction patterns (such as oral rehearsal
and jointly building conceptual frameworks) teachers wish to create.
3. Monitoring students’ learning and intervening to provide assistance in (a) completing the task
successfully or (b) using the targeted interpersonal and group skills effectively.While conducting the lesson,
teachers monitor each learning group and intervene when needed to improve taskwork and
teamwork. Monitoring the learning groups creates individual accountability; whenever a teacher observes a
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group, members tend to feel accountable to be constructive members. In addition, teachers collect specific data
on promotive interaction, the use of targeted social skills, and the engagement in the desired interaction
patterns. This data is used to intervene in groups and to guide group processing.
4.
Assessing students’ learning and helping students process how well their groups
functioned. Teachers (a) bring closure to the lesson, (b) assess and evaluate the quality and quantity of student
achievement, (c) ensure students carefully discuss how effectively they worked together (i.e., process the
effectiveness of their learning groups), (d) have students make a plan for improvement, and (e) have students
celebrate the hard work of group members. The assessment of student achievement highlights individual and
group accountability (i.e., how well each student performed) and indicates whether the group achieved its goals
(i.e., focusing on positive goal interdependence). The group celebration is a form of reward
interdependence. The feedback received during group processing is aimed at improving the use of social skills
and is a form of individual accountability. Discussing the processes the group used to function, furthermore,
emphasizes the continuous improvement of promotive interaction and the patterns of interaction need to
maximize student learning and retention.
Informal Cooperative Learning
Informal cooperative learning consists of having students work together to achieve a joint learning goal
in temporary, ad-hoc groups that last from a few minutes to one class period (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). During a lecture, demonstration, or film, informal cooperative learning can be used to focus student
attention on the material to be learned, set a mood conducive to learning, help set expectations as to what will
be covered in a class session, ensure that students cognitively process and rehearse the material being taught,
summarize what was learned and precue the next session, and provide closure to an instructional session. The
teacher’s role for using informal cooperative learning to keep students more actively engaged intellectually
entails having focused discussions before and after the lesson (i.e., bookends) and interspersing pair discussions
throughout the lesson. Two important aspects of using informal cooperative learning groups are to (a) make the
task and the instructions explicit and precise and (b) require the groups to produce a specific product (such as a
written answer). The procedure is as follows.
1. Introductory Focused Discussion: Teachers assign students to pairs or triads and explain (a) the task
of answering the questions in a four to five minute time period and (b) the positive goal interdependence of
reaching consensus. The discussion task is aimed at promoting advance organizing of what the students know
about the topic to be presented and establishing expectations about what the lecture will cover. Individual
accountability is ensured by the small size of the group. A basic interaction pattern of eliciting oral rehearsal,
higher-level reasoning, and consensus building is required.
2. Intermittent Focused Discussions: Teachers divide the lecture into 10 to 15 minute segments. This is
about the length of time a motivated adult can concentrate on information being presented. After each segment,
students are asked to turn to the person next to them and work cooperatively in answering a question (specific
enough so that students can answer it in about three minutes) that requires students to cognitively process the
material just presented. The procedure is:
a. Each student formulates his or her answer.
b. Students share their answer with their partner.
c. Students listen carefully to their partner’s answer.
d. The pairs create a new answer that is superior to each member’s initial formulation by integrating the two
answers, building on each other’s thoughts, and synthesizing.
The question may require students to:
a. Summarize the material just presented.
b. Give a reaction to the theory, concepts, or information presented.
c. Predict what is going to be presented next; hypothesize.
d. Solve a problem.
e. Relate material to past learning and integrate it into conceptual frameworks.
f. Resolve conceptual conflict created by presentation.
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Teachers should ensure that students are seeking to reach an agreement on the answers to the questions
(i.e., ensure positive goal interdependence is established), not just share their ideas with each other. Randomly
choose two or three students to give 30 second summaries of their discussions. Such individual
accountabilityensures that the pairs take the tasks seriously and check each other to ensure that both are
prepared to answer. Periodically, the teacher should structure a discussion of how effectively the pairs are
working together (i.e., group processing). Group celebrations add reward interdependence to the pairs.
3.
Closure Focused Discussion: Teachers give students an ending discussion task lasting four to five
minutes. The task requires students to summarize what they have learned from the lecture and integrate it into
existing conceptual frameworks. The task may also point students toward what the homework will cover or
what will be presented in the next class session. This provides closure to the lecture.
Informal cooperative learning ensures students are actively involved in understanding what is being
presented. It also provides time for teachers to move around the class listening to what students are
saying. Listening to student discussions can give instructors direction and insight into how well students
understand the concepts and material being as well as increase the individual accountability of participating in
the discussions.
Cooperative Base Groups
Cooperative base groups are long-term, heterogeneous cooperative learning groups with stable
membership (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, 2008). Members’ primary responsibilities are to (a) ensure all
members are making good academic progress (i.e., positive goal interdependence) (b) hold each other
accountable for striving to learn (i.e., individual accountability), and (c) provide each other with support,
encouragement, and assistance in completing assignments (i.e., promotive interaction). In order to ensure the
base groups function effectively, periodically teachers should teach needed social skills and have the groups
process how effectively they are functioning. Typically, cooperative base groups are heterogeneous in
membership (especially in terms of achievement motivation and task orientation), meet regularly (for example,
daily or biweekly), and last for the duration of the class (a semester or year) or preferably for several years. The
agenda of the base group can include academic support tasks (such as ensuring all members have completed
their homework and understand it or editing each other’s essays), personal support tasks (such as getting to
know each other and helping each other solve nonacademic problems), routine tasks (such as taking
attendance), and assessment tasks (such as checking each other’s understanding of the answers to test questions
when the test is first taken individually and then retaken in the base group).
The teacher’s role in using cooperative base groups is to (a) form heterogeneous groups of four (or
three), (b) schedule a time when they will regularly meet (such as beginning and end of each class session or the
beginning and end of each week), (c) create specific agendas with concrete tasks that provide a routine for base
groups to follow when they meet, (d) ensure the five basic elements of effective cooperative groups are
implemented, and (e) have students periodically process the effectiveness of their base groups.
The longer a cooperative group exists, the more caring their relationships will tend to be, the greater the social
support they will provide for each other, the more committed they will be to each other’s success, and the more
influence members will have over each other. Permanent cooperative base groups provide the arena in which
caring and committed relationships can be created that provide the social support needed to improve attendance,
personalize the educational experience, increase achievement, and improve the quality of school life.
Integrated Use Of All Three Types Of Cooperative Learning
These three types of cooperative learning may be used together (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec,
2008). A typical class session may begin with a base group meeting, which is followed by a short lecture in
which informal cooperative learning is used. The lecture is followed by a formal cooperative learning
lesson. Near the end of the class session another short lecture may be delivered with the use of informal
cooperative learning. The class ends with a base group meeting.

Basic Elements of Cooperation
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Not all groups are cooperative (Johnson & F. Johnson, 2009). Placing people in the same room, seating
them together, telling them they are a group, does not mean they will cooperate effectively. To be cooperative,
to reach the full potential of the group, five essential elements need to be carefully structured into the
situation: positive interdependence, individual and group accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use
of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). Mastering the basic elements of
cooperation allows teachers to:
1. Take existing lessons, curricula, and courses and structure them cooperatively.
2. Tailor cooperative learning lessons to unique instructional needs, circumstances, curricula, subject
areas, and students.
3. Diagnose the problems some students may have in working together and intervene to increase the
effectiveness of the student learning groups.
The first and most important element is positive interdependence. Teachers must give a clear task and a
group goal so students believe they “sink or swim together.” Positive interdependenceexists when group
members perceive that they are linked with each other in a way that one cannot succeed unless everyone
succeeds. If one fails, all fail. Group members realize, therefore, that each person’s efforts benefit not only
him- or herself, but all other group members as well. Positive interdependence creates a commitment to other
people’s success as well as one’s own and is the heart of cooperative learning. If there is no positive
interdependence, there is no cooperation.
The second essential element of cooperative learning is individual and group accountability. The group
must be accountable for achieving its goals. Each member must be accountable for contributing his or her share
of the work (which ensures that no one “hitch-hikes” on the work of others). The group has to be clear about its
goals and be able to measure (a) its progress in achieving them and (b) the individual efforts of each of its
members. Individual accountability exists when the performance of each individual student is assessed and the
results are given back to the group and the individual in order to ascertain who needs more assistance, support,
and encouragement in completing the assignment. The purpose of cooperative learning groups is to make each
member a stronger individual in his or her right. Students learn together so that they can subsequently perform
higher as individuals.
The third essential component of cooperative learning is promotive interaction, preferably face-toface. Promotive interactionoccurs when members share resources and help, support, encourage, and praise each
other’s efforts to learn. Cooperative learning groups are both an academic support system (every student has
someone who is committed to helping him or her learn) and a personal support system (every student has
someone who is committed to him or her as a person). There are important cognitive activities and
interpersonal dynamics that can only occur when students promote each other’s learning. This includes orally
explaining how to solve problems, discussing the nature of the concepts being learned, teaching one’s
knowledge to classmates, and connecting present with past learning. It is through promoting each other’s
learning face-to-face that members become personally committed to each other as well as to their mutual goals.
The fourth essential element of cooperative learning is teaching students the required interpersonal and small
group skills. In cooperative learning groups students are required to learn academic subject matter (taskwork)
and also to learn the interpersonal and small group skills required to function as part of a group
(teamwork). Cooperative learning is inherently more complex than competitive or individualistic learning
because students have to engage simultaneously in taskwork and teamwork. Group members must know how
to provide effective leadership, decision-making, trust-building, communication, and conflict-management, and
be motivated to use the prerequisite skills. Teachers have to teach teamwork skills just as purposefully and
precisely as teachers do academic skills. Since cooperation and conflict are inherently related, the procedures
and skills for managing conflicts constructively are especially important for the long-term success of learning
groups. Procedures and strategies for teaching students social skills may be found in Johnson (2009) and
Johnson and F. Johnson (2009).
The fifth essential component of cooperative learning is group processing. Group processing exists
when group members discuss how well they are achieving their goals and maintaining effective working
relationships. Groups need to describe what member actions are helpful and unhelpful and make decisions
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about what behaviors to continue or change. Continuous improvement of the process of learning results from
the careful analysis of how members are working together.
These five elements are essential to all cooperative systems, no matter what their size. When international
agreements are made and when international efforts to achieve mutual goals (such as environmental protection)
occur, these five elements must be carefully implemented and maintained.

The Validating Research
Amount And Characteristics Of Research
The study of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic efforts is commonly recognized as one of the
oldest fields of research in social psychology. In the late 1800’s Triplett in the United States, Turner in
England, and Mayer in Germany conducted a series of studies on the factors associated with competitive
performance. Since then over 750 studies have been conducted on the relative merits of cooperative,
competitive, and individualistic efforts and the conditions under which each is appropriate. This is one of the
largest bodies of research within psychology and education.
An extensive literature search was conducted aimed at identifying all the available studies from
published and nonpublished sources. Seven-hundred-fifty-four studies contained enough data to compute an
effect size (there are many studies from which an effect size could not be computed) (Johnson & Johnson,
1989). The research on social interdependence, furthermore, has an external validity and a generalizability
rarely found in the social sciences. The more variations in places, people, and procedures the research can
withstand and still yield the same findings, the more externally valid the conclusions. The research has been
conducted over twelve decades by many different researchers with markedly different theoretical and practical
orientations working in different settings and countries. A wide variety of research tasks, ways of structuring
social interdependence, and measures of the dependent variables have been used. Participants in the studies
varied from ages three to post-college adults and have come from different economic classes and cultural
backgrounds. The studies were conducted with different durations, lasting from one session to 100 sessions or
more. Research on social interdependence has been conducted in numerous cultures in North America (with
Caucasian, Black-American, Native-American, and Hispanic populations) and countries from North, Central,
and South America, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, the Pacific Rim, and Africa. The research on social
interdependence includes both theoretical and demonstration studies conducted in educational, business, and
social service organizations. The diversity of these studies gives social interdependence theory wide
generalizability and considerable external validity.
Promotive, oppositional, and no interaction have differential effects on the outcomes of the situation (see
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). The research has focused on numerous outcomes, which may be subsumed
within the broad and interrelated categories of effort to achieve, quality of relationships, and psychological
health (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005) (see Table 1 and Figure 2). Figure 1 shows the
relationships among the outcomes.

Mean Effect Sizes For Impact Of Social Interdependence On
Dependent Variables
ConditionsAchievementInterpersonal AttractionSocial SupportSelf-Esteem
Total Studies
Coop vs. Comp0.670.670.620.58
Coop vs. Ind0.640.600.700.44
Comp vs. Ind0.300.08-0.13-0.23
High Quality Studies
Coop vs. Comp0.880.820.830.67
Coop vs. Ind0.610.620.720.45
Comp vs. Ind0.070.27-0.13-0.25
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Note: Coop = Cooperation, Comp = Competition, Ind = Individualistic
Reprinted By Permission From: Johnson, D. W. & Johnson, R. (1989). Cooperation and Competition: Theory
and Research.Edina, MN: Interaction Book Company
Effort To Achieve
From Table 1 it may be seen that cooperation promotes considerable greater effort to achieve than do
competitive or individualistic efforts. Effort exerted to achieve includes such variables as achievement and
productivity, long-term retention, on-task behavior, use of higher-level reasoning strategies, generation of new
ideas and solutions, transfer of what is learned within one situation to another, intrinsic motivation, achievement
motivation, continuing motivation to learn, and positive attitudes toward learning and school. Overall,
cooperation tends to promote higher achievement than competitive or individualistic efforts (effect-sizes = 0.67
and 0.64 respectively). The impact of cooperative learning on achievement means that if schools wish to
prepare students to take proficiency tests to meet local and state standards, the use of cooperative learning
should dominate instructional practice.
An important aspect of school life is engagement in learning. One indication of engagement in learning
is time on task. Cooperators spent considerably more time on task than did competitors (effect size = 0.76) or
students working individualistically (effect size = 1.17). In addition, students working cooperatively tended to
be more involved in activities and tasks, attach greater importance to success, and engage in more on-task
behavior and less apathetic, off-task, disruptive behaviors. Finally, cooperative experiences, compared with
competitive and individualistic ones, have been found to promote more positive attitudes toward the task and
the experience of working on the task (effect-sizes = 0.57 and 0.42 respectively).
Quality Of Relationships
Quality of relationships includes such variables as interpersonal attraction, liking, cohesion, esprit-decorps, and social support. The degree of emotional bonding that exists among students has a profound effect on
students’ behavior. The more positive the relationships among students and between students and faculty, the
lower the absenteeism and dropout rates and the greater the commitment to group goals, feelings of personal
responsibility to the group, willingness to take on difficult tasks, motivation and persistence in working toward
goal achievement, satisfaction and morale, willingness to endure pain and frustration on behalf of the group,
willingness to defend the group against external criticism or attack, willingness to listen to and be influenced by
colleagues, commitment to each other’s professional growth and success, and productivity (Johnson & F.
Johnson, 2009).
There are over 175 studies that have investigated the relative impact of cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts on quality of relationships and another 106 studies on social support (Johnson, 2003;
Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). As Table 2 shows, cooperation generally promotes greater interpersonal
attraction among individuals than does competitive or individualistic efforts (effect sizes = 0.67 and 0.60
respectively). Cooperative experiences tend to promote greater social support than does competitive (effect-size
= 0.62) or individualistic (effect-size = 0.70) efforts. Stronger effects are found for peer support than for
superior (teacher) support. The high-quality studies tend to have even more powerful effects.
It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of these research results. Friends are a developmental advantage
(see Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). There is a close association between antisocial behavior
and rejection by the normal peer group. Rejected children tend to be deficient in a number of social-cognitive
skills, including peer group entry, perception of peer group norms, response to provocation, and interpretation
of prosocial interactions. Among children referred to child guidance clinics, 30 to 75 percent (depending on
age) are reported by their parents to experience peer difficulties. Moreover, children referred for psychological
treatment have fewer friends and less contact with them than nonreferred children, their friendships are
significantly less stable over time, and their understanding of the reciprocities and intimacies involved in
friendships is less mature. Peer group acceptance and friendships may be built through the extensive use of
cooperative learning.
Psychological Health
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Asley Montagu (1966) was fond of saying that with few exceptions the solitary animal in any species is
an abnormal creature. Similarly, Karen Horney (1937) stated that the neurotic individual is someone who is
inappropriately competitive and, therefore, unable to cooperate with others. Montagu and Horney recognized
that the essence of psychological health is the ability to develop and maintain cooperative relationships. More
specifically, psychological health is the ability (cognitive capacities, motivational orientations, and social skills)
to build, maintain, and appropriately modify interdependent relationships with others to succeed in achieving
goals (Johnson, 2003; Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 2005). People who are unable to do so often (a) become
depressed, anxious, frustrated, and lonely, (b) tend to feel afraid, inadequate, helpless, hopeless, and isolated,
and (c) rigidly cling to unproductive and ineffective ways of coping with adversity.
With our students and colleagues, we have conducted a series of studies relating cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts and attitudes to various indices of psychological health (see Johnson, 2003; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989, 2005). The samples studied included middle-class junior-high students, middle-class high
school seniors, high-school age juvenile prisoners, adult prisoners, Olympic ice-hockey players, adult stepcouples, and business executives in China. The diversity of the samples studied and the variety of measures of
psychological health provide considerable generalizability of the results of the studies. A strong relationship
was found between cooperativeness and psychological health, a mixed picture was found with competitiveness
and psychological health, and a strong relationship was found between an individualistic orientation and
psychological pathology.
Finally, there is evidence that cooperation promotes more frequent use of higher level reasoning
strategies than do competitive (effect size = 0.93) or individualistic (effect size = 0.97) efforts. Similarly,
cooperation tends to promote more accurate perspective taking than do competitive (effect size = 0.61) or
individualistic (effect size = 0.44) efforts. Thus, the more cooperative learning experiences students are
involved in, the more mature their cognitive and moral decision making and the more they will tend to take
other people’s perspectives in account when making decisions.

Conclusions and Summary
Teachers who wish to use cooperative learning should ideally base their classroom practices on theory
validated by research. The closer classroom practices are to validated theory, the more likely they will be
effective. When more directly practice is connected to theory, furthermore, the more likely practice will be
refined, upgraded, and improved over the years. There are, however, few classroom practices that are directly
based on validated theory. The close relationship between theory, research, and practice makes cooperative
learning somewhat unique. It also creates a set of issues for teachers using cooperative learning.
The first issue is understanding the nature of social interdependence. Social interdependence is created when
goals are structured so that the accomplishment of a person’s goal is affected by others’ actions. The
interdependence may be positive (which results in individuals working cooperatively to achieve their mutual
goals) or negative (which results in individuals competing to see who will achieve the goal). The absence of
interdependence indicates no connection between people’s attempts to achieve their goals. In cooperative
situations, students’ actions substitute for each other, students are inducible, and a positive cathexis is created
toward other’s actions. In competitive situations, the opposite psychological processes may be found. The
fundamental premise of social interdependence theory is that the way in which goals are structured determines
how individuals interact, and those interaction patterns create outcomes. Positive goal interdependence tends to
result in promotive interaction, negative goal interdependence tends to result in oppositional interaction, and no
interdependence tends to result in no interaction.
The second issue is understanding the research validating social interdependence theory. There are
hundreds of studies indicating that cooperation, compared to competitive and individualistic efforts, tends to
result in greater effort to achieve, more positive relationships, and greater psychological health. The diversity
of this research provides considerable generalizabiity to the findings.
The third issue is to understand the five basic elements that make cooperation work. There is nothing magical
about putting students in groups. Students can compete with groupmates, students can work individualistically
while ignoring groupmates, or students can work cooperatively with groupmates. In order to structure
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cooperative learning effectively, teachers need to understand how tostructure positive interdependence,
individual accountability, promotive interaction, appropriate use of social skills, and group processing into
learning situations.
The fourth issue is to understand the flexibility and many faces of cooperative learning. When the five
basic elements may be effectively implemented in formal cooperative learning situations (formal cooperative
learning may be used to structure most learning situations), informal cooperative learning situations (informal
cooperative learning may be used to make didactic lessons cooperative), and cooperative base groups (which
are used to personalize a class and the school). Together they provide an integrated system for instructional
organization and design (as well as classroom management). When utilizing these three types of cooperative
learning, any learning situations in any subject area with any age students and with any curriculum can be
structured cooperatively.
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Teacher Background
Integrating Traditional Knowledge of the Yakutat Tlingit with Western based Science
Concepts and Academic Standards
Abstract
As the concept of a sustainable and more satisfying lifestyle gradually becomes a larger
part of discussions, and eventually put into practice in the daily lives of Americans, more
attention has focused on traditional ecological knowledge; the epitome of sustainability in Native
Alaskan cultures since its knowledge is deeply rooted in the long inhabitation of a people in a
particular place (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 1999). Native knowledge is far more than a model of
sustainable practice. It is a way of looking and relating to the natural world and its inhabitants,
the universe and each other and has been constructed through careful observation of natural
processes. Thus, Alaska native “science” is exemplified through development, practice and
continual refinement of subsistence activities (p.2). On one side of the spectrum the nation and a
globalized culture is calling for heightened skills in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics to better prepare youth for a highly competitive economy and technologically
charged world. In other parts of this nation and across the world people and educators alike want
to see a rejuvenation of local culture and community and to take back control of the education
system so that curriculum can be based in place. The aim of this research was to find a meeting
place between the two worlds by developing a theme and providing the perspectives from the
traditional knowledge side and the perspective of Western science. This can bring about a third
perspective where both knowledge bases are represented and held to the same regard. By
beginning this inevitable process educators can continue looking for ways to provide the most
holistic educational experience possible.

Introduction
As one delves deeper into understanding the concept behind a worldview and the pieces
related to its development, it becomes clear that an individual has little say into the values,
traditions and customs imparted on them as a child that eventually constructs a conceptual map,
eventually serving as the basis for his or her interactions and interpretations of the world as an
adult. Not surprising is the influence family and community members have as they impart
knowledge, stories, legends and myths to the young individual, which get integrated into the
developing folds of their mind. Once this worldview is established it will serve as a very
integrated invisible lens, which our eyes will peer out of daily to perceive the world and enable
our brains and hearts to interpret and understand all that is being perceived (Kawagley, 1993, p.
10).
According to Barnhardt and Kawagley (1999), the essential framework of science
curriculum in indigenous communities needs to be integrated into place (p.3). Student motivation
is elevated when concepts they are learning can be applied to experiences that are relatable and
tangible from their everyday lives. The authors suggest that science curriculum be structured so
that Native knowledge starts off a unit and is later preceded by Western science practices and
content (p. 3). This relatively simple ordering in a unit’s content can act as an engagement
strategy by targeting two issues that standardized education has had little success at achieving in
rural communities; transforming information into knowledge that is useful and applicable to life
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outside the classroom and nurturing that knowledge into wisdom that sees life as meaningful. It
requires exposing students to the language of feeling (spiritual) in conjunction with the language
of reasoning (p. 15). The units of a curriculum should be organized and taught in a manner that
helps students conceptualize the fundamental concept of interconnectedness in the natural world.
The authors mention five elements that are inherent to native knowledge as the providers of life
(earth, wind, fire, water, spirituality) and the importance of their integration into the curriculum
(p. 15). Without these elements life on this planet could not suffice (p. 16).
The concept of interconnectedness between components in natural systems is a
fundamental and well accepted aspect to Native Alaskans and Western scientists. While this is a
well-accepted concept in the Western view of ecology, interestingly, Western science was
designed and has therefore evolved into areas of study that are so specific that many fields and
their associated experts have become compartmentalized in their knowledge and lost touch with
the overall picture of the system (Barnhardt and Kawagley, 1999, p. 19). Standardized science
education has been taught in the past and still today as a series of compartmentalized units with
little attention given to the relatedness of the themes, a reality that science educators are aiming
to change. Another inherent component to indigenous ecological knowledge is that it exemplifies
the ideal data collection practice in Western science; the generation of knowledge from evidence
that has been collected and refined due to ecological changes over an extended period of time (p.
15). Western science, more specifically in the United States, is generally reliant on outside
sources for financial support, which limits project timeframes.
The recent evaluation and integration of research done in the developmental psychology
and science education fields strongly supports that scientific content and process be taught
together in order to maximize conceptual change in young learners (National Research Council,
2007).
For centuries, Alaskan Native people have integrated content and process into
subsistence activities, to not do so would have had fatal consequences. Ecological knowledge
was obtained through keen observation and perception of the natural world. The survival
strategies are a result of countless predictions and experiments that concluded in the
implementation of successful skills and technologies into the subsistence lifestyle (Barnhardt and
Kawagley, p. 2). Both native and contemporary societies undeniably support the fact that
scientific knowledge is dynamic, and at any moment can be disproven, altered or enriched as
new evidence surfaces.
At its core, “science” is a process that human beings have used for centuries to
understand and describe at some level or degree the perceived and theoretical world in which
they live. Inherent in its framework is the undeniable fact that knowledge is a construct of human
efforts; which has changed across cultures and evolved as new technology and information about
the world at large surfaces. The years of precise observation into the knowledge base across
indigenous cultures in Alaska cannot be replaced entirely by modern technologies, but as the
precision of these tools grows quickly as researchers continue their quest of knowledge of the
natural world. Both concede that this knowledge base is inexhaustible and subject to change with
the generation of new evidence (Barnhardt and Kawagley, 1999, p. 4; National Science Council,
2007). The legitimacy of the information generated by Alaska Native cultures and peoples is
undeniable, which was tested for its “competency” at the highest level. Survival. Yet, historically
and even today, this knowledge base is discredited. The field of science today is dominated by a
Western philosophy that obsesses over precision, accuracy, models, and whose model scientist
has the almost inhumane ability to separate theory from fact (National Science Council, 2007).
But as the climate continues to change and become more apparent, people are beginning to
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wonder what the missing link is. Again, this would generate an inexhaustible list but it does not
stop the curious inquisition into the historical practices of people who knew how to live within
the confines of their natural resources. While many core similarities have been identified in this
paper, the stark difference between the two is the integration of a spiritual component into the
construction of knowledge.
Many in the scientific community would cringe with the mere mention of spirituality in
the same sentence with modern day science. However, it is significant enough to mention since it
stands as the most significant difference between Alaska Native and Western science. Perhaps
there is a way to continue approaching science curriculum objectively through systematic
procedures, data collection and evaluation while integrating a subjective component. In the least,
a framework for curriculum can be adopted from the Native Alaskan worldview that
automatically integrates ideals into Western science-based units. Units within a life science
curriculum for example can be developed around the theme of interconnectedness. The
beginning and end of each school year would discuss the concept of interrelatedness, its
importance and how it connects all the units. Each unit would specifically and continuously
address its connection to a previous unit or allude to the next. Furthermore, each lesson would
strive to engage students with the relevancy of the material to their everyday lives. This could
occur through examples based on the Yakutat Tlingit subsistence lifestyle, which most students
are familiar with. The bulk of the lessons would address the Western approach to science but
would conclude with how this information contributes to a meaningful life for each student. All
of these concepts of interrelatedness, use of knowledge and its contribution to the development
of an individual’s wisdom through the development of a meaningful life are derived directly
from the Alaska Native worldview and could have substantial impacts on conceptual systems of
young learners in Yakutat.
The objective of this research project was to develop a (working) document for the
Yakutat School District that begins the process of integrating aboriginal knowledge from the
Tlingit community of Yakutat with Western-based science concepts into manageable material
that can be utilized by educators that work in the District. This document is to serve as a model
that strives for a more holistic and multidisciplinary science curriculum through the
demonstration of tangible connections between the two knowledge bases that are backed by the
current State Science Standards. It is organized by theme into two main units that are each
divided into two sections; Traditional Knowledge o f the Yakutat Tlingit and A Western Science
Perspective . There was debate on whether to assimilate the two sections together for a more
integrated unit however that seemed to be a more limiting option for educators who may want to
pick and choose how they want to combine content. Instead, the content in each section is
structured so that they complement one another while contributing to and enriching the overall
theme of the unit. The construction of the two units varies slightly from one another. Content for
unit one is more appropriate for secondary level (middle and high school) students and is
structured so that Western science becomes a tool that more directly describes how (from a
Western perspective) certain cultural manufactures and geologic landforms utilized by the people
of Yakutat came to be. On the other hand unit two, geared more for elementary level students,
structures the two knowledge bases so that they enrich rather than “explain” one another.
All of the material included in the Traditional Knowledge sections came from two
volumes of primary literature compiled and synthesized by anthropologist, Frederica de Laguna,
in the years of 1949, 1952, 1953 and 1954. Due to the high volume of material documented by
Dr. de Laguna on the Yakutat Tlingit, only sections pertaining to the technologies,
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methodologies and traditional knowledge that evolved from a deep understanding of the natural
world and was inherent to survival in this particular area was selected for further reading. From
there examples from the literature were (informally) analyzed for connections to western science
in the form of interrelated concepts. There were many examples with great potential but due to
time constraints it seemed more effective to focus on two major themes and flush out the
connections in each by explaining how particular examples from the two knowledge bases are
either interrelated or capable of supplementing a general idea or concept. The most efficient way
to do this was to find a theme (Western science based) within de Laguna’s literature that could
be supported and flushed out with various examples in the form of myths, historical narratives,
technologies and practices. Once the examples were selected the Traditional Knowledge section
for the unit was written out completely and compared to the Alaska State Science Standards for
parallels between it and Western science concepts. Standards that complimented the traditional
knowledge were selected and their content flushed out as well.
While the overall objective is to begin the process of integrating traditional knowledge
into the science curriculum that I will be developing and implementing for another year, the
process may take time to gain momentum with other teachers. This is not something to be forced
and the initiative may have to come from the administration or the teachers themselves. In any
case, the information from this research will be integrated into the K-6 place based science
curriculum as a resource that can refer to as needed.

Unit 1: The Shaping of a Land and of a Culture
I. Traditional Knowledge of the Yakutat Tlingit
Our people kept walking over the glacier. There was only ice, no bushes, nothing. They
started southeast. They had nothing to eat. There was starvation on the glacier. It was a
long way for us to walk.
Then the people thought they saw a wolverine. They used it for a compass and walked
towards it. When they came to it they saw it was a little mountain, an island with trees on
it, just a little hill. They had a campfire but nothing to eat. That night a wolverine came to
the fire came to their fire. The hungry people killed him and ate him. They cut him up
into little pieces to feed all the people. Then they walked on again.
Pretty soon they saw a rabbit sitting on the snow, far away. They walked towards the
rabbit. After two days of walking they saw it was the top of a mountain, but they kept
walking anyway. Finally they came to Mount Saint Elias. It was a compass for the people
so they wouldn’t get lost.
Then they found that bay, Ice Bay, Watse [yase]. The glacier was all over the bay, way
out. They made a camp just west of the place where the bay is now-not houses-just a
camp of yellow cedar bark. The camp is Watse dax [yase dax?], ‘in the bay,’ and the
camping place was Tiy’ani, ‘place [town] of the yellow cedar bark [tiy],.. ’ (p. 233).
Harry K. Bremner, the leading man of the Kw ackqwan, reported this in his historical
account of Yakutat to Frederica de Laguna in June 1949 [which he later corrected on July 11,
1952] (p. 231). His account of the westward migration of the Galyix-Kwackqwan from the
Copper River and the acquiring of land in Yakutat Bay became the official version after de
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Laguna provided a hard copy to a Federal court in 1953 as evidence supporting Kw ackqwan
claims to land in Redwood Bay. At that time, the Westfall Logging Company had been cutting
timber in the area (p. 230). He began his account with a description of the glacier. In former
times this glacier spanned Yakutat Bay from Point Manby to Krutoi (“Head”) Island. Other
glaciers blocked the head of Russell Fiord, forming Situk Lake which drained into Situk River. A
glacial point filled Ice Bay with ice, leaving no bay at all (p. 231).
The glaciers deeply impacted the lives of the people in Yakutat. An account from
geologists Tarr and Butler (1909) reported the aftermath when a huge mass of ice from a glacier
on the western side of Disenchantment Bay [opposite Haenke Island] fell into the water in 1905.
A huge wave, 110 feet high, that crashed onto the shore of Russell Fiord broke alder bushes a
half mile south from the wave’s area of contact and uprooted alder bushes 30 feet above the
waterline located a mile away. The natives reported that the last fall from the glacier (1845)
destroyed a hundred people who were at the summer sealing camp, located a few miles south of
Haenke Island. Only one person at the camp survived (p. 287).
Jack Ellis spoke of a similar event [to Harrington in 1940]. The Wuganiye story is
legend, and it happened long before [the war between the Kagwantan and the Cxatqwan]. Olden
people always wanted food to be respected and used properly. Young people camped at
Wuganiye were throwing live seagulls into the fire. The proper way to use seagulls was to cut off
their heads and pluck them, like a chicken. Young seagulls were eaten a lot. A tiny cannon
glacier was opposite from Wuganiye across the bay. It suddenly came as slide and killed many of
the young people (p. 287).
Similarly, a very old Yakutat native spoke about a time when the Nunatak Glacier
extended as far as Marble Point in Russell Fiord. This very old Yakutat native was Harry K.
Bremner. His father was a young man when Beasley or Fourth Glacier made an ice-dammed lake
by cutting off the head of Russell Fiord. It was around the middle of the last [19th] century when
this barrier broke, releasing the lake waters that did not drain into the Situk River. At the time,
people were collecting the big strawberries that grew around the lake. Since there were so many
strawberries everyone came out to gather them. The job of the younger men was to carry and
unload the filled baskets into the war canoes. Harry Bremner’s father was one of those men, and
each time he brought a filled basket of strawberries back to the canoe he noticed the water
getting lower. Each time he pushed the canoe farther out into the deeper water. He then realized
the water was really going down and called out to the others: “The river is going down!”
Everyone came running, got into canoes, and headed down stream. It was then that a huge wall
of salt water rushed down river. Everyone was fine and ever since the Situk River was small (p.
287).
Since the arrival of the first group of people (Kwackqwan) to Yakutat, the forces of nature
have influenced and molded the various practices of everyday life and the belief system of the
Tlingit. It may never be fully understood in its entirety the forces and powers that were
responsible for making things happen in the world and to what degree these entities impacted the
fortunes of the people. This is partly due to the communication barrier that will always reside
between Tlingit and English, seeing as culture and language are influenced and molded by one
another as a society interacts with its natural surroundings. English is heavily loaded with words
and phrases that express its own science and religion so a direct translation of the Tlingit’s views
and belief systems about the world around them is a challenging endeavor. Furthermore, there
exists a range of possible causes and explanations for the classification of natural forces which is
dependent on the context in which they occurred as well as the personality of the individual that
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experienced the phenomenon first hand. This in turn impacts the actions that are taken and the
outcome to be expected from the occurrence. In any case, the existence of the indigenous people
was an outcome of the interconnectedness between their beliefs, everyday practices and the
natural forces they encountered (p. 808).
The world was sometimes perceived as alive (p. 815) and important spirits or beings
inhabited the glaciers, mountains and rocks. Glaciers spirits were just like people in that they
could talk and had a specific gender. Males were pure white and feared because if people
cooked near them they would advance quickly and be bothersome, the only way to stop them
was to burn everything in the fire. Females on the other hand were not feared and the broad, dark
streaks on the ice, which formally traversed the center before being parted down the middle and
falling to each side of the head, was her hair. In general, glaciers were very sensitive to what
people said and how they looked at them (p. 818). If one wished to pass them without trouble it
was custom for the traveler to speak (carefully) to them or use black, pitchy, sunburn protection
to avoid contact, otherwise bad weather would be conjured up by the glacier in order to cover up.
They were considered to be very clean and had a strong dislike for the smell of burning clothes
and would retreat if something living fell inside it and rotted. During the “Nunatak Gold Rush”
people were using the Nunatak Glacier to travel between the fiord and the Alsek River. The 6mile retreat of the glacier from 1910-1940 occurred because a white man had fallen into a
crevasse (p. 819).
Mountains were also inhibited by spirits or beings, however the overall motives of the
latter varied from person to person. Some perceived the “inhabitants” to be the grandparents of
mountain goats who dictated (through communication with the goats) the fate of a hiker that had
climbed into a dangerous place on the mountain. Others believed that the “being of the
mountain” helped the unlucky hunter find food to take home since he had rooms full of different
kinds of game. Yet, the mountains were also conceived to be inhabited by the “mountain man,”
who lived in the mountains and married girls that had stolen their mother’s mountain goat tallow.
In conjunction to the beliefs about the mountain’s inhabitants there is a history between two
specific mountains that border Yakutat on the northwest and southeast edges of the mountain
belt: Mount Saint Elias at the bottom of Icy Bay and Mount Fairweather located far southeast of
Dry Bay. These mountains not only share a history but they also served as a landmark for hunters
and travelers on the sea, predicated when something bad was to happen, and may have controlled
weather. As history goes, these mountains were once people that had been married; Mt. St Elias
was the man and Mt. Fairweather the woman. The two separated after a fight and Mt. St. Elias
took many slaves with him to Icy Bay which became the mountain range between St. Elias and
Fairweather. Mt Fairweather on the other hand, took the children who became the mountains that
reside beside her to the east (p. 819).
Rocks also had souls and could hear and understand what people around them were
talking about. In the past of the myth, everything turned to rock with the presence of daylight
that was stolen by Raven (p. 819). Animals and peoples also became rocks because they were
turned by Raven or because a menstruating women look at them. In recent history it is
remembered that there are no rocks or mountains near Dry Bay because they call got scared
away when Raven opened the Box of Daylight. People would speak to the rocks that resembled
people or were curiously shaped because they were inhabited by human or animal souls (p. 820).
The Tlingit culture was maintained for generations through a large body of oral traditions
that were rich in detail and told by the oldest members of the community who were the
authorities on the native tradition and knew the approved versions of the stories. Deviation from
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these versions would be considered a deliberate falsehood or even a slanderous remark, although
there was tolerance for slight deviations but this was dependent on the relation between the
listener and the narrator. While the main function for many stories was for entertainment, all
were considered to be recounts of true events. Oral traditions were categorized depending on the
events being recalled. Tales and myths ‘of the long ago’ described the “pre-history” which were
dominated by Raven and his activities that led to the creation of the present world. While these
stories are considered to be true, the events that took place were so remote in time listeners
should not expect them to have a relatable quality to the present nor should listeners really
understand how or why things happened. On the other hand, Tlingit oral traditions of “history”
applied to more recent events such as sib migrations, wars and the coming of the Russians.
Personal reminisces could be incorporated into these stories however the narrator had to be clear
which information was his or specify who originally gave the account (p. 210).
Overall, myths and historical tales were a medium to formulate and transmit knowledge
about the world, animals and customs which enabled the individual to understand how they came
to be and how to act. Thus, many narratives were used to communicate the values of the social
and moral order by warning against bad or foolish behavior and the benefits of displaying good
behavior. They constituted a large part of the household through space and time; children would
sit quietly and wait to hear what knowledge the elders wanted to impart on them for their benefit.
While the narratives served to educate the children they also acted as entertainment for the adults
(p. 838).
The Legend o f Glaciers at Yakutat was told by Rev. K. Hendrickson to Lt. G. T.
Emmons. Years ago everyone belonging to one tribe died except one woman and her daughter.
The little girl would go into the woods to play with the children from another tribe, and one day
decided to give them all of her lunch. When the little girl realized she had nothing to eat she
asked the other children what she should do. The children got very mad and threw the food the
little girl gave them at her. The little girl returned home crying and told her mother what had
happened. Being a woman the mother wanted revenge so she blew her nose in her hand and
threw it towards the other children, wishing they would all turn to ice. This turned the children
into the glaciers that surround Yakutat. Then the mother took a rock she used to heat water with
and threw it in the same direction, asking that they become a part of the glacier. This is how the
soft stones on glaciers came to be (p. 894).
The myth, The Discovery o f Copper, was told by Henry K. Bremner in 1952. Long before
the chief died and the Kw ackqwan moved to Ganawas (Knight Island), there was a mother and
her son that lived in the village. They were poor and low and the mother a slave because the
chief denied (recognized?) the little boy. The chief was a coward. The mother and son left the
village and went to live way back in the mountains, on the other side of the range, for four years
until the boy became 18 years old. He was a strong hunter. One night the boy had a dream that a
spirit came to him and said to pass one more mountain and stay there. He woke up the next
morning and forgot the dream (p. 899). He went hunting for mountain sheep and cut them open
with his flint knife for the birds. He went to sleep and had another dream where the spirit came to
him and said, “If you see blue flames on the fire, that’s me.” He forgot the dream the next
morning and followed moose tracks for four days. The boy had another dream about the flames
and forgot it again. He made fire with a flint by striking it four times, but did not get a spark. A
park then fell on the moss and the boy put shavings on it. Before cooking the boy saw four blue
flames that stood on the fire, so he prays: “Person above me, help me!” The boy fell asleep and
when he awoke the fire was out. He poked around the ashes where he’d seen the four blue flames
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and dug out for coppers that were the size of his fist. Not knowing what it was he used a small
piece of copper as his arrowhead and got a moose with it. The boy went back and told his mother
and she said they would go back because they were not cowards any more. After going back to
the village the Chief was very happy with the copper and asked where it was found. The woman
would not tell him until the chief called them brave, which he did. Every spring the village goes
to look for copper but they can’t find it without the woman showing them where (p. 900).
The land provided for the people of Yakutat in many ways. The sea and the land gave
them the food resources and building materials needed to survive in a dynamic and harsh
environment for hundreds of years. Bit and pieces of the surrounding mountains gave way and
were picked up by the glacier and flowing rivers and brought to the land. People took these
stones as well as minerals from the shores of lakes and the sea and made weapons to hunt
terrestrial and marine animals as well as make tools to cut wood from trees, carve out canoes,
prepare food, skin animals and dress hides. Paint for decorating wooden boxes came from
crushing up rocks and finding certain minerals and mixing them with grease or fish eggs to get
the colors black, red, greenish blue, white and brown.
Copper was a very valuable mineral. It was made into ornaments (pendants, bracelets,
necklaces), knives, scrapers, tiny nails, arrowheads and barbed heads (sea otter harpoon arrows).
Tradition states that the Kw ackqwan brought it with them from the Copper River (credited to the
myth, The Discovery o f Copper). It was received in trade from the Copper River Atna and
possibly from the Nabesna (Southern Tutchone on headwaters of Alsek River) (p. 413).
Archeological excavations on Knight Island suggest it was used before drift iron. French
Commodore, Jean Francois de Galaup Comte de LaPerouse (1785), speculated that the Yakutat
Tlingit could obtain and shape native copper after witnessing the malleability of their iron (p.
116). It was still believed by members of the community during the mid-21st century that “old
people” during the “olden days” knew how to make soft copper almost as hard as steel. It was
also believed that copper came directly from the Yakutat lands:
Some places in the mountains you see green spots there; that is a sign of copper. We used
to find pieces 3 feet long, and 1 inch thick. Old natives dug for it. If you get a foot long
piece you are a rich man and can buy 4 or 5 slaves; you don’t have to do anything (p.
413).
Survival depended on effective hunting techniques and hunting techniques relied not only
on skill but sound materials from which weapons were fashioned. Spearheads, usually a double
edged blade, were made of bone from various animals, slate, and eventually iron (de Laguna,
2009, p. 368). The blades were 14 inches long and set into a handle either 4-5 or 6-7 feet in
length. The longer spears were used to hunt bears; the hunter would instigate a bear until it
charged and then braced the spear against the ground to be impaled by the bear (p. 367). Bow
and arrows were used as weapons during wartime and to hunt land animals, birds, and sea otters.
Arrowheads were made of bone, copper or stone and came in two shapes: symmetrically placed
barbs or leaf shaped with small teeth along the edges. They were detachable, so that that the head
stuck in the flesh.The bow was made from hard, springy, young hemlock wood (taken from the
toughest part of the limb), was 4-4.5 feet long with a diameter of 3-4 inches. It was narrowed at
the middle on each side as a resting place for the arrow as well as a place to grip while
transporting it (p. 368).
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Hard stones from metamorphic and igneous rocks were shaped by pecking and grinding them
into blades for: adzes, chisels, knives, scrapers, drills, whetstones. Sandstone and claystone were
used to make whetstones, marble to make doll heads, and limestone for lamps. Some minerals
were used for paints. The following materials were designated names (p 413):
• Greenstone (suw te, also known as ‘weight on the glacier’)
• Green chert (’m, also known as ‘weight on the glacier’)
• Glass and flit (’m)
• White quartz (nex, nex)
• Mica (kA tl ’ak, katl ’aq)
• Rock crystal (tl’etA kw)
• Coal and lignite (yel xudzi, ‘Raven’s Ashes)
• Gold (gun)
• Silver (dana, ‘dollar’)
• Red ochre (lexw, lexw)
• Blue-green copper oxide for paint (nexintE)
• Brown native pigment dug from ground (sAKwAt, sA kkwaat)
Adz blades, chisels and knives are a sample of some of the tools that were utilized by the
men. The adz blades were made of greenstone (greenish shale?) or green chert were pecked and
ground into large, heavy grooved blades (splitting or stone ax) with T-shaped wooden handles or
into smaller, thinner un-grooved blades for the elbow handled planning adz. Splitting adzes were
used to fell trees and chop wood while the planning adz (sometimes used as chisels) shaped
canoes, smoothed planks and roughed out carvings. Stones used for these blades broke too
easily, concerning the time and effort to form them, so supernatural and practical precautions
were taken before using them. This included having the women fast when the men were using
this specific tool. Other supernatural precautions were taken to when selecting the rocks to make
the blades (p. 414). The chisel was made of bone or stone and on Knight Island many were made
of greenstone and slate. It was used with a pushing motion or hit with a wooden hammer and
usually for finer gouging and carving endeavors (p. 414). Crooked or ‘curled-up’ knives were
used to hollow out objects such as: wooden dishes, bowls of spoons, and the prows of canoes.
Some were also used carve or skin small-fur bearing animals. The blades were initially made out
of drift iron or copper. Straight sharp knives were made from nails and were used to make boards
with it (p. 414).
Paints were used for decorating wooden objects, especially those with sib crests, which
included: house posts and screens, canoes and paddles, maskettes, rattles and little boxes.
Sandstone slabs and cobblestones, found on Knight Island, had remnants of red ochre that had
been ground and mixed and a stone with greasy black paint (p. 416). Black paint was sometimes
made of powered charcoal or soot, and magnetite was used on masks and maskettes. For painting
objects and decorating the face, hematite or red ochre was used and could be found at the head of
Disenchantment Bay. The greenish-blue paint was most likely made from a copper oxide, such
as azurite. A local from Yakutat stated (mid-21st century) that this “blue paint stone” came with
the Teqwedi from the south. A white powder was mixed with red ochre to paint boxes a thin red.
It was said that by the glacier, across from Egg or Haenke Island, a pure white powder was at the
foot of the mountain and was difficult to get out because when it was touched fog came in for
days. Chalk could be made out of this white powder and it could also tan skins very well. There
was also a mineral with a brown pigment that was dug out of the ground and used for painting
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faces and wood. It may have been believed that collecting rare minerals or stones (greenstone,
fine claystone, blue-green paint) could cause bad weather (p. 416).
II. A Western Science Perspective
Science based themes and concepts that arose from the Traditional Knowledge
section became the framework for this section. It was deliberately structured to
complement the previous section in order to provide a holistic and multidisciplinary
understanding of certain concepts that are being assessed in science classrooms of the
modern education system as well as exhibit similarities between the two constructs of
knowledge. It was written with the idea that it could serve as background knowledge in
specific concepts for educators and at a level that that could be understood by upper
elementary students. The content in this section addresses the following Alaska State
Science Standards for grades 6-8 in Earth Science Concepts. The Alaska Department of
Education and Early Development (2005) developed science standards for use by
administrators and educators across 3rd -12th grade that specify content, scientific
practices, technology as well a cultural integration (Alaska Department of Education and
Early Development [EED], 2005).
Alaska State Science Standards
[Earth Science]
The student demonstrates an understanding of geochemical cycles by
(6) SD1.1 exploring the rock cycle and its relationship to igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks
(7) SD1.1 describing the rock cycle and its relationship to igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks
(8) SD1.1 making connections between components of the locally observable geologic
environment and the rock cycle
A student demonstrates an understanding of the forces that shape Earth by
(7) SD2.2 describing how the movement of the tectonic plates results in both slow
changes (e.g. formation of mountains, ocean floors, and basins) and short-term events
(e.g., volcanic eruptions, seismic waves and earthquakes) on the surface
(8) SD2.1 interpreting topographical maps to identify features (i.e. rivers, lakes,
mountains, valleys, islands and tundra)
Identify these Rocks!: Igneous, Sedimentary and Metamorphic
Rocks are mixtures of minerals and other materials; some may only be composed
of 1 type of mineral while others can have as many as 20 mineral types. They are
generally classified by their texture (grain appearance) and composition (types of
minerals). Grains are the particles that make up the rock and can either be pieces of other
rocks or minerals. There are three major classifications of rocks: igneous, sedimentary
and metamorphic (Jenner et al., 2005, pp. 95-97).
Igneous rocks are formed from lava or magma that is generated from the Earth’s
core that cools at or below the surface. Magma that escapes to the Earth’s surface via
volcanic eruptions is classified as extrusive rock bodies. There are two types of magma
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that give extrusive rocks their varying characteristics; basaltic are low in silica and are
relatively fluid while silicic magmas are very viscous (high pressure build up) and
produce violent eruptions (Hamblin, 1989, p. 77). Basalt is the most common type of
extrusive rock and it makes up a large percentage of the ocean floor (Jenner et al., 2005).
Intrusive rocks are formed when magma cools beneath the Earth’s surface and are only
generally seen when geological processes such as uplift and erosion have exposed them
over time. The grain sizes are usually much larger, due to slower cooling, than extrusive
rocks which cool at a much faster rate and typically form smaller grains. Granite is the
most common type of intrusive rocks and usually forms the core of mountain ranges that
are overlain with sedimentation (Jenner et al., 2005). Overall, texture (size and shape) is a
more effective way of classifying igneous rocks apart since most of them have similar
mineral compositions. The rate of cooling has a large impact on how the crystalline
structures of the minerals arrange themselves (Hamblin, 1989).
Sedimentary rocks are formed when sediments from other rocks or living things
(pieces of rocks, shells bones, leaves or stems) are deposited and compacted or cemented
as layers to form solid rock bodies over time. Sediment can derive from fragments of
other rock materials (gravel from river channel), chemical precipitates (calcium carbonate
in shallow sea or salt from a saline lake), and organic materials (coral reefs and
vegetation in swamps) (Jenner et al., 2005).
Most of the time sediment is suspended and carried by current systems along
streams, shorelines and shallows seas before finally getting deposited. For transport of
sediment to occur, small rock pieces are first broken off by erosion agents such as water,
wind or ice. Sediment slowly settles out by size, with largest material such as sand and
pebbles getting dropped first and the smallest particles such as clay getting dropped last,
and over time the materials accumulate. Eventually the buildup of various layers of
sediment causes enough pressure to compact them together. While this is taking place
minerals in the rock dissolve in water and crystallize out, forming a strong cement that
binds the particles of sediment together (Jenner et al., 2005).
Sedimentary rocks are categorized into two groups based upon the size, shape and
composition of their particles: clastic rocks are formed from fragments of other rocks and
chemical/organic rocks form from the chemical precipitates or biological processes.
Clastic rocks are divided into four subgroups depending on grain size of materials:
conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones and shales (Hamblin, pp. 99-100). Shale is the most
abundant sedimentary rock and is composed of deposits of mud and clay. Limestone is
the most abundant nonclastic rock and is composed mostly of calcium carbonate that
originates from organic and chemical processes. Marine plants and animals extract
calcium carbonate from the water column and incorporate it into their shells or hard parts
of their bodies. As they die, their skeletons and shells accumulate and compact on the sea
floor. Chalk (a form of limestone) consists mostly of skeletal fragments from remains of
microscopic plants and animals (p. 100).
Beneath the sedimentary cover of the continental crust lies metamorphic rock,
which makes up (when also taking into account its associated igneous intrusions) 85% of
the continental crust. Erosive elements reveal that the cores of eroded mountain ranges
are characterized by metamorphic rock. Metamorphism exposes rocks to a series of
conditions that are different from those from which the formed; to the extent that
chemical makeup of the sedimentary or igneous rocks are either modified or obliterated
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altogether. Heat is the most important factor, and as it begins to rise minerals undergo a
phase change from a solid to a liquid state which consequently increases the amount of
pore fluid in the rocks. High pressure can impact the physical properties of rocks; the
minerals become more plastic and are susceptible to deformity and can rotate or fracture
(p. 120). Minerals that have a lower melting point than others in a rock provides a
medium for the movement of atoms from the crystal structure of one rock to another,
changing the chemical composition. There are two major types of metamorphic rock.
Those that have a planar structure can split along platy minerals (split into leaf like
layers) include: slate, schist gneiss. In nonfoliated rocks, minerals can be flattened,
stretched or elongated but do not break along a plane and some include: quartzite, marble,
amphibolite, metaconglomerate, and hornfels (p. 123).
Rising to the Surface: Formation of Mountains
Rocks constitute some of the largest landforms above and below the Earth’s
surface, but other geological processes had to arise to get them there. Tectonic plates
make up the outer ridge of the Earth (lithosphere) and sit on top a plastic layer
(asthenosphere). Seven major tectonic plates, and many smaller sub plates, interact with
one another at boundaries to form the most geographically significant element on the
planet. This is due to the fact that plates are not permanent structures; they are in constant
states of motion which consequently effects their size and shape. Plate boundaries are
capable of splitting along new lines, melding themselves together, and depositing new
oceanic crust on passive margins (pp. 362-363). Plates move as a unit and their sides are
warped slightly, which is where all of the tectonic activity happens. Three major plate
boundaries are recognized: divergence (spread apart), convergent (collision with one
plate going up and one down), and transform boundary (shearing or sliding).
The convergent plate boundary, or subduction zone, is where geologic activities
such as mountain building, metamorphism and crustal deformation take place. When
oceanic and continental plates interact at the subduction zone the less dense plate
(oceanic) gets pushed under the more dense plate (continental) and is absorbed by the
mantle. The oceanic crust consists of three identifiable layers (unconsolidated sediment,
lithified sediment and basalt) and as it gets absorbed by the mantle the unconsolidated
sediment is scraped off and piles up at the point of subduction. The lithified sediment and
basalt melt and form a chaotic mess (melange) which gets pulled into the magma of the
subduction zone while light, water rich fluids rise into the overlying mantle of the
continental plate. This produces magmas of subduction zones that form granitic
intrusions in the folded mountain belt (pp. 366-369) (Hamblin, p. 465).
Mountains of Yakutat
Mountain belts consist of rocks that have been highly deformed and compressed,
many times broken by thrust zones. Deeper into the mountain belt, elevated temperature
and pressure metamorphosed the original sedimentary rock and volcanic rocks into schist
and gneisses. Horizontal stress, caused by the converging plates, develops foliation
perpendicular to the stress. Overall, folding and thrusting occur at shallow depths while
metamorphism occurs deeper, and melting even deeper. Once deformation ceases,
erosion and isostasy continue to modify the mountain belt. Erosion wears away the high
mountains, where thrust faults and folds occur, and the balance between crust and the
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mountain root (mostly deformed crust) is lost. Isostasy makes up for this unbalance by
causing the mountain to rise upward, reestablishing the balance once again. Uplifting
continues as long as erosion occurs.
Today young and active mountain belts occur along the convergent plate
boundaries (especially in areas with high seismic activity). The Cordilleran Mountain belt
is characterized by young folded mountain belts, Deep-sea trenches and oceanic ridge
and connects the young mountains of Yakutat (Brabazon Range) to the Rockies and
Andes. This belt was formed sometime between the Mesozoic and Cenozoic (250 -65
million years ago) (p. 464). The peaks of the Brabazon reach from 1,000-1,500 meters
high, and are characterized by weakly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks that are part of
the Yakutat Group (Bruns, 1983). Behind the Brabazon foothills lie the St. Elias
Mountains, which form part of the ancient convergent plate margins of the Paleozoic
Mountain belt which formed between 542-252 million years ago (Hamblin, p. 465).
These mountains average 4,000 meters high and consist of igneous and high grade
metamorphic rock (Bruns, 1983).
According to Tarr and Butler (1909), reported that the Yakutat Group occurs
through most of this region; from the mountains of west of Disenchantment Bay,
throughout the peninsula, and the mountains of east of the southern arm of Russell Fiord.
This group consists is characterized folded, not metamorphosed sedimentary rock such as
black shales and sandstone, massive black conglomeratic argillite and in some places
blue limestone. In some areas the Yakutat Group is underlain with crystalline rocks such
as greenstone, white crystalline marble and quartz diorite. Tarr and Butler also reported
that along the northeastern immediate shore of Russell Fiord exists slate, while the shores
of the Nunatak Fiord are slate (Yakutat Group). The U.S. Geologic Survey (1996) also
found quartz veins with 300 ppm of copper. This area is located eight miles east from the
mouth of Nunatak Fiord.
Tarr and Butler (1909) also described a zone outside the Mt. St. Elias base and
three miles from the west shore of Yakutat Bay. Here are exposed outcrops of sandstone,
shale and clay bearing lignite coal from the Pliocene age (approximately 5-2.5 million
years ago). This area was recently uncovered by a glacial recession and forms a large part
of the platform of the Malaspina Glacier as well as part of the forelands of Yakutat Bay.
Impact of Glaciers
Glaciers are a huge factor in the shaping of landscapes over time. As gravity pulls
Glaciers down from the ice-fields, they begin carving away at the land. Beneath the
glacier, as meltwater seeps into the joints and fractures of the rock it freezes and expands
and begins the process of wedging blocks of rock loose. These loosened pieces of rock
are plucked from the bedrock and are incorporated into the moving ice and consequently
become effective filling tools that continue to grind and scrape away at the bedrock. The
glacial rocks get worn as well and develop flat surfaces that are deeply scratched
(Hamblin, p. 278-279).
Glaciers transport rock fragments as they make their way over the land. Unlike
stream transport of sediment, which separates material according to size, these rock
fragments are unsorted and unstratified, most of fresh and unweathered. When the ice
finally becomes stagnant melting becomes the dominating force, and once complete a
deposit of material accumulates marking the glacier’s terminal ridge. Some of the
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meltwater goes beyond the ice (outwash plain) and carries a well sorted and stratified
sediment with it that gets deposited in the same way (Hamblin, p. 278-279).
According to Barclay, Calkin and Wiles (2001) Yakutat’s Hubbard Glacier,
located at the head of Disenchantment Bay and mouth of Russell Fiord, has undergone
three major advances over the course of the Holocene, which spans from 11,000 years
ago to present day. It began its first advance during the early-middle Holocene around
7690 cal yr B.P. and began to retreat around 5585 yr B.P., its eastern lobe along Russell
Fiord arriving around the area of Three Hummingbird and its western lobe along
Disenchantment Bay terminating near Calcahonda Valley. The Hubbard began its middle
Holocene advance 5600 cal yr B.P. and started retreating around 3200 cal yr B.P.,
reaching the same areas as the previous advancement. The late Holocene advancement
was underway around 3100 cal yr B.P. and was at the terminal moraine advances of the
previous two advancements around 1700 cal yr B.P. This advancement had the greatest
extent by far; its terminal moraine for the western lobe went from Ocean Cape (east side
of Bay), across the mouth of the Bay to the Malaspina Foreland (west side of bay). The
Hubbard’s eastern lobe went beyond the previous two advances and carved out the
southern arm of Russell Fiord. The western lobe began its retreat around 1300 A.D. while
the eastern lobe, whose main source of ice came from the Nunatak Fiord after the
Hubbard had completely retreated out of Disenchantment Bay by 1791, began its retreat
in 1752. The Nunatak glacier had two termini (northwest and southern arms of Russell
Fiord) after the retreat of Hubbard Glacier. It began to recede back into Nunatak Fiord by
the 19th century and when its two termini intersected in 1860 Russell Lake (melted glacial
water) was finally able to drain (Tarr & Butler, 1909).
U.S. Geological Survey (1983) reported that the rocks found on shore the Yakutat
forelands correspond to tectonic and depositional environments of the basin. He
categorized the rocks into three groups by age, which trended from the most recent (23
million years ago) being closest to shore and the oldest (65.5 - 23.0 million years ago)
reaching farther north along the forelands. The rock group closest to shore was from the
Upper Tertiary (Miocene-Holocene) and is categorized by glacial detritus such as
mudstone, muddy sandstone, and conglomerate muddy sandstone. The second grouping
of rocks (Oligocene-Miocene) was characterized by mudstone and siltstone while the
third group (Paleocene-Oligocene) was described as hard and dense and associated with
volcanic rocks of the Paleocene Age and continental to shallow marine coal bearing
clastic rocks (Eocene to Oligocene) (U.S. Geological Survey, 1983).

Unit 2: The Interconnectedness between Earth and Life Processes
I.Traditional Knowledge of the Yakutat Tlingit
The people of Yakutat came to understand the natural world around them not by
philosophical ponderings of the why but rather through the acts of everyday living and
the passing of knowledge through the oration of historical narratives. According to one
story the world (‘the land or home of human beings’) was supposedly created by Raven,
which began with the creation of water followed by land. Land was initially only covered
by moss but Raven, using his trickster ways, was able to obtain the seeds of trees and
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bushes from the Sea Otters. After fish and men were created, Raven sought out women
from an island and brought them to the men so that the two could marry. He was
responsible for the tides, putting the stars and moon in the sky, liberating daylight and
obtaining fire from the sun, and bringing all the animals and birds that are presently on
land today ashore. Raven was said to have a major part in the features that characterize
the land and determining the habits and behaviors of many species. And yet the world
was in existence before Raven was born therefore, if his true role was not as creator but
best described instead as the transformer this only further supports his impact on the
present order (p. 793).
The most accepted version of how the Sun, Moon and Stars came to be in their
current positions in the sky starts off with them being detained in three boxes by the chief
who lived at the head of the Nass River. There is some debate as to whether the third box
contained Daylight or the Sun itself; however Daylight is mentioned more consistently.
As the myth of the past goes, the world at that time was kept in constant darkness. Raven
transformed himself into a hemlock needle and subsequently was swallowed by the
chief’ s daughter, who gave birth to him sometime later as a baby. Raven cried and cried
for his grandfather’s treasures, and was eventually given the boxes that contained the
Moon and the Stars which he threw up into the sky. The chief proceeded to give him the
third box and Raven suddenly turned back into his natural form and fly away with the
box to Dry Bay. There he opened the box and the Daylight and frightened the people so
deeply they ran away; those wearing robes of skins of land animals ran into the woods
and mountains while those with robes of sealskin went into the sea but all were
transformed into various animal forms. In the same instance the mountains moved back
and the rocks ran away (p. 796).
One version of how heat came into the world (recalled in the mid-21st century)
began with Raven knowing that the sun was burning. He decided to send a hawk to bring
in the fire, and the hawk did as he was told and after obtaining the fire saw that his beak
was burning. Raven assured the hawk he had something for his beak and to just keep
coming. Once the Hawk arrived Raven replaced the beak with a piece of rotten wood,
which explains why the hawk’s beak today is so short. Raven then took the fire and put it
in all the wood. This is why wood burns (p. 796).On the other hand, The Moon (dis) is
sometimes perceived to be Raven’s jealous uncle, Controller of the Tide or Flood. It has
been said that during a lunar eclipse “the Moon is lost,” and that long ago the people of
Yakutat would say that the tide was very low and the ocean waveless like a lake. Once
the eclipse was over that tide would come back in and people could have their fill of
clams (p. 796).
For the Yakutat Tlingit, the concept of a temporal scale, which includes citing
dates, was overall very loose. Recent past was noted in relation to a narrator’s stage of
growth while earlier periods were correlated to the happenings in the lifetime of
grandparents or chiefs. However, the changing of seasons over the year was delineated
with specific terms: takw (winter), takw’iti (spring; ‘the place where winter was’), qu tan
(summer) and yes (fall). The year was divided into lunations (or months), literally moons
(dis), which began with the first appearance of the new crescent. The moons were
numbered and named although the current recording of these names, obtained by de
Laguna in the mid-21st century during an interview, were given by an unreliable source.
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In any case, the informant provided the following as the aboriginal labeling of the
lunations (p. 799):
• dIS-tlen (full moon, ‘big moon’)
• dISkA t’ut’c (half moon, ‘dark on the moon’)
• dIS xawxe (first quarter, ‘first one you see’)
• (last quarter- no name given)
• Lek dIS/tlek dIS (‘no moon’)
The New Year began in the middle of summer (July) and from there the lunations
were counted consecutively from 1-12. De Laguna (1972) noted that the New Year
probably began with the lunation that followed or coincided with the longest days of
summer (p. 800). The lunations were named with a cardinal number followed by the
word dIS (‘moon’) or ’a (‘thing’) and were most likely followed by a descriptive term or
attached to the expression dIsi (‘moon o f) (p. 799). The following representation of the
aboriginal calendar is an integration of the most consistent information collected by de
Laguna during her fieldwork in Yakutat (1949, 1952, 1953,1954) along with the most
consistent information collected by Swanton (Sitka and Wrangell) in order to portray the
most accurate representation of the original calendar. This was done to account for the
discrepancy in the names of the lunations (p. 800). Although Tlingit months have
currently been aligned with the modern day calendar, this representation of the aboriginal
calendar will have the New Start in July since various local accounts (while this also
varied) indicated that January was not the official beginning of a new year (p. 799). In
addition, historical information regarding the annual cycle is included in the calendar (a
deviation from how de Laguna organized the information) depending on timing of
aboriginal activities. In former times local wildlife dictated what people ate, wore, and
used as materials for tools and weapons. The daily lives and activities of the Tlingit were
shaped by how animals and fish responded to the changing seasons (p. 360).
Month of Molting, Month of Birds, Month of Laying Eggs, etc. (July)
This is when birds and geese molt their feathers and cannot fly (p. 800). Families were at
sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the remaining seaweed
and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. Seal hunting continued- pups
on the ice (p. 360).
caxeyi, and Month of High Bush Cranberries (August)
This is the month when high bush (grey) currants ripen this month (they are not
cranberries) (p. 800). Second sea otter hunt. Clams and strawberries are collected and
families back at salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
Small Moon (September)
Sea otter hunt continued. Clams and strawberries were still being collected and families
stayed at salmon streams putting up fish for winter (p. 360).
Large Moon (October)
Sea otter hunt continued. The final clams and strawberries were still being collected and
families finished drying the last fish (coho) and digging up roots. Men left for mountains
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to go hunt for mountain goats (p. 360). Groundhogs putting all their stuff out to dry in
the north wind before coming of winter (p. 801).
Digging Month (November)
Men hunted seal and mountain goat and possibly brown bears (in their dens). Families
stayed home and made baskets, sewed moccasins and sealskin boots (p. 360). Bears clean
out house or cave by digging it out; take old next and work on it to make it new. Bears
(and other animals?) go into dens (p. 801).
? (December)
De Laguna (1972) states that errors in transcription make it extremely difficult to analyze
expression (p. 800). She thinks it means, ‘no light in the middle of the day’ or shortest
day month.’ Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on
beaches at the mouths of the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360).
Month of Geese (January)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at
the mouths of the rivers or sleeping bears in dens (p. 360). Some cohoes may have frozen
in their spawning grounds in upper “Opal Creek” (Ophir Creek) and men would go and
chop out ice to get them (p. 800).
Month of Black Bear (February)
Families mostly stayed in winter homes. Men have gone out to hunt seals on beaches at
the mouths of the rivers or sleeping bears in their dens (p. 360). Is the coldest month of
the year and the spruce and hemlock trees drop their needles and branches so that the
ground looks like skin of black bear. Not much snow or rain but the North wind is very
strong (p. 800).
Month of Green Leaves Growing from the Bottom of the Water (March)
Fished for oelachon at Dry Bay and Situk River, halibut in Yakutat Bay, hunted for seals
along ocean beach, gathered clams and cockles and scraped inner bark of spruce trees.
People look for animals and hunting is easy (p. 360). The swans come in (middle of
month) and things start to grow, especially the aquatic plants (p. 800).
Month of Green Leaves (April)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish
oelachon (on second run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat
Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt
bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered: hemlock bark, roots of
Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring eggs.
Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Geese come from the south (p. 800).
Month of Molting, Month of Birds, Month of Laying Eggs, etc. (May)
Some men would go to Icy Bay in order to hunt sea otters while others would fish
oelachon (on second run). Many families would move to their spring camps up Yakutat
Bay near Knight Island and Eleanor Cover. Here they would fish for halibut and hunt
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bears as they came out of their dens. Women gathered: hemlock bark, roots of
Kamchatka lily, seaweed, sea urchins, fresh wild celery stalks as well as Herring eggs.
Salmon (Kings) would begin their run (p. 360). Things would begin to blossom, all
seaweed was growing, and rocks would turn green with things growing on them (p. 800).
Month of Molting, Month of Birds, Month of Laying eggs, etc. (June)
Families were at sealing camps (Yakutat Bay). Bird eggs were collected as well as the
remaining seaweed and wild rhubarb. Berries were beginning to be collected. Seal
hunting continued- pups on the ice (p. 360). This is considered the bleeding month when
everything is born (p. 800).
From keen observations of the world around them, the Yakutat Tlingit developed
a knowledge base of the habits of various species of wildlife and plants as well as a belief
system that centered on the interconnectedness between themselves and all other
inhabitants of the world. It was the overlay between the accumulated knowledge of the
natural world and the development of a belief system over time that resulted in wellestablished practices and rituals that governed the interactions between themselves and
all other living things.
It was believed that all animals (great and small) and plants had souls, no different
from people. Swanton (1908) reported that the Tlingit would tell the tree they were
cutting down that it would fall upon the black bear hides. Similarly Emmons (MS.)
reported that before trees were cut down to make a house, a fire would be lit and oil or
other pieces of food would be burned as offerings to the tree spirits. Eagle down was
scattered on the ground as a sign of peace so that felled pieces of wood would not hit
anyone on their way down. Once the logs were brought to the construction site, the future
owner of the house would make a fire and as he feasted would throw pieces of food into
it as offerings to the tree spirits (p. 822). Medicinal plants were paid great respect as they
were being harvested. Before plants were harvested people would speak to them and take
care to leave an offering in the area where the plant’s roots had been removed while
asking for help in healing the patient (p. 823).
Animals were of greatest importance to the Yakutat Tlingit, and practices were
designed in alignment with the belief system that communicated gratitude and reverence
for any lives that were taken.
The old Indians never just shot animals for no purpose. They just show what they
needed, and every animal they killed, they talked to it and explained why they had
to kill it. They showed the animals respect. After they kill it-bear, goat, any
animal-they bring the head in by the fire to warm it. They hang the skin up on the
wall and talk to it, explaining why they have to kill it. My father always faced the
head of the dead animal toward the mountain. I still do it when I can. When you
finish with the head, cover it up with boughs... (p. 824)
In the myth of the past animals were once men who donned robes that resembled
the present bodies they have today. After Raven let Daylight out of the box, the animals
were so frightened they ran away into the woods and sea and assumed the form of their
present day bodies. The ability to transform into people when angered contributed to
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specific practices and beliefs that revered all animals, birds and fish as powerful beings
that had a qwain (soul), or ‘inhabitant of.’ The soul was conceived as being inside the
organism’s fleshy body (p. 823). The Tlingit saw the world of animals and plants as part
of man’s moral world. Through a relationship between sib and totem, many species were
drawn into the human social order and they became members of the sib. Cruelty to
animals, torturing or insulting them, laughing or killing without proper cause would bring
could bring misfortune and punishment in the afterlife or even death. But those who
prayed and explained why they took a life would cross the river into the Land of Dead or
gain access to kiwa’a (p. 824).
Traditional knowledge stated that bears could not only understand human speech
and what people said about them at home behind closed doors but that bears were a lot
like people. Both can be talked to (p. 826). This knowledge still applies very much today.
Brown bears have a very acute sense of smell (even better than that of dogs) and their
hearing and eyesight are comparable to that of humans. They are extremely intelligent
and have exhibited individual personalities. The brown bear’s physiology is key to their
survival in that they are designed to consume a wide variety of foods (just like people).
Long claws enable them to dig up roots or uproot small mammals while the musculature
and bone structure of their hump assists with motions of digging and achieving speeds
that enable them to run down moose or caribou. Bears are so much like people that they
are attracted to the foods we eat, such as the leftovers that make up our garbage or the
animals we raise at home (to eat later).
II.A Western Science Perspective
Science based themes and concepts that arose from the Traditional Knowledge
section became the framework for this section. It was deliberately structured to
complement the previous section in order to provide a holistic and multidisciplinary
understanding of certain concepts that are being assessed in science classrooms of the
modern education system as well as exhibit similarities between the two constructs of
knowledge. It was written with the idea that it could serve as background knowledge in
specific concepts for educators and at a level that that could be understood by upper
elementary students. The content in this section addresses the following Alaska State
Science Standards for grades 4-6 in Earth and Life Science Concepts.
Alaska State Science Standards
[Earth Science Concepts]
The student demonstrates understanding of cycles influenced by energy from the
sun and by Earth’s position and motion in our solar system by (EED, 2005):
• (4) SD3.1 recognizing changes in length of daylight over time and its relationship
to seasons
• (5) SD3.1 observing a model that shows how the regular and predictable motion
of the Earth and moon determine the apparent shape (phases) of the moon over
time
The student demonstrates an understanding of the theories regarding the origin and
evolution of the universe by:
• [5] SD4.2 recognizing that the Earth in in regular and predictable motion and this
motion explains the length of a day and a year.
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[Life Science Concepts]
The student demonstrates an understanding of the structure, function, behavior,
development, life cycles and diversity of living organisms by
• (4) SC2.2 describing the basic characteristics and requirements of living things.
The student demonstrates an understanding that all organisms are linked to each
other and their physical environments through the transfer and transformation of
matter and energy by (EED, 2005)
• (4) SC3.1 identifying examples of living and non-living things and the
relationship between them (e.g., living things need water, herbivores need plants)
• (4) SC3.2 identifying a simple food chain of familiar plants, diagramming how
energy flows through it; describing the effects of removing one link
• (5) SC3.2 organizing a simple food chain of familiar plants and animals that
traces the source of the energy back to sunlight
• (6) SC3.2 organizing a food web using familiar plants and animals
Earth in Space
Earth exhibits two movements through space that are responsible for the length of
day and year, seasonal variation, and changes in amount of daylight: rotation and
revolution. The Earth rotates in an eastward (counter clockwise) direction around an
imaginary, vertical axis that transects the North and South Poles (National Geographic
Society, Feather, Dike, 2002). This movement causes day and night; as the Earth rotates
in an eastward direction it exposes the surface to the sun causing daytime while the
surface facing away from the sun experiences night. The rotation makes the sun appear to
rise in the east and set in the west and it takes a 24 hour-cycle of day and night to make
one complete 1 rotation (one day) (National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
Moon Phases and Tides
The moon experiences two forms of movement in space just like the earth; it
rotates along an axis which is completed after 27.3 days and revolves around the earth in
the same amount of time. Since the moon’s rotation is moving at the same rate as its
revolution along its axis, the same side of the moon is always facing the sun. What do
change are the relative positions between the moon, Earth and sun throughout this
revolution around the Earth which causes the phases of the moon and the tides (National
Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
We can see the interaction and change in relative positions of these three celestial
bodies from Earth as the different phases (or shapes) of the moon. These phases are
caused by the reflection of sunlight off the satellite’s surface and the 5 degree tilt of the
moon’s orbit around the sun (National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002). We are
only capable of seeing objects when light is reflected off the object’s surface. During the
New Moon phase, the moon is positioned between the Earth and the sun therefore, the
sunlit side of the moon faces the sun leaving the other side (facing Earth) in complete
darkness. On the other hand during the Full Moon phase the sunlit side of the moon
directly faces Earth, bringing it into clear view for us to admire. The other phases are
caused by the degree of light reflected from the moon’s surface that is facing the sun
(National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
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The rise and fall of ocean water occurs every 12.5 hours; the water rises for about
six hours and falls for another six hours completing the cycle. Tides are caused by the
differences in gravitation pull the moon exerts on different parts of the Earth. High tide
occurs on the side of the Earth that is closest to the moon; in this instance the
gravitational pull is stronger here than on the planet as a whole so water flows to this
point. At the same time, high tide occurs on the opposite side of the Earth that directly
faces the moon; the gravitation pull on this exact point is weaker than the gravitational
pull on the Earth as a whole. Therefore the Earth is slightly pulled in the direction of the
moon leaving water “behind” and creating a second high tide. Low tides occur between
the high tides so at any time over the course of the moon’s revolution there are always
two high tides and two low tides (National Geographic Society, Feather, Dike, 2002).
Changing of the Seasons
As the Earth rotates on an axis it is simultaneously revolving (movement of one
object around another) around the sun along an elliptical (elongated, closed curve) orbit
which takes 365 days or 1 year to complete. During this revolution most regions on
Earth are experiencing different seasons which are caused by the interrelatedness of a few
factors: the orbit, rotation around the sun, titled axis, and how sunlight hits the surface of
the Earth (Jenner et al., 2005). The shape of the orbit and the off centered position of the
sun, making it closer to one end of the curve than the other, causes the distance between
the Earth and sun to range from 152 million km away at its farthest point on July 4 and
approximately 147 million km at its closest point on January 3 of each year (Jenner et al.,
2005). This has a relatively minor impact on temperature variation because the change in
distance is small. The direct cause for the seasons however is due to the 23.5° tilt of the
Earth along its axis as it rotates around the sun. The hemisphere tilted towards the sun
receives more hours of daylight (summer) than the hemisphere that is tilted away from it
(winter). Temperature variation between the different seasons is caused by a combination
of factors which include the tilt as well as the angle of incidence at which the sun’s
radiation hits the surface. When a hemisphere is tilted toward the sun it receives more
direct rays (low angle of incidence) of sunlight, and for longer periods of time, than the
hemisphere that is tilted away (high angle of incidence) (Jenner et al., 2005).
The position of the sun’s rays in relation to the equator, caused by the tilt in the
Earth’s axis, is constantly changing over the course of a year and is generally hitting
North or South of the equator. Two times a year, between the summer and winter
solstices which mark the shortest and longest distance of Earth from the sun, the position
of the sun’s rays are directly over the equator. This is called either the summer or fall
equinox and at this time the number of daylight and nighttime hours is nearly equal all
over the world (Jenner et al., 2005).
What does it mean to be Alive?
Living things on Earth share fundamental characteristics with one another that
relate to specific structures and functions that serve to:
• obtain, use, and/or make nutrients
• obtain and use air (either for oxygen or carbon dioxide)
• convert and store energy
• reproduce either sexually or asexually
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• respond to various environmental, internal and external factors
• obtain and maintain balance of water
Other characteristics that are common to many but not all living things include:
• movement (during at least stage in life history)
• develop and grow in size
• protection (of self, other members of species and offspring)
Taking into account all of the characteristics listed above, there are certain basic
processes and/or systems that all living things share whose function is to help perpetuate
the whole (autopoiesis) and these include: self-generation, self-organization, self
maintenance, and self-regulation. Since living things share very basic characteristics in
common they also require many of the same things to meet their needs, which in turn are
met by these basic characteristics (Bloom, 1999, p.6).
Two of these needs include the intake of food and water. Species need to be
equipped with the capabilities to obtain, consume or make (plants), and harvest the
energy and nutrients in food. Likewise, species need to be able to not only take in water
but maintain a proper balance required for their specific needs. Air is required by all
living things, except for a bacterium known as Archae which lives in volcanoes and the
deep ocean and uses sulfur for their energy needs (chemosynthesis). Living things require
certain components of air; oxygen for cellular respiration and carbon dioxide for
photosynthesis. Environment dictates how water is used. Terrestrial organisms acquire
water, fresh water organisms need to maintain a proper balance so cells don’t get too
much coming in, and marine organisms also maintains a proper water balance so that
they don’t lose too much water to their environment. All species need to be able to
reproduce; that is produce healthy offspring in order to maintain the population. Finally,
species need ways to protect themselves and their offspring from predators or the
environment at large (p. 7).
Organisms, or living things, are able to meet their basics by interacting with their
habitat, a specific environment that provides a species with the things they need to live,
grow and reproduce. In their habitat an organism will interact with biotic (living) factors
as well as abiotic (non-living) factors (Jones, & Lisowski, 2007, p. 7). Some abiotic
factors include water, sunlight, oxygen, temperature and soil. Sunlight is needed by plants
to make their food (photosynthesis) while many animals need sunlight for warmth. Each
environment is characterized by its temperature range, and some species are only able to
survive within certain ranges. Others however, are capable of altering their environment
in order to alter extreme temperatures that occur in their habitat. Soil is composed of rock
fragments, nutrients, air, water and decaying organic matter. Plants require different
rations of these components in order to grow. Many types of animals and microscopic
organisms live in the soil as well (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 8).
Flow of Energy in Ecosystems
An organism’s energy role is defined by how they obtain their energy and interact
with other organisms. Energy enters most ecosystems as sunlight. The only organisms
that acquire this energy, in order to make their own food, are producers (plants, algae,
bacteria). They are the source of all food in a system. Organisms that cannot make their
own food are consumers and there are three types depending on what type of food they
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consume (herbivores, carnivores, omnivores). Decomposers break down wastes and
organic materials and return important nutrients to the soil (Jones, & Lisowski p. 9).
How energy moves through a system can be described as a food chain and/or food
web. Food chains are a sequence of linear events that show how specific organisms
obtain energy in a system, which always begins with the producer followed by the first
level consumer (those that eat the producers) and the second-level consumers (those that
each the first level consumers). But the flow of energy within a system is far more
interconnected since organisms eat different things and are part of many different food
chains. A more accurate representation of energy flow through an ecosystem is through a
food web; a countless number of overlapping food chains (Jones, & Lisowski, p. 9). An
energy pyramid is a diagram that shows how much energy is available at each feeding
level of a food web which always begins with the producers. Energy at each level is lost
through heat as well as basic processes that help an organism move, grow, or reproduce.
Only about 10% of the energy at one level gets passed on to the next which limits the
number of feeding levels in an energy pyramid (p. 47).

Conclusion
The objective of this research was to begin designing material that could aid in the
integration of aboriginal knowledge of the Yakutat people into a Western based school
system. While the sections addressing the Western science perspective may appear to be
excessive, the idea was to flesh out the knowledge from both sides regarding a particular
theme in order to achieve the most holistic perspective. I approached the structure of this
paper as if it were to go into the Teacher’s Information Section of my K-6 place-based
science curriculum; the goal being that if any educator were to pick up my lesson plans
and associated “teacher information sections” they would have a relatively good
understanding of what I was trying to get across. Traditional knowledge is the historical
narrative of a place; it provides background on how the land was treated and shaped by
generations of family members, friends and foreign visitors. To not know the history of a
people who inhabited the land in the past is to miss a big component in understanding an
area. Educators are in a difficult spot today, especially those working in Native
communities. Their work load is doubled in that they have to strive to make information
relevant so that student driven inquiry and engagement is enhanced while on the other
hand imparting the “hard” skills that will open up doors in whatever direction they wish
to go. But the task can be made easier by having learning in the classroom start with
place; by learning about the historical and current realities of a community students will
be able to understand and appreciate how things were and how they have changed.
Information is relevant and tangible and the interest generated is genuine. An
appreciation for one’s place promotes pride in a culture and an adherence to ways of
thinking and doing that should not be forgotten, especially in a world that is striving to
find balance and meaning.
This project for me was a step in the direction of understanding how the pieces between
the two worlds can come together. By no means do I feel that this is a solution, but the
more we learn about the undeniable holes in the education system the more empowered I
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feel to start looking for ways to make a change. Change most of the time takes several
drafts. Place-based education is exciting and overwhelming, it is not just words on a piece
of paper but instead the interactions and discussions with people all across the
community who have a wide range of experiences and expertise that can be passed on to
the younger generations. Students needs to learn how to most successfully live in the
world of their culture and community as well as develop the skills and knowledge to live
elsewhere if they so well please.
Educators, community members and school
administrators need to come together to decide how to meet these needs. It is not about
living in separate worlds or choosing one over the other.. .it’s about how these worlds can
come together in a meaningful way for the betterment our youth’s futures.
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Grade Band 5-6 (Year 2)
Unit 3: Motion and Stability- Forces and Interactions
Investigation 1
*Special Note: Plan on implementing this lesson a month before the start of Sea Week so students have
sufficient time to write and revise their newspaper articles. Students will collect data during field trips to
intertidal areas to support their claim that gravitational force is responsible for the rise and fall of the
tides. Students will utilize the week following Sea Week activities to write and revise their articles in
preparation for the community presentation, which will wrap up the investigation. Confirm a date ahead
of time so that members of the staff and family members can make arrangements in order to attend the
presentation

Overarching Questions
> How do scientists come to conclusions about natural phenomena?
> How do forces impact our lives?

Overarching Goals
Students will understand that a force is a push or pull that acts upon an object as a result of its interaction
with another object and while some forces act through contact others, such as the force of gravity, act
even when object do not contact one another. Students will also understand that the force of gravity from
a massive object pulls smaller objects towards it which can result in the rise and fall of the tides and why
objects on Earth don’t float into space. Students will recognize scientific argumentation as an effective
tool to reach agreements and will be able to construct an effective argument using evidence.

Objectives
Next Generation Science Standards
(5-PS2-1) Students who demonstrate understanding can support an argument that the gravitational force
exerted by Earth on objects is directed down.
Alaska State Science Standards
(5-SC2.1) Identifying and sorting animals into groups using basic external and internal features.
(5-SC2.2) Explaining how external features and internal systems (i.e. respiratory, excretory, skeletal,
circulatory and digestive) or plants and animals may help them grow, survive, and reproduce.
(6-SC2.3) Identify basic behaviors (e.g. migration, communication, hibernation) used by organisms to
meet the requirements of life.
(6-SB4.2) stating that every object exerts gravitational force on every other object.
(SB4.3) making waves through a variety of media (L)
Collaborative Objectives (Performance Assessment)
After working together collaboratively as a group and using communication for a range of purposes, you
will be able to inform the public through a group presentation that the force of gravity exerted by the
Moon on the Earth’s oceans causes the rise and fall of the tides, at the level of proficiency of a teacher
made rubric.
Individual Objectives (Summative Assessment)
After writing a scientific article for the local newspaper and being given a scenario to resolve in an
unfamiliar context, you will be able to construct a scientific argument, using at least three lines of
evidence seen in class to support a clearly stated claim.
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After practice and writing about scientific arguments, you will be able to describe argumentation as a
common practice in the science world used to reach agreements about explanations which requires
evidence, listening, comparing, and evaluating ideas and methods, with 80 % accuracy.
After being given a scenario to resolve in an unfamiliar context, you will be able to conclude that
movement by anything on earth is the result of a strength or energy caused by the interaction of two
objects, with 80% accuracy.
After applying the concept of force to a scenario, you will be able to analyze the different types of forces
responsible for moving an object, with 80% accuracy.

Materials
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Day 1: Introduce Topic
> Teacher background sheet
> Science A-Z PBL Overview
> Pre-Assessment (1 copy per student)
> Glue or double-sided tape
> Science notebooks
Days 2-4: Conduct an Entry Event
> Guest speakers
> Science notebooks
Lesson 2: How do objects move?
Day 1-3: Pre-Teach Vocabulary
> Science A-Z: Force and Motion reading (3 levels available)
> Science A-Z Nonfiction Book Teachers Guide: Force and Motion
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer (various)
> Science notebooks
Days 4-10: Build Background Knowledge on Pushes and pulls
> AKSCI lesson plan: A-Mazing Motion (materials are listed in lesson plan attached)
> AKSCI lesson plan: Catapulting Cotton (materials are listed in lesson plan attached)
> AKSCI lesson plan: Crash Dummies (materials are listed in lesson plan which is attached)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer (previous lesson)
> Colored pencils/Crayons
> Scissors
> Double sided tape
> Science notebooks
Days 11-13: Applying Scientific Arguments
> Teachers Pay Teachers: Argumentative writing Lesson plans
> Argument Map Example
> Scientific Argument Example
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer (previous lesson)
> Teachers Pay Teachers: Scoring Rubric (can find on p. 21 of “Argumentative writing” Lesson
plans)
> Science notebooks
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Lesson 3: What keeps people from floating into space?
Day 1-3: Pre-teach Vocabulary
> Gravity and How it Works by Peter Jedicke
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer
> Colored pencils/crayons
> Scissors
> Double sided tape and/or glue
> Science notebooks
Days 4-7: Build Background Knowledge
> AKSCI lesson plan: Dropping the Ball (materials are listed in lesson plan attached)
o Optional Activity: The New Gravity (pp. 72-81 in Gravity the Glue of the Universe by Harry
Gilbert)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer
> Scissors
> Double sided tape and/or glue
> Science notebooks
Days 8-10: Applying Scientific Arguments
> Teachers Pay Teachers: Argumentative Writing Lesson plans
> Teachers Pay Teachers: Scoring Rubric (can find on p. 21 of “Argumentative writing” Lesson
plans)
> Science A-Z Graphic Organizer (previous lesson)
> Science notebooks
Lesson 4: What causes the tide to rise and fall?
Day 16
> The Moon and Tide Script (attached)
o Which involves the following materials (props):
> Painted Sun and Moon Masks (included)
> Recording of wave sounds (Note: Waves Free app for IPhone has long recordings and is easy to
use)
> Speakers
> Blue tarp (included in kit)
> Food Wrappers/backpack/cell phone (props for skit)
> Plastic frog figure (to stick on Earth)
> Globe/blow-up Earth
> Apple (prop to demonstrate gravity)
> Tape
Lesson 5: What w as the w orldview of the m oon and tides of the Yakutat Tlingit?
Days 17-18
• Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teaching Resource by Dolly Garza (pp. 33-35) for lesson plan
description and copy of myth, Raven Creates the Tides
o (Optional stories to read) The Angry Moon by William Sleator or The Star Maiden by
Barbara Esbensen
o (Optional info. to include in discussions) Sun, Moon, and Stars pp. 796 of Under Mount St.
Elias: Volume 2 by Frederica de Laguna
• Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teaching Resource by Dolly Garza (pp. 14-15) for activity and list of
materials
• Invite an Elder into the classroom to demonstrate Sun/Moon formline design
o Fred Bemis is a great resource to use for this activity (784-3669)
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(Optional if Elder not available) Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teaching Resource by Dolly
Garza (pp. 14-15) for activity and list of materials
Tlingit Moon and Sun Mask photographs (attached)
o

•

Lesson 6: What is the difference betw een w aves and tides?
Day 19: Where did the Rubber Bath Toys Go? (Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum)
• Refer Investigation 1: Where Did the Rubber Bath Toys Go? for a description of lesson and list of
materials
o Lesson can be found online at: http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-7/investigation1.html?task=view&id=226
Day 20: Waves and Tides (Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum)
• Refer to Investigation 2: Waves and Tides for a description of lesson and list of materials ONLY for
Activity 3A: Waves in the Water and Activity 3B: Tides
o Lesson can be found online at: http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-7/investigation3.html?task=view&id=229
Sea-W eek Activities (Two options for activities provided)
Lesson 7: Observing the Tides and Intertidal Organisms
Option 1
> Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teacher Resource by Dolly Garza (pp. 36-38) for activity and list of
materials *Note: An alternative version of this lesson plan is provided if time is limited.
o Optional Materials to bring on field trips:
o Tarp
o Hand lenses
o Buckets (2-3)
o Sample containers
o Nets
o Guides
Option 2
> Materials needed for field trips for alternative version to Garza lesson plan:
o Camera/Tide Table
o Clipboards
o Rite-in the-Rain paper (to print worksheets and materials on)
o Student w orksheets for the field: Tide Change Data Sheet (3 per student), Invasion of the
Mega-Giant Land Monster, Marine Bingo, Can you Sort the Invertebrates?, Tidepool Animal
(pp. 7)
o Lesson m aterials for the field: Intertidal cards (laminated)
o Pens (write on Rite-in the-Rain paper)
o Tarp
o Hand lenses
o Buckets (2-3)
o Sample containers
o Backpacks
o Water bottles
o Guides: Intertidal Field Atlas (laminated), Southeast Intertidal Laminated Guides, Common
Sea Life or Southeastern Alaska (IPad)
o Snacks
o Thermos with hot chocolate (for colder days)
Lesson 8: Using Data to Estimate the Tide (2 options)
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Option 1
> Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teacher Resource by Dolly Garza (pp. 39)
Option 2
> Materials needed for field trips for alternative version to Garza lesson plan:
o Data Sheets
o Student W orksheets: Record your Results, Conclusion Questions, Tide and Water Levels
Reading
*Week after Sea-Week
Lesson 9: How can w e com m unicate our ideas to other classroom s?
Days 1-2: Writing a Newspaper Article
> Teachers Pay Teachers: Scoring Rubric (can find on p. 21 of “Argumentative writing” Lesson
plans)
> Teachers Pay Teachers: Newspaper Templates
> Science notebooks
Days 3-4: Prepare and Practice Community Presentation
Day 5: Give Presentation to Community Presentation
Lesson 10: Post-Assessm ent- What did you learn?
> Post-assessment (1 copy per student)
> Glue and/or double sided tape
> Crayons and colored pencils
> Science notebooks

Time frame
> Two Weeks
> 8, forty-minute lessons
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Overall Procedure
Investigation 1
Lesson 1: Pre-Assessm ent- What do you know?
Estim ated time: 2, forty-fifty minute lessons
Teacher Prep: Call parents/guardians of students before embarking on the investigation and invite them
for a short meeting regarding the upcoming investigation. Be clear that this meeting has nothing to do
with any student in particular, but is rather a meeting to join forces and discuss ideas that can enrich the
learning experience for students. Bring a food or beverage to make the atmosphere in the classroom
more inviting for parents as well writing materials to record important ideas or points that are addressed
by parents. On the day of the meeting, discuss the overarching goals of the investigation as well as the
question (What force causes the rise and fall of the tides?) students will be responsible for resolving by
the end of the investigation (which will also mark the end of the school year since Sea Week is scheduled
two weeks before the last day). Explain that students will be responsible for providing a written
argument that addresses the question with a clearly stated claim supported by evidence from class
activities, discussions and readings. In addition, students will work together in small, collaborative
groups in order to plan and execute a presentation for family members and school staff on the last day of
school (provide exact day) that will inform the audience of the causes of the tides. Once you have
discussed the background of the investigation pose the following questions to parents, and remember to
take notes!
1. What time of day would make it easier for parents to attend students’ presentations?
2. Who would be available to help supervise the Sea Week field investigations? (Even if Sea Week
isn’t for another few weeks or so, you want to be prepared ahead of time with a list of interested
parents that you can call and confirm a week or more before activities commence).
3. Explain that you want to make the topic of tides and gravitational force more relevant to students,
and decided on an engagement activity that would involve inviting 2-4 members of the community
in to speak about their personal experiences on the topic. Ask parents if any of them would be
interested in speaking to the class or know of anyone (that you could contact) that would
interested.
4. Finally, remember to ask parents if they have any suggestions or ideas they would like to see
integrated into the investigation. Remember to stay open and thank parents for any suggestions
they provide. Never speak down to or belittle someone’s ideas.
Teacher Prep: Read over the Teacher Background sheet and Science A-Z PBL Overview for
information regarding content that will be covered in class. Make 1 copy per student of the Pre
Assessment.
Day 1: Introduce Topic
Elicit
> Tell the class they are going to begin a new investigation that will lead up to the final day of
school. Ask students to raise their hands if the ocean is an important part of their lives and the
lives of their family. Call on students to express their thoughts to the class.
> Explain to the class that the ocean is an important resource for every human being on this
planet due to the environmental services its provides that go unknown as well as unseen to
most people. The ocean is especially important to the Yakutat community, since people living
in this area have relied on it for their survival for thousands of years. Clothing, food and means
of travel are just a few of the visible services the ocean has provided the people of Yakutat over
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the years. That being said, it is important that the class investigate themes related to the ocean
that will impact
> Explain that over the next few weeks the class will try and resolve the following question
(write it on the board), What force causes the rise and fall of the tides?
> Before students can begin tackling this question, explain that students will take a pre
assessment to determine how much students know about the topic at this point in time.
Remind students that the pre-assessment is NOT graded, but a tool to help the teacher
structure lesson plans more effectively and allow students to monitor they’re understanding of
the content.
Days 2: Conduct an Entry Event
Teacher Prep: You may want to provide some form of food and beverage for the speakers coming into
the class today. Write the question of the investigation on the board so that students can make the
connections between the stories they are hearing and the topic they will be investigating.
Engage
> Begin the lesson by reminding students of the question they will be investigating over the next few
weeks, beginning with their class today. Explain that students are in for a treat because today in
class multiple speakers have come in to share personal stories related to ocean and its formidable
tides. Review proper behaviors students should exhibit during each speakers’ presentation.
> Introduce each speaker.
> Once all speakers have gone in front of the class, ask students to spend the last few minutes of the
period in small groups to discuss what they took away from each story and how this topic is
relevant to their own lives.
> If there is sufficient time, have each group report to the class, writing down key points on the
board.

Lesson 2: How do objects move?
Estimated time: 13, fifty-sixty minute lessons
*Note: In order to move forward with this investigation, students need to have a strong understanding of
the concept of force specifically that objects move as a result of their interactions with another object
which is caused by a push or pull force. Thus, a force is present when there is an interaction between two
objects and the direction and speed an object travels can vary depending on the situation. After receiving
feedback from the pre-assessment, you should have a better understanding whether students have the
requisite knowledge to proceed with Lesson #3 of the investigation or receive further instruction. While
this lesson is structured according to the Science A-Z PBL Instructional Process it incorporates three
AKSCI lesson plans to help build and reinforce students’ background knowledge. Students will also
practice writing scientific arguments (persuasive writing), a skill that was addressed earlier in Unit 2
(Investigation 2). Over the course of the investigation, students are given time to practice writing
scientific arguments at the conclusion of Lesson 2 (How do objects move?) and Lesson 3 (What keeps
people from floating into space?); therefore, these assignments should be used to provide feedback rather
than given a final grade. Give students time to review comments and make the necessary corrections. You
can give students a “participation” grade for completing the assignment. You can give a final project grade
(separate from the Post-Assessment which is a written test) the week after Sea Week activities have
concluded (Lesson 9) in the form of a newspaper article. If students need more time to complete their
articles before they begin preparing for the community presentation, you may want to plan ahead and
offer time after school for them to complete their articles in the classroom.
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Teacher Prep (Days 1-3: Pre-Teach Vocabulary): The first few days of Lesson 2 introduces students to
important vocabulary terms they will encounter throughout the investigation. This is done with the
Science A-Z: Forces and Motion booklets, which are available in three different reading levels (low, mid
and high). The Science A-Z Nonfiction Teachers Guide: Force and Motion offers valuable recommendations
on how to effectively implement the reading in the classroom; therefore, read through this resource
carefully before reading the booklet in class. Write the essential question of Lesson 2 (How do objects
move?) on the board so that students are reminded of the question they are trying to resolve and will be
expected to write about using the format of a scientific argument. You will find attached at the end of this
investigation various Science A-Z Graphic Organizers that can help students organize content they learn
(i.e. main ideas and supporting details) in assigned readings and activities which support the essential
question of Lesson 2. These Graphic Organizers can be used to summarize important information
learned during the reading, therefore provide students enough time during class to transfer content onto
these worksheets. An example of a main idea and supporting details from the Science A-Z Force and
Motion booklet (mid-level) can look like the following:
Main
•
•
•

Idea: Force makes thing move (pp. 5-6)
Supporting Idea 1: Lifting is a force. You move books by lifting them.
Supporting Idea 2: Pull is a force. You pull your friends in tug-of-war.
Supporting Idea 3: Pushing is a force. An engine and push a rocket into space.

Finally, the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer: Word Smart worksheets are included with the investigation,
which can be easily cut and pasted into students’ science notebooks as they learn new vocabulary terms.
Focus on the following vocabulary terms whose definitions can be found in the back of Science A-Z: Force
and Motions booklets:
> Force
> Distance
> Work
> Motion
> Direction
> Speed
Include the following:
> Push: to press upon or against (a thing) with force in order to move it away.
> Pull: to draw or haul toward oneself or itself, in a particular direction, or in a particular position;
to draw or dug at with force
Teacher Prep (Days 4-10: Build Background Knowledge): Read over the following AKSCI lesson
plans that are included with this investigation: A-Mazing Motion, Catapulting Cotton, and Crash Dummies.
These lessons were selected as to help reinforce the concept of force and how the direction and intensity
of a push or pull on an object can change the motion, speed and direction an object travels. If you decide
to implement any of the three AKSCI lessons, please refer to the specific lesson plan you are interested in
for a list of materials you will need in order to implement the lesson. Remember to write the essential
question of Lesson 2 on the board (How do objects move?) each class so that students are reminded of
the problem they are trying to resolve. Make additional copies of any Science A-Z Graphic Organizers that
students can use to summarize the main ideas of Lesson 2, which would be a good way to have students
review content after each activity in their cooperative learning groups. If students are assigned to work in
their cooperative learning groups, you may want to provide each member of the group a specific task in
order to maintain engagement while preventing the work load from falling on only a couple students.
While some of the main ideas may be redundant (i.e. push is a force that makes things move) the
activities will present concepts in new scenarios which will help enforce learning.
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Teacher Prep (Days 11-13: Applying Scientific Arguments): The scientific practice focused on
throughout the investigation is argumentation, therefore students will be expected to refer back to and
access all of their notes from the assigned reading and activities to construct an argument that resolves
the essential question of Lesson 2, How do objects move? Depending on how well students retained the
process of writing a scientific argument, the Teachers Pay Teachers: Argumentative Writing Lesson Plans
offers activities that can help students organize their ideas and review the process of writing an
argument. Resources from previous Units have been attached to the investigation, Mapping Page and
Scientific Argument Examples, for review as well. Use the scoring rubric to clearly communicate your
expectations to the class. You can remind students that at the conclusion of the investigation, they will
write an argument in the format of a newspaper article for a final project grade. The grade they receive
on this assignment will reflect how well the learned the content and were able to make revisions to their
arguments.

Lesson 3: What keeps people from floating into space?
Estim ated time:
Teacher Prep (Day 1-3: Pre-teach Vocabulary): Lesson three will begin with an introduction to key
vocabulary terms that students will encounter while reading selected chapters from Gravity, and How it
Works by Peter Jedicke. Vocabulary terms are bolded and their definitions can be found in the back of the
book. Write the essential question of the lesson (What keeps people from floating into space?) on the
board before each class so students are reminded that they are resolving a new question that is related to
the investigation. You will only need to cover Chapters 1-4 of the book for content essential to the lesson
and overall investigation, but feel free to read on especially if students are enjoying the book. Since there
is only one book available in the kit, you will need to make photocopies of the chapters for the class. One
way to work around this is to divide students into their cooperative learning groups and assign each
group a chapter to read, take notes on, and design a presentation that will be given in front of the class
(this can be practice for the community presentation at the end of the investigation). You can make
copies of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizer for students to use and record notes on as they proceed
through the chapter. If you decide to go with cooperative learning groups, it will be essential that each
group member is given a specific task that contributes to groups overall success. All students should be
responsible for filling out a graphic organizer once the group has finished reading the chapter. Here are
some examples of assigned tasks for the cooperative groups:
• Presenter: One student reads the chapter aloud to the group and then presents the product in
front of the class
• Reviewer: One student leads a discussion of the main idea (and details) being discussed each
page/paragraph/etc.
• Recorder: Takes notes from discussion on graphic organizer during the discussion (other students
should listen)
• Designer: Constructs a diagram of the most important concept discussed in the chapter.
As cooperative groups present their chapters in front of the class, the rest of the class should be
responsible for recording notes in their science notebooks. After each presentation, students should
write down 2 positive and 1 constructive statement related to the way in which the information was
presented, 2 questions they had about the content, as well as two new pieces of information they learned
from their fellow classmates. Make sure each group receives feedback from the class on their
presentation (orally, written or both) so that they can work on specific things for the community
presentation. Once all groups have presented, as the class to come up with 4-5 criteria that make a
presentation effective. After students have agreed on the criteria for an effective presentation, write them
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on a large sheet of chart paper to refer back as students prepare for their community presentations
during Lesson 9.
Teacher Prep: (Days 4-7: Build Background Knowledge) During this component of the Lesson 3 you
will implement the AKSCI: Dropping the Ball lesson plan. Read through and familiarize yourself with the
lesson and organize any materials that are needed to implement it. Continue to write the essential
question of Lesson 3 on the board and make additional copies of the Science A-Z Graphic Organizers so
that students can organize the information they have learned in a way that allows them to easily access it
when constructing their scientific arguments. Additional reading material and interactive activities that
supplement this lesson can be located at the end of the investigation and in the resource book, Gravity the
Glue o f the Universe by Harry Gilbert (check out The New Gravity on pp. 72-81). Remind students that they
will be writing their second scientific argument of the investigation.
Teacher Prep: (Days 8-10: Applying Scientific Arguments) Students will focus on writing a scientific
argument that answers the essential question of Lesson 3: What keeps people from floating into space?
They should not receive a final grade on this assignment for the structure of their arguments just yet, but
rather their ability to review feedback from the teacher and make revisions to their paper. Review
criteria on the Teachers Pay Teachers: Scoring Rubric as a class before students begin writing. Explain that
the final scientific argument students will write at the conclusion of Lesson 9 will receive a final project
grade based on the criteria presented in the rubric. It is important that students use the rubric as a tool to
guide the construction of their arguments during this assignment so by Lesson 9 they will know what is
expected. As students write and present their arguments, you will be able to assess their understanding
of the investigation’s core content and adjust the following lessons and teaching methods to close any
gaps that still persist.

Lesson 4: What causes the tide to rise and fall?
Estimated time: 1, fifty-minute class period
Teacher Prep: This activity will require some additional planning so begin prepping a couple days ahead
of the scheduled lesson period. Read over and familiarize yourself with the Moon and Tide script, a short
skit that will be the basis of this lesson. Select 6 interested students to play certain parts in the skit and
set aside time either during or after school to rehearse the script together. To enhance engagement you
may want to perform in front of another elementary class, so plan accordingly. For an additional effect
the script calls for a recording of wave action, so feel free to use whatever is available. As one option,
there is a Waves Free app that can be downloaded (free of charge) on any Apple device (IPhone or IPad).
Engagement
> Have fun!

Lesson 5: What w as the w orldview of the m oon and tides of the Yakutat Tlingit?
Estimated time: 2, fifty-minute class periods
Teacher Prep: This lesson is adapted from Garza’s Tlingit Moon & Tide Teaching Resource. Read over
lesson plan from Teaching Resource Lesson 1: Raven Creates the Tides (pp. 33-34) and print out the
Tlingit myth, Raven Creates the Tides. If you prefer a different traditional myth the following books are
available for use in the elementary school library: The Angry Moon by William Sleator and The Star
Maiden by Barbara Esbensen. A story will be read to the class at the beginning of the lesson to provide
background on the traditional perspective of the Moon. The rest of the lesson will be dedicated to
creating Moon and Sun masks. Invite an Elder from the community to implement this component of the
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lesson such as Fred Bemis, who has taught this activity before and done a fantastic job. You will have to
purchase large paper plates for the masks and have available paint, scissors, and paint brushes. If a
community member is not available refer to Garza’s Tlingit Moon & Tide Teaching Resource, Moon Mask
Making (pp. 12-18) for a more in-depth description of the activity. Print and laminate copies of the Tlingit
Moon and Sun mask photographs, which can serve as real-life examples of traditional mask designs.
Engagement (~ 20 minutes)
> Tell students that over the next two days they will learn about the Tlingit’s’ perception of the
Moon and Sun and how these celestial bodies were represented in their lives. The class will first
listen to a very old myth that discusses the creation of the tides, which will be followed up with an
activity where they will get to create their very own Moon and/or Sun mask.
> Read myth, Raven Creates the Tides, and have discussion with students. Discussion questions can
be found in Garza’s Tlingit Moon & Tide Teaching Resource on pp. 41.
Explore/Explain
> After discussing the myth as a class, introduce the Elder and begin mask making activity, which
can also be found in Garza’s Teaching resource on pp. 20-24.
> If an Elder is available to come into the classroom you may want ask them to also explain the
significance behind the designs of each mask type as well as the natural materials the Tlingit used
to color masks in the past while referring to the photographs.

Lesson 6: What is the difference betw een w aves and tides?
Estim ated time: 2, fifty-minute class periods
Day 1: Where did the Rubber Bath Toys Go? (Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum)
Teacher Prep: Refer to Investigation 1: Where Did the Rubber Bath Toys Go? for a full description of
lesson plan as well as a list of materials that are needed. Lesson can be found online
at http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-7/investigation-1.html?task=view&id=226.
Day 2: Waves and Tides (Alaska Seas and Watershed Curriculum)
Teacher Prep: Refer to Investigation 2: Waves and Tides for a full description of lesson plan and list of
materials needed to ONLY implement Activity 3A: Waves in the W ater and Activity 3B: Tides. Lesson can
be found online at: http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/grade-7/investigation-3.html?task=view&id=229.
*Sea-Week
Note: The Week investigation has been designed to supplement content addressed in Unit 3 Investigation
1 (NGSS: 5-PS2-1) and was designed to enhance depth of knowledge of the force of gravity. Due to the
nature of scheduling, resource availability, weather as well as student interest, two field investigations
formats have been provided as options for Week 2 in order to meet the educator’s needs. Activities for
the Garza option are taken directly from the Tlingit Moon & Tide Teacher Resource (Dolly Garza)
curriculum and should be referenced and adapted accordingly to align with transportation limitations
and scheduling requirements. Activities for the second field/classroom option are more field intensive,
requiring at least 3 afternoons at the Lagoon, since it focuses on observing and recording the change from
low to high tide. This option was also specifically designed to forgo the need of a vehicle to transport
students to and from the Lagoon, since the current financial status of the District may limit the use of
rentals in the future and therefore complicate scheduling for other elementary classes.
Lesson 7: Observing the Tides and Intertidal Organisms
Estim ated time:
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Option 1
Teacher Prep: Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teacher Resource, Lesson 2: Observing the Tides (pp. 36-38)
for activity and list of materials. Some optional Materials to bring on field trips can include: tarp, hand
lenses, buckets (2-3), sample containers, nets and guides.
Option 2
Estimated time: 4-hour periods for three days (11:30 a.m.- 3:25 p.m.)
Teacher Prep: This option includes transport by foot for three days to the lagoon to observe and record
the rise of low to high tide (How long does it take for the tides to change?) as well as learn about different
categories of invertebrates that live in the intertidal zone. Send a note home to parents ahead of time
explaining the objective of the investigation and asking for cooperation by sending student to school with
appropriate gear such as; rubber boots, walking shoes, rain jacket/pants, warm clothing and extra
snacks. The class will leave for the lagoon at 11:30 a.m. on foot rain or shine and return by the end of the
school day at 3:25 p.m. You may want to include that you will provide a backpack and water bottle. In
reality you may also want to provide a small snack each day as well as hot chocolate for excursions
during especially cold and wet days.
Teacher Prep: Refer to a tide book in advance to map out low and high tide for each day the class will be
in the field during Sea week. Refer to the Tide Change Data Sheet students will use to record their
observations and venture out to the lagoon ahead of time at low time to note where observations will be
taken from. The reference rock in the Data Sheet is located in front of Inga Hanlon’s lot (which is to the
left of her house if you are standing on the road) on the shore at the lagoon. Since field observations
won’t span over an entire tide change, you will have to go out in the morning and evening to take pictures
of low and high tide and present them each morning before the class heads out. (Examples of how this
was done is attached at the end of this investigation) Students will have to record the tide level and time
of observation on their data sheet.
Teacher Prep: Print out student worksheets onto Rite-in the-Rain paper and arrange them onto
clipboards in the following order: Tide Change Data Sheet (3 copies per student, one for each day),
Invasion of the Mega-Giant Land Monster (1 copy per student), Marine Bingo, Can you Sort the
Invertebrates?, and Tidepool Animal (pp. 7 of Tidepool Tales). Have a supply of ballpoint pens for
students since it works best on the Rite-in the-Rain paper. Print (double-sided) and laminate the
Intertidal Cards as well as the Intertidal Field Atlas . The Common Sea Life o f Southeastern Alaska is very
long but still a great resource to refer to either in the field or back in the classroom so it may be best to
save it on an IPad for easy access. Collect the following materials together which will be used during the
field trip: blue tarp, hand lenses, small buckets (1 per student pair), sample containers (if available),
backpack (1 per student), water bottles (1 per student), Southeast Intertidal Laminated Guides (10). You
will need to bring this gear out every into the field. It would be helpful to have a volunteer during the
field trips, especially during the hike to the Lagoon.
Teacher Prep: For more information on tides, you can access this informative and comprehensible
tutorial by NOAA at the following
website: http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/lessons/tides tutorial.pdf

Example of Field Investigation Schedule

Day One (Monday)
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- Take photograph of low tide that morning and make copies of it for students. It needs to be taken
from the same spot from where the photograph for the data sheets was taken. The class will record
their first observation in the classroom before heading out into the field. You may want to make an
enlarged copy of the data sheet to post on the board to use as a visual as you demonstrate to
students how they will record their observations. Have backpacks, water bottles, student worksheets
(data sheets, Invasion of the Mega-Giant Land Monster, and Marine Lotto) + clipboards, pens, snacks
and hot-chocolate ready before the class meets up at 11:30 a.m. as well as all the other gear needed
for the field. Students will engage in the Marine Lotto activity in-between tide measurements; you
may want to bring out prizes for students that get 4 in a row or that fill in the entire worksheet.
> 11:30 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.
-

Begin by telling students they will be embarking on an investigation about tides
over the next week. Ask students what they know about tides and write their
observations on the board. Review the steps of the scientific method
(Observations-Problem-Hypothesis-Experiment-Results-Conclusion) as a class.
Problem: Use students' prior knowledge to come up with the following question
as a class: How long does it take to go from low to high tide? Students should
write down the question somewhere on their data sheets. Hypothesis: Have
students write a prediction to the problem based on what they already know
about tides. Experiment: Review the two components that make up the
experiment phase of the scientific method, procedure and materials. Ask the
class what piece of information they need to have each day if they are going to
try and determine how long it takes for low tide to change to high tide. (The time
and level of low tide each day) Explain that this will be the first step of the
procedure for the investigation and write it on the board (Record the level and
time of low tide each day at the Lagoon). Ask the class what the next step of their
procedure will be. (Record the level of the tide as a class at the Lagoon for three
days.). Determine as a class how often they should record the tide level with the
knowledge that they will have leave at 2:45 p.m. to get back to school on time.
Materials: Tell the class that they will use data sheets printed out on Rite-in theRain paper to record observations. This will be the most important material they
will need. Ask the class if they can think of any other materials that may
important for the investigation. Turn students' attention to the data sheets and
explain it is time to record the first observation for the day. Pass out the low tide
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photographs and as a class record the time and level of the tide on the data
sheet, pointing out landmarks (posts, large rock that can help students determine
the location of the tideline on the data sheet. Students should remember to write
in the time each time the level of the tide is drawn.
-

After going over the procedure of the investigation ask students to volunteer
some rules they think the class should be expected to abide by each time they
are out in the field. Write their ideas on the board then have students read over,
Invasion of the Mega-Giant Land Monster, to come up with any other rules they
may have missed. Write down the rules on a piece of large sheet people to
review with class each day before embarking on field trip.

> 12:20-12:50 p.m.
-

Walk to the lagoon via highway since it is the quickest route.

-

Record first tide observation. This may be tricky for students to translate what

> 1:00 p.m.
they see onto their data sheets. To help them visualize this, you can walk over to
where the posts are located and walk along the tide line. As you do this students
are to trace your position on their data sheets. Also point out the flow of water to
students. It appears to be going out, which would indicate low tide. But the tide is
rising. Why is this occurring? (The bay is connected via a culvert to a lagoon.
When the tide is low the water in the lagoon wants to flow down towards the
ocean due to the pull of gravity. But that does not mean the tide is getting lower,
it means that it isn't high enough to start pushing the water back into the lagoon.)
> 1:15- 1:45 p.m.
- Students have free time to explore the intertidal zone. Refer them to any of the
guides if they organisms they want to identify or learn more about.
> 1:45- 2:00 p.m.
-

Second tide observation. Snack break.

> 2:00- 2:30 p.m.
-

Marine Lotto Activity.

> 2:30- 2:40 p.m.
-

Clean up. Snack time.

> 2:45- 2:50 p.m.
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-

Third tide observation. Ask students what they notice about the tide. (They
should mention that it is still advancing.) Explain that the tide has yet to reach its
highest-level so additional observations will have to be made. Ask the class if any
students are available to meet later (choose a specific time that correlates high
tide) to record at least one more observation for the day.

> 2:55- 3:25 p.m.
-

Walk back to school via highway.

Note: Whether or not students are available to meet up later that day to record additional
observations, you will have to return to the lagoon to take a picture of high tide as well as a picture a
half hour later to show the change in tide level (from high to low again). Make copies of both pictures
for students to record on data sheets the following day.
Day Two (Tuesday)
Take a photograph of low tide that morning and make copies of it for students. It needs to be taken
from the same spot from where the photograph for the data sheets was taken. The class will record
this observation on their second data sheet before heading out into the field. You should also have
copies of the pictures taken of high tide from the previous day. Have backpacks, water bottles,
student worksheets (data sheets, Invasion of the Mega-Giant Land Monster and Can You Sort the
Invertebrates?) + clipboards, pens, snacks and hot-chocolate ready before the class meets up at
11:30 a.m. as well as all the other gear needed for the field. Also bring along the Intertidal Cards,
which can be reviewed and discussed during the trip out to the Lagoon.
> 11:30-12:00 p.m.
-

Ask students to recall the question they will try and answer this week (How long
does it take to go from low to high tide?) and if the waterline reached high tide
during their observation period yesterday (no). Explain that additional
observations had to be taken in order to pin-point the time of high tide which you
were able to record with photographs so that students could note the time and
position of high tide on their data sheets. Pass out the photographs and have
students observe the position and time of high tide for a moment before
recording it on their data sheets. Once the class has completed recording this
last observation from yesterday's field trip, review the time and relative positions
of low and high tide to make sure everyone understands the data collection
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process. Next, ask the class to recall the first step of their investigation's
procedure so that they can move forward with today's data collection at the
Lagoon (Record the level and time of low tide each day at the Lagoon). Since the
class is unable to be in the field at the time of low tide, you were able to snap
another photograph of the water level at the time of low tide. Hand out the
photograph of low tide and have students record it on their second data sheet.
Once the class has completed this task, review the rules for the beach and get
ready to head out.
> 12:05- 12:35 p.m.
- Hike in to the Lagoon from the low road. Stop at Sandy beach and give students
free time to explore the area, while keeping an eye out for any evidence of the
tides from previous days. After a few minutes call in the class and ask students to
volunteer their observations. Direct students' attention to the rows of algae that
stretch horizontally across the beach. What caused the algae, or seaweed, to
clump up like this along the beach? (High tide) If this was caused by high tide
then why is there more than one row of algae? (The level of high tide changes.
These rows are markers of where high tide occurs on average most of the time.
In fact, high tide has even gone beyond the highest row and up to the grass line.
We know this because algae have been deposited here as well). Ask the class
where the safest spot to set up a tent would be if they wanted to camp out on the
beach.
> 12:35-1:00 p.m.
- Take the class up to the pavilion and ask them to take a seat at one of the picnic
tables. Ask students to take a moment and think of instances in their lives when
they have sorted things into groups. Have them share ideas with a partner and
then discuss the idea of categorization as a class. Why do people like to sort
things into groups? How do we sort things in our own lives? Explain that most of
the time people like to sort things based on similar characteristics that objects
share. For instance, we sort food in our home depending on how long it can last.
Dry foods and spices can last for a long time and can be put into cupboards or on
the shelf. Fresh foods that are to be eaten during the week such as eggs,
cheese, milk and vegetables may be kept in a refrigerator otherwise they will go
bad. Other foods that can go bad but that we want to last for longer than a week,
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such as meat or ice-cream, are put into a freezer. We sort things into groups
without even realizing it in order to make life easier or more efficient. Scientists
also like to sort or categorize things by groups based on similar characteristics.
Bring out the Intertidal Cards. Ask students to define an invertebrate then explain
that all of the animals that live in the intertidal zone (the area between low and
high tide) are invertebrates. Scientists have sorted these animals without a
backbone into large groups, called Phylum's, based on similar characteristics
they share. Go through the Intertidal Cards with the class, first asking students to
identify the similar characteristics members of each group share before reading
off the back of the card. Explain that today the class will do an activity that
focuses on these major groups.
> 1:05- 1:35 p.m.
- Walk to the Lagoon via the lower road.
> 1:40- 2:00 p.m.
- Once you have arrived at the Lagoon, have the class take their first tide
measurement and then allow a few minutes of free time.
> 2:00 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
-

Students work on completing the worksheet, Can You Sort the Invertebrates?,
that is attached to their clipboards. Have the Intertidal Cards and guides
accessible to the class.

> 2:30-2:45 p.m.
-

Review the worksheets as a class. How were the intertidal invertebrates sorted?
Make a final tide measurement.

> 2:55- 3:25 p.m.
-

Pack up gear and head out. You may want to take the highway back since it will
be quicker.

Note: Whether or not students are available to meet up later that day to record additional
observations, you will have to return to the lagoon to take a picture of high tide as well as a picture a
half hour later to show the change in tide level (from high to low again). Make copies of both pictures
for students to record on data sheets the following day.
Day Three (Wednesday)
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Take a photograph of low tide that morning and make copies of it for students. It needs to be taken
from the same spot from where the photograph for the data sheets was taken. The class will record
this observation on their second data sheet before heading out into the field. You should also have
copies of the pictures taken of high tide from the previous day. Have backpacks, water bottles,
student worksheets (data sheets, Invasion of the Mega-Giant Land Monster and Tidepool Animals) +
clipboards, pens, snacks and hot-chocolate ready before the class meets up at 11:30 a.m. as well as
all the other gear needed for the field. Also bring along the Intertidal Cards, which can be reviewed
and discussed during the trip out to the Lagoon. It is important to have the Intertidal Cards, Intertidal
Field Atlas, and Common Sea Life of Southeastern Alaska on this field trip since students will be
filling in worksheets that will require them to look up additional information on specific invertebrates.
> 11:30-12:00 p.m.
-

Ask students if the waterline reached high tide during their observation period
yesterday (no). Pass out the high tide photographs that were taken yesterday
and have students observe the position and time of high tide for a moment before
recording it on their data sheets. Once the class has completed recording this
last observation from yesterday's field trip, review the time and relative positions
of low and high tide to make sure everyone understands the data collection
process. Next, ask the class to recall the first step of their investigation's
procedure so that they can move forward with today's data collection at the
Lagoon (Record the level and time of low tide each day at the Lagoon). Since the
class is unable to be in the field at the time of low tide, you were able to snap
another photograph of the water level at the time of low tide. Hand out the
photograph of low tide and have students record it on their second data sheet.
Once the class has completed this task, review the rules for the beach and get
ready to head out.

> 12:10 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
-

Take students along the highway until you reach the apartments. Behind the
playground is the entrance to the Totem trail; follow the trail until you get to the
Totem and take a snack and water break. Take time to review with students what
they have learned and/or observed so far about tides and intertidal organisms as
well as any questions they want answered about either topic. Stop by the lagoon
and ask students to observe it for a moment and find the high tide line. (They
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should see that the grass is brown up to a point until it becomes green again)
Ask students how it is possible for the lagoon to be influenced by the tide. (The
lagoon is connected via the culvert to the bay. At low tide the sea level is lower
so that water from the lagoon flows out freely, which it wants to do because of
gravity. But at high tide the seawater rises and flows into the lagoon, which
causes the water in the lagoon to rise as well. The vegetation around the lagoon
is not used to or adapted to salt water and starts to die.)
> 1:10- 1:15 p.m.
-

First tide observation of the day. Ask the class what it means to be an “intertidal”
organism. (To live between the low and high tides). Are animals that live in the
low tide zone more or less tolerant of dehydration than those that live in the high
tide zone? (They are less tolerant. Animals that live in the low tide zone cannot
live as long out of water as those that live in the high tide zone.) Tell students
that they are getting a better understanding of what low and high tide means.
Ask them to stand in the area of the beach that signifies low tide and to name
what animals they see. Ask them to stand in the area of the beach that signifies
high tide and to again name the different types of animals they see. Ask the class
what it means if an animal lives in subtidal zone? (The area below low tide that is
always covered in water)

> 1:15- 2:00 p.m.
-

Students complete the Tidepool Animals worksheet. You can have students
choose their own intertidal animal for this activity however you will want it to fit
into one of the four Phyla they have been studying; Echinoderms, Mollusks,
Arthropod, Sponges. If you want to assign students a particular animal ahead of
time you can use refer to the following list for examples:
Mollusks: Chitins, Limpets, snails, clams, cockles, mussels
Arthropods: barnacles, crabs, hermit crab, sand flea, isopods, shrimp
Echinoderm: Sea stars, urchins, brittle starts, sea cucumbers
Porifera: Sponges

> 2:00-2:10 p.m.
-

Second tide observation.

> 2:15- 2:40 p.m.
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-

Go over worksheets with students. Students should group themselves into the
four different Phyla and then discuss with each other the characteristics their
animals have in common. Have one group at a time talk in front of the class
about the different animals that make up the Phylum as well as the
characteristics all the animals share.

> 2:45- 2:55 p.m.

-

Third tide observation. Pack up and walk home via the highway.

• Note: Whether or not students are available to meet up later that day to record additional
observations, you will have to return to the lagoon to take a picture of high tide as well as a
picture a half hour later to show the change in tide level (from high to low again). Make copies
of both pictures for students to record on data sheets the following day.

Lesson 8: Using Data to Estimate the Tide
Estimated time: 1.5-2 hours
Option 1
Teacher Prep: Refer to Tlingit Moon & Tide Teacher Resource, Activity 2 (Lesson 2): Using Your Data to
Estimate the Tides (pp. 45) for activity and list of materials.
Option 2
Teacher Prep: You will need to have ready the photographs of high tide that were taken during the final
field observation as well as students’ datasheets. Make 1 copy per student of the following worksheets:
Record Your Results, Conclusion Questions and NOAA Tide and W ater Levels reading. It may be helpful to
have available a Geared Judy Student clock so that you are able to demonstrate the lapse in time between
low and high tide, a concept that can be difficult for students to grasp. Have available the following props
to help model the lunar cycle: Moon mask, Sun mask and inflatable Earth.
Explain
> At the beginning of class commend students for successfully completing their fieldwork over the
last few days. Trying to learn about the natural world is not an easy task. Scientists come up
against all different types of obstacles as they try and collect data in the field including inclement
weather, funding, and transportation just to name a few. It is important to be persistent as well as
maintain a positive attitude when doing fieldwork otherwise our questions would never get
answered!
> Remind the class they have one more observation to record on their data sheets from their last
day in the field. Since the class was unable to stay long enough at the Lagoon to see high tide, you
made additional observations the day to determine the time at which high tide was reached. Pass
out the photographs and ask students to record the time and tide level on their third data sheet.
> Once students have completed recording the final observation ask the class to recall the next step
of the investigation (Results). What do scientists do in this step of the scientific method? (Analyze
the data they have collected to see if there are any trends or patterns that can help answer the
problem). Pass out Record Your Results worksheet to students and have them read it over before
tackling it on their own or together.
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Note: The idea is that once students generate an average change in time of low to high tide
they will apply it to find the low tide cycle, or the time it takes to go from low to high then
back to low tide. From there they will be able to calculate the high tide schedule, which they
should be able to find by subtracting the low tide cycle from 24 hours.
Review the results as a class. Ask students how they feel about the results. Do they think the low
tide cycle is always
number of hours as stated from their results? Is the high tide cycle always
number of hours?
Pass out the reading, Tide and Water Levels and read it to the class. You may want to pause after
reading about the lunar cycle and reenact it using the props so that students understand that the
Earth is always “catching up” to the moon by 50 minutes, which is why the tide schedule is 24
hours and 50 minutes rather than the 24 hours (solar cycle).
Ask students to look back at their results. Would they change anything about the high tide cycle
they just calculated? (Help students understand that in order to find the high tide schedule they
should subtract the low tide schedule from 24 hours and 50 minutes instead).
Ask students to recall what the reading said about the time between the low and high tide cycles.
(They are on average 12 hours and 25 minutes apart) Does this mean their data is incorrect? (No.
Overall, the high and low tide cycles change. Sometimes the high tide cycle is longer than then low
tide cycle. However, if we were to collect data over a long time, such as a few months or even a
year, the differences between the high and low tides would eventually out. We only took data for 3
days, which in science is not very much. But it does tell us something about the tides over those
days. We would learn more about the changes in tides the longer we were able to observe and
collect data. Scientists tell us that over time tide cycles even out to about 12 hours and 25 minutes,
or 6 hours and 12.5 minute to go from low to high tide or high to low tide).
o

>

>

>

>

*W e e k a fte r Sea-W eek
Lesson 9: H o w can w e c o m m u n ic a te o u r id e a s to o th e r cla ssro o m s?
E s tim a te d tim e : 5, sixty-minute lessons

You will begin Lesson 9 by telling the class they
are ready to present the knowledge they have gained over this investigation to the community. Students
will first write an argument for the local newspaper that answers the following essential question: What
force causes the tides to rise and fall? Arguments will require three lines of evidence (at least) drawn
from resources and activities presented in class throughout the investigation. Students will write their
articles in one of the formats presented in the Teachers Pay Teachers: Newspaper Templates resources,
which can be decided by the students themselves or ahead of time. To increase student engagement in
the assignment, the top 2 articles written by students in the class will get published in the local
newspaper (this will require coordinating directly with the editor beforehand). Review the Teachers Pay
Teachers: Scoring Rubric with students and reiterate that students will receive a final project grade for
the assignment.

T e a c h e r P re p (D ays 1: W r it in g a N e w s p a p e r A r tic le )

Explain to the class that
they will work in their cooperative groups to prepare and practice a community presentation on the
content they learned over the investigation about force. They can use whatever method that want to
present information to the audience (including a play, song, diagram, talk show, etc.) but the delivery
must be professional and informative (the audience must learn something from their presentation).
Present the large sheet of chart paper listing the criteria of an effective presentation to the class and
explain that they will be graded up to five points on each of the criteria that is listed. Hang this up in front
of the room so that students can easily refer to it as that are designing and practicing their presentations.
Send reminders out to families and staff members about the date of the presentation. You may want to
T e a c h e r P re p (D ays 2 -4: P re p a re a n d P ra c tic e C o m m u n ity P re s e n ta tio n )
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take some time to go over all the topics covered over the course of the investigation with the class so that
groups can just select something the list to present on. This may be helpful is time is limited.
T e a c h e r P re p (D a y 5: G ive P re s e n ta tio n to C o m m u n ity P re s e n ta tio n ):

Have fun!

Lesson 10: P o st-A ssessm ent- W h a t d id y o u le a rn ?
E s tim a te d tim e : 1, fifty-forty minute class
T e a c h e r P re p :

Print out 1 copy per student of the Post-assessment.
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415

N a m e :______________________________
Date: ______________________________
Directions: A nsw er th e following q u e stio n s to th e b e st of y o u r ability. Use com plete

sentences!
1. You are a t th e b each w ith y o u r fam ily one w eekend for a picnic. Fluffy clo u d s dot a
b rillian t blue sky b u t th e s u n k eep s you w a rm s a s you sit a n d w atch frien d s a n d
fam ily play football on th e b each. S u d d en ly one of o u r c o u sin s th ro w s th e football so
high in th e sky it looks like alm o st to u c h e s th e clouds! E xplain how force is
resp o n sib le for m ak in g m ovem ent possible for all th in g s on E arth .

•

J u s t w hen you th o u g h t th e football w as h e ad in g into space, it began to m ake
its w ay b a ck to th e b each. Y our a u n t c a tc h e s it a n d m ak e s a tou ch d o w n for h e r
team . E xplain w h a t types of forces w ere resp o n sib le for m ak in g th e ball move
up in th e a ir a n d b a ck down to th e ground.

2. You have noticed th a t y o u r two b e st frien d s have been fighting a lot over everything
th e se days. L ast w eek th ey yelled a t one a n o th e r in th e cafeteria over th e b e st breed
of dog to go fishing w ith. T his w eek w h a t s ta rte d a s a nice con v ersatio n a b o u t defense
stra te g ie s in b a sk e tb a ll for a n u pcom ing gam e en d ed u p w ith one friend angrily
sto rm in g o u t of th e gym. You h a te seeing y o u r frien d s like th is a n d w a n t to p ropose a
stra te g y th a t c an help th e m co m m u n icate b e tte r u sin g a rg u m e n ta tio n correctly. W rite
a scientific argument th a t will convince y o u r frien d s how th ey c an u se
a rg u m e n ta tio n to p re s e n t th e ir sid es w ith o u t getting anyone u p se t.
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Pre/Post Assessment: 5-PS2-1
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Student Worksheets

Sea Week- Tides

Grade Band 5-6

EXAM PLE- MAY 9™: Level of tide at 4:30 p.m.
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Student Worksheets

Sea Week- Tides

Grade Band 5-6

EXAMPLE- MAY 10™: Level of tide at 5:30 p.m.

Level of tide at 6:00 p.m.
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EXAM PLE- MAY 11™: High tide level at 6:00 p.m.

Facing W ater from the Street
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Record Your Results
How long does it take for water to go from low to high tide?

Date

Time at low

Time at high

tide

tide

Change in time

Average Change in Time =
(From low to high tide)
Analyze Your Results
1. Is there a trend in the data? Explain

2. Use your data (average change in time) to calculate how many hours it
will take to complete the low tide cycle (reach the next low tide).
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3. Using your answer above, calculate how many hours will it take to
complete a high tide cycle. (Hint:

24 hours- low tide cycle= high tide

cycle)

Conclusion Questions
1. W as yo ur hypothesis correct? Explain

2. How m any low and high tides do we get in Yakutat each day?

3. H o w lo n g does it take fo r tides to change?

4. W hy do w e experience two low and high tides every 24 hours and 50 minutes?

5. How does gravity affect the tides?
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6. How could w e have im proved our investigation?

7. W hat other questions do you have?

Tides and W ater Levels Reading- NOAA

Unlike a 24-hour solar day, a lunar day lasts 24 hours and
50 minutes. This occurs because the moon revolves
around the Earth in the same direction that the Earth
rotates around its axis. Click the image to see an
animation.

Frequency of Tides - The Lunar Day
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Most coastal areas, with some exceptions, experience two
high tides and two low tides every lunar day (Ross, D.A.,
1995). Almost everyone is familiar with the concept of a
24-hour solar day, which is the time that it takes for a
specific site on the Earth to rotate from an exact point
under the sun to the same point under the sun. Similarly, a lunar day is the time it takes for a
specific site on the Earth to rotate from an exact pointunder the moon to the samepoint under
the moon. Unlike a solar day, however, a lunar day is 24 hours and 50 minutes. The lunar day is
50 minutes longer than a solar day because the moon revolves around the Earth in the same
direction that the Earth rotates around its axis. So, it takes the Earth an extra 50 minutes to
"catch up" to the moon (Sumich, J.L., 1996; Thurman, H.V., 1994).
Because the Earth rotates through two tidal "bulges" every lunar day, coastal areas experience
two high and two low tides every 24 hours and 50 minutes. High tides occur 12 hours and 25
minutes apart. It takes six hours and 12.5 minutes for the water at the shore to go from high to
low, or from low to high.

SOURCE: http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/tides05_lunarday.htm l

W hy is e e lg ra ss im portant?
Eelgrass habitats are among the most productive and biologically diverse ecosystems on the planet.
Living and dead plant material, including leaves, roots and rhizomes, has many valuable ecological
functions such as stabilizing seafloor sediments and shorelines, cleaning coastal waters, providing
habitat for a diversity of flora and fauna, and supporting the foundation of the detrital food web.
As food, eelgrass has far-reaching effects. Because it is a primary producer, it forms the base of a
food web. Its main function as food is to produce detritus, or decaying plant matter, which is
consumed by a diversity of creatures such as bacteria, worms, and crabs. These detritivores in turn
are preyed upon by larger predators such as fishes. Detritus is also carried offshore where it is fed
upon by animals deep below the ocean's surface. As detritus, eelgrass is critical to coastal food webs
and connects coastal and offshore ecosystems.

A diverse assemblage of animals inhabits eelgrass beds. Eelgrass creates a complex underwater
habitat which acts as refuge and feeding ground for many animals and is particularly valuable as
nursery habitat. Animals swim or walk among the leaves, burrow in the sediments around the roots
and rhizomes, and colonize the floating leaves. The economic value of eelgrass habitat is
demonstrated by the abundance and diversity of commercially and recreationally important species,
such as summer flounder, winter flounder, weakfish, blue crabs, bay scallops, lobsters, striped bass,
and blue mussels (to name a few), that require eelgrass at a point of life history. Many other species
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(e.g., sea anemones, shrimps, worms, snails, etc.) that live in eelgrass habitat are fundamental
components of the diet of commercially valuable species. Birds, specifically waterfowl, feed
extensively ❖ and at times exclusively ❖ in eelgrass beds because of the diversity and abundance of
prey species in this productive habitat.
Eelgrass also helps prevent erosion and maintain shoreline stability by anchoring seafloor sediment
with its spreading roots and rhizomes. Its leaves, floating in the water column, slow water flow, which
promotes deposition of suspended particles and stabilization of sediments. In addition, eelgrass filters
pollutants such as nutrients from the water column. This, in turn, increases primary productivity
through increased photosynthesis in clearer water. Specifically, shoreline erosion caused by storms
and wave energy is substantially dampened in areas with productive eelgrass beds and thus protects
adjacent coastal properties.

Economic Value
Eelgrass has historically been used for a variety of human needs such as food, basket weaving,
compost, bedding, insulation and high-grade paper. Most industries stopped processing eelgrass in
1930-31 when the Wasting Disease nearly wiped out eelgrass populations along the Atlantic Coast of
North America and Europe.
Eelgrass supports several commercial fisheries by providing structure, shelter, and foraging habitat in
mud flats, mixed sediment or sand flat environments. American lobsters, blue mussels, soft-shell
clams, razor clams, blood worms, sand worms, rock crabs, sand shrimp, periwinkles, and winter
flounder all benefit from eelgrass beds. Eelgrass contributed to seafood landings in 1997 valued at
over $153 million.
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Can you sort the invertebrates?
W ho am I?

W ho am I?

I am an animal that has a body made up

I am an animal that needs to be moist

of sections (head, thorax, abdomen)

to stay alive. My soft body can be

that are covered by a shell or hard outer

protected with 1-2 hard shells that are

skin (exoskeleton). In order to grow I

located between my head and foot.

have to molt or shed my exoskeleton

My foot helps me move as well as

each time. My 6 or more jointed legs

locate prey and stay attached to

allow me to be really flexible. If you

substrate. Watch out for my sharp

pick me up from the water please don't

radula (simple tongue) because it

speak too loud and be gentle. I have

helps me eat!

very good senses.

W ho am I?

W ho am I?

Find an example and draw below:

Find an example and draw below:

W ho am I?

W ho am I?
I am an animal that displays radial

I am simple animal that does not have

sym metry and is covered with a tough

any internal organs. Food, water and

outer skin. My tube feet have suction

wastes come in and out of my body

cups at the tips which help me move,

through holes that cover the surface. I

breathe and sense the world around me.

live right below the intertidal zone.

W ho am I?

W ho am I?

Find an example and draw below:

Find an example and draw below:
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The 5th Grade Moon & Tide Skit!
Acting Parts
-

Narrator (teacher)
Camper (Student # 1 :_________________ )
Tides (Student # 2 :_________________ # 3 :___________________ #4__________________ )
The Moon (Student # 4 :________________ )
The Sun (Student # 5 :_______________ )
The Earth (Student # 6 :________________ )

Props
-

Painted Sun and Moon Masks (2)
Recorded sounds of ocean waves (i.e. Waves Free app for IPhone)
Speakers
Blue Tarp (w ith twine attached at one end)
Camping gear i.e. food wrappers/backpack/cell phone
Globe or inflatable Earth
Alaska Airlines model airplane
Small T o y (glue or tape to Earth model)
Apple

Scene One: What are Tides?
Set-up: Clear out a large, open area in classroom. Hook up recording of ocean waves
to speakers and start playing. The “tides” will include pulling a blue tarp back and forth
across the carpet. Mark the “low and high tide lines” with scotch tape to provide
Students #2 and #3 a visual. Have Student # 2 : _________ stand on one side of room
with the string that is attached to the tarp. He/she will be responsible for creating “high
tide,” which consists of pulling the tarp out to the “high tide” marker. Student #3 should
be positioned on the opposite side of the room and is responsible for creating “low
tide,” which consists of pulling the tarp back to the “low-tide” marker. Student #4:
_________ should be under sheet and kept out of sight. Students #2 & #4 should move
the tarp slightly up and down during the play to give the appearance of moving water
Student #1: ___________ should be sitting in front of the “ocean” surrounded by
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personal belongings such as food, backpack, cell phone and any other camping-like
gear. He/she should look like they are relaxing on the beach and enjoying themselves.

Narrator: It was a perfect day to go camping on the beach. The sun was high in the sky, the ocean was
calm, and arctic terns could be heard chasing off an eagle that was getting a little too close.
Student 1:_____________ was having a great time relaxing in the great outdoors and
finally getting some peace and quiet after a busy week at school. After eating a healthy
dinner of chocolate and chips, Student 1:______________ began to get sleepy and decided
it was time for bed. Feeling safe and not a care in the world, Student 1:______________ left
his/her belongs by the water and headed to higher ground to set-up his/her tent and get
some shut-eye for the night.

Student 1 :

moves a few feet away from the water, pretends to set-up a

tent, and goes to sleep. Student # 1 :_______________ makes snoring noises. Lights to
classroom are shut off. Student # 2 :_____________ slowly pulls out the tarp to the “high
tide” marker. Student # 4 :_______________ moves under the tarp and stays unseen by
audience and grabs the gear. Student #4: _____________ waits a minute before
bringing the tarp back to the low tide marker, making sure to move slowly so to not
uncover Student # 4 :___________ who is still underneath the tarp. Once the tarp is at
the “low tide marker” the lights to classroom are turned back on. Student #4 can come
out from under the tarp and sit off to the side until Scene Two.

Narrator: At 6:00 a.m. the happy camper rises ready to start the day. After a good stretch, some
jumping jacks and running in place the camper is ready to prepare some breakfast...

Student#1 :WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ALL OF MY THINGS! (Look frantically around for belongings)
Narrator: What did the camper find this fine morning? Well...nothing...he/she has lost all her/his
belongings! No food, no music, no clean clothes. (Turn to class) Can you tell the camper
what has happened to her things? ( Listen to responses then follow-up) It is sad but true;
the high tide came at night and swept away your things into the sea. (Student #4:

_________ should throw smaller objects onto the surface of the tarp).
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Student#1:High tide? What do you mean? What are tides?!
Narrator: There, there young camper no need to worry. (Turn to class) Can you explain to the
camper what tides are? ( Listen to answers then follow-up) Tides are the most reliable
phenomena in the world, you see. As the sun rises in the east and sets in the west we can go
to bed knowing that the ocean waters will rise and fall along the shores. Tides are BIG waves
that begin in the ocean. (Make wave motions with arms to demonstrate this for audience)
When the highest part of the wave gets to the coast it creates a high tide (Student #2:

___________ should start pulling tarp to the “high tide” marker. ). When the lowest part
of this wave reaches the coast we see it a low tide. (Student #3:___________ should start

pulling tarp back towards “low tide” marker).

Student#1:Oh I see. Even though I wish I had known about tides before losing my things this is still
very interesting. How are tides formed in the first place?

Narrator: That is a great question. And to answer it will require taking a little ride into space!
( End of Scene 1. Turn off lights to classroom and set-up for next scene. )

Scene Two: What causes the Tides?
Set-up: Student # 2 :_____________ and Student # 3 :________________ should stay in
the same position. Both need to listen for the “high-tide” and “low-tide” cues during this
scene. In the meantime the tarp is in the “low tide” position. Background wave sounds
should be turned off for the majority of the scene and can be turned on for added effect
by Student #2 or #3 when given the cue to move the tarp. Student # 4 :_____________
grabs the Moon mask. Student # 5 :_______________ grabs the Sun mask. Student #6:
______________ grabs the Earth prop (that should have a small toy taped onto it.
Student # 1 : ____________ stands by the Narrator for this scene. All Students should
line up facing the audience. Classroom lights are turned back on.

Narrator: Well young Camper, after a very quick journey in my high-powered jet (hold up Alaska
Airlines model) we are now out in space. Before we get “sciency” about the tides let me
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introduce you to the key players in this natural phenomena. Here we have The Sun
(Student #4:___________ waves at audience) looking as brilliant as always, The Earth

(Student #5:___________ waves at audience) or also known as the liveliest planet in the
Solar System, and finally The Moon (Student #4:___________ waves at audience) who
still refuses to show us his/her dark side.

Student#1:Hello Sun, Moon and Earth! It is a pleasure to finally meet you up close!

Narrator: Ok let's get started. PLACES EVERYONE! (Students position themselves in the following
order: Sun, Earth and Moon. The Sun should be a spaced further out from Earth and
Moon, both of whom are situated close together.) I need some help from the audience at
this time. What motion does Earth make every single day that causes day and night? ( Listen

to student answers.) Yes, very knowledgeable young student you are. The Earth
rotates/spins on an imaginary axis. Earth why don't you give us a spin! (Student #5:

___________demonstrates rotation) Now for the tricky question....what motion does the
Moon make to cause those very pretty phases we see in the sky? ( Listen to student

answers then follow up) Very smart student again! The Moon orbits around the Earth in a
counter-clockwise direction, which takes about 27 days to complete. Give us an orbit Moon!
( Student #3:___________ demonstrates motion, making sure to face Earth the entire

time). Now, before we get into some talk about the tides we must review a very important
concept called. Gravity. Can I see a show of hands who would like to be a volunteer for this
quick demonstration? (Select a volunteer, grab the apple, then stand on a chair with the

student volunteer positioned in front of you. Poise the apple right over the student’s
head). I am now going to demonstrate gravity by releasing my grip on this apple on the
count of three. Who wants to predict what will happen? ( Listen to student answers) Ok
let's check it out and count together! One.two..three (Wait a moment) Just kidding!
Thank you volunteer for being a good sport and demonstrating that gravity is a real thing
we interact with everyday without giving it due credit. Take a seat. One more time,
everyone together count with me. One.two.Three! You see students; gravity is this
invisible attraction or force between all objects that are made of stuff, no matter how big or
small the object. Who has a stronger gravitational force, Earth or the Moon? (Listen to

Answers before responding) Yes, correct! The Earth's gravitational force is so much
greater because it is so much larger than the apple. This is why the apple falls to the
ground. This is also why people don’t just fly into space; Earth’s gravitational force keeps us
in place. So getting back to our demonstration. Why does the Moon not fly out into space
to escape mother Earth? (Listen to answers from audience) That is right! Its gravitational
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force is much greater than the Moon’s because the Moon is so much smaller (sorry moon).
BUT, the Moon’s gravitational force still has an impact on the Earth. What do you think the
Moon is able to pull towards it? (Listen to answers from audience) That is right! It’s
gravitational force works on the ocean. So let’s see how this works. Almost every place on
Earth experiences 2 high tides and 2 low tides each day. (Cue: Student #2:___________

should pull the wave out to marker to demonstrate high tide and Student #3 should pull
wave back in to demonstrate low tide).

This small toy represents us here on Earth.

(Point to toy on model) What direction do you suppose we are facing during one of those
high tides? Is it towards the Sun? Towards the Moon? Towards neither? (Listen to

audience)
(Student #5:___________ positions cut-out doll in front of Moon. )

Narrator: Very good, Yes! When we are facing the Moon we experience high-tide in Yakutat (Cue:
Student #2:

demonstrates high-tide by pulling tarp to high tide marker and

wave sounds. Tarp stays in position but sound effects are off.) But we know that Earth
doesn’t stay still and in approximately six hours

(Student #5:___________ re-positions

cut-out at an angle from Moon) it is facing another direction in space. What type of tide do
you think we experience at this point? (Listen to answers from audience). Very good, we
are now at low tide. As we move away from the Moon it’s gravitational pull is not nearly as
strong as before. (Cue: Student #3:___________ demonstrates low-tide and wave

sounds. Tarp stays in position but sound effects are off) The Earth doesn’t stop here but
keeps on moving and in six more hours is aligned with the moon but this time is facing away
from it. (Student #5:___________re-positions cutout at an angle from Moon) What tide
are we experiencing now? This is the tricky one! ( Listen to answers from audience) Very
good! We are at another high tide but it isn’t as high as the first one because we are farther
away from the moon. But the moon’s gravitational pull still has an effect. (Cue: Student #2:

___________demonstrates high tide by pulling tarp to marker and turning on sound
effects. Tarp stays in position and sound effects are turned off). Our 24-hours is not up
yet so in six more hours we are now rounding our way back towards the Moon. What tide do
we experience now? (Listen to Answers) Very good! Low tide again!!! (Cue: Student #2:

___________ demonstrates low tide by pulling tarp to low tide marker and turning on
wave sounds. Tarp stays in position and sound effects are turned off) In six more hours
our day will be complete and we will be facing the Moon again. So you see young camper, it
isn’t that the sea was trying to steal your belongings. It is on a pretty tight tidal schedule that
has to do with the Earth’s rotation and the Moon’s gravitational pull on the oceans. What did
you learn from today?
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Student#1:To always make sure I know how high the tide is going to be that day before I got camping
next time!
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What are
Invertebrates?
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Invertebrates are cold-blooded creatures
without backbones. Most have soft, squishy
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bodies, often with hard shells. There are
many different types of invertebrates.
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Class - Cephalopoda
(squid, octopuses
and nautilus)
octopuses
squid

Class - G astropoda
(snails, slugs, conchs,
periwinkles and sea slugs)

Class - Bivalvia

sea slugs

(clams, oytsters, mussels and scallops)

mussels
scallops

snails
clams
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These invertebrates need to keep moist to stay alive. They have a soft
body with a hard shell either inside or outside their body. Bivalves (2
shells) Gastropods (1 shell).

Characteristics of Mollusks
> Head/foot contain sensory and motor organs. Foot is muscular and used for a variety of
purposes but mainly for locomotion, capturing prey and attaching to substrate.
> Visceral mass contains internal organs, mainly the digestive, excretory and reproductive
systems. Located between head and food.
> Mantle is a specialized tissue, which surrounds visceral mass. Gills are located here and waste,
food, and gametes (sperm/eggs) are discharged here.
> Radula is only seen in mollusks. Can be a simple tongue or harpooned like.
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Arthropods (Crustaceans)
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Characteristics of Arthropods
> S tiff exoskeleton com posed m ostly o f chitin. P rovides protection and support
fo r body. Does not grow and is m olted (shed). This allow s fo r rapid grow th
until newly secreted exoskeleton hardens. D isplay bilateral sym m etry.
> Body is divided into segm ents (head, thorax, abdom en), w hich are
som etim es fused.
> Jointed limbs, arm s or legs can flex and bend.
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> Good senses. A re able to hear and use antennae to sense m otion around
them . Good sense o f taste, w hich they use a tongue for.
Crustaceans: Unlike other arthropods the exoskeleton often includes calcium carbonate (more
rigid). Complicated mouthparts, which consist of 2 pairs maxillae (upper jaws) and 1 pair of
mandibles (lower jaws) which are used for food processing. Appedages are associated with thorax
and can be used for walking or capturing prey. Abdomen has swimmerets which can be used for
swimming and egg carrying in females.

Echinoderms
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Characteristics of Echinoderms
>

Only live in ocean.

>

Bumpy or spiny skin (cannot always see bumps).

>

Radial symmetry: Can divide body into five identical pieces.

> Body is made of water-filled canals that connect to tube feet. Tube feet usually have suction
cups on their tips and are used for locomotion as well as feeding, breathing and sensing the
world around them.
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These animals have stinging tentacles
attached to symmetrical, sack-like bodies.
The bodies have just one opening for food
and waste.
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Porifera
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Characteristics of Sponges
These animals live on seabeds. They don’t have any organs,
but are covered in holes that let in water and food.

>

Pores in sponges allow them to absorb any food from water
or get rid of any waste.

>

Do not have a brain or even blood! Everything that goes into
their bodies is determined by the water they are in.
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Plants
Vs.
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Algae
Plants Vs. Algae
While both use photosynthesis to make food they are very
different organism...

Plants:
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Plants are m ade up o f different parts (stem, flow ers, leaves, roots). Each part has
its own job to help the plant grow, stay healthy and m ake new plants.

Algae:
But what distinguishes algae from plants is that algae do not have any tissue differentiation. Plants
can differentiate their tissues into roots, trunks, and leaves, all very different tissue types. In
contrast, algae are composed of cells that are generally all the same. Despite the differences
between plants and algae, many algal species are closely related to plants. Contain Chlorophyll a.
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Tidepool life in southern California
1 S e a gull

1 2 M u s s e ls

2 M a rb le d godw it

13- A-ggrragaling saa a n a m o n e s

a R a c k lo u s e

14 H e rm it c ra b in (urban sn a il shell

4 T id e -p c o l sculpin

15 O c h re s e a s ta r

j T urban snail

16 L a rg e r b a rn a c le s

6 A corn b a rn a c le s

1? S p in y lo b s la r

7 P eriw inkles.

1 6 S u rf g rass

A L im p e ts

1 6 E n c ru s tin g s p o n g e

$ S trip e d s h o re crab

2 0 B rittle sta r

10 G o o s e n e c k b a rn a c le s

21 P u rp le s aa u rc h in

11 C h ito n s

2 2 A s s o rte d s e a w e e d s
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Scientific Argument Example
To the School Board Committee, - - - ^ Audience
INTRODUCTIO

It has come to my attention that the school board is thinking about
installing vending machines in order to make money for new playground equipment.
I write to you today with the perspective of a teacher and member of the
community. Childhood obesity is a major problem in the United States today and
can lead to health problems later in life. According to the Dr. Eric Liben at the
Medical Associates Clinic, growing and active young bodies need a certain number
of calories a day that come from nutritious foods like fruits, vegetables, grains and
proteins. Vending machines do not always offer these types of healthy food options
and kids could end up replacing nutritious food with snacks. Vending machines will
promote unhealthy eating habits and should not be installed in the school.
BODY

After doing more research into this topic I found some interesting facts the
committee should consider before making a decision. A study by researchers at the
University of Connecticut found that vending machines today do offer healthier food
options. The problem is that students usually choose snacks that are not nutritious.
This same study looked at the behaviors of elementary and high school students at
two different schools for a year. One school had vending machines and the other
did not. When vending machines are available students will skip lunch to buy a
snack or beverage much more often. While this may not seem like a problem, the
researchers found that the food students were buying had a lot of sugar and
unhealthy fats which are not nutrients that made young bodies healthy and strong
CONCLUSION

I understand that the school board needs to buy safer playground equipment
but putting in vending machines is not the way to do it. Over time students will
develop unhealthy eating habits if vending machines are available. Even though
vending machines offer healthy options students do not usually choose these and
instead buy snacks and beverages that are high in sugar and unhealthy fats. One
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study showed that students' eating habits did change. Students began skipping
lunch and replacing it with these unhealthy options. It is in the best interest of our
students to find other means to buy playground equipment.

Sincerely,
Sarah Liben
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